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INTRODUCTION. iii

fresh material put at my disposal by my friend, Babu Govinda Dasa,

accumulated to such an extent that 1 came to the conclusion that a really

exhaustive translation of the Sutra and its commentaries will have to he

made on the lines of my translation of the Nyaya-S&tras now appearing

in Indian Thought Since coming to this conclusion, I confined myself,

in the present work, to a very brief account of each Sfi(ra and Adhikarana,

on the basis of the * Subodhint As soon, however, as my hands are free

from the Nyaya-Sutras, I intend to take up the critical translation of the

Sbabara-Bha?ya, along with copious notes from all available commentaries,

chiefly Prabhakara's Bfihati and Rumania's V&rtika, with their respective

commentaries. Thereby I shall, I hope, atone for the discrepancies of

my present work.

The work has turned out to be a long one ; and for this reason the

publishers have wisely decided to issue the first three Adhy&yas as

Vol I
In this work, as in all my works, I am indebted to my friend, Babu

Govinda Ddsa, without whose help I could not have obtained even a

fraction of the material that he has supplied me with, and without which

my work on these Surras would have been impossible.

For the list of contents and the index, I am indebted to my sons,

Bhavan&tha and Amaran&tha.

GANGANATHA JHA.

Mum College, Allahabad:

November 15th 1915.



INTRODUCTION.
r

From the earliest times, Indian philosophers have laid stress upoi

Karma, action (principally, sacrificial action) and Jiidna, knowledge

(principally knowledge of the Self) as essential for men. Among the si:

well-known "philosophical systems," which are to be regarded as so man;

distinct
c

disciplines,' rather than 'philosophies/—we find that, though ox\

may incidentally lay greater stress upon f

knowledge ' than * action/ the

all agree in maintaining that, though the direct cause of Final Release i

knowledge alone—and on this point practically all are agreed—the pei

formance of actions also is a necessary preliminary step; even th

VM&nta, with its thoroughgoing Idealism, admits the usefulness of inentg

and bodily discipline. Among actions, again, in addition to those tha

are necessary for the keeping alive of the Body, the most important ar

those that are enjoined in the Veda. All the six systems are agree<

on this point.

At the time that the country was full of Vedic scholars, who als<

had direct access to the original
c

Seers to whom the Vedas had bee]

' revealed/ it was easily known what actions were enjoined by the Veda

With the advent of worse times, the minute study of the Vedas declined

and fully qualified scholars began to become scarce ; so that it becam

increasingly difficult to ascertain the real import of Vedic injunctions ; an<

it became necessary to have certain rules for guidance in the interpretatioa

of the Vedic" statutes. At this juncture Jaimini came and composed hi

Sutras, known variously as ' Purva-MimfinsS-Sutras \
c

Mimans&-Sutras

and ' Jaimini-Sutras.'

These Sutras are divided into 12 Adhy&yas, Chapters, which ar<

divided into 'Padas'; divided again into ' Acjhikaranas ' or 'topics'

of which there are nearly 1,000. Each of these topics takes up one doubt

ful point, and, by a series of reasonings, arrives at the right conclusion

For every Adhikarana there is ( 1) a vi$ayav&hya, a Vedic sentence, ii

regard to which there is (2) ' samshaya \ doubt, as to what is its correc

meaning ; then we have the (3) prima facte view put forward, called th<

' Pitrvapah^a \ and this is followed by the (4) refutation of this prima faci\

view, after which comes (5) the Final view or Sidihanta. These constitute

the five limbs or factors of every Adhikarana,
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Of the twelve Adhydyas, the first deals with the sources of knowledge

as to Dharma : the second with what indicates difference among actions ;

the third lays down principles by which it is ascertained what is sub-

servient to, or part of, which act; the fourth deals with the Motive

underlying the acts ; the fifth with the order of sequence among actions

;

the sixth with the questions as to persons entitled to the performance of

the acts ; the seventh with the subject of transference of details from

one to the other action ; and the same subject is dealt with in greater

detail by the eighth adhy^ya ; the ninth describes those cases where certain

modifications are introduced into the original action ; the tenth treats of

cases where the transference of details is not permissible ; the eleventh

points out instances where a single performance of an act serves the

purposes of several sacrifices ; and the twelfth with those cases where

the details have to be repeated with each of the several sacrifices.

These Sutras have had several commentators,—such as t'fpavarsa,

Bharrtimitra and others. These, however, are known to us only in

name. The earliest commentary known to us is that by Shahara,

known as the ' Bhasya.' This has been published in the Bibliotheca

Indica, and also at Benares in the Chaukhambha Sanskrit Series, This

Bh&§ya has had two sets of followers—one headed by Prabh&kara, who

wrote his commentary on the Bhfisya, known as the ' Briha£l \ which

has been commented upon by Shalikan&fcha Mishra, in his * Itijuvimalfa';

and the other headed by KumSrila, also called
i

Bhatta/ who wrote

his commentary on the Bh&sya in three parts—Part (1), called the
* Shldhav&rtika? deals only with the 1st pada of Adhy&ya I, (2) called the

fantravtirtika proceeds up to the end of Adhyaya III, and (3) the TuptiM
s

dealing with Adhyfiyas IV to XII. This V&rtika of Kumfirila has had

several commentators—Sucharita Mishra (author of the KashiM on

the Shlokavartika), Someshvara Bhatta (writer of the Ny&yasudM, also

known as ' Rfinaka which is a commentary on the Tantrav&rtika), and
Parthasarathi Mishra (author of the Nygyara£n&kara on the Slihlmv&r-

tikz, and of the Shastradipika, an independent commentary on the Surras,

and also of the Tantraratna,, which deals with Aclhy&yas IV to XII),

These have been followed by several other writers.

As regards the translation, I am afraid it will be found to be a very
unequal work. In the beginning, I adopted a somewhat ambitious plan,

making the ' commentary ' a really ' original ' one. Later on, however, I

was obliged to depend entirely upon the T&ntrav&rtika, which I had
translated for the Asiatic Society of Bengal Subsequently the amount of



THE PflfiVA-MtlAMSi-SflTRAS OF JA.IIINI
WITH AN ORIGINAL COMMENTARY IN ENGLISH.

FIRST ADHYAYA.
MEANS OF ACQUIRING RIGHT KNOWLEDGE OW DUTY.

FlEST PADA.

THE TARKA-POLEMICAL-PADA.

Aclhikarana T.—Neeessity of the Inquiry embodied in

the Sutras.

sCtra i.

<m Atha, now. sra: Atah, therefore. ^if Dharma, duty-f^rmr
JijfiAsa, desire to know, enquiry,

1. Now, therefore, (there must be) an inquiry into

(the nature of) Duty.—1.

COMMENTARY.

When the student recalls to his mind the injunctive text
c

Svadhyayo-

'dhyetavyah,'
£

the Veda should be studied/—there arises a doubt in his

mind as to the scope and method of this study : should he only get up

the words of the Vedic texts? or, should he, after having got up the texts,

proceed to learn the meaning of the texts and further developments there-

from? The former naturally is the course that suggests itself to him as

the one to be adopted ; lie argues that the study of the Veda has been laid

down in the Veda ;—this study, therefore, must lead to some desirable

result ;
—-as the text itself does not speak of any particular result, we must

assume the ' attainment of heaven' to be that result ;—as this result can,

by virtue of the text itself, be obtained by the mere learning of the texts,

the * study' enjoined must end with this ;—and there can be no need or

justification for prolonging the study after that,
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The above prima facie statement has been called the
4 Purvapaksa ;'

and in answer to this we have the following final conclusion, which is

called the
4

Siddhanta' or
4

accepted view;' it is this latter view that is

embodied in the first aphorism.

4 Now'—after the text of the Veda has been learnt during residence

with the teacher,—
(

therefore'—because the real fruit of the learning of

the text lies in the acquiring of the knowledge of its real meaning and

import,—there must arise
4

the desire to know duty,' which desire must be

the motive for the enquiry into the nature of duty. It is a universally

accepted law that, so long as we can trace out a visible result of an act,

we shall not be justified in postulating an invisible or ' super-physical'

result ; and hence in the case in question it follows that, inasmuch as we

actually find 'the knowledge of the meaning of the texts' following from

the knowledge of the texts themselves, there can be no justification for

assuming
4

that the learning of the Veda' leads to
1

attainment of heaven ;'

and thus there remains nothing for the above Purvapak^a to stand upon.

The above is the statement of the
4

topic' of the Sutra in accordance

with Kura&rila Bhatta's interpretation of the Bhfisya—calied the * Bhatta-

mata'. The G-uru-mata or Prabhakara's Interpretation is somewhat differ-

ent. It may be briefly stated as follows :

—

As a matter of fact we do not find any such Vedic text as
4

the Veda

should be studied ;' and it is on this presumed text that the above exposi-

tion of the
c

topic' proceeds. We shall take for our basic text, the well-

known texts 'astavarsm brahmanamupanayita, tamadhyapayita/ f

one

should initiate the' eight-year-old Brahmana boy and should teach him.'

This text, we find, lays down the initiating and teaching as a duty,—for

whom? —for the Brahmana who is desirous of acquiring for himself the

title of
4

Icharya,'
4

Professor.' Thus then the teaching by the Professor

being directly laid down, this same injunction also implies the in-

junction of studying the Veda ; because until the student studies, there is

no teaching in the proper sense of the word. Now the question arises—
4

Does this studying include the learning of the meaning, &c, also, or

the mere reading of the verbal text?
1

The Purvapaksa standpoint is as

follows
44 The enjoined teaching by the Professor cannot imply the learn-

ing, by the student, of the meaning also ; because even though the student

may not learn the meaning, if the Professor has succeeded in. making him
learn the verbal text, his work of teaching is thereby accomplished and the

coveted title of professorship acquired." The final conclusion, however,

is that the learning of the meaning is also included in the injunction, It
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3

may be that the teaching that is enjoined does not directly denote the

learning of the meaning ; but it has to be borne in mind that in ' studying

the Veda,' it will be necessary {or the student to learn the subsidiary

sciences of grammar, prosody, lexicography and the like
;
and when he

will have learnt all this, the knowledge thereby attained will naturally by

itself enable him to understand much of the meaning of the Vedic texts

also ; and when he has acquired this faculty, there would be many in-

stances, where he would be in doubt as to the true meaning; such, for

instance, would be all those thousand and odd cases that form the subject

matter of the adhikaranas of the Mimamsa Sastras, Purvaand Uttara alike
;

and in orckir to settle his doubts upon these points, it would be necessary

for him to carry on, with the help of his Professor, a systematic enquiry

;

and thus this enquiry necessarily becomes a part and parcel of that

* study' and ' teaching' which is enjoined by the text quoted at the outset.

It will be noted that between the Bhatta and the Prabhnkara pre-

sentment of the Adhikarana, there is no difference as regards the basic

topic or doubt ; as in both the investigation into the meaning of the Vedic

texts forms the topic, and the doubt also is the same in both cases

—

4

is

this investigation covered by the injunction of study.' The only differ-

ence that there is lies in the choice of the basic text, and the consequent

shape given to the reasonings of the Purvapaksa and the Siddhanta.

Adhikarana II.—Definitiori of
c Dharma.'

tttfTftA 2.

WTM^TT SWT mi \\ R II

^l<Hr Chodaua, injunction (Vedic).— 5?^ur: Laksanah, source of know-

ledge* That whereof the Vedic injunction is the only source of knowledge.

yrfi Artbab, something desirable, trf: Dharmah, (is) Duty.

2. Dharma or Duty is that which, being desirable, is

indicated (or taught) by Vedic injunction.

COMMENTARY.

In the preceding adhikarana the conclusion was arrived at that it

is necessary to carry on an investigation into the nature of Dharma. The

next question that arises is—Is there possible a definition of Dharma ? or

is there any valid means of knowing what this Dharma is ? The Purva-

paksa argument is that there can be no
4

definition' of Dharma ; as we can

define only such things of the ordinary world of which we have some

knowledge, while Dharma is something beyond the world, and as sack not
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having its distinctive features known, it cannot be defined. As regards

the means of knowing Dharma, no such means is possible ; because it can-

not be perceived by the senses ; and what is absolutely beyond the senses

cannot be amenable to Inference ; for a similar reason it must be beyond

all words and phrases. Thus it must be admitted that (1) there can be

no definition of Dharma, and (2)
" there can be no trustworthy means of

knowing what Dharma is ; and under the circumstances Dharma must be

rejected as a nonentity ; thus the whole inquiry becomes aimless and futile.

In answer to this the final conclusion is that—(1) Dharma can be defined as

that desirable thing which is mentioned or laid clown by Vedic Injunctions

;

that is to say, that which the Vedic injunction lays clown as leading

to a desirable end is Dharma ; and from this it also follows that the Vedic

Injunction is the sole means of knowing Dharma. Thus the three ideas

conveyed by the sutra are— (1 that Dharma is that which, etc., etc., (2)

that the Vedic Injunction is the only means of knowing Dharma, and {?>)

that Vedic injunctions are absolutely trustworthy. Thus then Dharma

having been duly defined, and a valid and trustworthy means of knowing
it being found available, it cannot be rejected as a nonentity.

The Pr&bMkara interpretation is as follows :

—

In sutra (1), the word ' atha' has been interpreted as denoting the

sequence to the study of the entire Veda, and the word 'afcah
1

as providing

the reason for the proposed enquiry- because the entire Veda is intended

to express some meaning
; and on the basis of these true facts it has been

hinted that the word ' dharma' as contained in that first sutra indicates

the whole Veda
;
and it was in view of this that the ' enquiry into Dharma'

was interpreted to mean'' enquiring into the meaning of the Veda/ At
this point the following question arises :~What is meant by the phrase
4

the meaning of the Veda ' or ' what the Veda expresses ?
1

Does it mean
anything and everything spoken of in any sentence of the Veda—including
even mere descriptions and mention of things of the world ? or is it in-

tended to apply to only that which the Veda speaks of, or lays down, as to

be done ? On this point, the prima facie argument is that as the Veda
certainly speaks of the ordinary things also —specially in the case of
mantras and arthavadas which are chiefly merely descriptive of the past
and present state of things —there can be no doubt as to these things also
being included in the term ' what the Veda expresses.' That the mere
statement of facts brings about desirable results is proved by the well-
known instance of the conveyance of the news of the birth of a son being
the cause of pleasure. And the inner motive of this reasoning is that when
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all such ordinary things beccme included under the object of enquiry, it

could not be rightly asserted that the Veda is the only means of knowing

them ; for in regard to the ordinary things before our eyes, for instance,

Visual Perception would certainly be a surer guide than any number of

Vedic injunctions. The final conclusion is that the object of enquiry as

expressed by the term ' what is expressed by the Veda
1

must be that alone

which the Veda lays down as to be done ; and this is done only by the

Injunctions, and not by mantras and arthavadas ;
and on the point of a

certain act, which is yet to be done, leading to a certain result in the

future, there can be no guide save a trustworthy source of information
;

and sn eli a one par excellence is the Vedic Injunction. As regards the

instance cited above, of desirable results proceeding from the mere state-

ment of facts, there is nothing to prove beyond doubt that the pleasurable

feeling has been produced by the conveying of the news. In the case of

the injunction, however, there can be not the slightest doubt in the mind

of the observant young man that the action of the fetching of the cow has

been the direct result of the injunction
1

fetch the cow.
1

Adhikarana IIL—Propounding of the Ejiquirrj into the

valid means %f knowing Dharma.

80TRA 3.

cTFT RfNfwft: \\ \ \\

Tasya, thereof, of the true knowledge of Dharma. ftftrr Niniitta,

cause, source, means, qrcft?: Paiistih, examination, investigation.

3. An enquiry into the means of the true knowledge

of Dharma (becomes necessary).— 3.

COMMENTARY.

It has been asserted above that the Vedic Injunction is the means

of knowing Dharma. Mow the question arrises—Is it necessary to diycuss

the question as to whether or not a true knowledge of Dharma can be

acquired by the help of the other well-recognised means of knowledge?

The conclusion is that such a discussion is absolutely necessary

;

as without it we could not be sure of the declaration embodied, as a

corollary, in the preceding aphorism that Vedic Injunction is the only

means of knowing dharma.

By Prabhfikara's interpretation the present aphorism answers the

question—should we at once proceed to discuss the meaning of Vedic
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sentences, or should we, before doing, that, discuss the validity of Vedic

Injunction as the means of knowing dharma ? The PurvapakKt being

that, inasmuch as the ascertaining of the real meaning of the Veda is the

avowed purpose of the Sistra, we should proceed with that at once,—the

final conclusion is that we have hitherto only proved the fact that the

Veda ife the means of knowing dharma ; it becomes necessary, therefore, to

ascertain beforehand, the validity of the Vedic Injunction; specially

as this validity is, as a matter of fact, (to be proved later on), self-sufficient,

and does not depend upon anything else. On the other hand, any sustained

effort towards ascertaining the meaning of the Veda on the part of an

intelligent student, would be possible only after he had become convinced

of the fact that the Veda is the only valid means of knowing dharma.

Before we proceed to consider what is made known by a certain means of

knowledge, it is only natural that we should examine the character

of the means of knowledge itself.

Adhikarana IV.—Dharma is not amenable to Sense-

perception and the other means of knowledge.

sOtra 4.

^Sat, that which exists, an existing thing— H*$Nft*t Sam prayoge, on

contact (of). Putusasya, of man, $Rg"3P2JT*£ Indriyanam, of the sense-

organs, ff^ Buddhi, (of) cognition— "m*n Janma, production, appearance

Tat, that (is) q^g^ Pratyaksam, sense perception. $THfiR*l Animit tarn, not

the means. RpsWH Vidyamana, that which exists at the present timc-~<TC€l**TOft[

Upalambhanat, on account of apprehending.

4. That cognition of. men which proceeds upon the

" contact of the sense-organs with existing objects, is Sense-

perception ; and this is not the means (of knowing dharma)

;

because it apprehends only objects existing at the present

time—4.

COMMENTARY.

The question propounded in the preceding aphorism was—Can

dharma be known by means of the Veda alone, or by the other means

of knowledge also ? The prima facie argument is that being an * object

of knowledge ' dharma must be amenable, to all
4

means of knowledge/
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Tiie final conclusion is that even though dharma is an object of know-

ledge, it is not amenable to sense-perception, because Sense-perception can

apprehend only such objects as are in existence at the time of perception,

and are in direct contact with one or more of the organs of perception.

Neither of those conditions is fulfilled by dharma: it is not an object

existing at the time of the perception, but has to be brought into exist-

ence by certain acts of the agent; nor is it ever possible for it to be

in direct contact with any organ of peiception ;
for the simple reason

that it has no external and tangible form. Then again, Inference,

Presumptive Reasoning, and Negation are all more or less directly, depen-

dent upon Sense-perception : as each of them has its foundation in some

fact of sensuous perception
;

consequently, what is never amenable to

Sense-perception cannot be apprehended either by Inference or Presum^

tion or Negation. It follows, then, that Verbal Authority is the only one

of the recognised ' means of knowledge ' which can afford any knowledge

of dharma. Of Verbal Authority also, it is the Veda alone whose validity

is beyond all dispute, and which alone can provide an absolutely valid

knowledge It will be shown later on that of the Veda also, it is

only the purely injunctive passages that can be regarded as intrinsically

valid. It, therefore, follows thgt a really valid knowledge of dharma can

be obtained only by means of the Vedic Injunctions. The unquestionable

authority of these Injunctions forms the ' topic ' of the next adhikarana.

Adhikarana 7.

—

The unquestionable validity of
£

Vedic In-

junction
5

as the only means of knowing Dharma.

S&TEA 5.

^TT3[ II * \\

%feqf%5»: Autpattikah, inborn, natural, eternal. g Tu, on the other hand.

STS^g siabdasya, of the word. ^qfa Arthena, with the meaning or object denoted.

Sambandhah, relation, Tasya, of that, of dharma, ^tr* Jnanam,

means of knowing, Upade^ah, injunction. ^r?ft^: Avyatirekah, un-

failing. ^ Cha, and. Arthe, in regard to the object. 3rg«T<ST5& Anupalab-

dhe, unperceived. 35 Tat, that (injunction), snra* Pramanam, valid, trust-

worthy. B&dar&yanasya/ according to Badarayana. ^T?rq[g^l^

Anapeksatvat, because of independence or self-sufficiency.
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5. On the other hand, the relation of the word with
its meaning is inborn (and eternal)

; consequently injunction
(which is a form of word) is the means of knowing dharma

;

and it is unfailing in regard to objects not perceived (by
other means of knowledge)

; it is authoritative, according to
Badarayana, specially as it is independent or self sufficient
in its authority—5.

' COMMENTARY.

The question that arises after the conclusion has been arrived that
no valid knowledge of Dharma can bederived from Sense-perception, Infer-
ence, &c is :-Is the valid knowledge of dharma obtainable from Vedic
injunction ? The prima facie argument is that no trustworthiness can
belong to Vedic injunctions; because in the case of the 'assertions of
trustworthy persons, it is found that we can know what they assert only
after we have comprehended the meaning of the words contained in the
assertion

;
and it is a well-known fact that the meaning of words is

comprehended only with reference to such things of the ordinary world
as the cow and the like; while Dharma is something beyond the world-
and hence the fact of its being expressed by means of any word cannot be
ascertained by any means at our disposal ; it must be admitted therefore
that inasmuch as Dharma cannot be expressed to us by meann of any
word, Vedic injunction cannot afford any reliable information with regard
to it Then again in all cases of verbal cognition, we find that it h onlv
after the thing and the word have come into existence independently ofone another that people of the world fix by convention a certain ,lltionship between the two bv virtu* nf . ,

a

or denote W A. M , •

°h °"e 0011,68 {o be «prefwed

ZtnltL 1

;

-

hlS C° nVenti0n fixi"* the ^ti<>nshiP origi-nating from human sources, is liable to error like evervH,;„„
conseonpntlv nil en,.)-, ™i t - t ,

'
e\eiytlnng human;consequently, all such relationship between words and meanings beine ofhuman ongm, is untrustworthy

; and as all verbal cognition is ^Zintupon those relationships, the cognition or knowledge, de iv d fromZWtmns which after all only consist of words, could nev rIT^ZTZrehab ity which ought to belong to al, things relating toZZ ^
As a irW6r

f ?
6
,
^ We Wthe blowing final conclusion-^ t7 f

the relati0»^P ^tween the word and its meaningis not the product of human convention •
it is «rt™tl,;„ u

eaning

to the members relnt^ v 7 '
,

something inborn, naturalto toe memoeis elated. Ihus being free from all possibility of error theword—or injunction, which is \W »,» '

,
wmcn ,s word par excellence-cm very well be the
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means of knowing of dharma
;
specially because dharma being something not

cognisable by Sense-perception and the other ordinary means of cognition,

all its knowledge must be obtained from injunctions which, independent

of all external corroboration, is absolutely self-sufficient in its reliability or

trustworthy character. Doubts are cast upon the trustworthiness of the

means of knowledge only when they afford cognitions that are found con-

trary to the real state o£ things ; in themselves the means of knowledge are

all trustworthy always. In the case of Vedic injunction, it has never been

found to give rise to cognitions that turn out wrong
;
consequently its

inherent trustworthy character remains unsullied.

• i

Adhikarana VI—Eternity of Words.

SCJTRAS 6-23.

"*3f% rRT ^?TT3l" II * \\

3$ Karma, [word is] something produced or brought into existence or

caused, non-eternal. Eke, some people, theNaiyayikas (assert.) sr* Tatra, in

that (in the uttering of the word)* SSRT?l Dar&mat, because [an effort] is

always perceived.

6. " Some people hold that the word is caused (non-

eternal), (a) because we find it is perceptible only after an

effort"—6.
COMMENTARY.

In the preceding adhikarana it has been proved that the relationship

between the word and its meaning is eternal. As this conclusion neces-

sarily presupposes the eternality of the word itself, the present adhikarana

seeks to establish this eternality. The question then being—is the word

eternal?—we have the prima fade arguments in support of the view

that it is not eternal, stated in sutras 6 to 1L Word is non-

eternal, say the NaiyAyikas ;
(a) because we always find them brought

into existence by the effort of the person using or uttering it; and what is

brought into existence by an effort cannot but be evanescent. This sutra

contains the first argument against the eternity of words.

STWTTil Asthanat, because of non-continuance or non-permanence.

7 (b)
" Because it does not persist"—7.

COMMENTARY.

(b) Word must be evanescent, because as a matter of fact we find

foftfr it .does not continue to exist for any length of time ; one moment
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it is pronounced, and the next moment it is gone. This would not be

possible if the word were eternal.

Karoti, does, produces-too* gabdat, because of the use of the word.

8 (c)
C£ Because of the use of the word produces

(utters) [with reference to words.]—8.

COMMENTARY.

(e) Words must be non-eternal ; because we find people making use

of the word ' karoti ' with regard to words. Just as with reference to

the ordinary thing jar, they say
1

ghatafikaroti,' ' he makes the jar/ exactly

in the same manner people say
1

dabdafikaroti ' which must mean ' he

makes or produces the word.' This is the second argument against word-

eternity.

^EfT?^ Sattvantare, in the (perception of) other beings, §l*T*ror?t Yauga-

padyat, because of simultaneity.

9 (d) " Because the word is found (to be pronounced)

by [many persons] and in (many places) simultaneously."—9*

COMMENTARY.

[d) Here we have the third argument against word-eternity, As a

matter of fact we find that one and the same word is perceived (heard)

by more than one person, and also in more than one place, at one and the

same time. This is possible only in the case of a substance that is omni-

present, all-pervading, or that which is limited in its extent, but capable

of being brought into existence at more than one place at the same time.

The word is not an all-pervading substance ; hence it must follow that

when perceived by different persons at different places, it must be produced

in so many places. It must be admitted, therefore, that any single word

is not one, but many, all produced in different places.

Prakriti, original form—ftf^f: Vikrityoh,- modification,—-because of.

^ Cha, also,

10 (e) " Also because of their having original and
- modified forms."—10.

COMMENTARY.
(e) In many cases we find that the words which appear in the original

form
—

' dadhi atra ' for instance—become modified into the form
£

dadhy-

aitra
' ; no such modification is possible in the case of things eternal,
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which, by their eternality, must be unmodifiable. It cannot be denied

that there is modification in the case of words : these, therefore, must be

regarded as non-eternal.

Vriddhih, increase. «er Cha, also. ^ Kartri, producer, pronouncer—

^ BhQmnft, by multiplicity. Asya, of this (of words).

11 (f)
" Also because a multiplicity of persons uttering

the word bring about an increased magnitude (in the -word-

sound)."—11.

COMMENTARY.

When many persons pronounce the same word, there is always an

increase in the magnitude of the word. If the pronouncing of the

word consisted not in its production, but only in its manifestation, then

the volume of the word would remain the same, notwithstanding the

number of persons pronouncing it
;
just as in the case of the jar manifested

by lamps, the jar remains the same even if hundreds of lamps are brought

in to illumine it. As a matter of fact, however, it is found that the volume

of the word-sound as pronounced by a number of persons is always greater

than when it it is pronounced by a single person
;
and this also proves

that the word is modifiable ; and what is liable to modification cannot be

eternal.

This closes the reasoning against the eternity of words.

WPFQ \\\\\\
Samam, equal, g Tu, but. spr Tatra, in the matter in question,

g^jppt Danianam, perception.

12. (In both cases) the (momentary) perception

(of word-sounds) is equal.—12.

COMMENTARY.

With this aphorism begins the refutation of the prima facie argu-

ments set forth in s ultras 6-11. It has been urged above that there are

many well-known facts,—c. </., the momentary perception of the word-

sound—that cannot be explained on the theory that all that the effort of the

human utterer does is to manifest, or render perceptible, the word that

has always been in existence, and the effort does not create or bring into

existence, the word. It is urged in reply to this that, whether we regard

• the word as manifested by human effort, or as brought into existence by it,

the fact remains that the word is perceived only for a moment. The
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sense is that this well-known fact is as explicable under one theory aa

under the other*

Satah, of that which already exists. ^ Pararn, at another time,

Adarianam, non-perception, ft^l Visaya, [with regard to the] object-

SRFmra; Anagaraat, non-operation,

"l3. It is of that (word) which already exists that

there is non-perception at other points of time (before and

after the utterance),—and this is due to the fact that (at such

other points of time) there is no operation (of the manifestive

agency) with regard to the object (word-sound.)

COMMENTARY.

- It has been argued above under sfitra 7 that word cannot be regarded

as eternal, because of the fact that it is not found to be permanent,— it dis-

appears immediately after its utterance. The present sutra supplies the

answer to this argument. It has been pointed out under the preceding

sutra that whatever theory we accept with regard to the perception of word-

sound, the fact remains that it is perceptible only for a moment, It is

now pointed out that this fact can be satisfactorily explained only on the

eternity of words ; as on this theory it can be very rightly asserted

that the word is heard at one moment and not at the other, because it

is only at one moment that the manifestive agency—which in many cases

is human utterance,—is operating towards its manifestation, and not at all

moments ; that this is so is shown by the further fact that as long as, and

whenever, a man goes on uttering the word, we hear it ; so long as the

utterance is operating, the perception is there ; when the utterance ceases

to operate, the perception ceases ; thus showing that what the utterance

does is only to manifest, or render perceptible, what is already existing.

If, on the other hand, the word were produced, or brought into existence, by

"our utterance,—just in the same manner as the jar is made by the potter,

—

it would be necessary that the word be heard all along since that point

of time
;
just as from the point of time at which the jar is made, it conti-

nues to be perceived as long as it exists. As a matter o£ fact, this is not

found to be the case with the word ; which also goes to show that, there;

is. no production or creation of the word as there is of the jar. What the

manifestive agency of the utterance does is to remove or set free tl^e

air enclosed within the vocal pipe, which is impeding the exit of the wor<jt~
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TOT*T^ Prayogasya, of the utterance, Param, pertaining, referring.

14. [As for the use of the word £

produces
J

] that refers

to the utterance [of the word].—14.

COMMENTARY.
It lias been argued in sutra 3 that we find people making use of the word

i

produces
1

with regard to words ; and this shows that words are produced,

not eternal, fn answer to this it is asserted that when we speak of the

production of the word what we are referring to is only its utterance by

some speaker ; and it is not that it is brought into existence, not having

existed before. Just as when we say ' gomayaftkuru,' what we mean is,

not that the cow-dung has to be produced, but that a collecting of the

cowdung has to be made ; so
1

dabdafikuru
7

must refer to the making or

bringing into existence the utterance of the word.

wrffcn*^ nun
^rrfi&re1? Adityavat, like the sun. IfrfT'TO* Yaugapadyam, simultaneity.

15. The simultaneity (of perception by many persons)

is as in the case of the sun.—15.

COMMENTARY.

Sfttra 0 has argued that the very fact of the word-sound being heard

at the same time by different people and in different places proves that the

word is not one, and is not eternal. It is in answer to this that the

present sutra argues that it is true that different men at different places

perceive the word at the same time ; but this does not prove that the word

is many and transient. The sun also is seen at the same time by many

persons at different places ; and yet it is one only and eternal ; in the same

manner it is quite natural that the word should be one and eternal, and

yet perceived by different people at different places, at the same time,

^EJlf (w) nT^^abdantararn, another word or letter. ^rfl^RR: Avikarab,

not a modification.

16. It (the change produce by the conjunction of

letters) is a different letter ; it is not a modification (of the

original word.)—16.
COMMENTARY.

When the two words ' cladhi
1 and ' atra ' are pronounced in close

proximity, we have the form ' dadhyatra if this latter is a modification
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of the former words, then being modifiable, words must be transient
;
as it

has been argued in sdtra 10. As a matter of fact, however, in the form

1

dadhyatra ' the syllable ' dhya ' is not a modification of the original

syllables, dhi and a ; it is an entirely different letter. The reason for this

view is that if
' ya '

(as occurring in ' dhya,' for instance) were a modifica-

tion of the '
i ' of ' dadhi ' and ' a ' of ' atra,'-then there would be no ' ya

'

apart from these latter
;

e.g., the ice being a modification of water, there can

be no ice without water ; there is no such inseparable connection between

' ya ' and '
i and a,' as there should be between the original and its

modification.

Nada, tone-fre Vriddhi, increase—TO Para, in reference to.

17. The great increase (of magnitude) belongs (or in

in reference) to the tone (not to the word itself.)—17.

COMMENTARY.

It has been argued under sutra 11, that when many persons utter the

same word we perceive that the magnitude of the word undergoes au

increase ; which shows that the word is liable to change, and as such

transient. It is argued in answer to this that when many persons pronounce

the same word, what happens is not any change in the word itself, but

only in the tone, which becomes louder or fainter as the number of persons

become 3 more or less. In fact, on the theory of the Naiyayika, no increase

of magnitude, is possible in the word ; as the word is only n form of

sound ; and sound, according to him, is only a quality ;
and as no quality

can have a quality, sound cannot have magnitude, which also is a quality,

To speak, therefore, of the iucrease of the magnitude of sound is, for the

Naiy&yika, a contradiction in terms.

TOT: Nityali, eternal g Tu, on the other hand. *3r? Syat, must be.

%$j&m Darsanasya, of the manifester, of the utterance, wsferr?; Pararthatvat,

being for another purpose.

18. On the other hand (word) must be regarded as

eternal
;
specially because the utterance is for an altogether

different purpose.—18.

COMMENTARY.

Having met seriatim the arguments propounded by the adversary,

the author proceeds to put forward reasonings in support of the eternity of
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words. The whole idea of the transient character of words is based upon

the notion that utterance by us brings the word into existence. It is here

declared that it is not so ;
we utter the word not for the purpose of produc-

ing or creating the word, but only for the purpose of expressing what the

word denotes. In fact, this purpose could not be served if the word uttered

by us were transient ; as in that case it would be destroyed the moment

that it was uttered ; and so not being in existence at the time that the hearer

would comprehend the meaning,—whence could this comprehension arise ?

The very fact of the comprehension being there shows that the word that

we utter is not evanescent, but lasting.

Sarvatra, in all cases. sfrn'TOr* Yaugapady&t, on account of simul-

taneity or unanimity.

19. Because in the case of all [words] there is simul-

taneity or unanimity [of recognition].—19.

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact we find that every word, as word, on several occa-

sions is invariably recognised by all men as being the same : whenever we

hear a word— 4 cow ' for instance, we always recognise it as the same

word
1 cow ' that we had heard on previous occasions. This recognition of

sameness is found, not with regard to one or a few words, but with regard

to all words ; and not in the minds of a few men, but in that of all men
;

and what is thus universally vouched for cannot be gainsaid. It must be

admitted that the word that is heard and used to-day is precisely the same

that has been heard from time immemorial ; that is to say, it is eternal.

ifljqr Sankhya, number-^fflir Abb avat, on account of absence.

20. Also on account of the absence of number.—20.
COMMENTARY.

In ordinary parlance, when a certain word is pronounced more than

once, what we say is that the word has been used ' five/ 'ten ' or
1

twelve
9

times ; and it is not said that
£

five,'
4

ten/ or ' twelve ' such words have

been used. If the word were produced and destroyed each time, we should

have spoken of so many words, and not of the same word as spoken so

many times. This universal usage also shows that the word is the same

whenever it is used ;
that is to say, it is eternal.
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*T5^$TW3[ Anapeksatvat, because of independence or absence of cause.

21. Because of the absence of cause.—21.

COMMENTARY.

In the case of all tilings that are liable to destruction people always

find some cause of destruction ; there in no such cause or agent of destruc-

tion perceptible in the case of words
;
consequently we cannot admit of

sucli destruction ;
and words must be regarded as 'indestructible,' eternal.

ST^W^T? Prakhyabhavat, on account of the non-mention, ^ Cha, and.

snnftsj Yogyasya, of that which is capable (of being perceived).

22. Also because what is perceptible [by the ear] is

not what is spoken of (in the Veclic declaration ' the air

becomes the word '].—22.
COMMENTARY.

The opponents of word-eternity bring forward the Vedic text ' the

air becomes the word ' in support of the contention that the word has a

beginning, being, as herein declared, a mere product of the combination of

air-particles. As against this view it is argued that this text cannot refer

to what we know as the ' word ;
' as this is what is perceptible by the ear

;

and certainly no product of air-particles is such as can be so perceived,~air,

according to the Logician, being perceptible by the sense of touch alone.

ii m ii

fsrf Lin a, indication— Dar&nat, on account of our meeting with.

^ Cha, also

23. Also because we meet with [texts] indicative [of

eternity of words].—23.
COMMENTARY.

This refers to such texts as ' vacha—vinlpinityaya'—* by the word

which is unmodifying and eternal '—where the word is distinctly spoken

as eternal. %

Stress is laid on the eternity of words inasmuch as if words have a

source, they cannot but be fallible. Because such source must be in some

sort of an intelligent person. As a matter of fact, we find that no such personal

source is infallible. Hence the non-eternity of the word would strike at

the infallible authority of the word and of the Veda, which is a mere

collection of words upon which the whole fabric of Dliarma, according

to the Mtm&msaka rests,
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Adhikarana VII.—The Veda is expressive.

StJTRAS 24-26.

^% Utpattau, even on eternality (or even on manifestation), Va,

even. ^rr^Rr Avachan&h, not expressive (of the meanings), [vJ. Rachanah,
products of human effort]. Syuh, they (sentences) would be. Arthasya,

of the meaning (of sentences). ^rf?rf%TrerT3; Atannimittatvat, on account of not

having that for its sole cause.

24. " Even though (words and their meanings were)

eternal (or even on the manifestation of words and their

meanings) (the sentences) would remain inexpressive (or

would be the product of separate effort) because (the meaning

of the sentence) does not depend entirely upon (the meaning

of the words)."
COMMENTARY.

*

The question of the relationship between the word and its meaning

having been settled, a further question is raised Granting that the word

is eternal and that its relation to its meaning is also eternal, what has this

to do with the authority of the Vedic injunction or with matters relating to

dharrna ? Before entering into arguments bearing specifically on the Veda,

the opponent takes his stand upon general principles. We grant that the

words express their meanings and that they are eternal ; all that this proves

is that words provide us with correct ideas; how does this prove the

trustworthy character of the Vedic injunctions? These injunctions are

in the form of sentences containing more than one word ; and for the

comprehending of a conglomeration of words we need something more

than the comprehension of the meanings of the component words. Con-

sequently inasmuch as so far the Mimlmsaka has succeeded in establish-

ing the eternity, and hence the trustworthiness of words only,— we must

reject the authority of the Vedic injunction.

Some people read
i

rachan&h ' in place of
£

avachanah the sense of

the S&tra in that case would be that ' the meanings of sentences must be

regarded to be. originated by human agencies, and as such incapable .of

being accepted as eternal and authoritative on matters relating to dharrna.
7

In answer to the above we have the 'final conQlusion embodied in the

next two sfttras,
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^qgrnrr^Tadbhatanam, of wordsas pertaining or related to the things

denoted. fSfciriN Kriyarthena, with the word expressive of action, qprmra:

Samamnayah, textual juxtaposition. <mm Arthasya, of the meaning (of the

sentence). ^BrftrWTq: Tannimittatvat, on account of being dependent upon it

(meaning of words composing it).

- 52, [In a sentence] all words denoting things are in

'

close textual juxtaposition with the word expressive of an

action
;
[and from this it follows that the meaning of the'

sentence must be got at through this juxtaposition of the

words] specialty because the meaning of the sentence is

dependent upon the meaning of the words composing it—25.

COMMENTARY.

In answer to the above it is shown that as a matter -trf fact the mean-

ing of the sentence does depend upon the meaning of the words composing

it ; there is nothing to prove that the sentence has any other meaning

apart from what is afforded by the component words. For instance, in

the sentence 'agnihotrailjuhuy&t svargakamah' we find that the word

expressive of the Agnihotra sacrifice and also the word expressive of desiring

heaven are both found inclose proximity to the word 'juhuy&t * which
t

denotes the action of offering ; and all the meaning that is afforded by

this sentence is that which is got at through the signification of the two

former words taken along with the signification of the verb. The meaning

is that one desirous of heaven—should offer—the agnihotra, which is

nothing more than the denotations of the three words linked together.

Hence when the word and its meaning are eternal, sentences formed by

these words must also be eternal ; and thus the eternity of sentences

being established, there is no incongruity in the view that the Veda is the

trustworthy authority for all matters relating to Dharma.

cSHft Loke, in ordinary parlance. ^fa^Hl* Sanniyam&t, on account of re-

striction or limitation. $rar*T Prayoga, usage—*rraraF& Sannikar^ah, explana-

* Hon, justification.
*

26. Inasmuck as we find a restriction in the case of

ordinary parlance, it follows that [in the Veda also] there

would he 3, similar explanation for the use [of sentences].— 20,
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COMMENTARY.

In the case of ordinary usage it is found that it is only when -we

know the meaning of each individual word that we can use or comprehend
the meaning of the sentence composed of those words ; from this analogy

it could be safely argued that the meaning of the sentence depends upon
the meaning of the words. That is to say, it must be admitted that the

meaning of the sentence 'agnihotranjuhuyat svargakamah' is nothing
more or less than what is signified by each of the three words.

Adhikarana VIII—Tl\e Veda is not the work of a
personal author.

SOTRAS 27-32.

" flfe^SWW: "
II *s II

^r^Vedan, the Vedas. ^ Cha, and. q% Eke, some people, ^m^n
Sannikaisam, (are) modern, or the work of an author. §^^f; Puiusakhyah^
(because) they ate named after men.

27.
Ci According to some people the Vedas are the work

of human authors
;
being, as they are, named after men."—27.

COMMENTARY.

It has been asserted above that the Veda is the sole authority on

matters relating to Dharma ; and that the Veda is trustworthy, because

it is eternal, and as such free from all those discrepancies to which the

words of human beings are liable. The opponent now proceeds to show

that the Veda, and the injunctions contained therein, are the work of

human authors, .and as such they are not an absolutely trustworthy source

of information. The Veda, it is argued, must have had a human author,

because we find various sections of the Veda named after men
;

e.g.,

'K&thaka' after the name of Kafcha, ' Paippalada' after the name of

Pippal&da, and so forth ;
all this proves that the section called ' Kftthaka'

is the work of the person called Kafcha, and that called
4

Paippalada ' was
composed by Pippalada.

«5rfiteT Anitya, non-eternal or transient things-^r^ Darsanat, also

because of her finding. ^ Cha, also.

28. " Also because we find [in the Veda] [the mention

of] many non-eternal things."—28.
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- COMMENTARY.

Another argument in support of the view that the Veda is not

eternal is here propounded. As a matter of fact, we find such statements

in the Veda as-' Auddidakih ak&mayata,' ' Auddalaki desired,' ' Babara

prav&hani desired,' and so forth—wherein are mentioned persons and

events that cannot he said to he eternal. That is to say, the presence

of such sentences as the above proves that the sentences were composed

long after the persons spoken of therein lived on the earth ; and that

they did not exist before these persons ; that is to say, the Veda has

had a beginning in time.

3rf^3 ^<0#Jt II ^S. II

3tRt Uktam, has already been declared and proved. g Tu, but. m$
$abda, of \vords~#^ PQrvatvam, priority or eternality,

29. But the eternality of the word has already been

established.—29.
COMMENTARY.

In answer to the above arguments it is, declared that arguments

in support of the eternality of all words (and the Vecla) have already been

advanced above under sutras 6-23, where it has been proved that alt

words are eternal. All that is necessary, therefore, on the present occasion

is to answer thearguments put forward by the opponent in sflfras 27 and

28. And this is done in the following sCitras.

sn^r Akhya, the name, q^^in Pravachanat, [is due to] exccpiionally

excellent study and teaching.

30. The name [of the Vedic sections] is based upon ex-

ceptionally excellent study and teaching [of that section by

a particnlar person.]—30.
1 COMMENTARY.

In answer to sutra 27, it is urged that a certain section of the

Vecla is named ' Kathaha,' not because it was composed by Kat,ha, but

only because that section was made the subject of special study

by a person of that name who was regarded as a specialist in that

section of the Veda which, on that account, came to be known after

his name.

TCt 5 Param tu
»
the other (is). Jgft £>ruti, sound—mm*f S&manya, simi-

larity-—^'; Matram, only.

31. The other is only a similarity of sounds.—31.
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COMMENTARY.

As for the mention of the names of men and things in the Veda,

there is nothing to show that the word as found in the Veda was actually

the name of a person ; it is, in fact, nothing more than a chance re-

semblance of sounds ; the word as found in the Veda has since then been

borne as the name of a certain person ; that does not show that in the

Veda it must be regarded as a proper name ; it may be used there in
f
a

totally different sense ; for instance, as the Bhasya points out, the word

' pravahaw' may mean only the excellent carrier.

Krite, towards or of an action. ?rr Va, or faftwT: Viniyogah, urging,

injunction, inducement, ^th Syat, may be. Karmanah, of action. S***?F*<

Sambandh&t, on account of connection or relationship.

32. [Such apparently absurd Veclic declarations as

' trees performed this sacrifice ' and the like] may be regarded

as inducements towards certain actions ;
because of the rela-

tionship or connection [of those sentences] with actions.—32.

COMMENTARY.

The opponents of Vedic authority have argued that the Veda cannot

be regarded as authoritative and trustworthy, because it contains such

apparently absurd statements as ' the cows sat at the sacrifice,'
^

' the trees

performed the sacrifice ' and so forth. In answer to this it is urged that

though these sentences are absurd when taken by themselves, they cease

to be so when they are taken along with the context in which they occur*

All these sentences are found in the section dealing with a certain

sacrifice ; and in praise of this sacrifice it is declared that even such

inanimate things as trees and the like have had recourse to the per-

formance of the sacrifice ; so excellent it is, and so manifestly desirable

are its results that even trees were induced to perform it ;
under the

circumstances it is only natural that such intelligent beings as men should

perceive the excellence of the action, and engage in performing it. There

is nothing incongruous and absurd in the sentence if thus intelligently

interpreted.

Thus then the Veda, not being the work of a human author—whereby

it is free from all the discrepancies consequent upon such authorship

—and there being nothing in the text of the Veda itself that shakes

its. authority,—it must be admitted that it is a trustworthy source of
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knowledge of all matters relating to Dharma ; and as it lias been shewn

that no other source of such knowledge is available, the Veda must be

also acknowledged to be the only source of knowledge relating to

Dharma.
.. I

Second Tada.

THE AUTHORITY OF* THE ARTHAVADA.

Adhikarana I—Trustworthy character of Arthavdda

passages in general.
* S0TKAS 1-18.

tested "
ii t m i t n

Amnayasya, of the Veda. f^T^TH Kriyarthatvfit, being for the

purpose of laying down actions, mffltfaq*, Anarthakyam, (there must be)

uselessness. ^Rl^ Atadarthanam, of those (parts of it) which do not
serve that purpose, arw* Tasmat, for this reason (in regard to such parts).

srf^ER. Anityam iti, as non-eternal (not serving any eternally useful purpose
in the shape of laying down actions). Uchyate, (the Veda) are declared
to be.

1. " The purpose of the Veda lying in the laying clown

of actions, those (parts of it) which do not serve that purpose

are useless ; and in these therefore is the Veda said to be
non-eternal (i.e., of no permanent -value.) 1.

COMMENTARY.
Having, in the preceding section, ascertained the fact of the Veda

being authoritative and trustworthy, the author now proceeds to explain

the usefulness, with regard to Dharma, of the entire Veda
; consisting, as

it does, of (1) Injunctions and Prohibitions, (2) Valedictory and Deprecatory

Passages (3) Mantras and (4) Names ; each of these is now going to be
considered separately with reference to its bearing upon Dhaxma.

That the Injunctions and Prohibitions serve distinctly useful purposes
in matters relating to Dharma follows from the very definition of dharma
propounded in sutra 1. 1. 2. above ; where it has been shown that &e
Vedic Injunction is the sole authority for Dharma, and that the chief pur-
pose of Injunctions lay in the pointing out of actions that, as constituting
Dharma, should be performed

; from this it follows that Prohibitions also
have their use in the indicating of actions, which, as constituting Adham%
should not be performed. It is all right soiar. Now the question arises-^
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We accept the Injunctive and Prohibitive Passages as authoritative, be-

cause they serve to point out the results, the materials and the methods

pertaining to actions ; but as regards the other three classes of passages

contained in the Veda, inasmuch as they do not point out anything with

reierence to any actions to be performed,—should these also be regarded

as authoritative or not ? The matter of Mantras and Names will be

taken up later on ; at present we confine our attention to the passages

called ' arthav&da'—those that are valedictory, praising something, e.g.,

the sentence ' Vayu is the swiftest deity'—as well as those that are depre-

catory

—

eg., 'Kudra wept, and from that was silver produced! Are these

passages authoritative ? That is, have they any bearing on actions and

hence on Dbarma ?

The Pwvapahsa view is that these passages apparently can have no

authoritative bearing on Dharma ; for the simple reason that they do not

declare anything with regard to any actions to be performed or avoided.

For instance, the sentence ' Vayu is the swiftest deity' says nothing as to

any action ; it simply declares an established fact ; our knowledge of Vayu

as the swiftest deity does not help us in the performance or avoidance of

any action. Similarly, the sentence ' Rudra wept, and from that was

silver produced' does not say anything as to any action. All these passages

then, not serving the purpose of pointing to any action, must be regarded

as useless— having no bearing on Dharma ; and as such, serving no eter-

nally useful purpose ; as it is only matters relating to Dharma that are of

perennial interest ;
similarly with all purely valedictory and deprecatory

passages*

Sfestra, (of) scriptures.—& Drista, (of) directly perceived facts.—

f%*fal* Virodhat, because of the contradiction. =er Cha, and also.

2. "And also because of the contradiction of the

scriptures and of directly perceived facts."—2.

COMMENTARY. . ,

This sutra puts forward another argument in support of the position

advanced in the preceding sutra. #

The purely arthav&da passages/' continues the Purvapak§in, can,

have no authoritative bearing upon dharma. Because in the case of such

passages as ' the mind is a thief,' ' speech is a teller of lies' and the like,

ia^smuoh as they describe a certain Btate of things as they exist, they cai*
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have no bearing upon what should be done. In order to escape this

predicament, it will perhaps be explained that what is meant by the de-

claration ' the mind is a thief ' is that
4 inasmuch as such an important

sense-organ as the mind is a thief, one should commit theft by the other

organs also and similarly by declaring that 'speech is a teller of lies ' it

is meant that we should tell lies ;—both these passages in this manner

laying down things to be done, and as such having a direct bearing upon

Dharma. But in this case the passages would be contradictory to the

scriptures that prohibit stealing and telling of lies. Similarly, we have such

passages as-^-' during the day the smoke only is seen and not the bright-

ness (of fire).' This passage is a direct contradiction of a directly p&r-

ceived fact, because we actually see the brightness of fire during the day,

Lastly we have the passage wherein the BrShmana priest is represeniecl

as saying ' we know not if we are Br&hmanas or non-Br&hmanas*' This

contradicts a fact of perception, inasmuch as the Brihmanahood of the

Br&hmana is a perceptible fact.

"gran <r^HreT3" w \ u

*r*nr Tatha, also. ^PTT^fRt Pbal&bh&vat, because of the absence of re-

sults.

3. " Also because of the absence of results."— 3,

COMMENTARY.

Another argument against the authoritativeness of artliav&da pas-

sages :—With regard to the Gargatriratra Brahntar,ia, it is said—' the face

of one who knows this brightens up.' Now if the hightenhnj in the

face is an already established fact,—then the passage is purely des-

criptive of ,a fact ; and as such can have no bearing upon Dharma. If,

on the other hand, it does not exist, then the declaration becomes untrue

—mentioning things as existing when, in reality, they do not exist

Lastly, if the passage is regarded as indicating the result that accrues from
the reading of that particular Brahmam— this mention of the result implay-

the propriety of the reading,—then also we find the declaration defective
;

because, as a matter of fact, we never find the face of the reader of the

Brahmarta brightening up. Thus we find that the result as mentioned
in the passage never comes abcut Hence the passage must be rejected &s

untrustworthy." -

"^M<±hwidL" n s n

K*t Anya, (of) othgrg.—3tH$WTC[ Inarthakyat, because of uselessaess.
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4. " Because of the uselessness of others (other pas-

sages)."—4.

COMMENTARY.

The arguments put forward in the preced ing S&tra demolish the

authority of all those arthav&da passages which speak of excellent results

following from trifling actions, e.g., such as the passage declaring that

by acquiring the knowledge of the A^vamedha one conquers earth.

Even granting for the sake of argument that the passages mention real

results, i.e., declares certain result as following from certaifi actions ;
—

;

if it be true that one has to acquire the knowledge of the Arfvamedha,

and that for the sake of becoming immortal,—or that one should offer

the P&rnttiuti and thereby obtaifi all that he denies,—then, inasmuch as

all desires will have been fulfilled by the trifling act of the Pftrnahuti

offering, why should any intelligent person have recourse to such

elaborate sacrifices as the Jyotistoma and the like ? Thus by seeking

to establish the authority of a few Arthavada passages, you prove the

uselessness of almost all real injunctions which actually and directly

lay down definite actions.

" mi^siT^m " n x u

sr*nf*t Abhagi, (of) an impossibility (which cannot be negatived), jrf^%^T»

Pratisedhat, because of the negativing. ^ Cha, also.

5.
4
' Also because of the negativing of impossibili-

ticSt 5.

COMMENTARY.

In the Veda we meet with such passages as
—

' the fire is not to

be kindled on the earth,'
£

fire is not to be kindled in the sky/ and so

forth ; here we have the negation or prohibition of the kindling of fire

in the sky ; as it is never possible for the fire to be kindled in the sky,

its negation becomes absurd ; so also, as the kindling cannot be done

except on the earth, the negativing of this also becomes absurd ; and as

no authority can belong to such absurd declarations, such passages

cannot be regarded as trustworthy.

"^ft^^ HUdL" U i II

,
Anitya, (of) non-eternal things, ^xt^t SamyogSt, because of the

contact or presence (}*e.
}
mention.)

6. " Because 0f the me»tion of non-eternal things/
5—6,
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COMMENTARY.

We find in many passages, the names o£ tilings that are clearly

non-eternal; this vitiates the eternal character of these passages (if not

of the entire Veda, which point has been discussed under sfttras 1.1,28

and 31). We have, for example, the passage mentioning the * son of

Pravahana ' as desiring something ; this
f

son of Pravahana ' cannot but

'

have been a perishable being ; such, passages, therefore, being non eternal,

•cannot be regarded as trustworthy guides as to what is duty. '

With this Sutra 6, ends the statement of the Ptirvapaksa ; the

upshot of which is that Arthavada passages cannot be regarded to be m
authoritative and trustworthy in matters relating to Dharma as the

purely injunctive passages; for reasons put forward in the sfltras 1 to 6

above.
' RIDDHANTA.

The Siddh&nta or final conclusion is put forward in siltra 7, and

further discussed insutras 8 to 18.

iTw Vidhina, with the injunctive passages, g Tu, but. ffiftqffrqg^rf
Ekavakyatvat, inasmuch as they are syntactically connected, *cjm2fa Stutyar-

thena, by reason of their serving the purpose of praising. f|#tt*r Vidhinto,

of what is enjoined. Syuh, they would be (authoritative).

7. Inasmuch as they are syntactically connected

with the injunctive passages, they (arthavada passages

would be) (authoritative), by reason of their serving the

purpose of praising what. has been enjoined.— 7.

COMMENTARY.

The main contention of the opponent is that the arthav&da passages

cannot have any authoritative bearing upon Dharma, because, merely
describing settled facts, they have no connection with anything to be,

done. It is pointed out in the present sutra, that it is not true that

these passages have no connection with actions to be performed, As a'

matter of fact we find that all arthavada passages are capable of being

construed along with one or more injunctive passages ; and the purpose that

they serve is that of praising the action enjoined in the sentence with

which they are related. For instance, we have the injunction—4

one who
desires prosperity should sacrifice the Sveta dedicated to V&yu; * this

naturally leads to the question Vhy should that* particular m\ml be
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sacrificed?' And it is in answer to this question that we have the

arthavada ' Vayu is the eftest deity, it carries the performer tc prosperity

very swiftly
;

5

thus we see that there is a syntactical affinity between

these two passages, which leads us to construe them together ;
and inas-

much as the arthavada serves the distinctly useful purpose of prompting

men to the performance of the act enjoined by the injunctive passage,

it cannot be said to have no bearing upon Dharma,

In this connection it may be noted that, in regard to every injunctive

passage we have two kinds of Bhavana or injunction—the actual and the

verbal, each of these having three factors of (1 ) the result, (2) the means

and (3) the procedure ; in the actual bhavand, the * result
5

is the result

accruing from the performance of the enjoined action ;
the

£

means' is the

action enjoined, and the 'procedure' is the various subsidiary actions

that go to make up the enjoined action. But of the verbal bhavana, the

4

i-esult' is the activity or prompting of the person ;
the

1

means' is the

injunctive passage ; and the ' procedure'—how is this prompting to be

accomplished by means of the injunctive passage ?— consists of the

arthavada passages which accomplish this by praising the action. Thus

/we Bnd that the arthavada enters as an essential factor in the Injunction.

Kumarila has applied the reasoning to similar passages in the

Puranas. He says that the praises and descriptions contained in the

Puranas need not be accepted as literally true
;
specially when they are

not capable of being taken along with any injunction of actions. To

this category belong such descriptions as those of the Gandhamiadana

and the like ; these serve the purpose of giving pleasure in the mere

recitation; the description of wars also are meant simply to encourage

the brave and the warlike as also the coward. In this manner, all these

serve distinctly useful purposes. Where no such result is found,—as in

the case of the hymns to deities—we assume an unseen or transcendental

result.

g<?H* Tulyam, (is) equal, ^ Cha, and, also. ^WT^ Sampradayikam,

the connection of long-established tradition.

8. And the connection of long-established tradition is

also equal (to the Injunction and the Arthavada passages).

—8.
COMMENTARY.

The Arthavada cannot be rejected as useless, because it serves

a distinctly useful purpose as shown above ;
and also because of another
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reason, put forward in the present sutra. As a matter of fact, we find

that the Arthavada passages are treated, by students of Veda, with as

much regard and attention as the Injunctive passages ; from this we

conclude that the rules laid down for the study of the Veda apply with

equal force to both sets of passages ; and this regard and attention could

not be paid to the Arthavada if they were entirely useless ; in which

case, the students could not have kept up the study of these passages.

Another interpretation of the sfttra given by Kumfmla is as follows :

—

The injunction of Vedic study—upon which the traditional method of

study is based—makes no distinction between the injunctive and the

Arthavada passages ; and from this we infer that they have a distinct

purpose of their own, in connection with the action laid down by the

injunctive passages ; and this purpose consists in the praising of that

action and thereby persuading people to its performance.

STsnHT Api apta, (is) not applicable, ^ Cha, and, ^n<FTnr: Anupapattifc,

incongruity or contradiction, sratit Prayoge, on their (Arthavada passages)

laying down actions. f| Hi, because. fWfa: Virodhaft, incongruity or con-

tradiction. *grf Syat, would be. sutKtt& ^abdarthah, the meaning of the

words
;

[or * it serves as an auxiliary to the injunctive word], g Tu, but#

^nr^Fnur: AprayogabhOtah, (does not) lay down actions. Tasmit, there-

fore. Upapadyeta, it is all right (there is no incongruity),

9. And the incongruity (urged above) is not applicable
;

because there would be incongruity if the passages laid

down actions
;
but (in reality) the meaning of the words

does not lay down actions [or the passage is an auxiliary

to the injunctive word, and does not lay down actions

hence it is all right (there is no incongruity).—9.

COMMENTARY,

The incongruities pointed out in Sfltra 2 et seq.,—viz*, that the
Arthavada passages, 'mind is a thief and the like, are contradictory to

scriptures and well-established facts of perception, and so forth—are
not applicable at all. Because there would be such a contradiction only
if the passages really laid down actions; for instance, the passage *the

* mind is a thief
5

would contradict the scriptures prohibiting theft, only

* This is the alternative explanation given by the V&rtika, —

—
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if it directly laid down the action of stealing. As a matter of fact the

words of these passages are not taken in their literal sense ; nor are

words from without added to them to make them regular injunc-

tions of actions
;
they are taken only as signifying praise ; this praise

cannot contradict any scriptures or well-ascertained facts ; hence there can

be no incongruity in regard to the authority of the arthavada passages.

The Vartika notes three different readings of this sutra : (1) * apra-

ptanch&nupapattini, etc.,' in this case the s&tra shall be rendered as ' we

find the incongruity not applicable, etc., etc.' (2) 'apv&ptafichanupapattim,

etc.,
y

the rendering in this case being 'our theory is not open fco the incon-

gruity, etc., etc.' (3) as taken above.

5^1^: Gunavadah, (there is) indirect application. g Tu, but.

10. But there is indirect application.—10.

COMMENTARY.

" It may be possible to take the arthavada along with, and as auxil-

iary to, the injunctive passage when the two treat of the same subject;

how can this be possible when the two treat of two entirely different

subjects ?—e.g., the arthavada praises the water, while the injunction lays

down the use of the branch of the Vetasa tree." The explanation given

by the sutra is that in all such cases there is an indirect application;

that is to say, the praise though applying directly to the water, applies

indirectly to all things produced in water ; and the enjoined Vetasa being

one such, thing, the praise becomes related to the injunction, through

this indirect application; the meaning being—' because water is calm,

by the use of the Vetasa, which is produced in water, the sacrifioer obtains

calm and peace.'

1^1% Rupat, on the (similarity of) form, srrar* Prayat, on the character

of the greater part.

11. On the similarity of form, and on the character

of the greater part (the indirect injunction of passages is

based.)—11.
COMMENTARY.

This sutra meets the objections urged in sutra 2 with regard to

the two arthavSda passages : (1)
4

the mind is a thief,
5

and (2 )
' speech is a

liar/ These two sentences are not to be taken in thei/literal sense

;
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they are to be taken in their indirect signification : f 1) The sentence 'mind

is a thief is to be taken in the sense ' the mind is bidden within the body/

this signification being based upon the fact that the mind is similar to

the thief, in that both are hidden : the mind hides itself, just as the

thief does. Similarly, 'speech is a liar' is to be taken in the sense that

most speech is untrue, this signification being based upon the character

of the greater part of speech being generally found to be untrue.

Hence the sentences cannot be stigmatised as contradictory to scriptures

or well-established perceptible facts. The purpose served by thesd

passages is that gold is superior to both these, and so should be given

at sacrifices.

U DQra, distance. ^T^rrT BhQyastv&t, on account of the greatness of.

12. Because of the greatness of distance.—12.

COMMENTARY.

It has been argued' under sutva 2
}
that some arthavada passages are

direct contradictions of well-ascertained facts of perception ; as for instance,

when a passage declares that 'during the day the smoke alone of thd

fire is seen.' The answer to this is that, as a matter of fact during the day

when the fire is burning at a great distance, it is only the smoke— and not

the bright flame— of the fire that is seen ; so the passage does not contra-

dict a perceived fact. The purpose served by this passage lies in the justi-

fying of the use, at the morning libation, of the mantra 'Sftryo jyotirjyotu

ragnih svahA? and at the evening libation of the mantra 'Agmrjyolirjyotty

suryafy smlia. Both of -which contain the names of' both Surya and Agni

;

the use of those that are called 'mixed' mantra is justified by the declara-

tion that during the day Agni enters into Surya as proved by the perefcp*

tion of smoke only ; and Surya enters into Agni, as proved by the non-per-

ception of the Sun
; hence at both times both these deities being mixed

•rip in one, it is only right that 'mixed' mantras should be used.

^ Stri, (of) women. Apar&dh&t, on account of the failing. sr§:

Kartuh, of the father. ^ Cha, and. jpr Putra, of the son. qfa$ f
Darianam,

(there is) the finding. ;

* The Bhdmja and tbe Vdrtlka both read 'stryapav&dhdt; the omFssion of the initial
<strt; therefore in the text of the sutra in the Bibl. IncUca edition must be regarded m *k
PY-ersighi ,

4
.

, .
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31. On account o£ the failing of the woman, (there can

be- no certainty of caste) ;< specially as the son is often found

to "belong to the father.— 13. '

;

COMMENTARY.
i

M *

Under sutra 2 it hasb£en argued that the passage Sye know, not if

we are Br&hmanas or non-Br&hmanas* contradicts a fact of perception

;

inasmuch as the Brahmanahood of the priest is a' perceptible fact : when,

we see that the priest is the son of a Brahmana, there can be no doubt as

to his Brahmanahood. The answer to this is that there is always a chance .

of the mother having misbehaved with a man of a different caste ; in fact

such mixture of castes is not uncommon; and in the case of mixtures

if the son belonged to the mother, then the misbehaving of the mother

would not affect the caste of the child ; but we find Smritis declaring that

the ' son belongs to the father hence as there is always a chance of

misbehaviour on the part of the mother, there can be no certainty as

to the caste of any person. The passage praises the recounting of one'

$

pratara— names of one's famous ancestors and declares that even if the

reciter may have doubts as to his Brahmanahood, it becomes universally

recognised if he recounts the pravaras.

@ ^OT^F*ifT II W II

W^n'S^ Akalika (for) immediate good, fcg-j Ipsa, desire.

14. There is desire for immediate good.—14,

COMMENTARY.

The opponents cite another passage which is opposed to the scriptures ;
:

for instance, the sentence, ' who knows whether- or not theie is such a.

thing as heaven- etc.' ; this denial of the heaven world is a direct contradic-

tion of all those passages that lay down the performance of certain sacri-

fices for the attaining of heaven. The present sutra explains the real
:

pur-

pose of the sentence in question : The sentence occurs in connection with

the injunction of putting many wide windows in the Sacrificial House
;

the presence of many windows allows free exit to the smoke, and thereby

removes one of the greatest . discomforts of persons engaged in the

performance ; this is the
4

immediate good ' mentioned in the slitra

;

the meaning of the sutra is that there is always present, in the minds

of men, a desire .for immediate- good, rather than for one that is expected

to come after some time; consequently, with" a view to eulogising the
,

1 3 j—— —— 1 ' " ; 1 - - 1 ' —
** Some people read ^^rf^R'— 'which takes no time in appearing;/ which is the same as

* Immediate/
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giving of many windows, the arthv3da passages say—' as regards such

desirable results as the attainment of heaven and the like people may

have doubts as to whether or not there is any such place as Heaven,

—

but there can be no doubt, as to the excellent results proceeding from

the giving of many windows to the house ;
' thus all that the sentence

means is, not that there is no such place as heaven, but only that the

results proceeding from the giving of many windows is so sure and

immediate, that one cannot fail to realise its desirability.

Vidya, (of) knowledge, srtfsrr Pra^aipsa, (it is) praise.

15. It is praise of knowledge.—15,

COMMENTARY.

This sutra meets the arguments urged in sutra 3.

The passage declaring the ' shining of the face ' of the man who
studies a particular Br&hmana of the Veda, is only a praise of that study

;

the meaning being that the ' man who studies it becomes so learned that

all his words come to him smoothly, that whenever he makes a speech, it

is all in good form and reason, and it is a pleasure to all who hear him/—
this is what is meant by his face ' shining ' or ' becoming beautiful/ Thus
there is no incongruity in the passage. As regards the declaration that

'his children become wealthy/ this also is a praise of his learning ; the

meaning being that ' the children of the learned man being also learned,

they are naturally invited to officiate at a large number of sacrifices, the

perquisites whereof enrich them.'

in u i h ii

?r^?[ Sarvatram, the universality, ^rrfwft^ AdhikArikam, pertains to

the capability of the agent.

16. The universality (mention of all) pertains to the
capability of the agent, to perform all actions.—16.

COMMENTARY.
This meets the arguments urged in sutra 4.

When the passage declares ' all desirable results' accruing to one who
offers the p&rv&huti—which is the final offering completing the due

;.. kindling of the sacrificial fire—what is meant is that by thus having a duly
kindled fire, the agent is enabled to perform all sacrifices, and thereby ob-
taining all desirable results. Even so, it may be argued, it is not right •

to speak of ' 41 results'
j
as * all results ' do not proceed from the sacrifices
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performed
;
e.g., the flying in the shy is not spoken of as proceeding from

any sacrifices
;
consequently the declaration that ' the performer of the

Pilrnnhuti obtains all desires ' remains as untrue as ever. The reply to

this is that, even in ordinary parlance we often speak of all the vice having

been cooked ;
this does not mean that all the rice in the world has been

cooked; all that it means is that the cooking has been accomplished of all

the rice that had been set apart for being cooked on the particular occasion
;

in the same manner, what the passage means is not the accruing of all that

maybe desired, but only that of those results that follow from actions per-

formed with the help of consecrated fire.

r$$m Phalasya, of the result. ^iff^W- Karnianispatteh, the accomplish-

ment being due to actions, Tesam, of those (actions), m^i^ Lokavat, as

in the ordinary world. qrWHUcr: Parimanatah, due to the magnitude, ^iwi*:
Phalavificsalj, difference in the results, mjf Syat, there would be.

17. The accomplishment of the result being due to

actions, there would be a difference in the results, due to the

magnitude of the actions,—as in the ordinary world.—17,

COMMENTARY.

This sutra supplies another answer to the objections answered in

the preceding sutra. There can be no incongruity even if we take the

passage literally, and admit the fact of all results proceeding from the

PwnjdhatL Even if all results do proceed from this, the character of

these results cannot but differ from similar results obtainable from more

elaborate and difficult actions ; for instance the .heaven, i.e., pleasurable

existence-—obtained by the performance of the simple Pilrrttihuti would be

of a kind far inferior to that obtained by the elaborate Darsa-Piinamasa.

Just as in ordinary experience we find in the case of two cultivators—one

of whom labours hard throughout the day while the other cultivates his

lands only now and again and leisurely,—though both obtain the same

result, in the shape of the harvest, that reaped by the lazy man is far

inferior, both in quality and quantity, to that reaped by the laborious

man. In this manner, there need be no incongruity in the passage in

question.

5
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Antyayoh, of the last two aphorisms (of the PQrvapaksa). mm*
Yathoktara, (the answer is) as explained already.

18. Of the last two aphorisms of the Purvapaksa, the

answer is as has been explained already.—18.

COMMENTARY.

(1) In sutra 5 the Purvapaksa has taken the case of: the passage

• the fire should not be kindled on the earth ; the fire should not be

kindled in the sky, etc.;' and urged that these contain impossible nega-

tions.

The answer to this is that, just as the deprecation of mind and speech

has been shown in sutra 11 to signify the praise of gold —so in the ease

in question also, the prohibition of the kindling on the bare ground

implies the praise of the placing of a gold-plate on which the fire is

laid—and the prohibition of kindling in the sky, etc, is meant simply

to lend force to the prohibition of the kindling on the bare ground,- the

sense being that ' the kindling of the fire on the bare ground would

be as absurd as the kindling in the sky.'

(2) In sutra 6, the Pfirvapaksa has taken exception to the mention in

the arthavada passages, of such non-eternal things as ' the son of Pravfduuiu

and the like. The answer to this is the same that we have explained

• under sutra 1. 1. 31.

The practical use of this discussion as to the arthavada being taken

along with the injunctive passage, lies in connection with the KAtrisatra

sacrifice, the result attained by which happens to be mentioned in a

correlated arthavada passage.

The Prahhakara presentation of the adhikaranais as follows

Purvapaksa.
—" Due significance can attach only to such sentences

as contain words denoting an action ;
as the arthavada does not contain

such a word, it must be rejected as meaningless."

Siddhanta.—Though the arthavada does not contain a word denoting

action, yet, inasmuch as it is construed along with injunctive sentences

which contain such a word, the two come to be taken as one sentence;

and as such the injunctive word cannot be said to be altogether absent

in the arthavada. The arthavada, therefore, has a definite meaning only

when construed along with the injunctive sentence.
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Adhiharana II.—Treating of the authority of such Arthavdda

passages as have the form of Injunctions.

StTTRA 1. 2. 19-25.

filfq: Vidhih, an injunction, 37 Va, surely. Syat, must be. ^^^r?
Apurvatvat, because of its (laying down) something new (not known already).

*IWT? Vadamatram, a mere description, ft Hi, (specially) as. 3R$9ft[ .

Anarthakam, (would be) useless.

19. " It must be an injunction ; because it lays down
something new

;
specially as a mere description would

be useless. "—19.

COMMENTARY.
It has been, shown, in the preceding Adhikarana that Arthavflda pas-

sages are authoritative, inasmuch as they are taken along with the

injunctive passages, and serve the useful purpose of persuading men to

perform the actions laid down by these latter. But we find some passages

which, while containing the praise of something, contain also the injunction

of an action ;
for instance, the passage ' the sacrificial post is of udumbara

wood : the udumbara wood is the essence of food ; cattle are strong
;
through

the powerful udumbara post one (the priest) acquires powerful cattle;

the powerful (udumbara) tending to bring about power/ With regard

to this the question arises—Does it mention the result—the obtaining of

strength and strong cattle—as actually following from the making of the

post of the udumbara wood, the sentence thereby becoming an injunction

of the result or does it only express mere praise for purposes of persuasion ?

The Piirvapahsa view is that
—

" the passage should be taken as an

injunction, and not as a mere praise; and the reason given is that the

passage lays down that the post should be made of udumbara wood, if one

desires to obtain strength ;
and as this is not laid down by any other pas-

sage, we cannot but connect the mentioned result with the mentioned

action ; and so long as the passage is capable of being taken as an injunc-

tion, it would be absolutely meaningless to take it as mere praise.

"

3ftrar L'>kavat, (it may be) as in ordinary parla ice. Tti, this. % 4=r Chet,

if (is urged).

20. "If it is urged that it may be as iq. ordinary

parlance/'—20,
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COMMENTARY.

An objection is raised against the Purvapaksa view :

—

In ordinary parlance we find that when one says—-"This cow gives

good milk," we donot take this praise as indicating the injunction of its

puichn.se ; we take it only as a praise of the cow, this praise serving the

purpose of persuading the person to purchase the cow,— this purchase

having been mentioned in another sentence; from the analogy of this

ordinary usage we may conclude that the sentence in question is a mere

praise.

3 Na, that cannot be. cgNrar Purvatvat, because it is known before-

hand,

21.
;< (We reply) that cannot he ; because it is known

beforehand."—21.

COMMENTARY.

The Pdrvapak^in answers the objection raised in the preceding

sutra He says—" The analogy does not hold good ; because in the case of

ordinary parlance, what is praised is already known beforehand
; and what

is said in praise can also be verified by experience, by actually seeing the

cow give good milk
; the case of the Vedic sentence is entirely different ; what

is praised— the making of the post with udumbara wood— is not already

known
;
nor is the fact put forward in the praise capable of verification by

perception, etc. Hence we cannot apply the analogy of ordinary parlance

to the case of the Vedic passage in question. If we did so, then as in the

case of the cow, the praise is verified by experience, so here also we would
find it necessary to verify what is said in praise

; and as this is not possible

because in oidinary experience, we can nevere find the ucjumbara to bo
' essence of food the whole declaration would become absurd. If, on the
other hand, the sentence bo taken as containing an injunction— and a
Vedic injunction, being totally different in character from declarations in

ordinary parlance,— there would be no need for any such corroboration
"

3rK*r Uktara, has been explained. 5 Tu, but. Vftkyatfesatvam,
the fact of being taken along with other injunctive sentences.

22. But the fact of (such passages) being taken along
with (other injunctive) sentences has been explained (in
sutra 1. 2. 7).—22.
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COMMENTARY.

The Purvapaksa has urged that, if taken as mere praise, the sentence

becomes absolutely meaningless. In answer to this it is pointed out that,

when taken as mere praise, the sentence cannot be meaningless or useless,

because containing such praise, the sentence can be taken along with other

injunctive sentences serving the purpose of persuading the agent to per-

form the action enjoined by those sentences, as shown under sutra 1.2. 7.

There are strong reasons against regarding the sentence as an injunction.

]n the first place, there is no injunctive word, the verb being in the

present tense
;
consequently the injunction could only be got at through

the praise contained in the sentence ; under the circumstances, it is far

more reasonable to take the praise as bearing upon an altogether different

sentence ; as in the case of ordinary Arthavada passages. That is to say,

the sentence ' one obtains powerful cattle ' must be taken as mere praise
;

to be taken along with the sentence
1

the post is of udumbara wood'; and it

serves the very useful purpose of persuading the agent to make the post of

that wood ; and it does not mean that one who uses that wood actually

acqufres powerful cattle ; the sentence, therefore, has to be taken as true

only in its figurative or secondary sense of praise, and not in its literal

signification.

ftfa: Vidhih, the Injunction. ^ Cha, also. Anarthakah, useless,

meaningless. £>r%? Kvachit, in certain cases. rPPTT^ Tasmat, from it. ^egra:

Stutih, praise. srarsffif Pratlyate, is deduced or understood. ^srTCTKTTH Tat-

s&m&ny&t
;
by reason of the similarity to that, fcfcj Itaresu, in the case of other

sentences. cWcf? Tathatvam, the same character.

33. In certain cases the Injunction is found to be actu-

ally meaningless, in which case the sentence is taken as indi-

cating praise ; when other passages are found to be similar,

these also mast be accepted to have the same character.—23.

COMMENTARY.

It may be argued that it is not right to reject the direct or literal

signification of a sentence in favour of an indirect or figurative one.

But, says the sutra, there are many sentences, where the direct sig-

nification, which points to the enjoining of actions, is found to have

no meaning; and in all these cases, we reject that signification, and
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accept the sentence as indicating mere praise ; for instance, the sen-

tence 'Vsiyu is the eftest deity' when taken in its direct significa-

tion, must mean ' the Vayu should be made the eftest deity ;
' this is

meaningless ; as it is not possible for any agent to make Vayu eft or

otherwise; for this reason, we take the sentence as mere praise of Vnyu

to whom an animal is laid down (by another sentence) as to be sacrificed.

The contention of the sutra is that when, in such cases, all parties agree

in rejecting the direct signification of injunction in favour of the indirect

indication of praise, there can be no objection to the same in the case of

all sentences that may be found to resemble the above sentence ; that is

to say, when once we can, on sufficient grounds, reject the direct signifi-

cation, there can be no reason why we should not do the same, whenever

we have similar reasons for doing it.

*T*ftiir Prakarane, in, along with, the context, trwrra Sambhavan, com-

patible. ^WT: Apakarsah, removal or transference, *r cff^cl^ Na-kalpyeta,

is not right, fimFPfetRT Vidhy&narthakyam, mean ingi essn ess of the injunction.

f| Hi, because. rT*rrm, Tamprati, with regard to that.

24. In the case of that which is compatible (capable of

being taken along) with its own context, removal is not

right; specially because an injunction would be absolutely

meaningless in regard to that (particular sacrifice.)—24,

COMMENTARY.

The present sutra puts forward another argument in support
of the view that in the case of many such sentences as the one in question

we find it necessary to reject the diiect signification of injunction in

favour of the indication of praise. The sentence referred to is the follow-

ing—
*
that which is burnt becomes fit for the demon '—occurrring

in the Darsha-Pfonamasa section
;

according to the argument of the
Purvapaksa, the sentence must be taken as enjoining the demon as a
deity for the sacrifice, to whom the burnt cake is to be offered

; and this
would imply the removal of the previously mentioned deities of the sacri-
fice, who should have to make room for the demon. As against this, the
sutra urges that so long as there is a possibility of the previously men-
tioned deities being retained there can be no justification for their
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removal
;
except for very strong reasons. In the case in question however,

we find no such reason ; as we are perfectly justified in taking the sen-

tence as a praise of the unbuvnt cake, which alone is fit for the gods, the

burnt one being fit only for demons. If, in order to avoid this argument,

the sentence were taken as an injunction by itself, laying down an entirely

distinct action,—that of burning the cake intended for the demon,—then

the reply is that such an injunction could have absolutely no sense, in

regard to the particular sacrifice of the Dar^a-Puranam&sa, in whose context

it occurs.

This shows that there are many cases where the indirect indication

is preferred to the direct signification
;
consequently there can be no objec-

tion to the same being done in the case of the sentence under discussion.

f|#r Viclhau, in the case of injunction. ^ Cha, and further, scrw^ Vakya-

bhedah, syntactical split. t%\n Syat, would be.

25. And further, in the case of the sentence being taken

as an injunction, there would be syntactical split.—25.

If the sentence in question be taken as an injunction, then it

would have to be construed as

—

1 The Uclumbara wood is strong—one

should make the post of the Udumbara wood ;' and thereby the one

sentence would become rssolved into two
;
thereby causing a syntactical

split, which cannot bo justi&e 1 except when there is no other way of con-

struing the sentence.

The inevitable conclusion thus is that the sentence in question must

be taken as mere praise, serving the purpose of persuading the performer

to make the post of the particular wood mentioned.

According to Prabhakara, the argument for the Purvapaksa is that,

so long as the sentence ' obtains powerful cattle' can be taken as per-

taining to something to be accomplished {e,g.
3
the action of making the post

of udumbara wood), it is not right to take it as pointing merely an accom-

plished fact—the mere praise. The argument for the Siddh&nta is that so

long as any one or more sentences can be taken as pertaining to a single

injunction, it is not right to accept different injunctions; hence when

the sentence is capable of being taken as a praise, related to the previously

Wit * stmifc: turn u w n

COMMENTARY.

enjoined action, we cannot

by the Ptirvapakga.
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Adhikarana (III) —Treating of such Arthavada passages

as appear to contain the statement of reasons for certain

courses of action.

SUTRA 1. 2, 20-80.

%g: Hetuh, reason, m Va, only. m<l Syat, must be. ^W^44frF**ir?

Arthavattvopapattibhyam, because of usefulness and proof.

26. " The passage must be taken only as the statement

of reason ;
because of usefulness and proof.—26.

There are certain passages which appear to contain the statement of

reasons for a certain course of action. As for example, the passage
s

the

libation should be poured with the durpa because it is hit means of this that

food is prepared.' Nowr
,
with regard to this, there arises the question-

does the sentence 'because, etc.,' lay down a reason for the pouring of

the libation with the tfurpa? or, is it a mere praise of the durpa meant to

persuade the sacrificer to use it ?

The Purvapaksa embodied in the sfitra is that—" the sentence must
" be taken as containing the statement of a reason for the adopting of a

"certain course of action; (I) because when thus taken, the sentence

" serves the very useful purpose of implying the use of all such.implements

"of cooking as the ladle, the vessel and the like, all of which are used
<£

in the pi sparing of food ; and (2) because it is only when it is thus taken

" that the assertion becomes at all true and justifiable
; that is to say, If the

" sentence is taken as the praise of the rfurpa only, it fails to be

" precisely true, as it is not only the tJurpa whereby food is prepared
;

" on the other hand, if we take the sentence as stating a reason for the

"using of the d&rpa, as also of all those things that are instrumental in

"the preparing of food, it becomes perfectly true; this is the 'proof

"spoken of in the sutra,"

The Siddhanta in reply to the above is presented in the next Riltra.

\ Stuth, (it is) praise, g Tu, but sd^^g; ^abdapurvatvat, because

C is mentioned directly by the word. 3P^T3?ir Achodana, non-injunction. ^ Cha,

while. Tasya, of any other.
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27. But it must be regarded as a praise (of the surpa),

because this is enj oined directly by the word ;
while there is

no injunction of any other.—27.

COMMENTARY.
*

The use of the s^urpa is laid clown directly by the preceding sen-

tence—^urpena juhoti ; and as such this does not stand in need of any

corroboration by the statements of reason ;
it is enough for us to know that

the dfirpa is laid down as the implement to be used ;
we do not want to

know why it is so laid down ; so if taken as stating a reason the sentence

in question would become superfluous. If, on the other hand, it is taken

as being a praise of the drlrpa, it serves the useful purpose served by

all arthavadas, viz., that of persuading the performer to use the s^urpa.

Then again, the Purvapaksin contends that if- taken as the statement of

reason the sentence includes all such implements as the ladle and the like,

all of which are used in the preparing of food. The Siddhantt urges that this

is all the more reason why the sentence cannot be taken as the statement

of reason ;
it would, in that case put the ^urpa, the use of which is

directly enjoined by the preceding sentence, on the same footing as all

other implements, which are not so enjoined ;
and this could be far from

right.

Then again, what the sentence in question praises is only that by

which food is prepared ; while the injunction is that of the ^urpa;and

as that by which the food is prepared is the action of cooking—and not

the ^ilrpa, etc.,—the sentence in question does not, in reality, state any

reason for wlutf has been enjoined. This is the- meaning that the Vartika

attrilft^s to the last clause of the sutra.

3!pf Vyarthe
r
the meaning expressed by the sentence not being applicable

(to .the f&rpa). *gr%: Stutih, praise, spnsatt Anyayya not proper. ^^ Iti,

Chet, if it be urged.

28. It it be urged that

—

££
the meaning expressed by the

sentence not being applicable (to the surpa and the sentence

thereby becoming meaningless) any praise by* that sentence

would be most improper.— 28.

COMMENTARY.

It has been declaied above that, the passage in question is a mere

praise of the rfurpa, and cannot be taken as HteraHy true; because the

6
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food is prepared by the action of cooking, and not by the tfftrpa. The

present sutra raises an objection :—" If the food is prepared by the action

of cooking, then the jjflrpa cannot be rightly spoken as that by means of

which food is prepared
;
consequently it cannot be right to praise it

by that assertion any such praise of the rfflrpa would be most absurd."

*m: Artbah, (there is) use (for it). 5 Tu, but. $SHtoW% Vidhi&satvat,

because it forms part of the injunction, mt Yatha, as. Loke, in the

ordinary world.

29. (Our reply is), but what is expressed by the sentence

is applicable (to the sftrpa), (and the sentence is not mean-

ingless) because it forms part of the injunction ; and it is

exactly as in the ordinary world.—29.

COMMENTARY.

All that is meant by saying that the food is prepared by the action

of cooking, and not by the tftrpa, is that the former is the more im-

mediate cause ; and by this it is not meant to deny the instrumentality of

the (Jftrpa entirely
;
just as in ordinary parlance when a certain work is

accomplished by a number of men, when we attribute the success to that

person who has worked most, we do not deny the agency of the other

workers, in the same manner, even though the tffirpa may not be the

direct and immediate cause of the preparation of food, it cannot be denied

that it helps towards it. Such being the case, what is expressed by the

sentence
4

because by means of it food is prepared ' becomes quite appli-

cable to it ; and the sentence cannot be regarded as meaningless
;
specially

as it forms part of, and is intended to be taken along with, the foregoing

injunction, ' the libation should be offered by means of the surpa ;
* that

is to say, being intended for being construed along with the injunction,

the sentence is naturally taken not quite in its primary signification,

as pertaining to the direct and immediate cause of the preparation of

foodf; but in that secondary sense which is compatible with the sense

of that injunction.

qfe Yadi, if. =qr Cha, again, tg: Hetuh, reason, sfafiTCRT Avasttstheta

it would be restricted, pfifrnfcr Nirde^at, because of the specification. mmmH
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S&mlnyat, through similarity. V$ Iti chet, if it be urged that.

Avyavastha, indecisiveuess or uncertainty, indefiniteness. ftefPTP? Vidhinam,

of injunctions. Syat^there would be.

30. If it were the statement of reason, the assertion

would be restricted (to the $urpa only) ; because it is that

which is specially mentioned. If it be urged that ' by reason

of similarity (the assertion would apply to other things

also,) —we reply that in that case, the injunction would be-

come vague and uncertain.—30.

COMMENTARY.

If tlxe sentence in question were taken as asserting the reason for
^

the use of the tfQrpa, then the assertion— 4

because hy that is food pre-

pared '—would have to be restricted to the surpa only ; and it could not

be taken as applicable to any other instruments of the preparation of

food ; because of all these instruments, it is the rffirpa that is specifically men-

tioned. In answer to this it might be urged that

—

t;

all that the sentence

asserts is the instrumentality towards food-preparation;' and as such it could

be applicable to all things that are instrumental towards it ; and it could

not be restricted to the durpa only. But in that case, the sentence, declar-

ing the reason, being found to be applicable to many things other than

the is^drpa, there would be no finality in the injunction of the use of the

sl&rpa ; and this injunction would become vague and indecisive
;

while,

on the other hand, when the sentence is taken as praising the rfurpa,

it strengthens the injunction, and helps to make it definite and decisive.

Prabhakara's argument in support of the Siddhantais that the Vedic

injunction does not stand in need of the support of any statement of

reason ; the injunction being self-sufficient, any statement of reason in

corroboration of it must be superfluous ; but as no sentence in the Veda can

be entirely superfluous, the sentence must be taken as containing the praise

of the implement whose use has been enjoined.

Adhikarana IV—Treating of the use of Mantras.
*

SUTRA 1. 2. 81-53.

^er Tat, with.—srq Artha, in connection.—scrr^rT^ SSastrat, because of scrip-

tural directions. [*lv*fFTO?3$ Mantranarthakyam, meaninglessness of mantras.]

[This word has to be supplied from sutra 39 below which closes the statement

of the Purvapaksa].
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31. " Because of scriptural directions in connection

with those (mantras) [Mantras cannot be meant to be signifi-

cant of any meaning]."— 31.

COMMENTARY.

It has been proved above that oven suck apparently absurd passage**

as many arrJiavuJa passages are found to have a bearing upon dharma ; and

thus it is regarded as established that the entire Veda is to be regarded as

authoritative on matters relating to dharma ; from this it is naturally taken

for granted that the mantras of the Veda also must be possessed t of some

such authority. This much being granted, the question naturally arises

as to the particular use to which mantras are to be put. That the

" mantras are not injunctions is clear and as such they cannot serve the

purpose of laying down an action, as injunctive sentences do ; contain-

ing no praise or disparagement, they cannot serve the purpose that has

been found to be served by the arthavada passages ; from this it follows

that the only purpose that can be served by the mantras must lie in the

use of the mere words composing the mantras ; and in connection with

such use, the question that naturally arises is— are the words of the mantra

pronounced for the purpose of conveying some meaning ? Or are they

pronounced merely for the sake of the utterance, and no sense is intended

to be conveyed by them ?

The Purva-paksa view is that tie mantras are not pronounced for

the purpose of conveying any meaning,—they are in fact, not intended

to be expressive of any meaning. Each of the following nine sutras begin-

ing with sutra 31 gives a reason in support of this view.

(1) "In connection with the picking up of the abhri, we have

the following text— devasyatcetyarabhya gdyatreua chhandasa Made......

iti chatiirlhimbhnmMatte;--wheve a set of four mantras is laid down as

to be pronounced at the time of the picking up of the abhri ; now the

words of the mantras themselves signify the action of picking up
; under

the circumstances, if these words were really meant to be significant,

the fact of the mantras being used for the picking up of the ahhri would
be signified by the words of the mantras themselves, what would be the

use of the subsequent direction—
£

one should pick up the abhri with

these four mantras ?—inasmuch as it has been found necessary to add

this direction to -the mantras, it is clear that the words themselves

are not intended to be significant; they are meant only to be recited

as so many words, irrespective of any sense that might be conveyed

by them."
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stfeRi Vakya, of the sentences.—ftwfr Niyamat, because of the fixity

of order.

32. (2) " Also because the order of sentences (in the

mantras) is irrevocably fixed."—32.

COMMENTARY.

(2)
u The second reason is that if the mantras were intended to be

recited with a view to the sense conveyed by them, there would be nothing

wrong in changing the order of the words of the mantras; for instance, in

the case of the mantra— ' agnimurdhd divafy, it would make no differ-

ence at all if the mantra were recited in the form
£ murdhd agnify divafy &o. ;'

as this change in the order of the words would not make any difference

in the sense conveyed by the words. As a matter of fact, however, the

order of the words composing a mantra is most rigidly fixed ; and one

may not displace a single syllable ; from which it follows that the

words are not recited for the purpose of conveying any sense ; their

use lies in the purely verbal recitation."

«£g Buddha, (pertaining to) one who already knows.—sarr^nr $astrat,

because of scriptural directions.

33. (3) " Because there are directions addressed to

one who already knows."—33.

COMMENTARY.

(3) " We meet with such mantras as ' agnidagnin vihara varhrih

stfinite? the words of which mean ' Oh Agnidhra priest, move among the

fires and spread kurfa this mantra is addressed to the Agnidhra priest

;

and as the priest already knows his duty—without which knowledge he

could not officiate as priest- -as consisting in moving about the sacrificial

fires, and spreading the kurfa ; it would be superfluous to address to

him any such directions as ' move among the fires, &c.' ; but these words

are laid down as to be addressed to him ; from which the only inference

is that the words as addressed to him, in the form of the mantra, are

not intended to convey any meaning."

^qjTffi Avidyamana, (of) things that do not exist, —^qrr? Vachanaf,

because of the mention.
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34. (4)
" Because of the mention of such things as do

not exist."—34.

COMMENTARY.

'4) " We meet with such mantras as ' cliatvtiri zringah trayottya

padah,' the words of which mean £

it. has four horns and three feet
7

;
now,

as a matter of fact, we know that there is no animal, no substance in fact,

which has four horns and three feet ; and yet it is not possible for the

Veda to speak of such absurdities. The only conclusion that is possible

is that the words are not intended to convey any meaning at all."

^T^rH Acbetana, insensate.—wr Artba, things.—^wr^TT^ Sumbandhat,

because of being addressed.

35. (5)
" Because of their being addressed to in-

sensate things."—35.

COMMENTARY.

(5) " We find many mantras laid down as to be recited—the

words of which signify that they are addressed to insensate things;

such mantras, for instance, as ' osadhe trayasva, etc. ' ('0 herb, save

me),'
£

sliriiotii gvaxaia\i ' (listen, 0 ye stones!');—as the addiessing of

such requests to insensate things as herbs and stones would be absurd,

we are led to the conclusion that the words are not intended to convey

any meaning at all."

" W^STTrT^TT^" II ^ II

3$, Ariha, (in) signification.— ftsTT^TTf, Vipratisedhat, because cf contra-

dictions.

36. (6) " Because of contradictions in the significa-

tion.
"—36.

COMMENTARY.

(6) " We find such mantras as
1

Aditirdyauh, aditiraiitarik$am?—the

words of which can only mean ' Aditi is heaven, Aditi is sky/ a palpable

absurdity; the same Aditi cannot be both heaven and shy ; this is the

conti adiction spoken of in the sutra
;

similarly, the mantra Eko nidro

na dvitiyal}, (

1

there is only one Rudra, no second),
7

if it meant what it

appears to mean, it would be a direct contradiction of the mantra
' asanWiyata saliasravi

7

ye Eudrah/ the words of which mean** the number
of Rudras is innumerable thousands/ As the Veda could not make such

contradictory statements, it follows that the words are not meant to be
significant of any meaning."
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" ^FTOW^^JTT^ U ^VS II

**P&!iron( Svadhyayavat, as there is of the verbal text. W^Rra Avachanat,

because of non-mention.

37. (7) " Because there is no mention (of the meaning),

as there is of the verbal text —37.

COMMENTARY.

\1) " As a matter of fact we find all great teachers of the Veda ex-

horting their pupils to learn carefully the text of the mantras, which they

present before them with a good deal of care ; we do not find any Kalpa
saying anything as regards the meaning conveyed by the words of the

mantras
;
this is a clear indication of the fact that all teachers know

that the words of the mantras are not intended to convey any meanings.

Then again, with regard to the getting up of the verbal text, we have
such Vedic injunctions as

6 svMhyayo clhyetavayah ' and the like ; there

is no such injunction with regard to the getting up of the meaning of the

mantras
; which also shows that the Veda does not intend these to convey

any meaning."

38. (8) " Because it is unintelligible."—38.

COMMENTARY.

(8) " In the case of many mantras we find that the meaning of some
words is absolutely unintelligible:—!?.^, 1

srhyeva jarbhariiiirpharV.

This also proves that the words of mantras are not meant to convey any
sense."

srfsrar Anitya, transient things. --<j4HHg Samyogat, because of the mention.

*T?srH*fer« Mantranarthakyam, meaninglessness of the mantras.

39. (9)
" Because of the mention of transient things,

—

the mantras cannot be regarded as conveying any meaning.
5 *

COMMENTARY.

(9) " In the case of such mantras as
—

' kinte krirtvanti Mkate§u gdva^
if the words convey any meaning, they speak of certain particular cows of

the TOkata country—both of which are transitory things; as it is jiot
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possible for the eternal Veda to speak of such things, we must conclude

that the words are not meant to convey any meaning at all/*

Such is the statement of the Purvapaksa

wfflfog mm* n « • n

^rf^rsre; Avi^istah, non-different, g, Fu, but. ^x^m: Vakyarthab, the signi-

fication of sentences.

40. But there is no difference in the signification of

sentences (of the Veda and those in ordinary parlance).—40.

COMMENTARY.

In reply to the Purvapaksa put forward in the foregoing siltras, the

Siddhanta is that the mantras are always meant to convey a definite mean-

ing ; because in ordinary parlance we find that whenever a number of words

are used as a sentence, they are always meant to convey a meaning ; and as

the words of the manti*a$ also constitute sentences, there is every reason to

suppose that these sentences also are meant to convey definite meanings.

Just as in ordinary parlance, so in the case of the mantras also, in every

sentence there are four factors, viz,, the words, the meaning of each of

the words by itself, the sentence, and the meaning of the sentence • now

when the mantras are recited at a sacrifice, the words and the sentence

composed by them serve the purpose of fixing the verbal form of the text

recited; the meanings of the component woids collectively go to fix the

meaning of the sentence ; and it is the meaning of the sentence alone that

does not serve any other purpose
; hence it is by menus of this last factor

that the mantra can benefit the sacrificial performance ; and this benefit,

in most cases, consists in the indicating of the deity of the sacrifice.

Qm$M Gunarthena, for purposes of qualification. Punafcjjrutih,

repetition.

41. The repetition is for purposes of qualification*—4L
COMMENTARY.

This sutra answers the argument put forward in sutra 31 above. The

addition of the sentence ehatwbhiraWmmadatte is not for the indicating

of the use of the mantras at the inching up of the abhri—which is already

indicated by the words of the mantras themselves ;—but for the pointing

out of a further qualification of the mantras—this qualification being in the
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form of the number ' four,
5

which number is not mentioned in the mantras.

That is to say, though the words of each of the mantras are sufficient to

point out the fact that each of them is to he recited at the picking up of

the abhri, there is nothing in them to point out the fact that the aheri is to

he picked up with mantras icliose number is four ;
and inasmuch as the

supplementary sentence supplies this new information, it can be regarded

as a pure injunction.

^rR^T^r Parisankhya, (there is) exclusion.

42. There is an exclusion.—42.
*

COMMENTARY.

Another mantra cited by the PurvapakKi in connection with sutra

yi, is
c

imamagrihhriam rashanamritasya,' to which is added the supple-

mentary sentence ' ityasvabliidhanimadatte' ; and it is urged that if the

mantra were intended to be significant, as the holding of the reins is

already mentioned by the words of the mantra itself,—what would be the

use of mentioning it over again by means of the supplementary sentence.

The reply to this is that the supplementary sentence serves the purpose

of exclusion ;—that is to say, all that the words of the mantra signify is

the holding of the reins ; and as this could be the holding of the reins

of the horse as well as that of the reins of the ass, the supplementary

direction is added that the mantra is to be recited in the holding of the

reins of the horse ; which excludes the holding of the reins of the ass
;

thus the supplementary sentence serves a distinctly useful purpose.

fTsbrT^t srr u %\ \\

3T2fcfr<' Arthavadah, (it may be) an arthavada. Va, or.

43. Or it may be an artliavada.—43.

COMMENTARY.

This takes up the case of another mantra, that is cited in this

connection by the opponent. The* mantra— c

UruprafJia urn prathasva '

—

is found to be supplemented by the direction ' iti purodasam prathayati
;

and it is argued that if the mantra was intended to be significant, as the

becoming large of the cake is already mentioned by the words £

uru pra-

thasva," the adding of the supplementary direction would be superfluous.

The answer to this is that the words of the mantra 1

uru prathasva,' do not
7
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,eally mention the enlarging o£ the cake ;

in fact they canno be taken

in then direct signification ; as they are addressed to the cake an u.an,

atling, the addressing to whom can have no meun.ng at all
;
these

vo ds the efore, have to be taken as mere Arthavada serving the purpose

persuading the performer to do the enlarging of the cake lan! down in

the supplementary direetion. That the words of the mantra are meant to

he an Arthavada is further shown by the fact that towards the end of the

mantra we have the words ' uru to yajgifapat^ prathatam
'
(may your master

of the sacrifice become magnified:' ; if we put the two together, we get at

the idea addressed to the cake :-'You may become large, and may thereby

the master of the sacrifice become magnified ' i.e.
;

' if the cake u. enlarged

the master becomes magnified ;' and this is a pure Arthavada serving the

purpose of persuading the priest to enlarge the cake, as laid down in the

supplementary direction.

sn^jjH Aviruddham, not incompatible. "TOt Faram, the assumption.

44. The assumption would not "be incompatible—44.

COMMENTARY.

In su. 3^ above, it has been argued that, inasmuch as it is only

when the words of the mantra are in a particular order that the mantra

is recognised as such, and not when the order is changed,— it follows that

no significance is meant to be attached to the words
;
because the change

in the order of the words does not change the meaning. The reply

to this is that all that this argument means is that, in the case of the

use of sucb mantras we have to assume that the desired transcendental

result can follow only when the words of the mavtra are pronounced in a

particular order ; and this assumption is perfectly compatible with the

view that the words are meant to be significant ;
as even then there would

be nothing incongruous in the assumption that a certain transcendental

result follows when the words are uttered in a certain order. So this

argument does not affect the case at all.

qttw Sampraise, in regard to the directions. <kh Karma, action of signi-

fication.—iTf! Garha, reproach, -vgtnsrw Anup&lambhah, no objection (can

betaken), ^rc^, Sariiskaratvat, because of its being an addition to his

qualification
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45. As regards the directions, no objection can be

taken on the basis of reproach attaching to the signification
;

because it serves the purpose of adding to his qualification.

—45.
* *

COMMENTARY.

In Sutra 33 above, it has been argued that, in the case of such man-

tras as ' agnid agmn vihara, &c.' which are addressed to learned priests,

—

if they are meant to be significant, i.e., if the mantra really were intended

to convey the meaning ' 0 agnid priests, move among the fires/—any

such addressing would be entirely superfluous; as the priest already

knows what he has to do. The answer to this is that the objection is

not well taken ; as even though the priest may already know what he

has to do, if he is, at the time of actual performance, reminded of his

duties,— this only adds to his qualification, enabling him to perform his

duties more precisely than he would have done if he had only a vague

notion of what was required of him.

?t^s4m?: ii H ii

=331^^. Abhidhane, on significance, being significant, ^rfr^ Arthavadah,

(the mantra is) an arthavada.

46. Being significant, the mantra is regarded as an

Arthavada.—46.

COMMENTARY.

This answers the argument urged in sutra 34. The mantra "hav-

ing four horns, &c." must be regarded as conveying a definite meaning :

and the sense conveyed need not be absurd
; as the whole is a highly

figurative eulogy bestowed upon the deity of the sacrifice, the sun ; the

"four horns" of the sun are the four quarters of the day,—the three feet

lefer to the three seasons,—the
e<

two heads " to the two half-yearly periods,

and so forth.

fpjr^Gunat, on account of expression being taken in its secondary (figura-

tive) sense. ^rftsrfar^P Avipratisedhah, non-contradiction, ?nr?l Syat, there

would be.

47. Inasmuch as the expression is figurative, there

is no contradiction.—47,
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COMMENTAllV.

In sutra 30, it has been argued that if the minim 1

AditirdtjauK con-

veyed the meaning that 'Aditi is heaven/— it would be contradicting a fact

;

because as a matter of fact, Aditi is not heaven. The answer to this is

that the mantra is not intended to be taken as literally true ; all that is

meant by it is the praise of Aditi ; and when one praises a certain deity, «

he can, figuratively speaking, speak of that deity, as anything and every-

thing. So there is nothing in the sense conveyed by the mantra that can

be called as
1

contrary to fact.'

f^r-^TWT* Vidya-avachanam, the non-mention of the studying (of mean-

ings). $reRlfnr?r Asamyogat, is due to the fact of non-connection.

4-8. That the studying (of the meanings of mantras) is

not mentioned fin the Vedic texts laying down Vedic study)

• is due to the fact that it (the knowledge of the meanings of

mantras) has no connection (with the actual performance of

sacrifices).—48.

COMMENTARY.

In sutra 37 it has been argued that though we have texts that lay

down the study of the verbal text of the mantras, there is none that

enjoins the learning of their meanings, and that we donot find teachers

of the Veda explaining the meanings of mantras. The answer to this is

that the Veda does not lay down the studying of the meaning for the

simple reason that the meaning of mantras has no direct bearing upon the

performance of sacrifices ; and the teachers donot take the trouble of

explaining the meanings with care because the comprehension and retain-

ing of the meaning is much easier than the retaining of the text,

5^: Satah, of that which exist. Param, moreover. ^ftscTR^ Avijftfinam,

ignorance.

49. Moreover, there is ignorance (of the meaning)

which is there all the same.—49.

COMMENTARY.

In sutra 38, it is urged that there are certain mantras that are

entirely unintelligible. The answer to this is that, that we donot grasp
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the meaning of a certain mantra does not prove that it has no meaning; as

a matter of fact, every mantra has a definite meaning ; and when we can-

not find out what it is in a certain case, that only shows that we are

ignorant of it. In fact there is no mantra whose meaning cannot be found

out by careful consideration and pondering. Examples of the interpreta-

tion of apparently meaningless mantras are given in the Ta>ntravartika

(Translation, pp. 100-101.)

3tK: Uktab, has been already explained. ^ Cha, and. BTRcTO3T*T:

Anityasaipyogat, the mention of transient things.

50. And the mention of transient things (in Vedic

mantras) has already been explained.- 50.

COMMENTARY.
In sutra 39 it is urged that there are certain mantras which, if

regarded as significant, would be found to make mention of transient

things, which would not be compatible with the eternal character of all

Vedic mantras. The answer to this is that the difficulty with regard to the

mention in the Veda of apparently transient things, has already been ex-

plained above, under sutra 1. 1. 31.

forfK^: Lingopadesah, the mention of mantras by indicative names. ^
Cha, also (proves that the mantra is significant), rT^f^TH Tadarthatvat, be-

cause such is the signification of those (names),

51. The mention of mantras by indicative names also

[proves that the mantras are significant] because siich is the

signification oi those names.—51.

COMMENTARY.

The above sutras have refuted the arguments of the opponent. With
this sutra begins the statement of arguments in support of the Siddhdnta.

We find certain mantras designated by specific names. Such, for instance,

as
c

Agneyiy
4

Aindri? these names signify respectively 'that which has

Agm for its deity,' and ' that which has Indra for its deity;' now the fact

that the particular mantra has Agni or Indra for its deity cannot be as-

certained except by taking account of what the words of the mantra

siguify, hence we conclude that inasmuch as such significant names"

have been given to mantras, they cannot but be regarded as intended to

convey definite meanings.
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g^: Ohah, modification.

52. (The acceptance of) modifications proves that

mantras are meant to be significant,—52.

COMMENTARY.

We find the Veda referring to modifications in the wording of the

mantras ; for instance, the sentence
1

na matfi vardhate' ('the mother grown

not') precludes the possibility of nouns in the singular n amber being

changed into those in the dual or plural ; the sense of this sentence being

that when a certain mantra contains the word ' enam ' for instance, as

referring to the sacrificial animal, this singular pronoun
4 enam 7

should

not be changed into ' enan' when the number of animals is more than

one. This clearly shows that the words of the mantra. &gr., ' enam * in

the present case is intended to be significant of ' this/ one animal.

. flmsrsfr: Vidhi^abdah, words in injunctive sentences. ^ Cba, also,

53. Then again, we meet with certain words in

injunctive sentences which show that mantras are intended

to be significant.—53.

COMMENTARY.

In the Veda we find certain injunctions which make mention of the

parts of certain mantras, not by means of the exact words of the mantra.

but by means ^of other synonymous words. For instance, in one passage

the mantra ' Satam himoh 1

is referred to as
1

Satam hemant&n.' This
clearly shows that the Veda itself intends mantras to be significant.

The Prabh&kara view is, in the main, same as the above Bbttta view.
"The mantras must be regarded as intended to be significant

; because as
part of the Veda, they must have a useful bearing on actions; this they can
have only if they are regarded as indicating certain details (in the shape of

the deity, for instance), connected with the action." (Brihati), And so

long as they are found to supply some such useful information, it is not

right to regardjdiem as being intended for mere recitation, which recitation

brings forth certain transcendental results. There may be some mantras
that are not found to convey any information useful in sacrificial per-

formances ;
such mantras may be taken as being intended for mere verbal

recitation for purposes of transcendental results only.

* End of P&da ii of Adhyaya L
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Third Pada.

THE AUTHORITY OF SMRITIS AND USAGE ON MATTERS
RELATING TO DHARMA.

Adhikarana I—The authority of Smritis in general.

SITTRA 1. 3. 1-2.

sjifcjl Dharmasya, of cibarma. m«^^r^rH; ^abdamulatvat, on account of the

character of having the Veda for its basis. SPCTS^r A^abdam, that which is not

Veda. SRqpg Anapeksam, to be disregarded, w\* Syat, would be.

1. "Dharma having the Veda for its sole basis, that

which is not Veda should be disregarded."—1.

COMMENTARY.

The preceding two prtdas have established the authority of the In-

junctions, Arthav&das and Mantras occurring in the Veda. What calls for

consideration next is the character of such words and expressions as are the

names of sacrifices. But before taking up this question, the sutra takes up

"the question of the authority of the Smritis ; and the reason for this lies in

the well-known fact that the knowledge of Smritis is found to help in the

comprehension of the true meaning of many Vedic injunctions
; and in

many cases, the authority of the Veda is open to rejection in favour of

what is laid down in the Smritis ; and thus it becomes necessary to as-

certain how far the Smriti. may be allowed to interfere in matters relating to

dharma, for which the Veda has been found to be the sole authority. But

before considering these comparatively doubtful cases,—where the Smriti

goes directly against the Veda, the author deals with the more general

-question—Is the Smriti to be regarded as having any authority on matters

relating to dharma ?
*

To take a specific instance—the Smriti lays down the performing of

the Ahtak4 tfr&ddhas, with regard to which nothing is found in the Vedas.

Now, the question arises,—Js the performance of the Astaka to be regard-

ed as dharma to the same extent as the Agnihotra which is enjoined in

the Veda ?

The Purvapaksa on this point is that, " any action laid down in

works other than the Veda cannot be regarded as dharma ; because dharma
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has been defined in Sfl 1. 1. 2 as that which is indicated by Vedic. injunc-

tions
;
consequently, in all matters relating to dharma, all that is not Veda,

—Smritis, Usage, &o.—cannot be regarded as authoritative."

=5TH m Api va, but. g^rm^ Kartrisamanyat, on account of the agent

being the same, mm* Pramanam, proof. Anumai-am, inference.

^T?r Syat, would be.

2. But on account of the agent being the same, in-

ference would be the proof (of Smriti having its basis in the

Veda)—2.

COMMENTARY.

The Sicldhdnta on this point is as follows :
—

It is true that Veda is the sole authority for all matters relating to

dharma ; but how do we know that the Smriti is not based on the Veda ? As

a matter of fact, we find that the Smptis have been compiled by Mann and

other well-known writers ; and we also find that the works of these writers

in the realms of science and philosophy afford satisfactory explanations

of their respective subjects. Under the circumstances, with regard to

the works of these writers, we can only have the following assumptions

—

(1) that Manu and others are totally mistaken in what they have asserted ;

*

(2; that what they have asserted is based upon their personal observation

and experience
; (3) that they learnt it from other persons

; (4) that they

have wilfully made wrong statements, with a view to lead people astray
;

or (5) that what they have asserted is based upon direct Vedic injunctions.

We do not find sufficient reasons to justify the acceptance of the first four

assumptions ; the only possible view, therefore, is the last one: whatever

is laid down in the Smritis has its basis in direct injunctions contained

in the Veda ;
in the case of such Smriti assertions as are not found to be

corroborated by known Vedic texts, the presence of such texts is to

be inferred,— from the fact of Manu and other Smriti writers being

trustworthy persons, taking their stand upon the Veda : that, is to say,

when in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred we find that what Manu has

laid down is in strict accordance with Vedic texts as known to us, this

justifies the inference that in the hundredth case also, the assertion must
have its basis in some Vedic text not known to us

;
specially when we

know that many rescensional texts of the Vedas are lost to us ; and even
those that are not quite lost are so scattered that it is not possible for us
to lav our hands unon the exact text, wanted.
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The basic reason fortius inference as declared in the sufaa is con-

tained in the word ' kartiisf manyat,'
—

' on account of the agent "being the

same;' this, according to the older commentators, means— ' because the

agents or persons who compiled the Smritis are the same that performed

actions laid down in the Veda ; that is to say, we know that during their lives,

Manu, Yajnavalkya and other writers on Smrifci, acted fully in accordance

with the injunctions laid down in the Veda; arid for persons who were such

strict followers of the Veda in conduct, it is not possible that they should

have made assertions except in accordance with direct Vedic injunctions

known to them
;
therefore, we conclude that the Sxnfitx is authoritative.'

This interpretation is not accepted by Kumnrila
;
because, he asserts,

as men of the world, Manu and other writers must have done many acts

under the influence of a temporary impulse, which acts might be even

contrary to Vedic injunctions. lie, therefore, takes the phrase ' on account

of the agent being the same ' to mean

—

4

because the persons that com-

piled the Smritis are the same that learnt and studied the Veda;' the

reasoning being expanded in this form :—
' What is laid clown in the Smriti,

the performance of the Astaka for instance, has been laid down, and

recognised as dharma, by an unbroken line of teachers and students of the

Veda ; and this leads to the presumption that what is thus laid down is

surely based upon direct Vedic injunctions.'

Though the word in the sutra is * Anumana/ which means Inference,

—and as such Kumarila's interpretation might be suspected to be a devia-

tion from the sfitra—yet, he has been careful to point out that the word
' anumana ' in the sutra has not been used in its technical sense of infer-

ence, but in its literal sense of
£

what comes after sense-peiception ;' and in

this sense Presumption is as much ' Anumana' as Inference.

Though the above is the conclusion in regard to Smritis in general,

Kum&rila does not blindly accept the entire Smriti literature to be equally

authoritative ; he draws a distinction ; he says :
—

£ Among the Smri is themselves, such portions as are related to

Dharma or Deliverance have their origin directly in the Veda; while those

that ha\*e mere pleasure, &c, in view are based upon the ordinary ex-

perience of the world. This rule also holds good respecting Itihasas

and Puranas'

—

(Tantravatriha trans., p. 119.)

Among the auxiliary sciences, of Siksa, Kalpa, Vyakarana, &c.

portions treating o£ things connected with sacrificial performances are

based upon the Veda
;
while those treating of things serving some ordi-

nary worldly purpose have their basis in ordinary experience.

8
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According to Prabhakara, there is nothing intrinsically in the Stnfiti

itself which necessitates its being accepted as authoritative ; what makes

us regard it to be so, is the consideration that if the Smriti were not

authoritative, the Vedic passages upon which the Smriti is based would also

have to be discredited. For instance, even though the At^aka is not

directly enjoined in any Vedic passage, yet there are passages that are

indicative of it ; hence if the Smriti laying down that A^akt were rejected

as not authoritative, a similar fate would befall the Vedic passage also.

As in the case of the Veda, so in that of the Smriti also, what w
directly authoritative in matters relating to dharma is only the injunctive

sentence ; all the rest is only Arthavada, related to certain injunetions*

There are some portions of the Smritis which are not so related at all

;

for intance, the description of rivers and mountains ; these are to be re-

garded as mere poetical descriptions calculated to give pleasure by

recitation ; the descriptions of battles are calculated to infuse courage

and enthusiasm in the minds of the brave
; the descriptions of countries

are meant to afford some idea as to what places are fit for sacrificial per-

formances, and so forth.

Adhikarana II—Greatest authority rests in direct Vedic

declarations.
8&TRA 1. 3. 3-4.

pRN ^T^TT% H3*TH^ It \ II

firore Virodhe, there is contradiction, g Fu, when. 3Rq^* Anapeksam,

to be disregarded, ^rg Syat, should be. Asati, when there is none.

f| Hi, because. $T3*THff Anum&nam, inference or presumption (of coroborative

Vedic texts).

3. Whenever there is contradiction between the Smriti

and the Veda, the Smriti should be disregarded ; because it is

only when there is no contradiction that there is presumption

[of Vedic texts in support of the Smriti] .—3.

COMMENTARY. *<

The authority of the Smriti has been established in a general way.

The author now proceeds to point out exceptions. In the ease of such

Smriti-assertions as bear upon matters in regard to which we meet with

no declarations in the Veda, we are free to presume that there must be

some Vedic texts, not known to us, that lend support to what is asserted in

the Veda. But there are instances in which the assertion o£ the Smyi$i is
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fouud to be contradictory to, or incompatible with, what is declared in a

well-known Vedic text ; for example, we have a Smriti text laying down the

covering of the whole sacrificial post with cloth, while, on the other hand,

we have the Vedic text that the adhvaryu priest should sing a certain

mantra while touching the post ; as this touching would not be possible

if the entire post were covered with cloth, the assertion of the Smriti is found

to be incompatible with what is laid down in the Veda. And the question

naturally arises—are such texts to be regarded as authoritative? The

reason for doubt lying in the consideration that, if such a text w;ere regard-

ed as authoritative, on the basis of the conclusion of the preceding adhika-

rana, that would imply the rejection of the Vedic text which it contradicts
;

and this does not appear to be reasonable, in view of the unimpeachable

.authority of the Veda.

The prima facie argument—the Purvapaksa—on this point implied

by the sutra, is as follows :

—
" It has been established in the foregoing adhi-

karana that there is no possibility of the assertions in the Smritis originating

from ignorance, ill usion or deception
;
they are the assertions of persons

known as fully trustworthy, and as such they must be accepted as authorita-

tive. When once this position has been taken up we can turn back upon it

;

if we rejected or doubted the authority of a single assertion of the Smriti,

that would render the entire Smriti literature open to doubt and suspicion.

It has been proved that the Smriti has its basis in the Veda ; and as

such its authority cannot be doubted. Even* in those* cases in which the

Sainfci text is foun 1 to be contradictory to a Vedic text, we need not

relax our position
;

because, as a matter of fact, we know that there

are such contradictions, in many cases between two well known Vedic

texts
;

e.g., when one text speaks of the Homa being performed before

sunrise, while another speaks of it as to be done after sunrise. And simi-

larly, it having been proved that all Smriti declarations liave their corro-

borative texts in the Veda, we naturally presume that the Smriti-

declarattoa that is found to be contradictory to a declaration in the Veda,

must also have a orroborative text in the Veda; if we cannot lay our

hands upon such a text, that is because we do not possess all the Vedic

texts (as held in the foregoing adhikaraaa) ; hence this also comes to be

only a case of contradiction between two Vedic iexts. And thus in doubt-

ing the authority of the Smriti text, we should be doubting the authorita-

tive character of the Vedic texts, themselves. If the Mlm&insaka is to

remain firm upon his conclusion of the foregoing adhikarana he can-

have no justification for doubting the authority of any Smriti-declara-

tions,"
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'

In answer to the abW, we have the Siddhtota laid down in the

SUUa

Wherever there is any contradiction between the Smriti and the Veda,

the authority of the Smriti is to be totally disregarded ;
as it is only when

there is no such contradiction that we can presume a Vedic text in support

of what is said in the Smriti. Because the Smriti is not, like the Veda,

self-sufficient in its authority ; in fact, it derives its authority from the

Veda • and hence we can presume a Vedic text in corroboration of what is

said in the Smriti only when we do not find a Vedic text bearing on that

subject; so when such a Vedic text is found, and is found to be contra-

dictory to what is asserted by the Smriti, there can be no justification for

presuming a Vedic text in support of this latter ;
and the presence of the

Vedic text to the contrary cuts off the very basis of the authority of the Smriti,

Thus then, in matters relating to dharma, the Smriti not being self-

sufficient in its authority, the Smriti that contradicts the Veda cannot be

taken as laying down an optional alternative ; as we assume in the case of two

mutually contradictory Vedic texts. Because in the latter case, both the

texts being equally self-sufficient in their authority, we have no reason for

rejecting one in favour of the other ; in the case of a Sim;iti and a Vedic

text, the latter is self-sufficient in its authority, while the former would derive

its authority from a text that would be presumed ; so that we have a

distinct reason for accepting the latter and rejecting the former. The

conclusion, therefore, is that no authority attaches to such Smriti texts as

are contradictory to direct assertions of the Veda.

\\ 3 H

%g Hetu, (of) causes -dfrrR Darsanat, because of our finding. ^ Gha,

also.

4. Also because we find causes.—4.

COMMENTARY.

Another reason is given for rejecting the authority of certain Smjitis.

In the case of many Smriti texts we find that the assertions therein contained

are to be attributed to such causes as greed, &c, on the part of the priests;

for instance, the injunction that the entire post is to be covered has its root

in the priest's desire for appropriating a larger piece of cloth. And in the

case of assertions having such sources, we need not take the trouble to

ffnd their corroboration in any Vedic texts; because when we find

their basis in visible causes, we can have no justification for presuming

linseen texts.
,
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Adhikarana III.—[No authority attaches to such Smritis

ashave their origin in ivorldly objects.]

The preceding sutra 4 has, in the first place, "been taken "by the Bhasya,

as supplying ati additional reason for rejecting the authoriy of certain

Smriti texts. It lias also been taken as embodying a fresh adhikarana.

There are some Smriti texts which, though not contradictory to any Vedic

texts, are found to have their origin in the greed of the priest and such

other well-known causes. For instance, the text declaring the taking away

by the priest of the cloth worn by the sacrificer during the Vaisarjana

Homa. This assertion, being found to be due to the greed of the priest,

does not stand in need of the corroboration of Vedic texts, the presumption

whereof is precluded. Consequently no authority can belong to such de-

clarations as have their source in such ordinary causes as the greed of the

priest, for instance.

A note on Sdtras 3 and 4, as embodying Adhikaraias 2 and 3.

i

Kumarila does not accept the above interpretation of sutras 3 and 4,

whereby certain Smriti texts are shown to be absolutely devoid o£

authority. His point is that, in Adhikarana (1) it has been proved that

all that is contained in the Smriti has its basis in the Veda; and hence

for every Cmriti text, there is a corresponding Vedic text. Such being

the principle once laid down, even when we find a certain Smriti text con-

tradicting the Veda, we must regard this as a case of contradiction between

two "Vedic texts; because by the law laid down in the preceding adhi-

kara%a, there must be a Vedic text as the basis of this Smriti text ; hence

the contradiction in all such cases lies between two Vedic texts ; and con-

sequently we must take Sutra 3 as declaring that, wherever a Smriti text is

found to lay down a course of action which is found to be contrary to what is

laid clown in a Vedic text, and thus there being a contradiction between the

two, it is desirable that in practice, we should adopt the course laid down in

the Vedic text; just as in the case of two optional alternatives laid down

in the Veda, we may, for certain reasons, adopt one in preference to

the other ; and this does not mean that no authority belongs to the Smriti

;

because in the case of the optional alternative laid clown in the Veda, if

we give preference to one over the other, it does not mean that the text

laying down the other alternative, is not authoritative. In practice, we

can adopt only one ; and if we adopt one, and not the other, that does not

make the other text absolutely devoid of authority.
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According to this view, the translation of Suitra 3 should run as fol-

lows :

—

When there is a contradiction between the ideas expressed by the Vedic

text and the Smriti, that which is independent of all else (i.e., the \
edic

texb\ should be accepted as authoritative.

That is to say, in cases where the Smriti texts have expressed m

other words, the sense of certain Vedic texts, without quoting the exact

words of these latter, they make their authority dependent upon the

presumption of those Vedic texts whose meaning they are meant to

express; while the Vedic text, which declares what is contrary to what is

declared in the Smriti, is self-sufficient in its authority, and as such this

latter inspires greater confidence, and leads people to adopt the course hud

down in this, in preference to the other course laid down in the Smriti.

But this does not mean that the Smriti has no authority,

KumArila suggests yet another interpretation of sutras 3 and 4. They

mean that, in matters relating to clharma, no authority can attach to such

Smriti compilations as contradict the Veda-i.e., which can have no basis

in the Veda—because they are found to have their source in such percepti-

ble causes as avarice and the like ; and under this class of * Smriti
'
are to

be included not the Vedic Snnitis of Mami and others which have been

proved to have their basis in the Veda —but only the so-called ' Smrit'iB

of Buddha, S&fikhya, Yoga, Panchar&tra, Fa&upata and the like —all of

which have within them, hidden under a thin coat of righteousness,

instructions for the gaining of such visible ends as wealth, fame and

respect, &c.

By 'Smritis' in this connection, Kumarila takes only those that are

recognised as authoritative throughout India—such, for instance, as the

Smriti of Mann, the Itihasas and the Pur&nas. The case of such local

Snnitis as those of Va&btha, &c , are dealt with later on under Sutras 15

and 16.

According to Prabhakara, whose presentation of the adhikaranas is in

accordance with the BhiUya, the Purvapak&a is that,—the Smriti and the

Yeda being both equally authoritative, whenever the two are contradictory,

we should reject the authority of both ; and in so far the universal authority

of the Veda becomes weakened. The Siddhanta is that the two are not

equal in their authority ; the Veda is self-authoritative, while the Smjiti is

, dependent for its authority on the Veda ; hence where there is contradiction

the Smriti must be rejected as unauthoritative.
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Adhikarana IV —Declaration of Substance is most

authoritative.

SlfTRA 1, 3. 5—7.

RTCT#r% ^istakope, when there is no disturbance of what is laid down in

the Veda. 3Tf^S Aviruddham, there is no contradiction, fit^a; Iti diet, if

this be the accepted opinion. ?r Na, this cannot be right. ' srrWTrcTraFSn"*

^astraparimanatvat, because the limit is fixed by the scriptures.

5-6. " 'When there is no disturbance in what is laid

down in the Veda, there is no contradiction,'—if this be the

accepted opinion—(5)—this cannot be right, because the

limit is fixed by the scriptures."- -5-6.

COMMENTARY.

The case of the Smriti texts, dealing with actions to be done for the

purpose of accomplishing certain results desired by man, has been dealt with

in the preceding adhikarana, where it has been shown that they are to be

accepted as authoritative, or rejected as unauthoritative, according as they

are found to be corroborated or contradicted by Vedic texts. The present

adhikarana deals with the Smriti texts bearing upon such small acts as are

not performed for accomplishing any definite purpose, but only come to be

performed on certain occasions in the eourse of sacrificial performances
; for

instance, the text that lays down that, in course of the performance, if the

performer happens to sneeze, he should rinse his mouth. In connection with

this text all that has to be considered is whether or not they are contradictory

to Vedic texts ; as when this question has been decided, the matter of their

authoritative or unauthoritative character is easily determined by the for-

going adhikarana. The Veda lays down the performance of a sacrifice, a

performance consisting of a number of details carried into execution in a

definite order of sequence ; if during such a performance, the performer

happens to sneeze, he should rinse his mouth -says the Smriti
;

if he were

to do this, the sequence of the details of the sacriBcial performance would

be broken ; for instance, the libation to Indra being laid down as following

the libation to Agni,—if the sneezing and rinsing clue to sneezing were to

be done after the libation to Agni, the libation to Indra could not follow

immediately after the libation to Agni. Now the question arises, whether

or not, in this case, there is a contradiction between the Veda and the

Smriti ; and in this case all that we have to consider is whether or not
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the acceptance of the Smiiti-inj unction (of rinsing the month) would inter-

fere with the proper accomplishment of the action laid down in the Veda
;

that is to 6ay, if we find that the rinsing of the mouth, in course of the

sacrificial performance, is either not allowed, or distinctly prohibited, by the

Vedic text laying down the procedure of the sacrificial performance, then the

conclusion must he that there is a contradiction
;

if, on the other hand,

we find that the introduction of the act (of rinsing) into the performance

does not interfere with the main performance, but in fact helps in its

accomplishment, we come to the conclusion that there is no contradiction.

The question being thus stated, the answer that naturally suggests

itself is that the Smriti text that lays down an act in connection with,

and in persuance of, what is laid down in the Veda, cannot be regarded

as contradictory to the Veda
;

specially as the performance of that act

does not interfere with the performance laid down in the Veda. All that

the Vedic text does is to lay down the accomplishment of a certain course

of action ; if the act laid down in the Smriti is not found to hamper

that course,—and is in fact found to help its accomplishment, there is

nothing to prevent us from accepting this act as an additional auxi-

liary to the Vedic sacrifice ; for instance,, if on sneezing, the performer

went on with the offerings, and did not do anything to remove the im-

purity caused by the sneezing, this impurity would taint the whole per-

formance ;
consequently, the act of rinsing, by removing that impurity,

far from hampering the performance, is found to be helpful to it.

Such texts, therefore, cannot be regarded as contradictory to the Veda.

This is the opinion hypothetic-ally put forward in Sutra. 1. 3. 5.

The Purvapaksin denies the validity of this opinion ; for reasons

given in Sutra. 1. 3. 6 :—" It cannot be denied that the limit or extent

of the procedure of all performances laid down in the Veda is irrevo-

cably fixed by the Vedic text, bearing on those performances; under the

circumstance, if a fresh action, not already included therein, is intro-

duced into the performance, the performance will surely exceed its

original limit ; and this "would certainly involve a transgression of the

Veda that lays down that limit. As regards all performances the Veda

lays down a definite order in which the various details are to be executed
;

this definite order will certainly be interrupted by the intrusion of an

action not already included in the original action. For these reasons, it

must be confessed that the Smriti texts laying down such acts as those

of rinsing and the like, as to be done in course of the performance of

actions laid down in the Veda, are directly contradictory to the Veda

;

and as such, they must be rejected as absolutely without authority/'
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STN Api va, but. ^rOTWOT Karanagrahane, no motive being found.

STSrRrH Prayukt&ni, (as) useful. srftqot Pratiyeran, they should be recognised.

%g Tesu, in them. Adarsanat, because of not being found.

Virodhasya, of contradiction.

7, But no motive being found, they should be re-

cognised as useful
;
[specially because we do not find, any

contradiction in them.]—7.

COMMENTARY.

The final conclusion is put forward in this sutra. The last clause,

translated within square brackets, occurs in the next sutra ; but the

V&rtika suggests its being taken along with the present sutra.

In the case of Smriti texts, we are justified in rejecting the author-

ity of only those that are found to emanate from such ordinary motives

as greed and the like, as in the case of the injunction of the covering o£

the entire post. In the case of the acts under consideration e.g.,—the

act of rinsing—we cannot attribute its injunction to any such motives

as greed, anger, and the like ; and hence, according to the foregoing

Adhikarana, we shall be justified in assuming that the Smriti texts laying

down such acts have their basis in the Veda. Under the circumstances,

the Smriti text cannot be rejected as absolutely devoid of authority.

Then, in the case of the particular texts that may be found to be contrary

to certain details laid down in the Veda ;

—

e.g., when the injunction of the

rinising of the mouth upsets the order in which the Vedic sacrifice is

to be performed,—we must give preference to the Smriti (it having been

proved to have its basis in the Veda) as against the Vedic texts ; because in

this case, the Smriti text enjoins an act, while what it contradicts is not

the act enjoined by the Veda, but only an accessory detail connected with

that act,

—

viz., the order of its performance. If the Smriti text laid

down the rinsing as to be performed in place of the sacrifice, then

it would contradict the Vedic text laying down an act ; as in that case the

authority of the latter would be supreme ; but as it is, it is only in regard

to the minor detail—of order—that what is laid down by the Vedic text is

affected, and not the act itself ; and there can be no doubt that what lays

down a minor detail should give way to that which lays down an act ; that

is to say, the order of the details of the Vedic sacrifice has to give way to

the act of rinsing laid down in the Smriti.

9
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The authority of the particular Smriti text in question is thus ascer-

tained on the ground of its laying down a substance, in the shape of an

act, as against the minor qualification—of order—implied by the Vedic

text
;
specially as this order is not directly enjoined by the Veda, being

only indirectly implied by the mention of a particular procedure to be

adopted.

Thus then, the Smriti text being authoritative, the actions laid down

by them must be accepted as useful—serving a useful purpose in connec-

tion with the Vedic sacrifice.

Nor is there any contradiction involved in the performance of such

acts,—as rinsing and the like. Because the time taken by the performance

of a sacrifice, as also the limit of its extent, is only a secondary element;

and as such they are not irrevocably fixed ; it will depend upon circumstan-

ces ; and must vary with each particular performance ; for instance, if the

priest is active, the performance will last for— say 2 hours; while if he
is lazy, it may last for 4 or 5 hours. And such being the case, much
stress cannot be intended to be laid on these secondary details by the Vedic

text. Such being the case if one were to perform acts rendered necessary

by certain unfoieseen occurrences

—

e.g., sneezing—in the course of the

sacrificial performance, the performance of such acts cannot, even though
causing some interruption in the continuity of the sacrifice, be regarded
as interfering in, or in any way affecting adversely, the main performance
of the Vedic sacrifice

; in fact, they come to form part and parcel of the
main performance itself. Consequently, there is no ground for regarding
the Smriti text as contradictory to the Vedic text.

NOTE ON STi). 5, 6 AND 7.

The above is the presentation of the Adhikarana, according to the
Blutsya. This is not in keeping with Kum&rila's view of the Smritis,
which, according to him, can never be contradictory to the Veda ; as there
is no instance in which what is laid down in the Smriti can be rightly
taken as contrary to what is laid down in the Veda. He has, therefore
given a different interpretation of the three Sfitras (5, 6 and 7) which*
according to the Bh&sya, embody this Adhikarana. According to
Kumarila, sfitras 5 and 6 form one Adhikarana bearing upon the authori-

ty, of the scriptures of the Bauddha, the Jaina, &c. ; and sfttra 7 con-
stitutes a distinct Adhikarana treating of the authority attaching to the
practices of good men, >
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[Adhikararjia IV(a).—Treating of the scriptures of the Bauddha, cfcc].

If the opponent holds the opinion that, "such declarations of

Buddha, &c, as do not contradict the Veda, may be accepted as autho-

ritative, without any fear of contradicting the Veda. "— (S?2. 5),

We deny this ; because the number and extent of authoritative

scriptures is strictly limited.—(Stt. 6)

The sense of sfitra 5, as representing tlie Pilrvapak$a< may be summed

up as follows :

—
" In the teachings of Buddha and such other heterodox

teachers, we find many declarations that are perfectly compatible with

the teachings of the Veda ; for instance, Buddha's instructions as to the

founding of resting-places and public parks, meditation, truthfulness,

charity and the like ; and in so far as these are concerned, we can accept

these teachings to be authoritative scriptures."

The sense of the Siddh&nta, as contained in sutra 6, is as follows :

—
As a matter of fact, the number of authoritative scriptures is strictly

limited to the fourteen or eighteen Vidy&s or sciences, which alone are

acknowledged as authoritative on matters relating to Dharma ; these

'Vidyas' include only the Vedas with their Afigas and Upafigas, the

Dharmasamhit£s and Pur&nas, the &ksa and the Dandaniti ; and the

works of Buddha and such other teachers "is not included in these
;

consequently, even though the teachings of these persons may contain

things also contained in the Vedas, they cannot be accepted as having any

binding authority with regard to Dharma ; the case of these works would,

in this case, be parallel to a case where a certain ordinary teacher, in

course of his teachings, might make quotations from and references to

such authoritative works as the Veda, &c; but the mere presence of these

quotations does not impart to his lucubrations an authoritative character.

The chief reason for this lies in the character of the teacher, who, in his

practice, is found to be acting against the direct injunctions of the Veda

;

thus in the case of all heterodox teachers, as they are known to have led

lives not in strict accordance with Vedic injunctions, their teachings

cannot be regarded as authoritative. The conclusion, therefore, is that

Dharma is Dharma—i.e., brings about its due results—only when it is

understood by the help of those scriptures that are recognised as having

their basis in the Veda. The few Vedic truths that are found in the works

of other teachers are so mixed up with admittedly wrong teachings that

the Entire work ceases to command our confidence.
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[Adhiharana TV(b)— Authority attaching to the practices of good men,]

Those actions, for which we cannot find any perceptible motive, and

are yet found to be performed, must be recognised (as Dharma)— 7.)

Among good men we find that many behave contrary to Vedic

teachings,—being just like medical men leading unhealthy lives ; and

yet the fact of their being universally recognised and respected as good

men leads us to think that all their actions must be in accordance with

Vedic teachings. This gives rise to the doubt whether or not the

practices of good men should be regarded as authoritative in matters

relating to Dharma.

The Pi\rvapdk§a view is as follows :
—

" As a matter of fact we know

of many instances, beginning from Prajopati himself and down to our

own times, of well-known good men behaving, on many occasions, con-

trary to all laws of morality ; and further, we regard those people as

'good 'whose conduct is good; if then we were to regard that con-

duct as
4

good ' which belongs to good men, we would fall into the

meshes of a ' vicious circle ' Lastly, these
1

practices * are not included

among the fourteen Vidyas which alone have been held to be authorita-

tive."

The Siddh&nta embodied in sfitra 7 is as follows :—When we find

that certain actions are performed by good men ; and we cannot attribute

them to any such perceptible motives as those of greeJ and the like, we

are led to accept them as Dharma; but this does not refer to those actions

that are performed either for the maintenance of the body, or for mere

pleasure, or for some material gain ; in fact, we are to accept as Dharma

only those actions of good men which they do as Dharma ; that is to

say, any and every act done by good men is not to be regarded as

Dharma ; when they do an act, thinking it to be Dharma, then alone is

that act to be regarded as Dharma ; and the reason for this lies in the

fact that persons doing the act are fully conversant with the Veda and

its teachings ;
and hence what they regard as Dharma must be that

which is so enjoined in the Veda
; consequently, the action of a good

man, when performed as Dharma, always points to the possibility

of its being based upon the Veda. This meets all those cases of miscon-

duct of good men that may be cited as instances to the contrary ; for

instance, when Yudhisthira told a lie, he did not regard that lying as

Dharma; in fact, he knew it was not right, and yet did it under the force

of desire to save his army from death at Drona's hands. Those actions

that are found to be due to such motives as love or hatred, anger or
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jealousy, avarice and the like, oaanot be regarded as Dharma ; as tlie

siitra says, it is only that act which cannot be attributed to any such

cause, and which (we add) is done by good men as Dharma, that can be

accepted as such. The Smritis also assert the authoritative character

of the 'practices of good men,' and
c

the usages of particular castes and

countries; ' and though these practices are not included among the four-

teen Vidyas, yet they derive their authority from the Smjitis which

declare that the practices are based upon the Veda.

There is yet another interpretation proposed by Kumarila
; whereby

Sfltras 6 and 7 are made into an Adhikarana establishing the authorita-

tive character of the practices of good men, siitra 6 being taken as

embodying the Purvapaksa view that
—

" These practices cannot be re-

garded as authoritative in matters relating to Dharma,—because the

authoritative scriptures are limited (Su. 6) to the Vedas and their subsi-

diaries—the 'fourteen Vidy&s'—which do not include the pratices of good

men." The Siddhanta in answer to this Pulivapaksa is embodied in

sfitra 7, which is to be explained as in the preceding interpretation.

A fourth interpretation is suggested by Kumarila, whereby all the

three sfitras (5, 6 and 7) are taken as embodying the Siddh&nta in answer

to the Purvapaksa supplied from without, bearing upon the authority of

the practices of good men. The sense of the three sutras in this case would

be as follows :—That which is taught in the Veda and the Smritis,—if

this is not contradicted by the practices of good men, such practices can

be accepted as authority on Dharma ; but whenever there is the least

contradiction of Vedic teachings, then, as there would be a conflict of

authorities, the practice cannot be accepted to have any authority at all.

Adhikarana V.

—

A ivord should always be taken hi the sense

attributed to it in the scriptures.

StfTIUS 1. 8. 8-9.

%S Tesu, in them. ^^HI* Adar&n&t, on account of non-perception,

fro^r Virodhasya, of contradiction or incongruity, Sama, equal. f^rf^TTf:

Vipratipattih, the various comprehensions,

8. "Inasmuch as no contradiction, or incongruity, is

found in any of them, the various significations would be
*

equal (in authority.)—8.
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OOMMENTABY.

* When one and the same word is found to be used in different senses

by learned men, there arises a doubt in the mind of the student as to

which of the significations is to be regarded as the most authoritative.

For instance, the word ' Yava ' is used to denote the barley-corn as well as

long-pepper ; now when one comes across the word ' Yava ' is one to under-

stand the barley-corn or the long-pepper ?

The Pfirvapaksa view is that the several significations would be

equally authoritative ; inasmuch as all the significations belong equally to

the word; and there is no incongruity attaching to the acceptance of any

of them ;
consequently, all significations are to be regarded as equally

authoritative ; it is enough to show that the word is used in that sense

by some people.

Straff fckstrastha, (that which is) sanctioned by the scriptures or

accepted by men learned in the scriptures (is more authoritative). m
Va

t
but. 3faf%Ma(f% Tannimittatv&t, because that is the sole source (of

authority).

9. But the signification sanctioned by the scriptures

(or accepted by people learned in the scriptures) is to be re-

garded as more authoritative ; because the scriptures are

the sole means of knowing Dharma.—9.

COMMENTARY.

Of all the several significations, that which has the sanction and

support of the Veda is to be regarded as the most authoritative
;

because the Veda is the only means of obtaining the knowledge of dharma ;

that is to say, in the case of the word ' yava ' we find that the fact of its

denoting the barley-corn is distinctly supported by the description of the

corn contained in the Veda, which description is found to be applicable

to the barley-corn, and not to long-pepper. In the same manner, in the

case of all words with several meanings, that meaning is to be accept-

ed as most direct and authoritative, which has the sanction of the Veda,

and the support of all Veclic scholars. Specially as while all the various

significations are equally sanctioned by ordinary usage, the one that we
choose as the most authoritative has the additional authority of Vedic
sanction.
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Note.

The above is the presentation of the Adhikarana, according to the

Bh&sya and Prabhakara. Kumlrila objects to this interpretation, on the

following grounds :

—

(1) The examples cited by the Btulsya are purely artificial; because

nowhere is the word 'yava ' actually found to be used in the sense of

long-pepper. (2) Even granting that it is so, the authoritative character of

the meaning supported by subsequent passages of the Veda would come to

be ascertained in accordance with sfitra 1. 4. 29, where it will be shown

that in all doubtful cases of the signification of words, a definite conclu-

sion is arrived at by the help of subsequent passages ; in this same planner,

we find that fact of the word ' yava' denoting barley-corn is ascertained

by the help of the subsequent passage which describes the 'yava'

plant as flourishing when all other plants are withered and leafless. ^3)

Under sfitra 1. 4. 23, we shall show that there are many grounds —in the

shape of similarity—upon which the indirect denotation of words is

based ; in accordance with this law, the signification of long-pepper by the

word ' yava, ' or of blackberry by the word
6

vetasa, ' could be possible only

when taken as indirect indication based upon similarity ;—that is, the

long-pepper is indicated by the word 'yava' because of its similarity

to the barley-corn ; and such, being the case, there could be no doubt

as to the superior authority of direct denotation as against indirect

ind' cation.

For these reasons, Kumarila takes the Adhikarana as referring to the

comparative authoi itativeness of the signification of words as known among

Aryas and Mlechchhas.

Adhikararta V(a).—Signification recognised by the Aryas is more

authoritative than that accepted ly the Mlechchhas.

Whenever there happens to be a difference in the usage of the Arya

and that of the Mlechchha, there arises a doubt as to whether both are

equally authoritative, or one is more authoritative than the other.

The PHrvapaksa view is as follows :

—
" In regard to all visible things,

the significations accepted by the Arya and the Mlechchha are equally

authoritative (Sfl. 1. 3. 8.) ; it is only in the case of superphysical things that

the Arya has superior authority. In the case of ordinary things, the

expressiveness of all words must be accepted to be eternal—from the mere
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fact of their being expressive ;
consequently so long as the word denotes

a certain meaning it does not make any difference whether the significa-

tion is known among the Aryas or the Mlechchhas. As an example we take

the word ' pilu ' which, among the Aryas, denotes a particular tree, while

among the Mlechchhas, the elephant ; both of these significations must be

regarded as equally eternal and authoritative."

In reply to this we have the Siddhanta in sutra 1. 3. 9, as already

explained above. As a matter of fact, the usage of the words among

the Mlechchhas, when differing from that among the Iryas, must be

put under the same category as the corrupt forms of words. That is

to say, the expressiveness of the word ' pilu ' as denoting the elephant is of

the same kind as that of the corrupt word ' gSvi ' as denoting the cow
;

and hence it cannot be regarded as equally authoritative with the significa-

tion of words used among the Aryas. Hence the conclusion is that, inas-

much as it is the Arya that takes his stand upon the scriptures, his ideas

alone can have any authority in the matter of signification of words,

• —specially of those pertaining to dharma ; because the knowledge of

dharma is entirely dependent upon the scriptures ;—and that among the

Aryas also we should give preference to the usage of persons who are more

conversant with the scriptures than others.

Adhikarana V(h).—Treating of the comparative authority

of Smritis and Usage.

By a third interpretation, Kum&rila makes the two sutras 8 and 9

embody a different Adhikarana, wherein the Smriti is proved to be

possessed of greater authority than Usage.

In cases where Usage is found to be contrary to Smriti, the Pflrvapak§a

view is that both are to be regarded as equally authoritative ; the contest*

between them for autho7*ity being equal (Su. 1. 3. 8) ; and the reason for

this lies in the fact that both equally have their basis in the Veda ; in fact,

if there is anything to choose between the two, it is the Usage that is

possessed of greater authority than the Smriti ; because its results, in

the shape of actions, are directly preceptible."

The Siddhanta in reply to the above is that the Smriti is possessed of

greater authority ; because it is this that is based directly upon the Veda

* The word * Vipratipattih ' of the Sutra is taken in this case in its primary meaning

of ' contest,' and not in the indirect sense of Vividha pratipattih, as in the preceding inter*

pretation.
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~(Su. 1. 3. 9). In the case of the Smriti, the corroborative Vedic text is

inferred directly, from the fact of the Smriti being compiled by people

learned in the Vedas ; whereas in the case of Usage, we have first of all to

infer a corresponding Smriti on which the Usage is based ; and it would be

on the strength of this presumed Smriti that the ultimate corroborative

Vedic text would be presumed ; thus in this case the support of the Veda

is one step farther removed than in the case of the Smriti. Nor is there

any Vedic text that sanctions all usages at one stroke ; and even those texts

that are there can be got at only through the help of Smritis; because

Vedic texts in support of Usage are scattered over several parts of the Veda,

and cannot be found out except through the Smritis.

Adhikaraija V(c)—The sense that a icord conveys in the Veda is more
'

authoritative than that conveyed in ordinary parlance.

Kumarila offers yet another interpretation of Sutras 8 and 9. Some

words are found in the Veda to convey a meaning entirely different from

that conveyed in ordinary parlance ; for instance, the word ' a^vabala.'

in the Veda denotes seed, while iu ordinary parlance it denotes horse's

hair. In all these cases the Purvapaksa view is that
—

" inasmuch as both

"meanings are equally well comprehended, the two significations should he

regarded as of equal authority (Su. 1. 3. 8) ;
specially because in the matter

of the signification of words, the Veda does not in any way differ from

other sources of verbal knowledge
; its superior authority being restricted

only to things pertaining to Dharma."

The Siddhlnta is that, the signification of words which is based

upon the scriptures is decidedly more authoritative, because the know-

ledge of Dharma is gained by means of the scriptures alone ;Sutra 1. 3. 9).

A signification accepted and sanctioned by the Veda is irrevocably fixed

and can never be set aside ; while that sanctioned by ordinary usage

is variable, and liable to change under various circumstances. Conse-

quently, the Vedic signification must be accepted as possessed of superior *

authority,
J r

Adhikarana VI—Treating of the authority attach-

ing to words used only by the Mleehchhas.

SlJTRA 1. 3. 10. • :

^tfef* Choditara, sanctioned. 3 Tu, but. sjtft^T ^JPraftyeta, .should be
10
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recognised srf^rrar Avirodh&t, because there is no contradiction or incon-

gruity, mt^Ft Pramauena, by the Veda.

10. [The word used by the MJechehha] should be

recognised as sanctioned by the Veda ; because there is no

incongruity [in this].—10,

COMMENTARY.

In the Veda we meet with some words that are not in use among
the people of Ary&varta ; with regard to the meaning of those words

there arise two questions : (1) Should we take these words in the

sense in which they are used by the Mlechehhas among whom they

are in use ? (2) Should we give preference (o the meaning that may
he got at by breaking up the words so as to make them appear as

being derived from Sanskrit roots and affixes, as against the meaning
assigned to them by the usage of the Mlechehhas ? As examples of

such words of foreign origin may be mentioned— l

pika / * nema
* tamavasa,* &c.

The Pfirvapak$a view is that — 44
inasmuch as the usage of Mlech-

ehhas cannot be a safe-guide in comprehending matters relating to Uharma
%

we shall not be justified in accepting the meaning assigned to the words
• by Mlechehhas ; it is necessary in all these cases to find out the Sanskrit

roots from which .these words are derived, and to assign to them mean-
ings accordingly; that is to say, we should find out the etymology of the word
in accordance with Sanskrit

,
grammar, and assign to the words meanings

indicated by this etymology ; and as Sanskrit grammar forms part of

-the " scriptures," the etymological meaning got at in accordance with
strict grammatical rules should be regarded to be as authoritative as the

ordinary meaning of any Sanskrit word. There is, therefore, no justifi-

cation for accepting the usage of the Mlechehhas. Specially as there is

a further danger in such acceptance of the subversion of the entire

fabric of Vedic Dharma. If we once get into the habit of accepting as
authoritative things apart from the Veda,* -such as the usage of the Mlech-
ehhas—this habit may have most undesirable extension, If we limit

ourselves ' to the Veda and to the usage of Vedic people, we are forced

to hunt out the requisite authority for our course of conduct among such
sources ;

but if we once accept a npn-Vedie source of information as autho-
ritative in those cases where information from Vedic sources is not easily
accessible, we shall be open to the temptation of accepting any jdon-Vedic
information that may lie near at hand, and not make an effort to hunt out
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the Vedic information. Hence the conclusion that the usage of non-

Vedic people cannot be trusted in the ascertainment of the meaning of

doubtful words." . ...
The Siddh&nta on this point is- as follows :

—

If we find that the word used by the Mlechchhas is exactly the same

as that found in the Veda, and the word is entirely foreign to the Arya

vocabulary, we cannot but accept the sense which the word has in Mlech-

chha usage ; for instance, the word * pika ' as found in the Veda being the

same as that current among Mlechchhas, we must accept the same meaning

of it that it has among the Mlechchhas
;
specially when such signification

does not give rise to* any incongruity in the authority <5f the Veda
with regard to Dharma. According to this interpretation of the Siitra,

the word ' pramarjiena
9 = by the Veda. According to another interpreta-

tion, the sfitra pramauena avirodhat ' means 1

there being no contradiction

of any authority '

—

i.e., there being nothing in the signification that

contradicts, or goes against, the authority of the Veda with regard to

Dharma.

The Vftrtika cites a few very interesting examples of cases where,

even in regard to matters of Vedic ritual, we have to accept the authority

of people other than Brahmanas versed in the Veda. For instance,

when we meet with an injunction with reference to the'loma' of the

sacrificial animal, if we do not know what part of the animal's body is

meant, we refer to the batcher, and accept his word as authoritative in this

matter. Then again, in connection with the Nisctdas, etc., the Veda lays

down that the sacrificial gift should' consist of a base coin ; what is really

a base coin cannot be known to any one except low class people

who deal in such coins ; hence as to whether or not a certain coin is" base,

this question has to be decided on the authority of the counterfeit coiner.

Exactly in the same manner, when we meet with such words as
c pika/

' nema ' and the like,—and find that we cannot ascertain their mean-

ing either from the Veda or from the usage of the Arya, we have "to accept

the authority of the usage of the Mlechchhas, among whom the words are

used in a definite sense
;

specially as this acceptance would not be in-

compatible with our theory that the eternal significations of eternal

words can be ascertained by means of the usage of men ; because the

Mlechchhas are as much men as any one else. .

•

.
* The Veda and the usage of Aryas is* certainly more authoritative

than the usage of the Mlechchhas ; but this can be so only in cases where

both are available ; in those cases however . where the former; are, not
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available, the latter is the only authority available ; and there can be no
f- r

justification for rejecting it. -
-

It is only cases where the meaning of a word cannot absolutely b&

ascertained "by usage, that we can be justified in looking out for its mean-

ing in its etymology. . < . .

»
*

*

»

AdhiJtarana VII.—No independent autJioritativeness

in the Kalpasutras.

ST^Trnscrrwgf Prayoga^astram, scripture of ritual. fr?T It I chet, if it be

urged, n Na, it is not so. ^psrfwtf? A-anniyamat, because there is no proper

regularity.

11. If it be urged that
—

" they constitute the scrip-

ture of ritual (and hence are as self-sufficient in their

authority as the Veda) "—11.

It is iiot so ; because there is no proper regularity.— 12.

COMMENTARY.

This adhikarana has been taken by Kum&rila as having a four-fold

bearing:—(a) according to the first interpretation, the question is as to

whether or not the Kalpasutras are self-sufficient in their authority, like

the Veda. The case of the Kalpasutras stands upon a level different from

that of the Smritis ; because the Kalpasutras contain only the mention

in a systematic form, of what is actually found to be contained in

•the Vedas; whereas in the Smritis we find may things not actually

present in. the Veda,. .and whose mention in the Veda is only pre-

sumed.

The Pfirvapaksa vieVv' is that, " constituting as they clothe ritualistic

Scripture; the Vedic character cannot be denied to the Kalpasiitras
;

they

may be taken as entirely independent of the Veda, as regards their,

authority."

The Siddh&nta is that, inasmuch as the Kalpasfitras are, like the

•Smritis, known to • be the work of human authors, they' are not as free

from Various sources of error as the eternal Veda is; and as such their
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authority cannot be as self-sufficient as that of the Veda ; nor are they

eternal, like the Veda
;
specially because in regard to the Kalpastitras

there is no regularity ; that is to say, there are no irrevocable rules of

accent and pronunciation as there are in regard to the Veda ; or because

there is no self-evident eteruality and independence of human agency, as

there is in the case of the Veda.

13. Also because of the absence of descriptive pass-

ages.—13.

Another reason why the Kalpasfitra cannot be regarded to "be on the

same level as the Veda, lies in the fact that in the Veda we meet with many
such descriptive passages as are not met with in ordinary parlance,

—for instance, such apparently absurd declarations as
c

Praj&pati cut

out his own fat
;

' which shows that the Veda is not the product "of the

human mind ; in the Kalpasutras there are no such passages ; which also,

proves that the two are not on the same footing.

mm Sarvatra, in the case of all. Jr^nrr^ Prayog&t, because thsre are

(contradictory) assertions. 3t8CT*wraiq[ Sannidhana&strat, by reason ot close

proximity. *r Cha, also.

14. Also because in all (Kalpasutras) there are asser-

tions (contradictory to the Veda) [this contradiction being
easily perceptible] by reason of the easy accessibility of the

assertions.—14.

COMMENTARY.

Absolute authority has been denied in the case of human utterances
because men are often found to be making assertions contrary to the Veda

;

as a matter of fact, this same circumstance is met with in the case of the
Kalpasutras also : they bristle with statements contradictory to the Veda—

-

this contradiction being all the more remarkable by the fact of the Vedic
texts contradicted being easily accessible. For instance, the Kalpasfitra
declares that the 'Paryagni ' should be made of all the substances used
at the sacrifice, while the Veda distinctly declares that it is to be made
of the sacrificial cake only.

in addition to the above presentation of the adhikarana Kurn&rila
deduces the following two more adhikaranas from the sfttras 11 and 12.

«
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Adhikaraxia- VII{a).—The Smritis, and the Ahgas of the Veda, Sik$
f

&c, like the Kalpasiitra, have no independent authority, apart

from the Veda.
» ...

The Purvapaksa is that " Vedic character and authority cannot be

denied to the Smritis, which are universally recognised as constituting

the * Dharmasiastra ' or ' scripture of Dharma '

;
specially when it has

been proved that they are not devoid of authority on matters relating to

dharma. The Smritis either are authoritative or are not authoritative

;

no middle "course is possible ; and as it has been proved in the opening

adhikaranas of this p^da that they are authoritative, we cannot but accept

them to be so, by themselves ; because that which is not intrinsically

authoritative, cannot be authoritative at all Similarly, with the Afigas

of the Veda, the 6iksa and the rest : as they are recognised as the Afiga

or limb of the Veda, we cannot deny the independent authority of these."

The Siddhanta is that, in the case of the Smritis, and o£ the Afigas,

as we have a distinct knowledge of their being the work of human

authors, they cannot be regarded as independent scriptures of dharma
;

specially because there is no proper regularity in these (as explained

above, under sutra 12).

Adhikaraya V7Z(6).

—

No authority belongs to the Non-Vedic scriptures.

With regard to the non-Vedic scriptures of the Bauddha, Ac,

the Purvapaksa is that, " inasmuch as these are as much scriptures of
action as the Veda, their authoritative character cannot be denied. The
eternal and authoritative character of these scriptures can be proved

by the same arguments that, have been put forward in support of the

eternality of the Veda."

The Siddhanta is that, inasmuch as these other scriptures are

acknowledged to have been the work of human authors, they cannot be

accepted to be possessed, of infallible authority. That they are not

eternal is proved by their having been compiled by human authors;

and also by the absence in those so-called
4

scriptures' of all regularity;

that is to say, they, are found to be full of incorrect words and phrases
;

being composed principally in the Vernacular ;-which makes their eternal-

ity—and consequent infallible authority, impossible. Consequently in

matters relating to dharma, it is the eternal Veda alone, which is indepen-

dent of human agency, that can be accepted as possessed- of infallible

authority ; and no other scriptures can be accepted to be so^
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Adhikarana VIII.—The Holdkddhikarana : Authorita-

tive character of popular customs.

StTTRA 1. 3. 15-23.

^HTH^^TRT^ Anumanavyavasthanat, inasmuch as inference or presumption

is limited in its scope. rT^rgrfiff Tatsamyuktam, qualified by that- WIW*
Pramanam, authority.

15. " Inasmuch as all presumption is limited in its

scope, the authority (of customs, based upon the presumption

of Vedic texts) must be qualified by that limitation."—15.

COMMENTARY.

The usages have been held to be authoritative on matters relating to

Dharma. Now with regard to popular customs—such, for instance, as the

celebrating of the Holi in a certain fashion—the question is : is the autho-

rity of these restricted to limited areas ? or have they universal force ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
—

" The authority of customs and

usages,—as of all sources of knowledge bearing on Dharma,—rests ulti-

mately upon the presumption of their having their orgin in the Veda
;
and,

as a matter of fact, we find that every one of these customs have only local

currency ;
consequently the Vedic texts presumed in support of these can-

not but be in a form that would be limited in its scope, having only local,

and not universal force."

.

" Customs should be held to have limited authority, from the ana-

logy of such usages and duties as are restricted within the limits of

Certain castes or families ; that is to say, the Vedic texts in suport of

customs may be presumed to be in the same limited form in which we

find such" texts as * the Rajasuya sacrifice is to be performed by a Ksattriya

king the text in support of the customs of observing the Holaka will

thus be in the form—the Holaka should be observed by the people of

4he east." *

m Api va, but. sr^M: Sarvadharmafc, duty incumbent on all men, ^ff?r

Syat, should be. ti^C^rf Tannyayatvat, because of that character, f^rre^

Vidhanasya, belonging to injunctions.

16. But the duty must be incumbent upon all men;

as such, is the character of all injunctions —16.
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COMMENTARY.

The Siddbanta on this point is that the customs in question cannot

be regarded as limited in their authority ; because if the custom has any

authority, it lays down a duty
;
and, as a matter of fact, we find that all

duties laid down by any recognised authority are accepted as incumbent on

all men. For instance, when the Vedic injunction lays down the Agnihotra

as to be performed, the performance of this Agnihotra is recognised as in-

cumbent on all men. Such is the case with all Vedic injunctions ; and as

the customs also owe their authority ultimately to Vedic injunctions, they

also must be recognised to be as universally binding as the direct Vedic

injunction. That is to say, the customs,—the observance o£ the Holi, for

instance,—cannot be regarded as binding upon any particular class or

individual, specially as it is not easy to find any such restrictive words as

would be presumed to be contained by the Vedic injunctions, whereby the

authority of the custom would become restricted.

5%RT% Darganat, due to direct perception, ftR^tn: Viniyoga^, restric-

tion. Wftt Syat, could be.

17. Restriction could only be due to [justified by]

direct perception.—17.

COMMENTARY.

The Purvapaksa has argued that the texts in support of local customs

may be presumed to be in the same limited form as those laying down the

duties of particular castes and sects. But this is not possible ; because

in the case of the direct Vedic injunctions of duties for limited castes and

sects, we have to accept'the limitation of the application because the res-

triction is directly perceptible in the Vedic text itself
;
similarly, in the case

of usages with limited authority, we actually perceive that they are met

within well-defined limits ; and so we are justified in holding that the

corroborative texts presumed for these usages are in the restricted form ; in

the case of the customs of observing the Holaka and the like, this method

is not possible ;
because, as a matter of fact, they are not found to be

•restricted .within well-defined limits; the observance is diffused over

vast portions of the land, and we cannot lay our hands upon any

demarcating line where the observance ends, beyond which it is not kept

at all ; and when the restriction, if possible, could only be in a .vague form

no such vagueness could be possible in the case of Vedic texts.
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f^T^rrfrer Ling&bh&v&t, because there can be no indicative of limita-

tion. ^ Cha, also. THZQW Niyasya, of the eternal authority of injunctions.

18. *Also because there can be no indicative of limita-

tion in the eternal authority of injunctions [or of particular

agents.]—18.

COMMENTARY.

It might be urged that—even though limitation of country or pro-

vince may not be possible, it may be possible with regard to the agents—
persons to observe the custom. Even this is not possible

; because the

restriction of the agent is as impossible as that of the cjuntry
; or because

it is not possible for the Vedic injunction, which is eternal, to contain words
indicative of limitation of its authority

;
consequently, the texts presumed

in support of customs, cannot but be in a form that would make them
binding on all men.

^TPWT Akhya, name, ft Hi, because. ^TOnrtra; De^asamyogat, due to

connection with place.

19. Specially because the name is due to connection

with place.—19.

COMMENTARY.

The opponent might urge that the persumed Vedic texts may contain

such restrictive words as the ' Easterner ' and the like,—the text in support

ol the Holaka being in the form
4

the Holaka should be observed by the

Easterners.'

The answer to this is that there are no men with whom such a name
as

4

the Easterner ' is inseparably and eternally connected ; the name is due

to the mere chance connection of a man with a definite place —the eastern

country; hence while a man is resident in that country he will be included

in the term ' easterner but when be would go to another country, he

would cease to be so included ; hence if the Vedic texts were to contain

such a restriction, the number of persons upon whom it would be bind-

ing would be constantly variable, and this would make the text vague and
indefinite,—a character foreign to the intrinsic authority o£ Vedic texts.

* According to the Bhasya, the sutra should be translated thus—* also because there

is nothing indicative of restriction to particular agents.'

XI
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As regards the particular custom of the Hol&ka, we know as a matter of

fact that its observance is not restricted within any such provincial limits

—as the east or the west ; it being observed by men of several provinces,

situated in diverse parts of the country.

1 Na, not. tots Syat, would be. ^rrscrcg Desantaresu, in other countries,

ifa^ Iti chet, if this is urged. i^gr Syat, it would be. %ins^ Yog&khya,
literally significant, »ng^ Mathuravat, like the name '* Mathura."

20. As it [the custom] would not be prevalent in

other countries [the names of people cannot be taken as

based upon their * connection with places of habitation,

etc.] ,"—if this is urged—20.

21. [Our reply is] The names would certainly be
literally significant like the name " Mathura."—21.

COMMENTARY.

In sutra 19, it has been urged that the texts presumed in support of

local customs could not contain the words limiting the customs to any par-

ticular people
; because any such mention by name of any people would be

very vague and indefinite. The opponent retorts :—" Very well ; we
admit that names would be vague and indefinite ; that is just the reason
why all such names as the ' Easterner ' and the like should be taken
as referring to connection with -residence in—a place ; these names must
be regarded as not referring to any circumstance at all, being purely proper
names, which do not depend for their application upon anything signified
by the etymological constituents

; the text would limit the custom to the
'Easterners,'—whoever these people may be, and whatever the name
might mean

;
it is enough for our purposes to have the text restricting

the custom to only a particular set of people."

The answer to this is that the literal signification of such names
cannot be gainsaid. For instance, we cannot deny that the word
' Mathura

'
is applied to certain people simply because they reside in

Mathura
;

similarly, the name ' Easterner ' cannot be applied to any man
except (1) if he be an inhabitant of the eastern provinces, (2) or if

he be one born. in that province, (3) or if he be coming from that province
at that time

;
in any case the application of the name cannot but be due
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to some sort of connection with the place. And we have shown above

(under Sfi. 19) that the prevalence of the customs in question is not always

in accordance with their names ; since we find many persons residing in

the eastern provinces not observing the Holaka
;

while, on the other

hand, certain residents of other provinces—on the north, on the west,

—

whose forefathers had migrated from the eastern provinces—keeping up

the custom. Hence we conclude that, inasmuch as the presence of such

names in the Vedic texts would make them vagae and indefinite, the pre-

sumed text could not contain any such words as would restrict the autho-

rity of those texts.

sRifajf : Karmadharmah, the property of the action. *r Va, or. smumi

Pravanavat, like the sloping.

22. " [The specifying names] may qualify the action,

like the sloping "—22.

COMMENTARY.

Having found it impossible to presume Vedic texts with such quali-

fying words as would specify the agents, the opponent puts forward the

theory that the names occurring in the text may he taken as qualifying

and thereby limiting, not the agent —the people performing the action,—

but the action itself ;
that is to say, the epithet

1

Eastern ' will refer to the

custom, and not to the people observing that custom ; the text being that

the custom can bring about its transcendental result only when observed

in the eastern province ; in this way when the custom is called an ' eastern

custom ' by the text, it cannot be binding upon people who do not live

in the eastern province ; because the custom cannot be ' eastern ' and
' western ' at the same time. The opponent adds that such specifica-

tion of action is not very rare in the Veda
; for instance, certain sacrifices

to the Visvedevas are qualified as
1

prachlnapravana '—the sense being

that the sacrifices can bring about their transcendental results only

when performed on grounds sloping towards the east.

*&*S II in ii

Tulyam, similar. 3 Tu, but. eR?|t#3r Kartridharmena, the qualifica-

tion or speicfication of the agent.

23. But that would be similar to the specification of

the agent,—23,
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COMMENTARY.

The reply to the foregoing sfitra is that this specification of the action

also would be as vague and indefinite as that of the agent (as shown

under sfitra, 18/ ; in this case also, as there is no well-defined limit as to

what is the ' eastern
9

and what the ' western ' country, any specification

by means of these terms,—whether of the action or of the agent—would

always be vague and indefinite. For instance, what is
6

western ' for the

Burmans will be ' eastern ' for the Afgans; and so forth ; hence no such

vague specification can find place in any Vedic texts.

For these reasons we conclude that the Vedic texts presumed in

support of such local costoms as the ffol&ka and the like, cannot be

qualified by any specification of places, &c, and as such all these must be

taken as having universal authority.

Sutras 15 and 16 have been taken by Kumnrila as also embodying an

adhikarana dealing with the authority of such partially accepted Dharma-

Sastras as the sfitras of Gautama, S&fikha, Likhita and the rest. There

arises a doubt as to the exact nature of the authority of these works

;

because, in actual practice, the Dharmasutras of Gautama and the Gfihya-

sfitras of Gobhila are accepted as authoritative only by the Sdmavedis
;

—the Dhaimasutra of Va^tha only by theEigvedis; the Smptisof fiftfiltlm

and Likhita by the V£yasaneyi-$uklayajuryedis, and so forth. The Pftrva-

pafc^a is that these works cannot be put on the same category as the univer-

sally recognised Smritis—that of Manu, for instance. They are acknow-

ledged by only limited people ; hence they cannot have that same universal

authority that belongs to the Veda or the Mamismriti."~-(Su. 1. 3. 15.)

The Siddh&nta is that, on account of the universal character of the

injunctions contained in the Smritis in question, these must be accepted as

applying to all persons capable of performing the act laid down by them.

That is to say, as the Smriti texts themselves do not contain any words that

would limit their application, the Vedic texts that we might presume in

suppoit of them could not contain any such words ; hence there can be no-

thing to justify our restricting the authority of the Smriti texts in question.

Adhikarana IX— Vyakaranadhikarana.

[Necessity of Using the Correct Forms of Words.]
StTTRAS 1. 3. 24-30.

sp^*T*OTsr^rf Prayogotpattya&stratv&t, because there is no scrip-

tural injunction as to their use. so^J j^abdesu, in regard to the use of words,

^ Na, no. *?re**Tr Vyavastha, restriction, ^pgr Sy&t, there could be.
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24. " As there is no injunction as to their use,

there could be no restrictions with regard to the words

used."—24.
COMMENTARY.

The sfitras dealing with Grammar have also been classed under
4

Smritis ;
' and the next six Sfitras proceed to consider the authoritative

character of those grammatical Smritis. These would be authoritative and

useful, only if the comprehension of the meanings of words and sentences

were restricted to Sanskrit words alone ; as it is these alone that are dealt

with by the Smritis in question. Hence the discussion begins with a consi-

deration of this question.

For the denoting of one and the same thing, we find people making

use of pure Sanskrit words, as well as their vernacular corruptions ; for

instance, the cow is sppken as
1

gauh ' as well as ' gAya.' Now the ques-

tion arises—Ts it the Sanskrit word alone that directly denotes the cow

—the vernacular form indicating it only indirectly, through its similarity

to the Sanskrit word ? Or, are all words, Sanskrit as well as vernacular,

equally directly denotative of the cow?
*

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :

—

' As a matter of fact we find that in ordinary parlance, the word
' g&ya ' is as capable of denoting the cow as the word ' gauh '

; and this

fact can be taken to prove the eternal character of the word 4

gaya ' and

4
its denotative power ; that is to say, we can reason thus—Because the word

'gaya' denotes the cow to-day, it must have denoted it hundred years ago

and so on and on, the relation between the word 4

gaya* and the cow must

be accepted to be as eternal as that between the cow and the word 4

gauh.'

Hence the conclusion is that we may use any words we like, so long as

all of them are expressive of what we intend to speak of. If we had any

Vedic injunction to the effect that
4

one should use only such words as are

correct according to the rules of grammar, ' we would not be justified in

making use of any other words ; but as a matter of fact, there is no

such Vedic injunction
;

consequently there can be no ground for the

restricting our usage to only such words as are correct by the rules

of grammar ; nor is there any Vedic authority for any such distinction

as that it is only the Sanskrit word that is correct, and all others in-

correct. In fact, it is impossible for any Vedic injunction to lay down any

such restriction upon usage ; because the sense of the Vedic injunction is

expressed by its component words ; then if the same injunction laid down
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restrictions as to the use of words, there would be an interdependence

between the words ami the injunction, --the use of the words depending

upon the injunction, which, in its case depends upon the words for

the expression of its meaning
;
consequently the comprehension of all

Vedic injunctions depending upon the ordinarily accepted significa-

tion of words, no words in ordinary usage could ever be differentiated by

them as correct or incorrect. Further, a word can be regarded as incorrect

only when it is not expressive,—as then alone would it fail in its purpose,

which is the sole criterion of incorrectness ; and hence so long as a word

is found to be duly expressive of its meaning, there can be no reason for-

its being regarded as incorrect,

" It is true that we have the grammatical Smritis indicating certain

words as correct, and discarding others as incorrect ; and as Smritis they

would lead us to presume similar Vedic texts also ; but such a Vedic in-

junction could be possible only if such use of correct words led to tran-

scendental results other than the perceptible result of expressing the mean-

ing (which is found in the case of all words, Sanskrit as well as vernacu-

lar)
; but we have no grounds for believing in any such transcendental

result, so long as all that is necessary is accomplished by facts of ordinary

experience
; that is to say, we are justified in assuming a transcendental

element only when there is some incongruity without such assumption

;

while in the case in question we do not find any incongruity in the meaning

being expressed by the vernacular word.

" Thus then, the grammatical Sipritis relating to the use of words

cannot have any basis in Vedic injunctions ; and as such they cannot

serve the purpose of laying down rules regarding the accomplishment of

Dharma. The case of the grammatical Smritis stands upon an entirely

different footing from the other Smritis that have been proved to be autho-

ritative ; because these latter are found to deal with subjects cognate to those

dealt with in the Veda, while the grammatical Smritis deal with the *

use of certain words and phrases, which is a matter upon which, from

the very nature of the thing, the Veda cannot have anything to say.

There being thus no Vedic corroboration possible in the case of the gram-

matical Smritis these cannot be regarded as having any authority on matters

relating to Dharma. Nor is there any use in studying the grammatical

Smritis.

" The conclusion therefore is that all words—whether Sanskrit or

vernacular—are equally correct, so long as they denote their meaning

;

and that, on that account, the science of grammar is absolutely valueless
"
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[Var lees. jprar]

strs^ £Sabde,„ in the word. sr^R^T%- Prayauanispatteh, because it is

accomplished by effort. 5TOPftq Aparadhasya, of discrepancy. Hrf* lW* Bhagi-

tvam, possibility.

25. Because its utterance is due to (human) effort,

there is a possibility of discrepancies in the word.—25.

COMMENTARY.

Before putting forward the Sicldhanta, the S Ultra tries to weaken the

position of the Purvapaksa. The corrupt vernacular words have been

declared, in the Purvapaksa, to be eternal, on the sole ground of their

being used in ordinary parlance from time immemorial, and being expres-

sive of definite meanings. But, as a matter of fact, such long-established

usage could be accepted only if we were sure that the word that the man had

pronounced before me was exactly what he had heard from others. But

in the case of all such words, as the utterance of the word is due to the

effort of ordinary man, there is always a likelihood of his making mistakes,

as no human effort is infallible ; it may be that the form of the word as

pronounced by the man before me is different from that of the same word

as learnt from his father ; hence in the case of all vernacular words, there

can be no certainty with regard to its eternal usage in that particular

form. Thus the continuity of the usage being doubtful, it cannot warrant

any conclusion as to the eternality of the word.

Some people read the second word of the sutra as 'aprayatna-

nispatteh' ; and the sense in that case would be
—

' because the utterance

of words is often brought about without proper effort on the part of the

speaker, there is always a possibility of his making mistakes in the pro-

nunciation/

*MW Anyayah, not reasonable. ^ Cha, and. ^T^scrs^^ Anekasab-

datvam, to have more than one word.

26. And it is not reasonable to have more than one
(synonymous) word.—26.

COMMENTARY.

The sole reason for assuming the significant potency of a word con-
sists in the necessity that there is of speaking of a thing by some name.
That is to say, we accept the fact of the word e

gauh ' being expressive

of the cow, simply because in the absence of some such word we could not
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speak of the cow. Therefore, as this fact of the cow being spoken of would

be accomplished by a single word, there would be no reason for assuming

move than one word as expressive of the same thing ; thus for expressing any

one thing, it is not reasonable to assume more than one word. In the case

of Sanskrit words, however, when we find more than one word to be actually

used in the Veda as expressive of the same thing, we are forced to accept all

these words as expressive of it ; as otherwise the infallible Veda would

become open to the charge of meaninglessness. There is no such reason in

the case of the vernacular words ; in fact, when the thing—the cow for

instance,—has already got its expressive word 'gauh,
5

which is found in

the Veda, we have no further ground for accepting any vernacular word

as expressing the same thing. The conclusion, therefore, is that even wheta

one and the same thing is found to be expressed by more than one word,

it is only one of these words that can be accepted as having an eternal

denotative relation to that thing ; the using of all the other words must

be taken as being due to some incapacity in the speaker to get at the

true word ; and the fact of these other words being expressive of that thing

must be attributed to some sort of similarity that they bear to the true

word.

Tatra, on this point. 3333 Tattvam, that (denotative potency). ?rf*rar~

nf^W? Abhiyogavisesat, due to the peculiarity of close application,

Syat, could be (ascertained).

27. On this point, that a word is really denotative

could be ascertained by the application of certain general

principles.— 27.

COMMENTARY.

When we have a number of words denoting the sauie thing, what

Would be the criterion as to which of these is endowed with real denota

tive potency, and which expresses the thing only indirectly? That is to

say, what is there to show that it is the Sanskrit word that is really deno-

tative of the thing, and the vernacular words are, at best, only indicative

of its indirectly ?

The only practical criterion available lies in certain general princi-

ples, whereby—by the close application of which—we could find out which

of the words fulfil the conditions indicated by those principles ; this will

lead us to accept only these words as really denotative, and to reject
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those that do not fulfil those conditions. All such principles we find

collected for us iu the Smritis of grammar; wherein we have all that is

necessary for ascertaining which form of a word is the correct one—-i.e..

which is that form which is naturally and eternally denotative of the

thing. And as it is only the Sanskrit form of the word that will satisfy

the grammatical requirements, the inevitable conclusion is that it is the

Sanskrit word, and not its vernacular counterparts, that is endowed with

real denotative potency.

Herein lies the usefulness and authoritativeness of the grammatical
*

Smritis ; as without the help of these we could never discriminate between

the correct word and its corruptions,

rr^afrR* Tadagaktih, an incapability. ^ Cha, then again. cT5pPTW%
TadanurQpatvat, because of its similarity to it.

28. Then again [every case of the uttering of vernacu-

lar words is due to] an incapability [to pronounce the correct

word]; [and the meaning is expressed by the vernacular

word] because of its resemblance to the correct word.—28.

COMMENTARY.

In all cases where vernacular words are used to express a certain

meaning, the use of these instead of the correct Sanskrit word, must be

attributed to the fact that the man is unable to pronounce the lattex*, and

therefore pronounces it in another form ; and hence the vernacular usage

must be regarded as by its very nature based upon the incapacity of the 7

speaker ; and as such it cannot be accepted to be as authoritative and

trustworthy as the usage of Sanskrit words.

Even though it is so yet the word, in the corrupt form, is found to'

express the intended meaning; and the reason for this lies in the fact

that it resembles the correct word in sound ; that is to say, the word
1

' gaya ' denotes the cow, because it resembles the word ' gauh ;
' and

hence when it is uttered, it recalls, by similarity, the word ' gauh/

which, in its turn, brings to mind the cow ; so in this case also it is the

correct word that is really denotative of the thing, cow.

i^stf^ Ekadesatvat, because it is a part. ^ Cha, and. re^h^qq
Vibhaktjvyatyaye, iin a case where the correct endings are absent.

Sy&t,,, it would be. .'.„.:,
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29. In the case of those corrupt words in wbdch the

correct endings are absent, the denoting of the meaning would

be due to the fact of such a word being a part of the correct

word.—29.

COMMENTARY.

Another point in which the vernacular word differs materially from

the Sanskrit word is that, the declensional and inflexional endings are totally

absent in the former. For instance, when in vernacular we use the basic

noun in its Sanskrit form, we do not use the affix, &c, ; as when we

speak of the man going, we use the word 'manusya' for man;

while the real Sanskrit form of the word would be
c manu§yab/ In

such case the vernacular form ' Manusya
5

is found to be expressive,

because it forms a part of the correct word ' Manusyah
'

; and thereby

brings to our mind this complete word, which is what really expresses

the meaning.

As against the usefulness of the Grammar-Smyitis, an objection is

raised :
—

" As all the correct words would be found in the Veda, a know-

ledge of the Veda would suffice to give us an idea as to which word is

correct and which is incorrect ; and thus there would be no need for any

grammatical rules, etc., for the ascertaining of the correct forms of words."

The answer to this is that the Veda does not contain all the possible

correct words ; it is true that the words contained in the Veda are all correct

;

but it. is not true that all correct words are contained in the Veda. Con-

sequently it becomes necessary to have certain definite rules whereby the

correctness or incorrectness of a word can be ascertained. And these

rules must be accepted to be eternal, (1) because we cannot think of any

point of time when there were no grammatical rules ; and (2) because we
actually find Vedic injunctions supplying the basis for every one of the

six factors of grammar :—viz.
y
the etymology of words, the correct forms of

words, the necessity of using the correct forms of words, the actual use of

such words, the prohibition of the using of words not shown to be correct

by the rules of grammar, and the actual avoidance of such words. And all

these injunctions being Vedic, these must be regarded to be as eternal

as the injunctions laying down the use of ku&i and such other things at

sacrifices.

Thus then, the rules of grammar, being all based upon the Vedic
grammar, must be allowed the same regard as all other Smptis ; that is to

say, they must be accepted as having an authoritative bearing upon dharma
;

specially as the chief use of grammar has been held to lie in the laying
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down of certain restrictions which help in the fulfilment of dharma.

For instance; the restrictions that Grammar lays down are—(1) that one

should use only the correct forms of words, the knowledge and use of such

words leading the speaker to heaven and helping him to accomplish

the Vedic sacrifices ; and (2) that 'such and such words are correct '—and

without the rules of grammar it would not be possible to distinguish correct

from incorrect words. Thus then the rules of grammar, being that part

of the Vedic dharma which consists of the use of the duly discriminated

correct forms of words, serve the purpose of pointing out such correct

word-forms as are really expressive,.

According to Prabh&kara, it is necessary to enquire into the trust-

worthy character of Grammar, not because it is a Smriti, but chiefly because

if the science of grammar were not trustworthy, the whole fabric of

Vedic dharma would be jeopardised ; that is to say, that a certain word

denotes a certain thing and not any other is ascertained finally by the

rules of grammar alone ; consequently, if these were untrustworthy, there

would be no certainty in regard to the meanings of words ; and in that case

the meaning of all Vedic texts would be doubtful and vague ; and this would

shake the authority and trustworthy character of the entire Veda. The

presentation of the purvapaksa and the siddhanta by Prabhakara does not

differ from that by Kum&rila.

Adhikarana X(a).—The words used and the things

denoted by them in the Veda are the same

as those in ordinary parlance.

sOtra 1. 3. 30.

3T%n^*TP*nrr? Prayogachodanabhavat, because, otherwise, there would

be no injunction of actions. ?nf$;^w Arthaikatvam, sameness of denotation.

Srf^rTrf Avibhagat, on account of non-differentiation,

30. On account of non-differentiation [between the word

as used in the Veda and as used in ordinary parlance] the two

must be regarded as the same
;
specially because, if it were

not so, no injunction of action would be possible.—30.

COMMENTARY.

It having been proved that it is necessary to use the correct forms

of words, it becomes necessary to consider the character of the denotation

of words
;
and, as it is the Veda with which we are immediately concerned,

the
:

first point that we have to consider is whether the word ' gauh * used
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in the Veda is the same as that word used in ordinary parlance,—and

•also if what the word denotes in the Veda is exactly what it denotes in

ordinary parlance.

On this point the Purvapaksa is that—" as a matter of fact we find

that there are many points of difference between the Vedic and the ordi-

nary word ; for instance— 1) in the Veda we have certain restrictions as to

accentuation, which do not apply to words in ordinary parlance ; (2) the

conjugational forms met with in the Veda are not the same as those

found in ordinary language
;

e.g., the form ' jaitghanat ' which stands for

'ahanat
;

' (3) the Vedic words can he studied by the three higher castes

only, while there is no such restriction with regard to ordinary words.

For these reasons, the word ' gauh ' as used in the Veda, must be regarded

as different from that same word as met witli in ordinary parlance.
"

The Siddh&nta view is put forth in the sutra :
- We must admit the

two words to be the same, and also their denotations to be the same

That is to say, the word ' gauh ' as found in the Veda is the same as,—and

denotes the same thing as—the word * gauh ' as met with in ordinary

parlance ;— because if this were not so, the Vedic words would be something

entirely new to the ordinary person ; and so would be absolutely meaning-

less to him ; thus the injunctions would fail in their purpose, which

consists in prompting men to action ; when it would not be comprehended,

how could it do the prompting?

Another reason for accepting this conclusion lies in the fact that

as a matter -of fact, we do not find any difference between the two sets of

words. That is to say, (1) we do not perceive any difference in form be-

tween the word ' gauh ' as found in the Veda and the same as met with in

ordinary parlance
; (2, we do not perceive any difference in their denota-

. tion ; in both cases the word denotes the cow.

*

£>utra 30 has been explained above as embodying an adhiltarana hj

itself. By another interpretation, it is taken by the Bhasya as the first

of a set of sfitras (30-35) propounding the Pfhvapalaa of another adhi-

lsarana. This adhiharana is as follows

Adhikarana X(6) [Words denote communities,

not individuals],

StiTRA. 1. 3. 30-35.

Hirt^rwrWH^ Prayogachodanabh£v&t, because there would he no inunction

^af&ctSosns 'if words denoted communities.) Arthaikatvan^ the den@tati©ii
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of words must be one only. srfifapTr^ Avibh&g&t, because the class is never

found apart from the individual.

30. " [Words must denote individuals] because other-

wise, there could be no injunction of actions; [they cannot

denote both community and individual] because words- can

have only one denotation ; and also because the community is

never found apart from the individuals (there is no necessity

for its separate denotation).—30."

COMMENTARY.

We have seen that the word used in the Veda, and the thing denoted

by it as used therein are the same as those in ordinary parlance ; the next

question that presents itself for consideration is as to the exact denotation

of words ; as until we know this we cannot grasp the real sense of Vedic in-

junctions. The question is :—Does the word denote the individual or the

community ?

—

i.e., when we use the word ' cow * do we mean an individual

cow, or the whole community or genus ' cow ' ?

The Pfirvapaksa view embodied in the sutra is as follows :—" In the

Veda we meet with such injunctions as
1

offer the goat in sacrifice ;

1 now

it is clear that what is meant to be sacrificed must be a single goat and not

the whole community ; because what is offered in sacrifice must be perish-

able, while the community is something that never perishes ; if words

denoted communities no Vedic injunctions would have any meaning ; hence

we conclude that words denote individuals. We cannot accept the view

that words denote individuals as well as communities,—that is, in the case

of passages where the denotation of the community would be compatible we

will take that as denoted by the word ; and other cases we shall take

the indvidual as denoted ; this view we cannot accept ; because it has been

proved that a word can have one and only one denotation ; as otherwise

the meanings of words would always remain vague and indefinite. Then

as regards the idea of community that we have, this is easily explained :—

the community is never found apart from the individuals that constitute

it; hence whenever the individual would be denoted by the word, the

community would be indirectly indicated as its inseparable concomitant

31, " Also "because [in case communities were denot-

ed by words] there would be no word expressive of the

properties of an object."—31,
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COMMENTARY.

" If the word
£ cow ' denoted the community cow, we could not have

any words expressive of the properties of cows ; because all properties

pertain to individuals, how could we have any such expression as the white

cow ? The community cow is certainly not white. Nor again could we

have any numerals in connection with nouns : how could we speak of

twenty cows, when the community cow is one only ? There are no properties

that could be spoken of as belonging to the entire community. For this

reason also, it is necessary to admit that words denote individuals."

The Vartika does not accept this interpretation given in the Bh&sya

of sfitra 31 ; on the ground that it is too far-fetched, the word
1

dravya
*

being taken in the sense of 'dravya-rfraya,'-—and cannot be got at directly

from the words of the sutra. According to the Vartika, the sutra should

be translated and explained in the following manner :

—

" Also because [if words denoted communities], there

would be no denotation, by words, of any individual sub-

stances ;

—

and the inevitable result of this would be that there would be a vast

divergence between the noun and its adjective ; that is to say, if the word
£ cow ' denoted the community cow, it could never denote any individual

substance, in the shape of a particular cow ; and as all properties belong

to individuals only—and never to any entire class—no adjectives, which

denote properties, could ever be co-ordinated with, or applied to, the

word 'cow

"

32. " Also because we find the word ' another ' used

[in connection with nouns]."—32.

COMMENTARY.
" Another reason is put forward against the theory that it is the

community that is denoted by words. In the Veda we meet with such

assertions as
c

if one animal should run away, another animal should be

got;' now, if the word ' animal' denoted the community 'animal,' there

would be only one animal, all animals being included in that community

;

and hence no such expression would be possible as ' another animal

this would involve a contradiction in terms/'

This sfltra is omitted by the V&rtika.
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^rrp^.* Akritih, the community. <j Tu, but. fitotfsferrf Kriyfirthatvat, be-

cause it serves the purpose of actions.

33. It is the community that is denoted by words;

because it is the community that serves the purpose of ac-

tions.—33.

COMMENTAKY.

In view of such Vedic injunctions as
£ Syenachitam chinvita '

—

6

the

kite-altar should be built'—we must take the word to be denotative

of the community that includes a number of specific individuals

;

that is to say, in the injunction quoted, it could not be meant that the

altar should be built in the form of any particular individual kite

;

1

if it meant that, then no altar could be built by people who had not seen

that particular kite ; the injunction must mean that the altar to be

erected should be of that shape which forms the common feature of all

individual kites—that is, the word 'kite' must signify that commona-

lity or community in which all kites are included. Similarly in ordinary

parlance, when a man is told to 'bring a cow,' he does not bring

any particular cow ; he brings in any animal that is found to possess

those characters that are common to all cows. Further, if distinct indi-

viduals were denoted by the word,—the denotation of the, word would
become as diverse and multifarious as there are individuals; each

individual is bound to have some feature or features that are not present

in any other individual ; if it were not so, it would not be an individual.

Consequently the denotation of a word if pertaining to individuals, would

be as infinite in number as there are individuals ; that is, the denotation

of the word 'cow' would not consist of the one community including

all cows, but of the infinite number of individual cows of the past, the

present and the future. Then again, as each individual cow would be

possessed of many qualities distinct from those possessed by the others,

the connotation of the word also would be diverse. All this would create

a great deal of confusion. If, on the other hand, no individual cow is

denoted by the word, but it.signifies the entire community, then when-
ever a person would be asked to ' bring a cow/ though he would compre-

hend the word as signifying the entire community of ' cows,' yefc what
he would bring would not be this community,— there would be no such

absurdity,—he would naturally bring that individual of the community

which would be available to him. The propriety of bringing the indivi-

dual, and not the entire community, being indicated, by the proximity
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of the word * bring ' which could never be taken as applying to any

community.

This shows that it is the community alone to which all injunctions

—

both Vedic and profane—of actions can apply. Specially because all

individual objects being ephenwal, if the words--specially of the Veda-
were to denote individuals, the relationship of the word to its denotation

could never be regarded as eternal— ; thus the entire fabric of Mimfimsa

would fall to the ground.

The practical purpose served by this adhikaiana lies in regard to.

those cases where we have a conflict between a rule and its exceptions.

It is only when words denote communities that any rule can be regarded

as general ; and if no rule can be regarded as general—a contingency

rendered necessary under the view that all words denote specific indivi-

duals only—then, there would be no justification for rejecting it in favour

of a special rule.

(The V&rtika gives here a full discussion of the various theories in

regard to the denotation of words).

ffcT II \% II

* Na, no. fem Kriya, action. **IT* Syat, would be. ffif^ hi chet, if this,

is urged, trafaft Artbantare, perrtaining to another thing. f^H" Vidh&nani,

iujunction. Na, no. $»qp Dravyam, substances (properties), fj^ Iti chet,

if th is is urged rf^f^nt Tadarthatvat, because words denote communities (and
indicate through these the individuals forming the communities.) JjSrpTPst Prayo-
gasya, of action. srmR: AvibhSgah, no dissociation or disjunction.

34. If it be urged that—[if words denoted communi-
ties]—(a) " there could he no action [according to injunc-

tions] "—and also that, ." (b) there could be no injunction

of another thing
' ; and, (c) there would be signification oi

substances (and their properties) "—34.

35. [The reply is]—because words denote communi-
ties [and through these indicate indirectly also the individuals

forming the communities,] there would be no dissociation [of

individuals] from action [laid down by injunctions].—35.
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COMMENTARY.

The objections that have baen urged in sutras 30, 31, and 32, against

the view that words denote communities, are recapitulated in Sutra 34

and answered in Sutra 35. The objections are three :—

(a) "There would be no injunction of actions if words denoted

communities ; as all actions, in practice, pertain to individual things."

—

(Sutra 30).

(h) " We find Vedic injunctions laying down the use of another

thing, if one thing is spoilt,—if the word denoted the community as a

whole, there could be no ' one
1

or
6

another.' " (Sutra 32).

(cj " No signification of substances with properties would be possi-

ble."—(Sutra 31).

The answer given in Sutra 35 is as follows :

—

(a) Though it is true that what is d ; rectiy denoted by the word is

the community, yet the relation between the community and its constituent

individuals is so close and inseparable that one will always imply the

other; hence in the case of all injunctions, though the words would

actually directly denote the community, they would indirectly indicate

their invariable correlatives, the individuals also ; and the reason for this

indirect indication,—and our acceptance of it in preference to the direct

denotation—would lie in the very fact that the opponent urges : it is

only with reference to individual things that actions can be performed
;

hence it becomes necessary to accept the words as indicating the indivi-

duals. As this would explain all that is necessary in regard to injunc-

tion and actions, we find no justification for denying the primary position

that in its ultimate denotation, the word denotes the community,—and

accepting the other view that words denote individuals, in face of the

many insepaiable objections urged above.

(6) Even though there can be no 'one' and 'another* in regard

to the community, these would be quite compatible with the individuals
;

and as we admit these latter to be indirectly indicated by the words, the

objection loses all its force.

(c) Similarly, for the adjectives denoting properties : even though

these may not apply to the community, they could pertain to the indivi-

duals.

Thus we conclude even though words must be regarded as denoting

communities—in view of reasons shown above,—they would also indi-

cate the individuals, as inseparable from the communities ; and in this

13
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way it would be always possible to connect or associate enjoined actions

with individual things; this is what is meant by the sentence—
6

there

would be no dissociation.'

According to Prabh&kara, as according to the Bh%a, the ground

of doubt as to the real meaning of a word, is that words have no denota-

tions apart from injunctive sentences, and injunctive sentences always

refer to individuals ; whereas for several reasons (detailed abov ) it does

not appear right to accept the view that words denote individuals. Because

words have no denotations apart from injunctive sentences, PrabhAkara

bases his argument in favour of the view that words denote communities,

entirely upon such injunctions as ' syenachitam, &c.
9

y

where it is impossible

for the word to denote any individual.

Kumftrila, on the other hand, not admitting the view that words have

no meaning apart from injunctive sentences, makes the ground of doubt

consist in the fact that, though by means of words we actually comprehend

communities, Grammar indicates the plausibility of the view that it is

the individual that is denoted by words. And, not depending upon

injunctive sentences alone, he has put forward many other arguments in

favour of the orthodox view that words denote communities.

Fourth Pada.

TREATING OF THE NAMES OF SACRIFICES.

Adhikarana L

—

Words like ' Udbhid ' are names of sacrifices.

sCjtba 1. L 1-2.

"t^ wwflwwIuL, ^*t^$h«4^" \\\\ e mi
^tfT* Uktam, has been explained. frHfflTO*reqg Sam&nn&yaidamarthyam,

the part of the Veda pertaining to actions. Tasm&t, therefore,

Sarvam, the whole of it. %szpt Tadartham, for that purpose. Sy&t,

should be,

1. "It has been explained that the Veda pertains to

[helps in the performance of] actions ; therefore the whole

of it should be taken as serving that purpose."—

L

COMMENTARY,
m

In the Veda we meet with many such words as * Udbhid/ * Ohitr&
*

* Agnihotra' and 30 on—which do not appear to be either injunctions, or

arthavSdas or mantras. With regard to these, there, arises a doubt as to
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whether these words lay down certain accessory details in connection with

sacrifices,—or they are only the names of particular sacrifices.

On this question/ the Purvapaksa as embodied in sutra 1, is as

follows :
—

" The conclusion arrived at in the foregoing sections of the

sutra is that the Veda always lays down something that is directly or

indirectly conducive to the accomplishment of actions ; for instance, the

injunctions lay down actions not known otherwise ; the arthav&das praise

certain things in connection with actions laid down by the injunctions, and

thereby serve to prompt men to perform those actions ; the mantras

indicate certain details—principally the deity—connected with the sacri-

ficial action ; thus it follows that the entire Veda should be regarded as

laying down things connected with some sort of sacrificial performance.

From all this, we conclude that the words under discussion, as forming

part of the Veda, are expressive of things connected with sacrifical perfor-

mances ; such being the case, we cannot take them as arthavadas, because

they are not found to be subservient to any injunctions ; nor are they found

to have the character of mantras
;

consequently, they must be taken as

enjoining certain materials to be offered at sacrifices ; that is to say, the

word 'udbhid' means etymological ly, that which cuts, i.e., the axe, or

any such cutting instrument ; the meaning of the sentence thus will be that

' one should perform the sacrifice in which a cutting instrument is to be

offered and similarly, in the case of all such words, we could find some

such etymological meaning, by which it would denote some sort of a

material substance that could be offered at sacrifices."

Wfa ?TT*m **TT3 ?Tf^TT^*rf^4W**=l I<^ \\ R \\

^r^TApi Va, but. Namadheyam, a name, m^i Syat, must be.

Yat, which. Utpattau, when met with for the first time. <?rjfo

Apttrvam, appears to be new, i.e., is not recognised as denoting anything already

known, yfimm^r^ Avidh&yakatv&t, because it cannot be injunctive.
*

2. But that which, at the very outset, is not recog-

nised as denoting anything already known, must be a

name ; because it cannot be injunctive [of any thing].—2.

COMMENTARY.

When we come across such a word as 'udbhid,' for instance, in the

sentence ' udbhid& yajeta/ we do not at first recognise it as denoting

anything that is known to us ; it is only when we come to look into the

etymology of the word that we find that it may denote a cutting instru-

ment; thus inasmuch as the word is not readily recognised as having
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Such meaning, it cannot be taken as laying clown a material, the significa-

tion whereof by the word is got at with great difficulty ; and it is much

more reasonable to take it as a name. Or (according to another interpre-

tation of the sutra proposed by Kum&rila) the word must be taken as the

name of that sacrifice which is found to be mentioned in the same sentence

as accomplishing a transcendental result ;— in the case of 'udbhid/ the

sacrifice whose performance is declared to accomplish the transcendental

result which would bring cattle.

The reason why the word should be regarded as a name is—-because

it cannot be injunctive of anything ; that is to say, it is not capable of en-

joining a material. Because if, in the sentence in question,
1 udbhid& yajeta

padukamah/ the word 'udbhid ' were to lay down a material to be offered,

it would lay this down,—either with reference to the result, the meaning

being that 'one should seek to acquire cattle by means of the cutting instru-

ment/—or with regard to the sacrifice, the meaning being that ' one should

accomplish the sacrifice by means of the cutting instrument/—-or with

reference to both, the sense being that ' one should acquire cattle by

means of the offering of the cutting instrument in sacrifice/ Now,* by the

first of these, it would appear as if the^cattle were to be acquired directly

by means of the instrument, without the making of any offering at all ;

—

by the second, the mention of the result would have no connection with

the sentence; under the third, the word ' udbhid& ' in the instrumental,

would have to be taken as equalifying the word 'yAgena/ implied in the

verb 'yajeta;' and thus 'udbhida' will have to be taken as standing for

'udbhidvatA,' ' that which has the udbhid for its material/— thus involv-

ing the undesirable contingency of making a word renounce its direct

meaning and taking an indirect one,— a contingency permitted only in cases

wheie no other interpretation is available
;
while, in the present case, the

word can be taken as the name of a sacrifice, which obviates the necessity

of having recourse to indirect or forced interpretation.

Thus then, inasmuch as the word cannot enjoin a material, it

must be taken as the name of a sacrifice.

The above is the interpretation of the sutras 1 and 2, according to

the Bh&sya, by which both sutras form one adhikarana, the first being

taken as the Purvapaksa and the second as the Siddhanta, Kumarila

takes exception to this interpretation, on the ground that the present
*

adhyaya being devoted to the subject of the Means of knowing Dharma,

the opening adhikarana of the pada must bear directly upon that subject

;

and also on the ground that there is nothing in the first s&tra that is not
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perfectly compatible with the Siddh&nta standpoint, in view of which ft

could be taken as embodying the Purvapaksa. By Rumania's interpreta-

tion the first sfitra represents an entirely distinct adhikarana, which may
be expanded as follows :

—

In regard to such words as ' udbhid ' as occurring in the Veda, there

arises a question—as these are neither injunctions, nor arthavadas, nor

mantras, can they be regarded as having any bearing upon Dharma ? The

Pfirvapaksa view is that "inasmuch as these words have no connec-

tion with the performance of actions, they can have no bearing upon

dharma." The Siddh&nta is

—

It has already been explained that the Veda

bears directly upon the performance of actions ; hence the whole of it (includ-

ing the words under discussion) must be accepted as serving that purpose.

(Sfitra 1.)

It having been established that as forming part of the Veda, the

words in question must be taken as bearing upon dharma, the next

question that naturally arises is—What bearing have they ? In what way

do they help our knowledge of dharma? And it is on this question

that we have the next adhikarana, represented by sfttra 2. The Purva-

paksa has to be supplied from without,—its sense being that " the words in

question must be taken as laying down materials for the sacrifices ; because

such meaning of the word as could be got at through its etymology is

apt to be accepted and recognised by all men ; and also because being

thus taken, the word would serve the distinctly useful purpose ot pointing

out the material to be offered,—a point on which the rest of the sentence

affords no information."

The Siddhanta is embodied in sutra 2, as explained in accoradnce

with the Bhasya.

According to Prabhftkara who accepts the interpretation as given by

the Bhasya, the piirvapaksa view is that the word ' udbhid
}

lays down the

cutting instrument as a material to be offered at some unknown sacrifice
;

while according to the Purvapaksa as put forth by Kumftrila, it is in con-

nection with the well known J yotistoma sacrifice that the word lays down

v the material.

Adhikarana II.
—

' Chitrd,' dec, are names of Sacrifices.

SUTRA 1. 4. 3.

nftiRr Yasmin, that (word) in which. %qfR>ff: Gunopadegab, mention of
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accessories, jpsnrcp Pradhauatah, with the principal factor. ?TRq**sq: Abhi-
sambandbab, is related.

3. That word which, [if taken as an injunction]

would mention more than one accessory must be taken as
related to the principal factor [i.e., the action mentioned in
the sentence].—3.

COMMENTARY.

The foregoing adhikarana dealt with such words as hud no moaning of
their own, and whose meaning had to be deduced from their etymology.
The present adhikarana deals with those words which have a well-recognised
meaning of their own

;
for instance, the word 'chilra' as occurring in the

sentence ' chitraya yayeta pasukamah ;
' with regard to this word, there

arises the question—is the word ' chitra ' here to be taken as laying clown
the female animal of variegated colour (which is what the word actually
signifies) ? Or is it to he regarded as the name of the sacrifice mentioned
by the word ' yajeta ' ?

The Purvapaksa view is that—"the word must be taken in its
ordinary sense, the meaning of the sentence being—'one should perform
a sacrifice with an animal which is female, and of variegated colour ; that is
to say ' the animal sacrificed for the Agni> omfya offering, should be a female
and of variegated colour,'-there being no justification for abandoning the
natural meaning of the word, so long as it is found to be compatible
with the context."

The Siddhanta view put forward in the sutra is as follows --In all
cases where a word, if taken as laying down accessories, is found to men-
tion more than one accessory detail, it is not right to take it as such an in-
junction of accessories

;
because this would rise to a syntactical split •

for
instance, in the case of the word 'chitra,' if we take it in the way suggested
in the Purvapakba, it would lay down three factors-(l) the animal (2) its
female sex and (3) its variegated colour : and the right construction of the
sentence would be-' The sacrifice should be performed with an animal
-this animal should be a female,-and this animal should be of variegated
colour

;
-thus a single sentence being split up into three sentences, ' a split'

permissible only when the sentence admits of no other construction. In the
sentence in question, we have a simpler construction available :-the word
chitra may be taken as " related to the principal factor »

of the sentence-™ the sacrifice denoted by the root in the word < yajeta
;

' andX oTlyway in which it can be so related is to take it as the name of that sacri!
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Adhikarana III.— ' Tatprakhyanydya ': " Agnihotra " is the

name of a Sacrifice.

StTTRA-l. *•

florae Tatprakhyam, injunctive of that. ^ Cha, and. ^R^HfM^ Anyaiias-

tram, other sentences.

4. There are other sentences injunctive of that acces-

sory.—4.

COMMENTARY.

Adhikarana I dealt with words whose etymological signification point-

ed to the sacrificial material only indirectly ; that is to say, ' udbhicla ' iiacl to

be taken by the Purvapak§a as standing for 'udbhidvataV before it could

be taken as laying down the material for the sacrifice ; and this contigency

formed the chief reason for rejecting the Purvapaksa. The present adhi-

karana deals with those words whose etymological signification points to a

sacrificial accessory directly, for instance, the word ' agnihotra,' as occurring

in the sentence ^ignihotreria juhuyat svargabirnah,' signifies etymoiogicaily,

that in which the offering is made to Agni and as such can be taken as

laying down Agni as the cleity of the sacrifice ; and as this does not neces-

sitate recourse to indirect indication, there arises the question as to

whether words like these are to be taken as names of sacrifices, or as lay-

ing down accessory details in connection with the sacrifices.

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :

—
" The word ' agnihotra ' direct-

ly signifies that in which (' yasmin') the offering (hotram) is made to Agni

(* agnaye ') ; and as such there can be no objection to its being taken as lay-

ing down Agni as the deity of the sacrifice
;
specially as in connection with

the particular sacrifice herein referred to there are many minor sacrifices

whose deity is nowhere mentioned
;
consequently, the word, when taken as

laying down the deity, supplies a distinct need."

The Siddhnnta view, embodied in the sutra, may be summed up as

follows:—Inasmuch as in connection with the sacrifice in question we find

other sentences laying down all necessary accessories, an enjoining of these

by another word would be entirely superfluous. For instance, the mantra

'Agnirjyotih, &c.,' distinctly points to Agni as the deity of the sacrifice, what

need then is there of that same deity being mentioned by the word Agni-

hotra ?' Consequently, the conclusion is that the word must be taken as

the name of the sacrifice
;

specially as the connection of the deity Agni

with the offering having been established by the aforesaid mantra, and

in accordance with this, people being actually found to take up the
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performance of that sacrifice, the word * agnihotra ' cannot but be taken

as merely referring to, and being descriptive of, that same sacrifice*

Adhikarana IV—Tadvyapadesanyaya :
" feyena " and

such other words are names of sacrifices.

sOtra 1. 4. 5.

5. That also [should be taken as name] which points

to a similarity [between the sacrifice and the accessory that

it would indicate^—5.

COMMENTARY.

Adhikarana II has dealt with these words which, though capable of

being taken directly as laying down accessory details, give rise to needless

syntactical splits ; the present adhikarana takes up the case of those words

whose direct signification points to things that can be used as materials of

offering, &c, and which, when taken in this sense, donot occasion any

syntactical split. For^instance, the word ' Syena ' in the sentence * Syenena

yajeta' may be taken in its direct signification of the kite-bird j and this

word is quite capable of being used as the material to be offered at the

sacrifice ; the meaning of the sentence behigJjDLOii_Bliou]d make an offering

of the kite-bird.' This is the Purvapak§a view.

The Sicldhanta put forth in the sutra is that, the word must be taken

as the name of the sacrifice, as is clearly implied by another Vedic text

in connection widi the sacrifice ; this other text says ' just as the kite-bird

falls upon its prey, so does this sacrifice fall upon his enemy ; this implies

that there is a similarity between the kite-bird and the sacrifice, which, on

that account, may be taken as having, ' Syena ' for its name. If, in the

sentence in question, the word ' Syena ' meant the kite-bird itself, then

this other text would be describing a similarity of the kite-bird to itself,

which would be absurd.

And further, as in the case of 'udbhidfi,' it has been shown that

before the word could be taken as laying down the sacrificial material,

it would be necessary to regard it as equivalent to ' udbhidvata ' so, in

the same manner, in the case of the word ' Syenena/ before it can be taken

as laying down a material, it will be necessary to take it as equivalent to

* Syenavata ;
' as without this, the word

1

Syenena ' in its original form
could not be construed with 'YSgena.' This undesirable contingency is

obviated by taking the word as the name of the sacrifice.
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Adhikarana V.— 1

V&japeya,' etc., are names of Sacrifices. #
sGtras 1. 4. 6-8. I

Namadheye, in the case of what appears as a name. apipspT: Guna-

sruteh, because there is a mention of an accessory. *3T^ Sy&r, should be.

f^THS Vidh&nam, an injunction. ^ %ar Iti chet, if this be urged. (6) ^J?2CTT^

Tulyatvat, on account of becoming similar. fsRgqr: Kriyayoh, of the two actions.

^ Na, this cannot be (7).

6. " In the case of what appears to be a name, inas-

much as there is distinct mention of an accessory, it should

be taken as the injunction [of that accessory]
"—if this is

urged.—6.

7. This cannot be ; because in that case the two

actions would become similar.—7.

COMMENTARY.

The opponent reiterates liis position with regard to all those words

that are taken as names. " In the case of all words that you take as names'

'

—says the Pfirvapakain—" when we find a distinct mention of the material

or other accessories, we cannot but regard them as injunctions of such acces-

sories ;
and there could be no reason for taking them as names of sacrifices.

For instance, in the case of the word ' Vajapeya,' as occurring in the sen-

tence ' V&japeyena svarajyakamo yajeta,' we find that the word distinctly

mentions a material, in the shape of the juice or extract (' peya ') of food-

grains (' vaja') ; and so we must take it as laying down this grain-juice

as the material to be employed at the sacrifice performed for acquiring the

Kingdom of Heaven ;
consequently the words cannot be taken as a name."

This is the Purvapaksa embodied in sutra 1. 4. 6. The Siddhftnta,

in reply to this, is put forth in sutra 1. 4. 7. If the sacrifice mentioned in

the sentence in question had for its material the grain-juice, as held by the

Purvapaksa, it would be a sacrifice of the ' Isti ' class
; and thereby come

to have its procedure exactly similar to that of the Darrfa-purnamasa, which

is the archetype of all grain-sacrifices ;
which would be an absurdity ; as

the procedure of the sacrifice is that of the Jyotistoma, which is the arche-

type of the ' Saumika ' class. For this reason, the word * Vajapeya ' can-

not be taken as laying down the grain-juice as the material for the sacri-

fice ; it must be taken as the name of the sacrifice performed in accordance

with the procedure of the Jyotistoma, with a view to acquire the Kingdom

of Heaven*

14
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Aikafcbdye, in that which is expressed by a single word

Parartbavat, there would be mutually contradictory characters.

8. That which is signified by a single word would

CUiue uavc w«
COMMENTARY.

In case the -word 'VSjapeya' signified the grain-juice as the

material, then the sentence 'Vajapeyena svarajyakamo yajeta' would

have to he construed as follows— (o) ' one should obtain the sovereignty

of heaven by means of the sacrifice, and (b) the sacrifice should he accom-

plished by means of the grain-juice ;' and thus the sacrifice, though

signified by the single word ' yajeta,' would have the character of an

instrument with regard to the sovereignty of heaven, and the character

of the object to be accomplished, in regard to the grain-juice
;
hut as a

matter of fact, it is possible for one and the same thing to have, at one

and the same time, the mutually contradictory characters of the instru-

ment and the object; so we conclude that the word 'Vajapeya' does

not lay down the material, grain-juice ; and that it must be taken as

the name of a sacrifice.

Adhikarana VI—1 Agneya ' is not the name of a sacrifice.

sCtra 1. 4. 9.

^iPTT: Tad-guna{i, that and its accessories. § Tu, but. fttft^ Vidhlye-

ran, should be enjoined. 9#¥rTt!Tg; Avibbagat, because there is combination.

fsp*R$ Vidhanarthe, in regard to the object of injunction, h Na, not Chet,

if. 3T%T Anyena, by another. faSF &stah, laid down.

9, The sacrifice as well as its accessories should be en-

joined [by the word] —because there is a combination of all

factors of the injunction ;—specially if they are not laid

down by any other word.—9.

COMMENTARY.

The general character and function of names having been pointed

out in the foregoing sfttras, with the present sfitra begins the considers

tion of certain exceptions to the principles laid dowa.
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In connection with the word ' Agneyah,' as appearing in the sen-

tence— 1

Yadagneyo' bt&fcapalo' mavasy&yam, etc,—the question arises :—

Is it the name of a sacrifice? Or, does it lay down certain accessory

details of a sacrifice ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :—" The word must be taken as

the name of the sacrifice at which the cake baked on eight pans is to be

offered ; it cannot be taken as laying down accessories ; because all the

necessary accessories are got at by other means : for instance, the Deity

is mentioned by the mantras, and the material in the form of the cake,

is mentioned by the word * Abtakapala' itself, as it is only a cake that

ca;n be baked on pans. Nor can the word lay down the sacrifice itself i
as

the sacrifice also is already indicated by the mention of the cake as baked

upon eight pans ; as it is only for being offered to a deity that a cake

can be so baked. Thus not being capable of being taken as laying down

either the sacrifice or its accessories the word ' Agneya ' must be taken

as the name of the sacrifice at which the cake is offered to the deity

Agni mentioned by the mantras. The word cannot be taken as laying

dowfti materials, as that would involve a syntactical split, as urged by the

Siddhanti himself in the foregoing Adhikaranas." *

The Siddh&nta view embodied in the sutrais as follows :—When the

sacrifice and its accessories are not found to be laid down by any other

word, they must be taken as enjoined by the word in question
;

specially

because the word ' Agneyah,' alone implies all the necessary factors of the

injunction.

It has been asserted in the Purvapaksa that the sacrifice and its

accessories are already got at by means of the other words of the sentence.

m

This is not true : 1) As regards the sacrifice itself, the mere mention of the

cake as baked upon eight pans does not necessarily indicate any sacrifice to

a deity ; because there is nothing to establish any such relationship between

the cake mentioned in this sentence and the deities indicated by other man-

tras ; that is to say, the mere mention of the
4

cake baked on eight pans

'

does not point to any action o£ the human agent, during the performance

of which action those mantras would be recited which would recall any

deities to his mind. The mantra also—' AgnirmurdM divah, etc,' does

not mention any action at all ; hence this also cannot point to any relation-

ship between the cake and the deity Agni spoken of in this mantra. (2)

As regards the sacrificial material, this also is not laid down by any other

word of the sentence in question ; because it is only after the sacrifice

has been mentioned that anything spoken of in the sentence can be

taker* as the material for that sacrifice ; we have seen that the sacrifice
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is not mentioned by any other words; therefore we must conclude

that the fact of the cake being the sacrificial material is also not

mentioned by any other part of the sentence. (3) Lastly, the deity

also cannot be taken as indicated by the other words of the sentence.

There are only three ways of mentioning the deity to whom a certain

material is to be offered—(a) by means of a nominal affix, e.g., the

affix 'ari' in the word 'aindram' in the sentence ?aindram charum'

shows that the charu is dedicated to Indra
; (6) by means of the dative

ending—e.g., the ending in the word
4

Visnave ' in the sentence, ' Vi§yave

dv&dadakap&lam,' shows that the cake is to be offered to Vi^nu ; and

(e) by certain significant words of mantras—e.g., the word * Sfiryah
*

in the mantra * Suryojyotih, etc."' shows that the morning libation is to be

offered to Surya ; and among these three the one that follows is always of

less authority than that which precedes ; hence so long as we can get at

a deity mentioned by the nominal affix, we cannot accept that which

is indicated by any words of mantras ; that is to say, in the case in ques-

tion, inasmuch as the fact of Agni being the deity is expressed by the

nominal aflfhj ' dhak * in the word ' Agneyah,' we cannot seek for the

required deity in the words of the mantra
c

Agnirmurdln^ etc.'

Under the circumstances, the inevitable conclusion is that it is the

word
4

Agneyah ' that denotes the connection between the cake and Agni

;

and it is by virtue of this relationship that the sacrifice also comes to be

denoted. Thus the word
c Agneyah ' must be taken— (1) as pointing out

the deity, by means of the basic noun 'Agni,' (2) as indicating the fact

of the cake to be offered to Agni, by means of the affix ' dhak and (3) as

expressing the sacrifice, by reason of the fact that, the cake cannot become

'agneya,' until it is offered to Agni—and this offering constitutes the

sacrifice.

Thus all the factors, the sacrifice and its accessories in the form

of the deity and the material, are pointed out by the word ' figneyal? *;

and as all these factors of the injunction are mingled together, there is no

syntactical split at all.

Adhiharana VII.—Such words as ' Varhih ' and the like

denote the genus.

StfTRA. 1. 4. 10.

qfi[U4«i: Varhirajyayoh, of the grass and the butter, ^^fjft Asams-
kare, even when no consecration has been made, sn^ormrq; J^abdalabh&t,
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because the words are applied. 3T<T«5S3: Atachchhabdafc, the words cannot be

regarded as applicable (to consecrated grass and butter only.)

10. Because the words 'varhiV [grass] and 'ajya'

[butter] are found to be applied to unconsecrated grass and

butter, the words cannot be regarded as applicable only to

consecrated grass and butter.—10.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with names we proceed to consider the significations

ojE the names of materials. In regard to such names as 'varhih' (grass),

* ajya ' (butter) and ' purorUtk ' (cake), there arises the question—Do these

words apply respectively to only such grass, butter and cake, as have been

consecrated for sacrificial purposes, or to all grass, butter and cake in

general ? Though the sutra mentions only the
4

varhih ' and the ' ajya,'

the Bhasya has added the ' purodarfa ' also.

The Purvapaksa view is that—" according to sutra 1. 3. 9, the words

in question must be taken to be used by sacrificers, in the sense of the

consecrated or sacrificial materials only."

The Siddhanta is that it is a well-recognised fact that the words

found in the Veda are the same as those used in ordinary parlance and

their significations also are the same in both cases (sfttra 1. 3. 30) ;
and as

it has been proved under sutra 1. 3. 30 that all words denote communities

and not individuals, we must take the words in question to be denotative

of grass, butter and cake in general. Such being the case, there can

be no justification for restricting these significations: to only such of these

things as have undergone a process of consecration.

AdWkaranas VIII andIX—The names ' Proksam ' (VIII) and

' Nirmanthya ' (IX) must he token in their literal signification.

StlTRA. 1. i. 11 and 12.

Staffs Proksanisu, in the case of the Proksani (washing water). ^fofnrar

Arthasamyog&t, because the literal signification is applicable. as?r Tatha, so.

^ Cha, also. fafaKj Nirmanthye, in the case of the Nirmantha (fire produced

by friction.)

11. Because in the case of the.
1 washing water/ the

literal signification of the word 'proksani/ is applicable [the

word must be taken in its literal sense].— 11.
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12. And so also in the case of the ' fire produced by

friction ' [the word ' nirmanthya ' should be taken in its

literal sense].—12.

COMMENTARY.

In regard to the name 'proksani
5

as applied to the water, the ques-

tion arises as to whether the word has its denotation eonventinally res-

tricted to water? Or it lias to be taken in its litcial sense of that with

which tilings are washed ?

The Purvapaksa is that
—

"the conventional meaning of the woi#

being most direct and easily known, we can have no justification for

taking the name ' prok^ani ' as denoting that with which things are

washed"

The Siddhanta is that, it is true that the conventional denotation

is most authoritative, but in cases where we find the literal signification

quite compatible with the conventional signification, we can have no

reason for rejecting this latter; for instance, in the case in question, we
find that the literal meaning of the word ' proksani that by which

things are washed'—is quite applicable to the water; consequently we

must take the name as used its literal sense ; this view having the

advantage that the scope of the word-denotation is extended to all those

liquids with which things can be properly washed, and not restricted to

water onlv.

Similarly in regard to the name ' Nirmanthya, ' though it appears

to be used in the sense of consecrated fire, yet it cannot be taken in its

literal sense of fire produced by friction. ; the advantage of this view being

that it is only when we take the word thus that we can do the baking with

fire produced by friction at the time of the baking, and not by any

ordinary fire produced at any other time.

Adhikarana X—The word ' Vaisvadeva ' is the

name of a sacrifice.

SUTHAS 1. 4. 13 and 14.

Vaisvadeve, in the case of the word ' Vaigvadeva.' RcR^q: Vikalpali,

there is option. ^ %w hi chet, if this is urged. ^ ST. Na va, not so. irk^t*
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Prakaranat, because of the context, q^fiqnra Pratyaksavidh&nat, brcause

of direct injunction. ^ Cha, also, n Na, there is not. f| Hi, because, srsrosjff

Prakaranam, context, Dravyasya, of the thing.

13. If it be urged that " in the case of the word
' Vaisvadeva/ there is an option."—13.

14. This is not so ; because of context [being the sole

authority for regarding it as laying down the deity ;] while

there is a direct injunction [of another deity] ; and certainly

the context cannot set aside the thing [laid down by direct

injunction.]—14.

COMMENTARY.

The case of the word 'Vairfvadeva* as occurring in the sentence-

* Vairfvadevena yajeta ' is different from all other words dealt with in the

foregoing sutras. (1) If we take it as laying down the deity Virfvedeva,,

we find such signification to follow directly from the word, without

having recourse to any indirect indication as was found necessary in the

case of the word ' Udbhida '; (2) it does not lay down any accessories;

and hence causes no syntactical split,—as the word ' Chitia ' does ; (3)

there is no ambiguity about the meaning of the word as pointing to the

deity^-as in the case of the word ' Agriihotra '
; (4) the word 4

Vairfvadeva

'

does not point to any particular sacrifice,—like the Vajapeya.

The question that arises in regard to this word is this :—Does

the word *
point to Vi^vedeva as the deity of the sacrifice of the CMtur-

m&sya ? Or, is it the name of this sacrifice ?

The Pilrvapah^a view is that.
—

" the word lays down the deity Vii-

vedeva ; and as another deity, Agni, i.e., for the same sacrifice, is already laid

down by another direct injunction, we must regard Vidvedeva and Agni

as the two deities to be accepted optionally. We must accept this view,

because no useful purpose would be served by making the word a name

of the entire CMturnijisya sacrifice."

The Siddh&nta embodied in the sfitra is that the word must he

* taken as the collective name of all the minor sacrifices that go to make up

the CMturm&sya sacrifice. We cannot take it as pointing to a deity' of

the sacrifice; because Agni, &c., have been. laid, down as the deities of

these sacrifices, by direct injunctions ; while the fact of Virfvedeva being

their deity would, at test, be indicated only by the 'context'—i.e., by the

word 'Vai^vadevena' occurring in the same sentence as 'yajeta' ; and cer-

tainly the deity thus indicated by the context cannot be "regarded as,,, 071

the same footing as those laid down by direct injunctions. Tlie indication
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of the deity by the affix in 'Vaidvadeva' is not of the same kind as that by

the similar affix in 'agneya'; because in the case of the latter the connection

of Agni with a distinct material (the cake) is distinctly mentioned in the

same sentence ; while in the case of the word 'Vairfvadeva,' no such mate-

rial being mentioned, the relation of the deity to some sort of material

will have to be assumed before the connection of the deity with the sacri-

fice can be established. Consequently the indication of the deity by this

word must be regarded as more indirect, and hence less authoritative, than

that by direct injunction. Consequently we must accept, as the deity of

the sacrifices in question, Agni and the rest, which are laid down by direct

injunctions and not Virfvedeva.

For these reasons we must take the word ' VaWvadeva' as the name

of the entire set of sacrifices that go to form the Ghaturmasya ; this collec-

tive name serving the distinctly useful purpose of bringing together all

the several sacrifices and making them capable of beirjg spoken of collect-

ively by means of the single word 'VaiftJvadeva.'

firsr. Mithah, mutual. <a[ Cha, aud. SR^SWR** Anartha-sambaudhah, rela-

tionship is highly improper.

15. And mutual relationship is highly improper.—15.

COMMENTARY.

The opponent might urge that, in the sentence 'VaisJvadevena yajeta/

the word ' Vairfvadeva ' may be taken as the name referring to ail the

eight sacrifices, and at the same time it may also be taken as indicating

the deity Virfvedeva in connection with a ninth sacrifice of which the

material also will be something entirely different from those of the eight

sacrifices ; the sentence being construed as— among the Vai^vadeva

sacrifices there should be one of which Visivedeva is the deity.*

This will not be right
;
because, in that case the same word would in-

dicate the eight sacrifices, and also lay down the deity for another sacrifice
;

and the same word ' Vaitfvadeva* would contain the subject as well as the

predicate ; which would be highly improper, unless the sacrifice is repeated

twice*

wferfpn^ii H H

TcHfora; Par&rthatvat, because being of only secondary importance. 30!FIF5

Gunanam, of accessories.

16. Specially because accessories are only of second-

ary importance.—16.
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COMMENTARY.

The opponent might urge that if it is only necessary to repeat

the sacrifice in order to establish the property of the construction proposed

in the Pfirvapaksa—this repetition might be done. To this the answer is

that in all injunctions the sacrifice forms the most important factor ; and the

accessories, being only subordinate to the sacrifice, are of secondary

importance. Consequently it would not be right to repeat the sacrifice

for the sake of finding room for the deity (which is after all only an

accessory) denoted by the word 4

Vairfvadeva.*

For these reasons, the only reasonable view is that ' Vairfvadeva ' is

the name of the eight sacrifices.

Adhikarana XI—The mention of the number ' eight
9

in connection with the Vaisvdnara sacrifice

is only an arthavada.

SOTRA 1. 4. 17-22.

't^sftwrafeRw? mm*' n 1 1 • i w a
.

(van lec. mr)
t|sf^*tf: P^rvavantah, words expressive of things already known. sw^TPTPTf:

Avidhanarthafc, „cannot serve the purposes of injunction. 5rarr*TC$3 Tatsamar-

thyam, capability of serving as injunction. qmscr^ Samamnaye, in the text in

question.

17. " It is only words expressive of things already

known that cannot be taken as injunctions; the text in

question is fully capable of being taken as such."—17.
COMMENTARY.

The consideration of the question as to whether certain words are

names of sacrifices or injunctions of accessories having been finished, we
now proceed to consider whether certain words can be taken as injunc-

tions of accessories.

The sentence ' Vaisiy&naram dv&darfakap&lamnirvapet putre jSte'

lays down the the cake baked on twelve pans as to be offered at the Vairfv&nara

sacrifice ; this sentence is followed by a number of sentences making
mention of cakes baked upon eight and nine pans ; now the question

arises—is the word mentioning the 'cakes baked upon eight pans, ' &c, to

be taken as laying down a distinct material for the Vairfvanara sacrifice ?

Or, is it to be taken only as arthav&da, eulogising the cakes ?

The Pfirvapaksa view embodied in the sutra is as follows :
—
"As a

general rule, when a word signifies something that is already known,

15
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it has to be taken as either a name or an arthavada ; in the sentence in

question, we find that the expression
1

cake baked on eight pans ' signifies a

substance not known before,—the preceding sentence having spoken of

the
4

cake baked on twelve pans ;
' consequently there is nothing to

prevent - us from taking it as laying down a second material ; so that there

are two optional materials, for the Vai^vanara sacrifice—the cake baked

on twelve pans, and the cake baked on eight pans."

The VSrtika notices a different reading of the sfitra-—<S$*F3f

fiWMI*lf:, etc. ; in which case the sense of the Purvapaksa as embodied in

the s&tra would be as follows :

—

fc<

Those words whose meanings are

already known can be utilised only by being taken as injunctions; while

those whose meanings are not known should be taken as names, as shown

under sutra 1. 4. 2; hence the mention of the number 1

eight' must be

taken as laying down a fresh accessory."

This statement of the Purvapaksa, as the Vurtika remarks, is not

correct; becase the mere fact of the signification of a word being unknown

cannot make it a name ; on the other hand, just as the fact of a word

being altogether new, having its ordinary significationjuja&nown proves

that it cannot be taken as laying down the accessory of a^sacrifice,

—

exactly in the same manner, it is all the more impossible for t/t5^5e^taken

as the name of a Vedic sacrifice
; hence such a word cannot be taken as

a name ; because it is a well-recognised fact that it is only when the

ordinary signification of a word is well-known that it can be taken as

a name, on the ground of its being mentioned along with a certain

sacrifice.

a f^saipt rift ^kr;iT%

Gunasya, of accessories. g Tu, but. forretf Vidhinarthe, if

it were an object of the injunction, 5RT?3*HT: Atadgunah, not being acces-

sories of the sacrifice, jj^r Prayoge, in actual performance. Syufc,
they would be. Anarthakah, useless. sfNa, not. f| Hi, because.

3$ Tam, to it. srf* Prati, with regard to. sforrir Arthavatta, usefulness.

*rf^T Asti, is.

18. If the word laid down accessories, these acces-

sories, not belonging to the sacrifice, would he useless in its

actual performance ; because they do not serve any useful
purpose with regard to it.—18.
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COMMENTARY.

The Siddh&nta embodied in the sfttra is as follows :—

The VaWvanara sacrifice having its own specific number of pans

distinctly laid down as twelve, any other number, eight, sine, &c.
s
even though

enjoined, could not be enjoined with reference to that sacrifice ; nor could

these latter numbers be enjoined with reference to any other sacrifice,

because no such other sacrifice is mentioned in the sentence. Nor could

the clause mentioning these numbers be taken as laying down such a

sacrifice ; because all that this clause does is to describe a certain kind of

cake ; and it says nothing as to that cake being offered to any deity ; and

without the mention of this latter fact, no sacrifice could be indicated.

Thus then, the number, as an accessory, even if it be

enjoined by the words in question, could not pertain to any sacrifice ; and

hence these would serve no useful purpose in regard to the performance

of any sacrifice ;
specially as the baking on eight pans would not serve any

useful purpose, when not belonging to any sacrifice. Or, the last clause

of the sfitra may mean, the mention of the number eight cannot serve

any useful purpose with regard to the Vai^v^nara sacrifice, the number

of pans for which has already been laid down as twelve
;

specially as the

baking on eight pans would not serve any useful purpose with regard to

the cake that has already been baked on twelve pans.

Not being capable of being taken as an injunction, the mention of

the number must be taken as Arthavada, eulogising the Vairfv&nara

sacrifice,-—the sense being that—
4 when the baking on eight pans brings

about such excellent results, how much better results could be accomplished

by the baking on twelve pans, which is done at the VaWvanara

"sacrifice
?

'

tr^K*. TachchhesEih, being supplementary to that. *r Na
t
not. srcmft

Upapadyate, is possible.

19. It is not possible for the sentences in question to be

taken as supplementary to the preceding injunction,~19.

COMMENTARY.

An objection is raised :—

" The injunction mentions the " baking on twelve pans ;

' while the

sentence in question praises the baking on eight pans
;
how then c<n*ld the

Utter praise apply to the former ?
"
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a Avibhagat, on account of non-exclusion, f**Pflif Vidhtaarthc, from

wJoined. 4^ Stutyarthena, serving the purpose of pra.s.ng. *****

Upapadyeran, it would be possible.

20. Inasmuch as [the smaller number] is not excluded

from the greater, it is quite possible for the sentences in

question to be taken as serving the purpose of praising

[the latter.]—20.
u " COMMENTARY.

As the numbers 'eight' and 'nine' are included in 'twelve,'

any praise of the former will certainly apply to the latter
;

as it would

only be a case of the praise of the part being applied to the whole
;
when

the use of eight pans brings " Brahmic glory,' and that of nine pans gives

vigour, the use of twelve pans must bring about still better results.

Karanam, instigator. ^ Syat, could be. tf* M chet, if it be

urged. WHfostf Anarthakyat, on account of uselessness. sraRTCW* Akaranam,

not an instigator. Kartuh, pertain to the agent. r| Hi, because. +H<m1*r

Karanani, instigators. %tnw: Gunarthah, for the purpose of praising, ft Hi,

and. Vidhlyate, is mentioned.

21. If it be urged that—" [the desire for Brahmic

glory, &c] could be taken as the instigators of the numbers in

question."—21.

22. [Our reply is that] inasmuch asthe sentences would

become useless (meaningless), the results cannot be regarded

as instigators ;
specially as all instigators must pertain to the

agent; consequently [we conclude that] the numbers in

question are mentioned for the purpose of praising.—22.

COMMENTARY.

The opponent urges.—" The injunction of the numbers eight, &c.,

would not be incapable of belonging to a sacrifice ; because the meaning

*jf the sentences mentioning the number ' eight ' would be ' one who

desires brahmic glory should perform the sacrifice at which the offering

consists, of the cake baked on eight pans ;' that is to say, the sense of the
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whole would be * if one performs the Vaidv&nara sacrifice without having

a view to any definite result, he should offer the cake baked on twelve

pans ; but if he desires Brahmic glory, he should offer the cake baked on

eight pans.' In this way the injunction of ' eight ' would not be absolutely

useless as regards the actual performance of sacrifices.

" This is what is meant by the results (Brahmic glory, &c.) being the

* instigators ' of the numbers ; which means that it is the different results

that lead to the acceptance of the different numbers."

This is the interpretation according to the Bhasya and the V&rtika.

Later commentators explain the sfitra to mean that ' the numbers are

the cause of the results,' i.e., the use of eight pans is the cause of—brings

about—Br&hmic glory ;
' and so forth. This interpretation of the

word * k&rana,' however, is not compatible with its use in the next sfitra.

The answer to the above objection is given in sutra L 4. 22. The

sense of the reply is that, if the mention of the several numbers were taken

as laying down the acceptance of these numbers in the event of the per-

former desiring certain results,—then this would give rise to a syntactical

split ; as is evident from the construction of the sentences in question as

proposed under the preceding siitra ; which would further lead to the very

undesirable severance of all connection of the injunction of the Vairfv&nara

sacrifice with the mention of certain results, following after the .mention

of the numbers under discussion :—the whole section running thus

—

' At the VaitfrSnara sacrifice one should use the cake baked on twelve

pans;—the use of eight pans leads to Brahmic glory ; the use of nine

pans accomplishes vigorousness ;—he on whose birth the Vaidvanara is

performed, becomes vigorous, a large eater of food, with vigorous organs

and powerful cattle.'

By reason of these syntactical splits, the proposed meaning of the

sentences is not permissible ; under the circumstances, if thl sentences in

question be not taken as Arthavada, praising the Vai^vSnara sacrifice,

they become meaningless and useless. With a view to avoid this

uselessness, we must take the sentences as Arthavada.

Then again, how can the result in the case in question be the * insti-

gators ' of the acceptance of the numbers ? It is the agent or performer

to whom all instigators should pertain ; that is to say, it is when the result

belongs to the performer
v
that it can serve as the ' instigator

9

; in the

case in question, the results are mentioned as accruing to the new-born child

while the sacrifice is performed by the father. Consequently, the results

cannot serve as * instigators,' as held by the opponent,
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Adhikarana XII.—The mention of the grass-bedding

as
' mailer of 'the sacrifice' is only a praise. [Figurative

Description based upon Accomplishment of Purpose]

SOTRA 1. 4. 23.

23. The accomplishment of purpose.—23.

COMMENTARY.

Sfitras 23-28 deal with cases of figurative descriptions
;
herein are

an example of this we
, , . -a -

the prastara, grass-bedding, is described as the master of the sacrifice ;

because of the fact that the bedding accomplishes the Master's purposes

of comfort, &c, in the same manner as he accomplishes his own purpose ;

hence the sentence must be taken as a figurative description in praise

of the useful character of the bedding.

Adhikarana XIII.—The Brdhmana is praised as ' AgnV

[Fiqurative description based upon sameness of origin.]

SOTRA 1. 4. 24.

24. Birth or Origin.—24.

COMMENTARY.

The similarity of origin is the second basis for figurative description;

e when in the sentence ' Agnih brahmanah' the Brahmana is figuratively

described as
' Agni,' it is because both ' Agui '

and the BrAhmana are de-

clared in the Veda to have been born out of Prajapati's mouth
;

this des-

cription implying the praise of the Brahmana.

Adhikarana XIV.—The sacrificial post is praised as the

Master of the sacrifice and as the sun [Figurative Description

based upon similarity of form],

StJTRA. 1. 4. 25.

25. Similarity of shape—25.
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COMMENTARY.

Similarity of shape is the third basis of figurative description
;
e.g.)

when the sacrificial post is praised as the * Master of the Sacrifice' because

it is as upright in form as the master is ; similarly it is praised as the sun,

because it is as bright in colour as the sun.

Adhikarana XV.—Indirect Description based upon praise.

sOTRA 1. 4. 26.

STTOT M I * I H n

26. Praise.—26.
COMMENTARY.

Mere praise forms the fourth basis of figurative description
;

e.g., in

the sentence
4

apasiavo go-a^vebhyah,' ' animals other than the cow and

the horse are no animals '—the word ' no animals ' is only an indirect

praise of the cow and the horse ; this figurative description of the other

animals as "no animals" being based solely upon the praise of those two

animals.

Adhikarana XVI.—Figurative description based upon

greatness of number.
sOtra 1. 4. 27.

27. Great large numbers.—27.

COMMENTARY.

Greatness of number forms the fifth basis of figurative description
;

e.g., when a number of mantras are called ' sri§ti' in the sentence 'spsti

rapadadhM ' it is because of the recurring of the word ' sfis^i ' in a great

number of mantras
;
by which even those that do not contain the word are

called * srisfci/

Adhikarana XVII.—Figurative description based upon

the presence of an indicative sign.

sOtra 1. 4. 28.

Hmwnwn,imwi
28. Because of the presence of an indicative sign.

—28.
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COMMENTARY.
The presence of an indicative sign forms the sixth basis for figura-

tive description
;
e.g., when a number of mantras are called Prunabhrit,

simply because the word 'prana' occurs in the opening mantra of the set

;

which is taken as the indicative sign of the entire set of mantras.

Adhikarana XVIII.—Doubts relating to the true meann-

ing of sentence may he set aside by subsequent passages.

sOtra. 1. 4. 29.

Hf^% WlilH MILIUM
srfy^^g" Sandigdhesu, in all doubtful cases. Vakyaiesat, by means

of subsequent passages.

29. In doubtful cases, doubts are set at rest by the

aid of supplementary passages.—29.

COMMENTARY.

Arthav&das, declarations of praise, have been shown to refer to the

object of Injunctions ; it may be that in regard to an injunction, or to an

arthav&da, it is doubtful which arthav&da refers to which injunction ; and

there maybe doubts with regard to the injunction itself; as when we meet

with the injunction
—

'wet pebbles are to be put in/ there -arises the doubt

&s to the particular liquid with which the pebbles are to be wetted ; this

doubt is set aside by the supplementary passage—'tejo vai ghfltam'

—

which praises butter ; as this indicates the butter as the liquid with

which the pebbles are to be wetted. This is due to mutual need : the in-

junction needs the indication of a particular liquid, and the praise of the

butter needs an injunction with which it may be construed ; and this

mutual need leads us to take the two together, and thereby come to the

conclusion that the pebbles wetted with butter are to be put in.

.

Adhiharana XIX,—The indefinite is defined by the

peculiar potency of things.

StlTRA 1. 4. 30.

ifqfs Arthat, by the potency of things, Va, also. gFfrqSra&crarar

Kalpanaikadesatvat, because such an assumption would form part of the Veda.

30. Doubtful cases are also settled by the potency

o£ things ; because assumption based thereupon would form

part of the Veda.—30.
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COMMENTARY.
One set of doubtful cases may be settled by supplementary declara-

tions ; there are some doubtful cases, however, in which no such declarations

are available ; in such cases what helps us to solve the doubt is the

inherent capacity of things ; for instance, the word ' anjali
1

is found to

signify the joining of the two palms flatly in cases where it is laid down

as the form of salutation to superiors ; but in the case of drinking water

by the 'anjali,' the same word is found to signify the cup-like shape formed

by the joining of the two hands
;
consequently when we come across the in-

junction in connection with the Saktu-Homa, that the offering is to be made
" with the anjali," there arises a doubt as to what the word 'anjali

5

means

in this case. This doubt is set at rest when we come to consider the fact

that the flat palm-to-palm ' anjali ' cannot contain anything to be offered,

while the cup-shaped
£

anjali/ is what will contain the flour to be offered
;

this inherent capacity of things leads us to conclude that the offering is to

be made with the cup formed by the joining of the two hands.

That the offering is to be offerred with the hands joined in this form

is to be regarded as possessed of the same degree of authority as the original

Vedic injunction. Because, inasmuch as the injunction is vague and

hence incomplete without this assumption, the assumption must be

regarded as an integral factor of the injunction.

Here ends Chapter I, wherein the Means of Knowing Dharma have

been fully explained. In the Chapter 11, begins the consideration of the

character of, and other details connected with, those actions that constitute

Dharma.

End of Adhy&ya I



SECOND ADHYAYA.

First Pada.

bib^brbntiation of actions and texts prescribing them.

Introductory-

In section I, Jaimini has described the means of knowing Dharma,

The first sub-section has shown that the Vedic Injunction is such a means

par excellence, and the other sub-sections have shown that the character

oE being such means belongs also to Arthavfidas, Names, Mantras, Smritis,

Usage, Supplementary Explanations and Indirect Implications. Thus the

first section has supplied the full answer to the question
—

' what are the

means of obtaining the true knowledge of Dharma?' In answering this

question in detail, it has also been shown that the true character o£

Dharma belongs to such actions as (for instance) the Agnihotra and the

Jyotistoma (directly enjoined in the Veda), the Astaka (laid down in the

Smritis), the Holaka (as established by custom), and so forth. But in

the preceding section, these actions have been mentioned only by way o£

exemplifying the general principles therein discussed ; and the detailed

question of the individual character of these actions was left over for the

second section. Thus the second section supplies the detailed answer to

the second question propounded by the Bhasya— ' what is Dharma ?
'

—

that is to say, ' what are the particular acts that are to be regarded as

Dharma ?
'—or as Prabhakara, with his usual desire for turning the entire

body of the Sutras upon the Veda itself, states the subject of the adhyaya :

—
* what are the several texts that lay down the various acts that constitute

Dharma ? '—Hence according to Prabhakara the subject-matter of Adhyflya

II consists of difference among the texts prescribing the actions, and not

among the actions directly, these latter being regarded as different

according to the difference of the texts prescribing them. This view of

the subject-matter of Adhyaya II has been argued in the Sastradipik&

in the beginning of Adhyaya III,

In order to find out each individual act laid down as Dharma, it

becomes necessary to have some basis for proceeding with the enquiry

as to differentiating one action from the other—among a number of
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actions laid down in the Veda, &c. ; and it is this basis that is discussed

in the present section, where it is shown that one action is to be known

as different from another when the two are found to be mentioned by

different words, and so on {see below). Then again, inasmuch as one

action cannot be regarded as entirely different from another, unless the

transcendental results—apurvas—proceeding from them be also different,

we have here an explanation of the difference among the Apfirvas also.

Lastly, so far it would seem* that for each act there is a distinct Apiirva
;

so in order to s=*t aside this view, we have the further distinction of

actions into
c

primary ' and
1

subsidiary/ in connection with which it is

shown that it is only the 'primary
5

action that leads to an independent

w
Apurva, while those actions that are 'subsidiary' tend merely to com-

plete that ' primary ' action to which they are subsidiary, and as such

have no distinct Apurvas of their own. But this distinction between the

' primary ' and the ' subsidiary ' action is merely mentioned here,—its

detailed consideration being left over to sections f 3) and (4).

Kum&rila's view of the connection of the adhy&ya is thus set

forth in the Tantrav&rtika :—What is explained in the present Adhyaya

is that one action is known to be different from another on account of

the two being mentioned by different words ; and it is in the wake of

this difference that we have an explanation of the difference among the

Apurvas (resulting from the actions) ; and lastly, it is for the purpose

of ascertaining which is the action that brings about the Apurva, that

we have the consideration of the fact of actions having thecharacter

of the Primary or the Subsidiary. That is to say, (1) the difference

among actions is the natural and direct subject-matter of the Adhyaya;

and the mention of the non-difference among certain actions is only a

denial of the aforesaid difference; '2)—and with a view to establish

the difference and non-difference of actions, we have an explanation of

the difference and non-difference of their Apurvas ;—(3) thus then, so

far, it would seem that for each distinct action there is a distinct

Apilrva ; and here comes in the use of the consideration—as con-

tained in Adhikarana 111—of the Primary and Subsidiary character

of actions, which serves to set aside the former mis-conception with

regard to Apurvas ; (inasmuch as it shows that it is only the Pri-

mary action that lias a distinct Apilrva of its own ;). For instance,

even in the case of the sentences " vrthin proksati " and " vrihin

avahanti," though the words ' avahanti ' and ' proksati ' are different,

yet, inasmuch as these actions are found to have their sole end in the

visible effects (of the preparation of rice and its cleaning), we conclude
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that they cannot bring about any Apftrva (transcendental result). As

for the Apfirva that is held to follow from the restriction of the method

of preparing the rice, to threshing alone, it does not result from an action,

and as such is of no consequence in the present context. Hence we find

that it is only when certain actions have a distinctly primary character

with reference to the substance, etc., that they are cognised as leading

to distinct Apurvas, and as such being totally distinct actions. And it

is for the due differentiation of such primafy and subsidiary character,

that the sutra (in Adhyayas III and IV) will supply us with full explana-

tions of such character ; and it is an exception to these explanations that

are delineated in the two Adhikaranas contained in stitras II.i.9, and

II.i.13.

Thus then, the two characters of verbs having been pointed out, a

third has to be shown in the shape of ' Denotativeness '
; and in connec-

tion with tlnSj we have a consideration of the character of Mantras ; and

then follow the definition, &c, of these ; and thus these definitions, etc.,

treated of to the very end of the Pada, are indirectly connected with the

main subject. Then, having spoken of the difference among Actions, as

based upon the difference of words, and repetition (of Injunctions), the

sutra will point out, under the Adhikarana on ' Paurnamasya ' (II.ii.3 at

seq.), an exception to the fact of ' Repetitions ' being a ground ot

difference ; because in the particular case in question the frequent

repetitions are taken only as explanatory to the whole context. Then

as an exception to this exception, we have the Adhikaranas in sfitras

II.ii.9 to 20. Then the sutra proceeds to point out the difference among

actions as based upon differences of Is amber, Name and Properties;

and the treatment of the difference of properties goes on till the com-

mencement of the treatment of the differences of context ; and this

continues till the beginning of the Adhikarana treating of the differences

of the Branches or Rescensions of the Vedas. And herein is also contain-

ed a denial of any other ground of difference among actions, save the six,

treated of above.

Thus then, the whole subject-matter of the Adhyaya on Differences

is taken up in the setting aside of objections to the fact of the difference

of actions being based upon the difference of name, repetition, difference

of properties, and difference of context. And it is necessary to explain

this fact in detail ; because such ascertainment of difference is absolutely

necessary in the due knowledge of the relationship of subserviency

between actions ;
and as for other facts, the present is no opportunity for

any mention of these,
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Thus alone can the connection of the Adhyaya be shown. Because

(1) the relationship between the Primary : and the Subsidiary, etc.,

is dependent upon a due ascertainment of differences among actions

;

(2) it is only when the action has been duly cognised that there

can be any question as to a person being entitled to its perform-

ance ; and (3) it is only when the Injunctions have been duly com-

prehended that there can be a transference of the properties of one

action to another.

That is to say, until the means of knowledge has been duly defined

there can be no consideration of the meaning of the Veda ; and as such

no discussion as to the marks of difference among actions (treated of in

Adhy&ya II) can be introduced ; and inasmuch as it is only in the case of

actions that have been found to be different, that there can be any idea

either of relationship of the Primary and the Subsidiary ( Aclhy&ya III),

or of their usefulness or otherwise (Adhyaya IV) or of the order of their

performance (Adhyaya V),—none of these discussions could be raised, until

we had throughly considered the marks of difference among actions
;

so too, it is only when the character of the action has been fully cognised

that there can be any consideration of the question as to whether a

certain person is entitled to its performance or not (Adhyaya VI) ; and thus

we find that this last question stands in need of all the five foregoing

Adhy&yas. In the same manner, the Adhy&yas VII-XII, treating as they do

of the transference of properties, presuppose a full knowledge of all Injunc-

tions"; and as such the whole of this latter half of the sutras is found to

be dependent upon the whole of the former half.

Thus it is clear .that after the consideration of the Pram&na next

comes that of the marks of difference, a treatment of which is- therefore

begun in Adhyfiya II.
,

Adhikaranal,—Bhdvdrthddhikarana

,

• •

[Dealing with Aptirva.]

SUTRAS 1-4. - . -

< The question to be treated of in this Adhikarana has been stated

thtis :—Which is the word in an injunction to which the Apftrva is related

;

and which would on that account indicate the difference or non-difference

among the Ap&rvas leading up to the results, and thence also among the

actions themselves ?

The first step to the answer of this question is that the Apiarva is

related to only one word in the injunctive sentence ; and the second that

it is related either to the noun or to the verb. - This then leads to the
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final question—to which of these two, the noun or the verb, is the Apurva

related ? The answer to this question is contained in the present Adhi-

karana.

The Purvapaksa to the Adhikarana is not contained in the sfltras.

It has been thus stated by Kumarila :—

" All the words signifying substances and properties, and denoting

well-known entities, are well capable of being taken as expressing

Instrumentality, &c. ; and hence it is through this that they come
to be related to the result. As a rale the result, being a thing yet to

be accomplished, stands in need of the Means or Instrument, which is an

already accomplished entity, and not in that of another result Thus then,

the substances signified by Nouns, being well-established entities, are

capable of supplying this need of the result ; which need cannot be supplied

by the verb, which itself is something yet to be accomplished. For these

reasons, the result must be admitted to follow from the substance, &c,,

signilied by Nouns, and not from verbs."

SIDDHANTA.

m?\Q(X: Bhavarthah, indicative of Bhavanas. 35*htf53nr: Karma&abd&h,

verbs. Tebhyah, from these, f^nr Kriya, apQrva. srcft$?r PraUyeta, is

kuown. qq- Esa, this, ft Hi, because. 3p£: Arthah, object; fact. Vidhi-

yate, is laid down.

1. All verbs are indicative of Bhavanas ; and the know-

ledge of the Apurva proceeds from these ; because this is

what is laid down.—1,

That is to say, the verbs that denote the Bhavana bring about the

cognition of the accomplishment of the Apurva ; because the particular

fact that one should accomplish heaven by means of the sacrifice is laid

down by these.

That the result cannot be related to the noun follows from the very

nature of nouns (see Sec. 3) ; Nouns are the names of things already ae-

complished, and not standing in need o£ any thing else,—being self-suffi-

cient in their denotation. That word, on the other hand, to which the

main result is related, must, as a matter of fact, be something that has

yet to be accomplished, and as such stands in need of such agencies as

would help in its accomplishment. It is only verbs that are found to be

i pspressive of things that do not already exist at the time, but have got to
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be accomplished with the help of certain agencies. And inasmuch as the

Apurva also is something that is yet to be accomplished, it is to the verb

that it must be closely related.

As to how the Apfirva is related to the verb, this may be thus ex-

plained :—Every verb in an injunctive sentence is found to be made up of a

verbal root and the injunctive affix. This affix denotes what has been

called
4

vidhi ' or, more technically,
4

bhfivanft,' by which is meant the ac-

tivity of the agent towards a certain course of action. That is to say, the

injunctive affix in the word
4

yajeta * signifies that " the agent must put

forth his effort towards a definite end." This is what has been called the
4

Arthibhavana ; ' while the factor of prompting that accompanies the in-

junctive is called the
44
Sabdi~bhavan&." But in the present connection

it is the
4

Artht-bhAvana ' that concerns us.

As soon as we have realised the above import of the
4

bMvana,' we

are confronted by the following three questions—(1) what is it that is to

be accomplished by the effort of the agent ? (2) by what is it to be ac-

complished ? and (3) how is to be accomplished ? As for the first ques-

tion, it naturally follows that it is the desirable result mentioned in the

sentence that has to be accomplished ; as regards the second, the answer is

supplied by the particular action expressed by the verbal root in connec-

tion with which the injunctive affix appears,— in the case of the word

'yajeta,' the action of y&ga, sacrifice, denoted by the root
tf

yaji' ; and lastly,

as regards the third question, the answer is supplied by the details of

procedure laid down in the Veda in connection with the action. Thus it is

to the verb alone that the result can be related, both grammatically and

materially ; and hence it is the injunctive verb alone that can show

whether or not any two Apurvas are different ; and this would help to

determine if any two actions expressed by the two verbs are one and the

same or different.

A question is here raised as to how is it that in the case of the

injunctive verb
4

yajeta,' the root is set aside and the
4

bh&van& ' is said to

be signified by the affix alone, the meaning of the injunctive affix being

laid down as
4

bhavayet ' ? The affix in bhavayeta is the same as that in

4

yajeta,
7

;
what then is the use of adding the root

4

Bhavi 5

in explaining

the meaning of the root of
4

yajeta.'

To this question Kumarila offers the following answer :

—

44
In all cases, it is a general rule that when the verbal conjugational

affix denotes the action of an agent, who is a fully accomplished entity,

then the sense of
4

karoti ' (accomplishes) is recognised as co-extensive with

the - meaning of the verb. There are certain roots, added to which, a
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conjugational affix signifies only that action of the agent which ends in his

acquiring his own existence-,

—

e.g., ' is,' ' exists/ and the like. In the case

of other roots, when the agent is an already accomplished entity, the

action signified is that which brings about the existence of something else,

—e.g., * sacrifices/ ' gives/ * cooks/ and the like. And the word ' vy&p&ra'

'(' action ') signifies only a particular substance,—endowed with peculiar

potencies, moved in its pristine character, having a mixed nature, having an

existence in the past and in the future,—as moved from its former position

and not reached the next. And in the case of some verbs it is the agent

Himself that is cognised as being in this position ; while in that of others,

where the agent is a well-established entity, it is something else. Hence

in a case where the agent himself happens to be in the said unsettled posi-

tion, he stands in need of something else, for the fulfiment of his own exist-

ence; and as such not functioning towards the accomplishment of any

other substance, he cannot be spoken of as ' karoti
;

' when, however, the

"agent is a well-established entity, and functions towards the fulfilment of

something else, then he is spoken of as
c

karoti
1

(does). Thus it is that

when one asks
1 kim karoti' (what does he do?) the reply given is

* pathati '.(' reads
1

), which latter combines within itself the generic I* karoti
?

)

as well as the specific action (

c

pathati ') [since the word
e

pathati >s= 'p&tham

karoti '] ; whereas in reply to the same question there can be no such

reply as
—

' bhavati ' (exists).

Thus then, it is clear that all conjugational affixes that signify the

.actions of agents that are well-established entities, have the sense of

' karoti ' {accomplishes). And as such there must be something to be ac-

complished ; because unless there is something to be accomplished the word

'karoti ' is never used, and it is the nominative of the verb ' to be * (bha-

vati) that becomes the objective of ' karoti/ That is to say, the verb .

' karoti ' being transitive, unless there is something to be accomplished^

the .sense of the verb is not complete. It is a well-recognised fact that

all nouns, in whichever case, are nominatives of certain intervening minor

actions ; and then it is that with reference to the principal action, they

come to be recognised as the Objective, Dative, &c. And thus in the case

'of each
r
individual principal action, there is a multiplicity of actions

dependent upon the capabilities of the objects concerned. And accord-

ing /to this rule we come to the conclusion that the nominative of the

action 'to be ' is the objective of the action 'karoti/

" *rrite5" fftr n * w
q&m Sarvesam, of all (words.) *m: Bhavah, instrumentality of the
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Apftrva as related to the Bhavana. spf: Artha^, meaning. $r<T^ Iti chet,

if it be urged.

2. If it be urged that the instrumentality of Apurva

forms the meaning of alL words.—2.

Against the first sfttra the following objection is raised :

—
" As a matter

of fact we find that it is not only the verb that signifies the instrumen-

tality of the Apurva, but the noun also ; so there is nothing to justify the

view that the Apurva is expressed only by the affix attached to the verb."

qq\ Yesam, whose. Sc^r Utpattau, on utterance, i$ Sve, its. st^th Prayoge,

as applied to the object denoted by them. ^TTSflW Rupopalabdhib, there is

direct cognition of the form of the object denoted, Tani, those, sunrf^

Namani, are names. cTC*rr?l Tasmat, therefore. Tebhyah, for their sake.

W^T^^T Parakanksa, need of another, ^^rqr BhQtatvat, because they are

accomplished entities. & sr^firf Sve Prayoge, so far as their use and denota-

tion are concerned.

3. [The answer is that] Such words on the utterance

whereof for the denotation of objects, the forms of the

objects denoted are directly cognised, are nouns ; and as

such they do not stand in need of anything else, specially*

as the objects denoted are accomplished entities at the

time that the words are used.—3.

COMMENTARY.

In answer to the above objection it is explained that nouns denote

things ; and as things are well-accomplished entities, they do not stand

in absolute need of anything for the sake of whose connection the signifi-

cation of such a transcendental thing as the ' Apurva would have to be

assumed ; for instance, when the noun ' Somena is found used in the sen-

tence
c somena yajeta' it signifies the particular substance 'soma' and

there the matter ends ; and for comprehending the full signification of

this noun we do not want anything else ;
hence the noun could have no

necessary connection either with the Bh&van& or, through it, with the

Apurva. The case of the verb which signifies something yet to be

accomplished is entirely different. This is made clear in the next sfitra.

COMMENTARY.

17
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Yesam, whose. 5 Tu, on the other hand. 3?T# Utpattau, on ut-

terance. Sve Arthe, with regard to their objects, jrant: Prayogah,

use. nftm Na Vidyate, is not found. Tani, those. OTSSratft Akhyat&ni,

are verbs, twin Jasmat, therefore. aw Tebhyah, by means of these. sr^RT

Piatiyeta (the Aplirva) would be cognised, 311^^ AfSritatv.lt, on account

of being dependent. srain?3 Prayogasya, of their use.

1. Such words, on the other hand, on whose utterance

the objects denoted by them are not found to be present at

the time, are verbs ;
therefore, it is by means of these that

the Apurva should be cognised
;

specially as what is signi-

fied by such words is dependent (upon other factors).—4.

COMMENTARY.

In the sentence "somena yajeta " the verb 'yajeta' denotes something

which, is yet to be accomplished. Hence it requires the mention of such

factors as the means of accomplishing it, the purpose served by its accom-

plishment and the process by which the accomplishment is brought about,

and so forth. Thus as the ApQrva ' is ' one of these factors, it is naturally

more closely connected with the verb than with the noun.

Adhikarana II.— (There is such a thing as Apurva.)

V/ SUTRA II. i-5.

^5TT II * II

sffCT Chodana, Apdrva. 3^: Punab, and. ^jt^t: Arambbab, injunction.

5. And Apurva exists because of the Injunctions (of

actions.)—5.

COMMENTARY.

The above discussion as to the means of the comprehension of Apfirva

lias presupposed the existence of the Apurva itself. But inasmuch as

its existence is not generally admitted the present sutra is introduced with

a view to establish the existence of Apurvas. -

The Purvapak&a supplied from outside is as follows :—" Asiy such

thing as Apurva cannot be perceived by the senses, because it hm
neither colour, nor taste, nor touch, nor smell, " nor sound nor is it
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cognisable by means of inference, because it has never been found

to be actually concomitant with any other thing whose presence might

lead to the infeience of an Apurva on the basis of that concomitant ; nor

is it amenable to verbal cognition ; as we find no mention of it in the

Vedas ; nor is it amenable to analogical cognition ; as having never been

perceived, nothing could be known as similar to it, which makes all analogy

impossible
;

lastly, it cannot be known through presumption
; as there is

nothing that cannot be explained without the assumption of the Apurva.

Thus the only pramana to which the Apurva is amenable is negation
;

which means that no such thing exists."

In answer to the above we have the following Sicldh&nta, as formulated

in the above sutra. Inasmuch as sacrifices have been laid down for

the purpose of certain definite results, to follow after the lapse of a long

time—such deferred fruition of the action would not be possible, unless

there was an intervening agency of the Apurva. That is to say, the

apparent inconsistency of the relationship of sacrifices and such results

as the attainment of Heaven, etc., laid down in the Veda,—points to the

fact that the existence of the Apurva also is laid down in the Veda itself
;

and as such it is quite authoritative.

The Purvapaksa argument against the assumption of Apfrrva is

thus stated by Prabhftkara :

—
" The injunction imparted by the injunctive

word only urges the agent to the performance of a certain action, and not

towards anything desired by him ; the action is something ephemeral, and

is not present immediately before the attainment of heaven by the agent
;

hence in order to meet these difficulties we must accept the sacrifice itself

to bo either everlasting, or bringing about a certain faculty in the agent,

or the favours of the deity ; and there is no reason for assuming any such

thing as the Apurva."

In answer to the above, he continues

—

1 At the very outset you commit a mistake in assuming that the

injunction prompts the agent to action ; what the injunction really does

is to prompt him to exertion; and the particular action denoted by the

root is only the object of that exertion. [Thus then, what is denoted by

the injunctive sentence is the ' Niyoga' (decree or mandate,) ; this 'man-

date ' urges the man to exertion ; and this * exertion ' pertains to some sort

of action (denoted by the verb)]. The assumption that the action itself is

everlasting is against all evidence ; the self also is, by its very omnipre-

sence, inactive ; hence what brings about the final result canno$ abide

in!the aelf,' *
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The above passage from the Brihati is not quite clear ;
nor has it

been possible for us to obtain a manuscript of this portion of the com-

mentary, Rijuvimala. But the whole subject is discussed, from the

Prabhakara standpoint, in the Prakaranapanchika, (page 185 et seq.) from

which the following may be gleaned :—

There can be no doubt as to the ephemeral character of the sacri-

fice itself; it is borne out by everyday experience. Nor can the

sacrifice he held to be laid down for the purpose of obtaining the favour

of the deity ; as there is no evidence in support of this
;
as a matter of

fact also, sacrifices are never performed for that purpose ;
the deity is

only one to whom the offering is made ;
and we could please a deity by

only such acts as could reach it ; then again, it is not possible for any

deity to get at all the offerings made by different men at all times
;
speci-

ally because no deity is eternal or omnipresent. Nor can we accept the

view that the verb with the injunctive affix expresses an action tending to

produce in the agent, a certain faculty, which is the immediate cause of

the final result. This is the view favoured by Kum&rila. We cannot accept

this view ; as there is no proof for the postulating of the appearance of any

such faculty in the agent. That the sacrifice produces such a faculty is not

proved either by Perception or by Inference, or even by Verbal Authority,

—there being no Vedic texts pointing to any such faculty ;
specially as

we find that the action is brought about by the exertion of the agent
;
and

therefore the casual potency must reside in this exertion,—which exertion

therefore should be denoted by the injunctive sentence. The assumption

of the faculty in question might be said to be proved by presumption,

based upon the consideration that the action cannot be the cause of the

final result, without some such faculty lasting during the time intervening

between the completion of the action and the appearance of the result.

But what presumption can justify us in assuming is some faculty or potency

in that thing itself which is found to be incapable in the absence of that

faculty ; so in the case in question, the presumption can only point to

some faculty in the action, and not in the agent ; what appears in the agent

cannot be regarded as belonging to the action ; hence what is brought

about by the faculty abiding in the agent cannot be regarded as produced

by the action.

The whole matter of what the Bhfitta calls 'Apurva' and the

Prabhakara ' Niyoga,' is thus explained in the Prakaranapanchika

(p. 187) :—

(1) The second aphorism of Adhyaya I has shown that what the

injunctive sentence denotes isk&rya, something to be brought about. (2) In
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the begining of Adhy&ya VI, it has been shown'that, of this karya denoted

by the sentence, the niyojya—i.e., the person prompted to its bringing

about—is one who is desirous of acquiring for himself some desirable

result in the shape of Heaven and the like,—this being related to the

k&rya. (3) In the Badaryadhikarana (III. i. 3) it has been proved that it is

the kftrya that is the direct cause of the production of that desirable

result which is desired by (and as such, qualifies) the prompted person.

(4t) In the Devat&dhikarana (Su. IX. i. 9; the Bhasya has shown that

this k&rya cannot be the act (of sacrificing, for instance)
; as this act can-

not possibly be the direct cause of the final result
; nor could it be held

to lead to the result through the favour of the deity to whom the sacrifice is

offered ; nor can it be regarded as leading to the result through a certain

potency in the agent ; and it is well known that either the act itself, or any

potency abiding in itself, does not last long enough to bring about the

result. (5) In the Apurvadhikarana (II. i. 5) we have the final conclu-

sions led up to by all the above adhikaranas: That which is denoted

by the injunctive affix and other factors of the injunction is the karya

inhering in the agent who is prompted by the sentence, and as connected

with whom "the karya is indicated; as this karya is not cognisable by

any other means of knowledge, it has been called Apfirva, something

new, not known before. The connection of this karya with the agent

and the action may be thus traced :—The k&rya by its very nature is

something brought about by kriti, or operation ; and this operation is

none other than the exertion of the agent. In the Bhavarth&dhikarana

(IT. i. 1) again, it is shown that no such exertion is possible, independently

of some act denoted by the verbal root. Hence what the injunctive

sentence denotes, in this connection, is the Niyoga or prompting, relating

to that act. This act, thus being the object of that prompting, comes to be

spoken of as the instrument by which that prompting is accomplished as

shown under III. i. 3, Even though the karya is brought into existence

at a time other than that of the appearance of the final result, yet, inas-

much as it is inseparably related to the prompted agent,—in whom the

desire for that result is present,—there is nothing incongruous in regard-

ing that karya as the direct cause of the result. This karya has been

called Apurva by the Bhasya by reason of its being something new to

all other means of knowledge, save the injunctive sentence, but the

name given to it by Prabhakara is Niyoga or prompting, by reason of the

fact that it acts as an incentive to the prompted person (Niyojya) and

makes him put forth an exertion towards the accomplishment of the

action denoted by the verbal root. This k&rya or Niyoga is expressed
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neither by the verbal root, nor by the injunctive affix, nor by any other

word in the sentence, but it is denoted by the sentence as a whole
;
all

other necessary factors being expressed by the several words of the

sentence individually, what the sentence as a whole expresses is this

Niyoga as related to the prompted person expressed by one of the

words in the sentence, (i.e., the word signifying the result, the person

desiring which is the prompted person). That the Niyoga is thus ex-

pressed by the sentence is also proved by the fact that the general

rule is that, that which is the principal thing made known by the

sentence forms its denotation ; and there is no doubt that of all

things made known by the sentence, the Niyoga is the most impor-

tant ; for even though the final result has all the appearance of

the most important factor, yet it is the Niyoga that is really such,

because it is the direct and immediate cause of the result, and it is

also the immediate effect of the action performed ; and further because

the result also has to be regarded as subservient to the Niyoga, in view

of the fact that the result enters as one of the factors necessary for the

making up of the full character of the Niyoga. To explain—The Niyoga

cannot be a true Niyoga until there is a Niyojya, the person to be prompt-

ed to exertion, as without exertion there can be no Niyoga ; then again,

without the agent there can be no exertion ; nor can an agent put forth the

exertion — and be a Niyojya—until he is entitled to the undertaking

resulting from that exertion ; and lastly, it is only the person desiring

the result issuing from the undertaking that is entitled to its perform-

ance ; thus indirectly, through the agent, the result becomes a neces-

sary factor in the Niyoga ; this relation between the Niyoga and the

result being similar to that between the master and the servant ; without

the servant the master cannot be a true ' master,' and yet it is the master

that is the more important person of the two.

The Prakaranapanchika raises an interesting question here :

—

" Granted that the injunctive sentence
—

' One desiring heaven

should perform the Jyotistoma,'—expresses the Niyoga as proceeding

from the action of Jyotistoma sacrifice, and as being the direct cause of

attaining heaven. But just as the sacrifice, being an effect, has only an

ephemeral existence, and cannot continue till the appearance of the result,

—so in the same manner, the Niyoga also, as an effect, could not but be

transient, and as such unable to continue till the appearance of the result.

Thus the very purpose for which the hypothesis of the Niyoga has been

put forward, fails to be accomplished by it. This cuts off the ground

entirely from under the whole fabric of the Niyoga or Apfirva." The
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author fails to answer this objection satisfactorily. All that he says is

that the Niyoga does not jDring about the result immediately after it itself

comes into existence, because in its action towards the bringing about

of the result, it stands in need of certain auxiliaries, which are not always

available, and until whose appearance the result cannot appear. This

explanation does not meet the difficulty that the Niyoga itself cannot,

and does not, exist at the time that the result appears. He has explained

in another place that it is through the prompted agent that the Niyoga,

though itself appearing at the present time, brings about the result.

This, however, is as much as to say that the Niyoga produces something

in the agent, which latter something brings about the result ; and

thus this much-vaunted theory of the Prabhakara is found to be less

acceptable than the BMtta view, by which the action,—of sacrificing

—

itself produces a certain faculty in the agent, which faculty brings about

the result at the proper time ; while Prabhakara appears to assume a

Niyoga intervening between the action and the something lasting that is

produced in the agent, he does not call it faculty, but which comes to be

the same. In order to meet the difficulty S&likanatha has been forced

to call in the aid of ' Fate
;

5

he says that it is only when the Niyoga
is aided by Fate that it brings about the result. This, after all, is a

very poor explanation to be offered by the * Mim&msanisn&ta ' as he has

called the followers of Prabhakara.

Another question arising in this connection is that, what has been

said above may be all right so far as those actions are concerned which

are laid down as to be performed with a view to a certain result ; but

how would it apply to those actions which " are to be performed merely

in fulfilment of a duty incumbent upon all persons, without reference

to any result, or to those passages that lay down the non-doing of certain

acts. ? The answer to this is that, in the explanation of Niyoga, the

PrabhAkara has brought in the result, not as something desired by the

agent, but only as something the presence of which makes a person

entitled to the performance of a certain act ; in the case of those actions

then, that are laid down as necessary duties to be performed throughout

life, any person who ih endowed with life being entitled to the performance

of those acts, the character of the agent becomes fully accomplished
; andi

this is all that is needed for the explanation of the Niyoga.
:

By Kumarila's view the Apurva is
£

a capability in the principal action,

or in the agent, which did not exist prior to the performance of the action,

and whose existence is proved by the authority of the scriptures.' Before

the sacrifices laid down as leading to heaven are performed, there is in
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the sacrifices^themselves, in the first place, an incapability of leading

to heaven, and in the second place, in the agent, that of attaining to

heaven. Both these incapacities are set aside by the performance of the

sacrifice; and this performance creates also a positive force or capacity,

by virtue of which heaven is attained ; and to this latter force or capacity

we give the name Apurva. The proof for the existance of such an '

Apurva lies in presumption,—based upon the fact that without some

such force many Vedic passages are wholly inexplicable. For instance,

there are many passages declaring that certain sacrifices lead the

sacrificer to heaven,- -the idea being that he goes to heaven, not indeed

immediately on the completion of the sacrifice, but after death. The

question then arises, that as a general rule the effect comes into existence

while its cause is still present, or immediately after the cause has

ceased to exist ; but in the case in question, the sacrifice cea:ses to

exist at the present time, while the attainment of heaven conies ten or

twelve or more years later. This can be explained only by the hypothesis

that the sacrifice, on its completion, produces directly a certain potency

or faculty in the agent, which resides in him like many other faculties

throughout life, at the end of which it leads him to hsaven. Without

some such intervening potency—as the connecting link between the

sacrifice and its ultimate result—the causal relation between these two

cannot be explained. Apurva thus is nothing more than a force set

in motion by the performance of the action,—this force being the direct

instrument whereby, sooner or later, the action accomplishes its result.

There is nothing incongruous in this hypothesis ; as every action is

actually found to set going certain forces, either in some substance,

or in persons connected with those substances ; and the force thus set

going accomplishes its result, as soon as it reaches its full development

with the aid of attendant auxiliaries. The whole process is thus briefly

stated systematically in the Nyoyamalavistara :
—

"
(1) The sentence

—
' one desiring heaven should perform sacrifices *

—

lays down the fact that the sacrifice is instrumental in the bringing about

of the attainment of heaven. (2) Then arises the question—how can the

sacrifice, which ceases to exist at the moment that it is complete, bring

about the result at a much later time '? (3) The answer to this is that

the sacrifice accomplishes the final result through the agency of the force

called Apurva. (4> A further question arises—how is the Apurva brought

into existence ? (5) The answer is—by the performance of the sacrifice."

In all simple sacrifices, there is a single Apurva leading to a single

result. But there are certain elaborate sacrifices which are highly
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complex, being made up of a number of subsidiary sacrifices ; such for

instance, as the Darrfapaurnam&sa sacrifices. Tn all such sacrifices,

there are, as a rule, four kinds of Apurva :—(!) The PhaUpflrva

—

that which brings about the result directly, and which is the immediate

cause of the result
; (2) the Samud ayapurva—in the Danfo-paurna-

masa sacrifices, the three sacrifices performed on the New Moon day

.form one group and the three performed on the Full Moon day another

group ; each of these groups occurring at different points of time could

not have a single Apurva ; hence each group has a distinct Apurva of

its own, the two Apurvas combining to produce the final Phal&purva
;

and each of these distinct Apurvas is called a ' Samud&y&purva'
; (3) the

Utpatty&purva

—

i.e., the three Apurvas following from each of the three

sacrifices forming the Darsfa, group ; these three Apurvas lead to the

Samuday&purva of the ' Paurnamilsa
5

group, leads to the final Phal&purva
;

(4) the Afigapurva—each of these sacrifices of the group is made up

of a number of minor acts, each of which in its turn, must have a

distinct Apurva of its own ; as otherwise the act could not help in the

final Phalapurva.

The purpose served by this Adhikarana has been thus explained in the

Tantravartika :
—

"If the result were directly connected, not to a tran-

scendental apurva but, to the material offered into the fire and such other

visible accessories of the sacrifice, then there would be transcendental

results following from each of these factors. And thus in the case

of any particular material being lost, or otherwise rendered useless, during

the performance of a sacrifice, it would be absolutely impossible to

finish the sacrifice with a substitute. In case, however, the result is

related to the action, the use of the material would be merely a visible

one ; and as such its place could very well be taken by its substitute,

which is equally capable of fulfilling that visible purpose."

Adhikarana III,—Divisions of Action into Primary

and Secondary.

StlTRA II-i-6.

Tani, tiiose aforesaid verbs. %qr Dvaidham, are of two kinds.

S^Snr^r^rTtft GunapradhanabliQtani, being primary and secondary.

6. " Verbs (and actions denoted by them) are of two

kinds— primary and secondary."—6.

18
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COMMENTRY.

It would seem from the above that there is always an Apfirva in

connection with each distinct verb
;
consequently the author now proceeds

to differentiate the Subsidiary from the Primary actions (which latter

alone are followed by an Apfirva.) But on this point we have the follow-

ing P&rvapahsha.—" All verbs having the common character of a verb,

inasmuch as the potency of the objective, proceeding from the object to be

accomplished, is always brought about by fully accomplished objects, the

actions denoted by all verbs are all primary. That is to say, so long as a

definite purpose can be assumed, it is only right that every action, being

expressed by a verb, should be accepted as serving a distinctly useful

purpose, and as such, being Primary, and the means of bringing about an

Apurva. Consequently, like the verb ' yajati '
(offers a sacrifice), the

meaning of the verbs (

£

avahanti '), and the like also have so many distinctly

useful purposes served by the corn, &c\ That is to say, just as the sacri-

ficing is accomplished by the material offered, so is the threshing accom-

plished by the corn that is threshed. And as such the threshing must

bring about an Apurva."

To the above, we make the following reply :

—

Siddhanta.— In the matter of the relationship subsisting between the

noun and and the verb, that action alone of which we do not perceive any

distinct purpose can be accepted as leading to a transcendental result

;

which cannot be in the case of any other action ; and such a supposition

would be absolutely groundless. That is to say, in all cases where a

certain action is related to a certain material, inasmuch as no action

can be accomplished without a certain material, the material, being in

the first instance found to bring about the action, is at once taken

as serving the distinctly visible purpose of accomplishing the action.

Subsequently, however, in certain cases the action turns upon itself

and imparts an aid to the material itself (as in the case of threshing

which serves to purify the corn) ;
while in other cases, the action rests

within itself, its sole purpose lying in its own fulfilment (as in the

case of Sacrificing). And in this latter case, there naturally arises in us

a desire to know what the use of the action would be ; and as no visible

purpose is found to be served, we can always assume a transcendental one

(in the shape of an Apurva). In that case, however, where the action is

found to have its sole purpose in the fulfilment of a visible purpose—such

as the preparation "of rice, for instance —we can have no business to assume

a transcendental purpose ; and the Injunction of the action having- been
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justified by a visible purpose, the action is not recognised as bringing

about any transcendental result.

Adhikarana 111(A)—Definition of the Primary Action.

SUTRA II-i-7.

%{: Yaih, by means of which, gsg Dravyam, a material substance. *r Na,

not. f^gft^% Chikirsyate, is meant to be produced or purified. ^TH Taui,

those. JT^pr^fTI^ Pradhanabhutani, are primary actions. £S3ft3 Dravyasya, of

the substance. ^^jfreTKl GunabhQtatvat, because of being a secondary factor.

7. Those actions that are not meant to be productive

or purificatory of material substances are Primary, because

the material substance is a secondary factor.—7.

COMMENTARY.

- The reason for this is that those actions which do not serve to

bring into existence any material substance, or to produce a certain

peculiarity in a substance already extant—cannot but be regarded as

bringing about trauscendental results, and as such being
£

primary.'

^Adhikarana 111(B).—Definition of Secondary Actions.

StTTRA II-i-8.

sjstf f^ft^ft gw^f^r sr<fft<r, crc*r

%: Yaift, by means of which, g Tu, while. ^Dravyam,Ja material substance.

f^ft«£(% Chikirsyate, is meant to be produced or purified, spr: Gunab, secon-

dary. Off Tatra, in that case. J^ffa^r Pratiyeta, should be recognised. ^
Tasya, in regard to these. ^!?>^RcfT?l Dravyapradhanatvat, on account of the

material substance being the dominant factor.

8. While those that tend to produce or purify a

material substance are tobe recognised as secondary, because

in regard to these the material substance is the dominant

factor.—8.
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COMMENTARY.

Those actions, however, that either produce a material,

—

e.g., the fire

by the Laying,—or accomplish or prepare it,—-e.g., the preparing of the

priest by appointment,—or purify it,

—

e.g., the purifying of the corn by

threshing, or the preparing of the rice by grinding—are all subsidiary

ones, because they are always subservient to the preparation of the

material.

Without the aforesaid differentiation of actions into primary and

secondary, we would have the following anomalies. :— If there were no

such distinction, even where the material to be offered is the rice of the

Priyafigu, the threshing, which would be necessary for the preparation of

the Priyafigu, would come to be applied to this vrihi corn, because accord-

ing to that theory the threshing is also a primary action, and as such

the material mentioned along with it (viz., the vrihi) could not set aside

the secondary material
;

just as in the case of the butter in connection

with the pryajas; and consequently the threshing could not be removed

from the vrihi. Whereas in accordance with the Siddhanta, the secondary

material would be set aside because the material that is of use in the

primary action is affected by the preparatory actions also ; and hence

the Priyafigu corn to be used at the sacrifice, would certainly have to

undergo all the processes of threshing, washing, &c.

It may be noted here that the distinction of actions into 'primary*

and
£

secondary ' is distinct from the subject of 'Aftga* or 'Se^a*

(Subsidiary) and ' Afigin' (Principal) ; as the former refers to actions alone,

while the latter is a relationship subsisting between actions on the„one

hand and Substances, Qualities and Purifications on the other. This

latter forms the subject-matter of AdhyAya III.

Adhikarana I V.—The character of Primary does not belong

to such actions as the cleaning of the sruba, etc.

StfTRA to 12.

Dharmamatre, in the case of all actions, g Tu, but. Karma,
character of primary action, Sy at, there would be. 3rf%f%: Anirvritteb,,

because of the non-fulfilment of any visible effect. sj^n^Trl Pryajavat, 3s in the

case pf the Prayaja sacrifice.

9. " Actions would have the primary character ; because

of their not producing any visible effects."—9.
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COMMENTARY.

Ill the course of a sacrificial performance there are many such actions

as the sanctifying of the various implements, Sruva, etc. ; and with regard

to these the question arises as to whether these should be regarded as

Primary or Secondary Actions.

The Pitrvapak§a view on this point is as follows :
—We may regard

those actions as secondary which produce some visible effect, either in

the shape of a material substance or in that of some perceptible

change in a substance. But so far f\s the purely s^nctificatory actions,

are concerned they are not found to produce any perceptible effect;

e.g. , when a little water is sprinkled over the sugar, the sanctification that

is produced in it is a purely imperceptible one. Consequently, as these

actions are not productive of either a material substance or a visible effect,

we cannot but regard them as " primary " according to sutra (7).

g$3^jf%«3T?l Tulyasrutitvat, on account of the ^similarity of mention, m
Va, but. ^c: Itaraifo, to others, Sadharmah, similar. m*l 5y4t, should he.

10. But on account of the similarity of mention

they should be similar to others.—10.

COMMENTARY.

Sutra (10) represents the Siddhanta view which is as follows :

—

As a matter of fact we find that in all the texts that speak of second-

ary actions, the material substance, or the effects therein n*eant to fee

produced, is always expressed by means of words with the accusative end-

ing ; for instance, ' vrihin avahanti/ ' purodarfam prathayati.' In the te^ts

that speak of the actions under consideration we find the same fact, e.g.,

' srubam sammar$tV Thus as in both cases the words used are similar,

there is no reason why the sanctifying of the sruva should not be taken

in the same category as the threshing o£ the corn. Thus, even though

the subsidiary character of such actious is not proved by the appearance

of any perceptible result, yet we have for it the authority of the Vedic

word itself.

gsafrregT: Dravyopadesah, (there is) mention of the material substance.

ffiT %^ I ti chet, if it be urged.

11. If it be argued that " there is such mention of

the material substance [in ' the case of primary actions

• 1 1
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COMMENTARY.

The argument on which the Siddh&nta has been based is that the

accusative ending in sruvam 5

makes the substance Sruva the predomi-

nant factor, and thereby makes the action secondary. But as a matter

of fact, this argument cannot be accepted as conclusive ; as we meet with

many instances where the accusative ending is used in connection with

the names of materials where the material is distinctly intended to be

the secondary factor and the action to be the primary factor
;

e.j/., such

sentences as saktun juhoti. eka kapalam juhotL Thus the mere fact of the

sruva being mentioned with the accusative ending cannot make the

action of its sanctification secondary.

?T Na, not so ^4^rR Tadartbatvat, because it is for the sake of that.

Ml^fl Lokavat, as in ordinary life, %w Tasya, of the material, Cha, yet.

j^esabhfitatvar, on account of its being subordinate.

12. It is not so, because it [the second case-ending

in the passages cited also] denotes the accusative an in ordi-

nary parlance ; and yet the material [denoted by the word

having the second case-ending] is subordinate [to the

action].— 12.

COMMENTARY.

According to rules of grammar the accusative ending always denotes

predominance. As for such expressions as " saktun juhoti" in these

the accusative ending implies the instrumental. This, however, is only

a special case accepted for special reasons, and it does not alter the general

rule that the accusative ending denotes predominance.

The special circumstances bearing upon the sentence
u
saktun

juhoti " are thus explained i'n the Tantrav&rtika :
—

In the word saktun the Accusative by itself expresses predominance

only ; but this being found to be incompatible with the rest of the sentence,

we accept it to indicate its correlative, subserviency. That is to say, by

its own natural potency, the accusative always expresses the objective,

in the character of the predominant
; but this natural meaning is found,

in the sentence in question, to be incompatible with something more

authoritative ; and as such it cannot be admitted
;
then, finding that the

character of thekaraka or case-relation is also indicated by the Accusative,

as its invariable concomitant, we accept this indicated meaning of the

Accusative, as not incompatible with the rest o£ the sentence ; which thus

comes to mean that the Saktu has something to do with the aecomplishmmt
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of the Eoma. But such generic agency not being of much use, we naturally

seek for a specific function of the Saktu ; and thus come to the conclusion

that it must be taken as the Instrument, specially in accordance "with the

law that ' that which is an accomplished entity is laid down for the sake

of that which is yet to be accomplished '—as propounded in Sutra VI. i. 1.

Question.—" But in what way do you find the predominance of the

Saktu incompatible with the rest of the sentence ?"

Reply— On]y that substance is held to be an object of purification,

or preparation, which has already been utilised or is to be utilised ;
as for

the Saktu, it is never going to be used after the Homa ;
nor has it ever

been utilised before. That is to say, only that substance which is found to

have been utilised in some way, or which is to be utilised at some future

time, is capable of any process of purification ; and as such it attains pre-

dominance with reference to the action. And when the substance concern-

ed is such as has never been utilised, nor is going to be utilised, any

purification of that would be absolutely useless ; and hence any injunction

of such preparation would be wholly purposeless. The Saktu in question

is such that it is never used before the Homa ; nor can it be used after it,

having been turned into ashes
;

specially as there is no Injunction as to

any such ashes of Saktu being used. Under the circumstances, the only

alternatives that we have are— (1) that the whole sentence is absolutely

useless, or (2) that the Accusative is to be taken in its indirect sense. And

the authority of the Veda having been an established fact, there can be

no hesitation in accepting the second alternative. It is a common fact

that the direct meaning of a word is always set aside as mistaken, when-

ever it is faced by such exceptional circumstances (of incompatibility).

And the acceptance of the indirect meaning of a word is always due to the

necessity of avoiding the uselessness of the sentence ; otherwise if there

were no such uselessness, it would be always possible to accept the original

signification of the word. It is for these reasons that we accept the sen-

tence in question to be an injunction of a Homa with the Saktu as the

necessary material, such an Injunction being in keeping with the context

in which it occurs.

The practical purpose of the Adhikarana is as follows :—(1) In the

primary sacrifice, there being many auxiliaries to the cleaning of the sruk,

we conclude that the number of such auxiliaries must be three only, in

accordance with the maxim of the ' Kapinjala ' (XI.i.38-45) ; and hence

even when there is a multiplication of vessels,—as in the case of the
1

ParfuchSturm&sya,' only three sruks would have to be cleaned, in accordance

with the theory of the Pflrvapaksa. In accordance with the Siddh&nta,
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on the other hand, all the sruks have to be cleaned ; because of the necessity

of repeating the purificatory process with each substance. (2) And again,

in accordance with the maxim of the 'Pasta' (IVVi.l 1-16), significance at-

taching to the number * one,' only one Paridht would have to be cleaned,

according to the Purvapak§a ; while according to the Siddhftnta, all the

Parxdhis would have to be cleaned ; and there would be some distinction

made in a case where there is a multiplication of Paridhis. (3) And simi-

larly, the circling round fire, believed (according to the Pfirvapafcsa) to

appertain to one cake, comes (according to the Siddh&nta) to apply to all

the cakes. (4) Similarly, according to the law
u
Visaye laukikam sy&t,"

in the case of the sentence ' agnimupasamAdh&ya stuvate,' the cleaning

would pertain to the ordinary fire, according to the Pilrvapak^a ; while

according to the Siddhanta, the cleaning of ordinary fire being absolutely

useless, the cleaning laid down must appertain only to such sacrificial

fires, as the * Ahavaniya ' and the like.

Adhikarana V.—Mahendr&dhikarana :

The Stuti and the oastra hymns are primary.

BtlTRAS II—i—13 to 20.

fg^T^RT: Stuta^astrayoh, from the stotra and sastra hymns, g Tu
f

hi

reality. H*^: Samskarah, (proceeds) a sanctification. ^rs^T^T^ Yajyavat, as in

the case of Yajya hymns. ^frrrf^FT^rfr Devatabhidhanatvat, because they

signify deities.

13. " The Stotra and Oastra hymns bring about sancti-

fication like the Yajya hymns, because they distinctly signify

deities.' '— 13.
COMMENTARY.

Stotra is the name of those hymns that consist of mantras capable

of being set to music and sung,—as distinguished from the Sastra which is

the name given to the hymns consisting of mantras not sung. The case

of these is brought up as an exception to the general principle laid down
in the eighth sutra above.

A hymn is that which describes the relationship subsisting between

an object and its properties; and as such, in the first instance, it is accom-

plished by such objects and properties
;
specially as in the absence of these

the hymn would be mere words, and not capable of being called

a " hymn." Of these two again, inasmuch as the properties described

do not form part of the action to be performed, they serve no useful pup-

pose with regard to the action
; and as such they are taken absolutely as
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serving the purpose of completing tlie hymn itself. Then the question

arises—The hymn thus accomplished, does it serve the purpose of bring-

ing about an idea of the object hymned? and as such, is it subservient to

this latter? or, is it something independently by itself, leading to a certain

transcendental result ?

On this point we have the following Purvapahsa:—" Inasmuch as

we actually find the hymns perceptibly bringing about a remembrance

(of the Deity) that serves to accomplish the sacrifice, we cannot but admit

them to be subservient to such Deities.'

'

SIDDHA.NTA.

<WT^[ II \2 II

Spifa Anhena, by its meaning, g Tu, but. ^q^^rT Apkrisyata, would be

carried away, ^^r^^te*rr*fag Devatanamachodanartbasya, to the mention of

the deities' name. sjJjpJrT^r^ Gunabhuratvac, because it would be subservient.

14. But in that case the hymn would be carried

away from its sphere by the meaning [purpose served by it]
;

because it would be subservient to the mention of the deities'

name,—14.

COMMENTARY.

The siltra points out the fact of the PQrvapaksa being contrary to

other authoritive evidences.

That is to say, if the hymn in question consists of a Mantra, the

object described in which does not exist at the time, then this object

would carry away the hymn from its present context, and as such, there

would be a setting aside of that which is directly laid down. For instance,

in a case where we have an Injunction laying down the use of a particular

hymn on a particular occasion, if the Injunction happen to contain the

name of a Deity—as in the case of a Hymn addressed to Indra being laid

down as to be sung in connection with the ' M&hendragraha ' sacrifice,

—

the Injunction would depend upon the Deity therein mentioned ; and

hence in a case where that particular Deity (Indra) does not exist (as in

the case of the M&hendra Sacrifice)—the particular hymn will have to be

carried away from the Maheudra Sacrifice to another sacrifice where

Indra might exist. And this would be a direct contradiction of what is

authorised by the order and position of the hymn, &c. The particular

sequential order that would be contradicted in the present instance is that

in which the Mantra is laid down as to be recited in the subsequent hymns;
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while the position contradicted would be—either the mention of the hymn

by the Injunction of the Rathantara, or the particular context in which

they occur.

qsareg Vaj&vat, like the word * Va^aV Va
f

but, gorrtf Gunartbam,

qualificatory, Sy&t, eould be.

15, " But the the word Mahendra could be taken as

pointing to a qualification, exactly as in the case of the word
1

vasa.'
"—15.

CMMENTARY.

The Purvapaksi offers on exaplanation of the difficulty urged by

the Siddhftnta in the preceding sutra.

" The above objection does not apply to the case in question. Be-

cause a carrying away of the Mantra could be possible only if it mentioned

something entirely different ; in the case in question, however, the hymn

in question belongs to the same Deity that is referred to by the name
1 Mahendra *

: as the words 'Indira* and 'Mahendra' are non-different.

That is to say, the Indra that is hymned by the hymns in question is the

same that is sacrificed to in the M&hendra sacrifice ; and as such, the

object referred to being actually present, wherefore should there be any

necessity of carrying it away from its context ? Nor is it absolutely

necessary for the Mantra to make mention of every minute detail of

the object connected with the sacrifice ; it is always found to mention

something more or less than that, in accordance with its own capabi-

lity, and as such it does not matter if the Injunction of the Hymn

speaks of Indra only, without the qualification ' M&hft.' For these

reasons, the Hymn should be taken as pointing to Indra as apart from any

attributes, because much significance does not attach to the attributes, as

the attributes are pointed out by the context itself ;— all this being exactly

similar to the pointing out of materials apart from qualifications. Nor

does the Deity consist of the word alone—as we shall show under Chapters

IX and X, And hence Indra cannot be taken as different from

Mahendra, simply on the ground of difference between the words.

The example of the ' varfa,'
4

barren goat ' is cited in support of this
;

though for Vayu, the texts lay down the barren goat, the animal, in all

related mantras, is spoken of as ' goat ' only.

" Thus then, it must be admitted that that which is mentioned by

the word * Indra ' is the same that is mentioned by the word ' Mahendra

specially as there is no reason for assuming the two to be distinct.
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Consequently, there being no ground for the charge of the improper

carrying away of the hymns, these must be admitted to be the subservient

accessories of the Deity."

?T Na, this cannot be. ^f^R^rfac^rg; {Jrutisamv&yitvat, because of the

connection with the direct word of the Veda.

16, This cannot be, as the mantra is connected with,

the direct word of the Veda.—16.

COMMENTARY.

It has been urged above that the hymns pointing to Tndra, as apart

from all qualifications, there is no need for any carrying away. But this

is not so ; because the carrying away of the hymns is by no means avoid-

able. For, if there were sufficient grounds for holding the identity of

Indra and Mahendra, then alone would it not be necessary to carry away

the hymns ; as a matter of fact, however, there is a distinct difference

between the two.

To explain—In the case of the word ' Mahendra ' some people seeking

to establish its identity with the word ' Indra/ explain it etymologically

as ' Mahln ' + * Indrah ' = 4

Mahenclrah * (the Great Indra), and then

* Mahendro devat& asya ' becomes ' M&hendra,' (that Sacrifice of which the

Great Indra is the presiding Deity). And in that case what the word
* Mahendra

5

would signify would be that of which the presiding Deity is

Indra as endowed with the attribute of greatness. But such a connotation

is not possible ; as the signification of a word taken as one complete

whole is always more autlioritive than that which is sanctioned by its

etymological constructions ; and hence the word ' Mahendra ' more directly

denotes a distinct Deity in the shape of Mahendra than it does the ' Great

Indra.'

Then again, if the word ' Mahendra ' is broken up etymologically

(as shown above), there is a distinct syntactical split ; and if, in order to

avoid this split, the etymological explanation is not resorted to, then the

word ' Mahendra ' distinctly denotes something entirely different from

Indra.

For these reasons, the word 'M&hendra' cannot be explained

as that Indra is the deity of the sacrifice, and that Indra is qualified by

greatness. What is possible is that the word be taken as one independent

whole, independently of the component parts, as in that case alone could

the nominal affix be rightly explaind. And thus it is established that

Mahendra is a deity other than Indra.
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Nor can it be urged that Indra himself came to be called ' Mahendra,'

the
1

Great Indra,' after he had performed the grand feat of killing Vnttra;

as in that case the Veda, in which the word 'Mahendra' occurs,

would have a beginning in time. Consequently, the mention of the killing

of Vrittra must be taken as only eulogising ' Mahendra ,' which u> a name

eternal and complete in itself.

s^^i^ Vyapade&bhedat, because of the difference of names. <* Cha,

slIso / v

17. Also because of the difference of the (two)

names, i • commentary.

'Indra' and 'Mahendra' must be regarded as two distinct deities

for the very simple reason that the two names are distinct.

m >. Gunah, the qualification, n Cha, further, sr**: Anarthakah, useless.

vax*i Syat, would be.

18. And further because the qualification would be
t

nseleDB.-18-
commentary.

Whether the qualification be eternal or transient {i.e., natural or

caused), if it be taken only as eulogising Indra, and not as entering into

his deific character, thenjits mention (in the sentence ' Mahendragraha/ &c.)

would be absolutely useless. Because the only purpose for which a deity

is spoken of, or enjoined, is to show how the particular action could be

performed with reference to Him. And whether the qualification be laid

down or not, when the performance of the Action would be quite possible

with regard to mere Indra, there would be no use of laying clown the

qualification.

W Tatha, As also, nrwr^*: Yajy&puroruchoh, In the case of the Yajy&

and the Puroruch mantras.

19. As also in the case of the Yajya and the Puroru-

ch mantras.—19.
COMMENTARY.

The Yajya and the Puronuvakya mantras are recited at sacrifices.

By means of the Yajya mantras offerings to the Deities are thrown into

%

the fire ; and by means of the Puronuvakya mantras the Deities are invoked.

Both these sets of mantras make mention, either directly or indireptly, of
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particular Deities to whom they are severally applicable. Now as regards

the deities Indra and Mahendra, we find that the Y%a and thePuronu-

vftkyA mantras for Indra differ from those of Mahendra. From this also

it is clear that Indra and Mahendra are two distinct Deities.

On this Sutra Mr. Kunte makes the following observations :—
" Jaimini uses the term Puroruch in the Sutra. It deserves to be

specially considered. Asval&yana in his Srauta Sutra (I. 5. 10. 5. 4.)

states that there are seven pks of the name of Puroruch. These yiks

are not to be met with in the printed edition of the Rigveda Satphit&.

There is a separate Adhy&ya called Nivid-kuntApa, which gives the

Puroruch verses. These last are not in any way connected with the Y&jyft-

mantra. But the term " Puroruch " is used in the Sutra in connection

with the Y%&, while the Puroruch-mantras are to be recited on the

occasion of the repetition of what is known as Prauga Shastra. Hence

commentators interpret "Puroruch" verses into Puronuvakya verses

With regard to the use of

the term "Puroruch" in the sense of Puronuvakya we believe that the Sutra

offers a difficulty which can be solved only on the supposition that the

Sutra has been incorrectly handed clown"."

g^rrgril Va^ay&m, in the case of the word "Vasa." ^^R^PU^ Arthasama-

v&yat, because the thing is in contact.

20. In the case of the word u Vasa," because the thing

is in contact (with our perceiving senses,—what has been

urged above in Sutra 35 cannot be accepted as right).—20.

COMMENTARY.

It has been urged above in Sutra 15, that the object laid down as

the "barren goat" is subsequently spoken of as " goat " only, and hence

the qualification 'barren,' and also
4

goat' must be taken as qualifying

the object, and not as having any independent significance. But the fact

'

is that such objects as the
4

barren goat ' and the like, help the sacrifice,

by their material forms ; and as such all their specifications being directly

perceptible, when it is found that the purpose is equally served by the

use of a generic form ' goat ' only, the Mantra does not attach much

importance to the actual words "barren goat" employed in the fore-

going Injunction.

W% Yatra, wherever. |% I ti, there. ?rr Va, but. ^r&f^T? Arthavatvfit,

because distinctly useful purpose would be served. Sy&t, it could be.
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21. " There may be [a carrying away of the hymn in

question] to an action wherever mere Indra might be the

Deity, and as a distinctly useful purpose would be served

by it [there can be nothing objectionable in it].—21."

COMMENTARY.

The Sutra may be interpreted in two ways : (i) "The Purvapaksa

could be rightly renounced only if it were found to be opposed to a strong

authority. As a matter of fact, however, it is not so ; because the Li/iga

(Indicative Power) of the words of a hymn is certainly much stronger than

that of order or context, etc. ; and hence we cannot very well give up the

Purvapaksa theory."

(ii) "The word
1

Indra/ being a part of the word * Mahendra,
'

could be taken as signifying the sense of the latter compound ; as by so

doing we reconcile the otherwise contradictory bearings of the Lifiga and

the Krama
;
just as we have in the case of the word 1

Agni ' as occurring in

the Manota hymn (vide X. iv. 42). That is to say, it would not be necessary

to remove the Hymn ; as on account of close proximity, we could accept

the part 'Indra' to indicate the whole ' Mahendra;' specially as in so

doing we avoid the contradiction between Li/iga and Krama, and also the

necessity of having to presume a transcendental result (for the hymn).

For instance, in the case of the Agnishomiya, though we find the word
4 Agni ' alone in the

£

Manota Mantra ' yet, finding from context that it

forms part of a compound (' Agnisoma
'

) we accept it as indicating

'Soma' also and as such affording the sense of the whole compound.

"

" Consequently there is nothing incompatible, even if we do not

remove the Hymn from its place."

?T ^FRT^f 11 II

rfg Na Tu, this could not be. ?rrai%3, Anmatesu, with those that are laid

down in the scriptures.

22. This could certainly not be the case with those

[mantras] that are laid down in the Vedas.—22.

COMMENTARY.

A transference of passages, phrases or words consists in reading and

interpreting the same together, though they occur in different parts of the

treatise. The words or phrases transferred are simply redundant and

useless- An illustration :

—

<£

(He^ repeats the Yamya mantras."

"(He) repeats the Shipivistavati mantras."

" (He) repeats the Pitri-devata mantras."
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These mantra? are to be repeated on the Occasion of the third

Soma-libation of the Agnistoma sacrifice. They constitute the Agni

manota Sastra which is described in the Aitareya Br&hamana (III. 27),

where it is considered whether the mantr&s are to be transferred back-

wards and forwards or not. The Sanskrit word for backward transference

is ' apakarsa ' and for forward transference is Utkarsa. The ases of

Utkarsa or Apakarsa are mentioned in the Vedas. Therefore we can

not adjust or arrange them ; the Vedas help themselves.

As a matter of fact, we find that in many places we do not find the

same meaning in all Mantras that are laid down in that connection, when

these latter are removed from that context. For instance, in the case of

the sentence
1 Y&my&b safisanti' and the like—inasmuch as Yama is not

the Deity of the other Grahas, if the Mantras laid down in that context were

to be removed from there, they could not point to him. And as in that

case the very Injunction of these could be useless, it would be necessary

to admit the fact of their leading to transcendental results. And this may

be said of all similar cases <as the one in question). And hence we cannot

accept the hymn to be merely subservient to the Deity,

23. " But such is actually found to be the case."—23.

COMMENTARY.

This Sutra proceeds to show that the removing of the Mantra would

not make any injunction useless.

" Though Yama, etc., are not the Deities of the Grahas, yet they could

be indicated by the Mantras, as being of use in other actions. For instance,

(1) the Manduka hymn is used in the Agni, as it is therein laid down

that the fire is to be drawn in with Mandfika Sukta
; (2) the Aksasfikta

is employed in the R&jasfiya, as therein it is laid down that the gambl-

ing is done with the dice (aksa)
; (3) the Mubikasukta is employed

in the Ekada&n as in this the sentence ' akhustu, etc.,
5

having des-

cribed the connection of a certain place, this makes the hymn one

eulogising that place. As for the * Kushumbka 7 and other hymns, if

we do not find any particular use of these, we can accept them as having

their use- in those cases where the general term ' Mantra ' is used in the

Injunction (and no particular Mantra is specified) ; as for instance, we

find that all Mantras are laid down as to be employed in the V&sastoma.

So too in the case of the A^vina sacrifice it is laid down that in case the

sun should rise before the sacrifice is finished, all Rik verses should be

recited (as an expiatory rite). In cases like these, however, inasmuch as
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we find that the Mantras laid down do not mention any object that appears

in the sacrifice in its material form, we have to accept the fact of their

leading to transcendental results. But because a transcendental result

is admitted in one case, that is no reason why we should reject a visible

purpose, even where it is present, and always assume a transcendental one.

For instance, because the reciting oE the Vaisnavi verse is found to serve

only a transcendental purpose, It does not follow that only transcendental

results follow also from that of the Yftjyft and the like, which are found

to serve distinctly visible purposes.

srft *T Api va, it is not so. 5ri%5T^r*Tf? sSrutisarayogftt, because of direct

mention, toot Prakarane, appearing in the context. *trr%TOrft Stautisbarhsati,

such words as "StautI" and "jjimsatl." fste^wrfrT Kriyotpattim, production

of transcendental result. f^vsgrcfPJ. Vidadhyatam, could bring about.

24. The above position is not tenable, as on account

of the direct mention in the Veda [of the locative and the

genitive, etc.], such words as 'stauti' and 'samsati' appear-

ing in the context should be taken as bringing about trans-

cedental results [Apurva]."—24.

COMMENTARY.

It has been urged that like the word ' Agni ' in the Manota, the

the word
c

Indra' would indicate the sense of the compound, ' Mahendra.'

But this is not correct ; as there being nothing incompatible in the

directly expressed meaning of the word ' Indra, ' there is no reason why

it should give up that meaning, and take to indirect Indication. And
then again, as it would always be possible, by some sort of an indirect

indication, to find a visible result for all that is held to be leading

to transcendental results,—this process of interpretation is by no means

allowable.

Then again, it has been urged that there would be nothing wrong,

even if the hymn were removed from its place. But it is not so ; because

Direct Assertion, defined by the proximity, distinctly points to the fact

of the Hymn in question forming a part and parcel of the hymns with

which it is mentioned. As for the functioning of Lifiga, it can have no

injunctive potency, until the recognition of a general relationship

(between the Mantra and Deity).
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And further, the various case-endings that we come across

—

viz., the

locative in ' Kavatishu stuvati,' the genitive in
4

Indrasya viryani ' and the

accusative in " Praugam samsati "—as also the words * Stauti '

' Samsati

'

and the like, would have their direct meaning only according to our

theory, according to you, they will have to be taken as signifying some-

thing else. That is to say, the action of denoting the qualification and the

qualified resting in the letters of a word, thus alone could the presence

of the locative be explained. If, on the other hand, the Kavati were taken

as serving the purpose of pointing out the Deity, then the word would

have to appear with the Instrumental endings

Then again, the Injunction or Bh&vana of eulogy in the word
4

Stauti/ and ' Samsati '—is coguised as extending over a definite period of

time ; and in this Injunction, the denotation of the root serves as the

means ; while all other nouns, with several endings, come to he related,

only in so far as they help in the fulfilment of what is signified by the root;

Thus then, when the mantras serve the purpose of accomplishing the hymns,

then, inasmuch as they accomplish something that is desired, they serve a;

purpose laid down in the scriptures, and as such come to have a distinctly

useful end ; when they do the manifestation of the Deity, on the other

hand, they do something that is not laid down in the scriptures ; and as

such are found not to serve any apparent purpose. Hence it is more

reasonable by far to have the hymns serving distinctly useful purposes.

Further, for us, the genitive (in 'Indrasya viryani, etc.) directly

expresses the subordinate character of the deity ; and that which is sub-

ordinate cannot be the predominant factor ; hence it being impossible

for the Deity to be the predominant factor, the mantras cannot be taken

as subservient to them; and consequently predominance must be attributed

to the Hymn. If, in the case in question, predominance belonged to the

Deity, then, as it would be expressible by a noun only, the word mentioning

it would be found with the nominative ending, which could not express any-

thing else,—as we find in the sentence " agnirmurdhA," etc., etc. In the

case in question, however, even that which we find having the nomina-

tive ending is actually found,—on account of the fact of the homogeneity

of the sentence as preceded by the capability of the words used,—to be

for the purpose of expressing the connection of the qualification ; as for

instance, ' Indra y&to jangamasyavasitasya rflj a.' And aa there is no use

of the qualifications, these cannot be accepted as the predominant factor;

and hence the only reasonable course open to us is to accept the word

expressive of the Deity to the subservient to the hymn,.which latter cannot

be taken as subserviently pointing out the Deity.

20
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And thus the words 'Stauti,' and ' Samsati ' cannot, in any way,

be taken as serving the purpose of the indirect indication (of the Deity)

;

and as such predominance mast be attached to the eulogistic Hymn
only.

25. Also because of the distinctness implied by the

word.—25.

COMMENTARY,

We find it declared in the Veda tliat "the Agni^oma is accompa-

nied by twelve hymns ;

" and here the mention oE the number 'twelve'

shows that each hymn is distinct by itself. If it were not so, and if

all the hymns equally served the purpose of pointing out the Deity, there

could be no mention of the number ' twelve/ If, on the other hand,

the manifestation of the Deity by all the Hymns be not accepted to be

identical, a distinct Deity could come to be pointed out by each verse, and

by each word ; and thus being innumerable, they could not be spoken

of as
1

twelve.'

Anarthakam, useless. % Clia, also. enpTOLi Tadvachanam, the

mention of it.

26. The mention of it would also be useless.—26.

COMMENTARY.

In the case of such sentences ' agneyagraha bhavanti, ' and then

as again, 'agneyisu stuvanti
'

; the Vedic sentence being enough
for the purposes of pointing out the fact of the " Agneyi-mantras

"

being the means of hymning Agni, there would be absolutely no use

for the second sentence. That is to say, if the word ' Agneyi' only served

the purpose of pointing out the fact of Agni being the Deity, then the

employing of these hymns would be enjoined by the first sentence itself

;

and there would be no use for the second sentence. As a matter

of fact, however, the second sentence should be taken as serving the

purpose of pointing out the Hymn as an Independent Action.

Anyab, different. ^, Cha, also. Arthah signification.

JT^TW, Pratiyate, is recognised.

27. The signification of the two hymns is also recog-

nised to be different.—27.
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COMMENTARY.

The Vedic text " sambadhdhe va stotra-sbastre " (the Stotra and the

$hastra hymns are related) shows that the Veda recognises a difference

between the two ; as it is only when two things are different that they

can be related to one another. Now, if both the hymns were to serve

the same purpose of signifying the Deity (Tndra), there would be practically

no difference between the two. They can, on the other hand, be

regarded as distinct only if each of them serves the purpose of accom-

plishing a distinct Apurva. Thus we have the authority of the Veda

itself in support of the view that the two hymns accomplish distinct

transcendental results and are, as such, Primaries.

stitch ^ ^*fcgr ii \* a

3rf5rerR, Abhidhanam, mention. % Cha, also. cftf^, Karmavat, like

that of the Primary Actions.

28. Their mention also is similar to the mention

of other Primary Actions.— 28.

COMMENTARY.

(i) In the text 'pra-ugam samsati,' inasmuch as the Pra-uga-

Hymn is spoken of by means of the accusative, this woul'd be another

argument in favour of the view that the hymn is a 'primary by itself.

"The principal action is always such as is desired for its own sake

(and as such accompanied by the accusative ending)—e.g., ' agnihotrm

juhoti.' Sigharamagh&rayati ' etc. This could not be the case with the

subsidiary actions, which are wholly subordinated to others, and as such

not desired in themselves.

(ii) The Sutra may be explained in another way. The very men-

tion of the two names ' Stotra* and ' Sastra
5

is meant to point to the fact

of these being principal actions ;
otherwise the word used should have

been praka^ana (mainfestation) only ; or there would be no name at

all, as in the case of the words 'avahanti' and the like.

29. Then again there is fulfilment of the re-

sult."—29.
COMMENTARY.

We find in the Mantras composing the hymns in question requests

for the fulfilment of certain desirable results. The particular desirable

results that are asked for in the Mantra would be possible only if the.
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hymn were a principal action by itself ; because, requests are always

preferred to one who occupies the predominant position. According to

to you, on the other hand, the results would be asked for from the Deity,

which you hold to be the predominent factor, as in the case of ordinary

sacrifices; because so long as the Master (Principal factor-Deity) exists,

no one would think of prefering his request to the servant (the subsi-

diary hymn which serves the purpose of manifesting the Deity).

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE ADHIKARAtfA.

' ' The above is an exposition of the Adhikarana according to the

BWsya. The Tantravartika, however, takes exception to this exposition

and contends that Tndra and Mahendra are the names of the same Deity,

arguin g that in the compound Mahendra the two factors 'Maha and * Indra'

do not, as the Bhasya holds, function simultaneously ;
and therefore by

the gradual functioning of these two factors all that the word * Mahendra

denotes is Indra qualified hy greatness. Thus the main position of the

Purvapak$a remaining unshaken, the Sidhanti must have recourse to

another line of argumentation with a view to the effectual refutation of

the Purvapak$a.

The following is the Siddhanta as explained by the Vartika :

—

As a matter of fact, the Deity enters into the sacrifice, not in its

material form, but in the verbal (i.e., in the form in which it happens

to be mentioned in the Scriptural Injunction;; consequently, inasmuch

as it is by the word
4 Mahendra' that the Deity is mentioned, we cannot

but accept Mahendra as the Deity. Even if the meanings of the two words

' Indra and ' Mahendra ' be identical —the deity in the particular Sacri-

fice in question must be that which is spoken of by the word ' Mahendra'

in accordance with the law laid down in the Sutra :
* VidhWhabdasya

mantratve, &c.,' (X. iv. 23)—and none other. And hence the character

of the deity could not belong even to those mentioned by such names

as ' Brihadindra,
5 &c,—words that are more akin to 'Mahendra' than

to
4

Indra '—to say nothing of such other words as
4

Indra ' and the like.

When we find a certain Deity in a certain form laid down in connection

with a certain sacrifice,—even though the Deity be the object denoted,

and not the merely
i

verbal' form, yet, i f we find the slightest difference

from it in another otherwise expressed, we cannot admit this to be the

Deity of that sacrifice.

That is to say, the character of the Deity is such as is not cognisable

by the ordinary means of cognition, Sense-perception and the like

;

and hence the only means of knowing it is afforded by Vedic Injunction
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alone ; hence wo can be assured of the fact of the sacrifice having "been per*

formed in due accordance with the Injunction in the Veda, only when we

actually find that the Deity invoked has been exactly the same as is there-

in laid down. If, however, the slightest difference is made in that,—the

functioning of the Injunction having ceased with the laying down of

the real Deity, &c,—we will have to look for another authority for this

slightly different Deity ; but as a matter of fact, there is no such autho-

rity ; and as such the invocation of that Deity cannot but be unautho-

ritative. This will be explained later on, where it is shown that 'Agni is

the Deity of the AshUkap&la, and not of the Ajya, because with regard

to the latter Agni is not laid down as the Deity. In accordance with

this rule (1) when the Injunction has spoken of Indra as the Deity, the

deific character cannot be attributed to Agni, (2) when Indra is laid down

as the Deity of Soma, he cannot be the Deity of the Cake, (3) when

Indra is laid down as the Deity of the pounded Soma, he cannot be the

Deity of the creeper itself, (4) when pure Indra is laid down as the Deity,

we cannot have him as qualified by some attributes ; so in the same

manner, when we find the Injunction laying down the qualified ' Great-

Indra
1

(Mahendra) as the Deity, we cannot take Tndra alone.

Another reason for this is that, inasmuch as in the Injunction in

question, the Deity is predicated of something else, due significance

must be attached to its qualifications and adjuncts : specially as no

such significance could be attached to them, only in case the Deity

were that with regard to which something else was predicated. That

is to say, if in the matter of the relationship expressed by the nominal

affix (in ' Mahendra'), the Deity were that with regard to which it was

predicated, then we could not attach any importance to the mention of its

attributes. If, however, the Deity were not predicated, it would not have

the character of the Deity, and hence we cannot but admit it to be predicat-

ed. And as such, due significance must be attached to its qualifications
;

hence the removal of the qualification would do away with the very

character of the Deity. For instance, in such sentences as— 4

the white-

clothed persons should be fed,' ' the red-turbaned priests .pass along,* " the

person with the stick repeated the
1

Praisa Mantras' "—if we take aw&y

the qualification, what is left behind ceases to form a material part of the

sacrifice. If, however, the qualifications were such as having something

else predicated of them—e.g., " bring in those that have white clothing"—

the men could very reasonably be brought even without the white clothing

(which they might lay aside before coming in). Hence, in the case in

question, even if the Deity were to enter into the sacrifice, in its material
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form, we could not accept it as without its qualification ; as a matter of fact,

however, we find that it helps the sacrifice, in its verbal form,—and

consequently anything else, that would be mentioned by a word apart

from the Injunction, could not be recognised as the prescribed Deity.

And further, when the Deity is mentioned by means of a compound

it would not be open tothe fault of the Injunction referring to mora than

one thing. Hence the Deity that would belong to the ' Mahendragraha
T

could never be mentioned by the word 'Tndra.' That which is mentioned

by this latter word can never be the Deity of that sacrifice ; and as such in

the case of an injunction of this sacrifice, any mention of that Deity would

be absolutely useless.

Thus then we find that the sense of sutra 16 comes to be that the

cognition of the Deity depends upon actual verbal expression ; and the

fact of a certain word expressing the Deity comes to be accepted only if it

is found that such expression is in keeping with the character of the

Nominal Affix. Hence we conclude that there is a distinct difference be*

tween the deities ' Indra ' and ' Mahendra.'

Adhiharana VI. —The non-injtmctweness of Mantras,

SflTRA 30-81,

ftfw^Psfr: Vidhirnantrayoh, of the vidhi and themautra. ^rs§*l Aikarthyam,

same purport. qTOTSSJT? Aika^abdvat, because of same words.

30. The Vidhi and the Mantra must have the same
purport because they contain the same words."—30.

ott ^m^r^qr?^ ^rfW^reT ^tt^ \\\\ u

WpiT Api Va, no. JT^mressnV Prayogasamarthyat, because of its function-
ing during action. Mantra];, mantra, ^ramrft Abhidhanavachl, ex-
pressing mere direct meaning. Syat, should be.

^
31. It is not so because the mantra functions only

during Action, it must be taken as expressing only its direct

meaning.—31.

COMMENTARY.
We have seen in the preceding Aclhikaranas that the whole question

of an action being primary or secondary turns ultimately upon the exact
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meaning of verbs contained in the Veclic passages relating to the actions.

, In this connection a further question arises as to whether or not every

verb that we meet with in the Veda enjoins an action. As regards the

verbs that appear in the purely injunctive passages there can be no such

doubt
;
they do enjoin actions ; and the only question with regard to these

is as to these actions being primary or secondary. But when we come to

mantras it is clearly doubtful whether or not the verbs contained in these

enjoin any actions.

In accordance with the Bh&sya, the Adhikarana is explained as fol-

lows •—Taking for example certain Mantras, there arises a question as to

whether or not the verbs occurring in them serve the purpose of enjoining,

as do those occurring in the Br&hamana passages. And on this, the posi-

tion of the Pflrvapaksa is that, inasmuch as the words in "the Mantra are

the same as those in the Br&hamana, there is no reason why the former

should not have the injunctive potency. And this is met by the Siddhanta,

which holds that, inasmuch as it is a Mantra, and has its subject already

laid down in other passages, it cannot have any injunctive potency ; hence

all that the Mantra does at the time of the performance of the sacrifice is to

recall to the mind that which has been previously laid down in the

Br&hamana passages. That is to say, the action, Goy&ga, for instance,

spoken of in the mantra is not different fiom the same action mentioned

in the Brahamana, because it is actually recognised as the same ; nor does

the mantra lay down any accessories of the action (with regard to which it

might be taken to have an injunctive potency) ; nor. lastly, can it be

taken as containing an eulogy of something enjoined in another sentence;

because the Mantra is an independent sentence altogether, and as such

cannot be taken along with any other sentence.

In contradistinction to serving the purpose of recalling to the

mind that which has been laid down elsewhere, all that the Mantra could

be taken as, would be as an Injunction or an Arthav&da. As matter of fact,

however, neither of this is possible. In the first place, the form of the

action, that would form the object of injunction, is already known as laid

down elsewhere ; as for its accessories, in the shape of the material, the

result and the occasion, none of these is mentioned in the Mantra, which

therefore can not be taken as laying down these. Secondly, when the

Injunction in the case occurs in another (BraVhamana) passage, which has'

all its needs already fulfilled, it is not possible for the Mantra to be taken'

as an Arthav&da to that Injunction. This we have already explained tinder

the Adhikarana on Mantras (Adhy&ya I). For these reasons, mantras should

be taken ctaly as recalling what has already been enjoined elsewhere.
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Kumarila has taken exception to the above exposition of tbe Adhi-

karana and this on tbe following grounds :--

"

(1) What reason is there by which tbe injunctive potency of the

verb is supressed simply by the fact of its occurring in the mantra, and

is enlivened by appearing in the IMhmana? We actually find verbs

in mantras serving the purposes of injunction, e.g., Vasantaya kapm-

jalanalabhate' ; and conversely there are, sometimes, verbs occurring in

the Brahmana, not having the injunctive potency <?.,
Yasyobhayam

havir&rtimarchhet, etc." Therefore there can be no such absolute rule

as has been shown in the above Sidhaiita.

(2) Further, if the mantra be taken as supplementary to tbe Brah-

mana, simply on the ground of the action having been enjoined in the

latter,—why could not we take the Brahmana injunction itself as simply

recalling the action previously enjoined by the mantra ? That is to say,

there is no special reason whereby it could be ascertained whether the

mantra having its injunctive potency suppressed by the fact of tbe Action

having'been enjoined by the Brahmana, should serve the purpose of recal-

ling the action thus enjoined, or viae vena. Thus then, we conclude

that inasmuch as neither the Mantra nor the Brahmana is capable of

being taken as supplementary-specially as there is no feature in either

that could point it out as distinctly supplementary—both are equally m-

junctive. And as for the repetition of the same Injunction—as occurring

in the Mantra and in the Bi-ahmana—we can take the two as two distinct

actions. As for the fact of the one being recognised to be the same as

tbe other, we shall explain this under the " Abhyasadhikarana " (V. ii.

23 etc.)

'

Therefore the non-injunctive character of the Mantras cannot

be taken as established in the above manner.

Some people assert that, inasmuch as the mantras are laid down

by the Brihmanas, as instrumental in tbe performance of sacrifices,—

exactly as the com, etc., are—they cannot have any injunctive

potency ;
just as the corn, etc., have none.

But these people also have only been led astray by a misleading sem-

blance between the two cases. Because the mere fact of the mantra being

laid down in tbe Br&hmaija as to be employed in the sacrifice cannot do

away with its injunctive potency. Therefore the mantras would serve

tbe injunctive purpose ; and also, on account of their beiug laid down in

the Brahmana, serve to recall that which has been enjoined by the Brah-

mana. Because there is no authoritative law which lays down that that

which has been laid down a,- to be employed cannot serve tbe purposes

of an Injunction, specially if it happens to be naturally endowed with tbe
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injunctive potency. If, however, the presence of this potency in the

mantra be denied absolutely,—then it would be altogether needless to

bring forward the fact of its having been laid down as to be employed,

for the purpose of denying that potency ; because much reasoning is not

required in denying what is impossible. Nor is there any self-contra-

diction in the fact of the mantra performing both the functions. Foi in-

stance, even the Brahmana, though in itself injunctive, could serve the

purpose of recalling something enjoined elsewhere; this we shall explain

under the Sutra V. i. 16

And further, in the case of those mantras that are not laid down
in any Brahmana passage, as to be employed in a sacrifice, your argu-

ment being inapplicable, there would be no ground for denying the

injunctive potency of these. Hence even this argument of yours does

not help in the matter.

As a matter of fact, however, there is no necessity of bringing in

the mantras, specially in the present Adhikararxa, as they have no parti-

cular connection with the present context. Hence we explain the Adhi-

karana otherwise as follows :

—

Verbs have been declared in the preceding Adhikarana to be of

two kinds only— the Primary and Subsidiary. And the question now
started is as to whether there are only these two methods of the functioning

of verbs, or there is yet another method. And the position of the P&rva-

paksa is that there is no third method.

In reply to this Purvapaksa, we have the following ;

—

Siddkdnta.—Sutra (31) : But because of the power of usage, the

mantta would express only the direct meaning.

There is a third method—that of denotation. Just consider the

following : Those verbs that have their injunctive potency destroyed by the

presence of such words as ' yat
1

and the like (words which make that which

they precede, an Udde^ya, and which therefore can never be the Vidheya or

object of injunction) must, in all cases, serve the purpose of simple Deno-

tation, That is to say, whether the verb occurs in the Mantra or in the

Brahmana, when its injunctive potency happens to be set aside by the

presence of another word, then, in that case, the verb must be admitted

to be denotative.

Examples—(1), la ' na tana&tnti, etc./ the Injunctive having become

suppressed by the word
c

yat,
1

becomes supplementary. ( 2) In ' ahe budhniya

mantram me gop&ya,' the suppression is by the vocative ending. (3) In

* d&mi grihn&mi/ it is done by the First Person ending. (4) In
4

yadi

somam^pahareyu^ ' it is done by the word ' yadi/

21
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The fact is that such instances occur mostly in mantras ; and that

is the reason why the Bhasya has mentioned mantras only; specially

as it is a common idea that mantras are not injunctive* In Br&hmanas,

on the other hand, there are many Injunctive affixes, and that is why the

Br&hmana is commonly known to be injunctive. And it is only in very

few instances that the Brahmanas are not injunctive ; that is the reason

why no Br&hmana passage has been cited as an instance*

' • In the matter of the Brahmana or the Mantra being injunctive or not,

there is no other reason save that which has been explained above (viz.,

the presence or absence of such words as
£

yat ' and the like) ; and the

presence and absence of the injunctive potency is not determined by the

fact of the sentence being a Mantra or a Brahmana.

But we do perceive the following point of difference between the

Mantra and the Brahmana : In the case of the Brahmana, the injunctive

potency of the verb occurring in it having teen suppressed by the above-

mentioned causes, this verb comes to be recognised as serving the purpose

of pointing out something which affords the occasion for another action
;

and the mere verbal form of the Br&hmana is not capable of being em-

ployed in the sacrifice. In the case of the Mantra, on the other hand, as

soon as we learn its form—such as 'd&mi,'
1

grihriami, 'agnin vihara,' eien

etc.,
5

we at once realise that even the verbal form can serve the purpose

of recalling certain actions ; and hence we come to the conclusion that the

words of the Mantras are to be used in the sacrifice. Because in the per-

formance of actions, it is necessary that there should be a recalling (or

remembering) of certain things ; and inasmuch as this recalling cannot be

done by any means other than Mantras {vide Mantradhikarana Adbyaya

I) we find it only accomplished by such mantras as have no other

function. That is to say, at the time of the performance of a sacrifice,

nothing can be duly performed, unless it is duly remembered ; and thus

the recalling of certain things being absolutely necessary, it would stand

in need of a fit means of its accomplishment; and it would begin to

take up such means as either the recalling of the words of the injunctive

Brahmana passage, or the recalling of what has been performed in the

preceding moment, or the remembering of the Kalpasfitra bearing on the

point, or the recalling of the very sentence which gave the first idea of

that action, or a certain witnessing priest chiefly employed for that pur-

pose. Consequently when, at such a time, it is found that there are cer-
' tain mantras mentioned in the context, which have no other purpose to

serve—and which are taken along with the injunctive sentence, with a

vague general notion that something might be done by them,—and it is
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realised that these mantras are just the sort of sentences that are required

for the purpose of reminding,—we come to infer, on the strength of Lihga

and Context, a Sruti passage laying down the employing of these mantras
;

and then these come to serve the purpose of simple Denotation. And ii is

also ascertained that it is only when we perform the action as recalled by

these mantras that the proper desirable results follow.

Now we have to explain the Bh&sya in accordance with the above

interpretation of the Adhikarana. The assertion of the BMsya—"Na,
asakridapyuchcMrane tatparyat "—does not refer to the fact of the Action

having been already enjoined elsewhere. What it means is that on

account of the presence of the word
c<
vat," the verb in the mantra dis-

tinctly says that the mantra speaks of something laid down elsewhere. If

the verb, with the words * yat ' etc., be uttered even a hundred times, it

can never, by itself, give rise to any idea of an Apurva
; and it is on account

of this fact that we have the idea of the action being laid down elsewhere.

PrabMkara's view of this Adhikarana is thus expressed in the

Brihati :
—

From the very nature of mantras it is clear that they cannot be

taken as injunctions;—being, as they are, entirely devoid of any kind of

injunctive word ; also because all mantras are found, either syntactically

or by direct declaration, or by indirect implication, constructed along with

other passages, which are injunctions. So if the mantras themselves were

to enjoin another action, there would be two actions enjoined by what is

practically only one 'sentence/ Nor are the mantras found to contain

any praise or deprecation; so they cannot be taken as Arthav&da.

With all this, however, the mantras cannot be regarded as absolutely

meaningless or useless
;
forming an integral part of the Veda, they must

serve some purpose, must have some meaning, expressing something that

is needful in the actions prescribed by the injunctive passages.

Adhikarana VII.—(Definition of Mantra).

SftTRA II. 1. 32,

cf5^R%l *F5HW U II

H*fte% Tachchodakesu, tending to that. *F^T*53r Mantr&khya, the name

mantra is applied.

32. The name Mantra is applied to those that serve

the purpose of denoting things connected with prescribed

actions.—32.
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COMMENTARY.

The preceding Sutra containing the word * Mantra
7

leads the author

to define the Mantra. The definition herein provided is that it is a name

given to those Vedic passages which indicate things connected with the

performance of actions. All the commentators are, however, agreed that

this definition is only a tentative one, put forward for the sake of con-

venience, and no precise definition ot mantra is possible. Later writers

have sought to define it as the instrument of offering. But the substances

offered, the various implements used, and such other accessories of*the sac-

rifice are all as much instruments of offering as the mantras. It is for this

reason that the more logical writers onMimamsa have contented themselves

with explaining mantra as a name including * all those Vedic passages to

which the learned men apply that name/ says Prabhakara,

With regard to the definition given by the Sutra Rumania remarks

that it has been given here for the sake of terseness
;
specially because it is

thus that it is spoken of among teachers and pupils ; and also because

it applies to nearly all Mantras.

The Bhasya on page 126 enumerates the different kinds of mantras.

For the various divisions and sub-divisions of the mantras the reader is

referred to my Pvabhakara School of Puvva Mimamsa, y'p. 113-115.

Adliikamna VIII.—(Definition of Brahmana).
StiTRA II. 1. 33.

^ese, to the rest, aT&HUSTS?: Brahmanayabdah, the name Brahmana.

33. To the rest of the Vecla the name ' Brahmana 7

is

applied.—33.
COMMENTARY.

The definition of the Mantra leads on to the definition of the Brah-

mana, The Veda lias been defined as the collection of Mantras and Brfth-

manas. Of these, those to which the learned apply the name 1

mantra' aie

Mantras, while all the rest, to which they also apply the name ' vidhi

'

are Brahmanas ;—the Arthvadas and the Namadheyas are also included

under these latter Brahmana proper being the name applied to the

injunction, and the Arthavada and Namadheya passages being included

under that name, by reason of their always, in some way or the other,

subserving the injunctions along with which they aie construed.

The various kinds of Brahmanas are enumerated in the Bhabya

on page 127 ; and for other classifications the reader is referred to my

Pvabhakara School of Purva-Mimansa, page 111.
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Adhikarana IX.—(Modified Mantras are not mantras).

StlTRA II-i-34.

3RT5n%J Anamnatesu, to those that are not found in the Veda. fTfp^nfl

Amantratvam, the character of mantra cannot belong, srrsrePJ Amnatesu,

with reference to sentences found in the Veda. f| Hi, because, fl^rrn:

Vibhagafr, distinction.

34. The character of mantra does not belong to what

is not found in the text of the Veda. Because the aforesaid

distinction' applies only to such passages as are actually

found in the Veda.— 34.

COMMENTARY.

Tn the case of the recitation of certain passages it is necessary to make

certain modifications in the original words of the passage, e.g., the mantra
' Agnaye nirvapami ' has to be changed ' into Sury&ya nirvapami,' when

the offering is made to Siirya instead of to Agni. Into the text of certain

mantras it is necessary to introduce the name of the sacrificer and also the

names of his Pravara Uisis. Now the question arises as to whether on

the introduction of the foreign elements the mantras cease to be mantras.

The Purvapaksa view is that, fulfiling as they do the conditions of the

definition laid down in sutra 32, they must be regarded as mantra. The

Siddhftnta is that even though the passages signify things connected with

ths performance, yet they cannot be regarded as mantras ; as the definitions

of Mantra and Brahmana are held by all learned men to apply to only those

passages that form the actual text of the Veda.

In connection with this Adhikarana, Kumarila raises the further ques-

tion—when only one word in a mantra is modified, does the whole mantra

cease to be mantra? or only that part of it which has been altered ? The

Purvapaksa view on this point is that the entire mantra ceases to be

mantra; as the name 'mantra' is applied to a certain aggregate of vowels

and consonants arranged in a particular order ; so that as soon as the

slightest alteration is made in the text, that order becomes changed and

the name can no longer be applicable. The Siddh&nta is thus laid

down in the Tantrav&rtika

It is only the modified portion that ceases to be mantra ;
because the

generic form of the mantra having been ascertained to exist in a certain

sentence, that generic character does not entirely disappear by a mere
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excess or diminution in a certain part of it. For instance, when a swell-

ing appears on the neck of the cow, or when its horns have disappeared,

it does not entirely cease to be a ' cow ;
' and the reason of this is that

there are other parts of its body that are enough to show that it belongs

to the class ' cow '
; and we find that so long as even a part of the original

body remains, the whole body is recognised as the same. In the same

manner, it is a fact of ordinary perception that the character of a mantra

manifested by the presence of a number of vowels and consonants
j

arranged in a definite order, does not enUrely*disappear on the slightest

modification made in it.

For instance, there are many cases where the change of a letter or

its deletion or some modification in the accent, is actually laid down in

the scriptures, and certainly when these changes happen to be made in a

mantra, it does not cease to ho a Mantra; e.g.,—(1) We have the direc-

tion in the Veda ' Airam krtvodgeyam ' (the mantra should be recited

after the word ' gira ' has been changed into'ira'); (2) though a certain

mantra has three accents at the time of the reading up of the Veda, yet

it is laid down as to be recited in a single accent, at the time of the perfor-

mance of sacrifices, and in neither of these two cases, do people cease

to think of the mantras, thus modified, as mantras.

Adhikarana X—(Definition of Rik).

SUTRA II-i-35.

%qf Tesam, among them. ^ Rig, those are called Rik. 5ETf Yatra,

wherein. yrfm* Arthavasena, in accordance with the meaning, mw^!
Padavyavastha, division into metrical feet.

35. Among the mantras those are called ' Rik' wherein

there is division into metrical feet in accordance with the

limitations of the meaning.—35.

COMMENTARY.

Mantras have been classed under three heads—Rik, Saman and

Yajus. Though the definition of the various classes of mantras has got

no direct connection with the subject-matter of the Adhy&ya, yet the

Sutras treat of them, because a consideration of these is connected with

the mantras, a consideration whereof was introduced in connection with

the question as to their primary or secondary character.

Though the Sutra defines the Rik as that where the division into

feet is in accordance with meaning, the commentators are agreed on the
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point that division into feet is the only essential condition, and that the di-

vision should be in accordance with the meaning is added only by way
of illustration, e.g., in the case of the Rik ' Agnih purvebhih, etc./ there

is no verb in the first foot, and as such, there being no sense completed

within it, the division into feet in this case is in accordance with the

metre, and not the meaning.

Thus then, on this point the conclusion- is that the name Rik is

applied bo those mantras that are divided into feet, that is, certain well-

defined parts, each consisting of a definite number of syllables ; and are

called on that account by such prosodial names as G&yatri, Tristup, etc.

Adhiharana XI—(The Definition of 8aman).

SfrTRA II-i-86.

iftf?r3 Gitisu, to music. g"rct*§3T Samakhya, the name Saman.

36. (Among mantras) the name ' Saman ' is given to

the music.—36.

COMMENTARY.

The wrord ' Saman ' does not strictly apply to the mantras them-

selves ; it is applied to the music to which certain mantras are set, and not

to the words; hence a mantra can be called 'S&man' only when it is

set to music and sung as such (Mim. Su. VII. ii. 1 to 21). Thus one

and the same mantra set to different kinds of music, becomes known

under different^names—such as ' Rathantara,' Brihat and the like. This

setting to music is regarded as a samsk&ra, a purification of the mantras.

(Mtm. Sfi. IX. ii. 3 to 13) and as such owes its origin to the singer, and

in so far it cannot be regarded as Veda proper, which is independent of

all sources, human or divine. For instance, the syllables fthan, etc., that

are added to the mantras by the exigencies of music, are by no means

fixed
;
they depend upon the singer, who may or may not use a certain

syllable or sets of syllables (Mim. Su. IX. ii. 29.) In the case of all man-

tras, where they are used as praise, they must be used in their Saman

form, that is set to music and sung ; as the praise pleases more, if it is sung

than when it is merely recited (IX. ii. 30-31). S3mans are divided into

several kinds, the division being based upon the different methods of

singing ; for instance, the Brihat S&man is to be sung with force and

very loudly, while the Rathantara is to be sung neither loudly, nor

with force (Mim. Sfi. TX. ii. 46.)
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Adhikarana XJI—(Definition of Yajus).

SOTRA II-i-37.

^ II ^vs I

gese, to the rest, ^urs?: Yajuh&bdah, the name Yajus.

37. To mantras other than those specified the name

'Yajus' is given.—37.

COMMENTARY,

The name 'Yajus' is given to all those mantras that are neither

arranged in regular feet nor set to music.

From the very definition of the Rik it would follow that there can be

no metre in the Yajus mantras. But Pingala in his Ohhandah-sfltra says

that there are metres in these also. That this is a later innovation is

proved by the fact that true ' Vedic authority' is not accepted by many old

writers (Karka, for instance) to belong to those Yajus-niantras that are

differentiated by metres ; and that even those who accept their authority

(for instance, Devayajnikaj assert that there is no metre in many Yajus

mantras, on account of the number of syllables in them not being fixed.

Herein may be found an orthodox authority for the view propounded by

Western Orientalists, that the metrical portions of the Yajurveda are com-

paratively modern.

Adhikarana XIII —(Nigada is included in Yajus),

S0TRA II-i-38-45.

fffinp Nigadah, the Nigada mantra. ^ Va, verily, ^gsfo •haturtham, the

fourth. otiI Sy at, should be - W^W* Dharmavifojat, because of its peculiar

character.

38. " The Nigada should be regarded as the fourth

kind of mantra, because of its peculiar character."—38.

COMMENTARY.

There are some mantras to which the name * Nigada' is given. With

regard to these the question arises as to whether these are included under

Rik, or Saman ov Yajus or they form a class apart by themselve. The Pfirva-

. paksa view is that these must be regarded as entirely distinct, because their

characteristics are entirely distinct from those of the other three kinds
;
e.g,,

they have no metre, so they cannot be Rik ; not being set to music they

cannot be Sftman
;
lastly, inasmuch as they are intended to be addressed to

other persons they have to be recited loudly, whereby they have to be

distinguished from the Yajus mantras, which are laid down as to bo
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recited quietly. For these reasons the Nigada must be regarded as

the fourth class of mantras.

MM%UI< Vyapadeiat, because of its different name. ^ Cha, also.

39. "Also because of its having a disinct name."

—39.
COMMENTARY.

Another reason for regarding the Nigada as a distinct kind of

mantra lies in the fact that it is named differently from all other mantras.

^ft ^q^U So ||

U^fqf YajQmsi, mantras. Va, but. rf^mr? TadrGpacvat, because they

have the same form as that.

40. But the Nigadas must be regarded as Yajus,

because they have the same form as that.—40.

COMMENTARY.

The Siddh&nta is that Nigada must be taken as included under the

class 'Yajus', because its form is exactly like that of the Yajus. Being

like this lattter, devoid of both metre and music. Then, again, the Veda

itself in the passage— ' Ahe budhniya mantram me gopaya richo samftni

yajtim§i*—speaks of only three classes of mantras ; which shows that

there can be no justification for assuming a fourth class, in the shape of

the Nigada.

qqiTCf^ Vachan&t, because they are intended to be addressed to others,

^^ft; Dharmabigesah, the peculiar qualification.

41. It is on account of the fact that the Nigada is

meant to be addressed to others that the peculiar qualifica-

tion of it is mentioned —41.
COMMENTARY.

Among the Yajus mantras there are some whose words distinctly

indicate that they are to be addressed to others by way ol direction.

From this it naturally follows that they should be recited loudly, and not

quietly like the ordinary Yaju§ mantras.

Arthat, because a distinct purpose is served. sr Cha, also.

to
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42. Also because a distinct purpose is served (by its

being addressed to otter persons.)—42.

COMMENTARY.

There is a distinct purpose served by the addressing, to other per-

sons, of such sentences as ' Agnid vihara/ etc.: Unless these were addressed

to other peeple, the action oC ' walking ' round the fire by the Agnidhra

priest would not be accomplished ; and there would be no use of adress-

ing, unless it were done loudly enough for others to hear
;

it is for this

reason that the particular qualification ' loudness ' is mentioned. It is in

this way too that the etymology of the word ' Nigada ' becomes explained.

As for the ' quiet utterance,' though it is directly enjoined by the Veda

(as belonging to all Yajus), yet as such utterance would hamper our

purpose, it could not rightly form part of the Action ;
and hence we take

that injunction to refer to the Yajus other than the Nigadas.

ijTTjfa: Gunarthah, for the purpose of expressing qualification, sgq^scr:

Vyapade^ah, name.

43. The different name is only for the purpose of ex-

pressing the particular qualification.—43.

COMMENTARY.

It has been urged in sutra 39 that the Nigada must be regarded as

different from the Yajus, because it has a different name. The answer to

this is that the difference in name is to be explained as being similar to the

assertion
4

Feed the BrAhmanas with curd, and the Parivrajakas with

milk,' where the Parivrajakas also are Brahmanas, but with a particular

qualification. So in the case in question also, the Nigadas are Yaju§,

but with this qualification, that they are to be uttured loudly.

"*#*Tfofcr %T" II 32 II

% WZ^WKl II W II

*#srr Sarvesam, to all. %fi Iti Chet, if this be urged (44,)

^ Na, not so. ^gq^rr^ Rigvyapadesat, because of their being distinctly

named Rik. (45-)

44. If it be urged that the name ' Nigada' would apply
to all mantras.—44.

45. Our reply is that this cannot be ; as they are

distinctly named as Rik.—45.
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COMMENTARY.

An objection is raised:
—

"If the word ' Nigada ' be explained,

as that which is recited loudly (

c

Nigadyate'), then all mantras would

become Nigadas (because the Rik and the Sama mantras also are recited

loudly) ; hence the name cannot be said to be for the purpose of

expressing a particular property/
5

Sutra 45 supplies the answer to the above objection :

—
" There can

be no such incongruity as mentioned above ; because we find Vedic texts

,
laying down in certain cases the use of the Rik, after having denounced

the Nigada (as for instance, in the sentence ' Ayajya vai nigadah'). And
if both Rik and Nigada were the same, then these texts would enjoin the

same thing that they Lave denounced, and this is an impossibility. Nor

is there any incongruity in the signification of the root ' gada ;' because

what it does is to denote a particular properly of sentences that have the

character of the Yajus (and as such it could not apply to the Rik and

the Sama)."

Adhikarana XIV.—Definition of " one sentence" or

Syntactical Connection.

StfTRA II. i. 46.

%$<%<^r^ Arthaikatv&t, being expressive of a single idea. qg£ Ekam, one.

srresi V&kyam, sentence. *rr3;T3;$ntfi; SakAuchet, if found wanting. r?*n*T Vibhage,

on being taken severally, roiff Sy&t, should be.

46. So long as a single idea is expressed by number of

words, which on being separated are found to be wanting

in expressiveness, they should be taken as forming one

sentence.—46.

COMMENTARY.

This Adhikarana lays down the principle of Syntactical Connection.

Both Prabhakara and Kumarila take this principle as applying to the Yajus

mantras only ; as the extent of the Rik and the Sama is fixed respectively by

the metre and the music. The principle may be thus stated:—When a

number of words are found to be such that when construed collectively,

they are expressive of a single idea, —and when taken severally they are

not expressive of any idea being short of some necessary syntactical

factor,—these words must be regarded as forming a single sentence. As

an example we have the following :—In connection with the Darrfa-Purna-

m&sa sacrifices, we read the sentence
£

Devasya tv& savituh prasave

—
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asivinorbahubhyam—pusno hastabhyam agnaye justam nirvapami' (Sata-

patha Br., I. 1. 2. 17). Here we find four distinct parts, each of which might

be taken as an independent sentence and mantra, unless we had something

to show that the whole must be taken and used as a single sentence and

Mantra. This something we have in the form of the principle in consider-

ation. If we take the first part—devasya tva savituh—we find that it

does not express any idea, being wanting in the verb
;
similarly with each

of the other parts we find that it is wanting in some integral syntactical

factor; the last part also
£

agnaye justam nirvapami'—though otherwise

complete, is found to be in need of an instrumental nominative in connec-

tion with the passive past participle
1

justam
'

; we further observe that

if we take the whole together, it expresses the single idea of the nir-

vapa, or preparation, of something resorted to or accepted by the arms of

the A^vins and the hands of Pfisan,

There is a difference of opinion among the followers of KumSrila

as to the exact meaning of the word ' artha ' (translated above as idea) in

the Sutra. Parthas&rathi Minora takes it to mean purpose; and thus

according to him, all the words, phrases and clauses that serve a single

purpose are to be regarded as ' one sentence.' Somesivara Bhatta, on the

other hand, in his Nay&yasudhl takes it in the sense of idea. Accord-

ing to Prabhakara, ' artha' here means the ' reminding ' or ' indicating

of what is to be done '

;
and he distinctly favours the Mi^ra view, speci-

ally as being an Anvitabhidhanavadin, he could not very well accept

the words to have any meaning apart from the other words ; hence he

says that the word ' artha ' must mean ' prayojana ' or purpose ; as this

is the most important factor, and all words must be related to the

most important factor (See Brihati, p. 51.)

The above embodies the Siddhanta. The Purvapak§a view is that in

the sentences cited above even deficient sentences should be regarded as
full sentences, as even a single word is capable of affording some meaning.

Adhikarana XV.—The definition of "distinct sentences" or
Syntactical Disjunctions.

SOTRA II. i. 47.

Gftg Samesu, when the sentences are equ?Jk m \: Vakyabhedafc, distinct

sentences. $qjrf Sy&t, should be. fl| ',

|

47. When all the sentences are eq^LkLidependent of one
another, each should be regarded as awlnpt sentence.—47*
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COMMENTARY.

With regard to such mantras as -—(1)
<c
Ihe tva.—tJrje tv&, etc."; (2)

"AyurjTajiienakalpatA.mpraTio yajfiena, kalpatam, etc.,"— the question arises

as to whether the entire mantra is to be regarded as one sentence, or every

syntactically complete part is to be regarded as a distinct mantra. The

Purvapaksa view is that the reciting of a mantra produces only an in-

visible result
;
consequently the less the number of mantras the less the

number of assumed invisible results ; so that it is far more desirable to

take the whole as one mantra rather than regard it as composed of as many

distinct mantras as there are syntactically complete parts in it- The Sid-

dhanta view is that so long as a number of words expresses a complete

idea independently of other words, there can be no justification for taking

them as component parts of another sentence.

This Adhikarana lays down the principle of Vakyabheda or Syntacti-

cal Split. This principle, an antithesis of the foregoing, may be thus

stated When a number of words are found to be such that when each

word, or set of words, taken severally, independently of others, is equal-

ly capable of expressing one complete idea, each of these should be

regarded as a distinct sentence- For instarce, in the passage,—Ayur-

yajfiena kalpatam—prSno yajnena kalpatam, etc. (VAjas, Sam. 9-21),

each part is a distinct sentence, complete in itself, because it expresses a

complete idea, independently of the other. That this construction is the

correct one is also proved by the Vedic junction ' klriptirvftchayati ' where

the passage in question is spoken of by the name c

klriptih ' in the plural,

which shows that the passage contains as many distinct sentences as there

are repetitions of the word
£ Kalpatam ' in it. This principle applies, not

only to cases where the words of the mantras are found to be construable,

but also to those cases where, even though the wotcIs actually present in the

mantra are such as not allowing of separate construction, yet such words

are added to the mantra, under proper authority. For instance, in the

mantra

—

Ikhe tvojve, etc. (Vajas, Sam. I. 1),—we find that the mantra as it

stands, is not capable of being broken up into many sentences ; but in

connection with the several parts of this passage we meet with such

Vedic injunctions as
4

with the words urje he washes it
5

and so forth

{vide Satapatha Br. 1, 1, 6, 6; 1, 7m 1, 2 ; 4, 3, 1, 1, 7) ; on the authority

of these injunctions then, it becomes necessary to supply to the mantras

such words as
1 chhinadmi ' and

£ anumarjmi ' and so on ; and with these

supplied, each of the several parts of the passage becomes a complete

sentence, expressing a complete idea—such as—(1) ' 0 palaria branch, I

am cutting thee for the obtaining of desirable food/ and (2) ' I am washing
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thee for the obtaining of strength/ and so forth. In connection with

this, however, it may be noted that a single Yaju^ cannot be broken up

into many sentences without sufficient authority. We had such authority

in both the cases cited above. This ' syntactical split,' as it has been

called, is permissible only in very rare cases ; in fact, not until it is shown

that no other construction is possible —either in view of the structure

of the sentence itself, or in virtue of some direct injunction necessitating

such split ; and the reason for this is that in cases where the nature of the

sentence is such that it admits of being taken as a single sentence, if

we do have recourse to ' syntactical split,' wfc incur the responsibility of

abandoning the natural syntactical construction without any authority ;

and further, where the sentence, taken as a single mantra, would lead to

a single transcendental result, we—by forcing the syntactical split—make

it necessary to assume a number of such results preceding from each of

the different mantras into which the original passage may be split up.

And in a case where we have no direct injunction necessitating the syntac-

tical split—and where the split necessitates the addition of more words,

—

these words, being supplied by ourselves without the authority of the

Vedic injunction, cannot be regarded as ' Veclic and hence the mantra

containing those non-Vedic words would no longer remain ' mantra ' in

the proper sense of the term.

To this principle we have a corollary to the effect that, when diffe-

rent parts of a mantra are found by their implication to be meant for

serving distinct purposes, each such part should be regarded as a distinct

sentence. For instance, in the mantra—Syonante sadavankrinonu...ta8mm

sida (Taitti. Br4hmana, 3, 7, 5, 2
;
and Manava ^Wiutasutra 1. 2. 6. 19),

—

we find that the first part, by its meaning, is intended to be employed

in the act o£ preparing the 'seat' for the cake, while the last part, in the

same manner, for that of actually keeping the cake upon that
1

seat

hence the passage is regarded as containing two distinct mantras. This

has been called ' syntactical split due to difference in use ' (see Bfihatt

Ms., p. 79 6).

Adhikarana XVI—Anusangadhikarana : Eliptieal

Extension.

SfTTRA II. i. 48,

STl^Sf: Anusangah, eliptical extension. gnRKPtffff: V&kyasamaptih, method

of completing the sentence. ^f|g Sarvesu, to all. ggjwtiFic^ML Tulyayogftvat,

being applicable.
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48. Eliptical Extension serves to complete the sent-

ence, as it is equally applicable to all.—48.

COMMENTARY.

This Adhikarana embodies what has been called the principle of

Eliptical Extension. In many Yajus passages it is found that there are

several sentences that stand in need of a certain word or phrase or

clause, while the whole Yajus contains only one such word or phrase

or clause ; in such cases it would appear, and has been held, as the Purva-

paksa, that this word, phrase or clause is to be construed and used along

with only that one of the several sentences which happens to be nearest

to it, and the lacunas in the other sentences are to be filled up by means

of words borrowed from ordinary parlance ; and it is the possibility of

this construction that the present principle precludes. By this principle

the word, phrase or clause is to be used along with every one of the

sentences, provided that every one of these is of the same type and form
;

and the reason for this is that the intervention of a similar sentence

does not become an obstacle to syntactical connection. As for example,

we have the passage
—

'ya te agne ayasyS. tanurvarsistha gahvarestha

ugram vacho apavadhittvesamapavadhit svaM—y& te agne rajasaya

ya to agne harasaya (Vajas. Sam. 5-8; and Satapatha Br., 3. 4. 4. 23),

Here by the principle above stated, the clause (tanuh ..svaM) has to

be repeated along with * ya te agne rajAsayft, as also with y& te agne

hara^aya ; and its connection does not cease only with y& te ayahsayl

In this example the clause to be connected with different sentences, forms

the principal clause in each sentence ; but it does not make any differ-

ence even if the clause in question he a subordinate one. . For instance,

in the passage—chitpatistva punatu vakpatistvA, pun&tu— devastvft

savitft pumxtu—achchhidrena pavitrena vasoh suryasya ra&nibhih— (Taitti.

Sam. 1.2.1.2) the subordinate clause ' achchhidrena...ratfmibhih ' has

to be taken with each of the sentences ending in
6

punatu.'

Supplement to Adliikaraya XVI.

Question:—The above discussion applies to those cases where a' sen-

tence itself is wanting in an essential part There are cases, however,

where the sentences are complete in themselves, and it is only a certain part

of the sentence that is found to be standing in need of sentences to which

it could be attached
;

as, for instance, we have a series of complete

sentences—chitpatistvA punatu, Vakpatistva punatu, Devastva savit&

punatu ; and at theend of these we find the words achchhidrena pavitrena.

And in this case how would this last be construed ?

On this we have the following

:
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pOrvapaksa.

" The concluding words would have become fully satisfied by being

construed with the sentence that immediately precedes them ; because a|J.

the other sentences being complete in themselves, there would be bo

reason for admitting of an Anusafiga.".

SIDDHANTA.

To the above we make the following reply : If the words formed.part

of the whole of that sentence which precedes them immediately, then

it could be as asserted above. But as it is, they are found to be related

'only to the verb ' punatu '; and as such they can not but be construed with

\ all the three sentences (as all of them contain the same verb). That is to

say, independently of any immediate sequence, the words in question

become related to the verb
1

punatu '; and as this verb is the same in all

the three sentences the meaning of this also must be the same in all.

Nor can the difference of nominatives Citapati, Savitr, etc., make any differ-

ence in that meaning as connected with Citapati, or Vakpati or Savitji

Deva. Nor is the action concerned (i.e., of purifying) subservient to the

instrumentality (of achchhidra pavitra) whereby it would rest satisfied with

its single contact with such instrumentality. Thus then, the instrument

(achchhidrena pavitrena) being subsidiary to the action (verb punMu), the

words denoting the instrument will have to be used as often as the verb

would be used, just as the fuel is used as long as there is cooking,

Adhikarana XVII—Gases where Eliptical Extension is not

permissible.

sOtra II. i. 47.

SWWT^q^rT II ^ II

333rar?l Vyavayat, on account of intervention. ^ Na, not* %fgftp$$f

Anusajyeta, could be extended.

49. Where there is an intervention of unconnected

solids, there can be no eliptical extension.—49.

COMMENTARY.

This Adhikarana is brought in simply by way of a counter-instance to

the functioning of mere Proxmity (in the matter of Anusafiga). As it is found

that where the intervention is by words not connected with the factor

to be brought in, we do not accept an Anusafiga in view of the incon-

gruity involved.

For instance, in the case of the sentences (1) 'Sante V&yurv&tena g§ch~

chhat&m (2) Sanjayatrairang&ni, and (3) Samyajnapatir6ift$a, though the
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missing factor ' gachchhatam ' is admitted as forming part of the first

'

mantra, it is found to be incapable of being taken along with the second, be-

cause of the plural number of the noun ' afigfmi ' (which would take the verb
' gachchhant&m ' and not * gachchhatam ') ; and thus the factor in question

not being equally construable with all the mantras in question it cannot be

taken along with the third mantra, through the nominative in this, 'yajna-

*patih/ is in the singular ; and as such quite compatible with the singular

of
4

gachchhatilm.' It is on account of the intervention of the unconnected

second mantra, between (1) and (3), that this verb ' gachchat&m ' is not

taken with (3).

And thus the missing factor of (2) and (3) not being found in the Veda,

we are forced to admit one out of ordinary parlance ; hence in both

of these we supply the necessary word from without. And though the

word * gachchhantam ' (in the second mantra) and ' gaclichhatam ' (in the

third) are not actually pronounced, yet their existence must be admitted aa

• otherwise the signification of the sentence would remain incomplete for

want <sf a verb.

Thus then in the case in question there is no Anusafiga.

The use of this discussion lies in the fact that, if certain words form-

ed an ' Anusafiga/ they would form a mantra ; and as such, any mistake

in the pronunciation of these would have to be accompanied by expiatory

rites ; whereas if the words supplied are out of ordinary sentences, they do

not constitute a mantra and hence any mistakes in pronunciation, etc.,

are not so serious as to entail an expiatory rite.

To this end it has been declared that, (1) that which is directly

mentioned in the Veda, and (2) that which is brought in by means of an

Anu^a/iga, are counted as having the character of a mantra, whereas

a^i ;$entences of ordinary parlance, being similar to assumed sentences, can

net®\he recognised to have the character of mantras.

'this is the end of the first Pfida of Adhyaya II.



SECOND ADHYAYA.

Second Pada.

Adhikarana L

—

Difference in the Apurva of subsidiary

sacrifices. Difference of Actions based upon the

difference of ivords signifying the action.

StfTRA II. ii. 1.

&ibdaiitare, the word being different. *r$^: Karmabhedal?, difference

of action. sflT^cHmi Krit&nubandhatv&t, because of its being specially qualified.

1. When there is a different word there is a different

action because it is specially qualified.—1.

COMMENTARY.

In the foregoing introductory chapter we have dwelt with all matters
connected, directly and indirectly, with the subject under consideration

;

and now we are going to take up the subject-matter of the Adhy/iya in the
shape of the difference among actions on the ground of the difference

among words, etc.

And first of all we take up the differences caused by the difference
of expressions, because it is this difference that points out most clearly

the difference among actions. In connection with this we should have
cited the examples of all verbal forms connected with one or many verbal
affixes such as yajati, dadati, juhoti, nirvapati, etc. The Bhasya has
cited only three—'yajati, dadati and juhoti,' because, inasmuch as ail

these denote the giving away of something, their significations are all
akin, and as such they naturally appear to have identical meaning.

And on this point, inasmuch as there are three kinds of Pih>vapak§a
introduced in the Bhasya, it seems as if the doubt on the point in
question should also have been expressed in three ways.

These are :-(l) Do the three BhAvanas denoted by the three words
(yajutz, eteO-bring about a single Ap&rva, or three distinct ApHrms ?
(2) Do the three denotations of the three roots qualify a single Bh&vand,
or three distinct Bhavands ? (3) Do the three roots denote a single objec
or three distinct objects,

J
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As a matter of fact, however, there is only one doubt in connection

with this subject. In the case of the three verbs, is there only one

Bhflvana as qualified by the denotations of the three roots, or is there a

distinct BhavanA, for the denotation of each root? What the word ' karma'

(in the sutra) denotes is the Bhfivana as qualified by the denotation of

the root. And it is the Bhdvand that would be differentiated by means

of different words, etc. As for the Apurva, inasmuch as it is not directly

expressed by the words in question, and as it follows in the wake of the

action itself, it cannot form a subject of separate treatment. Though the
uumUj of throe root meanings" spoken of in the Bhasya is not possible

in the case of all root-endings, yet it might be mentioned, somehow or

other hi connection with the roots 'yajali,' etc., in question, but in the case

of these, though it may be possible yet much stress should not be laid

upon this unity. Thus then the root-meanings being really different,

there seems to be vet another ground for doubt in the mind of the

Pnrvapaksi, viz., is the Bhavana mentioned as subservient to the root-

meaning, and as such doos it end with each root-meaning? or are root-

meanings subserving to the Bhfivanu, and as such they conjointly serve

to qualify it ?

On this we have the following

Purvapakxa (A).

"It is eoirjointly that the root-meaning qualifies the Bhduand, Inas-

much as the Bhasya often uses the word 'Samudaya' (combination)—as

in the sentence Samudaya

—

Schhiktrliitah,
1 Samudayadikamapfirvam,' na-

cha&ibdah satnudayah, etc.—and as it speaks of the Apfirva as* one only,

it seems clear that the idea desired to be conveyed was that a single

Ap&rca follows from all the three Bhilcands. And in support of this idea

the Bhasya brings forward the following arguments : hi the first instance,

that which is not seen is concluded to be non e*t ; and also so long as

(in the absence of the unseen factor) there appears no incompatibility

in what is actually seen (with what is spoken of), it is concluded that

the unseen does not exist; it is only when there is a contradiction

between the seen and the spoken, that we can rightly assume the existence

of the umeen ; and hence, when the contradiction is removed by the

assumption of only one such unseen factor, there need be no assumption

of many such factors. It is with a view to this that it has been declared :

' When there is a contradiction, then alone can an unseen factor be assum-

ed, whereby the seen or the heard would become supported.' And under

the circumstances if there were no difference—on the ground of simplicity—
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between the assumption of one and tliat of many factors, then we might

go on assuming many factors; but, as a matter of fact, we do perceive

such a difference, hence it must be admitted that a single unseen 'Ap&rva?

follows from the combination of the three Bhavanas" [Thus is Pfirva-

paksa A.]

This statement of the Purvapak$a however, is open to the following

objection :
* What is that word that has laid down the combination of

BMvan&s, wherefrom the single Apurva would follow?' And in view

of this objection the Bhasya states the IYirvapah$a somewhat differently

as follows :

—

P£rvapak$a (B).
\ r ,

'

"
* *

*

The Action laid down by the three sentences is one only, but various-

ly coloured, like the rainbow, by the denotations of the three roots ; and

in support of this the following arguments have been brought forward :

If we accept this conclusion then it is necessary to make but a slight

assumption of the unseen factor. If the actions are held to be different,

then it would be necessary to assume many unseen factors, for which there

could not be the least justification. For these reasons ' a single composite

is meant to be expressed,
5—by which it is meant that there are many

parts of a single action. Therefore we must conclude that in the word

'yajatff the first part 'yaji signifies the sacrifice and the second part

signifies the Bhdoand and so forth. Some people seem to think that the

expression 'Athava in the Bhasya is a mistaken reading. But it could

be very well explained in the following manner: The Bhdpja him

brought forward two sets of arguments in favour of the P4rvapak$a
;

having explained the first of these, in the sense of the advantage of

assuming less of the unseen than what is necessary in the other theory,

it is only right that it should introduce the second by Athavu (or secondly),

That is to say, the sense of the BhAsya comes to be this : It is not necessary

for us to point out the disadvantage, in the other theory, of having to

assume much more of the unseen element, as it is by means of the words
themselves that we shall prove the Bhavand to be one only. And it

proceeds to do this by" showing that though the first parts of the verbs

differ from one another, yet inasmuch as all of them have the same affix,

their denotations are identical. This is what is meant by the sentence (in the

Bl4§ya): 'tatha dadatitipurvo datatyartham uttarastameva bhdvayeditV

The latter portion of this seems at first sight to mean that the second party
shows that the object of the BMvana is the root-meaning; but this 5b not
what is meant

;
because it has been shownlhat in all cases that which

is denoted by the root can never be the object of the Bhdvanct ; and also
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because any such assertion could never be of any use to the P4rvapahst

In the same manner it cannot be said that the root-meaning is described

by the second part of the verb. Therefore we must construe the sentence

as follows ; On the word "dadaii the first part (the root da) signifies to

(jive ; and the second part (the affix) serves to describe that Bhdvand which

has been previously denoted by the affix in 'yajeta
1—the only purpose of

this descriptive reiterations by 'dadali of the previously denoted Bhavana

being the connecting of the said Bhdoand with the denotation of a root

other than the former {yap). The same may be said with regard to the

wbe^\
i

jufioti
>

also. That such is the sense of the Bhdsya is also shown

by>^tl& fact that in connection with the word 'yajtia' the 'Bhdsya' does

not make use of the word 'onuvadati ^describes) the only reason whereof

being that in Jj^is case there is no Bhavana, previously expressed, that

could be described (by the affix in 'yajeta'). If the Bhdsya had meant

the denotation of the root to be the object of the Bhavana then this would

apply to the first verb, as well as to the other two (and thus there could

be no difference in the way of explaining the signification of the three

verbs) ; and the Bhdsya could not have left off the first verb ('yajeta')

and made the declaration (of the root denotation being the object of the

Bhavana) with regard to the last two only. Consequently we must take

the BMsya only as pointing to the singleness of the Bhdvand. Thus

then, therens a single Bhdvancl, and a single Action, in the case in

question.

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhanta :

—

Whenever there is a difference in the denotations of the roots, we

mast conclude that the Bhavana also is distinct in each case. And when

a Bl invana has once appeared as qualified by the denotation of one root,

it is not possible for the same Bhavana to be subsequently qualified by

others as well

That is to say, though the word denoting the Bh&van&e is on only

and its denotation—the Bhavana—forms the predominant factor, yet

whenever there is a difference in the qualifying root-denotation, the

Bh&vana must be admitted to be distinct also. Nor, is it possible for

three root-denotations to fall in within a single Bhavana. Nor can they

form a single composite whole, because all of them equally have the same

purpose of expressing the instrumental factor (of the Bhavana) ; and also

because each of them is expressed by a different word, quite independently

of another. Nor is it possible for a single root-denotation to include

within itself three root-denotations ; and it is not possible for three

roots, independent of one another, to be laid down in a single word, for
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the sake of any affix ; became in the matter of the adapting of affixes

%&nini uses the word 'dh&toV (1114-91), where great Htgnifu'uncfl attaches

to the singular number (and this shows that in one word one root can

be adapted to only one affix). Nor is it possible for the three verbs to

form a single sentence ; as Ihey do not serve the same purpose, they do

not appear incomplete on being separated (and as such they do not fulfil

the conditions of syntactical unity) ; and it is not possible to make a single

sentence out of them, by assuming a single Aptirta (as following from

them) ; because such an assumption has been negatived under Sfttra H-i-47,

and also because the difference or non-difference among Actions m not

dependent upon a difference or non-difference among Afllrbas ; - #s a

matter of fact it is quite the contrary (i.e., the difference or non-difef^nee

of Apurvas depending upon that of Actions).

For these reasons the actions expressed by the three verbs must be

held to be different. In support of this we have the following : when a

piece of rock-crystal has been spoken of as red, the mention of black

could not but be taken as referring to another piece of crystal ; in tho

same manner, when one word has spoken of the Bhavana as connected

with one root-denotation, the mention of other roots could not but be taken

as referring to other Ehavanas.

Adhikarana II.—Difference of Actions based upon

Repetition of the same word : as in the ease of

the Samits and other sacrifices.

sOtba. 11. 11. 2.

Ekasya, of one word. & Evam, also. yr:*f?i: Punaksrutife, repetition.

sm&m Avises&t, if there were no distinction, Anarthakam, useless. i% Hi,

as. Wri Sy&t, would be.

2, The repetition of the same word also (is a means
of differentiation)

; as because the word does not lay down
any specific particulars the repetition would be useless.—2,

COMMENTARY,
We meet with such sentences in the Veda as :—" samiclhoyajati,

vidoyajati tanunpatamyajati, varhiryajati, swnhakaram yajati —here we
find each sentence mentioning the Action by means of the same word
* yajati.

7

The question then arises—does the word c

yajati' repeated five

times lay down one Action and one Apurva or five Actions and five

Apfirvas ?
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The Pfrrvapaksa used is thus stated in the Tatitravartika :— *

They indicate only one Apurva ; because as shown in the previous

Adhikai'aria, though the signification of the affix he the same, yet a

difference in the roots serves to differentiate the Actions
;
when, however,

the root also is the same, what would be there to point out the Actions to

be different ?

Further, on the utterance of the first sentence

—

samidhoyajati—an

idea of the Action 'yagd* presents itself to the mind ; and hence when the

same verb is pronounced again, the Action denoted by this is at once

recognised as the same that had previously come to the mind ; and as

such the repetition does not point out any difference in the Action.

The Siddhanta is that the given words denote five distinct Actions

and Apurvas. And this on the following grounds :

—

The sentences in question occur in connection with the Prayaja

sacrifices performed in course of the Dar&i PurnamAsa ; the verb 'yajati

'

in these sentences cannot be taken as enjoining an original sacrifice, as

this sacrifice is already laid down by the text laying down the original

Darda Pilrnamfisa. Each repetition of the word ' yajati ' therefore, must

be taken as referring to that original sacrifice ;—on this account the

words ' samidhah,'
£

tanunputam' and the rest can be taken as laying down

either the materials to be offered or the deities to whom the offering is to

l>e made ;—as a matter of fact, however, we know that both these acces-

sories of the original sacrifice are laid down in another sentence, directly

connected with the primary injunction of the original sacrifice— agneyos-

takapalobhavati, where Agni is mentioned as the deity and the cake baked

on eight pans as the material ;— if then the words ' samidhah' etc., must

he taken as injunctions of accessories and not in connection with that

same sacrifice (and not in connection with five other sacrifices) each of them

must be taken as mentioning a distinct deity which would mean that the

actual action of Sacrificing or offering is to be repeated as many times as

there are deities mentioned ;—so that each 'yajati' stands for a distinct

act of offering leading to a distinct Apurva.

In the above reasoning the Siddhanta has proceeded after admitting

for the sake of argument that the sentences lay down accessories. As a

matter of fact, however, this is not possible : the word
£

Samidhah,' etc.,

ending as they do with accusative cannot be taken as denoting materials

to be offered as has been shown under Sutra H-i-ll, 12. Nor again

can they be taken as mentioning the deity as will be shown later on under

Sutra IX-i-9. Thus in any case the sentence must be taken as laying

down five distinct Actions and five distinct Apurvas.
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AdMkarana III.—Treating of the relation of mbmrmeney

between the Agharan and the Agneya, etc.

SftTJIAS. II. ii. 8 to 8.

mm' Prakarnam, the context. 3 Tu, verily. %W Paurn^m%lim» to

the Paurgmasi. www Rfip&vaclmiU, none of the details being mentioned^

3. The context certainly refers to tire Paur&amasi ^(as

the principle); specially (with regard to the other flacrificeR

the details are not mentioned).— 3,

COMMENTARY.

The present Adhikarana has been introduced as dealing with the

exceptions to the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana,

There are two texts

—

We have the text

—

'yadagneyuttaVopalo* m&varyaytim pannimmlsyam

chlchyuto hliavati ': and then come the six sentences —(1) * upamiluyajau,'

—(2) Sgharamagharayati,— (3) AjyabMganyajati,— (4) avi&takrite sama*

vadyati,—(5) patnisamyajan yajati,— (6) samistayajurjuhoti ; and lastly, all

these are followed by the text ' ya evamvidvanpaurnamasim yajati ya evara-

vidvan amavasyam yajati, &c.'

Now the question arises,—do the two verbs in the two last sentences

lay down two entirely independent actions or do they only refer to the six

actions that have been laid down by the preceding sentences which go

to constitute the Dank PurnamAsa sacrifices. As regards the six

actions the Agneya and the rest themselves that they are distinct from

one another is shown by their difference in their accessories,

On this point the Purvapaksa view is as follows •
—

Inasmuch as all the sacrifices in question are mentioned by differ-

ent words and also by repetitions of words, they must be all of equal im-

portance. Though these two reasons—Difference of words and Repetition

— are not connected directly with the fact of
4

Equal Importance,' yet they

are taken along with this, through the difference in actions (that these

would indicate), which is also implied in the assertion of 'Equal Impor-

tance
5

(as shown above). That is to say, the sacrifices denoted by the two
£

yajetas ' are shown to be different from those of the Actions (mentioned

along with the Darsa-Purnamasa) that are not ySga (but Homa, etc.) by
the difference in words; while they are shown to be different from the

yajds, by the repetition of the word ' yajeta and hence they most all be
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taken as of equal importance. (That is to say, when each
£

yajeta ' men-

tions a distinct sacrifice, all the sacrifices mentioned in the passages quoted

become independent of one another, and as sucli all equally are primary

sacrifices.) *

Nor could any special purpose be served by taking the two
£

yajati's

in question as mere references to the previously enjoined sacrifices (be-

cause the only purpose that is found to be served by such references is

the* pointing out of fresh accessories) ; and as a matter of fact we do not

find any accessories in the shape of materials, etc>, mentioned in the

two sentences in question ; and as such we cannot make the injunctive

potency of these ' yajetas ' give up the function of laying down the actions

themselves. And thus also even when 'the sacrifices enjoined by the two

yajatis in question are distinct from the Aqneyh, etc, they are found to

have distinct forms of their own ; and hence they must be admitted to be

distinct actions; and as such, there being nothing to show that the results

follow from the six primaries Agneyct and the rest only, (because the only

sentence that had been accepted as showing this was ' ya evam,' etc., which

however has been shown to be the injunction of a distinct sacrifice al-

together,), the character of the primary belongs equally to all the sacrifices

mentioned in the various sentences quoted (iA, to the Prayaja, etc., the

Aghara, etc., as well as to the Agneya, etc).

The Pilrvapaksa to this Adhikarana has also been stated in the

following somewhat different form :
—

We admit that the sacrifices are distinct ; but we cannot admit of -

the fact of the character of the Primary belonging equally to all. Because

the names * Amavasya,
9

or * Darsa
9

and ' PauniamAsi ' would apply only to

some of the sacrifices, and not to all ; and the result is spoken of as follow-

ing from these that are qualified by these names ; and as such there can

be no equality in the character of all the sacrifices. That is to say, the

words ' Darsa ' and * Paurnam&m' denote sacrifices with a qualification

(that of being named by these words) ; and as from the sentence
—

' Darsa

paurwmasabhydm svargak&mo yajeta'—it is clear that it is only from such

qualified sacrifices that the particular result could follow, we must take

these alone as the primary sacrifices ; and all other sacrifices mentioned

along with them (and without any distinct results of their own) must be

accepted as the subsidiaries of these two. It may be noted that this

second Pilrvapaksa is at variance with the Siddhanta only as regards the

difference of the sacrifices mentioned by the two 'yajetas' from the primary

sacrifices of the Darsa Paanwn&sa. The final form of Pfirvapaksa is
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simply that inasmuch as the application of the names Danfa and Paur-

namasa depends upon the signification of the root ' yaji ' ail the sacrifices

in question must be held to be equally primary.

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhanla

The words 'yajeta' in these sentences, or the words 'Amamsytf and

'Paumamfaa' do not denote sacrifice in general ; nor do you ( wo hold the

sentences to lay down two independent sacrifices) admit of these words

pointing to all the sacrifices in question. Then all that you can do is to

make them lay down two independent sacrifices. But in that case, inas-

much as the details (material deity, etc. ) of these sacrifices are not men-

tioned, no one would be found to perform them ; and hence the sentence

would become wholly futile. If, however, they are taken as referring to

the sacrifices mentioned in the text,, then the materials and the deities

of all these sacrifices, as also the particular points of time at which they

have to be performed, being found to be duly mentioned, the full form

of the sacrifices becomes known ; and as such the sentence becomes

utilised in pointing out the time at which they should be performed.

It has been argued above that the material and the Deity of the four

sacrifices are also clearly cognisable. But though it is true that the

common material, Dhruva, might be taken as the material employed,
yet inasmuch as there is no mention of a Deity, the sacrifice remains
as indistinct as ever.

Nor it is possible for the Deity to oe indicated by the words of the
mantras employed

; because the mantras in question are distinctly pointed
out, by the order in which they occur, to belong to the AjyayalMgas.

For these reasons there can be no Injunction of the Deity, through
the sentences brought forward ; because these have been shown to have no
connection with the matter. And hence the sacrifice held to be enjoined
by the sentence Ta ev&m, etc.; not having its details of material and Deity
clearly mentioned, it cannot be taken as one different from those previously
laid down. The result being found to follow from only those sacrifices
that go to form the composite whole, all the sacrifices other than these
must be taken as subsidiary to them (the former ones the Agneya and
the rest, being taken as the Primary Sacrifices, and as such they are not
all of 'equal importance.

'

i^njr Vise^a Darfendt Cha, also because we find peculiar quantity. <*rt
Saryesam, of all. Samesu, if equal, f* Hi because, wnn: Aprayrfctih thev
eoujrfl.aot appear in tbem. wb Syftt, would be.
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4. Also because we find a peculiarity (in the shape

of the appearance of the subsidiary Prayaja in the modifica-

tions of the Primaries) (vvc cannot hold all to be equally

Primaries) because they (the Prayajas) could not appear in

them (the modifications) if all were equal—4.

COMMENTARY.

If the sacrifices mentioned by the sentences
£ ya exam, etc' were dis-

tinct from all others, then the Aghara and the other subsidiaries would all

equally he Primaries
;
and, hence, in accordance with the Sutra VIII-i-20

the subsidary Prayajas, etc., also, like the Agneya and the other Pri-

maries, would enter into the instrumental factor (in the bringing about

of the principal result) ; and as such they would no longer be able to

supply the want of the method in the Bhavanfi (bringing about) of the

modifications of the Primary, which has its Instrument or means already

laid down
; and as such these modifications would no longer take into

themselves these Prayrljas, etc.; they are actually found to be taken up

by these modifications ; as otherwise we could not have a text enjoining

'Krwiald* as the material to be used at the Prayaja, when 'performed

in connection with the modifications.

Consequently in order to establish the fact of the Prayaja, etc., being

subsidiary to the Agneya and the rest, we must take the two sentences

in question as referring to the previously mentioned sacrifices.

3*1*3 GuQaalu, accessories, *f8«3nira Srufci sarhyogat, because of direct men-

tion.

5. Objection: "The sentences (Yadagneya, etc.) lay

down accessories, because of the direct mention (of the root
c
yaji' in the other sentences)."—5.

COMMENTARY.

Tf we accept distinct sacrifices to be laid down by the sentences

Uja evam, etc' then we have the following advantages: (1) The singular

number in the word lpaurnamdstni
>

because quiteexplicablewithreferen.ee

to the noun itself, without having recourse to any indirect indication,

by the word, of the composite of sacrifices. (2) If we accept these sentences

as Injunctions, we have a further advantage, viz. : the root 'yaji
7

is found

to be directly mentioned, and it is not necessary to infer it from the

mention of the Deity (as you have got to do in the case of holding the
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Injunction to lie in the sentence 'yadagneya,' etc.). (3) In your case the

sacrifices enjoined by these inferred 'yajis' being more than one, their

ApArtxu would also be more than one and thus in comparison with the

process of taking the sentences as .referring to the beforementioned

sacrifices, that of taking them as independent Injunctions is far more

advantageous. As for the appearing of the Praydja^ in the modifictions

(urged in the preceding Stitra) it can be explained, either by qualifying

the injunction of Erm^ in the performance of the Prayfijas in the

modifications, by adding the condition ' in such cases when there are sen-

tences that must be taken as Anuvada, or by taking it as laying down a

material for the Praydja occurring in the primary itself.

Chodana, injunction. *n Va, but. furrt Gunanam, of accessories, jnm

Yugapat, simultaneously, sirens Sastr&t, by the scripture. Cltodite, being

declared." ?k Hi, because. <*&zm Tadarthatw&t, for the sake of accessories.

<m to Tasya tasya, with each. srarf^frRj Up&di&yat, would be enjoined.

6. Reply : But they are Injunctions ; as otherwise

many accessories would be declared simultaneously by the

scripture, because if they appeared after the sacrifices had

been enjoined then their such appearance could be only for

the sake of the accessories and as such we would have to

admit of an injunctive word with each accessory.—0.

COMMENTARY.

The sentences 'yadfigneya,
1

etc., cannot be taken as laying clown the

accessories of the sacrifices enjoined by the sentences ' ya evftm, etc' Be-

cause it is a well recognised rule that when the Action is one that has been

already enjoined (by a previous sentence) we cannot lay down more than

one accessory with regard to it ; as it is only when the Action has not

been otherwise enjoined that even a number of accessories could be laid

down by a single effort (of that Injunction),

That is to say, in all original Injunctions of Actions, the Injunctive

Affix proceeds to enjoin only the Bhdvand because it is only this factor

that is not got at by other means. And so long as this Bhdvand is not

fully equipped with all its factors, by means of the Denotation of the

Root and the other factors in the sentence (denoting the various auxiliaries

of the sacrifice), it cannot be brought to action ; and hence until all this
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has been fully laid down, the Injunction is not complete. And it so

happens that by the apparent inconsistency of the generic character of

the auxiliaries that are recognised as constituting the factors of the

Bh&vand—this inconsistency leads us to look for a specification of the

said auxiliaries,—then it is that the BhdvanA comes to be specified by

those specifications which are implied by the Instrumental case-endings

found in the same sentence, and which also are on the look out for the

BMvand (as the object to be specified). And in the case of each word,

the Glass, Gender and Tslnmher, that belong to an object,— all these come

to be recognised, by moans of the direct signification of the particular case-

ending, as auxiliaries to the Bhavana because all these (class, etc.) on

account of being expressed by the same word, have among themselves

the relation of the qualification and the qualified, and are not recognised

as belonging to, or depending, uf>ou one another (and as such must be

concluded to form part of something else; and that is the BhftvanA). And

thus it is that all words near the Bhdvand or removed from it, fall in with

the Bhavand, notwithstanding their remoteness or proximity—in the way

that we have explained under the Adhihamya or Annmga in the fore-

going Phda of this Adhyciya. And it is only then that, having got hold

of a BlitivanA fully endowed with all its qualifications, the Injunction

becomes complete.

And as in all such cases the Injunction lays down the qualified

BMvanti by a single effort, it does not entail any such anomaly as the

assumption of various potencies in the Injunction. Because it is only

when the direct functionings of words are multiplied that it becomes

very complicated; and when the words end in expressing a single fact

then there is nothing incompatible in the indirect implication of many

things. That is to say, the direct Inj unction having been once utilised

in the laying down of the qualified Bhavana—if it were taken again to

directly function towards the laying down of something else, then it

would be necessary to repeat the Injunctive word over again, and this

being incompatible with the Veda, would not be warrantable
;
when, how-

ever, the Injunctive word has ceased its functioning with having laid down

the BMvam% then, on account of the apparent inconsistency of its own

signification it would give birth to (i.e., indirectly imply) other Injunc-

tive words expressive of such qualifications (as would be necessary for

removing the said inconsistency) ; and in this the original injunctive

word would not have to give up its one form as appearing in the Vedic

text ;
although it would serve all the purposes that would be served by

various repetition of itself.
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And though in this manner the Injunction of the qualification would

appear after the original Injunction of the Blmvana itself, yet in

accordance with the law laid down under the Adhikarazuf, on * Akfiti
y

Cm

the first pMa of the first Adhyaya), the qualifications themselves will have

appeared before that. That is to say, though, as a matter of fact, the

Apparent Inconsistency due to the fact of the Bhavand being qualified,

appearing subsequently leads to an idea of the Injunction of the qualifica-

tion, long after that of the original Injunction (of the BhnvanAh yet, iu

accordance with the rule arrived at in the Adhikaraqa on ' Altriti ' as it is

impossible for the BMvanft to be qualified, in the absence of the qualifica-

tions themselves, it must be admitted that these must have been full

fledged entities from before ; as it is through those alone that any idea of

the BMvand being qualified could be brought about.

All these injunctions (of qualification), pointed out by the apparent

inconsistency of a perceptible fact, operate either simultaneously or

one after the other. And thus we find that if we admit a sentence io be

the Injunction of a fresh Bh&vanci, then it becomes an easy matter to get* at

the Injunctions of its accessories by the help of the original Injunction

of the qualified BMvanft, which is capable of giving birth to various

Inj unctions.

On the other hand, however, (if the sentence be taken as only

referring to a Bhdvand previously enjoined by another sentence), this is

not possible. Because as a rule, it is only when Primary is carried to a

place, that it draws with itself all its accessories ; while if it is one of the

accessories that is carried, it does not carry with itself another accessory,

because these two are not so intimately connected. That is to say, when
the BMvand is such as has been got at from another sentence, then the

Injunctive word in the sentence in question cannot enjoin that Bh&vcwA
over again—as a repeated Injunction of the Bhavand, would be as useless

as the powdering of that which has already been powdered ; and then

not performing its injunctive function, it does not become the means of

giving birth to various Injunctions with regard to things connected with

that Bh&vand
; as it is only when the Injunctive word enjoin* the qualified

Bhdvand that it makes possible assumption of such Injunctions ; and this

is not possible in the case in question ; hence the Injunctive Affix is found

to be such as has its direct expressive potency quite inoperative (towards

the injunction of the Bhdvand) and, hence, in accordance with the rule

laid down under the Sutra dnarthahj at tadangem, that Injunctive Afiix:

comes down from the Bhdvand and directs itself towards the auxiliary
connected with it. And then those qualifications of Glass, Gender and
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Number, which, qualify the auxiliary expressed by a single word, serve to

point out that auxiliary,—exactly iii the way that we have explained in

the case of the Injunction of a qualified BMvana : and as such these

qualifications are all enjoined, and hence in the case of a single word, even

though the BMvana has been enjoined by another sentence, it is possible

to have the Injunction of many things (in connection with it). When how-

ever there is a combination of many auxiliaries mentioned by many words

(as in the case of the sentences
6

Agneyostahap&lah, etc,') then in that case,

there being no sort of relationship among these auxiliaries themselves, the

words expressing them also remain unconnected (with one another) ; and

hence when the Injunction betakes itself to one of them, it has nothing

to do with any other ; and when it would betake to this latter,

it could not have anything to do with another, and so on ; because

all of them being wholly unconnected with one another. For these

reasons it is not possible, in this case, to have the one implied by

the other, as we had in the case of the Injunction applying to the

Bhavana.

Thus then in this case, the original Injunction not giving

birth to other Injunctions, the former being one only, would be wholly

taken up in the laying down of one auxiliary ; and then the declaration

that it lays down another also, would not be possible, unless we meant to

repeat the original Injunction ; this would entail the anomaly of all these

repeated Injunctions being of human origin (and as such having no

authority). This is what is meant by the second half of the Stitra, which

means that if the sentence were taken as laying down an action that has

been already previously enjoined, as such laying down could only be

for the purpose of mentioning the accessory, the Injunctive word would

have to be repeated for the sake of the Injunction of each one of the

accessories.

Thus then in the sentence
6

Agneya, etc.
9 we must have the injunc-

tion of the connection of a material and a Deity ; but this connection is

not possible with regard to any sacrifice that may have been previously

enjoined by other sentences ; and hence, in accordance with the S&tra

* QundchchapArva Sambandhah 7 we must admit a distinct sacrifice to be

actually enjoined by this sentence {yadagneyali, etc.) ; and then we have

the same rupavachana (non-mention of the form) ' that was urged in the

third SiLtva ; and as such the sentence
c

ya evam" etc., must be taken as

only referring to the sacrifices enjoined by the sentence
1

yadagneyah, etc'

And by this we are forced to have recourse to indirect indication, etc.

for the purpose of explaining the singular ending (in Paurnania&um),
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*

aro^: Vyapadesa, the mention. * Cha, also, w&n Tadavat, is like that.

7. The mention of these also is like that.—7.

COMMENTARY.

If the Amavasya were a single sacrifice, then the two materials—

the B&nnayya (Curd and Butter) and the 0$adhi {Herbs) would be

optional alternative, and then why should then? ho any mention of the

preparation of one of these before the other, (as It would be necessary to

employ and prepare only one of the two alternative materials) ?

When there are various sacrifices, then the Stmnfiyya and Ofcutiii

come to be taken as both forming the materials to be offered in various

sacrifices, and as such all the various materials having to be prepared for

the Am'lvasyti sacrifices, it becomes quite relevant to speak of the prepara-

tion of one of these before the other,—which would be entirely irrelevant

ip any other case. .

^jjjj* And, further, in accordance with the PArvapak$ over and

above the three sacrifices there would be a fourth (in the shape o! that

enjoined by the sentence ' ya evam? etc.) ; and as such the passage quoted

in the Bhasya would refer to them as uttarani (in the plural) and not as

utrari (in the Dual) which refers to the two composite sacrifices, the Darsa

and the Paimjamdsa).

fsft Ligga. #tra Darfenat. *r Oha, and.

8. Also because we find (in the Veda) indicative

words.— 8.

COMMENTARY.

If the sentences 'ya evam, etc
7

enjoined two distinct sacrifices, then the

number of sacrifices would be more, and if they enjoined accessories, the

number would be less than ' thirteen ' and ' fourteen ' which are the
numbers that are mentioned in connection with the libations in the Dmia
and the Paurvam&sa. Because these numbers could be possible only if

in the Pauvnamdsa there were three, and in the Darka two primary libations

(and this would not be the case if the sentences
f

ya warn, etc,,' are taken
either as the Injunctions of independent sacrifices, or as the Injunctions
of Accessories).
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For these reasons we conclude that the sentences
c ya evam, ete./

merely refer to the two previously maintained composite sacrifices. To

this effect, we have the following declaration :

"
(1) Because the enjoined sacrifice has no form (material, etc.), (2)

because the words of the sentence directly denote the sacrifices mentioned

in the context, and (3) because it is only in these latter sacrifices that we

find distinct forms and details,—we must admit the sentences, ' ya evavi,

etc.,' to be mere references to the two composite sacrifices laid down in the

preceding sentences."

Adhikarana IV.—Exception to the foregoing Adhikarana.

BlfTRAS II. ii. 9 to 12.

"qf^flrr^T^ sqTiqra: **n<f mil .

%^T#«m Pauroamasivafc, like the Pauroamasi. wtiwrn: Upamsmyajali, the

Ifpljgiiu sacrifice, wn Syat, should be.

^ 0. " The case of the Upamsu sacrifice should b*
;

.

exactly like the Paiimamasi.'
1—9.

COMMENTARY.

The next three Adhikaranas deal with the exceptions to Adhi-

karana 11L

There is one sentence :—Jami vft etadyajnasya kriyate yadanvanchau

puroda$au, upaip&iyujamantara yajati ; and then we have a set of sen-

tences -Visnurupansiu, yastavyo jamitvaya, prajapatirupam^u, yastavyo

jamitvaya, agnisonaupaip^u yastfivyavajamitav-aya ;
and on these three

arises the following question : does the expression
1

upamrfuyajam, in the

first sentence, only serve to speak of (refer to) the whole batch of sacrifices

mentioned in the latter set of sentences ? or does it serve to lay down aa

independent sacrifice by itself? And on this question, we have the

Pdrvapakm embodied in the Sutra ; and in support thereof we have the

following arguments.

To the sentence * Up&mmgajam? cfee.,' apply all the conclusions

arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana.

" Because inasmuch as the sacrifices laid down in the latter set of
v

sentences have their accessories in the shape of the respective deities duly

mentioned, while that which is mentioned in the first sentence has no

such accessory mentioned, we cannot but conclude that this latter sacri-

fice depends upon the former sacrifices.

8
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" That is to say, in the three sentences we have the affix tavya with

the verb ; and as such they have the character of absolute Injunction, ami,

hence, if we were to assume these sentences to enjoin independent sacri-

fices, then we would render ourselves open to all the aforesaid objections

of the details of these being unknown, and also o£ the necessity of having

to assume many unseen factors."

" And, further, we find each of the latter three sentences mention-

ing the removal of the evil effects of the jami (a technical flaw in the

performance of a sacrifice, explained below) ; and it is with regard to this

flaw of the jami that the first sentence mentioned the Uptohku sacrifices.

That is to say, looking at the whole section, from the first sentence to the

last, we find that the mention of jami (in the first sentence) and the

removal of jami (mentioned in the last three) form one subject ; and from

this it is clear that it is the last three sentences that contain the real

Injunctions, whereas in the first sentence we do not find any distinct

Arthavada or Injunction (by which it could be taken as containing the

Injunction of a sacrifice). Then again, the special purpose served the

fisfet sentence referring to the whole set of the three sacrifices (kid down
in the latter sentences), is that it is only thus that any one of the three

sacrifices (laid down by the three sentences) can be taken as a sacrifice

independent of the other two ; it is only by making the first sentence
(which mentions a definite point of time ; in the shape of the interim

between the offering of two cakes, supplementary to the last three sen-

tences, that all the three sacrifices becoming connected with that parti-

cular time,—each of them comes to be taken as an independent primary
sacrifice.

Stapir Chodan&, injunction. gi V&, certainly, wrmm Aprakritatw&t, not
being mentioned in the context.

10. But it must be an injunction as there is no other
sacrifice mentioned in the context.—10.

COMMENTARY.

The sentence ' Up&neny&jan yajati ' is the Injunction of an independ-
ent sacrifice, and it is not a mere reference to the set of three sacrifices
mentioned in the three sentences : (1) Because there being no other sacri-
fices mentioned in the context, the sentence cannot be taken as a mere
reference, and (2) because no sacrifice is actually enjoined by the sentences
Vi$flu, etc,
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In the case of the sentence mentioning the Vaisv&nara sacrifice, we

find that from beginning to end the text treats of ' twelve cakes,' and hence

the mention of the numbers 'eight' and the rest come to be taken as form-

ing part of the twelve ; and as such the sentences mentioning thesfe small

numbers are not taken as separate Injunctions of those numbers. In the

same manner in the case in question, we find that the Injunction is

introduced by the words ' jami va etat' which describe a certain flaw

in the sacrifice ; and it is clear that such mention of the flaw must have

some bearing on, and be needed by a certain enjoined, sacrifice

;

consequently it appears that the sentences ' Vi$nu, etc.,' speaking of the

removal of the flaw serve the purpose of eulogisiug that enjoined sacrifice.

When it so happens that between the offering of two cakes there is no

other action to be performed, then we have what is called the flaw of

' jami ' and hence the mention of the ' removal of jami
'
must be taken as

eulogising that action which would be laid down as to be performed

between the two offerings ; and from this it follows that in the case in

question, what has to be eulogised in the sacrifice Upamsu, which is

disKftctly laid down as to be performed
'

in the interim'; while in Ijhe

sentences ' Vim, <?^-»' we fmd described the ' removing of the jami,'

which is the eulogy required by the aforesaid Up&nisu sacrifice ; and

consequently we disregard the injunctive character of these sentences,

because their injunctiveness is nowhere found to be required; and hence

all of them come to be taken as mere eulogistic sentences. Specially as

we do not find the " interim " mentioned as to the time, in the sentences,

' Vwu, etc.'; and as such the ' jami ' with a mention of which the context

was introduced, not having any direct connection with these sentences,

these cannot be taken as embodying the Injunctions of any action for that

4 jami '

; and hence too the ' removing of jami ' mentioned in these

^sentences cannot be taken as eulogising these latter Injunctions. On the

other hand, that action, which is mentioned directly in connection with

the time ' interim' is distinctly found to be the object of Injunction by the

sentence that begins with the mention of ' jami '; and then on this ground

the other sentences come to have their use in eulogising that action

;

under the circumstances, it is scarcely right to accept an Injunction that

we entail the assumption of many imperceptible elements.

And further, in the case of the sentences
1 Vmu, etc.,' these being

taken as connecting the sacrifices with the Vi?m, etc., the ' sacrifice

'

would be indirectly implied as subordinate to that connection
;
and so long

as a directly expressed sacrifice is available (in the sentence Upamsmn, etc.)

it is not right to accept an indirectly implied sacrifice to be enjoined.
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That is to say, the affix
4

tnvya ' in the ' yaxtmyah
1

in In the passive

and as such the predominant factor hfr the sentence in * Viyim * to whom

the 'sacrifice' is subordinate (sentence meaning etyiuolofiieally that

Vwu is the objective of the sacrifice); and the performahility of the

sacrifice could be only inferred indirectly from the sentence,— the factor

of the
4

sacrifice ' being extracted out of the word
c yadamjah" and thin

would be scarcely proper ; because we have a direct Injunction of the

sacrifice in the sentence ' antara yajatV Even though it werepoHKible for

the sentence ' Vwu ' to be taken apart from the sentence ' antara yajati
*

yet all that they could do would be to lay down the Deities for that

sacrifice which is laid down as to be performed in the * interim ' (in

the sentence antara, etc) ; and they could not lay down distinct Actions,

As a matter of fact, it is not possible even for the Deity to be laid

down by such sentences. Because the word
£

ya$tamjalj> ' in these does not

signify either the Deity or that to which something is given ; because all

that they actually signify is a material subordinate (belonging^ to the

sacrifice ;
consequently what we have to do is to take the potency of the

Objective as the predominant element ; and as such what the word would

signify would be what is signified by the Accusative case-ending ; and

certainly that does not establish the Character of the Deity. Because the

root 'yap' meaning 'to give away' its actual objective is that which w
given away; and- hence the only possible explanation would be that the

deity approached by the object given away, comes subsequently to be

indirectly connected with the sacrifice. But in this way, the words come

to have two objectives
;
and, hence in accordance with the Sutra sampaWj,

sabd&rthafy [II. iv. 23] what happens is that the objective, in the shape of

the thing given away, is set aside, and another, in the shape of the Deity

worshipped, becomes manifested ; and the verb thereby coming to be

recognised to have only one objective (in the shape of the Deity worship-

ped) ; it is only after its Dative potency has been wholly suppressed, that

the Deity could be Spoken of as the objective, as in the sentence * Vmum
y$$ati ' (in the Active Voice) or Vmuryustamjafy (in the Passive Voice),

And certainly in this we do not find any denotation of the Deity ; all that

we tfnd in the character of Deity (of Vwu) is indirectly indicated by the

apparent inconsistency of its objective character. And consequently, in

taking this sentence as an independent Injunction, we would have to get
at the requisite Bhdvand only by undertaking all the trouble of assuming
a Deity. And certainly in comparison with all these assumptions, it is

more reasonable by far to take the sentence as a mere Arthav&da (of the

sacrifice laid down in
£

antara yajati \)
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Guna, property, swro UpavandMt, on account of mention.

11. Because the property is mentioned.—11.

COMMENTARY.

That action (is enjoined by the sentence ' antara etc.') in connection

with which we find the property of Upamki mentioned in the sentence
6

[Tpamrfu paiirnamamjam y(^an ' which serve the purpose of laying down

the time {PatmiamAvt) for the sacrifice. But this sentence is not the

original injunction of the said property; because the sentence not embody-

ing an injunction of a sacrifice, the said injunction of the property would

involve the injunction of many things (which is highly objectionable).

And for this reason we must take the sentence upamsu ' paurnamasyam,

etc., :is only describing that which has been enjoined by the sentence

anturU) etc.

vft Praye, as if it were, sreim Vachanat, on account of mention. *r Cha,

also.

12. Also because the sacrifice in question is mention-

ed in Vedic texts as if it were a primary sacrifice.—12.

COMMENTARY.

We find the sentence Hridayamupamsuynjalj, which eulogises the

Upainrfu sacrifice an if it were (Praya) the principal limb (heart) of the

sacrificial person ; and thus clearly shows that it is a primary (and not

secondary) sacrifice.

Adhikarana V.—The Aghdra, etc, are independent

actions.
SOTRAS IT. ii. 13 to 16.

" WT^m^w^^^r^" \\ \\\\
wvw fifym Agharagnihotram, the Aghara and the agnihotra. Ar&pa-

twat, because they have no forms.

13. " The Aghara and the Agnihotra (merely refer to

other sacrifices) because we do not find mentioned in the Veda

the forms (the accessory details) of these sacrifices."—13.

COMMENTARY.

[This adhikarana is based upon two sets of passages: (1) We have

the sentences 'Urdhvamfigharayati,
9 c

Santatamaghardyati' and 'rjum
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agliarayati* followed by agharam agharayati ; and (2) we have the sentences

'dadhna juhoti,' and 'payasa juhoti,
1

etc., followed by "agniholmm juhoti"

And the question is as to whether the two sentences 'agharamagkaryati'

and ' agnihotram juhoti* lay down actions totally distinct from those

mentioned in the preceding sentences, or they only refer to thop same

actions? And the position taken up by the Pdrvapatya is that the

sentence ' agharamagharayati ' only refers collectively to the sot of actions

mentioned by the sentences ' urdhavam, etc./ and so also with thr sentence

* agmhotram juhotV Nor can this Adhikarana be said to have been

included in the foregoing one
;
because]. The Agh'tra and the ffoma that

present themselves to the mind on the utterance of the sentence
4

Urdhva-

magharayati ' and
1

payasa juhoti
1

are exactly as they are pointed out by

these sentences ; nor in this case is there a suppression of the Bh&mnAa

of the ydja and the homa by the supervening character of the material

;

as we have in the case of the sentence * VipjurupAr}isu ya$tavyafy,
f

and

further, in the case in question the various sentences cannot be taken

together as forming a single sentence 'as in the previous Adhikarana)

;

nor does any of the two parties admit of the sentences being mere eulogis-

tic ones ; and hence the Injunction would be an absolute one, of the

Action, just as (in the previous case) you hold it to be that of the Acces-

sory.

That is to say, we do not, as in the case of the sentences ' up&mht, etc.,

{admit the fact of all the sentences in question forming a single sentence;

nor do they serve the purposes of glorification ; and hence according to both
; ' parties the sentences come to be accepted as Injunctions and the only ques-

tion that arises is as to whether the Injunction is one of the Accessory only,

or that of the Action accompanied by that Accessory ? And ok this we
have the following

f

#
%

PtfRVAPAKSA.

" The Injunction is one of the Action. Because the Injtmetiveness

being mentioned by the Affix, can never belong to the Noun. It may be

t&&%^ tliat the ln
iunction oi the Noun would follow from the BMvanA,

"but in that case, it would be the Bh&vand that would be enjoined first

That is to say, the Injunctive character does not rest with the words
* 'dadhV and the rest; and being expressed by the Affix, that character
could not be related to the curd, etc., except by means of the Bh\mn<\ and
the Root-meaning. For we have no such sentence as dadhmUjut (the yut
being the injunctive affix only, apart from the Verbal Root) ; the sentence
that we have is (dadhnd kurydt where the relationship of the dadhi with
the affix is through the root ' hr.' Thus then the performability of the
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dadhi etc., being due solely to the Bhdvand and the Root-meaning—how is

it that these letters are denied to be the objects of the Injunction? For,

certainly, without the Injunction of these we can never point out any

Injunction of the Accessory. Because no sooner do we proceed to show

such atf Injunction than the Injunction of the BMvand and the Root-

meaning presents itself forcibly. Consequently we must admit that what

is enjoined is either the Homa or the BMvand, as qualified by the dadhi.

And, then each of the Bhdvands, being duly recognised as having

distinct accessory details of its own, the very fact of their following one

after the other, points to the fact of their forming a single collective

whole ; and it follows that it is this collective whole that is meant by

the sentence 'agnihotram juhotV And the use of this reference lies in the

unification of the Injunctions of the means and the insult of these sacri-

fices. And thus dadhi and the other materials, each belonging to a

distinct Action by itself, we are saved the undue necessity of taking them

as optional alternatives.

In the same manner, in the case of the sentences 'Ordhvamagharayati,

etc., etc., though we do not find the material or the Deity of these mention-

ed, yet in accordance with the rule laid down in connection with updmsu

qualifications of itrdhva etc. may be taken as specifying differentias ; and

through these those Actions being taken as having their accessories men-

tioned, it is only the action mentioned by the sentence agharam agharayati

that remains without a mention of its accessory details ; and as such bein^

wholly incapable of attracting men towards itself, it has to be taken as a

mere reference to the previously mentioned sacrifices. And in that case,

too, the ^86* of such reference lies in the unification (of the three sacrifices)

which i&necessary for the purpose of the employing in them of the mantra

ida urdhm adhvara etc., and the connection of the single Deity mentioned

in the sentences (tasyagharamagharya, etc.)

w Samjna, names, sw^m Upavandliat, presence.

14, " Because distinct names are given."—14,

COMMENTARY.

" And further, names are employed only with a view to pointing out

a certain definite peculiarity ; and in the case iff question we do not

perceive what these peculiarities are (that are pointed out by the names

'aghara
9

and 'agniJtotra* unless we take them as referring to the foregoing

sacrifices). If the name 'agnihotra
s

were taken only as pointing to Roma in
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general, then, as much as tliis is already known, it would not be any new

Action (mentioned by the \vor<K And as already known, there is nothing

in it that has to be known and as such no injunction of that would be

possible.

"wst^wt^" nun
uw*<t«M Aprakritatv&t, ?

15. Because it is not related to the context.— 15.

COMMENTARY.

Under SCifcra 2.2.5, it lias been held that an Action can obtain itR

accessories from other sentences : so that in the case in question tho sen-
tence 'agnihotram juhoti might be taken as the original injunction of an
action having its accessories laid down by such sentences as 'tandiduL
juhoti' 'dadhna juhoti.'

This however is not possible as in the originative sentences^3 1 any i^i clJ^Gj)•am of Actions, because it

is only after the action lias been connected with a particular result, that
there arises a Prahararta (or desire) of knowing how that Itcsult in to be
brought about by means of that Action, and as such the I'mkaraw
could only proceed from the assumed sentence that would sum up ali
the three factors of the Bhavana in connection with tho Action in
question.

*rr surfer swtop^, ^
*m Chodana, injunctions. * Va, really, vqri* gabdarthnsya. what i* ex-

pressed by the words,^mn Prayogabhfitatvat, .imply to be performed.
latsanmdheh, of the same words. ysffr, Gun&rthena, for the purpose of laying
down accessory details, j*: *fo Punahs'rutili, repetition.

] 6. They are really Inj unctions of independent Action
because the words distinctly express something to be per-
formed and the repetition of the same words is for the
purpose of laying down accessory details. —10.

COMMENTARY.
It is clearly perceived that the words 'agharayatV (in 'agharama-

gharayah
)
and juhoti (in ' agnihotnm juhoti ') not having their Injunctive

potency taken up by any other word, cannot bat distinctly express them- efinite actions. Nor can it be urged that theZZ *A9hara and >Homa • are already enjoined by the sentences 'ArdkvZ etc
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and * dadhn a, etc./ because the Injunctive potency of these sentences is

taken up by laying down of the accessories in the shape of 'Ardhva* and
'dadhi,' which arc not laid down by any other sentence

; and as such
we cannot very well discard the idea of those sentences merely referring

(by the Words
l

agharyati' and juhoti ') to the actions of Aghara and Homa
(enjoined by the two former sentences).

Whenever we come across the Injunction of a qualified Action what
we have to consider in the first sentence, is what factor of the object of

Injunction is such as has been laid down elsewhere and what is not so
;

and when this has been duly discriminated, the Injunction comes to be
taken as pertaining wholly to that factor which has not been laid down
elsewhere ; in the case of the sentence 'dudhna juhoti,' as the object of

injunction is the action of 'Homa an qualified by dadhi,' when we find that

the Homa has already been laid down by the sentence 'agnihotram juhoti,'

we conclude the Injunction in question to pertain to the dadhi only, and the

Bhdvand and the Root-weaning (denoted in 'dadhna juhoti') are said to be

mere references to those enjoined elsewhere
; and it is never said that from

the very beginning the sentence 'dadhnti juhoti enjoins only the accessory

with reference to the previously enjoined BMvanfi and Root-meaning.

The arguments of the Ptirvapatya are thus disposed of in the

Tantra Vartika.

(1) As for the names 'Agnihotra' and 'Aghara' they can be explained

as serving the purpose of pointing out the peculiarity indicated by the

verbs 'juhoti' and 'agharayati' and in the present instance, they serve to

distinguish the two actions in question from all other actions (of Homa
and Aghara) ; on the ground of these two being enjoined.

(2) As for the absence of the accessory details (as urged under

S&tra 15), we find that the material and the Deity are distinctly pointed

out by the context. Nor can it be urged that there being no method

mentioned in the injunctive sentence (that there would be no context)
;

because no such metlwd would be looked for until the relationship with

the Result had been established.

(3) Nor it is possible for us to have the Injunction of the Result

with i*egard to an Action of which the Material and the Deity have not

been laid down. Because the Result might very well be laid down with

regard to the Homa only, of which the material and the Deity might be

mentioned later on ; and there would be no incongruity in this.

(4) As a matter of fact, in similar cases, we do admit of reference

to previously enjoined actions. But the acceptance of this reference

always depends upon the fact of the action referred to being one that

4
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has been already enjoined (or mentioned) ;
and as such it always stands

in need of recognising the Actions as the same as that which haw been

previously enjoined.

(5) The mere fact of the Aghara being mentioned in another

Prakaraw does not do away with all the intervening Praharayas of the

Aghara. Because even in the case of the Aghara (as laid down by the

sentence 'agharamagharayati') the conjugational affix always raises in us

a desire to know the Object, the Instrument and the Method of the action ;

and hence it is quite possible for the material and the Deity to be

indicated by the Prakaraya (as the said desire could bo fulfilled only by

an indication of these).

Then again, your theory would necessitate the assumption of many

unseen factors. Because you make each of the sentences ' dadhnft juhoti
'

etc. and 'urdhvamagharayati,' etc-, lay down an independent Action, and

we do not find any deity laid down either for the llama of dadhi or for the

urdhva aghara, etc., and in the case of the sentence 'urdlivamayharayati,' the

material too is not mentioned, and inasmuch as you hold each of them

to be the injunction of an independent action, they could not be taken as

laying down the materials, etc., for one another.

For these reasons it must be said as we have put it.

(6) It has been argued above that in the sentence 'agnihotram

juhoti,
9

if the first word were to express an action, then, inasmuch as

an Action could never be the objective, the accusative ending (in

'agnihotram') would be wholly inexplicable. In reply to this we urge

that an action can be the objective of such verbs as Safdtalpa (determina-

tion) and the like ; and as such the accusative ending in * agnihotram
*

could be explained as with reference to the determination implied by the

word ' juhoti ' and as soch there is nothing incongruous in the accusative

ending in
£

agnihotram'

Adhikarana VI.—The Pasnyaga and the Somayaga are

independent actions.

SOTRAS 17 to 20.

OTftwm Dravyasarayogftt, on account of connection with certain materials.

Ohodana, injunction, *5%*%: Paiusomyofc of the Pashiy&ga and the Soma*
yftga. Jf^S Prakarage, in the context, Hi, as, A^narthako, would -be
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useless. ^arcftntT Dravyasamyogo, mention of the material. *ftk Nahi, because they

do not. to Tasya, of them. *rcn^ Gun&rthena, the purpose of laying down ac-

cessory materials.

17. Because of the connection with certain materials

the words, ' Pasu, etc' and ' Soma, ate/ contain injunctions;

as in the context the mention of the mere material would be

useless—specially because the words do not serve the pur-

pose of laying down accessory materials.—17.

COMMENTARY.

(1) We have a sentence ' PasumdUbhetd ' and in continuation of

this we have the sentences ' kridayasydgre vadyati, atha jihv&ya athava*

ksasdfy* (2) Then again we have the sentence 'Somena yqjati
7

and in its *

continuation, the sentences 'Aiudrav&yavan grihrj&ti, maitravarunam grili-

ytdti,' etc. And the question that arises is this : Is Alabheta a mere

reference to the actions laid down "by ' avadyati
1

and is ' yajeta' a mere

reference to those laid down by 'grihndti ' or do they lay clown independent

actions by themselves ? The question is ultimately stated in the following

form : Is the word 'Pam a mere reference to the hridaya, etc., and the

word 'yaji ' to the sacrifices implied by the word 'avadyati ' or do they lay-

down an independent * yaga
1

and
4 Paki 9

(as its material), the other

sentences only serving to point out their accessory details ? In the same

manner, the question with reference to the other set of sentences is this :

Is the word
l

yajeta* a mere reference to the sacrifice implied by the rela-

tionship of the material and the Deity, as mentioned in the sentences

* dindravdyavam, etc/; and the word 'Soma' to the juice used at those

sacrifices or the sentences 'Somena yajeta ' lays down an independent

action together with the material to be used in it ?

On this question the- Pdrvapakm view is as follows :—

The words in question are mere references to a number of actions

taken collectively.

Because as in the case of the sentences
f

Yadagneyo$takapdlfy
%

etc. the real end of the sentence is not served until the 'sacrifice' has been

inferred ( because the cake cannot be spoken of as 'Agneya? until it has

been offered in sacrifice to the Deity Agni )—So also in the case of the

sentences 'Aindravayavam,' etc., their full signification would not be accom-

plished until they implied a sacrifice ( at which the Soma would be offered

to Indravayn, when alone it could be spoken of as Aindravayavam). That

is to say* ttie relationship of the Deity and the material mentioned in the

*
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word 'Aindravay&vam? cannot be complete until a sacrifice lias been impli-

ed, and so long as the sentence. itself is not complete, it cannot stand m
need of- any other sentence (in the shape of ^Bo'mena yajeta, for which

according to the Siddhanta it would lay down as accessory detail) ; and

as such the sacrifice mentioned by the sentence 'Somena yajeta* could not

yet come in as the sacrifice sought after
;

nor, on the other hand, would

it be possible for the sentences 'Aindrav&yav&m,' etc., to lay down the

Deities for the sacrifice laid down by the sentence 'Sowem yajeta- ; which

having no Deity mentioned, is wanting in an accessory detail of another

sacrifice, we are forced to admit that that spoken of in the sentence * Somena

yajeta' is a mere reference to those sacrifices that have been laid down
in the context (by the sentences 'Aindrav&yavam griltyati,' etc*)

In answer to the above the Siddhanta, as put forward by the

Bhasya, is as follows :

—

It is only when the sacrifice mentioned in a sentence is actually

recognised to be the same as those mentioned before, that we take it to be

a mere reference to these
; in the case in question, however, we do not

find this to be the case.

That is to say, if in the case in question we recognised the sacrifice

to be exactly the same in all its details as those mentioned before,- as we do
in the case of the Pumamasa sacrifice, then we could take the sentence as*

a

mere reference, If again, the sentence were held to be a reference to the

root 'yaji ' alone, then we could conclude it to be a reference bereft of the

qualifications. In the cases in question, however, we find the sacrifices

mentioned before are—(1) those that have the ' Hridaya, etc.,' and (2) those

having the juice, for the material to be offered
; while the sacrifices men-

tioned by the sentences in question have, for their materials, the Pain
and the Soma, respectively

; and thus these letters not being recognised
to be the same as the former ones, we cannot take these sentences to be
mere references to the former sacrifices.

The Vartika is not satisfied with tffe above presentment of the
Adhikarana. Against the above statement of the Siddhanta it quotes the
following argument of the opponent :

—

In the case of the Atfakaptfoi cake, etc., though we find that these
cakes are directly laid down as the materials, yet we accept the com
(Vrihi)asthe material, though this is pointed out only by syntactical
connection

;
and in the same manner we could accept the ' Soma '

as the
enjoined material. It is only when there is a contradiction between two
things that the stronger sets aside the weaker

; and this is not the case
when two things are quite compatible with one another. In the case in
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question we find that the 'Soma' is quite compatible with the juice because

this latter stands in need of something from which it could be extracted

and the Soma-phmt comes in as fulfilling this requirement. For instance,

in the case of the sentence 'Agneyo'stakapahili,' etc., though we find that

the 'A §takapala* is directly laid dowD by the sentence, yet when the Vrihi

and the Yava come to be laid down as the materials, there is no contradic-

tion ; for these corns are actually required as the material out of which the

A§talmpal<t, cake would be made ; and certainly in taking up the Vrihi

one does not give up the making of the Atfakapala ; and hence in this

case the action with reference to which Vrihi is laid down as the material

is not recognised as any other than that for which the 'Atfakap&la' has

been laid down. Exactly in the same manner, in the case in question,

in taking up the Somaplunt, one does not give up the juice, and hence

there being no incompatibility between the two, inasmuch as the Soma
mentioned in the sentence in question can very well be taken as the

material for the sacrifices laid down by the other sentences, the sentence

in question cannot be taken as laying clown a distinct Action, merely

on the ground of a difference in the materials mentioned. And further,

the argument applies equally to the Siddhanta also ; because the Siddhdnta

also does not hold that the impounded soma plant is to be offered at the

sacrifice ; and hence just as for you the plant would only be the source

of the juice, so also would it be for Piirvapak$in. As a matter of fact,

it is your own theory that would be the more incongruous of the two. For

in your case, if the Plant, as mentioned in the originative Injunction,

were to be the sole means of accomplishing the sacrifice, then it would

never do to turn it into juice, in accordance with other sentences. In

our case, inasmuch as the juke would not be possible without its origin

(in the shape of the Plant), our sentence be always on the look-out for the

mention of this source ; and hence even if such source happens to be

mentioned by another sentence, there is nothing incongruous in our

having recourse to it. In your case, on the other hand, inasmuch as the

original Plant itself is quite capable of being offered bodily by itself, it

does not stand in the need of any mention of its modifications ; and as

such any connection of these would be wholly incompatible, consequently

we could not accept any such connection as laid down by other sentences.

In view of these argument., Lased as they are on the firm ground

of such examples as the aforesaid injunction of Vrihi, etc., which com-

pletely shut out our mouth, it is best for us not to start the question of

the Inj miction of Materials, and to confine ourselves solely to the refutation

of the view of the sentences in question being mere references to previously
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mentioned sacrifices. In the case of the Paki, however, as the animal as

a whole is not capable of being bodily offered at a sacrifice, the above

arguments of the opponent would not apply ; and hence for this case alone

the argument of the Injunction of different materials would be a good one

for the SiddMnta. But in the case of ' Soma ' it becomes necessary for us

to refute the opponent's arguments based upon the Injunction of the

Vvihi ; and for this purpose we have the next fiiHra,

Or, we may take it thus—that having refuted the former Hiddhhnla

arguments (by means of the arguments based upon the Injunction of Vrihi)

the true conclusion is arrived at by means of the arguments embodied in

the following Sutra.

Or, lastly, we can take the present S&lra as embodying the

POtrvapdkaa and the next Sutra, in which the ' cha
7 may be taken in

the sence of ' tu
1

(which is a sign of the ' Siddh&nta-SCitra ') as putting

forth the Siddhanta.

It may be asked how the present SAbra can be taken as expressing

the P&rvapak$a. This we proceed to explain as follows

The question being, do the sentences * hvidayasya, etc./ and
* Aindrav&yavam, etc.,' serve the purpose of laying down accessory details,

like the Dadhi, etc., and the subsequent sentences (Pahim etc., and Somena,

etc.) are the originative Injunctions of the sacrifices concerned ? -or do
the former sentences themselves serve as the Injunctions of Sacrifices?

We have the following

PCfKVAI>AKSA.

The sentence ' Rridayasya, etc.,' or Aivdr<tvrtyavam, etc. / do not serve

the purpose of laying down accessory details, like the sentences
4

Dadhnd
juhoti' and the rest ; in fact these themselves are original Injunctions,

Why? Because of the mention of materials, i.e., because of the mention
of such materials as ' Hridaya, etc.,' these sentences are the Injunctions of

the Pasu and the Soma, as otherwise, through the context the connection

of ' Hridaya, etc/ would become subsidiary to the sacrifice while as a
matter of fact, it is not possible for this connection to serve as its accessory,

because that would be contrary to the Paki and the Soma-plant laid down
in the original Injunctive sentences. Or in accordance with a previous
aw, the Fasu and the Soma having been obtained from other sentences,
the mention of the connection of materials, in the present context, would
m your theory be wholly useless. In my theory, on the other hand, the
word Soma (in ' Somena yajeta') is the name of the sacrifice, and the sentence
' Agnvitomiyam yakim ' serves the purpose of layig^.,dbwn the Deity
* Agni-Soma '; and thus none of these two sentence* nuking nlention of
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any material, the mention of materials in the other sentences is not at all

superfluous. Consequently we conclude that the real Injunctions of the

sacrifice are contained in the sentences ' Eridayasya, etc.,' and e

Aindravd-

yavam etc.,' (and the sentences Agnistomiyam, pasum, etc.,' and ' Somena
yujeta ' are mere references to these sacrifices taken collectively, the

former serving the purpose of pointing out the Deity for the offerings of

the pieces, and the latter supplying the name of the sacrifices taken

collectively.)

The Vartika takes the next Sutra as embodying the Siddhanta of the

Adhikarana while the Bhasya takes it as meeting certain Pilvapaksa

arguments.

^ *

sfa^w: Achodalc&b, cannot be injunctive. * Clia, further. TOircr: Samsk&r&b,

laying down purificatory rites.

18. But as (laying down) purificatory rites they cannot

be injunctive (of independent Actions).—18.

COMMENTARY.

The sentences in question cannot be taken as mere references to

previous sacrifices, heeutise of these latter not being the sacrifices treated of

by the context, an argument that has already been explained on a

previous occasion in Sutra 11. ii. 10.

Question :

*' But how is it that these are not the sacrifices treated oi

by the context ?"

Answer: Because the words
'

a/oadyati* and * grilwtiti* are not

injunctive of sacrifices ; as what they do is only to lay down certain

purificatory or preparatory rites ; because they are actually found to end

with them: as when a sentence is actually found to have its sole ending

in the pointing out of such rites, there is no ground for assuming a

sacrifice to be indirectly indicated.

Thus, then, the actions (mentioned in the sentences ' Aindrav&yvam,

etc,/) having the character of mere Preparatory Actions, they stand in need

of the mention of a ' sacrifice ' somewhere else : and as such there

would be nothing incongurous in the fact of such a sacrifice being laid

down by another sentence (Somena ya/jeta), etc.

And our way of taking the sentences has the following advantage.

(1) The singular number in ' J
r

yoti$omena
y

becomes capable of being

taken directly fa^;||Ot figuratively as necessitated by the Pfirvapaksa,

which makes it refer to*many sacrifices), (2) we are saved the useless trouble
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of accepting the word
£ Soma ' (in ' Somena yajeta') as a second name for

the/ Jyotitfoma,' (3) nor is it necessary for us to accept the apparently

useless fact of the sentence in question being a reference to all the other

sentences, as in the case of the I.Mrvapaksa in connection with
1 AghMgnihotra.'

For these reasons we conclude that the sentences in question are

injunctions of the Animal and the Soma sacrifices.

frtt ?o^hnk u nil
c^mj Tadbhedat, because of difference, s^fa: Karmanab, of the action,

wm: Abhy&sah, repetition. 5[sq^wro DravyappthaktvA^as the substances are dis-

tinct. Anarthakam, useless. % Hi, because. w?j Sy&t, it would he. ^:

Bhedali, difference. w<j Dravyagunibhav&t, as it is subservient to the

substance.

19. Because of difference, there is a repeiitioi) of the

Action, as the substances are distinct, it would be useless

(to mention another connection) ; hence there is a difference

(in the Qrahana)
;
specially as it is subservient to the sub-

stance.—19.

COMMENTARY.

On account of the connection of the deity heing different in each

case, "there must he a repetition of the action of gr^htna ; because on

account of the distinctness of the substance that is to be prepared or

purified by means of the gruhwna in connection with the said deitien, if

any other connection were mentioned, it would be wholly useless as it would
not be performed

;
and hence, there is a difference of the graham, became

it is subservient to the substance to be purified (by that grahayta).

The Vartika has suggested another interpretation of the Siitra also,

it is as follows : ' tadbheddt
9

i.e., because of the diversity of the

prepared ' Soma' there is a repetition of the action of sacrifice ;
* because

of the separateness of the material accepted' ;—if all of them were not offered

up, the whole
(

would be useless '
; and hence even though in the original

Injunction, the sacrifice has been mentioned but once yet
'

there is a
diversity' of its performance, because of the fact of the originally enjoined
' substance being subservient to the various conditions mentioned in other
sentences.

The substance, too, must be offered in the same way as it lias teen
held in the various cups as, if the whole thing were to be mixed up again,
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the previous holding into separate cups would become wholly useless ; and

the deities, to whom the cupfuls have been previously dedicated, would

not become connected with (possessed of) their specified shares ; nor is it

possible for all the deities to be referred to at the time of the (single)

offering, hence it is not possible for people, afraid of repetition, to mix up

all t%p juice and mate a single offering of it; specially as even if this

were done, it would lead to a confusion, of the shares (previously specified).

And when* the shares have been once separately specified, it becomes

necessary for the other party to clear up the said confusion, unless of course

he has a scriptural text distinctly laying down such confusion. Thus

then, it being necessary to make the offering as previously determined,

it is only when all the deities (and the gvahayjtas as taken collectively, that

the following sentence

—

dasaitdnadhvaryuh pratahsavane grihii&ti, dswino

dasamo grihu&ti tctm tritiyam juhoti etc., etc., (laying down the definite

order and the summing up of the various ' grahaiias
9

becomes explicable.)

Thus then we conclude that the whole forms a single action (of the

Jyotistoma).

The use of the present Adhikaraw lies in the fact that, according to

the pitrvapakqa, among the sacrifices subsidiary to the same sacrifice (the

Jyot'kioma), wo would have the performance of the details with regard

to cue cup, and that, too, only once
;
whereas, according to the SiddMnta>

the whole thing has to be done exactly as in the Primary Sacrifice (the

Jyobistoma).

#8»rc: Sansk&rab, the purificatory action. 3 Tu, however. 1 fi^Tci Na Bhidyeta,

would not differ. TOfeira Par&rthatvat, on account of being for the sake of some-

thing else. %m Darvyasya, of the substance, gnr^m Gu#abhutatv&t, because it

has a subordinate position.

20, The purificatory action would not differ because

the substance being for the sake of something else has a

subordinate position.—20.

COMMENTARY*

In the P&rvapaksa it has been argued that in the case of the tying

of the animal there are a number of texts laying down the tethering post

to be of Khadira, Palaia, etc., and this tying being a purificatory act the

various trees mentioned have been regarded as optional alternatives: In

the same manner it has been urged in the case of the many deities men-

tioned also Indra, V&yu, etc., these should be regarded as optional

alternatives*
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In answer to' tins argument the Sutra points out that the analogy

put forward does not hold good. In the case of the tethering post the

several kinds of wood are laid down clearly for the purpose of accomplish-

ing a purification. Hence there could be no necessity for the using of all

the words, for which reason they are taken as optional alternatives In

the case of the deities on the other hand the passages under consideration

do not mention them as accomplishing the sacrifice. Consequently not

being subservient to anything they must be regarded as equally indepen-

dent and hence every one of them has to be adopted.

It may be noted that this Sutra has been omitted by Kumarila in

his Vartika.

Adhikarana VII.—Actions differentiated by means of

number.
s0tRA.1I. ii, 21.

ymwFfomt Pyithaktvanivesat, because of its separateness. wrct Sankhyay&, by

means of number. Karmabhedab, differentiation of actions, Sy&t, would

be.

21. Because of, the fact of its inhering in separateness,

number would serve to differentiate the Actions.—2L
The treatment of the three exceptions to the law relating to the

Reception of words has been finished, and we now proceed to show how
Actions are differentiated (or distinguished) means by of number.

In this connection we should cite such sentences as
i

tisra ahutir-

yuhotij' 'dwadasa dwadasanijuhotV which are laid clown as co-extensive

with the actions enjoined by previous originative injunctions, and which

are accompanied by definite numbers.

And on this, we have the following :

—

Purvapal^a (A),—Inasmuch as the word 'julioli ' is mentioned but

once, the action laid down is one only ; and as for the Number (three, etc.j

it could be made up by frequent repetition of the same Action.

Siddhanta (A).

To the above we make the following reply :

—

Siddhanta (A).—In the case in question the number is mentioned in

connection with the Eoma, while it is being enjoined, and not after it has
been enjoined as in the case of the sentence 'Ekada&aprayctfan,' and with-
out an idea of

'
separateness' the number does not attain its true character.
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Nor can the number be said to be made up by a repetition of the same
Action ; because it is only when there is no other way of explaining the

number that it is held to be made up by Repetitions as in the case of the

Prayajas, the Upasadas and the like, which have had their own limits pre-

viously specified. In the case in question, however, inasmuch as no other

number of the Action has been previously specified the number {three) must
be taken as pointing out the separate character of the Actions themselves.

And hence as the number is found to inhere in the Separateness of the

actions themselves, we can not accept it as referring to the Separateness
due to the mere repetition of the same action ; as we shall show later on,

under the Sfitra ' Agamadvft ' bhy&sasycttentatw&t—(K. V. 16;.

The above is the presentation of the Adhikarana according to Kuma-
rita. He has taken for his basic text a passage in which the differentiating

number refers to the action. The Bhasya, however, has taken for its basic

text the sentence ' Saplada&i prayapatyan patiun alabhet' while the numbers
pertain not to the action but to the animals. The Vartika points out

that the Bhasya has chosen this text because it is more difficult to prove

that the number pertaining to an accessory detail differentiates actions

than to prove the same with regard to the number pertaining to the

action itself.

Adhikarana VIII.—The differentiations of Actions by names,

SUTBA II. ii. 22.

m Saftjfi&, name, * Oha, also, swfoSnira Ufcpattisamyog&t, because of its

occurring in the originative injunction.

22. Name also (serves to distinguish Actions) because

of its occurring in the originative Injunctions.—22.

COMMENTARY.

The differentiation of Actions by means of Accessories and context,

bristling with many discussions, is postponed for a future occasion ; and

we proceed to consider the case of name.

[In connection with the sentence
1

Athaisa jyotil} atha visvajyetify,

aiha sarmjyoti^ there arises the following doubt— Do these names only

serve to refer to the Jyotis{oma for the purpose of laying down * a thotx-

papd" q,s the sacrificial gifts in connectien with it ? Or do they lay down
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other Actions at which that is the sacrificial gift ? And on this wo havo

the following ]—
PdrvapakQa.—Inasmuch as the words ' atlia* and

£ em '
stand in need

of something that has gone before, and as the rejection of the original sub-

ject and the taking up another is a faulty process,— it follows that the

various names apply to the single sacrifice 'Jyotistoma for which, as in the

case of the ' Daksayana? Sacrifice another detail fin the shape of the gift of

a 'thousand)' is laid down. And when wc already havo a sentence

'Jyotistomena Svargahamo Yajeta' that lays down the connection between

the material and the result, if we accept the words in question to be the

names of the same Actions, wo are saved the necessity of assuming—(I)

another Action, (2) an Apurva in keeping with that Action, and (3) wholly

unheard-of methods for the accomplishment of that Apilroa, etc., etc., and

there would be the further advantage that as the mention of the gift of

' a thousand' could be taken as laying down a method of procedure with

regard to the Jyotitfoma, we would not have to get aside this sacrifice

(which forms the original subject of the context). If the sentences in

question were to be Injunctions of other Actions, there would be no use for

the word ' atha' which refers to something gone before ; for one sacrifice

does not stand in need of another ; nor does any significance attach to any

order of sequence among the sacrifices (that are independent of one another)

as we shall show later on. And hence the word ' atha cannot bo

taken as signifying this order of sequence. Nor does the Namr express

a BMvanri nor is the Boot-meaning found to be mixed up with the

Name, in the sentence in question, as is the case with the root
c

yaji* (which

is often mixed up with names of Sacrifices), and as such there could bo

no idea of difference among the Hoot-meaning* Nor again is the Name an

injunctive word, whereby it could urge people to other (actions than the

Jyotitfoma) ; and so long as the human agent is not urged into activity,

even if a difference could be cognised, we could attach no significance

to it exactly as we do with regard to the singular number in
f graham

1

(in the sentence graham sammarsti). The injunctive word (in the sentence

Btena Sahasradaksinena yajeta) that we have in connection with these

sentences, is taken up by the mention of the accessory detail (in the

shape of the sacrificial gift of 'a thousand') ; and as such it cannot

pertain to the form of any Action. If the Injunctive words were not

thus set aside then, too, the difference of the two Sacrifices would be based

upon the repetition of the word yajeta and not upon the Names.

The mention of a Result also does not give rise to the idea of

* difference among Actions, in accordance with the SMra II.im.26. Or,
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it may be that inasmuch as the (gift of a thousand rests upon the previously

mentioned Jyothtoma, the particular result mentioned in connection with

this gift may be taken as following from the employment of this accessory

gift in connection with the same ' Jotitfoma' just as the employing of

different accessories (at the same sacrifice) such as ' dadhi ' and 6 milking

vessel' is laid down, with a view to particular results (in the shape of the

obtaining of an organ of sense and Cattle, respectively). And thus, too,

the Action referred to cannot be a new one.

In the case of the word ' Jyoli^ etc. there is a further peculiarity :

they form part of the name ' Jyotitfoma and as such they cannot fail

to give an idea of the ' Jtjoti$oma\ Specially as we find the ' Jyoti^toma'

actually spoken of as 'Jyolity in the sentence
6

Vasante Vasante Jyotin, etc.

For these reasons, we conclude that inasmuch as in the case in ques-

tion, we find none of the abovementkmed grounds of diversity, viz.—Dif-

ference of words, Repetition of the same word, Number, the mention of an

Accessory incompatible with the original Action, and a Difference of con-

text—the actions referred to cannot be any other than the original

'JyotiQtoma'

Siddhanta.—To the above we make the following reply : when no word

expressive of the Action has been used, the name that happens to be men-

tioned first cannot but give rise to the idea of something new. That is to

say, in a case where the Action has been already laid down by means of a

previously pronounced verb, before the name comes to be mentioned, the

unity or diversity of the Actions concerned having, in that case, already

been ascertained elsewhere by means of the verb, the subsequently appear-

ing Name would not distinguish the Actions. In the case in question,

however, we find that the name is mentioned in connection with an Action

that has yet to be laid clown (by the subsequent sentence 'Mena Sahasradalt-

xinena yajeta*) and such like the number, it must be expressive of Separate-

ness* Because in all cases, it is most improper to use one word in more

than one sense, or to express one thing by more than one word ; and hence

whenever we come across a new thing, we look for a new name ; and vice

versa whenever we find a new name we look for a new thing. When,

however, we directly perceive both of these to be the same that has been

known before, then this perception sets aside the weaker authority of the

aforesaid character of the name. But so long as there is no such recog-

nition of identity, there is nothing to set aside the idea of difference

naturally afforded by the difference of names.

For instance, in the case in question, we find that entirely different

from the previously mentioned Jyoti^toma, there is
?

later on, a new r^me
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1

atlia gaufy '; and as this latter has apparently no connection with what

has gone before, it cannot bring about any idea thereof ; and hence it

gives rise to the notion of something else coloured by itself {i.e,
t

the

name gauh.) And then we proceed to look out, in wliat follows as well

as in what has gone before, for that thing of which this is the name, and

we find that all the ' yajatis ' that has gone before refer to, and have

been absorbed by the Jyotitfonvi; and as such cannot refer to anything

else or have any other name ; but as for the
1

yajati ' that comes afterwards

(in the sentence ' Etena sahasradakriyen'!, yajeta) though, on account of the

mention of the Result, the Injunctive potency is taken up by the laying

down of something else (i.e., the accessory gift of ' a thousand '), and as

such the Injunction itself does not serve to distinguish the Action,—yet,

inasmuch as according to Sutra II. i. 40, on account of tho intervention

of an unconnected word ' gaub ' (between the passages dealing with tho

Jyotistoma and the sentence ' Ath tija Jyotil,i ' etc) the word ' gaulj.
'

does not very well fit into what has goue before ; and hence the idea of what
has gone before not presenting itself at the time that the sentence ' Atha
gavbl appears, the continuance of the previous context is broken off, and
the mind naturally seeks for something else ; and the subsequent ' yajeta

'

presenting itself to tho expectant mind and being incapable of referring to
the Jyotistoma sacrifice, which is already possessed by another name and
turns itself to an object other than the taking up of that the continuation of
which has been broken off. Consequently then, the subsequent >tt'
being separated from the previous context, by the giver of the name «

gatfy
»

cannot go over to it, nor does the previous context go over to it ; and
hence per force it goes over to another object.

Thus, then, the word 'atha ' not being able to be taken as signify-
ing either reference to what has gone before, or immediate sequence it

is taken as serving the purpose of introducing another Action. The word
' e§a ' also, being expressive of that which is perceptibly near it is
as applicable to what has gone before as to what appears "subsequently,
because both are equally perceptibly proximate to it, and hence the
signification of this word does not affect the discussion. Thus, then we
conclude' that in consideration of the direct signification of the words
Jyotjb etc.,

'
these names must be taken as differentiating the Actions re-

ferred to by them from what has been mentioned before.
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Adhikarana IX.—Differentiations of actions

through their deities.

SOTRA II. ii. 23—24.

=pr^TT^T^m vwmii sro^ \\n\u
3<to Gmjasiciha, an accessory also. *$W3|ft Apurvasamyoge, when it is a new

one. mm: Vakyayoli, of the sentences, Samatvat, because of equal inde-

pendence.

23. Aii accessory also (serves to differentiate actions)

when it is a now one, and incapable of being connected with

the foregoing (action) because both the sentences are equally

independent of each other.—23.

COMMENTARY.

Before dealing with the differentiating of Actions by context, we
proceed to consider the Diversity and Unity of Actions based upon their

Accessories.

In connection with the Cliatunnasya sacrifice with reference to the

Vaihadeva Parva
1
wc find the sentence

4

Vaihadevyaviikm, 1

which serves

to lay down the sacrifice implied by the connection between the material

and the Deity herein mentioned ; and following on this we find the sen-

tence * Vdjibhiyo Vajnam.
1 And on this point there arises the following

doubt > Does the second sentence lay down an accessory material for

the sacrifice laid down by the former sentence or does it serve to lay down

a distinct sacrifice implied by the particular connection of the material

and the Deity mentioned in itself?

Though there was a third alternative also possible, namely, that

both the material and the Deity mentioned in the second sentence are

laid down with reference to the previous sacrifice, yet this has not been

put forth, because it has been shown in the Adhikarana dealing with the

Paunjamasi sacrifice, that it is not possible for many accessories to be laid

down in connection with an Action that has been already enjoined by a

previous sentence.

Thus, then, the question comes to be this : Is the material Vajina

connected, in the previously laid down sacrifice, with the Deity {Visva-

devas) of that sacrifice, or is it connected with another Deity (Vaji) another

sacrifice and another Apurva

!

On this, we have the following :

—

P&rvapak?a—The second sentence serves to lay down the materia

Y&jina with regard to the previous sacrifice.
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Because of the word Vaji being taken as one who has Vaja or food

and the food meant being the Amiksd that has been laid clown in the

immediately preceding sentence (Vaisvadevydmihslid) it h the action too

referred to in this second sentence being the same as that laid down in

the former sentence, what this second sentence does is to lay down a new

material, in the shape of the Vdjina.

That is to say, we do not know of any such deities as the Vdjis and

no unknown meaning of the words can serve to complete tho meaning of

a sentence ; but as a rule wherever the meaning of a word as a whole is

unknown, what we do is to accept the meaning that is afforded by Uh

constituent parts ; and in the case in question we find that in the iirst

sentence, the Visvadevas are represented as ' Vaji ' because of their having

Amihyi (which is a food, Vaja) and then these same Deities being under-

stood, in the second sentence, to be connected with the material * Vdjina
1

they cannot be set aside from this connection (because there is no other

known meaning of the word Vaji as a whole). These Deities (Visvadevas)

are already impressed with the connection of the sacrifice previously

implied by the first sentence
;

consequently, when with a view to esta-

blishing their relationship with the material Vdjina, we come to assume
a * sacrifice

' we find that there is no reason why we should set aside the

sacrifice that is pointed out by the word ' Vaji
9

(which is synonymous with

Visvadevas, and as such points to the sacrifice implied in the former sen-

tence)
;
and while we hnve that sacrifice, there arises no further incon-

sistency with regard to anything else ; and hence we conclude that in the

second sentence we have the same sacrifice, the same Apwrva and the same
Deity as those in the previous sacrifice, and as such there is no reason for

assuming any other sacrifice.

For these reasons we conclude that in view of the two sentences in

question, the two materials, Amiksd and Vdjina must be taken as per-

taining to the same sacrifice, to be employed in it either as optional
alternatives or both jointly and that the action mentioned in the second
sentence is not different from that laid down in the first.

To the above, we make the following reply :

—

Siddhdnta.—Inasmuch as the sacrifice laid down by the first sentence
has already a material mentioned for it, another material (mentioned in the
second sentence) cannot possibly belong to it; and hence the mention of
such a materia], for the sake of establishing its relevancy, could not but
indicate another Action.

The meaning of the Sutra thus comes to be this : Inasmuch as
the GuW (material) is new and incapahle of being connected with the
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previous Action it gives rise to the idea of a distinct Action
;
specially as

the two sentences are equal, ien independent of each other. That is

to say, each of the two connections between Deity and material (that the

two sentences speak of), not allowing the presence of the other, as incom-

patible with itself, lays down a distinct Action.

The passage in question comprises two distinct sentences ' Vativa*

devyumikw
1

and 'Vajibhyovfyinam
1

and the case of the two sentences is not

alike as in the sentence ' Vaisvadevyamiksd there are two relationships : (1)

The Relationship of the material and the Deity, and (2) the Relationship of

the qualifier and the qualified ; and of these the former is directly men-
tioned by the words, while the latter is indicated by syntactical connection.

For this reason, the qualification of the word ' amik$a ' by the word
' Vaikadevi ' is not through the meaning of these words; as it is in the case

of the expression ' Nilotpaldm
5

what the fact is, is that the Nominal affix

itself directly denotes the Amik$(l together with the Deity Visvedevali and

the particular material referred to (by tho pronoun
£

asy&[i ' in the ex-

pounding of the Nominal affix) is indicated by the proximity of the word
' Amik$&S The case of the other sentence

6

Vajivyobajinam ' is entirely

different.

Because, firstly, in the sentence 'Vajibhyo Vajinam? the material to be

offered is not denoted either by the noun * Vajin ' or by the Dative affix (in

the word ' Vajibhyali
J

) ; nor do any of these express the connection of that

material with the Deity ; and hence we cannot cognise these by any other

means save the syntactical connection (of the two wordsj. That is to say,

in the word ' Vajibhyali
J

either the basic noun or tie affix or both of them

together express either the material in general or a particular material or

connection of some material with the Deity, all tbat the word denotes is

that " the object signified by the noun is the recipient; " and certainly there

is no idea of the relationship of the " material " included in the word
;

and hence it has to be cognised by means of the syntactical connection

based upon the proximity of the word * Vajinam'

And, secondly, in the case of the word ' Vaisvadevi
9 we find that the

signification of the Pronoun ' asyfl\i ' is included in the Nominal affix,

but in the case of the word * Vajibhyah ' the Dative is ^ot laid down in

the sense of that of which the object signified by the basic noun is the

receiver of the gift : That is to say, in the case of the former, we find

. that the Nominal Affix has been laid down by grammarians in the sense

of * that of which the object signified by the basic word is the Deity '

;

while the Dative has not been laid down in the sense that ' that which is

signified by the basic noun is the receiver of that (a mp$adn gift)
'

;
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and as sucli in tlie case of a word with the Dative ending, there can bo

no indication of the meaning of the pronoun
1

wyAfr
1

;
and as a matter

of fact what such a word actually expresses is the mere character of

the 'recipient' and hence, it is only on account of the inconsistency

of the mention of a ' recipient ' without the object to be received, that

the word with the Dative can give rise to a desire on our part for some

such thing ; and certainly this does not make this thing to bo directly

expressed by that word, as, in that case, all that is signified by the sentence

would become the denotation of that word. All that the said ' desire
'

raised by the Dative does it to bring about the requisite relationship

when the other word is uttered ; for if there were no such desire raised

by the first word, even the second word could not bring about the said

relationship.

Thus, then, though the Dative Allix directly denotes the deitie

character (of Vajin), yet its relationship with the material (Vtijiwi), is indi-

cated by syntactical connection alone. Our connection is with regard to tlna

relationship (of the material ami the Deity) and there is no doubt that

the relationship of the material vajina (with the Deity Vajin) (m

indicated by syntactical connection) is very much weaker in authority

than that of the Amikxa with the Visvedevas because this latter is men-

tioned directly by the Nominal Affix in the word ' VaiivadevL
1

§ prcasr sRfpfa \m\\
Aguge, not being accompanied by the mention of any accessory, 3 Til,

but srt^i^ Karmasabde, the word mentioning a previous action, y?: Cugab f

an accessory, m Tattra, in that case. wftSfa Pratiyeta, should be recognised.

^ 24. When however the word mentioning the previous

action is not accompanied by the mention of any accessory,

the accessory mentioned in another sentence should be taken

as pertaining to that same action.—24.

COMMENTARY.

This " Sutra " mentions a counter-instance to the foregoing. The
sense- of it is that when a certain Action has not got any definite accessory

laid down by its original injunction, if another sentence is found mention-

ing an Accessory, this latter sentence can he taken as laying down the

Accessory for the same sacrifice that has been laid down by the previous

sentence, and hence in such cases, the mention of the Accessory does not

serve to distinguish the Action (from the previous one).
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Adhikarana X.

The BMsya has also taken S-utra 24 to represent an Adhikarana by
itself. In the case of the two sentences

c

Agnihotrenajuhoti' and ' Dadlmd
juhoti ' the question arising as to whether the two sentences refer to the
same or to different actions. The conclusion is that the former
sentence not laying down any material for the ' Boma ' the latter sentence
should be taken as laying down the material for that same ' Roma:

It may bo noted that there is no difference in the actual interpretation
of the 'Stitra.' In both cases theSiltra deals with a counter-instance
to what has gone before. The only difference is that by one interpretation
the SQtra is made a portion of Adhikarana IX while by another it is

made an independent Adhikarana by itself.

Adhiharana XI—The mention of definite materials is

with a vieio to distinct results.

StfTRAS II, ii. 25, 26.

<wr*?»: Phalasrfiteb, because of the mention of distinct result. 5 Tu, really.

w$ Karma, a distinct action* wn Sy&t, should be. *sns Phalasya, of the action.

Karmayogitvat, being connected with a definite action.

25. Because of the mention of a distinct Result, there

would be a distinct action (laid down by the sentence)

specially as the Result is always connected with a definite

Action.—25.

COMMENTARY.

In continuation of the sentence ' Agnihotram julioti
5

we find

the sentence ' Dadhnindriyahamasya juhuydt ' and this gives rise to the

following doubt : Does this second sentence lay down an Action different

from that laid down by the former sentence ? or does it only serve to men-
tion a distinct result as following from the offering of a particular material

at the same sacrifice ?

Two conclusions have been previously arrived at : (1) If the original

Injunction of the Action contain the mention of no accessory, the accessory

mentioned in a subsequent passage pertains to the Action laid down by that

Injunction, (2) If the original Injunction contain the mention of an

accessory, there being no possibility of the connection of more than one

enjoined accessory, the uientioji of another accessory pertains to another
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Action. In the case in question, we find that the sentence laying down

the original action—
4 Agnihotram jukoti —does not mention an accessory

(vis., the material ' Dadhi ' and the Result 'Acquiring of sense, efficiency >»

and there arises a doubt as to the likelihood or otherwise of thenc latter

appertaining to the former Action.

For the purpose of settling this doubt, we have got to settle at first

the question as to whether the Result mentioned in the second sentence

follows from the ' Homa 9

or from the particular material
1 DadhV

There being every reason for a doubt in connection with the sen-

tences in question, we proceed at first to deal with the following ;~

Purvapalzsa.—Though in the case in question, the previous sentence

' Agnihotram juhoti,' mentioning the material, yet the sentence in question

(' dadhnendriyaJcamasya julnujat
y

) hys down a distinct Action ; "because

this latter contains, i.e., distinctly mentions, a Result ( 'Sense-efficiency ')»

and it is only from an Action that a result can follow.

The whole of the Bhaviirthadhikarana (II. i. 14) serves as the present

Purvayaha. Because the conclusion therein arrived at was that it is

only Verbs and not Nouns or Adjectives (laying down the material or

other accessory details), that are connected with the word speaking of the

Result, and hence inasmuch as the Result is always connected with an

Action, when there is a distinct Result mentioned, the sentence in question

must be taken as laying down a distinct Action, and not as only pointing out

another material (dadhi) for tlie previously mentioned Action (Agnihotra).

Because the material having been already mentioned once, the

same cannot be enjoined over again ; and if you hold the sentence to lay

do'wn a material that has not been already laid down, then the mention
of the Result would be altogether superfluous (as no Result can ever
follow from the material

c

dadhV)t That is to say, in a case where the
word speaking of the Action does not speak of a material, we can take
another sentence as laying down that material, only if either that material
does not happen to have been laid down already by a previous sentence,
or if the sentence in question is not found capable of asserting anything
more than what has already been mentioned. In the case in question,
however, we find none of these conditions present, as the material ' dadhi

7

has been previously laid down by another sentence ' dadhnd juhoti; and
the sentence in question mentions a Result (sense-efficiency) over and
above what has been spoken of before. It is with a view to all this that
the Bhasya has summed up the Purvapaksa in the words : we find a
distinct result mentioned in the sentence in question ; and a (distinct)
Result can, rightly speaking, follow from a (distinct) Action only.
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^H^TccfTcj Atulyatvat, on account of not being exactly similar. 5 Tu, but.

3T3q%: VA,kyayoh, of the two sentences. 5^ Gune, as laying clown an accessory.

Tasya, for the action, acfftci Pratiyeta, should be recognised.

26. The two sentences not being exactly similar, the

second sentence should be taken as laying down an accessory

for the previously mentioned Action.—26.

COMMENTARY.

The sentence in question is not similar to those with reference to

which it lias been concluded, under the BhAvartMdhikarana (1L i. 1),

that the Result follows from that which is expressed by the Root.

Because so long as the potency of the Injunctive has not been removed
from that which is expressed by the verbal root, whatever result is

mentioned is taken as pertaining to that Root-meaning; when however,

the potency of the Injunctive is transferred to the Accessory, if a Result

happens to be mentioned, then inasmuch as this mention of the Result

would be touched by the Injunction of the Accessory it is along with

that necessary that the Result comes to be taken.

That is to say, the Injunctiveness in reality residing in the BMvand
is transferred to from one to the other factor, according as that factor,

comes to be recognised as helping that Bhfaan/t. And at the time that

the Injunctiveness. as transferred to the Root-meaning, gets at the Bkdvand
with a particular result,—it is the Root-meaning that is made the Instru-

ment (of its accomplishment) ; and everything else becomes subservient

to that Root-meaning. This (fact of Injunctiveness pertaining to the

Root-meaning) is found to be the case, in connection with the sentence

'Agnihotram juhuylt svargakdmah,' where the name(Agnihotra)is incapable

of wresting, for itself, the operation of the Injunctive. On the other

hand, in the case of the sentence in question 0 dadhnendriyak&masya

pthuyat the word
1

dadhi ' has got none of the various characteristics

of a Namadheya (Name of a sacrifice) (as detailed in the Fourth P&da

of tho First Adkyvja) and hence it must be taken as something enjoined
;

and as such it wrests to itself the Injunctive operation that had been

pointing to the Root-meaning. Thus then, the Bhdvand in question,

affected by its contact with the Dadhi, comes to stand in need of reference

(to a previous Action) by means of the Root-meaning of the sentence
;

and consequently when wo find a Remit mentioned, we at once conclude

this Result to be something to be brought about by the instrumentality

of the Dadhi, and not by that of the iloma (expressed by the Root-meaning
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of juhuyat'
;
specially because those that are nut enjoined cannot be

accepted to have the Character of the "Instrument ; and when we have

accepted a certain other thing to be the object of the Injunction, we

can never take the sentence as laying clown that from which the Injunctive

operation has been wrested, as we have already shown above (under

Sutra II. ii. 11) just as on account of the Injunctive operation being wrested

by the Daclhi we deny the fact of the sentence enjoining the Ifoma, so

in the same manner, on account of the presence of the word mentioning

the Result, we cannot take the sentence as enjoining the datlhi with

reference to the Eoma (because of the chance of syntactical split, etc., etc.)

;

hence what we hold is that the sentence enjoins the Dadhi with reference

to the Bhavana, and as such, it must be admitted that the Result follows

from the Dadhi, and the sentence does not lay down a distinct action.

Adhikara7ia XI

L

—The Vamvtmtlya, etc., are

distinct Actions.

StfTRA. II, ii. 27,

^ Samesu, the sentences being similar, ^fa?** Karmayuktam, related

to the actions, Sy&t, should be.

27. ¥ hen the sentences are similar (the Result) would

be connected with distinct Action.—27.

COMMENTARY.

We now proceed to deal with an exception to the foregoing Adhi*

Ttarana.

The subject of the Adhikarana is thus shown : (1) we have the

sentence
f

trivridagnistomafa tasya vdyavyasu ekaviriimmagni$to7tW8(lma

hritvd brahmavareliasak&mo yajettf and then in continuation of this Agni$tnt

sacrifice we have the sentence
c

vchnvanttyamagnistomas&ma Mryam*
which lays down an accessory in the shape of the vtlravantiyamagni-

§tomas&ma hritvA pamUmo hyeteml yajetL [This difference between the

bearing of the two sentences being that when the Varvanttya is sang
to in connection with the Vdyavya verses then the result is in the shape
of ' JBrahmic glory' while when the same is sung in connection with the
Bevati verses, the Result is in the shape of ' Cattle

Here, too, we have as before, the following doubt ;—Does this

last sentence enjoin an independent action, distinct from that laid down
in the previous sentence, as qualified by a distinct material (w the shape
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of the Varvanthja in connection with the Revatt verses) ? Or, does it only

serve to lay clowu this distinct material only, with reference to the same

Action, just as in the case of the sentence dealt with in the foregoing

Adhikarana?

And on this we have the following:—
Puvvapaksa.—In view of the reasons detailed, and the conclusion

arrived at, in the foregoing Adhiharava
,

it must be admitted that the

sentence in question serves only to lay down the Result as following from

a particular accessory (in connection with the previously mentioned action).

Because, as a matter of fact, we find that the Injunctive potency of the

sentence is taken up by the connection between the Revati and the

Vamvuntiyi, and then we find a Result mentioned along with this In-

junction
;
consequently we cannot take the sentence as laying down the

Sacrifice (as that would entail a dual functioning of the Injunction,

thereby leading to syntactical split). And as for the connection between

the Remit and the Varavanliyi,, this would be brought about, without

a repetition of the Injunctive affix, by the word ' hritvtl' which is

mentioned distinctly by itself (and as such this would not involve the said

syntactical split).

To the above we make the following reply

:

SiddMnta—When there is an Accessory which accepts the previously

mentioned Action as its substratum, then alone is it so that we clo not

perceive any difference between the Actions (mentioned in the two

sentences) , and the reason is that in such a case what the latter sentence

does is only to refer to the previous Action for the sake of its connection

with the new Accessory.

That is to say, we find the sentence in question
4

etasyaiva revatim/

etc., containing the mention of ' sacrifice ' directly by means of the root

'yajV; under the circumstances, if the exact sort of 'sacrifice' that is

herein mentioned had been previously mentioned in another sentence,

then alone could we conclude that the one mentioned in the sentence

in question is not a distinct sacrifice. As for instance in the case of

the sentence ' dadhncndriyahlmasaya, etc." we find that the sentence

directly lays clown only the relationship with the particular Result, and

then the context helps to supply the other substrate of the relationship

in the shape of JIonia ; and in this case we admit the mention of ' Homo,*

in the sentence to bo a mere reference to a previously mentioned 'Roma 9

and another reason for this is that the Dadhi by itself also is capable of

directly accomplishing the llama. In the case in question, on the other

kmd, we find that the Varavantiya qualified by the Revati verses is not,
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by itself, capable of directly accomplishing the sacrifice; because it is

neither a Deity nor a material (which two alone are directly accomplishing

the sacrifice); because the sacrifice requires for its accomplishment, no

other helping factors, except those of the Deity, the material, and the

performer; and hence it is never accomplished directly by means of

a Soma (Vavavantiya and the like).

Thus then, though through the peculiar character of the context, the

sacrifice (previously mentioned) is present in the mind, yet it does not be-

come cognised as the substrate of the said Soma, because of its inherent

incapability of having that character ; and hence that ' sacrifice' cannot

be accepted as referred to by the sentence in question (RevaLisu, etc.,)

specially as we have no grounds for believing that the sacrifice heroin

mentioned is the same as the one previously mentioned. As for the

Hymning, that forms a part of the previous ' sacrifice ' and which being
accomplished by means of the Varvantiya Soma, is capable of being taken
as its substrate—it is not pointed out by the context ; because the presence
of Hymning in the previous ' sacrifice

,

; the ' Agnistub '
is only based upon

an indirect implication.

Adhikarana XIII—A single result following from two

Actions.

'
,

SOTRA II. ii. 28—29.

Swft Saubbare, in connection with tbe Subhara. g^raS: Purusasrutel.t, be-
cause of tbe mention of buman effort, ftri Xidbanam, witb tbe Nidhana. «n«n:
Kamasamyogab, connection of a desirable result.

28. Because of the mention of human effort in con-
nection with the Saubhara there must be a distinct desirable
result connected with the Nidhana.—28.

COMMENTARY.

From among the Ukthya Hymns, the Saubhara is the Brahmasdma
that has been laid down in connection with the Jyotistoma

; in connection
with this we have the sentences ' Yadi Rathantaram,' etc., which serve to
lay down certain motive causes ; and then later on, we meet with the
sentence.-(l) ' Yo Vri^tiMmo yo annddyakdmO yah svargaMmah sa
saubharena stuvita,' which mentions the three results in connection with
the Saubhara which is a necessary accompaniment of the Jyotistom*
sacrifice, m accordance with the rule that all such desirable results' are
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connected with the necessary accompaniment, because this is equally-

present in all cases ; and it will be shown later on, under Sutra IV. iii. 5,

that such an accompaniment can be only that which he^s the sacrifice and

fulfils a desirable end of the human agent ;
and under Sutra IV. iii 26,

that the several results mentioned follow from the said necessary accom-

paniment, alternatively. Then again, with reference to the aforesaid

Sauhhdra, we have the following sentence (2) Rhiti : vristikdm&ya

nidhanam hiwy.lt itrgityannMyah*tvidyu un iti svargakdmasya [Nidhanam

Is the concluding part of tho Sima.]

In connection with these two sets of texts, we proceed to consider the

following question : Does the Saabliara (mentioned in the former sentence)

bring about its result by itself, independently of the Nidhanas, hi§ and the

rest [mentioned in sentence (2>] which bring about separate results of their

own (apart from that of the Sncbhara), or these
1

kij ' etc., have been laid

down as the various instruments which when employed in connection

with the same aforesaid Snubhara, help it in bringing about the said

lesults ?

Though this question has nothing to do with the difference or non-

difference of Actions, yet it lias been introduced here as in a way connected

with the subject. Or, it may be that, like the difference and non-difference

of Actions, the difference and non-difference of the resultant Apiirva also

forms the subject matter of the Adkyfajn.

On the above question, we have the following :
—

P0RVAPAKSA (A).

Purvupaksa—If the results mentioned in the latter sentence were the

«ame as those that followed i'rorri the Saubhava itself, then their repetition

(in the latter sentence i would be wholly useless; because in that case, there
' would bo nothing that would be laid down by the sentence in question

;

because the //*? and the rest are already known, from other Vedic texts, as the

Nidhanas of the Suuhhara (and the only oLher object spoken of in the

sentence is the result, and this you take to be the same as that previously

mentioned, and so the sentence would have nothing new to say.) Nor can

it be urged that the sentence in question would serve the purpose of

restricting the Nidhanas because these being directly laid down (in other

Vedic texts) as the Nidhanas to be employed they cannot rightly be

set aside on the strength of any such implied restrictions. As a matter

of fact, in all cases, restriction as serving the sole purpose of setting aside

something, is highly objectionable. But when all other objects are

indirectly implied, then it is possible for the one that is directly laid down

to set aside the rest. Because we find that they are all directly laid down by

7
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the text that lays down the Saubhara ; and under the circumstances it is

scarcely right to take any one of them as setting aside the rest, on the

mere ground of repetition actuated by an Injunction
;
specially when this

latter admits of another explanation. In accordance with our theory,

however, the use of ' 7mV and the rest having the capability of bringing

about distinct results of their own, would be more desirable, for the agent,

than those that have been mentioned as forming part of the Sauhhara and

thereby helping in the accomplishment of the sacrifice ; and on ground of

this greater desirability the former would very rightly set aside all the

latter.

(2) The sentence in question would serve a useful purpose, only if it

laid down the relationship (causal) between the Rain, etc., and the hif

etc., which is not laid down in any other sentence. And this would also

save us from the anomaly of taking the word ' Vrktihhnah
1

as a mere
qualification of the Saubhara in a sentence which would be taken as serving

to restrict the Nidhanas —while it is quite capable of being taken directly

by itself (as mentioning the result following from the Nidhanas).

(3) In the Veda, which consists of Injunctions, we always want

a lot of desirable results, because that makes it easier for the Injunctions

to urge the human agents to action.

For these reasons we conclude that the results following from the

Nidhanas are distinct from those mentioned as following from the

Saubhara itself.

3?T:^fa: II I)

^ Sarvasya, of the whole, but. sH^m^ia Uktak&matvat, having
their results already mentioned, aft^ Tasmin, to that, mn: *f$f: K&mafrirutib,

mention of the result, Syat, should refer, forrnff Nidh&n&rth&, for the

purpose of restricting the Nidhana. yr: Punafrsrutih, repetition.

29. But because the results mentioned pertain to the
whole Saubhara the result mentioned subsequently should
also pertain to the same. The second mention is only for
the purpose of restricting the Nidhana.—29.

COMMENTARY.

In answer to the aforesaid Purvapakqa we have the following :—
Siddhdnta (A.)—The his cannot be connected with the Result, because

that would make the mention of the Nidhana wholly redundant / while if
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the Nidhanct be taken as connected with the Saubhara, the Result could be

taken as qualifying the Saubhara.

* That is to say, if we were to take the sentence as

—

e

one should bring

about rain by means of the hi$ and by that as a nidhana of the Saubhara/

—there would be a syntactical split ; for if the his were not connected

with the Saubhara, then the sentence would be wholly redundant. In

accordance with our theory, there is nothing without some use ; and

out of the things spoken of: in the sentence in a question, the Saubhara, as

bringing about Rain, etc., mentioned in another sentence, has already

been laid down elsewhere, as also the Results themselves, and hence

all that the sentence has got to lay down is the relationship between the

hit etc., and the Saubhara ; and as such there is no syntactical split.

Nor is the sentence altogether useless, as it serves the purpose of

restricting the particular nidhams. Even apart from any consideration of

the one being more desirable, there is, in the case in question, a distinct

setting aside of the one by the other, on the ground of one being more

generic in its character than the other; as, for instance, the word
4

Saubhara' applying to all parts of that Soma, it is only by indirect indica-

cation that all its nidhanas (hi$ etc.,) could be mentioned by the sentence

speaking of the ' Saubhara '
; while the sentence in question mentions the

particular nidhams directly ; and as such this latter is more authoritative

than the former (and as such this would very well restrict the use of the

nidhanas implied in the former sentence). And just as that which is

implied is set aside by that which is directly mentioned, so is also that

which is indirectly indicated. Or, the sentence in question does not set

aside anything of the song mentioned by the word ' Saubhara
}

because all

that it does is to lay down certain letters
£

tri^' foir instance, and as such

it would set aside certain other letters only (and not the song itself.) If

the sentence had laid down the part o£ some other song, then the part

of the
4

Saubhara' would be set aside by that ; as a matter of fact, however,

the restriction of the nidhana only serves to preclude certain letters of

the slolza (the Sfana). And as such there is no anomaly of the preclusion

of that which has been directly laid down.

For these reasons, we conclude that the repetition of the Results in

the sentence in question serves to restrict the Nidhanas. ^

Kumarila is not satisfied with the above presentation of the Adhi-

kara^a and he makes the following observations :

—

As for the form of the doubt itself, there can be no such doubt, because

the construction of the sentence in question is wholly different from that

on which the abovementioned doubt has been based, because (in the
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sentence
1

trisiti vri§tikamaya nidhamm', tri$ cannot ho taken along

with the nidhanam because of the intervention between them, of the word

vristikamaya as it would be very undesirable to take the sentence as

tris is the nidhana, etc. (This is the case of the above representative, of the

Purvapaksa).

So also in the case of the above represented ion of the tiithlhdnta, if

the sentence be taken as laying down the ' fnV with reference to the

nidhana as qualified * desire for rain/ then, inasmuch aw it would con-

tain a reference to a qualified object, there would be distinct syntactical

split. Jf it be taken as laying down thc/n-s* with reference f<» the nidhnnm

only (not qualified by
£t

desire for rain"), then the mention of the Result

would be wholly useless. Because the connection with all lurflttninf has

already been laid down by mere mention of the ' saubham
1

and hence

no useful purpose would be served by the sentem-e laying down such a

connection only. If again, the sentence be taken as— 4

Vvitijkftmiitjtt yat

saubharam tasya yamiidhanam tatra hi? padampmyufijita (one should use

the word tris in the nidhana, of that SaubJtara which is sung for the sake

of Rain)—then, inasmuch as this would involve various predictions, there

would be a syntactical split. Though 'desire for rain/ Saubham and its

nidhanas have all been mentioned before, yet inasmuch as there are many
other nidhanas present in the Saulhava it is necessary to make an attempt
to preclude these and thereby the sentence would come to serve more
purposes than one; and that would entail a syntactical split.

Then again, the Siddhanta as represented above, lias not quite
effectually refuted the Ptirvapaksa

; as the fact of the tris, etc., being
nidhanas is mentioned by Veda itself.

For the above reasons, we must explain the Adhikarava as follows:—
The tris being taken with the word vristihdmdya there arises a

doubt as to whether the sentence point to its connection with the result
or -with the means. That is to say, the sentence being taken as tr¥ti
vristikdmdya there arises a doubt as to whether the iris is related directly
to the Result, or to a particular means (in the shape of the Saubham) as
qualified by the Result?

In fact, it is this construction of the sentence that has been shown in
the Bhdsya by means of the sentences 1

trisiti nidhanamiti etat phalambha-
vattii: The sentence

1

Vristikdmdyeti Saubharavisesamm (Bhdsya)-
means that the Saubhara not being mentioned by name in the sentence in
question, it is only by means of indirect indication that it could be qualified
by the Result therein mentioned. The assertion 'Na trisd samhandhdt—
means that the tris has no connection with the form of the resuh.
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And then, inasmuch as the position of the Purvapahsa based upon

the repetition of the Injunction would be established otherwise, through

the force of the Collective Injunction relating to the sacrifice in question,

we proceed to put forward the following position of the

Purvapahha (B).—If every one of the nidhanas were restricted with

reference to the Saubhara as engaged in fulfilling its own function,—then,

inasmuch as thejnj unction of the lri$ and the rest would be established by

the very fact of these being brought forward by the Collective Injunction

of the sacrifice in question, there would be no use of another Injunction of

them (in the sentence in question). No such Collective Injunction, how-

ever, is capable of expressing the independent relationship of the hit with

the particular Result; and as such, in giving expression of this relation-

ship, the sentence would be serving a distinct useful purpose.

And further, the word ' Vrkpihhmlya^ having directly mention-

ed the human agent concerned—it is only natural that when this agent

comes to look for the means of accomplishing the Result, this want is

supplied by the mention of tris, etc. Otherwise (if the result belonged

to the Saubhara, then) this SauWiara could be mentioned as the means

sought after, only through indirect Injunction, based upon the fact of its

occurring in the same context and being capable of bringing about the

Result in question. And certainly there can be no ground for having re-

course to such an indirect Indication (so long as the want is found to be

supplied by means of Direct Assertion).

This representation of the Pilrvapah$a appeared to have been in-

tended by the Bhd$ya as is shown by the sentence ' Tathdsrutil'ahsay.d

vi§aye, etc."

The Siddhdnta in that case would be represented as follows :
—

Siddhdnta (73).—The previous sentence having spoken of a certain

Result as following from the Saubhara as a whole, what the sentence in

question does is to restrict the particular nidhanas of the Saubhara with

reference to each one of the results mentioned (and thus the mention of

the results in the previous latter sentence is a reference to the very same

results mentioned in the sentence).

That is to say, inasmuch as the results mentioned in the sen-

tence in question are distinctly recognised as being the same as those

mentioned previously in connection with the Sauhhara as a whole—we can

never believe them to be distinct results (following from the particular

Nidhayias),

To the question—" Why then should there be a repetition ?"—the

mswei—Nidhamrtha punasrutilj, (the repetition is for the purpose of
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restricting the Nidhanas). This Adhikara%ta embodies the exception to two

of the foregoing Adhikamws, viz., that the result follows from the Accessory

(II. ii. 26), and that it follows from the Action and not from the Accessory

(II. ii. 27). Because what is herein shown is that the sentence in ques-

,
tion doe's not lay down the Result, but only indicates the ' Hi? ' etc., as

part of the Saubhara leading to the aforesaid results.
«

The syntactical split that had been urged against us, would have been

possible, if we admitted of a relationship of the Nidhana (with the Ei%

etc.) or if we took the Nidhana as directly qualifying the Saubhara. As a

matter of fact, however, we do none of these, as we hold the relationship

to exist between the His and the word ' Vri^tihdma ; and the fact of

the Nidhana being the qualification of Saubhara, we deduce from the

context ; and certainly the peculiarities deduced from the context do not

cause a syntactical split. And hence the anomaly of syntactical split does

not quite apply to us.

[SUPPLEMENTARY ADHIKARAIJAj

There is yet another point to be considered in this connection : (1)

Does the sentence in question serve to restrict the Hi% etc., with reference

to the means of accomplishing Rain, etc., in the shape of the Saubhara
in whatever rescension of the Veda the Sdma may be found to appear ?

Or is the Saubhara to be employed for one desiring rain, in that form
in which it appears in that rescension wherein it is found with the Ri$
as its Nidhana ? Similarly with the other two Nidhanas—tfrg and &n.

And on this point we have the following :

—

Ptirvapak$a—A$ all the Saubharas appearing in the thousand rescen-

sions of the Sdmaveda are recognised as optional alternatives, what the
sentence in question does is merely to restrict the Hi% etc., with regard
to the desire for rain, etc., (the Saubhara being of any Rescension of the
Sdmaveda.)

To the above we make the following reply :
—

Siddhdnta.—As a general rule, the song to be employed for the sake
of Rain etc., must be of that particular Nidhana.

Because in order thac/the form of the song may not be utterly des-
troyed, one song is never connected with the parts of another pBftg ; and
hence what is recognised as the alternative to be employed is* the whole
of the song (together with its Nidhana and other parts) ; and as such all
its restrictions should always follow the way in which it appears in the
"Veda,
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The sentence in question is capable of yet another interpretation.

The sentence lays clown the mere relationship between the Saubhara and

the Eh both of which have been mentioned previously the construction

of the sentence being * Yat vritfbik&maya saubharam, yacca hi$ityevam

nidhanarn, tadehatra Sampddaniyam.

Thus, then we conclude that the sentence serves to restrict the use

of the whole Sauhhara Sdma with reference to the various results.



SECOND ADHYAYA.

Third Pada.

Adhihdrana I.—The Grahagrata is subsidiary to the

Jyotisfoma.

StfTIUS II. ill. 1—2.

Gunah, the accessory. 5 Tit, really, jffjra^mm. Krairisarnyogat, on account

of connection with the sacrifice, wfcnr. Karmantaram, a distinct action, u%m^i\
s

Prayojayet, would bring about, ^nra Samyogasya, of the connection*

Asesabhutatvat, on account of being in its entirety.
*

1. The Accessory, being in connection with, the

sacrifice, would bring about a distinct Action, because the

connection is in its entirety."— 1.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the JyoLitfoma, from among the various alter-

native Samas, the BrahadrathdntAra, has been Jaid down as the means of

accomplishing the particular hymn (Prohtha) ; and then we find the sentence

' Yadi Eathantardsdmd somah sytit aindravdyavagran grahdn grihmydi,

yadi Brihatsdma sukrdgrdn (If the soma is connected with the Ruthantarto

sdma, precedence should be given to the holding of the vessels dedicated to

Indra and Vdyu etc., etc., etc.)

And in connection with these two sentences, there arises the follow-

ing question with regard to the Action with its Accessory that is mentioned
in the latter sentence: Is it an action distinct from the Jyotivtoma or

is it' the same Jyotistoma mentioned over again, for the purpose of pointing

out the reason for the precedence of the various vessels at the same sacri-

fice, as characterised by the Eathantara Sdm<*> ?

For the sake of this question, we have got to consider the following

question :—Is the Eathantara related to the sacrifice in its entirety (i.e., is

the Uathantara the only Soma to be used at it) ? 'Or is it ^related by
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mere existence (i.e., the Bathantara is one of the many used in the

sacrifice.) ?

And this leads us to another question—Is the Bathantara accepted as

qualified by the sacrifice or the sacrifice as qualified by the Bathantara?

The conclusion that would suggest itself at the first sight, in connec-

tion with the above questions, would be as follows :—The action men-

tioned in the sentence in question is none other than the Jyotisioma

itself—(1) because the presence of the Bathantara Stima, as also that

of the Brihat S&mft, is mentioned by another sentence
; (2) because the

word * yadV distinctly points to the conditional character, which depends

upon the previous mention of that which is laid down as the condition
;

(3) because the particular precedence of the vessel is included in th&

collective sentence laying down the whole procedure of the Action collec-

tively ; (4) because the accessory mentioned more authoritatively else-

where
;
specially so, in accordance with the Sutra II. ii. 16.

In opposition to this position of the Siddhdnta, we proceed to put

forward the Pftrvapatya embodied in the SiUra :
—

Purvapakta,—The Action mentioned in the sentence in question is a

distinct Action because a compound is possible only, when the words

compounded have a certain capability ; and this capability is held to exist

in the qualifying $dma ; and the qualification serves to differentiate the

object qualified ; while in the Jyotistoma we do not find the Bathantara

differentiating the sacrifice (by precluding all other Sdmas),

It has been explained above under S&tra 1L ii, 23, that it is

only when the Accessory mentioned is wholly unconnected with the

previously mentioned action, that it serves to differentiate the Action

mentioned in the sentence from that mentioned before. In the case

in question, however, we find that the existence of the object expressed

by the BahuvHhi compound— 1 Bathantara S&ma'—is pointed out by

the word ' yadi ' as the condition (for the precedence o£ the vessel) ; and

the character of the condition is not found to belong to the existence of

the mere Bathantara ; as that has only a subordinate position in the com-

pound (being only a qualification of that which is expressed by the com-

pound). Specially as in the sentence, we do not recognise the Bathantara

to *b$ qualified by the Sacrifice—we could not very well take the existence

of the Bathantara as the condition. Nor is it possible for the 3&mq>

(Bathantara) to be differentiated by the Sacrifice
; because that (S&ma)

>

exists elsewhere also. It could have been so differentiated, if the Bathan-

tara was the Sama peculiar to the sacrifice in question alone; but as a

matter of f$ct, that is not so,
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Therefore we must take the compound as expressing the fact of the

Bathantara leing the only S&ma connected with the particular sacrifice
;

and inasmuch as we do not find either the Jijotitfoma or any other sacri-

fice, connected with that Sama only, the presence of the mere Bathantara

could not be the condition of any such sacrifice.

Thus, then, having to renounce all notion of condition, we find the

word ' Bathantarasama ' to be inexplicable, and from this apparent incon-

sistency of the word, we come to take it as laying down an altogether

distinct Action, at which the Bathantara would be the only Sdma employed*

Specially as that distinct Action is quite capable of being performed.

And the mere existence of the Bathantara cannot be a qualification, as

it does not extend over the whole of the Sacrifice, and not being a

qualification it cannot have the capability (of being compounded)

;

and without the capabilities, there can be no compound ; but as a matter

of fact, we find the Samasa actually present in the case in question
;

consequently the Action mentioned in the sentence is not recognised as

being the same as the one mentioned before. For these reasons it is con-

cluded that the sentence in question is the Injunction of a distinct Action.

wm Ekasya, of the same Action, g Tu, hut. Lij&gabhecl&t, on

account of diverse characteristics. Prayojan&rtham, for a certain purpose.

^ TJchyeta, could be mentioned. <ct?* Ekatvam, being one only. jw^csra Gujjav&k-

yatvftt, being a subsidiary sentence.

2. The same Action having diverse characteristics

these could be mentioned for a certain purpose—the Action

bemg one only, on account of the sentence (in question)

being subsidiary (to the previous sentence).—2.

COMMENTARY.

On account of the reasons shown briefly at the opening of the

present Adhikararia, we conclude that the sentence in question merely^

lays down accessory details for the previously mentioned Jyotispma, and

does not put forward a distinct sacrifice. (1) Because it is the same

sacrifice of the Jyotistoma that is mentioned with its several charactefistic

Samas, with a view to serve the purpose of showing the cause or condition

of the precedence to be accorded to one or the other of the vessels ; and
inasmuch as the sentence in question is subsidiary to the foregoing

sentence, it cannot give rise to any notion of a distinct sacrifice ; and
hence the Sacrifice in question is believed to be one &nd pn§ pnly. (2) Or,
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because of the fact of the Rathanb'im, etc., being laid down, in the sentence

in question, it is concluded that it is the Jyotitfoma sacrifice that is laid

down as having these Samas mentioned in the sentences that are subsi-

diary to the original Iuj auction of the Jyotitfoma; and consequently, the

Action mentioned in th<* sentence iu question is none other than the

Jijotiitoma, which therefore is the only one sacrifice spoken of in the

two sentences.

For these reasons we conclude that the sentences in question only

serve the purpose of laying down certain conditions of precedence [ and do

not lay down distinct actions].

Adhikarana II.—The Avesti is a distinct sacrifice.

SdTRA II. iii. 3.

m£j ^mmx^^^i^^ \\\\\

Avestau, in the Avesti, m$Xm Yaj uasamyog&t, on account of connec-

tion with the sacrifice, sjjsrara KratupradMaam, pointing chiefly to a sacrifice.

<s&m Uchyate, must he accepted,

3. Because of the mention of the Avesti being con-

nected with the mention of the sacrifice it must be accepted as

pointing chiefly to a Sacrifice (and not to an Accessory).—3.

COMMENTARY.

In the same context with the sentence ' Raja r&jastiyem svdrajyakamo

yajeta \ we find the sentence—(i) Agneyo$t&kapalo hiraiyan dak$iya and so

forth, which serve to lay down, by mentioning the relationship of certain

substances with particular deities, the sacrifice known as * Avesti
7

; and

then subsequently, we come across the following sentence : (a)
6 Yadi

Br&hmaiio yajeta Barhaspatyam madhye nidhayd hutimahubim hutva

hutvabhigharayeb yadi Rcijanya Aindram, yadi Vaisyo Vaievadevam.
9

With regard to this last sentence, there arises a doubt, as before

;

and it is this : (a) Does it serve to lay down the inserting of the Barhas-*

patya, etc., as due to (conditioned by) the connection of the Avesti as

forming part o£ the Rajasuya, with the various castes, a connection that

has already been laid down in the previous sentences ? Or, does it lay

down a distinct performance (of the Avetfi), in connection with the

Brahmaw etc., not mentioned before ?

This leads us to the further question : viz., (6).—Are all the three

castes entitled to the performance of the Rajas&ya or the Ksatriya only.
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[As if tlie latter, then the connection of the three castes with the Avedi

of the RdjusAya cannot be said to have been previously mentioned],

(c) And this last question would lead us to the consideration of tlie

word
4

Raja,' which is the word that specifies the agent entitled to the

performance of the Rajas&ya ; and in connection with the word * RAjaJ

we shall have to consider the question as to whether it signifies the

Ksatriya or one who performs the functions of a lung ?

And on this question we have the following :

—

Purvapakqa.—In view of the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing

Adhihararjta, it must be admitted that the latter sentences only serve to

lay down the conditions for the particular insertions.

And to the performance of Rajastiya, all the three castes are entitled,

as shown by the word * Rdjd ' which signifies
4

one who performs the

functions of a king.' Because all through the word, it is only one perform-

ing the kingly functions that is spoken of as
4

R<(jd.' And it is thus

alone that tire text in question can have an extended application.

That is to say, when it is possible for the word 4

Jidjjd
9

to be taken

both ways {i.e., as signifying the Ksatriya, and as signifying one who
performs the kingly functions), it is far more advisable to accept tlie

signification of all the three castes ; because this interpretation alone
would be compatible with the mention (in the subsequent sentences) of

the conditions (' Yadi Brdhmana, etc.') and with the context, eta, and also

because this interpretation would not curtail the scope of the declaration

of all the three castes being entitled to the performance of the Rdjastiya.

For these reasons it must be admitted that persons of all the three

castes, performing the functions of a king are
4

Rajas ' and these functions

are well known to consist in the protection of the people and the removal

from among them, of all troublous factors.

To the above we make the following reply :—
Siddhdnta.—The sentence in question serves to lay down the con-

nection of the Brdhmaw, etc, with the sacrifice
; because such connection

has not been mentioned before, the mere performing of kingly functions

not sufficing to mate one known as
4

Rdjd \

That is to say, the word 4

Rdjd ' denotes the Ksatriya and cannot
be taken in its literal sense. Because the literal meaning might consist,

either in the performing of the kingly functions, or, according to the
significations of the root

4

Rdj ' in Brightness or Effulgence, and both of
these are impossible

; because we find the word having a #ell known
.meaning apart from the literal ; and even though this meaning may be
,
Wn in one part of the country only, yet it will always set aside the
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applicability of the literal meaning ; and then", too, there is no one definite

literal meaning that is recognised as universally applicable; as on the

one hand, the word ' Rajd ' is not Found to be applied to such bright

things as Fire and the like
;
nor, on the other, to such representatives of

the king as are not duly anointed, though performing quite well the

kingly functions of protecting the people and the like.

Adhikarana III.—The laying of the fire is an object of

Injunction.

SCTTRA II. iii. 4.

U^N^I^ n « n

wftft Adluine, to the laying of fire. sStacgra Sarvasesatvat, because it forms

an integral factor of all sacrifices.

4. The Injunction does not point to the laying of fire

as this forms an integral factor in all sacrifices.—4.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the sentence
4

Vasante Brahmaqo grtyadadhita,'

there is a doubt, as in the previous instance, as to whether the ddhdna

flaying of fire) has been previously mentioned then even in the absence

of the conditional 'if, the sentence would be taken as laying down

the condition (for the particular season to be chosen) ; and in that

case, the construction of the sentence in question being

—

'Yad Brdhmaya

adadhUa tad Vasante-- The Vasanta and the Brdhmaria would come to

restrict one another {i.e., the spring would be the time for the Brdhmaqa

and Brdhmwa would be the performer in the Spring time). While on

the other hand, if the laying of fire be not found to have been previ-

ously mentioned, then the sentence in question would become the

Injunction of the Laying as performed by the Brdhmaria at the time of

the Spring and the following would be the advantages of this latter in-

terpretation :
—

(1) In the three sentences

—

(a) Vasante Brahmaiito''gninddadhitd,

(6) Grisme Bdjdnyah, (c) Sdradi Fa%a^,~inasmuch as the laying men-

tioned in the first sentence would be wholly taken up by the acces-

sories (Brahmarja and Vasanta) mentioned in the same sentence ; the

accessories mentioned in the other two sentences would point to

distinct actions of '.Laying) ; and as such there would be three Layings

of fire; (2) the presence of the Atmanepada affix in adadhUa would

point to the necessity of the sacrificer himself laying his own fire

;
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(3) the &t<dra would become precluded (from sacrifices), as only the three

layings of fire are laid down and without the laying of fire,' no sacrifice

would be performed. If, on the other hand, the sentences be taken,

not as Injunctions of the laying, but as simply laying down conditions,

then we would have the reverse of all these three advantages.

What is said in regard to the sentences in question would also

apply to such other passages as Vasante Brdhma%iam upanayita, griwie

Rdja7iyam, mradi Vaisyam ; as the condition of these sentences is exactly

like that of those dealt with in this Adhikarana.

The Adhikarana may be briefly summed up thus :—

Fiirvapafya.—The Laying of Fire having been implied by aft in-

junction of a sacrifice in general (as swargahtmo yayetd) or laid down

by a general Injunction (such as ya evamvidiv&naginddhattcl its mention

over again in the sentences in question must be taken as mentioning the

various castes as conditions for the particular times of the haying.

That is to say, in the first instance the first argument in our

favour is that, inasmuch as the Injunction of such actions as the

Agnihotra and the like would not be possible without the sacrificial

fire made ready by the proper method of laying it, this laying of

the fire must be taken as implied by those very Injunctions; and

hence the mention, in the sentences in question, of the same Laying

must be taken as serving the purpose of laying down the Brahmmja,

etc., by way of specifying certain conditions. If, however, it be argued,

that on account of these injunctions having other direct objects of

Injunctions they cannot rightly serve the purpose of indirectly imply-

ing any such action as the said Laying—then, in that case we would

bring forward another independent Injunction
,
of the laying itself,

in the shape of the sentences * Ya evamvidvdm agninddhatte, etc.' ; an
Injunction which is wholly distinct from the previous Injunction, which
has its Injunctive potency taken up by the laying down of the Accessory

details. And thus then, the Laying of Fire having been already laid

down in this Injunction, the sentences in question could not be taken

as enjoining the same Laying of Fire,

The argument of the Siddhanta may be thus summed up :—
SiddMnta.—So long as we have a direct Injunction, we,cannot very

well admit of an implied or inferred one ; and hence either the mention
of the purpose to be served or that of the existing state of things,

can never serve as Injunctions.

That is to say, the mere mention of the purpose to i>e served by
th'e Laying of Fire (in the shape of the accomplishment of the sacrificial,
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Ahamniya fire for the Agnihotra &c.)> cannot be taken as necessarily

pointing . to the injunction of the said Laying as the necessary fire could

"be obtained by -merely begging it of another Agnihotra performer, speci-

ally as in the case of the injunction of the Laying of fire being implied

by those of Agniliotra, etc., there is no Atmanepada restricting the fire to

that which is prepared by the Sacrificer himself. When, however, the

necessary Injunction is found to be directly asserted (by a Vedic text),

there is no Inconsistency which could lead us to assume an unheard of

telt*(as -containing the required Injunction) the only ground for assum-

ing such text being some sort of an Apparent Inconsistency. Then,

as for the mention of the existing state of things, in the sentence
1 Ya

evam vidvandgninddhatte,' etc.,— so long as we find a direct Injunction

of the Laying of fire in the shape of the sentences in question
6

Vasante

Brdhmaiio' gnwddadhita,' etc., etc., any mere description of the existing

state of things can never acquire an Injunctive potency (to the same
effect); specially as this latter has got to serve a distinct purpose of

laying down all such details as the fetching of the water, etc., mentioned

in the original direct Injunction.

For these reasons, it must be admitted that the sentences in question

serve to lay down the hitherto unmentioned Laying of five as performed

by the Brahmana, etc.

AdJiikarana IV.—The Daksayana, etc., are Accessories.

SCTRAS II. ill. 5 to 11.

wfa Ayanesu, in the sentences containing the word Ayana. ^^nrnrt Chodantm-

taram, distinct injunctions, Sanjnopavandh&t, because of the particular

names.

5. " The sentences containing the word Ayana must

be taken as containing Injunctions of distinct actions :—(1)

because of the particular names attached to them."—5.

COMMENTARY.

[In connection with Dar&a-Puvnamdsa we find the sentence
'

Dak§&-

yu%iaryajnena yajetd prujahimafy. Sakamprasthdpyena yajetd pasuMma]i
}

safikramaydgena yajetd annddydkdmal^ And in connection with this

there arises a doubt as to whether these sentences simply lay down certain

accessories for the Durht-P&rimnds'' as bring about certain definite results

oj* they lay down distinct sacrifices independent of the Parsa-P&rvqmdsa.
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Ptirvapahyt,.~ln connection with the sentence ' Dadhnedriyak&msya

juhuijat; it has been shown above (II. n. 25, 20} that t% sentence lays

down a certain result following from a certain accessory of the same

sacrifice. And this is quite proper; because iri th^fc #ase the D.ulhi is

not mentioned as co-extensive with the Roma, that would on account of

this name, be taken as different from the previous Iloma, In the case

in question, on the other hand, we find that the name Datyayaya is

mentioned "as co-extensive (identical) with the .sacrifice, as has «*t been

applied to the previous sacrifice (the Do.rfa-Pifrwmasa)
; consequent

in this case, there can be nothing incongruous of the fact of the word
c Daksayana ' pointing to distinct sacrifice qualified by that name. Ipf

is there any such substance as ' Dak$aya%ia ' known to exist, as we do

find those like the Dadhl Consequently, on account of the reasons shown

under IHl 1, we conclude that inasmuch as the sentence lays down a

sacrifice with reference to a definite result, that sacrifice is wholly distinct

from the previous Dar&arPtirvamcUa.

spwjt Agui?a, not pertaining to the accessories. ^ Cha, also, qp^*^ Karma-
chodan&m, injunctions of actions.

6. " Because the Injunction of the Action does not

pertain to the Accessory."—6.

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, the Injunctive potency of the sentence in question

has not been removed away from the Action, so that it could go over to

the Accessory.

me' Samaptam, complete. *r Cha, also. <*% Phale, by the mention of the

result, sm% V&kyam, the sentence.

7, " Because the sentence is quite complete with the

mention of the result."—7.

COMMENTARY,

Inasmuch as the result can never form the object of Injunction, the

sentence cannot be said to lay down the Result with reference to the
sacrifices,—in the same way as the Corn is taken aa laid down, in the
sentence VAhihhiryajetd

; and as such the sentence myst be f&toq m en-
joiningm Action (as no third object of Injunction is possible in the mn-
tence), m& (inasmuch as no Action that km already been enjoined o%(®
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could form the object of another Injunction) it must be admitted that the

Action herein ei^joiued is distinct from all

—

Dar'sa, Pur%amdsa, etc.,—that

have been enjoined before."

SIDDHANTA.

T^KRt STT SRFOTT^ II q II

fowrc: Vik&rat, modification, w V&, really, wni Prakaraj?&t, because of

the context.

^ It is really a modification of the previous sacri-

fi<j£i—8.

COMMENTARY.

.Jfy
Even though the sentence be the Injunction of Action, yet, that

Action cannot be any other than the one laid down before,—for reasons

shown under S&tra, II. iii. 26, specially as the sentence is found to bring

about an idea of the (causal) relationship between an Accessory£Dak§a-

yava) and a Result (acquiring of children);—just as in the case of the

sentence
<

Dadhnejidriyakamasya, etc/ it must be admitted that the sacri-

fice referred to is the same that has been laid down before.

It has been argued that there is no Accessory known as ' Dakqa-

yarja.' But this is scarcely true ; because the fact of there being such an

accessory is pointed out by the context itself—just as are many
other accessories, like the Ukthya and the rest ; that is to say, we find in

the context that after the sentence in question has laid down the Ddk-

qayariLa as an Accessory ; there is another sentence that points out the

actual form of that Accessory.

And just as in the case of Dadhi, so here also, the Ddhsayaxta is

not found to be taken as co-extensive or identical with the sacrifice.

And further, even if the Ddh$ay(iria, etc., be taken as co-extensive

with * sacrifice
y

then too, on account of their proximity to the Dadhi, etc.,

these sacrifices would be recognised as mere modifications (of the Darka-

Ptlrnamasa). Consequently even in this case, what the sentence would do

would be to lay down the Result following from a modification of the

Dawa-Pitrwm&sa* and not from any other sacrifice wholly distinct from it.

In this way, an utter disruption of the context would also be avoid-

ed. Though there will be. a rupture of the context in connection with the

Ddhgayaw to this extent, that which is mentioned as leading to a
definite Result (e. g., the Ddhqayayxa) cannot be taken as part of the

procedure,—yet inasmuch as the Darsa-Purnamdsa would form the sub-

strate of the Ddh§ayaria, the mention of the Dar'sa-Puriiarndsa could very

well be connected with the subsequent sentences (under consideration) and

thus help them (in their denotation).

9
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Ri^finw w * n

regggfaq Lifiga darsanftt cha, also because we find indicative Vedic texts.

9. Also becase we find Vedic texts indicative (of non-

difference).—9.
COMMENTARY.

We have the sentence—' Triinkatam varmrti DarkL-p&naitiat&by&m

yajetd yadi T)ak§ayawyoji syat atha api panchadamiva varshaui yajeta atra

hieva sa sampadyate ; dvehi paurrjavifaydm yajdd doe amav&gye atra hi

em Izhalu sa sdmpad bliavati ' ' one should perform the Darki-P&ntamasa for

thirty years; but if the sacrificer happens to be a performer of the Ddhgdr

yava, he could finish it in fifteen years as in this sacrifice two Paurriam&sU

and two Darias are performed ; and hence the requisite number of

these latter would be completed by the Dalcmyana being performed for

fifteen years only !

This completion of the ' thirty years
5

and the Darm-Purwrnasa (by

the performance of the Ddksdya?ia) distinctly indicates the non- difference

of the Ddk$dya$a from the Darsa-Piirriaindsa. For the thirty yearn'

course of the Darsa-Purnamdsa could not be made up by the performance

of an altogether different sacrifice (while the text distinctly lays down

the fact of the thirty-year-course being made up by the fifteen-year-

course of the D&kqdyava). Nor could there be a gratuitous rejection

of the thirty-year limit, whereby the fifteen-year course would be

due to a different sacrifice (that is to say, the* mere performance of

an altogether different sacrifice could not justify a rejection of the original

tbirty-year limit). Nor can it be urged that the course of the Barm
Purnamdsa is reduced to one of a fifteen .years' by reason of the performer

being a performer of another sacrifice in the shape of the D&k§dyam*

Because if this latter were wholly distinct from the former, there would

be no relationship between the two (whereby the performance of one could

reduce the course of another). And also because in that case, there

would be no justification for the explanatory sentence * Due hi pu,ur%amtir

sydm dve amdvasye* (which lays down the fact of two of each of these being*

performed in the Ddh§dya$a> instead of one only, as in the case of the

ojdinajty Darsa P&rvam&sa, as the reason for the thirty-year limit being

reduced to one of fifteen only.)

II ^ II

*rora Gug&t, due to peculiarity. «ilm*ia: Samjnopabandhab, the name.

10. The name (Daksayana) is due to the peculiarity of

the Accessory.— 10.
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COMMENTARY.

(This Sutra meets the Pxtwapakm argument of S&tra 6).

The Name serves the purpose of distinguishing an. Action from

others, only when it occurs in the originative Injunction of that Action.

In the case in question, however, we find that the name ' Ddkmyana' is

not connected with an}7 originative Injunction
;
specially as in this case

we do not find the sentence introduced by any word expressing the

beginning of a new action,—as we do in the sentence
c

Atlia esajyotil} etc.,

And then, inasmuch as the name is quite capable of being explained as

mentioning an Accessory of the previous Sacrifice, it cannot serve the

purpose of distinguishing the Action. That the word 1 Ddk§&yana denotes

a mere repetition of the previous sacrifice of the Darsa-Pttmamdsa is shown

by the sense afforded by the components of the word itself, as also by the

above-quoted text (that there are two Darsas and two Purvamdsas, in the

Ddksayaria). Hence we conclude from the context that the Result

mentioned in the sentence in question follows from the Ddksdyaria

as based upon the Darsa-Pnrnamdsa. The word ' Daksa ' means ' the

Sacrifieer ' who is expert and very quick at the performance of the Sacrifice

(' of thirty years, in only half the time') ; the Priests appointed by such a

sacrifieer are ' dafca ' (appointed by the clever sacrifieer) ;
and the * ayaw'

(performance of these priests) is the ' Ddksayam ' (and thus we find that

the constituent parts of the word also points to the same fact that is

mentioned in the text quoted above;.

The name ' Sakamprasthiya ' also means that the substance referred to

by this word is offered (prastMyate) along with (s&him) the smaller vessels,

before the cutting up of the
1 Mnn&yyu 5

cake ;
and thus this name is also

found to belong to a material only, in connection with the previous

sacrifice ; and hence in this case also there is nothing to oppose the

recognition, in the sentence in question, of the Action that has been

mentioned before.

^fe^ftrerr w w w

Sam&pti& completion. Avisista, nothing peculiar.

11. There is nothing peculiar in the completion (of

the sentence with the mere mention of the result).—11.

COMMENTARY.

[This meets Sutra 7.]

Though the sentence does not enjoin the Result in reference to

the Action, yet, inasmuch as it does not speak of any connection between
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the Action and the Result, the Action therein mentioned cannot be dif-

ferent from the previous sacrifice. Just as the fact of the Result following

from the Action has been established under Sitira II. L I, et seq.—so, exactly

in the same manner, has it also been shown, under Sutra, TL ii. 26, that

there are certain sentences that serve the sole purpose of establishing

the relationship between a Result and a certain Accessory of the previous

sacrifice. And hence there being a doubt as to which of these two pre-

vious conclusions should be applied to the case in question, the pre-

sence of certain other words (such as those cited under SAtra 0) distinctly

points to the conclusion that in the present case, the Result is mentioned

as following from the Accessory (of the previous sacrifice) and t\6i from

any distinct sacrifice.

Adhikarana V.—Actions mentioned with specific substances

and deities should be regarded as distinct

sCfTRAS HI. iii. 12 to 17,

Samsk&rab Cha, a mere preparatory rite. Aprakarage, not

occurring in any particular context, srarfap^m Akarmaiabd&t, as there is no word

mentioning an action.

12. " It is a mere preparatory rite as not occurring

in the context (of any particular sacrifice)
;
specially as there

is no word denoting an Action."—12.

COMMENTARY.

Without reference to any particular sacrifice, we find the sentence

'V&yavyam sveta mdtahheld bhutiktimalij 'Sauryam eharum nirvapet

brahmavarcliasakamahS And in connection with this there arise the

following questions :— (i). Inasmuch as, as a general rule, all sentences

not apppearing in reference to any particular sacrifice, are taken as serving

some purpose of the Action, mentioned in the context, does the

sentence simply lay down the accessories
'

Sveta and ' eharu ' respectively

of the touching' and ' Preparing' that form part of the Bwka~
PdrrLam&sa sacrifice, which is the action mentioned in the context ? Or
does it lay down two independent and distinct Actions ? (ii). (If the

Actions mentioned are distinct and independent), are these actions only

those that are mentioned by the actual words of the sentence ? Or is

it these, actions as accompanying the
f

sacrifice ' that are meant ?
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On the above questions, we have at first, the following :

—

Pfirvapatya {A)—Just as in the case of the Dahytyaya it has been

found (in the foregoing Adliikoraya) that, the sentence mentioning the

connection of the Accessory, and thus there being no word injunctive of

any Action, the sentence could not be taken as laying down a distinct

Action,—so would it also be in the case in question. This similarity

between the two cases is what is implied by the word
1

cha ' in the SUtra.

"qm^rp m tow: ^4^13" n \\ w

irajfi Y&vaduktam, what is distinctly mentioned, V&, but. Srfar: Karma-

$ai, of the action. jfSjwqm $nitiimllatv&t, being based on direct Vedic decla-

rations.

13* " The Action meant to be laid down is just what is distinctly

mentioned, because the only basis for Actions is direct declaration."—13.

COMMENTARY.

[In reply to the above P&rvapak§a we have the following argu-

ments which, however, embody another theory which is not acceptable

to the Siddhdnta and which is on that account put forward as a second

Puwapaksa answered in the next Sutra],

Purvapakm (B).—As direct declaration is the only basis for the en-

joining of Actions, the Action meant to belaid down must be just what is

distinctly mentioned by it, so that in the case in question the only Actions

mentioned are those of ' touching ' arid ' preparing.' Hence these are the

only Actions that must be regarded as accomplishing the results mentioned.

And the element of sacrifice need not enter into these Actions at all.

As for the word
4 Vdyavyam ' (which might be urged as pointing

to the fact of the
4

white object ' being offered to the Deity V&yu, which

offering would constitute a sacrifice), it could be explained away, as being

a mere reference, on the ground that all substances are capable of being,

in some way or other, related to certain deities (even without their being

actually offered to them). Or, the sentence might be taken to mean that

—'when one has set aside a certain object for the sake of Vdyu, if we

happen to touch it, it would bring prosperity to us.' And as the sentence

embodies a qualified Injunction, there would not be any very great trouble

in taking the sentences thus. Or, the sentences might mean that the

desirable results are obtained as soon as the white object is touched for

the sake of Vdyu, or when the boiled rice is prepared for the sake of the

Sun. And certainly it is not in a sacrifice alone that anything can be

done for the sake of certain Deities. Because there is no incompatibility

in something being done for the sake of a certain Deity, whenever that
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happens to be enjoined for being clone as such (even if it be not a

sacrifice). Therefore all that the sentence in question means, in accordance

with the expressed Injunction, is that 'something white skmld be

touched for the sake of Vdyu:

Thus there being no ground for connecting the sentences with any

original primary Action mentioned before they must be taken as laying

down a distinct touching and preparing.

Yajatil^ the action of sacrifice. 3 Tu, but. ^ro^m.^roj Dravyaphala-

bhoUpsamyog&t, because of the mention of the substance, the result, and the Deity.

^tt Etes&m, of these, Karmasamvandh&t, on account of being related to

an action.

11. But the ' sacrifice ' is laid down ; because of the

* mention of the en
j
oyer of the substance and the Result,

which are related to some sort of an Action.—14.

COMMENTARY.

Inasmuch as, as a matter of fact, the Injunction in question depends

upon each of the words contained in the sentence, it must be taken in the

case in question, as pertaining to the relationship of the substance, the

Deity and the word 'Vayavyam' expressing the relationship. And as the

relationship would not be possible without the action of sacrifice, it

naturally implies such an Action, specially as no other action is capable

' of bringing about the relationship. For if we were to touch the substance,

without offering to the Deity Vdyu, it would not be ' vdyavyaS Nor can

the sentence be taken to mean that we touch only that particular sub-

stance which is ordinarily known as vdyavya (dedicated to Vdyu)
;

^because such dedication to a Deity can be brought about only by sacri-

-
ftce. Hence the sentence could not but be taken as meaning that * the

white substance should be offered to Vdyu ; and from this we conclude

that the sentence is the Injunction of a 'sacrifice' (in the shape of

offering). Specially as without the action of 'sacrifice' the result mentioned

would not be attained. Because the
c

Injunction of Sacrifice
5

will be

d^jlned later on as 'Yojatiehodand dravyadevatdkriyam samuddye kriy&rtha-

tv(it (IV. ii. 27)/

ftifrffiw a u n
LiAgadarsan&t Cha, also because we find texts indicating the same

* conclusion.

15. Also because we find texts indicating the same
conclusion,—15.
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COMMENTARY.

We have the text
4 Saiim&vaiwhnn chanui nirvapet parisrite

yajet'V ; and in this as soon as the word ' Saiundraudrdn' (which speaks

of the connection of "the corn with the deities, Soma and Eudra) has been

uttered, though there is no word expressing 'sacrifice '—yet inasmuch as

the sentence ' Parikrite yojjeth ' which lays down the proper cooking of the

rice, refers to a previous Sacrifice by the word ' yajeta '—we always

recognize the sentence as laying down a certain action connected with

' sacrifice.
1

In fact, in the case of the sentence 'Agnisounyam pasumaLabheta'

it is only by the above reason that the presence of 'sacrifice' is admitted.

In the previous Adhikarana we considered the question as to whether

the sentence is an Injunction or a mere reference to a previous Action
;

while what we have considered in the present Adhikarana is the question

as to,—the Injunctive character having been established,—what sort of an

Action 'either mere Touching or Sacrifice) is enjoined by it. And as such

there is no mere useless repetition.

Adhikarana VI.—Such actions as the Touching of the

Calf and the like are purely "purificatory.

SUTIIA II. Hi. 16—17.
a

Rpsft Visaye, in a doubtful case. JropNra Pr&yadareanafc, by a perception of

similarity.

15. In a doubtful case, the correct conclusion is arrived

at by a perception of similarity — 16.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the present Sutra, Upavarsa has cited the sen-

tence Vatsavifllabhetd found in the Agmhotra section, in connection with

the milking of the cow. And he has shown that, with regard to this sentence

also, we have a threefold doubt : (1) Does the sentence lay down the calf

with the reference to the Touching originally mentioned in the context ?

(2) Or, does it lay down mere ' Touching ' ? (3) Or, does it lay down a

'Sacrifice.'
*

As to the first alternative, it has been left out, because there being

no specification in the sentence, there is nothing in it to point to Touch-

ing
1

previously mentioned in the context ;—as shown in the foregoing

Adhikarawx.

And inasmuch as the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana

points to the fact of the sentence under consideration here also being
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the Injunction of a sacrifice, the Bh&pja* proceeds to explain the present

Adhikarana as an exception to the foregoing one.

though, as a matter of fact, on account of the sentence dwelt with

here being a Counter-instance of the foregoing Siddhdnta arguments based

upon the connection of the Enjoyer, the Ptlwapahsa of the present
.

Adhi-

Urana has almost wholly been represented (in the shape of the SiSdfutnta

of the foregoing Adhikaram)
;
yet the BM$ija proceeds to present it afresh,

because of the peculiar character of the intellect of certain persons ;
as

there are some people, so imbued with the idea of the Logician, that they

think of interpreting Veda also by means of Inferences from similarity
;

and these persons would never grasp the fact of the Pttrvaimfota having

been refuted, unless it has been duly set forth previously.

Some people accept the wovd'AhbheU/' as synonymous with 'Sacrifice

on the strength o£ the foregoing Adhihirnnn while others take it as merely

implying the 'Sacrifice ; and it is both those views that they bring

forward in connection with the sentence in question also. And we have

in connection with this a twofold

—

Purvapahsa.—Namely : "(I) The sentence in question lays down a

distinct sacrifice, (2) it lays down the calf in connection with the sacrifice

that has been laid down previously." jjf

The Siddhdnta view is that in the case of the sentence dwelt with

in the foregoing Adhikaraw we accepted the injunction of the 'sacrifice?

on the sole ground of relationship between the substance and the Deity

therein mentioned by the word ' Vaydmjam?—and not, either on the

strength of a newly discovered expressive potency of the word 'AlabhettV

or on that of fallacious Inference (of the implication of 'Sacrifice? by the

word 'Alofoheta). In the case in question, however, as we have no word

expressive of the said relationship (of Deity and the substance), w^ must
take the word 'Alabheta in its simple direct signification. Thus would

the similarity of the present
c

touchimj ' with the purificatory secondary

Actions of coiv-milking and the like to be explained; as the 'Touching
1

aim would be a mere secondary rite ; and this 'touching of the calf at the

psl^ular time of milking the cow, would serve a visible purpose of

making the cow yield more milk,

ST^T^NTOa- II II

sr*fl3 Arthav&da wm: Upapatte *r Oha and.

Also because of the possibility of the connection

^Mfplk p^fticnlar Arthavada.—17.
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COMMANTAKY*

Close upon the sentence in question we have the sentence

Vatsanikdntd hi pasavali ('Animals love their young ones dearly') ; and

this could be taken as an Arthvdda showing a reason ^pr\jjie previous

Injunction, only when the preceding sentence
c

VatsamiUabhetdyh taken as
« * *

enjoiftlng the ' touching' by way of fondling it for the purpose of

making the cow yield more milk [the two sentences together meaning

that one should touch (fondle) the calf with a view to the yielding more

milk because animals love their young dearly. ]

If, on the other hand, the word,
{

Alabhetd' meant touching for the

purpose of killing' (by way of offering to a Deity) the mention of the fact of

the young being dearly loved by animals would be wholly irrelevant

;

for in that case the purport of the two sentences would be this.

Because the calf is loved by its mother, therefore it should be touched

for being killed—certainly not a very relevant proposition ? In the other

case (i.e. when Alabhetd means touching byway of fondling) it would be

quitp.,natural to expect that inasmuch as the cow is fond of the calf,

if - m# jondle the calf or the calf fondles us, the cow would be moved

to yield more milk, the flow of which would be accelerated by the

si^t of her calf being fondled.

/ Thus also, it must be admitted that the sentence in question lays

down mere
c

touching ' as a secondary action calculated to serve a useful

purpose.

Adhikarana VII.—The Naivarcharu is

A

for the purposes of Adhdna.

sOtra II. iii, 18.

it$m: Samyuktab, connected. 3 Tu, verily. **B^r Arthasabdena, with the

word mentioning an action. Tadarthak, for the sake of that, jfew^wd

^rutisaij^og&t, because such is the direct signification of the words.

18. As connected with the word mentioning an Action,

it must the taken as being for the sake of that Actiog.
;

specially as such is the direct signification of the W|>rds of

the text.—18.

commentary*

The Adhikarana before last having dealt with the signification ;o£

the words
1

Alabhetd ' and 1 Mrvapet ' as contained, fenteiiees
i

10
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1

&wetamalabhet& * and c Saurydn carunnirvapet
1

the last Adhikam\ia has

'dealt with the counter instance of the first part of that Adhikaraiia and

the present Adhikaraw proceeds to deal with the counter instance of the

second portion dealing with the 'Preparing' in connection with the boiled

rice nor is the case of this exactly similar to that dealt with in th$ forego-

ing Adhikara^a as in this we have a further ground of doubt, in the shape

of the mention of a Deity {Bfihaspati.)

[In connection with ' Agni ' we meet with tbe sentence
'

1$aivarah-

charubhavati ' and then ' Yadenam charumupadadhati
J

and here arises

the question as to whether the hoiled rice is laid down for the purpose of

the sacrifice (the sense of the text being that having sacrificed out of the

rice, the remnant is to be kept aside), or that it is laid down for the sole

purpose of being kept aside]. And on this question . we have the

following :—
pObyapaksa.

PAvvapaksa.—'The character of a subsidiary to sacrifices is inherent

in all such substances as boiled rice cake and the like ; and heace in all cases

it is necessary to give up one's ownership of these substances (in favour of

some one else). Consequently, what the word ' Upadadhdti* in the sentence
* charum upadadhdtV is that there is to be a 'Prapatti' (keeping aside, throw-

ing away) of the com and as no such pratipatti of a thing woixld be possible

until it had been already utilised, we are led to look out for that at which

the boiled rice could have been utilised ; and the foremost of all, that

which presents itself as being most capable of affording an occasion

for the said utilisation of the Rice, is the sacrifice ; and hence we are

-|fd to accept the fact of the com being of use at the soarifice. Subsequently

too, we meet with the sentence 'Brihaspatiretadannam ymnivdra^ etc.,whictl

distinctly mentions Brihaspati as the Deity of the Rice ; and imder the

circumstances, if the connection between the Rice and that Deity were
not duly established by means of a sacrifice, the mention of the Deity
would be absolutely meaningless. Therefore, we must take the sentences

in question to mean that " after having performed the sacrifice of the
BrifyaspatyacTiaru which forms part of the Agneyu sacrifice, we should desist,

for; a time, from proceeding with other sacrifices connected with the
'Agneya? tod keep aside the Rice (that has been offered to Brihaspatiy'

Siddhdnta.— Io the above we make the following reply : There is

nothing inherent in the Eicf that would always make it employed at
sacrifices

;
in fact, the use to which such things are to be put is ascertained^ ^eans.pf the authoritative directions that may be found with regard to

th|mr.M£ soon as the appearance of the Bice has been mentioned, we
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naturally seek for the use to which it could be put ; and we are met

by the sentence 'Yadenam charu upadadhdti ' which directly lays down the

fact of the Bice helping towards the preparation of the altar for the

reception of the fire to be used at the sacrifice. And the Rice thus

having its use clearly defined, it could not have any connection with

another Action, even if such an action were directly mentioned, and

hence it is all the more impossible for it to having anything to do with,

an Action that is not even mentioned (but only indirectly implied). Nor

can the keeping spoken of be said to have the character of the Pratipatti;

because we do not know of any use to which it could be put prior to

the keeping.

AdHJparana VIII.—(The twastrapatnivata is
'

subservient to the Paryagniharana).

StrTRAII.iii. 19.

w*n» P&tnlvate, in the Patnivat&. j Tu, really, ^th Pfirvatw&t, because

it is recognised as the previous one. Avachohhedafe, preclusion.

19. Inasmuch as the Patnivata is ' recognised as the

previous one, the sentence in question must he taken as

serving the purpose of precluding (the subsequent subsi-

diaries.)—19.
COMMENTARY. P

In connection with what has gone before we proceed to consider

whether the word ' Utsflati' signifies the sacrifice or not.

The sacrifice having been laid down in the sentence * Tvastrdm

p&tvivatamalabhate
' we find another sentence ' Paryagnikfitam pdtniva-

t&mutsrijantV And in connection with this latter sentence, there is a

doubt as to whether it lays down, an Accessory to the sacrifice (laid down

in the former sentence), or a distinct Action, the doubt being due to the

two-fold construction of which the sentence is capable. And on this

we have the following

Purvapak?a—" The sentence lays down a distinct Action
;
b&ptuse

the Injunctive potency of the sentence pertains, as in the case of the

sentence 'V&ywyam svetamtilalhettf to the relationship between the sub-

stance and the Deity.

And further inasmuch as the sentence in question does not

contain any mention of- Tva$&
9

the action mentioned therein, cwm
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be recognised as the same as that mentioned in the previous sentence (in

which the word Tw^r&^orms an important factor) ; and (if the action

mentioned in the two sentences he taken as the same on the ground of

both sentences laying clown the
1

Patnivatd ' then on account of the sentence

in question containing the mention of * Paryagnikaram
5

also, therej#oixld

be a syntactical split (if! it laid clown the Patnivatd also)."

* Siddlduta.—To the above we make the following reply : Inasmuch as

the sacrifice mentioned in the sentence in question is actually recognised

as the same as the one mentioned in the previous sentence, we can-

not perceive any other sacrifice in it ; and what the sentence in question

does is to lay down, with regard to the same sacrifice, all the subsidiary

procedure ending with the
*

Pavyagnikavana*

The word ' Patnivatd ' in the sentence in question can very well

denote the previous sacrifice, even though it is accompanied by two quali-

fications, just like the word agni in connection with the Manota sacrifice.

And the words * paryagnihrtamutsTjati ' also are cognised, on account of

the context, as laying down an accessory for that same sacrifice.

Adhikaram IX.—Adabhya, etc., are the

names of the vessels.

ST&TRA II. iii. 20.

Adravyatv&t, on account of there being no mention of the sacrificial

material. Kevale, there being the mention of mere holding, Karma-

jfesak, subservient to the action, ^rm Syat, would be,

20, When the name appears by itself without any

mention of the sacrificial material and there is merely the

mention of
6

holding' it would be subservient to the action —20,
COMMENTARY.

[ In no particular connection we find the" sentences, esha vai havi$
haviryajetd yo d&bhyam griMM somdya yajate and para vd etesydyuli pr%a
eti yonsum grihndti.']

And with regard to the holding of the AMbhya and the Airisu there
is a threefold doubt, just as in the case of the dlamhha (touching). And
just as in that case, so here also, after having set aside the two other alter-

native theories, we have the following

—

Purvapahsha.—The sentence in question enjoins tivo sacrifices. The
arguments in support of this view are as follows ; Jt has been shown above
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(under N dmadheya) that the name of a sacrifice serves to distinguish it even

from that sacrifice which may have been originally mentioned in the

context ; and hence it will distinguish actions all the more easily from

those that are not mentioned in the same context, with regard to which

there can he no idea of identity.

In the case in question we lind that the names £

Ad&hhya 9

and (Amsu }

#re not known to belong to any sacrifice mentioned in the context ; and'*

hence the sentence cannot be taken as laying down a mere repetition of

the same. Consequently we conclude that the sentence lays down the

Ehaha sacrifice which forms part of the Jyotistoma—this conclusion being

pointed out by the similarity of the injunction of 'holding.' Nor is the

case in question similar to that of the ' touching of the calf
' ; (1) because

in the first of these two sentences in question, we find the direct mention

of the * sacrifice
5

and in the second we have a specific name which serves

to distinguish the Action so named from all other actions ; and (2) because

the presence of the inj unction of holding in the sentences transfers, to the

actions herein mentioned, all the details of the Jyoti$toma; and as

such these actions become fully equipped with all the necessary factors

of the material and the Deity, etc., (which is not found in the case of the

sentence ' vatsamalabheta.'

And for these reasons, wo conclude that the sentences lay down

distinct sacrifices.

Siddhdnta—To the above we make the following reply :

—

In the case of sentences where we have only the name and the

holding mentioned (as in the case in question), the chances of the mention

of a sacrifice are very much less than in the case of the sentence ' vatsama-

litbhetH,' because the former is devoid even of the mention of a material

That is to say, we find that, in the sentences in question, the mention

of the Deity is a long way off ; and even the object that would form the

objective of the mentioned 'holding' is not mentioned. Because the

substance cannot be pointed out except by a class or by a property. And

so long as it has not been ascertained that the actions mentioned in the

sentence are sacrifices, there can be no idea as to the sacrifices being

similar to the Jyotitfoma and as such
' soma

9

(the material offered at

the Jyotv&oma) could not be recognised as the material to be held.

And as for the verb ' grih^ati ' also, there is no reason to believe that it is

always concomitant with the Jyotitsma ; because all that it expresses

is mere holding (and this action is present in all sacrifices).

Nor are the names in question ' Ad&bhya 1 and
c
Amsu,' the names of

any sacrifices, whereby they could serve to distinguish these sacrifices,
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Because these words have been accepted as names; simply ot»»tho gJttkmd

of their coextensiveness with * holding * and as for the difference of* 'haldk

ing* from the previous sacrifices, we also admit it ; but it does not follow

from this that the sentence lays down a distinct Sacrifice,

As a matter of fact, we have proved under Sutra IT, ii, 18, theft

even when such sentences are accompanied by the mention of Deities and

materials, they cannot be taken as laying down Sacrifices while in tfff

ease in question, we do not find even this 'mention of the Deity and 'the*

material). As for the Sacrifice that is mentioned by the word 'yajeta* in

the sentence speaking of the AMbhya, it cannot in the present instance, be

taken as enjoined by the Injunctive affix {in yogeta) which has its injunctive

potency transferred elsewhere (to the Accessory) as shown under the

Purvapak$a of the Sutra IL ii. 27. Therefore the sentence (speaking of

Addbhyu) must be taken as laying down the 'holding' with reference

to fi certain sacrifice (laid down before).

Adhikaraiia X,—The Agnichayana is a secondary

preparatory rite.

StfTRA II. iii. 21-23.

" 51??^ faf^T^ S^T^: 5T§T^ » II R % II

sift: Agnih, the word Agni. 3 T11, really, ftf^afrra Lifigadai\4tn*U, because

of the presence of indicative marks. ^3^: Kratusabdal), denoting a sacrifice.

xRfftra Pratiyate, should be recognised.

21. " The word Agni should "be recognised as denoting^

a sacrifice because of the presence of indicative marks,"—21^?
COMMENTARY. \ f)

In connection with the sentence
£

Agninchinute ' followed by the

sentences-- ath&tognimagni^tome^rdnuyf'jati, tamultthyena tamatirdtrena,

tam §odahina? etc. —we have a threefold doubt : (1) Does it lay down a
distinct Sacrifice, or (2) Does it lay down mere chyana 'collecting) ?

or (3) Does it lay down an accessory for all the Primary and Subsidiary

sacrifices ? 4.nd on this we have the following

—

Purvapaksna.—{1) As we do not find the sentence repeated again in the

context, as we do in the case of the sentences dealt with in the foregoing

Adhikarctna, (2) as no' useful purpose would be served by the mere
purification of Agni, we conclude, from the very fact of the presence of the

name, that the sentence lays down a distinct sacrifice ; and thus alone

could we justify the subsequent mention of the Result, in the sentence
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i¥M&hnobV «&tc. Nov can the result herein mentioned be said to follow

irom^*an Accessory ; because no substrate of any such Accessory is

mentioned in the context.

And then we perceive that such distinctive marks as the Upasad, etc.,

which are the invariable accompaniments of the Soma sacrifice, are connect-

ed, with the Action mentioned in the sentence in question.

* So also in the sentences 'AtMto'gnimfyniQtamendnuyojati,' etc., we

find that ' ArgnV is the name of a sacrifice to be performed, because the

sentence * Agnim yajati ' is precisely similar to the sentence * Samidhoyajuti 5

wherein it has been shown under Sutra I. iv. 4, that the word ' Samidhal}
'

is the name of a sacrifice ; and hence we come to take the sentence in

question as laying down a sacrifice qualified by the name ' AgnV And

this Agni-sacrifice comes to be qualified by the Sansth&'s of the Agniqtoma,

which are found to be present in it. Then as for the words ' dviratra,'

etc., they could be taken as pointing out the alternatives of time.

SIDDHAJSTA.

5^ Dravyam, the material, Va, but. *?ffij Syat, should be. ^nprror: Oho-

danayah, of the injunction. nz$?m Tadarthatvat, on account of being for that

purpose.

22. The material should be mentioned by the word

because the Injunction is for that purpose,—22.

COMMENTARY.

^ Inasmuch as the word * AgnV is one that has its signification

Universally known, unless this signification is found to give rise to certain

^anomalies, like syntactical split, etc., we cannot reject the sense of Fire,

and take the word as the name of a sacrifice.

That is to say, the word AgnV is not known to have any literal

meaning, like the words * Udbhid ' and the rest, nor is it accompanied

by any of the three conditions of ' Namadheya,' viz., ' V&kyubheda '

' Tadvayapadem * ' Tatprakhya ' and (explained in Adhikarana I, Pada iv)

;

and hence it could not be taken as the Name of a sacrifice.

It has been urged above that it fulfils the Ndmadheya condition

laid down in Sutra L iv. 4. But it -would have been so if the Agni were

actually enjoined in the sentence, as something tabe purified by chayana

(collection). And it has never been spoken of as to be so purified (in any

other sentence save the one in question) ; and hence "the condition laid

down in Sutra, L iv, 4, does not apply to the present case.
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Therefore 'Agni,
1

spoken of in the sentence, is lm substance (and

not tt sacrifice).

Aurora Tatsamyog&t, by connection with. that, KratuU, the sacrifice.

K^m: Tadftkhyafe, of that name, Sy&fc, might be. Sto Tena, by that, irifirawft

Dharraavidh&n&ni, laying down of details.

23. On account of the fact of the connection of Agni

with all sacrifices a sacrifice might be named 'Agni/ but

that name would only serve to lay down the details of the

sacrifice.—23.

COMMENTARY.

In the case of such sentences as
1

agnehkastram ' (that have been

cited by the P&rvapaksa as showing that
i Agni ' is the name of a

sacrifice), we have to take recourse to indirect indication, as there is no

other way in which the sentence could be explained. In this sentence the

word ' Agni' indicates the place or altar connected with Fire, and tliin

place indicates the sacrifice performed at that altar (and thus it is by

a very indirect process that the word ' Agni' can indicate the sacrifice).

But the fact of such indirect indication being accepted in one place

does not make it necessarily acceptable in all other cases. Hence in

the case in question, where the indirect indication can be very well

avoided it is only right that we should accept the word * Agni' as

signifying the substance (Fire).

In connection with the present Adhikaraw, the author of another

Bhdsya has also treated of the questions of Agni—(1) having a result or
%

being fruitless, (2) being an independent action or subsidiary to another

sacrifice, (3) being eternal or transient, (4) being a modification or not of

UttaravediM. But all these questions have already been dealt with

in other Adhikararias, in connection with other similar sentences, and

hence we have not taken them up for consideration here. And the Author

referred to also has introduced them here by way of showing off the

excellence of his memory,

Adhikarana XL

—

The Mdsdgaihotra is a distinct sacrifice*

StJTRA. II. iii. 21

Prakara^aatare, when there is a difference of context.

P rayojan&nytvam, there is a difference in the Bh&vanl. k
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24. When there is a difference of context, there is

difference in the Bhavana —24.

COMMENTARY.

We have finished the consideration of the question of the Different

tiation of actions by means oE Accessories, and we have also dealt with all

side issues of such questions, as to what sort of Accessory is that mention-
ed in the subsequent sentence, which, not being applicable to the action

mentioned in the previous sentence, makes that mentioned in the subse-

quent action different from it ; and which sort is that which is applicable

to the previous action, and as such does not make any difference in the

Action, And the five means of differentiation having been dealt with,

we now proceed to consider the differentiation of actions by context,

[In connection with the Ku#dap&yin&mayana, we find the sentence
* Mfaamagnihotram juhoti, masam darkaptiraamtisabhyam yajate? and on

this there arises a doubt as to whether these sentences lay down the

month as the time for the previously mentioned Agnihotva and the Darsch

P&rwmdsa or they lay down actions totally different from these].

And on this we have the following—

P&rvapaha.- Saoh. words as ' Agnihotra
9

and the like, having already

on one occasion denoted a certain action, the mere fact of the word occurr-

ing after a long interval does not make any difference in the Action itself,

That is to say, just as where the word ' Agnihotra
9

is uttered in Valabhi

or in Pdtaliputra, it does not signify two different things ; so no matter

whether the word occurs in one context or in another, its denotation can-

not be different. For certainly the difference in the context does not

bring about a fresh denotative potency in the word. And hence the

verbs * ytyate? 'juhoti,* etc., also as qualified by these words (' Agnihotra/

etc*} do not signify anything different
; specially as the absence of an-

6ther meaning does not make anything meaningless or irrelevant* For

in the o&se in question, the mention of the
6 month ' is not incompatible

with the ordinary * Agnihotra' ; because the monthly Agnihotra could very

well be taken as an alternative to the Lifelong Daily Agnihotra. Or, it

may be that the lifelong daily performance is laid for that Agnihotra

which forms a necessary duty ; while there are other occasional performr

ances of the same Agnihotra with a view to the obtaining of certain

desirable results ; and it is for these that the sentence lays down the

* month ' as the time. And it is only desirable that the syntax (of the

sentence in question) should set aside that which is pointed out by the

context* _
. . _

m 11
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Siddhdnta.—To tlio above we make the following reply :

—

In the sentence in question, we find that the monthly Agnihotra

is laid down as to be performed after the Upanads whereas wo do not find

any such Upasads preceding the original Agnihotra; and as such the two

Agnihotras must be different.

That is to say, if the sentence in question had simply laid down

the month, then we could have thought that the time had been laid down

with reference to the original Agnihotra, As a matter of fact, however,

such is not the case ; as the sentence distinctly mentions the action as to

be performed after the Upasads ; and as such the sequence to the Upasads

must be taken as qualifying the time for the performance of this sacri-

fice. In connection with the original Agnihotra, however, wedo not find

any mention o£ these upasads, either as foreign to it, or as funning an

integral part of it. If, again, the sentence were taken as laying down— (1)

Upasads (2) the sequence to the Upasads and (3) the month,—then, there

being various objects of Injunction, there would be a syntactical split,

This also meets all the other declarations of the P&rvapakifa that

the sentence lays down the performability, in the midst of the Sutra, of

the otherwise prohibited Agnihotra, either as an independent sacrifice, or

as a part of the Sutra itself. Because in all these cases, the mention of

the sequence to the Upasads and oi month would be wholly meaningless.

When, however, the sentence is taken as laying down a distinct

Agnihotra, there would be nothing incongruous in the laying down of

many things. Hence the sentence must be taken as laying down a

distinct Agnihotra.

Such is the Siddhdvta as represented by the Bhasya. But there

is something to be said against this representation of the Siddhdnta. It

is as follows

If the Agnihotras were taken as distinct, only because of the fact,

there otherwise being a syntactical split,—then the present instance tod

becomes one of the Differentiation of Actions by means of syntactical

split (already dealt with above), and not by that of context (what is

really meant to be shown here) or, again the Actions would be different

on account of the impossibility of the manifold accessories mentioned in
the sentence in question belonging to the original Agnihotra ; and thus
the necessary differentiation being done by Accessories, there would be
no room for the functioning of the difference of context (towards tlx®

differentiation). Because even if the sentence in question had occurred
in the same context as that of the original Agnihotra, then too it could
not but have been taken as mentioning distinct Action, becausa of the
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fact of the accessory details herein mentioned being inapplicable to the

original Agnihotra.

And further, even though the reason shown in the BhSsya might,

with difficulty, establish the difference between the two Agnihotras, yet

it could do nothing with regard to the other sentence in question, where-

in the monthly Davka P&rrtawisa is not mentioned as preceded by the

Upasads. That is to say, the sentence
c Mdsam darmpiirwmastlbhyam * lays

down only the connection of the sacrifice with the month ; and as such

there being no syntactical split, there would be nothing to show thai the

Darsa Pfir#am&8a herein mentioned is different from that mentioned

before.

.Thus then the explanation of the Siddhanta as given in the Bh&sya

being found to be untenable, the V&rtika explains it as follows :
—

When the Accessory, though mentioned in a separate context, is

laid down as a matter of independent Injunction, i.e., forms the predicate

of the sentence, then it can be delegated to the previous action (and would

not make any difference in it) when however the Accessory is mentioned

only as an Uddefaja (not an object of Injunction, but an accomplished

thing, forming the subject of the sentence), then the action with reference

to which it appears must be taken as different from the previous action.

In the case in question, we perceive a difference between the two

Agnihotras, not because of their being mentioned in separate contexts,

but because of the fact of all connection with the previous context having

been cut off. That is to say, when no idea of the original Agnihotra is

present in the mind, at the time that the sentence in question is met

with then the action mentioned in the latter cannot but be recognized

as diffrent from the previous Agnihotra. And as for the difference of

contexts, even though it is present, it does not serve any useful purpose

with regard to the differentiation ; as we shall show under Sutra II-iii-25.

Adhiharana XII —The Agneya, etc., are Kdmya Sacrifices.

SUTBA II. iii 25.

mt Phalarn, the result. * Oha, also, wfofofr Akarmasannidhau, mentioned

apart from actions.

25, The Result mentioned apart from Actions (is a

means of difference),—25,
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COMMENTARY,

.All the six causes of differentiation have been dealt with. We now

proceed to show another way in which the difference of context operates

towards differentiation. There are people who hold the differentiation

'(in the case cited in the last Adhikarana) to bo made by a difference of

context only (according to the Bhasya), while others according to the

Vdrtiha) hold it to be made by the connection of a particular time ; and

they do not admit of any differentiation brought about merely by such

agencies as non-proximity or the relationship of an anup&deya substance.

It is with a view to explain the real state of things to these persons that

the present SAtra has been introduced. . And what is dealt with In the

present Adhikarana is not a seventh cause of differentiation.

Then, the fact of place and occasion being amipadeya is too well-

known, as has been shown in the foregoing Adhikarana ; and hence in the

present Adhikarana we do not cite any examples of these. And, in fact,

the following two passages, too, dealing as they do with place and occasion

—should have been dealt with in the preceding Adhikarana, viz: (1)

satrdyavagurya vUvajitd yajeta Samyidhdne visvajit, etc., Uhese too speak-

ing of occasion) ; and (2) Dak$ir$na tirena Saraswatydh dgncyena$htakapd~

Una samyd pardsdmiydt (speaking of Place). Though, as in the case of the

Atirdtra, etc., so in these also, we do not find any mention of the root
(

yaji
}

yet inasmuch as, without the inference of the presence of the root
' yaji

9

the sentences containing the words with the nominal adix would
remain incomplete (the yaji is inferred directly as the sentences have been
pronounced), and hence the sentences do not stand in need of the ' yaji

'

occurring in any other sentence ; and hence the actions mentioned in them
must be taken as distinct from any others previously mentioned.

Then as for the other two Anupadeyas the Remit and Object to be

purified (or prepared;—we proceed to consider them now, amenable, as
they are, to the same line of reasoning.

Of these two, the mention of the Result has been cited in the BM-
§ya : Agneyamatfakapalan nirvapet rukkamah \ ' Agm&omiydmekMasa-
kapdlannivrapet brahmavarchasahdmali Aindramekddakakapdlannirvapet
prajakamal}: And as for the mention of the Object to be purified, we have
the sentence ' Traidhdtaviyd dikm'iya, etc., which lays down a purifica-
tory rite for the sacrificer.

The Bhd$ya speaks of the sentences as being found without re-
ference to any particular Action ; and this is done with a view to show
that the case in question is not capable of being dealt with under Difer*
enw of Context,

*
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[This question being as to whether the sentences in question only

serve to lay down certain results with reference to the original Agneya,
etc, or they lay down distinct sacrifices], we have the following—

PAvvapukM.—Prakritesu phala»idhiviti—That is to say, the sentence

in question lays down the Result with reference to the sacrifice mentioned
before,— first in the same manner as Ahavaniya and the rest are laid down

;

because the Results herein laid clown are capable of being desired, even by
one who is engaged in the Darsa Pifortamdsa.

SiddMnta.-*-The reply to this is this—the Result can never he

enjoined. The sentence of this is that, on account of the reasons shown
under S&tm, Vl.i.3. of the Svangakamadhikaraw, the Result has always the

character of the Uddesya (that subject with regard to which something else

is enjoined). Because if the Result were enjoined, it could be so only with

regard to the Action
;
and as such being a part of the Action itself, it

would lose its character of Result to be brought about by that Action).

And, on the other hand, if the action were not enjoined with reference to the

Result then it would not have the character of the means'to that Result
;

and as such it would become fruitless. If again, both (Action and Result)

were Uddexyn or both were Vidheya then they would have no connection

with each other. And so the only alternative left to us is to admit that

the sentence lays down an Action with regain! to a particular Result. And
then just as in the preceding case (of an Action being laid down with

reference to a particular time, so in the present case also), the Action thus

laid down in the sentence in question would be one that is wholly

distinct from all previous actions.

The same line of reasoning would apply also to the case of the

sentence that speaks of a purificatory rite for the sacrificer.

Nor is it possible for the transient Desire (for certain results) to be

the means of accomplishing such eternal Actions as the Agn&ya, etc. (and

this is what it would come to if t}ie sentences were taken as laying down
the Result with reference to sacrifices.)

For these reasons, we conclude that the sentences in question lay

down Actions that arc distinct from all previous Actions.
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Adhiharana XIII.—[The Avesti leads to the acquisition

of food.]

SUTRA IT. Hi. 26.

*fWi Sannidhau, when there is proximity. 3 Tu, really* tifewm Avibbftgftt,

there is no separation, irafifa Phal&rthena, for the purpose of pointing out result.

J^ft: Punaljsrutih, repetition.

26. When there is proximity, there is no separation
;

and hence the second mention is for the purpose of pointing

out another Result.-— 26.

COMMENTARY.

The present Adhikarana is introduced by way of a counter instance

to all the preceding Adhikara>}«$ based upon non-proximity.

The mention of 'the Result
5

(in the Rfitra) indicates all other

Anupadeyas, And hence the sentences forming the subject-matter of the

present Adhikarana are all the following Agneyo^tahapMo hhwti

etayd anaddyakdmam yajayet, or DarsapArnavrdsdhhydm mtrgakdmo

ya/jeta se$dt svLtidhitam yrfet, etc. (mentioning the Result); (2) Sawe

darsaptirvamdsdbhyam yujeta (mentioning the Place) ; (3, Rlrtftrnttiytlm

Paurnomatfyd y"jet« (mentioning the Time); and (4; Yavajjttmm Dorm-

paiintamdsdbhydm yajet (mentioning the occasion).

[The question with regard to these being as to whether the actions

mentioned aie the same as those of the same name mentioned before, or

they are distinct Actions altogether], we have the following—

Ptirvapalisa —" Inasmuch as all these sentences lay down certain

Actions, with reference to a particular Result, Place, etc., we conclude,

in accordance with, the foregoing Adhikarma, that these Actions are other

than those previously mentioned.

And in favour of this view, we have the following arguments

:

Inasmuch as there can be no Injunction of that which has already been

enjoined we would have to take the names of Actions in the sentences

in question as mere references to the original Actions (of those names)

if we do not take the Actions as distinct) ; and that which is referred to is

that which is the Uddesya (that with regard to which something else is

laid down) but as a matter of fact, we do not find the Actions (mentioned

in the sentences) to have the character of the Uddesya,.

Siddhdnta.—To the above we make the following reply

:

The potency of the Injunction varies according as it happens to be

$n originative or an applicatory one. And henqe when it is practicable,
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we take it as having the potency of only one ; but when that is not found

possible, we accept it as having both.

That is to say, in the case in question, we are forced to accept the

same sentence to be an originative as well as an applicatory Inj auction. Jt

is only when the applicatory Inj unction is such that there is no inconsis-

tency in its pointing to the presence in itself of originative potencies, that

we take it as having only the applicative potency, with regard to Actions

whose idea is present in the mind as having been brought about by

another originative Injunction. But the case of the sentence in question

not being like this, we have to admit to have the double potency.)

The use of the present Adhikarana has been expressed by the

Bhd$ya as lying in the fact that, if the sentence in question refers to the

original Avetfi, then, the substance to be offered at the sacrifice performed

for the acquiring of Food, would be the Agneyi cake; while if the Action

were other than the Avesti. then we would have some oilier substance.

To this, however, some people make the following objection :
" Even

if the Action spoken of in the sentence ' EtayX onnddyahdmam ytihtyet,'

were other than the original Avesti then, too, inasmuch as the word

* elay<V would point to the fact of this other Action being similar to the

Ave&i, the substance employed at it would fcbe the same as that used

in the Ave$ti, and no other substance would have to be used."

But this question is not quite pertinent. Because so long as it is

possible for the word
1

etuyti ' to be taken, as in the case of the sentence

' e#* jyotfy, ' etc., in its direct sense, as referring to the Action to be

spoken of immediately after it,—it can be rightly taken as indirectly

indicating similarity. Hence there is nothing incorrect in the assertion

4

another substance will have to he used at the sacrifice.'

We have found that the Bhd$ya and the Vdrtika lay down six means

for the differentiating of Actions :—

In another commentary (by Bhavaddsa
7
perhaps) only four such causes

are mentioned, viz., (1) difference of words, (2) Difference of Names, (3)

Difference of Accessory Details, and (4) Difference of Result. He has

included Repetition and Number in Difference of words, and the

' Difference of context,' etc., in the ' Difference of Result/ because all that

the context does is to help the Result.

But this appears to be highly objectionable. Because, in the first

place (Repetition) cannot be included in 'Difference of Words'; as

if the word
4

yajate ' is repeated five times, or any number of times for the

matter of that, it does not become a different word. And when the word

prdjdpatydn is used by way of Ekase§a as pointing to seventeen Prajdpatyas,
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we do not have so many different words, as the word is actually

found to be one and the same only, in all cases. This is what has been

explained under Sutra Li.15, and also in Siitra Li.20. And the

singleness of such objects will be explained later on under SMm VI.iii.12.

.Consequently we conclude that in such cases, not being able to

find*otl% ground for differentiating the actions, the author of

this commentary has gratuitously assumed the words to be different,

even though, as a matter of fact, the word is one and the same. Secondly,

this author of the commentary has failed* to grasp the fact of the

Resulff etc., not being able to differentiate actions when the Context does

.:mot happen to be different—a fact that has been shown over and over

again in the Sutra just explained (II. iii. 215) and also in Sutra II. ii. 16,

et seq. And thus we find that though it is the Difference of Context,

as helped by the mention of the Result that being the cause of non-

recognition (of an Action as the other), is the real means of differentiate

vi&g actions,—yet the said commentator has wholly neglected this fact

* (including the ' Difference of Context
5

in the ' Difference of Result

Thirdly, he failed to perceive that it way the ' Difference of Kesult
*

- ihat was included in the * Difference of Context ' and not vice verm.

It has been argued by the adherents of this commentator that

the fact of only four opposities of ground of identity being mentioned in

the Sutra II. iv. 9, distinctly points to the fact of the ground of difference

also being only four.

But we do not attach any such significance to the Stttra, in the

present connection; because in the Adhifairana under consideration, we
find no other means of Differentiation applicable save the Difference

of Context (which therefore*could not be denied as a means of

Differentiation).

Hence we conclude that there are six means of Differentiation as

explained above.

Adhikarana XIV —[The Repetition of the Agneya serves

the purpose of Glorification.']

SUTRAS II, iii, 27-29.

Agneyab, the Agneya sacrifice. 3 Tu, really. «t%«in Uktahetutv&t,
fee seaseas already explained, swdn Abhyasena, as repeated. vffito Pratiyeta,
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27. The Agneya would appear as if it were to he

repeated, because of reasons already explained—27.

COMMENTARY.

We find the sentence Agneyostakapalo
1 amdvdsydydm bhava^

and then again ' Agneyostakapah aondvdsydydm paurnamdsyfynchmhyuft)

hhavati
7

(this latter occurring in the text before the former.) And then

arises the question as to whether the same Agneya that is mentioned in

the latter sentence is also mentioned over again in the former sentence,

or the two Agneyas are distinct actions.

This conclusion pointed out by the previous Adhiharctna would h&

that the two are the same, even though the action is laid down in

reference to the particular time of the Amdvasya which by itself,

is anupadeya.

And against this conclusion we have the following—

Ptiwapaksa.—It has been shown above that it is only wh§n

Repetition is formed to serve no other purpose that it can be taken

serving the purpose of differentiating actions. And in this case in question,

we actually find the repetition serving no other purpose hence we takgjjbt

to mean that the Agneya is to be performed twice over, that is to sa^r,'

the two performances would constitute two distinct actions.

In contradiction to this we have another alternative theory, which
it?

we bring forward as

—

SiddMnta (A,)

vfawm Avibhagat, on account of non-differentiation. 5 Tu, really.

KarmaQO, of the action, : Dvirftktefo by reason of mere repetition, t feSta^

Navidhiyate, would not be enjoined.

28. The action not being found to be differentiated,

the mere repetition of the same action would not make any

difference in the action itself.—28.

COMMENTARY.

In the case of the sentences
4 Sdmido yajati Bidoyajati,' etc., it is only

right that we should take the repetition of ' yajati
9

as serving the purpose

of differentiating the actions ; because in this case we find the distinct

repetition of the ' Sacrifice' In this case in question, on the other hand,

the sacrifice has got to be inferred from the relationship o£ the substance

(cake) with the Deity Agni (expressed by the word ' Agneya And in-

asmuch as the Deity, as mentioned in the sentence, are found precisely

X2
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the same as those mentioned in the other, we are led, by the idea of

those that we had obtained from the previous sentence to conclude that it

is the same action that is mentioned in the latter sentence also.

It might be
w argued that " the Deity and the substance also are

distinct in the two cases. But that is not possible ; because as a matter

of fact, they are actually recognized as non-different. If the difference be

based on the difference of the individuality of substance and the Deity,

then such difference of individuality would be present also in the different
*

performances of the same action.

Therefore we conclude that both sentences are optional Injunctions

of the same Agneya to be performed in the Amdvasyd day.

Or according to the l&w—Yugap'ttprdvrlterijrithrl sylt sattoadursartam

(i.e., two sentences operating simultanenously we must take them according

as we find the object mentioned in them), it is the same action that is men-

tioned by both sentences. And it cannot be definitely ascertained which

l^ntence really lays down the action and which is a a mere repetition and

such meaningless.

Siddhdnta (B) :

—

wtf Any&rth&, serving another purpose. 3t Va, entirely, Punafrirutib,

repetition.

29. The repetition serves quite another purpose.—29.

COMMENTARY.

When we proceed to look into the various purposes that are served by

repetitions, we find that inasmuch as the sentence in question does not

mention any qualifying accessory, and as Preclusion of the Best is

accompanied by a three-fold anomaly, we conclude that it serves the

purpose of an Arthav&da, And as it is not quite clear in the sentence
itself of what it is an Arthavada, it must be taken as that of the Agneya
itself.



SECOND ADHYAYA.

Fourth Pada.

Adhikarana I.—[Treating of the lifelong Agnihotra].

"lH*faStS«im *RW^ II ? II

qrenraWfo; Y&vajjivikah, lifelong, wm: Abhyasat, repetition. Karma**

dharmab, a property of the action, Prakai*an&t, because of tlie context.

1. " The lifelong repetition is a property of the action

because of the context/'—1.

COMMENTARY.
'

[We find the sentences
4 Ydvujjivamagnihotram juhoti? 'Vdvajjtvt&ft

Darkap&r&amistlbhyiin ynjeba? And with regard to these sentences, there

arises a question as to whether the mention ol lifelong' qualifies tfo$

action, the sentence laying down the lifelong repetition of the action ; or

it serves to lay down a restriction for the performer of the action. That

is to say, does the sentence lay down the Repetition of the action or only a

restriction for the agent ? ].

The relevancy of this Adhikarana in the present context is thus

explained by the Vdrtlka ;

—

Just as the causes of difference operate towards the differentiation

of the forms of action, so also do they operate towards that of

their performances. Hence with, regard to the Agnihotra, etc., qualified

as they are by the mention of ' lifelong ' there arises the question as to

whether each of its (daily) performances is a distinct action by itself, or

all the daily performances go to form a single action, meant to bring

about a particular desirable end, and the time for whose performance is

the whole of one's life. If then, the time—whole of one's life—were laid

down as a property of the action, then the mere offering of the morning

and evening libations in accordance with the injunctions " he should

' oSer the morning libation witli the mantra,
c Suryo joytih

}
etc./ and

he should offer the evening libation with the mantra ' Agnirjoytifa etc.,

—

would not be enough to complete the Agnihotra, till the specified time—
' life long '—expires ; and hence a performance of the Agnihotra would

come to be made of many daily repetitions
;
just as the performance of the
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Jyotintoma is made up of the repetition of the same process with regard

to each of the many Qrahas. If, on the other hand, 'living
1

be taken as

the occasion (or cause), with reference to which the sentence lays down

the action,—then, inasmuch as the occasion would last till the Performer

lasts, the action comes to be enjoined without any reference to any desir-

able result ; and as such a neglect of the performance being sinful, it

would be necessary for the man to perform it as long as he lives, either

for the fulfilment of his own duty, or for the avoiding of the sin incurred

by non-performance ; and hence in this case the sentence would lay

down a Restriction (or Duty) for the man. And in this case the occasion

^of the Agnihotra performance would be morning and evening together

with the life of die agent; and hence as this occasion would present

itself every day, the action would be complete every day also; and hence

the complete performance of the Agniholm would be repeated each day ;
—

the performance of each day.fonning a distinct action by itself (indepen-

.
dently of the other day's performance).

On the question, then we have the following

—

Ptiwapakw;— : 1 ) All the daily repetitions of the Agnihotra form

ia single performance of it; (2) lifelong is a qualification of the action
;

and (3) the sentence serves to lay clown the time.

Siddhdnta.—

?r ^rfcTHqmra II r ii

to: Kartuh, of the agent. *r Va, really. *ra?$Pira Brutisamyogat, he-

cause of the direct signification of the words.

2. It must be taken as a property of the Agent, be-

cause of the direct signification of the words.—2.

COMMENTARY.

The word ' Dharmalj, ' is to be supplied from the preceding 8&tra
;

and hence the proposition laid down by the Siddhdnta is that—4

It is the
property of the Agent that is enjoined. This property of the Agent too is

binding, and does not depend upon his own sweet will.

Because in our interpretation of the sentence, both the words—
'Ydvajjtvam and the verb 'juhoti'—retain their direct signification

; while
in your interpretation, they will have to' be taken in their indirect indicated
meanings.

That is to say, in our theory, it is by direct signification that the word
1 Ydvajjtvam ' denotes the life-time of the agent as the occasion (for the
Action)

;
and in the Verb ' juhoti

9

and ' yajati ' also, it is only directly that
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the affix signifies the BhlvanA as qualified by the Root-meaning. And hence

our interpretation is quite in keeping with the direct signification of both

these words. In your interpretation, on the other hand, life-time not being

capable of directly qualifying the action) indicates the time, and the verbs

also would indicate Repetition ;—then again, that wherein the Injunction

ends, is accepted as the object of that Injunction ;--hence it will be neces-

sary for you to reject the direct denotations of the words 'Jiva' and the

verb, and make Time and Repetition the objects of the Injunction
;
and

thus your Injunction comes to be based upon indirect Indication.

In both cases, in consideration of what is directly expressed by the

words of the Vedic texts, we reject what is implied by the context, and

conclude that the sentences in question lay down ther Roma (of the

Agnihotra) and the Yoga (of the Darka-Purmmdsa) with reference to

the life-time,—and that they lay clown a property of the performer.

fanfare prw ti srsf^rw for^m, ^r4-

%5$*ira Lifigadarsanat, because we find indicative words. *t Cha, also.

Karmadharme, if the property pertained to the Action, Hi, because,

sspitor Prakramena, by beginning, ffi^f Niyamyeta, would be completed.

m Tatra, then. Anarthakam, meaningless, srh Anyat, another.

Sy&t, would be.

3. Because we find indicative words to the same effect

if the time pertained to the action, the action once begun

would take up the whole time and the other Injunction would

become meaningless—3.

COMMENTARY.

We have the tert-^pi hava e,a svargdlloMchehhidyaie yat..:<hi&-

vasy&m paurrxanmsim ati<pdtayet ; and by atipotti here is meant trans-

gression,

The time for the Davka Purriamdsa of which the Agnihotra forms an

integral factor, according to you, is the whole lifetime ; and certainly

no transgression of that time is possible. Because if the performance of a

certain action is begun at the prescribed time, it is admitted that the time

has not been transgressed. And certainly one who is a ' performer of the

Dark, Ptiryam&scb ' could never have allowed its prescribed time (his

lifetime) to lapse without having begun its performance ;
because if

he were to die without having begun.it, he would not be a performer of

the Darsa Mrnamdsa. If by transgression were meant ' non-completion
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during the prescribed time ' then too, inasmuch as this ' non-completion '

could be ascertained only after the death of the performer, the laying

down of the Expiatory Rite (for such transgression) would be wholly

superfluous.

In accordance with our theory, on the other hand, inasmuch as

the beginning as well as the completion of the Davka Ptirwmdsa is laid

down for every month during the lifetime of the performer, it is possible

that there may be transgression of that particular day of the month

(omission of performance on that day ; and hence too it would be quite

possible for the transgressor to perform the expiatory rite after that

date has elapsed.

*mn Vyapavargam, completion. *Cha, also. ^w?r Par&iyati, speaks of nm;

K&lab, time, Chet, if. Karmavedat, difference of action, Sy&fc, should

be

4. We have a text that speaks of the completion of

the Action. If there is time, the performances of the Action

should he distinct,— 4. m

We have the sentence
c Davka PtivxamdsdMydmisivd somena yajetd.

Now, if all the lifelong repetitions were to constitute a single per-

formance of the Davka Puvt.iamdsa, then, for reason shown above,

the Soma sacrifice would have to be performed only after all the repe-

titions had been finished; and (as these would bo finished only after

the death of the performer) the dead person could not perform the Soma
Sacrifice. If, on the other hand, there is time for the performance of

the Soma sacrifice (after the completion of the Davka Pilrrj.arndsa.
9

This

non-filling up of the whole lifetime is found to be possible, only if the

' lifetime ' is taken as a property of the Performer ; because in that case,

each monthly performance of the Davka Ptivwmdsa is a distinct action

by itself. Thus then the latter part of the S&tva means that if there

is time left by the performance of Davka Ptivryimisa for the performance
of the Soma sacrifice, then each performance of the Davka Pitvriamdsa

should be a distinct action, as held by us.

The latter part of the Stitva is also capable of another interpretation.

If the whole lifetime be laid down as the time for the performance of

the Davka Ptivriam&sa, then the Soma sacrifice as well as all other actions

that may be laid down for
,
the man, would be performed in the midst

of the Davka Ptiryamdsa
; and in that case inasmuch as all these other
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actions -would "break up the continuity of the lifelong extensive

Darsa—PHrriamdsa the assertion ' Darsa—Pto^amasabhydmibtvd (' having

performed the Darsa Pfirtjtamdsa) would be wholly incompatable and

further, this interpretation of the Darsa Pitryamdsa would constitute

the improper procedure deprecated in such sentences as 'he falls

off from heaven, who perverts the sacrifice ' and the like.

For these reasons also we cannot take the sentence in question as

laying down the time.

grfwro Anityatvat, on account of non-binding character. ^ Tu, really. *r Na

not. ?* Evam, so. *?rm Sytt, could be.

5. Because of the non-binding character of the action

(according to you) it could not be so.—5.

COMMENTARY.

We have already shown that in order to take the word ' Ydvajjivam
'

as laying down time, it would be necessary to have recourse to indirect

Indication. And now we proceed to show that even if we allow the

indication, the action not having a binding character, it could not be so. That

is to say, that alone can bespoken of as pointing to a definite point of

time which is sure to appear, and always in connection with that point

of time; As" for instance, the Amdvasyd is pointed out as the day in

which the moon is not visible but there is no such single thing that invari-

ably marks the end of the life-time of all living beings; and hence this

life-time is not capable of being definitely pointed out by means of

anything, thus then the time (life-time) being wholly indefinite being

ascertainable only if it actually happens, it must be taken as mentioned by

way of an occasion for the performance of the Agnihotra, etc.

TrownH ii ^ ii

Virodhab, incongruity. ^ Ohapi, also, s^ra Pftrvavat, as before.

6. There is also incongruity as before.—6.

COMMENTARY.

If * lifelong ' is a restriction, qualifying the agent, it could not be

applied to the subsidiary sacrifices, as it is only that, -which pertains to the

principal sacrifice that is implied in the subsidiary as we shall show

later on ; and if the word were taken as laying down the time for the

sacrifice, it would be relegated to the subsidiaries also (and then the
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subsidiary sacrifices, the Saurya, etc., also would come to be performed

throughout one's life, which is not desirable even for the Purvapalmi).

tm: Kartub, to the agent. § Tu, if. *N Dharmaniyam&fc, restriction

of character, srcnrar KWaaflatram, time injunction. ^ Nimittam, occasion.

;pith Sy&t, would be.

7. If the restriction pertained to the performer the

time injunction would be taken as mentioning the occa-

sion.—7.
COMMENTARY.

What is said in this Sutra being analogous to what has been said in

Sutra 4, the Vdrtika has given three explanations :—

(1) This Sutra being the last of the Adhikaruna rightly recapitu-

lates what has been said before. ,

(2) It may be that though the author of the Siitm has already said

that the Restriction in question is a property of the Performer,—yet he

has not yet shown what, in that case, would be done with the word

' Y&vajjtvam,
1

and hence he now declares that the word can be taken us

mentioning the occasion*

Or it may be that the Stitra replies to the question—" In. regard to

the Agnihotra and the Darkt Puryamdsa inasmuch as we have the *

mention of the word ' Yduajjivum' we could take lifelong m the

occasion, but how can that be the occasion for the Animal sacrifice, the

Soma sacrifice and the Ghvturmdsya sacrifice ?" The sense of the Siltra thus

is that even in the case of these latter, the prescription of time, mentioned

repeatedly, would serve to point out the lifetime as the occasion ;

—
'the

said prescription being in the form of the sentence ' Vm^nle vasunte

jyotisa, etc' This sentence does not lay down the lime for the perform-

ance of any optional sacrifice because an optional sacrifice, depending

for its performance upon one's whim, and as such being only subsidiary,

it could not be spoken of as to be performed in every spring. Then as for

the Necessary Binding Sacrifice, if that were to be performed but once,

in any one Spring, the repetition of
c

Vasartte ' would be wholly useless.

Nor is there any ground for limiting its performance to only a certain

number of Springs, consequently we must conclude that the Injunction

means that the sacrifice is to be performed in eoery Spring that might

occur during the lifetime of the Performer. And as for the Locative in

4

Vysante
7

that too points to Vasanta being the occasion, just as it does in

the case o£ the word ' bhinne ' in ' bhinne juhotV It is for these xemom
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that the Sutra lays down that in all these cases, inasmuch as the mention

of time lays clown restriction for the performer, it must be taken as

laying clown the Occasion* Thus it is too that the necessary and binding

character of the Animal sacrifice, the Soma sacrifice and the Chaturmdsya

sacrifice becomes established.

Adhikarana II.—[The action mentioned in different

Rescension texts is the same].

StfTTRAS II. iv. 8-32.

N&ma, name, Rftpa, form. *p##t Dharmaviseea, particular

details. grsfo Punarfikti, repetition, f^r Ninda, deprecation, mfa Asakti,

incapability. ^cH^sr Sam&ptivachanam, mention of completion, mfkmn Pr&ys-

chitta, expiatory rites, Anyartha, distinct purposes. 3^ Daraan&t,

because we find, ^akh&ntaresu, when the texts belong to distinct

rescensions. Karmabhedah, difference of action, Sy&t, should be.

8.
£i When the texts belong to distinct Bescensions, the

actions must be distinct ; because we find (differences in)

(1) the name, (2) the form, (3) the particular details ;—and

because of (4) Repetition, (5) Deprecation, (6) Incapability,

(7) Mention of completion, (8) Expiatory Rites, and (9)

Distinct purposes."—8.

COMMENTARY.

[ There are various Rescensions of the Veda ; and it is found that

the same action is very often mentioned in all these texts ; then there

arises the question as to whether all these actions are one and the same,

or is every one of them distinct from the rest].

The present Adhikarana is taken up with a view to show that there

are no grounds for the Differentiation o£ Actions except those already

dealt with, And hence we proceed to bring forward certain other

grounds of difference, and then demolish them ; and then we shall show

also, in course of the discussion, that every one of the grounds herein,

mentioned is included in one of those that have been already dealt with

in the previous Adhikaray.as.

On this question we have the following

P&rvapaksa—The action mentioned in each Rescensional text is

that it is distinct ; to say, the Agnihotra mentioned in the Kapha Rescension
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is distinct from the Agnihotra mentioned in the Taittiriya Rescension
; for

the following reasons :

—

1. On account of the Difference of Name : for instance we find people

declaring that such and such a thing is found mentioned in connection

with the Kdthaka Agnihotra and that in connection with the Taittiriya

Agnihotra (which showed that the two Agnihoiras are district, one being

called the Kdthaka and another the Taittiriya). [Here too the differen-

tiating agency is that of Name, which is equivalent to ' Sabddntara'

dealt with in Sfitra ILii.l. j.

2. On account of the Difference of Form, for instance, in one text

the cake dedicated to Agni Soma is said to be ' ekddasakapdla
9

while in an-

other it is said to be
6

dwddasakapdla.' In this case also, inasmuch as the

'eleven ' and ' twelve' are not capable of being exchanged, in the way that

we find in the case of the numbers ' eight ' and 1

twelve ' with regard to the

Vaisvdnara or in that of the Amihsd and the V&jim—the differentiating

agency is that of the accessory (and this has been fully dealt with in IUi),

3. On account of the difference of sacrificial details
% for instance,

the TaittiHyas, in connection with the Kdriri sacrifice, lay down eating on

the ground, while those belonging to other Rescensions do not do so ; so

also while in connection with Agni sacrifice some lay down the carrying o£

the water-pot of the tutor, while others do not ; and in connection witb
the Asvamedha, some lay down that the sacrifices should present

grass to the Horse, while others do not lay this down. And in all these

cases, the differentiating agencies are those of the eating on the ground,

carrying of the water-pot, and the presenting of the grass --all of which
are mere sacrificial accessories, but taking the place of the method of the

sacrifice, these have been mentioned apart from the former accessories,

which are wholly outside the performance.

4. On account of Repetition, i.e., if the same action were mentioned
in all the Rescensional texts, there would be many useless repetitions.

In this case differentiating agency is that of ' Repetition ' (and has been
dealt with under S^raII.ii.2).

5. On account of Deprecation, for instance : some people deprecate

the offering of the morning libations before sunrise, while others deprecate

the offerings of the same after sunrise. In this case also, the differentiat-

ing agency is that of the time, which is only an Accessory.

6. On account of Incapability. In this case also the differentiating

agency is that of the Accessory, because all that is meant is that all the
various details me^ioned, in connection with the action, in the several
texts>(&ould not possibly be performed at the single performance of the
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action; and consequently, the action must be taken as distinct in

each text.

7. On account of the difference in Completion : In that case also,

that the differentiation is clone by the Accessory ; because what is meant

by that the upholders of one text declare ' our Agni sacrifice is complet-

ed here, and not there, as in the Agni sacrifice of the other people ' and

this would not be possible if there were a single Agni sacrifice.

8. On account of the laying down of distinct Expiatory Rites

:

Though this is included in * Deprecation ' yet it is brought forward sepa-

rately ; because the mere deprecation of the time (before or after sunrise)

might be explained as pointing to both times being optional alternatives

for the same action ; hence what is meant by the bringing forward of the

mention of Expiatory Rites is that if the two times were mere optional

alternatives, none of them would be faulty ; as a matter of fact, inasmuch

as expiatory rites are laid clown in connection with both, both would be

faulty, which could not be if the action were the same. Hence the action

must be regarded as distinct.

9. On account of the perception of distinct purposes being

served in the direction that if the sacrificer happens to be previously

initiated, he should employ the Atiratraot the Brihats&ma; because the

Eathantara Soma will have been already employed at the previous initia-

tion ; while if he does not happen to have been previously initiated, he

should employ the Rathantam Soma. In the Tdndaka, however, we have it

distinctly laid down that the Jyotistoma is the very first of the sacrifices to

be performed. And the uncertainty of precedence spoken of in the previ-

ous direction would be possible only if the Jyotistoma mentioned in the

latter sentence were other than Jyoti§toma occurring in the same text

with the former sentence. For, if all the Jijotistoma were one and

the same, then inasmuch as in accordance with the Tdndaka direction

in the case of all texts, it would always be the Jyotitfoma that would be

performed first, the sacrificer would always have been initiated for the

Jyoti$toma, the said mention of uncertainty—
4

if he be not initiated

'

—would be wholly incompatible ; as no sacrificer would ever be found to

be uninitiated.

Siddh&nta.—

Ekani, one. V£, only, ^«i«ifiiNw Sa^yogaE&p Chodan&khy&vk'es&t,

because of the non~diffe*enee of Conation, form,: Injection and Name.
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9. The action is one only ; because of the non-differ-

ence of (1) Connection, (2) Form, (3) Injunction and (4)

Name,—9.

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, the identity of actions, recognized by means of their

Names, Forms and Accessories, does not disappear even when they happen

to be mentioned in various Rescensional texts.

The BMsya says : The action spoken of in all texts, or in all Bnlh-

mavas, is one and the same. The sense of the phrase in all Brahmanas

is that the same is the case even when the action appears in the various

Brahmanas of the same Veda. As for instance, when the Jyotistoma and

the Dvadasaha sacrifices are mentioned in the Panchavinm and the

Sddvinsa Brahmanas of the Sdma-veda.

(I) 'By 'Connection' is meant the connection of the Result, as that

is the chief factor in the relationship, (2) By ' Forms '
are meant the

Deity and the (material), as being the most nearly related, (3) By 'In-

junction ' is meant that which partakes of the Boot-meaning as well as the

Bhavana, (4) And lastly, by Name are meant Jyoti§toma and the like

which are found to be exactly the same in all texts. Thus then, there

being so many reasons for recognizing the action to be the same, we cannot

tot admit its identity in all texts specially as we do not find any rea-

son for taking it as different.

. t Na, not. Narrm&, hy name.^ra Syat, would be. ^i^Emmc'otj AehodanA-

vidh&naty&t, because the names do not speak of actions.

10. Difference could not be established by the names

in question because the names do not speak of actions.— 10.

COMMENTARY.

Even if
£

Kathaka ?

and ' Kalapalia ' were the names of actions, then

ioo, inasmuch as these do not occur in the originative Injunction of the

actions, they could not serve to distinguish one action from another.

As a matter of fact, however, they are not the names of actions at all

;

because by the law that
4

it is not right to accept a multiplicity of mean-

ings,' the names belong to the books, and it is indirectly through

these that they are applied to the actions (treated of ip these books).

>
"

,* Sarvesam, of all. * Cha, also. ^rap. Ayekakarmyam, one action,

Sy&t
7
would be.
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*
'

11. (If the name belong to actions) all actions would

become one. -11.
COMMENTARY.

The differentiation of the cause is generally found to bring about the

differentiation of the effect. Hence inasmuch as the name ' Kathaka' is

one only, all actions —Agnihotra and the rest—mentioned in that text,

would come to be taken as one (if the name belonged to the actions).

Though the reasoning herein advanced partakes of the nature

of the Faulty Apparent Inconsistency (vide Nydya Sdtras, V.i.2l), because

there is no actual invariable concomitance between the conclusion (oneness

of actions) and the Reason (oneness of Name)—yet the Siddhdnti 1ms

purposely brought forward a faulty argument, as a proper reply to the

Pdrvapak$a, which is based upon fallacious arguments through and

through because a faulty rejoinder is always allowable against faulty

arguments (vide Nydya Sittras, V.i.39, et seq).

^TWTR*^ MRU
W&i Kritakam, coined. * Cha also. sifotH^ Avidhanam, name.

12 . The name is one that has been coined.—12.

COMMENTARY.

It lias been shown under Siltm I.i.30, that the names Kathaka

and the like are coined ones ; and certainly such recently coined names

could not very well differentiate the eternal actions.

That is to say, though on account of the eternality of the class

Kdtkaka, the word 'Kathaka' is an eternal one,—yet it is a universally

recognised fact that the word was applied as a name to the Vedic

text, solely on account o£ the fact of that particular text having been

taught, pre-eminently, by the teacher named 'Kapha.' And there

is no doubt that it is not the action that is taught but the Verbal text
;

and hence the name not applying to actions, it could not differentiate

them. -„v

m% Ekatve, even when it is one. ^ A pi, also. ^ Param, diversity.

TS. Even a single action has diverse forms.—13.

COMMENTARY.

Mere difference in such details as the number of Kapdias, cannot

establish a difference between actions: because so long as there is

absolutely no difference in the Kapdla itself, that in its number is an
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insignificant detail. Hence we conclude that the two numbers -Eleven

and Twelve—are optional alternative accessories with regard to the

saijae action.

fism Vidy&yAm, pertaining to the science. v*tom% Dharmaw&stram, injunc-

tion of the detail.

COMMENTARY.

As for the difference in the sacrificial details, several of theae are

mentioned in the various texts, simply by way of allowing all that has

to be learnt about the sacrifices, and not as laying down something to

be actually carried into practice at the performance.

sreiVm Agneyavat, as in the case of Agneya. y#m^ Punarvaehanam, there

would be repetition.

15. " There will be a repetition as in the case of

the Agneya.—15."

COMMENTARY.

This Stitra may be taken either as reiteration of the Pttrvapahsa

argument—that many repetitions of the same action would be useless,—
or as explaining the repetitions of the same action, as resembling that

of the Agneya; the sense of the latter explanation being that the Re-

petition serves the distinct purpose of glorifying the action (and as

such there is incongruity in it) (vide Sutra II.iii.29).

Adyurvachanam, there is no repetition. Va, however. jfiro^S^
&utisamyog&vises&t, there being no difference in the method of declaration.

16. As a matter of fact, however, there is no repeti-

tion as there is no difference in the method of declaration.

—16.

COMMENTARY.

The word 'Fa' in the Siltra serves to reject the explanation just

given in the second interpretation of the foregoing S&tra* And the

reason for this rejection is that a Repetition is taken as serving other

minor purposes, only under two conditions : viz,, (1) when the Repetition

consists in another mention of the action only ; and (2) when there

are two objects of Injunction, in a single sentence. In the case in

question, however, none of these two conditions are present,; because
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we find that the Repetition is one o£ the Primary Action itself together

with all its details of procedure, etc. This is what the Bhdsya under-

stands by the word £

orutisamyogavisesa, in the Siltva.

But the Sittra is capable of also another interpretation, as follows;

As a matter of fact, there is no Repetition in the case in question ; one

sentence is known as a
c

Repetition ' of the other, only when both occur

in the text of the same Rescension ; while in the case in question, we find

that the mention of the action is found in distinct texts of the Kathaha,

etc., and that too only once in each text.

In accordance with the law spoken of before that one man can read

the text of only one Rescension, one who has read of the Agnihotva men-

tioned in the text of the Kathi Rescension, does not know of that which is

mentioned in that of the Taittiriya Rescension ; or even if he happens to

know it, inasmuch as he has all necessary knowledge of the Agnihotva

from the text of his own {Katha) Rescension, he takes its mention in the

other Rescension to be meant for those professing that Rescension ; and

hence he does not look upon it as a mere fruitless repetition. Similarly,

does the professor of each particular Rescension treat of the text of other

Rescensions. And every one of these professors equally recognizes the

Agnihotva as mentioned in a single text (this is what is meant by the non-

difference in the method of declaration). Nor is there any order of sequence

among the various Rescensions
;
by which it could be ascertained that it

is by the text of any one of them that the Agnihotva is originally spoken of

and those found in the rest are mere repetitions. To this effect it has

been declared elsewhere :
' Inasmuch as all Rescensions have a simul-

taneous existence, no one of them can be looked upon as a repetition of the

other
;
specially as there is no order of sequence in which the various

Rescensions are to be studied, as there is in the study of the various portions

of a single Rescension.'

Consequently, even in the case of the mention of an action in a

single text, if that very mention (of the same text) happens to be repeated

at another time, for the sake of another person, such mention is not taken

to be a mere useless repetition,—and the reason for this is that the persons

a I dressed are different in the two cases ; so would it also be in the case of

the mention of the Action in various texts.

^mFOTHH V&kyasamv&yat.

16A. Because of the non-inherence of texts.—16A,
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As a matter of fact the texts of two Rescensions can

never be retained in the mind of the same person.

This Sutra has dropped out of the BhUya ;
but is explained in the

J OTTHT^SJ www
*4 Artha, Purpose, srciW** Asannidheicha, on account of non-proximity.

17. Also because of the non-proximity of the purpose,

—17.
COMMENTARY.

The various texts are known as the ' Branches * of the Veda tree,

simply on account of their containing certain points of the same kind -in

the shape of actions, just like the many branches of the same tree.

That is to say, if the action mentioned in the various Rescensional

texts differed from one another, there inasmuch as the very roots (actions)

would be distinct, on account of the facts of flowers and fruits—in the shape

of the results of actions—being different from the very beginning, we would

speak of the texts as * distinct Vedas
9

and not as * distinct Rescensiom,

[or branches). On the other band, when the roots in the shape of actions

and the stems in the shape of Inunctions are the same, the only difference

•would be in the details of procedure, etc., which would be difference in the

number of fruits and flowers on the various branches of the tree ; and as

such from the similarity of the tree it is right that the different texts

should be spoken of as so many different 'Branches ' or (Rescension*.)

The Sutra may also be taken as meeting the aforesaid objection with

regard to Repetition. The sense would then be that, we take that to

be a case of Repetition, where what has been spoken of once is approximate

to the same man to whom it had been previously addressed. In the case

in question, however, we find that, that which is mentioned in one text

is not approximate to the person professing a different text.

Na Cha, nor. *m Ekam, one. *rf3f Prati, for. firo ^isyate, is enjoined,

18. Nor is the action in one text enjoined for one

class of Br&hmans only.—18.

COMMENTARY.

This Sutra takes it for granted that the actions are different. The
sense of the Mtra is that even when the actions differ in their accessory

deta^ those subsidiary accessories that are mentioned along with the
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original Injunctive sentence, being laid down only as with reference to

the Agnihotra, etc., come to be recognised as meant for all persons (pro-

fessing all texts), and as such to be necessarily procured ; and hence it

follows that in matters of susidiary accessories, we should not rteSE

contented with our own particular text. Nor do we find a single author

of the Kalpastitras confining himself within his own particular Rescen-

sion; and for this reason also, we cannot ascertain all the details of any

sacrifice from out of one particular text only.

This as regards subsidiaries ; as regards the primaries also, inas-

much as the names of actions (K&thaka and the like) are not capable of

specifying the sacrifices as one professing any particular Rescension,

the Injunctions of these primaries (in whatever textj must be taken as

laying down these actions for all who may be desirous (of obtaining the

result following from these actions) ; and hence the actions mentioned

in all the texts appear before each one of the performers. Then inas-

much as all these (Agnihotras, for instance) lead to the same result, they

could not all be performed conjointly and the result having been

accomplished by means of anyone of these all the rest would become

useless. If they be explained as serving the purpose of optional alter-

natives, then it would be far more reasonable to accept the texts themselves

as optional alternatives*

mfozi Samaptivat, accompanied by the mention of completion. * Ota, also.

^5T Samipreksa, assertion.

19. Also because there is the assertion speaking of

" completion/'—19.

COMMENTARY.

If the sacrifices (Agnihotra for instance) mentioned in various texts,

were distinct actions, then each of them would be completed, first it would

happen to be mentioned in its own text, then we could not have such

assertions as ' Our Agnihotra sacrifices does not end here ' (this could

be possible only when the speaker recognised the Agnihotra that is

being performed to be the same as that mentioned in his own text).

"The Anvdrohas are the mantras in connection with the Sthaldrohava,

and it is with these that the sacrifice is finished by the professors of

the Maitraymi Rescension ; but our sacrifice does not end there,"—such

assertions of the learners of ' Veda distinctly show jtikat even students,

apart from the sacrificers, recognise the- actions to be the same.
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Ekatve, when the action is one. ^ A pi, even, toSt Parapi, others.

In^iiiiRi^ifJi^iiR Ninclasaktisamaptivachanani, the mention of deprecation, inca-

pability and completion.

20. Even when the action is one and the same, the

mention of (1) Deprecation, (2) Incapability and (3) Com-

pletion is quite expHcable.—20.

COMMENTARY.

(1) All that the mutual deprecation of the offering being made

before and after sunrise would show would bo that the two theories are

optional alternatives. Even according to your theory, you admit the

Result of such offerings to be alternatives.

(2) Similarly as for the Incapability or capability of persons, it

varies with each individual ; and it is equally uncertain with regard to

the details laid down in all texts, as well as with regard to those

mentioned in one text only (i.e., there are men who are quite capable of

duly carrying out all the minute details mentioned in all the various

texts, while there are others that are not capable of performing even

those mentioned in one text only), and after all there is not much
difference between the details mentioned in the various texts.

(3) As for the declaration of completion, or otherwise that depends

upon what the speaker may have learnt, and hence that does not estab-

lish a difference between actions.

wfwi Pr&yaschittam, expiatory rite, ftforfa Nimittena, occasion.

21. Then as for the mention of the occasion for ex-

piatory rites.—21.

COMMENTARY.
This SAtra recalls for the purpose of refuting it what has been

urged by the Ptirvapak§i under (8) of Sutra 8, in connection with the

laying down of distinct expiatory rites for the actions concerned. This

Purvapah^a argument is met in the next sutra.

sarcra Prakram&t, in accordance with the method started with, si V&, really.

fWta Niyogena, would be controlled.

22. The application of the expiatory rites would be

controlled in accordance wi$a the method started with.—22.
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COMMENTAKY.

In all cases of alternative procedure, one can start with his perform-

ance distinctly in accordance with, one method of procedure
.
only ; and

hence, if subsequently he happens to leave off the details of that method,

and takes up those of another, he commits a distinctly wrongful infringe-

ment ; and thereby renders himself liable to expiatory rites ; and thus the

mere mention of expiatory rites does not necessarily show that any, or

both, methods is objectionable or inacceptable by any performer. .

WHIH: <JwSTT3[ ^WT^Tm SRTfacT \\ *\ \\

wf?r: Sam&ptih, completion. ^5wr<j Plirvavatvat, because depending npon

what has gone before, YathftjfiyAte, according to what we know. JRfftn

Pratiyeta, should be accepted,

23. Inasmuch as the .completion depends upon what

has gone before, we accept it in accordance with our own
knowledge.—23,

COMMENTARY.

We have shown under siibra (19) that the mention of completion is

compatible with both the unity and diversity of actions. But, inasmuch

as the assertion of completion is always in accordance with what the

speaker might know, it serves to establish the unity of action ; and the

reason for that assertion is that it is regulated by what has been done

before in the beginning.

Or the sfitm might mean that, inasmuch as all verbal .usage

depends upon its previous acceptance by people, we could conclude that

the
4

completion' spoken of is what we actually find to be. And for this,

we often find that even when the action has not been completed, as soon

as the details mentioned in one text have all been performed, the pro-

fessors of that text declare ' Our this sacrifice ends here' ; and hence

' there is no incompatibility in this assertion (with our theory).

% Lifigam, indicative word. *ftfif|" Avisistam, equally applicable. #^ta
SarvasSe§atv&t, because pertaining to all. Nahi, nor. m Tatra, in the

test. *hfllifrti Karmaehodan&, injunction of another action, w&m Tasm&t, there-

fore, gwmwfru Dv&da^&hasya, of the DvMasa sacrifice, w^roro^i: Ah&r&khyapde^ab,

incongruity in the performance. Sy&t, would be.

24. The indicative words are equally applicable to

"both views—because the mentis (of the Jyoti§tomq as the
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very first to be performed) pertains to all (Rescensions) nor

does the text enjoin another Jyotufo-rna; therefore there

would (in both cases) be an incongruity in the performance

of the Dvadasaha-
COMMENTARY,

This meets an objection urged by the P&rvapahgt (Va, Text p. 198,

line 26),

The presence of uninitiated sacrifices at the DvAdas&ha is equally

incongruous, for both of us. Because what tho Tdiujaha lays clown is the

fact of the Jyoti$oma mentioned in all texts being always the first to be

performed. Nor does the Tfaidaka enjoin a distinct Jyotiftoma of its

own with regard to which alone it would lay down that restriction. Thus

then the restriction applying to the Ydjiirvedis also, and hence the said

incongruity being found to be present in both theories, both of us should

explain the clause in question as meaning that ' if the sacrificem happen

to be initiated or not initiated for the Dv&dasahaS And hence on this

point there is no difference between our theories.

s^^nIIWh^ fttrcw^^t ^ii^Ww^

^ Dravye, with regard to substance. *t Cha, and* si%%f?smj AchodifcvfM*,

not being enjoined. Wtor Vidhin&m, of injunctions, mmi Avyavastha, indefi-

niteness. Sy&t, would be. fifynn Nirdesat, by being pointed out, ttftfft<@ff

Vyavatistheta, would become well defined. <mra Tasmat, therefore, fwjsrrcj:

Nity&nuv&dat, everlasting description, Sy&t, would be.

25. (The measuring of the Vedi) not being enjoined

with regard to any substance, the injunctions would be

indefinite ; while when it is pointed out, they become defined,

and hence it would be taken as an everlasting description.

—25.
COMMENTARY.

This meets an objection urged by the Ptirvapak$ (Va. Text

p. 199, line 8).

It has been argued above {Sahara Bhdsya, p. 199, line 8, et $eq.) that

there could be no mention of the measuring of the Pah$a and tho Vedi (if

the action were the same). And to this we make the following reply ;—
That is to say, the sentence

c

yat paksasammitam? etc, appears in

Hfc ftftfce of the Injunction (there is but one post, and eleven ammais)
?
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and it means that as at the Ekadasini, there would be a deal of trouble,

if any of the two measures mentioned were accepted, it is far better to

have only one post. And as for the measuring of the pciksa, as it is one

that has never been enjoined, it must be taken as always appearing as

a mere description; and the Injunction of the measuring by the VeM
also only serves as a praise, showing the superior excellences of a single

Sacrificial post. And as for the measuring by the
(

eyes' of the chariot,

it would be done at that sacrifice, in connection with which the Ekadakini

is laid down ; and as such there would be no incompatibility. In the

case in question, however, the measuring by the Vedi appears as the

object of Injunction, by means of praise; and as such we cannot very

well take it as eulogising anything else. Consequently it must be con-

cluded that the 'measuring by the paksa which is not enjoined is a

mere description for the sake of praising the ' measuring by the VedV
And as, in regard to the Agni sacrifice, this ' measuring by the Vedi,

would be the most authoritative, on account of its being mentioned in

the same context, the Injunction of the
:

measuring by the eyes of the

chariot/ being thus freed from the primary Agni sacrifice, would betake

itself to its subsidiaries.

The siUra may be taken as follows : If the measuring with the

Vedi were not laid down with regard to a substance, then there would be

no restriction with regard to the measuring of the Pah§a
9
etc, all of which

would be (equally) implied and that would be set aside by the direct

mention of the ' measuring by the eyes of che chariot.' In the case in

question, however, it is not so ; and hence there is no contradiction,

tMgdwRfiqn; Vihitpratisedhat, on account of the prohibition of what is en-

joined, m Pakse, optional. ifiRm; Atirekali, excess, SyAt, would be.

26. On account of the injunction and prohibition of

the same thing the excess woaid be optional.—26.

This sfitra meets one of the objections urged in the BhtUya, p. 19

line 17.

COMMENTARY.

One text lays down the holding of the Sodasi at the Atirdtrd

;

while another prohibits it ; and hence its holding or not holding being

both optional, when it is not held there would be an excess of two hymns

only ; when however it is held, the excess comes to be three, because in this

latter case, there are two Rik verses added to the group of twenty-one, and

in this way we do not find any contradiction between the texts concerned,
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S&rasvat&, in the Sarasvata sacrifice. Vipratisedli&t, on ac-

count of prohibition. W Yad&iti, the conditional 'if* Syat, should

be added*

27, In the Sarasvata sacrifice on account of the pro-

hibition the sentence should be taken with a conditional

« if/—27.
COMMENTARY. .

This meets the objection urged by the Pti,rmpalv& in the B!df$$$

p. 199, line 22. As in regard to the Sarasvata sacrifice just as in the

case of the DvfaM'Via shown above, the previous performance of the

.Jyotiqtoma would be found necessary for both of us (disputants), both

of us should explain the sentence concerned as follows :~
1

If in the case of the performance falling in the bright fortnight

of the month ending with Pauniam^lst the sacrificers happen to be Puro-

ddsins then they should fast ; whereas if in the case of the performance

falling within the dark fortnight ending with Amdmsya, the sacrificers

happen to be S&nndyyim, they should remove the * calves.' And in

this way, we find that the mention of different sacrificers {Puroddsins and

^Sdnndyyins) indicates the different times of the performance, and as such

there is no incompatibility.

<*nr*t Upahavye, in regard to the Upahavya. afiraw: Pratiprasavah, incon-

gruity.

28. "In regard to the Upahavya there would be

certainly incongruity.—28.

COMMENTARY.

This Sfitra recalls an objection urged by the P&rvapak$i Bhdqya

p. 200, line 1) the purport of which is as follows :

—

In one Rescension we find the sentence
1

upahavyo niruktal}, agni-

$tomo yajno rath&ntaras&rm, asvahsydvo dakshirid ; while in another we

find, * ' upahavyafy aniruhtafy, uhtho yajno brihatsdmd, aevah cveto rukma-
'

;f

laldp dah?ivtd ; and in this case, in view of these two Injunctions the

two Hymns could be taken as optional alternatives
;
yet, inasmuch $s this

alternative is already obtained from the Primary sacrifice, any mention

lof; it would be absolutely useless, if the action {upahavya) were one

^^fe; while if the two upahavyas are distinct, the repetition (of what

i^^^fetH^iQned in connection with .the Primary) would serve the
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purposes of restrictions. Hence too the two actions must be taken a$

.distinct.

prf m gogfe ii w ii

igmft GuijArtM, for the purpose of indicating an ' accessory, m but.

yr:*rfa: Punahsrutih, repetition.

29. The repetition referred to serves the purpose of

indicating another accessory.—29.

COMMENTARY.

The answer to the above objection is that the repetition of the

Briliata and the Rathantara could be explained as serving the pitrpose

of restricting the number.

x?m; Pratyayafr, idea, ^rfi Obapi, also, Dars'ayat^ supports.

30. The Veda also lends support to the idea (that the

action mentioned in the diverse texts is the same).—30.

COMMENTARY.

We find that the Veda, speaking of the Homo, in reference to the

Prayrtya lays down the mantra ' KritiLrasi,' etc., which appears in

entirely different rescensional texts, as to be employed in the A$mdddna;

and this distinctly shows that the action though spoken of in various

texts is held to be one and the same.

"sift m qswWtom ftf^TR&ireri ?arcf^r" \\\\\\

*ffi 3t Api but. ara^rora Kramsamyogat, on account of distinct orders

of procedure. fifiwc*^ "Vidhiprithakatvam, difference in the injunctions, ^fi^t

Ekasy&m, in regard to what is laid down in one text. «wfMa Vyavatistheta,

should be.

31. "As there are distinct orders of procedure the

Injunction pertaining to what is laid down in one text must

he regarded as distinct (from those pertaining to what is

laid down in other texts).—31.

COMMENTARY.
i

4 The action mentioned in one text must be regarded as different

from the same action spoken of in another text for the simple reason

that the order of procedure is found to be entirely different in two cases.
.
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MA« Virodhina, with the^ntradictory.
3 Tb, but. **** Asamyog&t,

there being no connection. Aikakarme, the action being taken. JL^
Tatsaiayogat, on account of connection with that action. ft*ri Vidhham of the
injunctions. *M**>: Samtannapxaty^ &e common idea q{^
Sy&fc, shotddbe. ,

'

„. fc Jfe There being no connection with contradictoryaro-
te^tte action is taken as one and the same, hqfi

"

^ju^lons connected with that action must he

r
^fel#a^the idea of that same action.—32.

• That all actions are one is shown by SynUoetical Connection- while
the difference in the order of procedure would, at besl, be pointed by
the order in which they happen to be mentioned ; and as a rule Syntactical
Connection is always more authoritative than mere order. Because
as a matter of fact, we find that such details as are mentioned «ven in the
- gfeaxe not rejected byy considerations of Order,

ktim6 or Extent;UW, how codd it be that that which is pointed by the Synta^,
^Connection of Vedzc texts Would be rejected by any^ JJ^
"V 'Thus.then, we

;
that the action mentioned in each Re

sessional text being distinctly reCogniZed as the same, we cannot

p o these as . distinct action. And it has also bee , Town
L.<"ihere is no seventh means of differentiating actions ™rt Ze
£t have been explained above, whioh ,ffnwi „n ,1 7' P

differentiation of actions.
M * tllC^ ** *»

End of Adhyaya II



THIRD ADHYAYA.

Fiest Pada.

Adhikarana I.—Declaring the Subject-matter of the Adhydya.

- SfaR^TW^ II % II

V*:i|w now. mi Atafe, then. Sesateksajjam, the/ A<jhv&va

t 1. Now then the Adhyaya dealing with the hhfmfdi^%
$esa.—1. • «

COMMENTARY,

The difference among actions having been established, the next
question that arises is,— Is each and every action expressed by verbs

occurring in the Vedic texts an independent act by itself, bringing into

existence a distinct Apurva? or, are some subordinate to, and subserve

the various purposes of, some others ?—and if the latter, what actioim'.

subservient to what ? Though this is what forms the main subject^
Adhyaya (3j, yet it will be shown here that it is notoaty actions that

subservient or subsidiary to actions, but that under fhe word * subsic&P *

- se$a
,

' afiga
9

dsrita—are also included substances and their pro-

perties. The consideration of this point is all the more important, as th#

subject-matter of all the rest of the Sutras (Adhy&ya 4 to 12) are directly"

or indirectly, based upon this relationship of the
4

principal' and ' subsi-

diary ' among actions as says Kum&rila.

Adhikarana II.—The definition of Subsidiary.

mwvAl^ II R II^3*.,

tsesab, subsidiary. TO*t?ro Pararthatv&t, on account of being for the
sake of another.

m % A thing is • called subsidiary by reason of its

being for the sake of another.—2.
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COMMENTARY. .

That is to say the * subsidiary'-' ietf-is defined as that which

is for the sake of another ; that is to say, that which mdletted \*

direct assertion etc. as aiding some action towards the fulfilment of t«

Aptiroa ; this latter qualification being necessary in order to prec uue

1, verbal relationship. This oein9 for the sake of another do

not necessarily in itself imply 'that the Subsidiary should m some way

help the Principal, but such help is assumed on the strength o

tion For instance, in the case of the action of sprmhhng water on ti»

corn the fact of its having been laid down in connection with a sacrifice

leads to the presumption that it must accord some- help to that sacrifice.

Similary in the case of the Frayajas, laid down in connection with the

Darsapurnamasa sacrifice, we find that these latter stand in need of some

"
help • and also that there are certain other actions laid down (in the shape

of the Praydjas), which stand in need of some other action to which they

could accord help; and this mutual need leads us to the presumption that

the Pray&jas subserve the Darsaptirvamdsa.

Adhikarana 111.—What can be Subsidiary ?

sanra^ Dravyaguuasanskavesu, to substances, accessories and puri-

fications" = badarib says Badari.

3. The subsidiary character belongs to substances

accessories and purifications only.--3.

COMMENTARY.

The question being whether only substances, accessories and puri-

fications can be subsidiaries or actions and results also, we have the

Ptirvapahsa view as stated by Bddari that subsidiary character can

belong to the first three only. That sacrifices and results cannot be

subsidiaries is clear from the PHrmpahsa sUtra of the first Adhikaraw

of the sixth Adhyaya.

In answer to this we have the Siddhanta in the next three sutras.

, : ; ( ; walft KarmSni, actions. ^ifi'Api, also. «PiR: Jaiminifc, says Jaimini. *m*m

Ph#arthatvS.t, on account of being fqr the.sake of the result* 4« ?baJa£ck»
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the result also. jwtcmH purus&rthatv&t, because it is for the sake of the agent

5. jw«i Purusaifcha, the agent also, sptf&^tra karm&rthatv&t on account of

being for the sake of action. 6.

4. Jaimini says that actions also are subsidiaries

because they are for the sake of the result.

5. The result also can be subsidiary because it is for

the sake of the agent.

6. And lastly the agent also is subsidiary because

he is for the sake of the action.—4-6.

COMMENTARY,

(1) . That substances are subservient to sacrifices follows from their

very nature
;
they exist, because they subserve some purpose.

(2) . Mantras and Deities also are necessary appendages to the

sacrifice.

(3) . Such purificatory or preparatory acts as the threshing of the

corn come to be regarded as 'subservient/ to sacrifices, in view of the

fact that sacrifices need some substances out of which the cake and such

other things could be made ; the cake, for instance, must be made of some

corn ; but no entire corn can make it ; the grains have to be threshed

and cleaned, so that it may be used for the making of the cake to be

used at the sacrifice.

(4) , Actions (sacrifices) also are ' subservient,' to their result;

as it is for the sake of the result that the action is performed.

(5). The 'result
9

is
6

subservient]' because it is for the sake of the

human agent that seeks it, and accomplishes it by means of the action.

(6). The human agent is * subservient ' to the actions—being the

'performer' who will accomplish the action, for the sake of which, therefore,

he would exist. The 'subserviency' of the agent to the action is expressed

by the word enjoining the act ; for instance, of the word 'yajeta,' the

'sacrifice' forms tbe principle factor in the denotation, and as no such

action, as the sacrifice would be possible without an agent, the agent al$o

must be regarded as implied by the same word. Apart from this, there

are cases where the human agent occupies the most subordinate position
;

&g. }
in the case where the man is required simply for the purpose of

measuring the height of the sacrificial post.

The above is the view of Jaimini as interpreted by the BMsya*;

which quotes the interpretation of the author of the Vfitti (Upavai§§a)~the

sense of which may be thus stated:—It is only 8ubstances
}
Mantras arid

Deities and Purificatory acts that can, by their very nature, be subservient
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to sacrifices as held by Mdari; as it is only these that can n̂ r be

'principals' ; and the reason for this view, says the Bpto. (pp. 66bVu.

in the fact that the Myoga or ApArva is accomplished by the sacnfice,

which in its turn, is accomplished by Substances, Mantras and Dexties

and purificatory Acts, which latter alone are forces contributes^ to he

ultimate result.-To the other three things, mentioned by Jaimim, the

Subserviency can belong only relatively ; for instance the sacrifice

(mentioned in sutra 4) is principal in relation to the substance, but sub-

servient in relation to the result ; the result (mentioned in sutra 5) is

principal in relation to the sacrifice, but subservient in relation to the

Lent - the human agent (mentioned in sutra 6) also is principal in relation

to the' result, but subsidiary to such acts as the measuring of the sacrificial

post (Sabara-BUsya page 211) :—

The meaning of this is that the first three, substance and the

rest are always 'subsidiary* ;
they are never 'principal', while the latter

three-Result and the rest-are both 'principal' and 'subsidiary' in

relation to one another.

Adhikarana IV.—The details of threshing and the

rest pertain only to particular things.

M Tesa-m of those details, wfa arthena, purpose, visible result.

Sambandhah, connection.

7. They are connected with a definite purpose.—7*

COMMENTARY,

In regard to the Dar^a-Purnam&sa we find the Injunction 'B&tfar

purnamasabhy&m svargakamo yajeta
;

' and in connection with these two

sacrifices, we have various texts laying down such details as the nirvapana

(pouring' out), the prok§ana (washing) avahanana (threshing), and so

forth as relating to vegetables, and utpavana (sprinkling), vitapana

"

(boiling), grahana (holding), asdddna (procuring;, and the like, relating to

the butter ; and again 6akha~harana (fetching of the twigs), Gav&mprastkd-

pana (fetching of the cows) Gavdmprasn&vana .making the cow yield

milk), and so forth, relating to the Sann&yya (the mixture of Curd and

Butter), And with regard to these details, there arises a question as to

whether all these three classes of details are to be performed in connec-

tion, with all three l^inds of materials -Vegetables, Better $pd Ourd-Butt#r
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mixture, alike ? or should their performance be restricted to only those

materials, in which they are found to serve some useful purpose.

The Siddh&nta on this question is that every one of the details in

qtxestion is found to serve a definitely useful purpose and as such can

pertain only to such things with regard to whom that purpose is possible

;

for instance, threshing serves to remove the chaff from the grain and as

such it can pertain only to such things as have the chaff and the grain.

In the presence of a visible result it is not right to assume an invisible one.

Against this position of the Siddhfinta we have the Purvapaksa

in the following sfitra.

fifa: Vihitafc laid down. 3 Tu, but. Sarvadharmah, pertaining to

all. N̂
Syat, should be, Sanyogatahy in regard to connection. *RSfem

Avises&t on account of non-difference. Jrronft^ro Prakaran&vises&t, on account

of non-difference of context. * Cha. also.

8. Every one of them should be taken as pertaining to

all, because of their non-difference in connection and non-

difference in context.—8.

COMMENTARY.

In as much as the result of the DarsapArnamdsa is one only, there

cannot be more than one Apdrva, and the capability of bringing about this

Aptirva belongs equally to the vegetables, the Butter and the Curd-Butter

mixture ; hence the details laid down with reference to these materials

must be taken as pertaining to all of them.

And in support of this universal application, we have (in the sutra.

two reasons; (1)
' Samyogato

1

'vikesdt' and (2) Praharanamseqdl' That

is to say, the characteristic of bringing about the Aptirva that we find

in one object (corn), as the ground of its connection with a particular detaU

{Threshing), is also found in the other object ; because as for the specific

N
characteristic of the class * corn ' (which subsists in the corn only), this is of

use only in the indication, and is of no use in restricting the application of

the Threshing. Then, as for the objective character, of the corn as mentioned

in the sentence VHhinavahanti), it is found in all the other objects also;

as all of them are objects to be offered. Therefore it must be admitted

that, leaving aside all such objects as are not connected with the Apiirva,

%$ $re not objects to be offered, and as do got help in the bringing about
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of the particular Apto* of the context -with reference to all other

objects, all the details should he performed.

^ Arthalopat, on account of the absence of a useful purpose. •*

akarma, no action. *ira Syat, would be.
wmnl/|

9. By being separated from a useful purpose it would

no louger be au action.—9.

COMMENTARY.

The Siddhanta meets the Purvapaksa by the argument that if we

dissoclt: the particular detail-of threshing for ^"^J^
be the danger of its ceasing to he an action ;

that is, ceasing to pei

formed at all. ~

* Pbalam.the result. , Tu, also ^^S2^^
operation. Sabuarthah as expressed by the words,

J*^J

absence. M viprayoge, on account of its absence. ^ Syat, would be.

10 Then again,the result is found to appear along with

the operation. It is only when there is no visible result that

its absence could justify the details being taken merely as

expressed by the words—10.

COMMENTARY.

It has been urged that, « inasmuch as wo shall assume certain

imperceptible efiects, there would not be an absence of useful purpose

And to this the following reply is made.

As a matter of fact, we find that the Threshing brings
?

about its

perceptible result in the Gam, along with its performance
;
while » the

othe Ithe Butter etc.), we find the mere operation of Thresh^, without

any results ; and so long as a useful operation is pos81ble no Vedie

injunction can ever urge the agent to the performance of a useless

operation; and in the absence of such urging by a Vedio injnnoticm,

there cannot be any ground for an assumption of imperceptible resulta

And thus there would be a mutual interdependence ;
the assumption of

the injunction (of Threshing with regard to the Butter) being based upon

•the Results (imperceptible), and the assumption of the results being

based upon the injunction. That is to say, in regard to the Butter etc.

we do not find either the injunction or the result (of Threshing)
;

while

:

fe®ga*d to the corn, we find both independently of each other.
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Adhikarana V.—The Sphya and the other implements

have their use restricted,

Dravyam, things. ^ Cha, also. BTqf^^tum Utpattisamyog&t, on

account of being connected with the originative injunction, ckspH Tadartham, for

the sake of that. *a Eva, only. %^Tci Chodyeta, should be laid down.

11. The things being connected with the originative

injunction should be taken as laid down for the sake of

that.—11. i

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Darsa-Purnam&sa, we find the sentence
4

Splnjascha hapdlani cha agmhotrahavani cha h%panclia
i
kri$riajinaneha

sham ya cha uhlhhalancha muBalancha drshaehchopata eha, et&ni vai dasha

yajndyudhani. And there arises a doubt as to whether each of these

implements is to be employed in whatever they may be found capable of

doing, or only in that in connection with which they are mentioned.

On this point we have the following Purvapaksa;

—

In as much as there is no connection with distinct Ap&roas, and as in

all cases equally there are perceptible effects produced, we must employ

the Implements in accordance with their capabilities. In this way, the

sentence sphyakeha etc. would become justified as constituting an injunc-

tion ; and as for the plural number in etdni, that could be explained as

based upon the plurality of the objects (sphya etc), enjoined
;
otherwise,

as the whole forms a single sentence, there would be a single injunction.

Consequently it must be admitted that the implements are to be employed

according to their capabilities.

The Siddh&nta view is that the implements in question are to be

employed in connection with the actions along which they are mentioned

in the injunctive sentences. All that the sentence enumerating the

implement does is to give a collective description of the various imple-

ments and there is nothing to dissociate them from the actions along

with which they have been originally laid down. -
.
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Adhikarana VI.—The quality of "rednem" is restricted

to the substance along with which it is mentioned,

Arthaikatv**, when ii is possible for the two la be taken together*

iPffrt*: Dravyagttt&ayob, ol lh« substance and tfce quality, Aikakarmy&t,

ik&!f have th<*mm function. f*w: Ntyamab, restriction, wj Syit, should be.

12* Between the gmbstsace and the property, when it

is possible for the two to be takei* together they mt^^^^M:

tine same function and as such their application shordd l>e

restricted—12.
COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotktoma, we find the sentence 'antyaya-

ping&k§y& ekah&yanyd somam krin&ti and then the text goes on adding

*apty& krht&tifVfea&& krindti, etc., where the word 'Arum* denotes the

quality, while the words ' Pingdkqti and 'EkalulyanV denote the substance,

because oi their co-extensiveness (with the price to be said for the Soma),

And wittt re&reaee to the quality of Redness' (signified by Arurta) there

arises a question, as to whether it qualifies the substance „that is men-

ttdtofeft the same sentence with itself, or it qualifies all the substances

meHlaoB$dln the context

The basis of the Pfirvapaksa on this is borrowed from sfitra 8 above:—
That which is laid down would appertain to all, beeanse there is no

difference in their relationship, and because of the non-difference of the

matmt (Sutra 8). That is to say, in as much as Direct Assertion and

Syntactical connection are wholly indifferent on the question, we cannot

,B|tt take our stand upon the indications of the context ; so that in the

pfesent instance there is nothing to preclude the quality of redness from

. "being taken with all the substances that are mentioned in the context.

The Siddh&ntin's answer to the above is as laid down in the sfitra. In

the; case in question the substance and the property are found to be such

: that neither the substance nor the property alone by itself can be

\ employed. For instance, the redness can be of use only as qualifying

tie particular substance cow, and the cow also must be of some colour;

and further the two words 'Aruridya
7

and 'Ekahayanytf having the same
instrumental ending, the two become related through syntactical connection

to the action of purchase ; hence the conclusion is that the property of

^ redness must be taken as related to the particular object cow mentioned
in the same sentence.
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Adhikarana VII.—The Grahaikatva Nyaya :
—The

non-significance of number.

^33*1' Ekatvayuktam, qualified by singularity, mm ekasya, of the

singularity* ^HwVud Srutisanyogat, on account of being directly mentioned.

13. The thing must be qualified by singularity as

singularity is directly mentioned,— 13.

COMMENTARY.

The application of the various accessories has been duly explained :

now we proceed to consider the details of the employment of these

accessories.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we have the sentence

,

'

Dasdpairtrena graham summdrsti' ; and there arises a question as

to whether the washing is to be of only one vessel or of all the vessels

• mentioned in the context. Just as in the sentence we have a question

as to the significance of the singular number, so also in others, we

have it as to that of the Dual and the flural
;

e.g.,
1 Yasya puroddkau

K^dyataT}
1

and ^Havin$i abhighdrayatV In all these cases, an action

* is enjoined with reference to a particular thing ; and hence there

naturally arises the question as to whether any significance is to be

attached to the Number of the word signifying this thing or not.

On the above question we have the Purvapaksa put forward in sfttra

13, the sense of which is that, as the text distinctly mentions the washing as

to be done to graham in the singular, there can be no justification for

^disregarding the singular ending; and this leads to the general conclusion

that in the case of all sentences due significance muejt be attached to the

particular number used in connection with the predicate
;

exactly in the

same manner as it is done in connection with that of the subject.

The Bh&sya has included here the questions of significance being

attached to the gender also ; but the V&rtika says that the Bhftsya has

done this only by the way, as the question in connection with gender will

be dealt with later on.

rift « srtci^ nftft* % <raro ii ? « n

$w Sarves&m of all. ^ v&, but, *m?m laksanatv&t, the indication

pertaining to. ^nfiftl' avi&stam, equally, Hi, because. lakeanam, the

indication.

2
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14 All individuals should be taken as indicated, for

the simple reason that the generic indication is applicable

to all.—14,
COMMENTARY.

Tt u a well-eetahWed<^l^~tTZ «ti,W8

MMns 0f * verier c name that name pertains w an

SdedVode that name. T* instance, in the passage ,» question we

Zd tt w" rd
' graham ' used as a fieneric name for all

1

«»d »

is notnin, to indicate * *™«^£
S fte-1 is. ave to he used at .he aaendoe in oonneouon w.th

which the sentence occurs.

«W Chodite, in regard to .Wen that is enjoined. 3 Tu.but

ParirtLXat, being subordinate to something else. m& Yathairut,, exactly

as mentioned. ^ Pratlyeta should be taken.

15 That which is enjoined should be taken exactly

'

as it is mentioned because it is subordinate to something

else.—15.
COMMENTARY.

The opponent has urged the case of the sentence
1 pasumdlabhela

'

where due significance is attached to both number and gender of the

word pamm The answer to this is that the case of the sentence graham

samrnarsti is not exactly analogons to that of pammdlabheta. In the latter

the animal is distinctly laid down as subordinate to the sacrifice, and as

there is nothing to indicate that the action of sacrifice has to be repeated

with all its subordinates, there is naturally a desire on our part to find

out the exact numbef of subordinates required to fulfil the action, and

thus the singular number in pakum comes in useful as indicative of that

number • and due significance must therefore be attached to it. In the case

of the sentence 'graham &ammAr$V on the other hand be the washing that

is laid down, and not the vessel, is the subordinate factor ; and there is no

justification needed for the repetition of the subordinate washing with

each and everyone of the vessels. In fact, the restriction of washing to

anyone or two vessels would be highly objectionable in the absence of

any distinct injunction to that effect,
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Adihkarana VIII.—The washing is not done to the

ehamasa etc.

tostcth Sarnskar&t, because it is purificatory, really, jrot Gua&narn.

as to accessories. wn**m Avyavasthgi, no restriction. Wfl Syat, should be.

16. As the washing is purely purificatory there should

be no restriction as to its application to the several acces-

sories.—16.

COMMENTARY.
In connection with the Jyoti§toma we meet with the sentence

'graham sammar$ri the question arises as to whether this washing

applies to all sacrificial vessels ehamasa and the rest or to only those

particular vessels called * grahas' which are besmeared with soma juice.

The Piirvapaksa embodied in the sutra is that all the vessels should

be washed as washing is purely purificatory and purification is equally

necessary and applicable to all the vessels.

Vyavastha\ there should be restriction. 3T va, really. Arthasya,

of the object. wNOTm Sruti sarnyog&t, being directly mentioned, to Tasya, such

things. Hmwmic4m Sabdapramanatw&t, based upon scriptures.

17. There should be a restriction as the one particular

object is directly mentioned and specially as such matters

are based entirely upon the scriptures,—17.

COMMENTARY.

The washing applies to the * gralias only as the text quoted dis-

tinctly mentions them by name and in the face of this direct declaration

it would be very wrong to apply it to any other vessels.

Adhikarana IX.—The measure of 17 cubits applies to the

sacrificial post used at the Pasu sacrifice.

wtSwra Ajiarthakyat, on account of uselessness. Tadangesu, should

apply to its subsidiaries.

18. Because it is of no use in the primary sacrifice

itself, it must apply to the subsidiaries.— 18.
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COMMENTARY.

In connection with the
c

Vajpeya' sacrifice we have the text,

' saptadashamtnih bajpeyaslujayupaW and in this connection the question

arises as to whether the measure of 17 cubits applies to the vessels of the

Vajpeya itself (there being no yupa in that sacrifice) or it pertains to the

yupa used in connection with the ' pa^uyaga' which is a subsidiary of

- the Vajpeya,

The Purvapaksa is that the text distinctly mentions the measure

in connection with the Vajpeya itself and there can be no justification

for making it applicable to something else.

The Siddhanta as embodied in the sutra is that as a matter of fact

the name 1 Vajpeya belongs to a particular form of the soma sacrifice in

which the sacrificial post has no place. Under the circumstances if the

measure were made applicable to this sacrifice itself it will be absolutely

meaningless, in order to avoid this the word 'Vajpeya' in the text may

be taken as indirectly indicating the vessels used at the Vajpeya sacrifice.

But this recourse to indirect indication cannot be justified so long as there

is any possibility of avoiding it. As a matter of fact it is easily avoided

by taking the word Vajpeya in its wider sense of the particular soma

sacrifice called bajpeya along with all its subsidiaries among which

latter is the PatJuy&ga at which the post is used to which the measure

of 17 cubits is fittingly applicable.

Adhikarana X.—The action of ' Avikramana is subsidiary

to the
i Prayajas ' only.

wijti Kartriguoe, in the case of performer's qualifications. 3 Tu, and

^fcwrqm Karmasamavayett, because it cannot co-inhere with the action, ms$% ;

(v&kyabhedak). syntactical split. *m Syftt, would be.

19. As the qualification of the performer cannot

inhere in an action the sentence should be broken up.—19*

COMMENTARY.

Purificatory Actions, Substances and Accessories have duly b^en dis-

cussed ; and we now proceed to consider those cases in which an Action,

being mentioned as related to another action, comes to be ta&en as a

purificatory action.
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For instance, in the case of the sentence ' abhikr&man juhoti' we

find in the word ' ahhikrdman the repetitive affix
£ namuV ;

and hence,

there arising the question as to what is done by one
1 walking round and

round' we meet with another word ' juhoti which points to the Pray&ja,

in whose context we lind the sentence in question. And then there is a

doubt as to whether the ' walking round' is connected with that Prayaja

alone, or to every one of the Romas that are mentioned in connection

with the Darsa Pfirnamasa.

In regard to the above question the Purvapakba view is that

inasmuch as the avikrama$a is an action meant to be a qualification for

the performer it cannot be taken as having any connection with the

particular 'horna' mentioned by the word ' juhoti' in the sentence, that

is to say, the avikrammja or walking round cannot be connected with the

Pmyajan. It cannot, in fact, help in the accomplishment of the Prayaja

lloma. And as such its mention cannot have any syntactical connection

with the injunction of the Prayajas; so that in the sentence m question

the participle avikrdmana should be taken apart from the principal verb

juhoti as pertaining to all actions mentioned in all other contexts.

w*m Sakamkbam, in need. 5 Tu, but. Ekav&kyam, syntactically

connected. ^ Sy&t, would be, witf Asam&ptam, incomplete. Hi, because. ^
Purvetja, by the preceeding word alone.

20. But there is a deficiency in view of which the whole

should be taken as one sentence specially the sense of the

sentence is not completed by the first word.—20.

COMMENTARY.
I

The Siddhantin's answer to the above is that as a matter of fact the

word {avihrdmana) being a gerund cannot be taken as completing the

sentence. It stands in need of another finite verb and as such a finite verb

is available near at hand there can be no justification for dissociating i"t

from that verb.

The Tantravartika is struck by the palpably absurd Pfirvapaksa as

represented in the Bhasya and therefore offers a somewhat different

explanation of the Adhikarana. It puts forward the Pfirvapak.§a in the

following form :—

Inasmuch as the
f

walking round' is laid down with reference to all

the Homas of the context, that are referred to by the word
6 juhoti\—and

as there is no intermediate context (that could take in the Prayajas only),
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—the connection of the walking round cannot but be controlled by the

single great context ("which takes iu all Homas* ; and in this case the sense

of tlie preceding (PHrvapaksa) sutra would be thus : In the property

of the agent:—i.e., in ' walking round "—there being 'no inherence of the

action of Prayaja, which could be brought about only by an intermediate

context, there would be a split of the sentence, only in so far as the
' walking round' would not be syntactically connected with that inter-

mediate context.

In that case, the present (Siddh&nta) stitra should be interpreted

as follows : SaMnksam' would refer to the intermediate context ; and
the sense of the Siddhdnta would be that the ' walking round' is syntacti-

cally connected with the intermediate context, through its connection

with the want of the procedure, which is aroused by the injunction

of the Prayajas (i.e., the ' walking round' is to be taken as forming part

of the procedure of the Prayajas) And in this case, the concluding
clause asam&ptam hi purvena' would not mean the incompleteness of the

sentence but that the intermediate context is not completed by what
precedes— i.e., by the mere injunction of the form and the accessories of

the Prayajas.

Adhikarana XL—The Upavita is subsidiary to the

entire Dar&t Purnamasa and not to the

Samadheni only,

sf^ra Samdigdhesu, in all doubtful cases. Vyavay&t, on account of

interruption, to^: V&kyabhedat, syntactical dissociation, Syfit, should be.

2L On account of the intervention of sentences of

doubtful connection the sentences should be dissociated.

—21.
COMMENTARY.

This Adhikarana is meant to settle the question as to whether the
connection of actions is controlled by the intermediate or prime context

In connection with the Darsa Ptirnamasa the Sdmidhani Mantras
are laid down as the seventh and eighth Anuvdhas, the Nimds are laid
down as the ninth

;
and the Kdmyas, identical with the SdmidhanU, as the

tenth
;
and then in the eleventh we have the mention of the sacrificial

* thread as to be worn on the left shoulder, passing under the right armpit.
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And there arises the question as to whether the thread is to be so

worn at the time that the person is reciting the Samidhanis or during all

the time that he is performing all that is laid down in the context.

The Purvapaksa view is that in accordance with the conclusion

arrived at in the preceding Adhikarana the mention of the Upavita

must be connected with what is nearest to it. That is to say with' the

mention of Samidhanis only.

The Siddhanta embodied in the sutra is that between the mention

of two sets of S&midhanis we have the mention of the Nimids and as such

*the connection of Samidhanis being interrupted and the irresistable

conclusion is that the Upavita should be connected with the entire

context of the Darrfa Purnam&sa and should be borne throughout its

performance and not only during the recitation of the Sdmidhdm.

Adhikarana XII.—The Varana. the Vaihankatd and

the other vessels belong to all sacrifices. The

MitJiosambandha Nyaya.

mpn Guijanam, of the accessory details. ^ Cha, also, wfcgra Par&rthatw&t,

on account of being subservient to the purpose of something else, vm**: Asani-

bandha, no relation, sirro Samatw&fc, on account of being equal, Sy&t,

should be.

22. As the accessory details are all subservient to the

purposes of something else, they are all of equal importance

as such can have no relationship among themselves.—22.

COMMENTARY.

This Adhikarana is an exception to Adhikarana 9.

In connection with the kindling of fire, we find laid down certain

vessels of the Vavana and the Vaihankatd, wood, as employed at the

performance of the sacrifice, some of which are used at the Homa, while

others are not used. And inasmuch as these vessels have nothing to do

with the actual, kindling of fire they are, as a matter of course, taken apart

from the context ; and then there arises a question as to the particular

sacrifice at the performance of which they should be ustsd.

And on this question we have the following Purvapaksa.

" In accordance with rule laid down in SUtra III-i-18, we must

conclude that the vessels in question are used for holding the offering
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materials at the Pavamdne$ti, as this I$ti
% being laid down in connection

mih "kindling of fire, is directly subsidiary to it and the vessels mention-

ed in the same context have to be connected with an offering and the

nearest offering with which they can be connected is the Pav&m&na offering.

For the simple reason that the vessels as well as the Pavgm^na offerings

are mentioned! in the context of the fire kindling. So that there beny^flp

use for the vessels at the kindling itself they must be connected with th%

nearest offering.

The Siddh&nta embodied in the sfitra is as follows :—

That the said vessels belong to the fire kindling through the Pava-

m&na sacrifice is shown only by the context, while that they belong to the

fire and through that to all sacrifices is shown by the syntactical force

of the sentence ' Yaddhavaneye Juhoti etc. and the latter is certainly more

authoritative than the former.

And further there is no close relationship between the Pammana

offerings and the fire kindling as the offerings are as much subsidiary to the

fire as the kindling is and thus there being no relationship between the

two the vessels found mentioned in the context of the kindling cannot

reasonably be connected with the Pammana offering.

The Vartika is not satisfied with the way in which the Bh&sya rests

the Siddh6nta upon an assumed sentence in the shape of Yaddhavaneye

juhoti. In fact it discards the entire Adhikarana and takes the present

sfitra as a supplementary to the foregoing Adhikarana. That is to say

in connection with the conclusion of the foregoing Adhikarana there

arisino- the argument that as the Nibids are subsidiary to the Samdhents

a mention of those cannot interrupt or disjoin the context —the answer

given by the sfltra the sense of which is that inasmuch as the Nibida also

like the Samidhenis speak of the kindling of fire they are equally sub-

servient to the purposes of fire and as such one cannot be taken as subsi-

diary to the other.

Adhikarana XIII—The Vartraghni recitation etc. belong

to the Ajyavaga offerings. Vartraghni (Nyaya.)

fin: Mithah, of the pair. * Cha, also. ^H4**M«ra An&rtlm-sanxbandhlt, the

relations serve no useful purpose.

23. Any connection of the pair of Mantras with the pri-

mary sacrifice serving no useful purpose (they cannot be

cctoiected with the latter).—23,
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COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Darsa Pfirnamasa we meet with the passage

' Vartraghni paurnamisyarn vridhanivati amanasyayam ' and in regard to

this there arises the doubt whether the two pairs of mantras Vartraghni

and Vridhanivati belong to the primary sacrifice of the Darsia Purnam&sa

itself or to the Ajyaoaga offerings.

The Purvapaksa view is that inasmuch as the Mantras are dis-

tinctly mentioned in the text along with the Darrfa Purnamasa itself there

is no reason why they should not be taken as belonging to these.

The Siddhanta embodied in the sutra is as follows :

—

That.any connection of the Mantras with the Darrfa Purnamasa

would be useless, because the Purnamasi sacrifice constitutes one action

so also does the Dan£a sacrifice and as such there could be no room for

two Mantras in either of these and further because the deities mentioned

in the mantras are not found connected with any of the two primary

sacrifices, that is to say the V&rtraghni and the Vridhanwati each consists

of two mantras, one mantra speaking of soma and another of Agni and

as a matter of fact neither soma nor Agni by itself is the deity of the

Darsia or of the Purnamasa. The conclusion therefore is that the two

pairs of Mantras should be connected with two Ajyavaga offerings. As

there offerings are two in number the two mantras will fit in with these

quite appropriately and the words Paurnam&syam and Am&v&syayani

occurring in the sentence quoted should be taken only as pointing out

the times for the offering.

Adhiharana XIV,—The closing of the fist and such

other details pertain to the whole context.

OTIFcPf U W II

Anantaryam, proximity, *fti<^r Achodand, not injunctive.

24. Proximity is not injunctive (or connection).—24.

COMMENTARY,

We have just dealt with the employment of mantras in accordance

with the order in which they are mentioned ; and now we proceed to deal

with the exceptions of that rule.

In connection with the Jyoti§toma we find the sentence— ' Mu§tim

Karoti, Vachamyacchati dik$itamavedayati'; and then again 'hastan

avanenikti xdaparajinstranati ; and in connection with this, there arises $
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doubt as to whether the ' mu^tiharna
;

(closing of the fist; and vagxjamah

(silence) simply serve the purpose of dvedand (Addressing the initiated

sacrificer) or they enter into the whole of the context ? And similarly too,'

as to whether the hastavdnejana (washing of the hand) is for the sole

purpose of ' uluparajistarana ' (spreading of the bundle of grass) or it

pertains to all the actions performed ?

The Pfirvapak§a view is that owing to the close proximity of the

sentences the closing of the fist and the silence •should be taken as subsi-

diary to the addressing and the washing of the hand to the spreading of

the grass.

The Siddhantin answer to the above is that the force of the context,

the actions in question, must refer to the whole set of actions mentioned

in the context. This connection could be rejected only if there were

more authoritative means indicative of their connection with the one parti-

cular action only. As a matter of fact, however, there is nothing to

establish any sort of syntactical connection between the fist closing and
the addressing. There is mere proximity of the two sentences and
certainly the context is more authoritative than mere proximity.

cWmI V&ky&nam, the sentence. *r Oha, also, q^cciid Samaptatw&t, being

completing themselves. „

25. Also because every one of the sentences is complete

in itself."—25.

COMMENTARY.

A further reason why there can be no syntactical connection between
the two sets of sentences lies in the fact that every one of them is complete
in itself and thus there is absent the principal condition necessary for
syntactical connection as laid down in Sutra II i-46.

Adhikarana XV—The quartering pertains to the
Agneya cake only.

ifc: Sesah, the auxiliary. 3 Tu, really. 5^: Gun.asaniyuktah, connected
with the accessory detail, stw: S&dharanab, common to all. jrmita Pratiyeta
should* be recognised. Mithafe, mutually, Tes&m, of those. *m*^
^^etteadMt, absence of connection, * :

*
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26. "The auxiliary connected with the accessory

details should be taken as common to all specially as there

is no special connection between the two."—26.

* COMMENTARY.

We have spoken of the application of accessory details, in accordance

with order in which they are mentioned ; and we now proceed to consider

whether that application is possible to a part also, or only to the whole.

In connection with the Darsa Pilrnam&sa, we find the sentence,

—

agneyam chaturdha karoti ; and with regard to this there arises the ques-

tion as to whether the ' chaturdhakarana ' (quartering) is to be "done to the

Agneya cake only, or to the Agnisomiya and Aindragna cakes also.

The Purvapaksa embodied in the sutra is that the Quartering

applies to all the three cakes as the Aindragna and the Agnisomeya

cakes are also entitled to the name Agneya as the cake dedicated to Indra

and Agni can certainly be spoken as dedicated to Agni. Nor is there any

other text which makes the Quartering more nearly related to the Agneya

cake than to the others.

In connection with this sutra a curious fact reveals itself. From
the closing lines of Bhasya on this sutra it is clear that the Bh&sya reads

the sutra as tesam sambandhat as what it says is as follows :—(Page 241;.

" If there were no relationship between the Agnisomiya and the

x\gneya cakes, then there would have been some justification for restrict-

ing the quartering to^fche Agneya cake only as it is, however, there is a

relationship between the two so that there should be no such restriction."

On the other hand we have the Tantravartika quoting the Bhasya as

* mithaslisamasambandhat achodana syat ' it is not easy to reconcile this

quotation with the above declaration of the Bhasya.

*rawr Vyavasth&, restriction. *it but. m4&wid Arthasarctyog&t, on account

of connection with the direct meaning. Lingasya, of the indicative power.

Arthena, with such meaning, wfwi Sambandhat, connection. *tot*i? Laksa^artM,

serving the purposes of indication. S^jft: Guaa^rutih, subsidiary text.

27. " There should be restriction as there is an actual

relationship with the direct meaning of the word specially as

the indicative power is connected with such meaning as for
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the subsequent mention of the Agneya it is for the purpose

of indicating the talk of the Agneya cake—.27.

COMMENTARY.

The SiddhSnta is that the Quartering should apply to the Agneya

cake only as the very signification of the word Agneya makes it clear that it

must be one that is dedicated to the single deity Agni * whenever Agni is

taken conjointly with any other deity the ' dhak ' pratyaya becomes

impossible so that the presence of the dhak pratyaya in the word Agneya

makes it clear that the name can be applied only to that cake which is

dedicated to Agni and Agni alone so that this restriction is indicated by

that indicative power of the word ' Agneya ' which makes known the par-

ticular deity. In support of the Purvapak&a they have cited the text ' Ag-

neryasya mastakam bibhajya prasritayamabadhyati' where even though

what is mentioned is the Agneya only yet the avadana is made out of

all the cakes. The answer to this is that the meaning of this text is that

when the several cakes are cut the cutting of the Agneya should be done

at its head so that it only serves the purpose of indicating a particular

spot in the Agneya cake for a special purpose and has just no bearing

in the present question.



THIRD ADHYAYA

Second Pada.

AdJiikarana I.—Mantras are employed according to

their primary meaning (Bahirnydya),

^w^i^ld Arth&vidh&nas&marthy&t, because of the power of denoting

tilings. ^2 Mantresu, among mantras, ifaro: Sesabhava, subsidiary

character. Syat, should be. fi^m Tasmat, there, ^firo^: Utpatti sambandhah,

connection with the prin>ary. ^ Arthena, with meaning. f*ic^rom Nityasanx-

yog&t, on account of eternal relation.

1. " In as much as subsidiary character of mantras de-

pends upon their power of denoting things the particular

mantra should he taken as related to its primary denotation

as it is only with such denotation that they are eternally

related."—1.

COMMENTARY.

We now proceed to deal with the application of Mantras in accord-

ance with their own c

Linga\ By 'Linga' is meant the capability of

the Mantra to signify something; and as a matter of fact, this capability-

is sometimes found to pertain to the direct primary, and sometimes to

the indirect secondary meaning. And hence in the case of Manillas it

is doubtful whether they are to be used in their primary sense or in the

secondary one.

The discussion in the Bhasya is started with reference to a typical

mantra 'barhirdevasadanam d&mi' the question is whether this mantra

is to be used in the chopping o£ Kurfa grass only which is directly

denoted by the word
£

barhi' or in that of any grass, whicli could be only

secondarily or indirectly indicated by the word.

The Purvapaksa view is that the use of a mantra always depends

upon the expressive power of its words and the word 'barhi' is as expres-

sive of the Kuia as of any other grass so that there is nothing to justify
-
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the restriction of the mantra to the chopping of Kusia alone. The

advantage gained by this view is that, when we find, in the context of

the Darsa PArnamisa certain Mantras with the word
lPu§an\ we do

not find it necessary to remove these Mantras to another sacrifice, even

though there is no such deity as Pu$an in the Darsa Purnamdsa ; be-

cause the word 'Ptisan' indirectly indicates 'Agni', which is a deity at

that sacrifice, while if any preference were to be shown to the direct

denotation of the word 'Ptisan, then it would be necessary to remove

the Mantras from the context in which they are actually mentioned in

the Veda. In the same manner inasmuch as the word 'Agni' would

indicate the Surya, the Injunction (that the ectype is to be performed

in the same way as the archetype) would be duly followed, even without

changing the words of the Mantra [i.e., the Sauryacharn is a modification

or ectype of the Agncija Cham, and the Mantra laid down for the hatter

being 'agyiayetoa', etc. when one comes to offer the Saurya Cham, he

employs the same Mantra, but as the deity is not Agni, but Surya, in this

case he changes 'Agnayetva' into suryayatvas, and this change would

not be necessary according to the Purvapaksa as the word Agni would

be significant of Surya as of Agni).

In reply to the above Purvapaksa we have the following Siddhanta

embodied in the siitra as follows :

—

Mantras become auxiliaries to sacrifices, only on account of their

capability of expressing certain meanings ; and when they have this

purpose served by their direct primary meanings, the acceptance of

their secondary meaning would involve the necessity of assuming another

text.

That is to say, in accordance with the law laid down under the

Siitra II-1-31, the Mantras even in their direct significations, lead to the

assumption of texts, pertaining to their application. And hence if we

were to accept them in their secondary signification, which totally

abandons the primary, then in both cases it would be necessary to assume

Vedic texts. And even while the Mantra indicates the secondary meaning

if it denote beforehand its primary meaning also,—then inasmuch as

there would be no reason for passing over this primary meaning, when
the text pertaining to that meaning has been once assumed, all the require-

ments of the Mantra, of the sacrifice in question, as also of the Injunc-

tions regarding the study of the Veda, will have been fulfilled by that

text, and hence there wotild be no ground for assuming any other text

;

" and the Mantra could not be applied in its secondary sense.
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qfchiwq id Samskarakatw&t, on account of its sanctificatoiy character,

Achodite, to that which is nofc enjoyed. ^ wh Na sy&t, cannot apply.

2. The Mantra being a sanctificatory factor cannot

apply to that which, is not enjoyed.—2.

COMMENTARY.

This sfitra meets what the Purvapaksa has said with regard to the

word Tuscan'. That the Mantras of the Darsa PilrnamcLsa do not apply

to Pusan etc, which are not enjoined as its deities, is only reasonable;

because all Sauctificutions appertain to that which has to be Sanctified ; and

hence the indicative power of the Mantra, which is more authoritative

than the context, would make it applicable to Pusana etc, and not to

the Deities of the Darsa Pfirnam&sa.
m

Adhikarana 11.—The Aindri' mantras apply to the

gd rhpatya. (gdrhpatyanyaya)

^reRm VaehanfLt, because of the subsequent injunction. sprori' Ayath&rtharn,

not in its direct sense. Aindri, the aindri mantra, ^ra Sy&t, should be

taken.

3. " The Aindri mantra should not be employed in

its direct literal sense because of the direct injunction."— 3.

COMMENTARY,

We now proceed to deal with an exception to the general rule

arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana.

The sentence cited in connection with this Adhikarana is

—

'nive-

chanat sangamako vas&namiti aindryh garhyatyamuyatisthaltj and though

this Mantra is as applicable to the sacrificial fire (Garhapata) as to Indra,

yet, the special mention of 'aindrya' shows that it is to be taken in its

direct sense applying to Indra. Some people, however, take the present

Adhikararia as based upon the sentence ' Kadaolianastariraisi Indra

etc.

In both these sentences, however, the question is the same, viz

fs the mantra to be taken in its direct literal meaning, and as such

recited is descriptive of Indra or is it be to taken in its indirect

meaning, and thereby applied to the sacrificial fire,, on the strength of

the subsequent direction ?
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On the above question we have the following Pfirvapak^a :—

In accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing

Adhikarana, the Mantra must be taken as applying to the Description of

Indra. Then, as for the accusative ending in 'garliapatyan it could be

taken as indicating other agencies, such as the vocative or the Ablative

etc, just as in the case of the sentence 'Sahtun Juhoti,' the accusative

in saltttin is taken as indicating the Instrumental similarly in the case

in question, inasmuch as the objectivity (expressed by the Accusative)

is found to be incompatible, we cannot attach any direct significance

to it, and must take as indicating mere agency in general. Consequently,

in accordance with the sutra VI-i-1, the sacrificial fire (G&rhapatya)

becomes subsidiary to the Description (of Indra .

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhanta embodied

in the sutra :

—

On account of the clear injunction aindrya garhapatyam praistkaie

the mere indicative power of the mantra can have no force against it

so that when we have to consider which of the two the mantra or the

injunction has to relinquish its direct meaning we cannot but decide

that it is the mantra that should do so. Thus the mantra in question

has to be employed in connection with the 'garhapatya.'

mm G-ug&t, due to certain circumstances and qualities. 3T but, Apt,

also. Abhidhanam, indication. Syat, should be. wro Sambandhasya,

the relationship, swu^^m Ad&astrahetuwat, not being dependent upon scrip-

tural injunctions.

4. The required indication would be based upon cer-

tain common characteristics specially as the relationship of

their words and their meanings is not determined by scrip—

tural injunctions.—4.

COMMENTARY.

On behalf of the Parvapaksa it may be urged that in the absence

of any scriptural texts there can be no justification for making the word

Indra of the mantra apply to fire. But the answer to this would be that

as a matter of fact in the case of no word is its denotation determined by

scriptural texts and as for the word Indra applying to fire this is quite

possible because of the following characters which are common to both,

(1) Both are connected with the sacrifice

\ (2) The word Indra as derived from the root ' Indi * which signifies

supreme lordship is as applicable to the fire as to the god Indra.
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Adhikarana III.—The Mantras speaking of calling

are to be employed in calling.

*m Tath&, similarly, Ahv&nam, calling, sifi Api, also, Chet, if

this be urged.

5. It may be said that the law of the preceding

Adhikarana applies to the case of the Mantras that mention

calling.—5.

COMMENTARY.

We have dealt with the general rale that mantras are to be taken

in their primary sense, and also with an exception to this rule. We now

proceed to consider which cases are subject to the general rale and which

to the exception.

There is a mintra— * RavUhHehi ebe.,' which speaks of the calling

of the sacri fleer's who prepares the offering material, and with regard

to this mantra, we have the following question : Is it to be applied

to that calling, the mention of
4

threshing ' in the direction accompanying

the mantra {iti triraoaghnanahvayati) being explained as pointing out the

time for the * calling '? Or, in the strength o£ the direction, the mantra

is to be applied to the
e

threshing ' which is the first to be mentioned in

the direction, and not to the calling to which it literally pertains ?

The Purvapaksa view embodied in the sutra is as follows :—

m As the text directly mentions the ' threshing ' and the word havis-

krita in the mantra is capable o£ being taken as applying, even though

indirectly to the threshing which also is something that helps in the

making of the ' havisa the present case is exactly analogous to the

one dealt with in the preceding Mhikarana so that the mantra in question

should be taken as applying to the threshing and not to the calling.

i Na, not so. im&fa: Kaividhih, indication of time. ^T%?3m Choditatwat,

because it is already known.

6. "It cannot be so ; the subsequent direction only

points out the time which is already recognised by ex-

perience.—6.

4
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COMMENTARY.

The subsequent direction on which the Purvapaksa lays great

stress cannot be taken as laying clown the use of the mantra at the

' threshing ' as the actual threshing being already enjoined elsewhere all

that the present direction does is to lay down the threefoldness of the

repetition and it also serves the purpose of pointing out the time at which

the mantra is to be recited, though this time does not stanckin the need

of being enjoined as it is well-known from ordinary experience that one

who is to prepare the offering material is to be called at the time that the

material is going to be prepared. It is in view of tins fact that the

V&rtika declares that by the word ' vidhi ' in Kalvidhi means only point-

ing out and not injunction.

The Subodhini in construing the sutra adds a second ' Na ' and

takes it to mean (1) "that the direction cannot be taken as enjoining

the mantra in connection with the threshing
; (2) that it cannot be taken

as enjoining the time." But in the way that the Vartika has taken the

stitra there appears to be no justification for interfering in the wording

of the sutra.

v
Guijstblifivat, on account of the absence of the character.

COMMENTARY.

It has been urged by the Purvapaksa that the word ' haviskrita'

can be applied to the threshing but this is not possible as the character

of making the offering material and by its very nature it is incapable of

being called or addressed which calling is directly mentioned in the

mantra.

The Vartika adds
i

though you could in some way or other, assume

the threshing to be the ' maker of the offering material' yet the subsequent

word 'afrvayati' (calls) would be absolutely meauingless, in regard to the

inanimate threshing. And further we find the vocative case ending (in

Haviskrit) and then an order or request (to come) contained in the word
* chi \ which is in the second person singular, all this would be absolutely

meaningless if the Mantra were applied to the Threshing, On the other

hand, when the mantra is applied to the Sacrifice's wife, who is an

aatoate and intelligent being, all that has been indicated becomes
amicable and useful

;
consequently the words of the Mantra cannot be

accepted as applying it to the Threshing.
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%r^[ Lingachcha, also on account of other indications.

COMMENTARY.

Close upon the sentence under consideration, we find the sentence

' vagvai haviskrt ' where we find the ' maker of the offering material

'

eulogised distinctly as a feminine character ; and this would be applicable

only to the sacrificer's wife ; as otherwise (if it were taken as applying to

the Threshing), inasmuch as the action (of Threshing) has not its gender

restricted to the feminine being, as a matter of fact, of an imperceptible

gender, the eulogy in question could be applied to it, only indirectly, by

applying the word 1

kriyd ' (which is in the feminine gender).

For these reasons, it must be admitted that the mantra is subsidiary

to the calling. The Subodhini reads the sutra as itakha tathdlingat).

faRrcta: Vidhikopah, incompatibility of direct injunction. ^ Cha, also,

Upadei^e, if the direction in question be taken as enjoining the use of a mantra.

Wfl Sy&t, would be.

9. " There would be an incompatibility of injunctions

if the direction in question were taken as laying down the

use of the mantra in connection with ' Threshing.'— 9.

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact we find that an entirely different mantra

—

*avaraksodibah ' etc., is distinctly laid down as to be used in connection

with the ' Threshing ' so that if the direction in question be taken as

laying down another mantra there would be a conflict of injunctions.

Adhikarana IV.—The mantras speaking of walking round

the jire are to he employed in connection with the

same direction.

?wr Tatha, similarly. ^Hfcwt Utthana visarjane, with rising and giving

vent.

10* " Similarly with rising and giving vent."—10.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we find the sentences, uttiqtan

anvdha agnidagnin vihara, and vratam kfnuta iti vdcham visrjati, and in
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- regard to these, there arises a question as to whether the two mantras

agnidagnin etc., and * vratan Krnuta,' are enjoined as applying to the

' rising
5

and the ' giving vent to speech or these two latter are mentioned

simply with the purpose of pointing out the time of the recitation of the

two mantras.

The Purvapaksa view is that the mantras to be employed in the

-act of * rising ' and in the act of ' giving vent to speech ' respectively.

But the SiddhSnta as embodied in the siitra is that the ' rising ' and
' giving vent to speech ' only indicate the time just as in the preceding

Adhikarana.

Adhikarana V.—The Suktavali is employed in the

offering of the grass bundle.

Sjrarai Sftktav&ke, in the Suktavak. *r Cha, also. *rerraft: K&lavidhih, injunction
of time. <k*«m (Par&rthatw&t) because it serves another purpose.

4.
u The Suktavaka must be taken as laying down

the time as they serve different purposes— 4.

COMMENTARY.
In connection with the Darsa-Purnamtisa we find the sentence

sukttivakena prastaram prastarati ; and there arises the question as to

whether this sentence lays down the SiMamha as subsidiary to the
Offering of the grass hundle, or it only indicates the Time. And in this
question we have the following.

PURVAPAKSA.
The Suktav&ka (i.e., the mantra Tdam dydv&prtthim etc.) serve the

purpose of pointing out the Deity, and the Prastara (the Bundle of grasa)
serves as the place for the keeping of the Sru\ and hence both of these,
having their purposes served independently of each other, do not stand
in the need of being related to each other by the relationship of the
Primary and the Subsidiary

; and hence the sentence must be taken as
pointing out the Time. The instrumental ending in ' sukbaiMena ' may
be explained as indicating the qualification (Panini IL-iii-21).

^

wfr Upde&h, injunction, m Vft, but. wm^; Ykjyi febdali, the name
'yajya,' f* Hi, because, ixixm N&kasm&t, could not be meaningless,

12, " But the sentence must be taken as an injunction
Hkp mantra as applying to the offering of the grass

+
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bundle), as the name ' yajya ' (as applied to the Suktavaka)

could not be meaningless.—12.

COMMENTARY

lu the sentence
1

Silktdv&kena prastaram prastaratV we find that

the Suktavaka is distinctly mentioned as connected with the action (of

Praharana, offering) ; and the Instrumentality thus distinctly mentioned

cannot be set aside : specially because of the great authority attaching

to the signification of the case-ending (in suktdoakena). Thus then the

word ' suktav&ha
9 would in its direct meaning, be connected with the

Action, otherwise what would be connected with the action would be the

time indirectly indicated by the Suktdo&ka, And it is only the SuktaoAka

that is taken as Subsidiary to the Action ; and being thereby similar in

character to the other subsidiaries of sacrifices, it becomes capable of

having the name 'y&jyi' applied to it;—as is done in the declaration

suktdvakena yajyasabdah
'

s Sa, the Sfrkt&v&ka. ^ffiT$: Devatarthah, serving the purpose of indicating

the Deity. dnflKua Tatsamyogat, only on account of its connection with it.

13. " The Suktavaka serves the purpose of indicating

the deity only on account if its connection (with the offering

to the deities therein indicated)—13.

COMMENTARY.

It has been urged in the Purvapaksa that as the suktavaka serves

the purpose of indicating the deity it cannot be connected with the offer-

ing. But in answer to this it is pointed out as follows :

—

Though it is quite true that the words of the Stiktav&ka itself point

to the fact of its serving the purpose indicating the Deity, yet this indica-

tive capability does not disappear from it, when it is employed in connec-

tion with the offering of the grass bundle, because in this latter it is not

employed in any other way (then the one justified by the indication of

the words). The fact is that the capablity of the Suktclvaka to indicate

the deity stands in need of a reconciliation with the Direct Declaration

'silktavakena prastaram prastaratU and this latter Declaration also, finding

the suktavdka itself making no mention of the said offering and finding

itself incapable in the absence of such indicativeness (of the offering),

of applying it to the said offering, and yet not taking upon itself the

responsibility of creating a fresh indicative potency, keeps looking out
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for some such, way in which the suktavaka could be employed in the

work mentioned by it, and yet not stepping beyond what is signified

by the words of the mantra itself. Under the circumstance what can be

more natural than that the s&ktavaka mantra should be connected with

that same action of offering along with which it is mentioned and as the

offering is to those same deities that are indicated in the Sukt&v&ka tihe

incongruity urged by the Purvapaksa entirely ceases.

sRtaffc Pratipattih, a purificatory offering of disposal. ^ %?r Itichet, if it be

urged, f^g^ Svistakrit, like the svistakrit offering, wra*^: Ubhvayasans

k4rah two fold character,

14. " If it be urged that the throwing of the grass

buadle into the fire is only an offering of disposal, our

answer is that like the swistakrita offering the action

would have a two-fold character—14.

COMMENTARY.

An objection is raised. The bundle of grass is one on which the

ladle has been kept during the sacrifice so that when it is laid down

that' it should be thrown into the fire it is only by way of disposing of

the thing for which there is no farther use. Thus being of the nature

of disposal offering the action cannot stand in need of a mantra ; hence

the Sukt&v&ka can have no connection with the action.

The answer to the above is that though it is true that the grass is

thrown into the fire by way of disposal, yet it is also true that it can be

also taken as an independent offering. Just as the svistakrit offering is

both an independent sacrifice and a disposal offering. Even if it were
merely a disposal offering it could not necessarily follow that it cannot

have a mantra subsidiary to it. Because such an offering is distinctly

seen to serve a useful purpose ; and for the sake of the bringing about

of the transcendental result, proceeding from the Restriction laid down, it

would certainly stand in ueed of certain Vedic accessories (in the shape of

the mantra etc.)

And thus there can be nothing incongruous in applying the

Stihtavaka to the Offering of the grass bundle.

The Vartika has broken up the sfttra into two sutras one embody-
ing the objection and the other the answer.

3, J *
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Adhikarana VI.—The Suktdvdkas are to be employed

in accordance with their meaning.

$?*Sftq%m Kritsnopadesat, on account of being enjoined as a complete

whole, ubhayatra, at both. Sarvavachanam, the recitation of the whole,

15.
£< Because it is enjoined as one complete whole

the whole o£ it should be recited on both occasions.—15.

COMMENTARY.

Reverting to the original subjects of the Darsa Ptirnamasa, we pro-

ceed to consider the question as to whether the whole of the Stihtavdha

is to be recited at the Darsa as well as the Purnamdsa sacrifices, or

portions of it are to be extracted in the case of each of these in consideration

of the Deities (connected with the sacrifices and spoken of by the Mantras.)

And on this question we have the following :

—

PArvapahm.—" The whole of it is to be recited at each of the two

sacrifices. Because if the Mantra?, as it appears in the text, that is called

the Bfihtdvdka ; and if extracts were made from it, it would cease to be

Sfiktavaka ; and hence in this latter case, the offering of the grass-bundle

would be made with a mantra that is not Siiktdvdka and that would be

an infringement of the Injunction Mkt&vakena Prastaram Prastarati"

w$ Yath&rtham, in accordance with the meaning, Vet but. Sw^nxra

SesabhutasanxskgLrat, because purificatory of auxiliaries.

16, But the mantras are to be used in accordance with

their meaning because they are meant to be purificatory

of auxiliaries,—16.

COMMENTARY*

As a matter of fact the use of mantras depends upon what their

words signify so that from among the Suktavaka Mantras those whose

words are indicative of the deities of the Danta sacrifice should be used

at that sacrifice while those others should be used at the Pfirnam&sa

whose words, indicate the deities of that sacrifice and reason for this

lies in the fact that the only useful purpose served by the Mantra consists'

in sanctifying certain sacrificial auxiliaries so that at any particular

sacrifice only that much of the Mantra has to be i*sed whose words have

& sanctificatory bearing on the auxiliaries of that sacrifice (vide III-ii-2).

The propriety of the use of only extracts from mantras is further explained

under (114-13 to 29 and 12-3-29)*
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17. Objection :—But on account of the direct injunc-

tion (the whole and not mere extracts should be used,—17.

COMMENTARY.

An objection is raised. The text distinctly says that the offering

is to be made with the SAJtt&vdlta and as the name Silktdvaka applies

to the whole body of Mantras and not to mere extracts from tbem any

use of such, extracts would be contrary to the injunction.

Hwuifwim Prakarg&vbhi&gat, as there would be not disjoining from the

context. & Uve, both, *t?i Prati, to. %rwm^: Kyitsaniabdah, the word 'whole/

18. The word " whole" could apply to the two parts as

both would appear in the same context.—18.

COMMENTARY.

One part of the Suktavaka is used at the Darrfa Sacrifice and another

part at thePurnam&sa sacrifice and as the Dar^a and Purnam&sa together

form one context we can certainly say that the whole of the Sflkt&v&ka

has been used ; even though, the two parts of it have been used at two

different times, yet it cannot be denied that the whole of it has been used

at the single composite sacrifice named the Darda Pflrnflm&sa.

The Bhasya has taken exception to the above exposition of the

SiddhAnta. Its objections are thus explained in the Vftrtika. The
Primary sacrifices are laid down with reference to a certain result, and
not with reference to the method

; consequently it is only with regard

to the Result,—and not with regard to the method,—that they could be

one another). Because it is the

method that is laid down with reference to the Primary sacrifices ; as

otherwise, if it were not so laid down, it could not perform an auxiliary

to these sacrifices, and then if the method be taken as enjoined, then

inasmuch as it would be wholly impossible for this method and the

Primary Sacrifices to be enjoined with reference to each other,—as that

would leave them wholly unconnected, the method could not but
be taken as enjoined with reference to the Primary sacrifice. And
inasmuch as these' Primary Sacrifices or Uddechyas, i.e., those with reference

to whom something is enjoined) no significance can be attached to their

combination, which is denoted by the Dvandva compound (DartJa-Pur^a-

masabhy&m). Consequently, the sentence laying down the method being
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taken as complete with each one of those sacrifices, each of the Primary

sacrifices must be accepted to be connected with the whole of the method

and the performance also coming to be done accordingly, inasmuch as

each of the six Primary Sacrifices constituting the Darsa and the Pilr-

namdsa, performed at different points of time, would be complete in

itself, the Recitation of the Sftkt&vaka would be done but once, and

would apply to all the rest. Thus, then, though the Stikt&vaka may not

be repeated with each o£ the six Primary Sacrifices—the Agneya and

the rest like the Prayaja, yet the whole of it will have to be repeated once

on the occasion of the Darsa, as well as once of that o£ the P&rnamdsa

As otherwise, the Prayaja etc. also would have to be performed in parts

;

for which there would be no authority at all. Consequent, on account

of the superior authority of direct Declaration (Suht&v&hena, etc.) We
should set aside the Indications of the Mantra words ; and take the

Silhtavaha (as applied to the grass-handle offering) either in an indirect

secondary sense, or as leading to certain imperceptible results, or as

indicating, for the offering, other Deities (than those related to the DarfSa-

Pfirnam&sa.)

In view of the above considerations the Bahsya puts forward the

Siddhanta as follows :

—

When extracts are made of the SAktdvaka in accordance with the

significations of its various parts, each of these extracts becomes a

Stiktav&ka because there are many Suktavahas, specially as we find that

the various mantras Agniridam etc., (constituting the Stikt&v&ha, which are

capable of indicating several Deities connected with different sacrifices,

serving distinct purposes independently of one another, do not form a

single sentence by being syntactically connected. Hence it must be

admitted that there are many SUkt&vdhas (contained in the Stiktavaka) each

of which is supplied with elliptical portions from that which precedes as

also from that which follows it. For instance—(1) there is one Stihttiv&ka

beginning with the mantra Idamdyaodprthivi etc.) and ending with

agniridam etc, [2) while there is another beginning with
c

Idamdyavd-

<prthivi> etc., and ending with Somidam}
etc.

Thus then, we find that among these Stiktavakas, which differ with

each different deity, and which are amenable to the same procedure of

recitation,—there are some that are recited as common to many. And

hence whichever of these may be recited "at the offering of the grass-bundle,

the offering will hive been done with the Stiktavaha (as declared in

the injunction, Stikt&vdhena Prastaram Prastarati)

5
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The Vartika however is not satisfied with this exposition of the

Siddhanta. It says :—It must be admitted that though every one of the

sentences is complete within itself, as regards its meaning,—yet, inasmuch

as they are all enjoined with reference to the Offering (of the grass-

bundle), all of them combined should be taken as forming a single

sentence.

If each of them were a distinct sentence by itself then we would

have the following anomalies : (1) each of them would have to be recited

separately, because at the time of the performance the Deity is the princi-

pal factor; just as in the case of the mantras of the Upasad, Dafyina etc.,

and (2) inasmuch the singular number (in SuWivaMna) would be sig-

nificant with reference to the offering of the grass-bundle, its requirements

would be fulfilled by the recitation of any one of the sentences.

Thus, then, we conclude that in the Darrfa, as well as in the

Purnamasa, sacrifices, the stiktdvdka to be recited is only that much
which contains the words pointing out the Deities of each sacrifice,

—

such recitation being quite in keeping with law and reason.

Adhikarana VII.—The " Kamyaydjydnuvahyd mantras

belong to the Kdmya sacrifices only.

%ifiWTOiffm Lmgakramasam&ldiyanat, on account of the cumulative force

of Indicative power, order oE sequence and Name. sfiP^fR* Kftmyayaktam, in

connection with the Kftmya sacrifices only, Ramamn&nam, the recit-

ing.

19. " On account of the cumulative force of Indicative

power, Order of sequence and Name, the reciting should be

done in connection with the Kamya sacrifices only."—19,

COMMENTARY.

We find the Kdmya sacrifices (i.e., those performed with a view
to certain desirable results)—Aindragna and the rest—laid down in a
definite order of sequence; and we also find laid down, in the same order

certain ' yajydpuronuv&kyd couplets, associated with the name ' Kamya'
and pertaining to the same deities (Indra, Agni etc., - as those of the

Kamya sacrifices.

And in regard to these there arises the questions to whether these

couplets, from their indicative power, are to be employed, irrespective of
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tlie order in which they are mentioned, in all the sacrifices that happen

to be connected with those Deities, or they are to be employed only in the

aforesaid Kdmya sacrifices, in the same order in which these latter are

mentioned.

P4rvapa>k§a.—On the above question the Purvapaksais that
—"The

couplets, through their Indicative power, are to be employed in all the

sacrifices that have those Deities."

The Siddhanta as embodied in the sutra is that the use of the

mantra is regulated not by its Indicative power alone but by Indicative

power, Order of sequence and name and there is no doubt that on the

strength of all these three the mantras in question are to be employed only

in the Kdmya sacrifices and that too in the same order in which these

latter are mentioned.

Adhiharana VIII —The upasthana of the Agnidhra priest

should be done with those mantras that are found in the

same context.

v/ftm*, Mhik&re, in connection with a certain sacrifice. ^ Oha also.

*resf$Rr: Mantravidhib, injunction of mantra to be employed, cfq^ Tad&-

ksesu, to those not appearing in the same context f^sm Sistaw&t, because

both are enjoined.

20. " In regard to any sacrifice when a certain mantra

is enjoined it applies also to the mantra appearing in the same

context as this also is as much enjoined as the mantra

appearing in the same context.— 20.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotistomft we find the direction that the

Agnidhra should be worshipped with the Agneya mantra. The ques-

tion arising as to
0
whether it is the particular. Agneya mantra found in

Jyotistom& section that is to be used or that as well as any other

Agneya mantra,—the Purvapaksa view is that the direction used the

general term Agneya and as every mantra is equally capable of being

used at sacrifices the name should be taken as applying equally to

all Agneya mantras, irrespective of the context in which they may be

found.
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3T Tadakhyova, those that are mentioned as belonging to the sacrifice

named. qqwilMMRwi Prakaranopapattibhyam, on account of context and reasons.

21. " Only those mantras should be used that are

spoken of as belonging to the sacrifice under treatment,

on account of context and reasons/
5—21.

COMMENTARY.

The Siddhanta embodied in this sutra is that only Agneya mantras

are to be used that are mentioned along with the Jyotistoma* Firstly,

because on the ground of context the connection between the two is only

natural
;
secondly, because there are other reasons also in support of

this view. One of which is that when the upasthana is mentioned in the

section of Jyotistoma it is clearly meant that it helps in the Apurva

following from the Jyotistoma, which shows that the mantras chosen

also should be those that are closely related to that same Jyotistoma.

Another reason put forward by the Blmsya is that the Purvapaksa

view involves a syntactical split. This is thus explained in the V&rtika -

In the sentence in question, the upasthana is not laid down as due to the

form of the Agnidhra himself
; nor is it an independent action, leading

to a certain desirable result, because no such result is mentioned in

connection with it ; hence it must be admitted that the upasthana is per-

formed with a view to help in the accomplishment of the Apurva resulting

from the Jyotistoma sacrifice. And consequently the sentence in ques-

tion comes to be taken as laying down a particular action in connection

with the Jyotisto ma. The injunction of this particular action could be
possible only when there was a general action already enjoined

; and then
if the same sentence {dg?idyya etc.) were to lay clown the connection of

the Agneyi verses with the general as well as with the particular action,

then there would be a syntactical split.

writ: Anarthafc, useless. * Cha, also. vfa : TJpade&fo injunction. *mj
Syat, would be. vmrm Asambandhat, on account of non-connection. mm
Phalavata, with a fruitful action. *r Na, not, fk Hi, because, mm* Upasth&naxp,
the action of upasthana. vmn Phalavat, fruitful.

22. " The injunction would be wholly useless on account
of non-connection with a fruitful action, , specially as the
Ep&sth&na is not fruitful."—22.
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COMMENTARY.

Another reason in support of the siddhanta is that the injunction

of the Agneya mantra as a means to the upasthftna would be wholly useless

as it would have no connection with any desirable result, because as for

the upasthana itself it is not described as leading to any result and as for

the result of the Jyotisfcoma there can be no connection with this as

according to the Purvapaksa view of the present case the employment

of details is not to be governed by context.

Sarvesam, of all. Oha also. ^Hc^th Upadistatw&t, enjoining.

20. " And also because all mantrs are already

enjoined,—20.

COMMENTARY.

It might be urged on behalf of the Purvapaksa that if only the

Agneya mantra of the. Jyotistoma context were to be used, then there

would be no use for the other Agneya mantras. But the answer to this

is that the other Agneya mantras are as a matter of fact already enjoined

in relation to other fruitful actions.

Adhikarana IX.—The Bhaksdnuvdh mantras are to be used

in connection with the holding etc., in accordance with what

is indicated by their words.

%^MHt*K Lifigasamakhyan&bhy&m, on acount of indication and name.

mtfm Bhakg&rthatA, employed in the eating, Anuv&kasya, of the
1

anuv&ka,

24. On account of its indicative power and name the

Anuvfika must be employed in the eating.—24.

COMMENTARY.

We find the Bha'ha mantra laid down as follows : ' Bhahse hi md

; Shi vaso purovaso bahubhydm saghydsam, vrchaksantvd diva

.aoakhyfyam, hinva mfi,.,...md mi mdvititrsafy mandrabhibhutih Mtufy

trpyatu.. . .
.gtiyatrachehhandasal} IndrapUasya hkakshaydmV With

regard to the whole of this Anuvaka there arises the question as to whether

the whole of it used in connection with the eating or the several parts of it

are to be used in connection with the subsidiary actions of holding,
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seeing and proper digesting as may be found to be indicated by the

words of the several sentences composing the Anuvaka.

On the above question we have the following Purvapakga

embodied in sutra 24 as follows:—

Inasmuch as it is the Eating alone that is enjoined,—as the word

' yhaltsaydmV in the Anuvaka itself distinctly indicates that "Eating,—o&

the whole of the Anuvdhot., being held between the two words bkak$

and
1

bhak$ay&mi ' cannot possibly pertain to anything else,—and,

lastly, as, in accordance with the eAtra TX~i~37, the Holding etc., also

being mere concomitants of the principal action of Eating, the whole

Anuvaka is capable of being taken as a single sentence syntactically

connected,— the Anuvaka must be taken as to be used, in its complete

form, in connection with the Eating specially as the entire anuvaka is

called the Bhatyanuvaha.

w^srpsri wwifsfer ^tf^^i i w \

to Tasya, of it. ^m^™ Rupopade&S&bhy&m, on account of the peculiar

form and injunction, ton: Apakarsa, disjunction spfer Arthasya, of the actions,

3(nfocctifl choditatv&t, on account of being laid down.

25. " The mantra is to be dissociated (from the eating)

because of the peculiar form of the mantras and also be-

cause of the direction, specially as the subsidiary actions

(of holding etc.) is also enjoined."—25.

COMMENTARY,

The Siddh&nta embodied in the sfltra is as follows:

—

As a matter of fact it is found that certain words of the mantras

are indicative of the subsidiary action of holding etc. Secondly, these

subsidiary actions are also enjoined and as such stand in need of

being connected with some mantra. From these two facts it is much
more reasonable to associate the mantras with the actions indicated by
their component words than to connect the whole with the single action,

of-eating.

Adhikarana X.—From the word 'mandra 7

up to

' bhaksayamV it is one mantra.

- !pnfi^ Gug&vidhan&t, on account of mentioning a subsidiary detail.

<*^r Mandr&'dih, the sentence beginning with mandra. ww; Ekamantrab,
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one mantra. *ffijSy&t, should be. Tayot, of the two. Ek&rthasamyog&t,

on account of expressing a single fact.

26. "The portion beginning witli Sandra' is to be

taken as a single mantra, because it speaks of one subsidiary

detail
;

specially as the two sentences therein contained

jointly express a single fact—26.

COMMENTARY.

In the aforesaid ' Bhaltsamiudka we find the sentence mandrabhi-

bhUih lhahsayami and in connection with this, there arise the ques-

tion as to whether the sentence, from the beginning down to 'trpyatu' forms

one mantra } and that beginning with 'vasumat' down to the end forms

another, or the two together form a single mantra.

On this we have the following Purvapaltsa.

Inasmuch as, like Holding etc., in the previous Adhikarana, the

single fact of satisfaction is denoted by the sentence ending with 'trpyatu'

this must be taken as a distinct mantra.

SIDDHANTA.

To this we make the following reply; .That Action alone can form

the object of Indication ly mantras, which requires a distinct effort for

its accomplishment,—and not these that merely follow on the wake of

other actions. That is to say, in the case of the Holding etc. we find that

unless one performs these other actions, he cannot accomplish the

Eating ; and hence it was only right for the performer, as*WBll as for the

scripture, to make a distinct effort (towards its performance and Indica-

tion respectively \ In the case in question, however, we find that for

the satisfaction of Hunger) there is no other effort possible than what is

involved in Bating ; and as such no useful purpose could be served by

its indicatbn (by the mantra). Consequently, we can explain the

Imperative (in trpyatu^ either as denoting a request; or as having the

force of the Present ; and thereby the two sentences would be connected

syntactically,—indicating 'jointly' the singL 1 act of Eating as qualified

by satisfaction,—thus forming a single mantra.

Adhikarana XI.—The mantras beginning with the word

'Indra pitasya are employed by modification to all Eating.

feffi^ficfoTq Lingavisesanirde&Ht, as the mantra distinctly indicates a

particular thing. q+iHfaqflN Sam&navidh&nesu, out of a number of those that
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are enjoined by the same injunction, Anaindran&m, those not dedicated

to Indra. sro^ Amantra twam, without any mantra.

24^ " Inasmuch as the mantra indicates the particular

£ Eating ' out of a number in thos.e that are all enjoined by

the same Injunction—the ' Eating **o£ the soma other than

that dedicated to Indra is to be done without any

mantra "—24.

COMMENTARY.

[In connection with the Jyotistoma, there are several cupfi of soma

dedicated to a number of Deities, Indra and the rest. The remnants of

these offerings are to be eaten, and the mantra laid down in connec-

tion with this eating is the Bhakmnuvuka under consideration. And

there now arises the question as to whether the mantra is be repeated

with the eating of every one of the remnants, or of that alone which

has been dedicated to Indra, and those of others are to be done

without any mantras.']

Inasmuch as the word Indrapitasya (in the mantra) is co-extensive

with the soma (that is offered to Indra), as theie are no words in the

mantra indicative of those not dedicated to Indra, and lastly, as there

can be no modifications in mantras connected with the Primary Actions,

(and every one of the eatings is a distinct Primary by itself), it would

appear that the eating of the soma dedicated to other Deities is to be done

without mantras.

As against the above we have the following Pilrvapakse.

m^m Yathadevatamv&, or in accordance with the deity. wmftHfcq Tat-

prakrititvam, having that for its archetype. ^ Hi, because, qfafa Dariayati, is

shown.

28. " The mantra will have to be applied in accordance

with the Deity (to whom the offering has been made)

;

because the offerings to the other Deity are shown to have

their archetype in the offering made to Indra "—28.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the eating oi the soma dedicated to other

Deities than Indra, the mantra is to be repeated with the necessary modi-

fications ; because the offerings to the other Deities are mere ectypes

q£''&£ Qgerijigs to Indra, Though all the offerings are similar actions,
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yet inasmuch as they are distinct actions, some would be mere offshoots

of the other. And here we find that the offering of the Dhruvasorna to

Indra forms the archetype of the other offerings, as is clearly^, shown by
the mantra for the holding of the soma.

It is interesting to note that the statement of Siddh&nta of this

Adhikarana is postponed to the end of the Pada where sfitra 43 lays down
the final Siddhanta derived from the discussions embodied in sutras

27 to 42.

Adhikarana XII.—Indra also should be mentioned in

connection with the Punarvinita soma.

j^d^i^ Punarambhinltesu, in connection with Punarambhinita offerings.

$W Sarves&m, of all. Upalaksauam, mention. %3)Nccud Dvi^esatwat,

because it contains the remnants of both.

29. " In connection with the Punarabhyntta, there

should be a mention of all Deities, because it contains the

remnants of both,—29.

COMMENTARY.

While the foregoing Adhikarana still rests in the PiUrvapak^a, and

the Siddh&nta is not finally stated and established, till the end of the

Pada, we take for granted, for the time being, the propriety of having

modifications, and then proceed to consider under what circumstances the

modifications, if allowable, would be possible.

When the soma contained in certain vessels has been offered and

poured out, even while there may be some remnants left in them, more

soma is poured into the same vessels (for other offerings) ; and the soma

thus poured is called the Punrabhyunnita soma. How this character

belongs to that soma and how it forms the object of the discussions

relating to modifications, is thus shown :—There are ten vessels ; four of

these belong to the Brahrnd, etc., who make the middle offerings and

each of these four is used twice in the ^offerings of Vasatkara and the

Amva$atkam of the Hotrpriest ; while the Huntraka vessels (that is the

vessels belonging to the Hotr) are used only once in the offering of the

Vaqatk&ra, in all these the Deity is Indra; and while these vessels

still contain remnants of the previously offered soma, more soma is

poured into them and offered to other Deities ;—all this is shown by
0
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the Directions, in connection with the offerings to many Deities that

are made by the priests in connection with the Second Iioma,—implied

in the Yajyd mantra connected with those offerings ;— such, for instance

as maitravaruno mitvawrunau mitram vayam havmatie etc, etc
;
— and

when, after all these offerings have been made, the vessels are brought

out for the purpose of the post-sacrificial eating, then they are found

to contain two remnants,—the former, the remnants of the first offering

to Inclra, and the latter, that of the offering to Mitravaruna. And then,

when the time comes for the mention of the Deities (in course of the

mantras to be recited in connection with the eating of these remnants)

there arises a doubt as to whether there should be a mention of Indra,

whose connection with the vessel as its Deity has been passed

ever, as also of Maitrdvaruna, the mantra being read Indra mitra-

varuna pitasya, etc.,— or that the latter ones only are to be mentioned

(the mantra, in this case, being read as
c

Mitravaruna pitasya, etc.).

This question turns upon another question, as to whether the

advent of the other Deity wholly sets aside the connection with the

previous Deity, or not. If it does set it aside, then Maitravaruna, etc;

alone should be mentioned ; while if it does not set it aside, then there

should be a mention of Indra also.

On this question we begin with the statement of the Siddhfinta

\in the present stitra 29), the sense of which is that all the Deities should

be mentioned, because of the vessel containing the remnants of both

(offering).

And on this SiddMnta, we have the following Purvapaksa.

ww^t A pnayadvi, on account of being set aside. Purvasya, of the"

previous deity. Anupalaksanam, non-mention.

30. " Inasmuch asr it has been set aside, there should
i

"be no mention of the previous Deity."—30.

COMMENTARY.
'

' Inasmuch as there are various pourings and outpourings of the

soma^ at the time that the latter offerings are made, and there is an ad-

vent of another Deity, the previous Deity is set aside from the substance

U<?ma); and inasmuch as there was, in the original offerings, no men-
lion of th& Deity removed from it, there should not be any mention of

$$eh removed Deity in the subsequent offerings,"
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To this ptirvapaksa we make the following reply :

^3d^nfT Agrahanadva, on account of their being no actual taking up. mm:
Anapayafr, there can be no setting aside, Sy&t, would be.

31. " Inasmuch as there is no actual taking up (of the

remnant of the former offering, by the latter Deity) there

could not be a setting aside (of the previous Deity.)"—31.

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, the connection of the Deity is established by means
of scriptures alone and at the time that the substance is held in the hand
for being offered, it begins to belong to the Deity, only in accordance

with the scriptural Injunction ; and that with which it begins is that

with which it ends. In the case in question, we find that the directions

with regard to the " Punavabhyannita" distinctly show that the sub-

stance to be offered to the other Deities is to be held in the vessels which
contain some remnants of the soma previously offered to Indra ; and the

presence of this remnant is meant only as a characteristic of the vessels

(in which the subsequent offering is to be held). Thus then, inasmuch

as, at the time of the holding of the latter offering, the remnant of the

previous offering is not recognised as belonging to the latter Deities,—at

the time of the actual offering also the offering being only of that sub-

stance which has been held (or taken up) for offering, even though the

Remnant of the previous offering lies in close proximity to that substance
;

yet, inasmuch as it is not included in the words conveying the offering^

it does not belong to the latter Deity. Nor, at the time, are there any

other words conveying the gift of that remnant (to that Deity), for the

simple reason that there is no Injunction to that effect. Nor, too, is

that remnant even distinctly touched by words conveying other gift

to that Deity ;—because the gifts are conveyed by means of particular

words, at the time that the various offerings are quite separate

from one another. And, as a matter of fact, no further words are

used at the actual offering ; for the simple reason that no such

words are necessary in connection with the gift that has already

been conveyed by means of words. And then again, a single substance

cannot be offered more than once. Hence it is that there is no use

of words conveying the gift, at the time that the actual offering is

made.
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And hence, at the time of the Eating, as there will be left in the

vessel a portion of this remnant also, whose connection with the previous

deity has not been set aside,— it would be absolutely necessary to make a

mention of that previous duty (in the Mantra that is recited).

Adhikarana XIII.—In the eating of the Patnivata Indra

and other Deities should not be mentioned.

viim P&tnivate, in the case of the Patnivata. 3 Tu, really, "jfofl Purvavat,

as beEore.

32. " In the case of the Patnivata it should certainly

be as in the preceding case."—32.

COMMENTARY
We proceed to consider exceptions to the general rule arrived "at

in the foregoing Adhikarana,

As a matter of fact, we find that the remnants of the offerings to

the- pair of Deities are thrown into the Adityasthalt and from that they

are again transferred to the Agrayanasthdl'i. and subsequent to this, we
have the declaration of the holding of the Patnivata in the sentence
* UpSriiu

—

Patrena P&tnivatamdgraydpb grhnati.

And when the eating oE remnant of this Patnivata offering comes
to be done, there arises the question as to whether the deities other than

Patnivata should be mentioned in the mantra recited, or not. And on

this we have the
PURVAPAKSA.

*

That they should be mentioned—the mantra being read as Indra-
vayupatnivatpitasya etc.

n^ora Grahag&t, 0n account of being taken up. *r Va, but. mm Apanltam,
removed, ^tra Syat, would be.

33. " Inasmuch as the remnants is taken up (by the
subsequent deity) tbie connection of the previous deity should
be set aside."~33.

COMMENTARY.
The present case is by no means similar to that dealt with in the

previous Adhikarana. Because at the time of the holding of the offering
to Patnioat, the proximity of the other Deity is actually set aside ; and the
ofiering to Patnwat is laid down as to be conveyed together with the
remnants of the previous offerings.
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Adhikarana XIV.—At the Eating of the remnant of the

Patnivat offering there should he no mention of Tvastri.

^gn:' Tvastaram, the deity tvastri- g Tu, really. 'JW^ Upalaksayeta,

should mention. ^fra Panat, on account of the drinking.

34. " Tvastri should be mentioned because of the
«

•

drinking."—34.

COMMENTARY.

[In connection with the Patnivata offering, we have the Mantra,

' Agnai patnivan, Sajurdevena Tvastra Somam Piva, and with regard

to this, there arises the question as to whether Toatfi should be

mentioned at the eating or not.]

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa.

Inasmuch as in connection with the Patnivata offering, Tvastr

is spoken of as
6 Drinking the Soma' in the company of Patvimta, he

also must be regarded as the Deity of that offering, as indicated by the

words of the Mantra.

mgsrwmq Atulyatv&t, on account of inequality, g Tu, really. 3s* Naivam,

not so.^sra Syftt, would be.

35. Such should not be the case because of inequa-

lity.—35.
COMMENTARY.

Tvastr should not be mentioned ; because between the Mantra and

the Direct Injunction, there is a vast difference of authoritative strength

(this is one ' inequality') ; and then again there is a difference in the

characters of TcOstri and Patnivat as nominatives to the action of Drink-

ing ; as what the Mantra denotes is the mere companionship (of Tvastr)

(this is another ' inequality'}.

Thus it must be admitted that the Mantra does not indicate the fact

-of Tva§tri being the Deity (of the Patnivat offering)
;
and as such there

should be no mention of him Cat the eating of the remnant of that

offering).
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Adhikarana XV.—At the eating of the remnant of the

Patnivat offering there should be no mention of the

Thirty and three deities.

Wwi Trimsat, the thirty. *r Cha, also, w^m Pararthatwat, as it serves another

purpose.

36. " So also the thirty (and three), as the Mantra

serves another purpose."—36.

COMMENTARY.

This Adhikarana simply deals with the applicability o£ the

conclusion of the foregoing Adhikarana to another case.

In connection with the same Patnivat, we find another Mantra

" Aibhih ague saratham yahyarvdk ndndratham m vibhavo hyasvdfy putni-

vatastrimhatastrimseha dev&nausvadhamdvaha mddayasoa ; and therea rises

the question as to whether at the eating of the Remnant of the Patnivata

offering, there should be a mention of the
1

Thirty and Three' Deities

spoken of in this ?nantra or not.

And on this question we have the following Purvapak^a.

" Inasmuch as there are several points in which the present case

differs from that dealt with the foregoing Adhikarana, the conclusion

thereof is, for this reason, not applicable to the present case. These
points of difference are the following :

—

(1) The same mantra that indicates Agni to be the Deity, also

indicates the fact of Agni being the Distributer of the Drink to the

Thirty and TEree Gods, who are spoken of as the partakers of that

Drink
;
and hence the fact of these latter also being the principal Deities

is shown by the mantra itself, which prevents Agni in'quite a secondary
position (of that of Distributer or Attendant at meals).

(2) In the case of the mantra treated of in the previous Adhikarana,
we found that it denoted mere companionship, and hence Sva§tr not
being found to be mentioned on terms of equality, was rejected from the
deific position. The case is reversed in the mantra now under considera-
tion, as in this it is Agni that is spoken of as subordinate ; and hence the
former law cannot apply to the present case.

(3) All that the Injunction contained in the word with the nominal
affix (Patniwh) denotes is that the deific character in connection with, the
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Action in question consists in the fact of a certain Deity being Patnivan,

(having a wife); and this qualification is found to be as concomitant with

Agni in the mantra Agndi Patrican as with the thirty and three gods,

who are also spoken of in the same mantra as having wives, in the

sentence PatntvatastrimkatastHmscha devfin.

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhanta embodied

in thtf "Sutra.

.There should be no mention of Thirty and Three gods at the

eating of the Patirivat Remnant. Because in all cases the functioning

of the mantra is controlled by what is directly enjoined
;
consequently,

as in the case of Trastr so in the present cpe also, the mention of the

Thirty and Three gods (in the mantra) must be taken as contributing

to the praise of Agai. That is to say, inasmuch as the sole business of the

mantra lies in recalling to mind what has been previously enjoined (in

the'Inj unction (patnivalam grlinati,) it could not, in any case, serve the

purpose of indicating either the fact of Agni being the Distributor, or

of the Thirty and Three gods being the partakers, of the Drink, both of

these facts not having been previously enjoined.

Adhihirana XVI.—At the ' eating' there should be no

mention of the Anuvasathdr deity.

/ qggqrore Vasatak&rascha, the Vasatk&ra also. m^x\ Kartrivat, like the

agent.

37. " The Vasatkara also, like the Agent, (should

not be mentioned").—37.

COMMENTARY.

[There is an Anuvasaikara mentioned in the sentence ' Somasyagre

mhityannvasatkarotij and in connection with this there arises the ques-

tion as to whether this Anuvasatkara should, be mentioned or not, at the

time of the Eating.]

On this we have the following Purvapuksa.

' Inasmuch as there is no doubt as to the deific character of the

Anuoaqatkara being expressed by the said Injunction, as well as by the
'

words of the mantra, there must be a mention of this."

0 SIDDHANTA. *r -

To the above we make the following reply : Just as the Drinker

app^iring subsequently could not make a mention of the previous
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Drinker, who is not connected with the Primary sacrifice, so m the same

manner, there could be no mention of the Vasatkara in question.

Because this latter is not mentioned in the Primary sacrifice; and efen

when it does appear, it does not appear as doing anything for that

sacrifice. Consequently there should be no mention of this.

Adhiharana XVI

L

—The remnants of offerings other zf0n

the one to Indra should be eaten without mantras.

3^:srf?ftq: Ohhandahpratisedhat, it is a mere preclusion of the metre.

Tu, really. ^tRfto Sarvag&mitvflt, on account of pertaining to alL

38. " As the soma belongs equally to all the Deities

(there can be no relationship of the Archetype and Ectype^

among the various offering)
;
(and as for the declaration of

the change into the Anustnp metre) is a mere preclusion

of the use of the preceding metre/'—38,

COMMENTARY.

We now proceed to offer our reply to the opponent's arguments con-

tained in siltra (28).

There should not be any modifications in the mantras, in accordance 'i

with the Deity, the remnant of whose offering is to be eaten
; the reir^aats

*

of the offerings to other deities than Indra should be eaten without
mantras. Because the whole action of the Jyotistoma forms a single

context
; and as such an action could not "be its own archetype {Prahrti)

and ectype (vihriti).

That is to say, if each of the several repetitions of the* same action
1

of offering to the various Deities (which repetitions constitute the

Jyotistoma sacrifice) were a distinct action by itself, then each would have
- been related as the archetype and ectypes of another. As a matter of

fact, however, they are not so many distinct actions ; for neither the
soma nor any accessory details are laid down with reference to these

individual offerings; as the way in which one of these takes up thecoma
etc. is exactly the same in which they are taken up by the rest.

Thus then, the soma is equally connected, by injunction, with* all

the Deities
;
and thus, none of the offerings could be taken as a mere ectype*

of the other*
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It kqp been argued above (under stitra 28) that, inasmuch as we have
an injunction as to changing the metre of the original into the Anustup,
th& offering in connection with which this change is laid down is an
ectype of the former. But the injunction of the change could very well

be applicable, even when the Soma is equally applicable to all Deities, as
In that case it could be explained as a qualified injunction of a particular
Metm jxi the place of the Jagati metre which would have been used on
acco|tft of the offering falling in the Third Savana. Or it may be that,

inasmuch as the several Samasthas of the Jyoti§toma are mere ectypes,
*it is only natural that there should be modifications in connection with
these

;
but that does not serve the purpose of " showing " that the offerings

*Q the other Deities are mere ectypes of the offerings to Indra (as held by
~^<a 28).

Adhikarana XVIII —The " Eating " of the remnant

of the Indra-Agni offering is to be done ivithout

mantras.

Amdragne, in the case of the offering to Indra-Agni, g Tu, really,

f&p™ Lifigabh&v&t, on account of the presence of indicative force, Sy&t,

uld be,

39. " In the case of the offering to Indra-Agni the

mpolpas should be used as there is in the mantra a word
with the necessary indicative force."—39.

COMMENTARY.

The question dealt with here is whether or not the mantra Indra-
putasya etc., is to be used in the case of the remnant of offerings made to
Indra in conjunction with some other Deity, Agni, for instance.

The Pflrvapaksa embodied in sutra 39 is as follows :

—

In the case of the Indra-Agni offering, inasmuch as both Indra and
Agni would drink the soma offered, we could very well assert that half of

it had been drunk by Indra, and half by Agni. And as the character of
* being drunk hy Indra' does not exactly exist in the Remnant that is before

us (at*the time of Eating), we must take the word 6

Indrapitasya ' (in the

Mantra) as applying to it, through that portion of it which has been
pourfcd in libation, and there is no such limit to this as that is only when
*S6 much has be$n drunk of that it can be called by the name.
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Thus then, inasmuch as the distinguishing property expressed in the

word ' hidrtfpifasya* found to exist in the Indra-Agni offering, the remnant

of this latter also is to be eaten with the mantra (Indrapitasya, etc.)" >

**f^ Ekasmin, to all. *n Va, really
f

^rercm Devat&ntar&t, because of its be-

ing a distinct deity, fwi^ Bibh&gavat, just as in the case of quartering*

40. " The Mantra should apply to that of which there

is a single Deity (Indra) ; because (Indra-Agni is) a distinct

Deity {from Indra)
;
just as in the case of the quartering

(of the cake.)—40.

The Indra-Agni offering would certainly have been included in

the word ' Indrapita,' if the distinguishing feature, expressed by the w6rd,

had consisted in the functioning o£ the Deities towards actual drinking

of the soma. But as a matter of fact, our Deities do not drink ; as all

that they do, in the case of an offering being made to them, is that tlney

serve as the Recipients of the conveyance of the gift. And at the time

that the gift is conveyed to a joint Deity, there cannot be a mention of

any one of them singly : as like the nominal affix (in Agneyam) the com-

pound also (in Indra-Agni) would not be possible in case th% factors. com-

pounded depended upon something else. Consequently, just as in %e
case of the quartering of the Agneya Cake the quartering does not pertaiff *

to the cake dedicated to Indra-Agni jointly, so in the case in question also,

inasmuch as the word ' Indrapitasya ' denotes the fact of Inimalona being
the Deity, it could not apply to the offering that is made to both (Indra

and Agni) conjointly, and as such the Mantra in question cannot be

jrapplied to this latter offering.

Adhikarana XIX.—The Mantras "beginning ivith the

word i Gayatra-chandasah
7

are to be used in con-

nection with the offering in which several

metres are used.

41. " The Metre is like the Deity."—4L
COMMENTARY.

The present Adkiharana deals with an exception to the conclusion <

arrived at in' the foregoing A dhikarara*
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We find in the Bhaksdnuvak, certain mantras beginning with the

word ' Gaytracchandasah,' and there arises the question as to whether these

mantras are applicable to that soma-offering alone wherein the Gayatri is

the only metre used, or also to those in which many metres are used.

On this we have the following Purvapaksa. As shown in the

foregoing Adhikaraqa. inasmuch as the compound " Gayatracchandasah
"

would be impossible if the Gayatri metre depended upon any other metre,

the word ' Gayatraeehandasah ' could not apply to offering wherein, the

Gayatri metre used would depend upon other metres ; and hence the

mantras in question should be employed in connection with that soma-

offering wherein the Gayatri is the only metre used.

^Sj Sarvesu, to all offerings. Va, certainly, wmm Abhav&t, on account of

the absence, : Ekachhandasah, a single metre.

42. They should apply to all offerings as there is no

offering ia connection with which a single metre is em-

ployed:'—42.
COMMENTARY.

We have shown in connection with the quartering also, that if there

were, in the context, no such cake as belonged to agni alone, then we could

have accepted those belonging to it in conjunction with other deities

also (as the objects of quartering) ;— so also in the foregoing Adhikara$a
9

it was simply because there was an offering made to Indra alone, that

we denied the applicability of the epithet 'Indrapita to that which was made

to Indra conjointly with Agni. But it is a well-known fact there is no

offering in which the Gayatri is the only metre used, and as in the sacri-

fices mentioned in all the three vedas, other metres are sure to come in* ^

Consequently, the name c

gayatraeehandasah' must be taken as applying to

those in which there are many metres used; just as the name 'Rathanta-

sima is applied to offerings wherein there are many other sdmas also.

The last s&tra of the p&da does not embody a distinct Adhikararia.

It summarises the final Siddhdnta conclusion derived from the discussions

contained in the above sutras 27 to 42.

* $M Sarvesam, of all. Va, certainly, wpto* Ekamantryam, connected with

one mantra, Aiti^ayanasya, according to Aiti^ayana. qRhMHcciM

Bhaktip&natvat, on account of the contingency that drinking will have to be taken
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in its secondary sense, wnfw^t davan&dhikaro, pertaining to the Savana. f% Hi,

because.

43. " One and the same mantra belongs to (the eating

of) all (the offering) as held by Aitisayana ; because the

word ' Indrapita
}

indicates the savana ; as otherwise, the

drinking, (as pertaining to the Bemnant) will have to be

taken in its secondary figurative sense.
5'— 43.

COMMENTARY.

The word ' Indrapitdsya' is to be taken, not as qualifying ' samasya*

but as qualifying the Pr&tahsavana' (Morning libation), and as such apply-

ing to every one of the offerings connected with that savana. Nor is the wprd

' Pr&tah&avana? co-extensive with Soma ; as it is the name of a certain part

of the sacrifice Qyoti^oma). If then the word meant the * soma connected

with the Pratahsavana,' then we should have had the word ' Pratahsavanir

yasya (and not Pratahsavanasya.) Thus then the word * Pratahsavanasya*

being taken as co-extensive with 'Indrapitasya,' the genitive *in these two

words is due to their differentiation from all connection with Soma
;

and that in 'somasyci being non-coextensive, is based upon the non- differen-

tiation (from the soma).

. Thus then, on account of the indication of another word (savanasya)

and on account of the fact of all the offerings having the same connections

and occuring in the same context, the mantra should be used in connec-

tion with everyone of them.

We conclude thus for the simple reason that, otherwise, the soma-

.remnant (if connected with Indrapita) would have to be taken in its

secondary figurative meaning. That is to say, the whole quantity of soma

conveyed, by means of words, as gift to Indra, would be the direct or prin-

cipal and Indrapita
; and the portion of it left behind in the vessels after

the offering has been actually poured into the fire, would be spoken of as

Indrapita only figuratively. And certainly this would be highly objec-

tionable,

Consequently, inasmuch as all the soma offering are connected with

the 1'ndrapitasaoana, it is established that the 'eating of the remnant of

every ony of them should be done with the mantra * Indmpitasya etc.*

Thus ends the second Pada of Adhyaya III.
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THIRD ADHYAYA.

Thied Pada.

Adhikarana I. —The loudness etc. pertain to the entire veda.

Srufceb, on account of direct declaration. Wctt^k: Ajatadhikdrah,

pertaining to the community, wfl Syat, should be.

1. " On accouat of the direct declaration the proper-

ties should pertain to the community/'—1.

COMMENTARY.

Having dealt with the applicability of mantras based on their indi-

cative power, we now proceed to take that based upon syntactical con-

nection.

The sentences taken up for consideration are 'xtchchairichh kriyate

'theRik is recited loudly) etc, and also Tadyadi fltta ulvanarnkriyati

Gflrhapatyam paretya bluih sodheti juhinydt {it we should make a mistake

in the Rk. he should offer a libation into the gMiapatya fire with the

mantra bhuh sodhd) and so forth.

The question now is this : In the former sentence which lays clown

the qualifications of loudness etc. with reference to the Rk. etc. as also in

the latter sentence which lays down the Soma into the three Fires with

the three vydhrtis,— should we, on the strength of the fact of its being

directly mentioned as independent of anything else, take the word
* Rk,

5

in the sense of verse as explained in Sutra II-I 35 ? Or should we
take it as denoting the whole of the Rgveda consisting of the entire set of

mantras and Brahmanas ?

On this question, then, we have the following Purvapaksa.

In accordance with the arguments advanced under the Pdrvapafya

ol Stitra l-iv-29 ; it must be admitted, on the strength of the direct

Declaration of the object of Injunction, that the properties pertain to the

communities of the Rfc. etc. {i.e,
}
to the verse etp. ar*d not to the Rgveda
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m Vedova, it should pertain to the Veda, ura^wn PrftyadarianSt, because

of the fact of the words occurring in a context pervaded by the idea of the Veda.

2. " It should pertain to the whole Veda, because of

• the fact of the words occurring in a context pervaded by

the idea of the Veda."—2.

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact we find the sentences under csnsideration in a

Qontext tha.yDegins with the speaking of the entire Veda so that there is

no reason why the word should be taken in its restricted sense ; and

it is, only natural the words Rk. etc. should be taken as indicating the

entire Veda.

fofm \ \ \

"'

3, Because of indicative words.—3.

^ COMMENTARY.

. There are many other texts also which show that tha words
6 Eh' etc. stand for the entire Vedas. For instance, in the sentence

'tfglhih pratardivi deva iyate, yajurvedena tisthati' madhy^km^
9

sdmav&dendstamay& mdtriyate Vedairaetiriyaistribhireti Stiryal};—we find

the three last feet, all speak of the Vedas, and hence we are

led to take the word ' Eh ' (in T}gbhih) as indicating the ftgveda
;

specially as the last feet speaks of
c

Vedam' in the plural (which could

not be if only two Vedas, the Sama and the Yajus, were meant), which

distinctly shows that the word ' Eh ' indicates the whole of the ftgveda-

Mantras as well as Brdhmayas.

q^M^itw Dharmopade^achcha, on account of injunction of qualification*

^ Nahi, not. ^Dravyena, with the substance, *w Sanibandhah, connection.

4. ^On of account injunction of qualification it could have

no connection with, the substance."— 4.

COMMENTARY.

If the injunctions were taken as laying down the qualifications of

the Eh verse, etc., then, inasmuch as the sentence ' Rwhyadhyfidham

Sdma geyati points to the fact of the Soma never being separate from

the the qualification of the former would be included in that of

tViA Ifl.tfftr ! and aa Riioh the further iniunntinu ^TJnhnJyn/lh Rri<mn urrmlr! "k^
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Because it is .not possible for 0110 to sing the Sdma based upon a

Rk in any other way, while lie is reciting the Rk itself loudly.

If, however, we take the qualifications as laid down for the Vedas,

both injunctions become quite justified, inasmuch, as what is enjoined

by the Sdmaveda is wholly different from that which is enjoined by the

Rgveda,

For some reason, not given, the Vartika puts this Sutra at the

end of the Adhikarana after Sutra 8.

wft fepmt Traytvidy&khy&t, the title 'Try! Vidya.' * Cha, also*^ Tadvidi,

to one who knows them.

5. " The title Trayividya is applied to one who knows

the three Vedas."—5.

COMMENTARY

The Rk, Sdma and Yajus are known as ' Trayi
9

; and the word

'Trayividya? is capable of being explained only as
f

Trayi Vidyd asya
9

This word is found to be applied, in usage, to one who has read the

three Vedas, and not to one who has only read the Rk verse, the Sama-

song and the Yaju$ ; because the name is never applied to the 'Sdma-

vedis, even though in knowing the 8ama Veda he knows the three—viz :

Rk verses, Samas, as well as certain Yajus. Consequently it follows that

in the word 'Trayividya' the word 'trayi' is used in the sense of the Three

Vedas ; and hence it must be admitted that the words ' Rk 9

'Sdma/ and

'Yaju^ winch are spoken of in lexicons as co-extensive with the word

*trayi\ denote the Vedas themselves, and thus too we find that the word%^
6 Rk 9

etc., are applied to the Vedas,

y ?xfim% Vyatirkame, in case of transference, wwfn Yathasruti, in accor-

dance with the direct signification. xRt ^ Iti chet, if this be urgued.

6.
a In a case where there is transference, the in-

junction will have to be taken in its direct signification/'"

-6.
COMMENTARY*

This is a reference to a previous objection (the sense whereof is

this) : In a case where a #k verse will be found in the Yajurveda, it

will have to be sung slowly, as occurring in the Yajurveda, according to

the Siddhdnta, this however is not the case; while according to us,
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being a %k verse, in whichsoever Veda it might appear it will have

been quite reasonably sung loudly, in keeping with the direct significa-

tion of the Injunction.

* Na, not. rtft^ Sarvaemin, to the whole, f*$*nj Nivet&t, on account
<#»

of belonging.

7. " Reply : No ; because the qualification belongs

to the whole."—7.

COMMENTARY.

The mere fact of being found in the text of a Veda does not make

a sentence liable to be called by the name of that Veda. The fact is

that, that which is enjoined by one Veda, is always done in accordance

with that Veda
;
consequently a mantra would be called by the name

pf that Veda in which it may be enjoined. If it should be found to have

been enjoined in both Vedas (the Yaju§ and 5ft), then inasmuch as

the law laid down in Sutra lll-iii-10 would not apply to the case, we could

not but take the two (qualifications of loudness and slowness) as optional

alternatives for that Mantra.

^&T*im Vedasamyogat, on account of being connected with Veda, f Na, not.

Prakararjena, by the context. VMhyeta, could he set aside.

8. " Because of being connected (syntactically) with

*vedo? the indication (by the words £ Rk ' etc., of the Rigveda

etc.) could not be set aside by the context."—8.

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, Syntactical connection being more authoritative

than context, there would be nothing objectionable in the indications

of the context being rejected in favour of Syntactical connection.

Some people read Vadheta' instead of 'vadhyeta.'

Adhikarana II.—In the Adhana the singing is to be done

gently.

3^^rf^ Gunamukhyavyatikrame, when there is conflict between the

properties of the primary and its subsidiary, Tadarthatv&t, because it is

, for its purpose, Mukhyena, by the primary. Vedasanyogab, the Vedic

character-
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9.
u Whenever there is a conflict "between the properties

of the primary and its accessory, the Vedic characteristic

of its accessory is to be determined by the primary because

the accessory is always subservient to its primary."— 9.

COMMENTARY.

We now proceed to consider a case where the primary laid down in

one Veda (the Adhana in the Yajurveda) has an accessory laid down in

another veda (i. e.—the singing of the Samas, Vdravantiya, etc., laid down

in the Sdmaveda.) In such cases the question arises as to whether the

Accessory (singing) is to be done in a way in keeping with the Veda in

which its primary happens to be laid down (i. e,, quietly on account of the

Adhdna being laid down in the Yajurveda), or it is to be done in a way

in keeping with the Veda in which it is itself laid down (i, e,, loudly on

account of Sama-singing being laid down in the Sdmaveda.)

On this we have the following Ptirvapaksa "Inasmuch as the

qualifications based upon names pertain to each unit, the way in which

a certain thing is to be done is that in keeping with the character of the

veda in which it happens to be mentioned.

The SiddhSnta embodied in the Sutra is as follows :—

.

The two qualifications being wholly incompatible with each other

and hence it being necessary to set aside one of them, it is always that

pertaining to the Accessory by itself that is to be set aside
; as it is

only thus that the primary would be performed as it should be, without

its being deprived of its own accompaniments ; and certainly the pro-

per fulfilment of the Primary is a business of the Accessory also ; as

this latter also operates solely for the sake of the former. Consequent-

ly, if in consideration, of its own qualification, it were to deprive

the Primary of its natural accompaniment, then there would be a disrup-

tion of that action (the Primary) for the sake of which it was meant to

operate. Though in such a case the proper fulfilment of the Primary

with all its accompaniments would mean the deprival of the Accessory

of its own natural accompaniment—yet, as the fact of the accessory

being equipped with all its accompaniments is not so very necessary

(as that of the Primary) there would be nothing incongruous in the said

deprival.

.

Consequently, inasmuch as Adhfina belongs to the Yajurveda, the

Sdmas that are accessory to it should be sung quietly.

8
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The V&rtika is not satisfied with the above representation of the

Adhikararia. It offers three additional expositions as follows :

—

Adhikararia (B)

Questions to he dealt with:—In a case where a thing having its origin

in one Veda, has its application or use laid down in another* Veda,

should that thing he equipped with the properties peculiar to the former

veda, or with those of the latter ?

Ptirvapatya :—Inasmuch as the origination of a thing always

precedes its application, the properties employed should be those of the

veda in which it has its origin."

Siddhdnta :—The properties should be those of that Veda which

lays down its application—(1) because the origination of a thing is only

for the sake of the uses to which it may be applied
; (2) because it is

only when the thing in question—the Sdma singing is applied to use

that it stands in need of some tone to be applied to it ; and hence the

tones enjoined (in the Injunction 'uchckaihacha etc.') are those that are

perceived at the time of usage, and not at the time of the origination
;

as there is no injunction of its being brought into action at that time*

Adhikararia (G)

Question :—In a case where the origination and the Application of

a certain thing are non-concomitant, i.e
, the origination is in one Veda and

the application in another,—with the propeities of which Veda should

the Sama be equipped.

Purvapahsa :—It must be equipped with the properties of the

originative Veda ; or with those of one or the other, optionally/'

Siddhdnta It should be equipped with those of the Applicatory
%- Veda ; as application is the more important factor.

Adhikaraya (D)

Question :—In a case where the Primary is in one Veda, and the
Accessory in another, after the name of which Veda should the Accessory
be called ?

The Siddhdnta conclusion would be that it should be called after
the veda in which the Primary happens to be mentioned.

In this case (D) however it would be necessary to reject the conclu-
sion arrived at in the SUtra III-vii-51 and to accept the performer to be
the same, in the original sacrifice, as in its modifications,-the one that
«r.Wtione4 in connection with the Primary If then, on the strength
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of the Injunction, that Performer should be accepted who is mentioned

in the same Veda with the Accessory—then the tone to be employed would

also be the same that belongs to the Accessory ; and it would not be

proper to employ the tone of the Primary.

For this reason, it is best to take the Adhikarana as based upon the

consideration of the comparative authoritativeness of the originative and

the applicatory injunction. As it is only thus that the citing of the

example of Adhana appears justifiable. Specially as if the Adhikararia

be explained as pertaining to the incompatibility of the Primary and the

secondary, or to the contradiction between the Primary and the subsidiary

—then, it would be necessary to explain how this would be a mere repeti-

tion of what is said under Sutra XIL ii-25.

Adhikarana III.—The Jyotistoma belongs to the

Yajurveda.

*to^t Bhuyastwena, in accordance with that in which most of its details

are laid down, wwfif Ubhayasruti, that which is spoken of in two Vedas.

10. " The Action mentioned in two Vedas is to be

taken as belonging to that in which most of its constituent

delails are found."—10.

COMMENTARY.

We now proceed to consider the question after which Veda a certain

Primary Action is to be called, when it is found to be mentioned in

more than one Veda. (As for instance, we find the Jyotistoma mentioned

in the Yajurveda, as well as in the Sdmaveda, and the question is whether

, we should call it a
4

Yajurvedic' or a 'Sdmavedie' sacrifice.)

The Purvapaksa is put forth in the following manner 'Just as in

the various texts of the same Veda, so in different Vedas also, we have

the action laid down originatively ; and hence the matter of the property

attesting to it would be a matter of mere option ; or it may be that,

inasmuch as both Vedas would be found to lay down the form as well as

the accessories of the action, sometimes one and sometimes the other Veda

might be taken as originative of it.

The Siddhdnta conclusion is that it is to be called after that Veda
in which we find it laid down originatively, and not as a mere subsidiary.
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The question however remains which of the two Vedas is to be

taken as laying down the particular action Jyotistoma, for instance

originatively. The reply to this is that, that Veda which, is found to

mention the largest number of the necessary details of the sacrifice

should for that very reason be accepted to be the original enjoiner of

that action and in the case of the Jyoti^tonia it is found that it is the

'Yajurveda in which the largest number of its details are found

mentioned.

The Vftrtika is not satisfied with the above exposition of the Aclhi-

karana. Here is what it says :—

But this explanation of the word ' IMyasiva ' (in the sUtra) is not

quite correct. Because when a certain thing has been recognized from

its nature, to be indicative of something else, a little or more of it does

not make any difference in its cognition. For instance, when smoke is

recognized to be indicative of the Fire, whether it be much or little, it

must indicate the fire. In the same manner, in the case in question, it is

the presence of the details of procedure that has been recognized as

indicative of the origin of. the injunction of the sacrifice ; and even in a

case
:

where very little of these details is mentioned, even this little would

be inexplicable unless it indicated the performability of the sacrifice ; and

hence even this little of it would certainly indicate its performability (and

as^such the presence of its originative injunction). Then again, in the case

in question, it is not the largeness of subsidiaries that is meant to be the

details of procedure
; but what people call the subsidiary, that itself is

what is meant by the Details of Procedure. Then it might be held that
f< where we find only a little of the details of procedure mentioned, we
must take it as laid down with reference to the Primary sacrifice enjoin-

ed in another Veda." But the same may be said of a case where a large

number of these details are mentioned (i.e., these may be taken as laid

down with reference to the sacrifice enjoined in another Veda).

Consequently we must expound the SiddJianta as follows ; In the

case of the Jyotistoma, we find the form of the sacrifice consisting of the

Substance, the Deity and the Action
; and it is in the Yajarveda that all

these three are laid down; while what the other Veda .the Samaveda)
does is to merely mention the Action by name with a view to laying

down certain Hymns, etc. in connection with it ; and hence inasmuch
this latter stands in need of the mention of the Substance and the Deity,

it cannot be taken as independently by itself, laying down the Action in

question. This we have explained under the Sakhdntarddhikaraqa
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(II—iv—8 et seq.) And even though the complete form of the Sacrifice

is given in the Yajurveda, yet it is quite possible to establish the relation-

ship of this gacrifice to the Hymns, etc. mentioned in the other Veda

;

as even though these latter serve only transcendental (imperceptible) ends,

yet they are taken as connected with the sacrifice, on the strength of the

directions laid down in connection with them.

Thus then, the meaning of the wtra comes to be this : That action

which is mentioned in two Vedas, should have its name ascertained by^

the mention of a larger number—-i.e. the whole—of its constituent details,

which may be capable of supplying all its requirements. The siltra speaks

of only
4

' two Vedas" because the Rh and the Sdma Vedas have the same

character of Loudness, and as there being no difference consequent upon

this, a mention of these would be useless. (Hence all the difference that

is possible is as between the Yajurveda and the S&maveda, and the

Yajurveda and the Rgveda),

Adhikarana IV.—The context is a means of pointing

oat the use of mantras.

wtiwm Asamyuktam, that which is not co-related, mmn Prakarag&t, by the

context, ^fl^mr^'cgrq Itikartavyatarthitv&t, because it stands in need of the

details of procedure.

11. " (Mantra) that which is not already co-related be-

comes co-related by the context, because it stands in need

of the details of procedure."—11.

COMMENTARY.

Of the six means of ascertaining the relation of mantras the Bh&§ya

has already cited instances of Direct declaration, indicative power and

syntactical connection. It now proceeds to show how the use of a Mantra

can be ascertained by means of contest.

The Pftrvapak§a view is that nothing can be ascertained by means

of the context as to the use of Mantras.

The siddhanta embodied in the sfitrais as follows:—

To the above, we make the following reply : So long as the continuity

of the details of procedure relating to the Primary Action has not been

broken, whatever action, without any particular result, happens to be

mentioned in the text, is taken to be an accessory of that Primary,—and

this only by means of Context (prakaraya).
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For instance, the Injunction * Dar&apftnjamdf.dhhyrfm svargakdmo

yajeta ' hating given the idea that * one should obtain Heaven by means

of tlie Darsa-Pilniamdsa sacrifices,' there arises a question b§^ two 'how'

this is to be done ; and while this ' how ' is being expounded in the Veda,

we find mentioned certain Actions (the Praydjas) apparently useless

(having no use stated in the context), in such sentences as ' Samidho yajati,

6 Tanuna'patam yajati,' etc., etc. Now then, we are led to believe that

some help must arrive for the Darsa or Purqamdsa, (in the shape of certain
*

details of its procedure), and also that these latter Praydjas must have

some end or purpose to serve. And then, we find that for the Darsa-

P&rriamdsa, there is no aid,— mentioned either in the same word, in the

same sentence, in the same context or in any other context,—which we

could perceive by any of the five means of cognition (Sense-perception and

the rest), or by any words coguizable by these means of cognition. Simi-

larly too with the Prayajas (we do not perceive their end or purpo*f)»

And yet it is necessary that both of these must exist (as otherwise the

Darsa-Piirwmasa could not be performed, and the mention of the Prayajas

in the Veda would be wholly useless). And we could conclude that

these do not exist at all, only if we failed to obtain them by all tb#

resources at our command. As a matter of fact, however, we have, at our

command, a means, in the shape of Context, of obtaining an idea of those

much-needed factors. Nor is extreme proximity the only ground of

relationship between two things ; and as a matter of fact, the Vedic

potency continues to move on to the more remote factor, when it does not

find a fit object among the more proximate ones. And in the case in

question, it is this fact that will be the ground for admitting the mutual

help (accorded between the Darsa-PHryjavidsa and the Prayajas), The
fact that, on not obtaining a fit object among those in close proximity, a

remote one is admitted, is established by the mutual requirements (of

the Primary Sacrifice and the Prayajas).—the infallible conclusion being

that the aid that the l)arsa-Ptirmmasa stand in need of is supplied by the

Prayajas, and, the use or purpose to be served, which the Prayjas are in

want of, lies in the help that they accord to the Darsa-Pitrttamasa* And
as a matter of fact, neither of these has got anything more proximate to

itself, supplying the said needs. Though we could assume this help to be
accorded by some other Action,—yet, inasmuch as this other Action will

have had its relationships all supplied through other Primary sacrifices,

it would not stand in need of being connected with the Darsa«P4rwmdsa.
For the same reason, the Praydjas cannot be taken as leading to itaven
(the common result assumed in connection with the Viivajik etc.)* Nor
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again could they be taken as bringing about, independently by themselves,

the Result that is declared as following from the Darsa-Ptirwmdsa
;

because this^ne-sided supplying of requirement (by the Darsa-Ptin.iamasa

to the Prayajas, could be admitted, only if there were no relationship

between them based upon mutual requirement ; and not while such a

relationship is possible. Consequently, it must, be admitted that these

two supply each other's needs, just in the same way as the person whose

cart-horse has died is helped by one whose cart has been burnt, and vice

versa.

Adhikarana V.—The use of mantras ascertained by the

order of sequence, -

sEfnar ^mmT^T^r \\\\
%

Kramascka, order of sequence also. ^WTT*ira Desas&manyat, on the

ground of the sameness of portion.

12. The order of sequence also (serves to point

*out the application of) on the ground of the sameness of

position.— 12.

The Pitrvapaksa, with regard to this sutra and the next—dealing

vtffth the agency of Order of sequence and Name —is much in the same

strain as that with regard to that of Context, in the foregoing sutra.

SIDDHANTA.

The Order of sequence, consisting of the commonality of position, is

of two kinds, as based upon the text and upon actual performance
; and it

is a means of pointing out the application of Accessories.

Even when the two are not performed at the same place, if it be found

that the mantra appears in the same place in the mantva-seetion of the

Veda, as the Injunction of the primary sacrifice does in the Brahmana-

Section,—then, when we proceed to seek for the relatives of both, the one

brings the other to the mind, by reason of their sameness of position,—in

accordance with the Law of Sequence. That is to say, when we proceed

to look for the mantm to be employed in connection with the Primary, that

is the first to be enjoined (in the B?\t/zmatfa-section), we begin from the

very beginning of the mantra section ; and as soon as the first mantra

comes to our mind, if we do not find any reasons for passing it over, we

accepf that as the mant7*a sought after. In the same manner, when we

proceed to l&ok for an Action, to which the mantra occurring in the
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beginning of the mantra-section would He an auxiliary, we begin from the

very first Action enjoned in the Brdlimava-secUon ; and not finding any

reasons for passing over that Action, we accept that as the out in connec-

tion with which the mantra should be employed And in the same

manner, the second would be connected with the second and so forth.

In the case of such mantras as the Agneyanu mantra, their applica-

tion is found to be pointed out by the indications of such words o$ AgneyS
and the like. Consequently, the Bhthya has cited, in thepiesent connec-

tion, the mantra ' Dabdhirn&mdsU efie.,' whose connection is not pointed

out by the indicative power of its words and which is found mentioned

in the same order of sequence as the Upchnsuydja.

Adhikarana VI.—The use of mantras pointed out by name.

snwV Akhy&ckaivam, the name also, tr^to TVdarthatw&t because it is

for that purpose.

13. The Name also does so : because it is for that**

purpose.—13.

The Name, that is applied to Actions in its liteml sense, is a rtire

pointer £f their relationship : and that relationship is shown to be one tml|
the Auxiliary bears to be Primary,

As the names ' Adhvaryava ' and the like are used in the Veda alone,

we do not show here the objections that were brought forward, on a pre-
vious occasion, in regard to the names occurring in ordinary parlance.

Asa matter of fact we find that the Adhvaryu (Priest) stands in

need of a function for himself—something to be clone by him ; and if no
particular function present itself, then he would take up anything. Simi-
larly the action, called ' Idhvaryava,' stands in need of an auxiliary in
the shape of a Person that might perform it. And at the very outset
the idea afforded by the two words {'Adhvaryava ' and Adhvaryu '

is that
the action that is done by the Adhvaryu is called ' Adhvaryava; and that
he who is the performer of the Adhvaryava action is one who is called
< Adhvaryu ' the signification of the basic noun ' Adhvaryu '

(in the
word < Adhvaryava') indicating that of the derivative (Adhvaryava)
or vice versa.

^
Though the derivative is a distinct word,-and hence, the

two words (' Adhvaryu ' and 'Adhvaryava ') are independent of each Ifeer
and-hate independent eternal relation with their respective edifications'
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—yet inasmuch as it is only the eternal functioning of a word that

depends upon an eternal relationship, we have given the above explana-

tion with regard to all such names as are applied to things in their literal

sense ; and we have already shown before (under the Avestyaihikararia)

that the functioning of the word ' Rdjya ' has had no beginning in time.

As for the causal relationship between the word and its meaning, there

is nothing incongruous in it, even if they be eternal.

Adhiharana VII.—•Among direct declaration and the other

means of ascertaining the use of mantras that which

percedes is more authoritative than that which follows.

wi S^ruti khy&nam etc., of direct declaration etc.
NO

wm§ Samaviye, on coalition. ^rih^P4radaurvalym, that which follows is weaker.

wBMwftq Arthaviprakarsftt, because it is more remote from the purpose in

view.

14. When there is a coalition of Direct Declara-

tion, Indicative Power, Syntactical Connection, Context,

||Ssition
?
and Name that which follows is always weaker

than the one preceding it ; because it is more remote from

the purpose in view.— 14.

if \#l We now proceed to consider the comparative strength and weakness

ofthe six agencies of Direct Assertion and the rest, in the matter of the

employment of mantms, etc. And as no comparison could be made when

each of them treated of different subjects, we take them up as referring to

one and the same subject ; and that is why the stitra speaks of their

* samav&ya,' ' coalition/ by which is meant the fact of their bearing upon

a single subject.

There are many cases in which one way of using the mantra is

pointed out by direct declaration while an entirely different one is

indicated by one or the other of the other fives. And the question

arises as to how the mantra should be used under the circumstances.

That is to say, which of the six should be regarded as more authoritative

than the other,
k

*S^The P&rvapaksa view is that all the six must be accepted as

equally authoritative.
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The Siddhanta embodied in the sutra is that among the six that

which follows is weaker in its authority than that which precedes it

and the reason for this lies in the principle that the ultimate authority

in all matters relating to Dharma lies with the direct declarations of

the "Veda; and the other 6 ve derive their authority more or less directly

from that direct declaration. For instance, indicative power cannot

point out the use of a mantra until there is a prior assumption of a

direct Vedic declaration authorising that use, so that there is a certain

degree of remoteness from its purpose in the case of the indicative

power which is not present in the case of direct assertion.

The following are a few examples of the conflict the fact of ail the

primary sacrifices of the Jyotitfoma etc. belonging to the Adhvaryu

alone ; these sacrifices being syntactically connected with the ' Desire for

Heaven/ they come to belong to all persons desiring any result.

Objection :
" This that you have explained would be an instance of

the superiority of Direct Assertion (and not of Syntactical Connec-

tion)."

Reply: The indication in question is not due to any particular „

word (of the mantra), as the Injunctive affix does not denote the agent

:

v

it is got at by means of a co-ordination based upon the indications

due to the proximity of two words (which constitutes Syntactical Connec-

tion) ; and hence it is a case of the supersession of Name by Syntactical

Connection.

As an instance of Conflict between Context and Name, we have

the case of the Praydjas, that are mentioned in the Brdhmam named the

' Pauroddsika, ' which (though, by the name, belonging to the Purodasa

sacrifice) are applied to the Sann&yya Upamsu-sacrifice, as shown by the

Context.

We have explained the examples of conflict involved in the appli-

cation of a single Accessory to several Primaries. And it now becomes

necessary to explain the instances of those involved in the application

of several Accessories to a single Primary.

(1) As an instance of conflict between Direct Assertion and

Indicative Power, we have the case of the Aindri Verse : the sentence

'aindryd gdrhapatyamupati^thate
9

being found (by reason of the Atmane-

. pada-ending in ' Upatiqthate') to be injunctive of a certain action the

instrumentality whereof belongs to a mantra (Vide Pdqini Stitra

J—in—25),—and the Indicative Power (of the word 1

g&rhapatyam
y

)

pointing to the applicability of any mantra pertaining to Agni, the
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Direct Declaration (by the Instrumental in 'aindryd') lays down the

application of the Aindri Verse ; and when the place has been once

filled by that verse, there is no room for any other verse.

(2) As an instance of conflict between Direct Assertion and

Syntactical Connection, we have the case, of the Ydjndyajniya Pmgdtha,

in which Syntactical Connection points to the use of the word fi

gird,
'

while what is actually used is the word
c

ird,
9

as shown by the Direct

Assertion (' airankrtvd udgdyet In the same manner, for the Visve-

Devas, the substance mentioned by Direct Assertion is the Amiksa,

while Syntactical Connection shows it to be the Vdjina ; and this latter,

being possessed of an authority inferior to that of Direct Assertion, being

rejected, the Vajina is not admitted as a substance for the Visve devas.

(3) As an example of conflict between Direct Assertion and

/Context, we have the case of the Da7'ka-Pitrnamdsa performed with a

desire to obtain fame,—in regard to which the Context pointing to the

use of fifteen S&midhftni-recitations, the Direct Assertion (contained in

the sentence * Prati^thdkdmasyaihaviynsatiranhllydt ') shows the number

of the recitations to be twenty-one ; and hence there is a rejection of the

number * fifteen' which pertains to that performance of the Darsa-

Purnatndsa, which is done without desire for any particular result.

(4) Of the contradiction of Direct Assertion and Order, we have

the case of the sacrifice performed with the desire for cattle, for which,

Order points to the chamasa as the Vessel (for the fetching of water)

;

while Direct Assertion (in the sentence * godohena pasukdmasya '
) declares

that vessel to be the milking vessel; and here the indications of the

former are set aside.

(5) Similarly as an example of the contradiction of Direct Assertion

and Name, we have the case of the Vdjapeya, which, from its Name
appears as to be performed by the Adhvaryu, while the Direct Assertion

('Vajapeyena svdrajyak&mali etc.
')
points to it as to be performed by one

who desires the ' Kingdom of Heaven and hence there is a rejection of

the Adhvaryu as the performer of that sacrifice. Another example of the

same we have in
* yajamdnasya yajyd.' In connection with the Pitrydjas,

the name
4 Hautra ' points to the fact of the ydjyd belonging to the Ilotr

priest ; while the fact of its being performed by the Yajam&na is shown

by the Direct Declaration of the genitive (in ' yajamdnasya ') which denotes

the relationship of the agent.

As an example of conflict between Indicative Power ancf Syntactical

Connection, we have the mantra
6

Syonante etc., ' wherein by Syntactical

Connection the whole mantra—from the very beginning—is shown to
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pertain to the action of seating or depositing (tiie Puroddsa); while

Indicative Power points only to the part ' tasmin sida ' as the mantra

pertaining to that action. In the same manner, while Syntactical

Connection connects the portion ' tasmin sida ' with the action of

Abhighdraya (Pouring of ghee over the grass-bedding), while Indicative

Power points to ' Syonante,.,.\.kalpayami ' only as belonging to that action
;

and the former is accordingly set aside.

As an instance of conflict between Indicative Power by (1) Context,

(2) Order, and (3) Name, we have, (1) the case of the Xirvdpa, etc., for

which the mantra ' Devasyd tva, etc.
y

is pointed out by Indicative Power,

which sets aside the applicability of any other mantra indicated by the

Context ; (2) the Aindr&gna is performed with a view to a certain desir-

able result, wherein the couple of Y&jy&nuvdkyds proceeding from the

S&midheni, indicated by the Order, is set aside by Indicative Power ; and

(3) in the Somaraudriya, wherein the application of the Mamt-Verses

pointed out by Name as the Ydjydnuvdkyas is set aside by those Yajyunu-

vdhyas that contain words indicative of Soma and Eudra

As an example of conflict between Syntactical Connection and
Context, we have the sentence ' Ptirvedyuram&vasy&ydm vedifiJearotV

The Context shows that we should have recourse to that process of making
the Vedi (altar) which is laid down as following after the adhwdsana of

the sacrificial material
; while the Syntactical Connection with ' amd-vdsyd

'

shows that it should be done on the ' previous day.' This is not a case
of Direct Assertion

;
as the Locative Ending (in ' amdvdsyayam *) does

not denote the relationship of the Primary and the Accessory; though it

. denotes location, yet the character of location could not possibly belono-

to the action
;
consequently the connection shown must be admitted to

have been pointed out by the proximity of the words to one another
(which constitutes Syntactical Connection), and which operates more
quickly than the Context.

Of conflict between Syntactical Connection and Order we have
an example in those Pratipathalpas of the Jyotitfoma that are performed
with a view to certain results, or on account of a certain occasion having
presented itself; we have the Direct Assertion specifying only one foot
of each Mantra, as the one to be employed ; and then the second and
subsequent feet that are to be used are shown, by Order or Position
to be those of the verses appearing in the same order in connection with
those Kalpas whose performance is absolutely binding; for instance, in
connection with the Declaration '

Vfkaha
,
pavasva dharayeti rdjanydya

prutipadan kurytit, ' the second and third feet to be employed are shown
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by Order, to be ' pavam&ndyenddve ahhidevam iyakqate' but we have

Syntactical Connection indicating,—maruttvate chamatsarali visvd dadhdnd

ojasd '—as the feet to be added (and it is this latter that is accepted as

the correct form).

Of conflict between Syntactical Connection and name we have the

following example: In the chapter called * Hautm 5

we have a mention

o£ the addressing of the Directions, in the sentence—Tasw/m 'maitra-

varuwh pre$yati Ghanuehaha' ; and when we look out for the person

who is to do this Addressing, the aforesaid Name points to the Rolf

priest as the person ; while the Syntactical Connection of the sentence

quoted points to Maitrdvaruna- Then as a matter of fact when the

required agent has been pointed out by some one means, there is no need

of the mention of any other
;
consequently Maitrdvaruna having been

pointed out by the more-quickly-operating Syntactical Connection, the

indication of the Name is set aside, long before it has had time to reach

the assumption of a corroborative Context.

As an example of conflict between Context and Order, we have

the use of the word ' gird* and'ird' in regard to the Hymn. In the

Agnitfoma Sama, the word to be used is indicated by Order to be ' gira
9

;

while Context points it out to be ' ird '
; and certainly this latter is

stronger in its authority. On the former occasion we had cited the

case of the words with regard to the S&ma (while the present is with

reference to the Stobra), consequently the two cannot be said to be

mixed up.

As an example of conflict between Context and Name, we have the

case of the sentence
' tasman maitraoarutiali pre$yati chanuch&heti ' as with

reference to the JyotUtoma. The addressing spoken of in this devolves

upon the Eotr priest, as indicated by the Name (

4 Hautra, ' of the section

in which the sentence occurs) ;
while the Context distinctly points to

M&itrdvarana as one who does it. This same example had been cited

above ; bat that was with reference to the form of the Addressing of the

Directions itself.

Lastly, as an example of conflict between Order and Name, we

have the case of the couple of Aindmgna mantras occurring in the chapter

of Kdmyayljyte ; the Name of these mantras points to the fact of their

being used as alternatives in both the offerings (to Indra and Agni) ;)

while the stronger authority of Order indicates the use of the first couple

with the first, and of the second with the second. As for the Indicative

Po^wer of the Mantras themselves, it lends its support to both alternatives
;

consequently, the case is one of conflict between Name and Order.
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Adhikarana VIII

.

—The twelve Upasads pertain to the

Ahina sacrifice.

snrftr AMnafr, the word Ahlnalj. *n* Va, really, wxm Prakaraj?&t, on account

of the context, *tar: Gaur;ah, indicative of the presence of a qualification.

15. On account of the context the word Ahina should

be taken as indicative of the presence of qualification.'
7—15.

COMMENTARY.

In the context of Jyotistoma we find the sentence
—

'There are to

be three upasads for the S'ihna and twelve for the Ahina.
1 And in this

the words ' sahna,' meaning
f

that which is finished in a day/ refers to the

Jyotitsoma, with regard to which we have the declaration
—

* They finish

it within a day'; consequently it follows that the Jyotistoma has three

upa$ads> Then as regards the clause * twelve for the Ahina,' there arises

the question as to whether * twelve upasads' also belong to the Jyotis-

toma
f
or only to the Ahina sacrifices, the Doddasa (Twelve-Day sacrifice)

and the rest ?

If the name * Ahina could, in some way or other, be found to be

applicable to the Jyotistoma, then in view of the compatibility of the

Context, the * twelve upasads' would certainly be taken as finding a place

in that sacrifice. If on the other hand, the name 4

ahina' belonged to

those sacrifices that extend over a number of days, then, inasmuch as the
* twelve upasads' would be connected with the Direct Declaration

('twelve upasads for the Ahina'), they could not be taken up by the

Context, which takes up only that which is not related to Direct Declara-

tion (Vide Stitra III—iii—11>, [and consequently the ' twelve upasads'

would belong to those sacrifices that last for many days, and not to the

one-day Jyotistoma); and thus the sentence in question presents a case of.

the conflict between Direct Declaration and Context.

And on the above question, we have the following :
—

" For these reasons we conclude that the name * Ahina' signifies 'that

which does not abandon (nco jahdti) any sacrifice, in supplying the details
' of the performance and ' that which is not abandoned (na hiyate) by any
sacrifice

.
(for all of which it serves as the original fountain-head';—

and inasmuch as it is the Jyotistoma alone that is possessed of these
qualifications ;and fulfils these conditions), and as the Context to be-

long to the yotistoma, it must be this to which the twelve upasads
belong. ,
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The word ' gauxiaf} in the siltra must be taken as signifying
4

that

'

pointed out by the qualification/ and not in the ordinary sense of the

indirect, secondary signification."

TO^rcra Asamyog&t, on account of being not connected. <r Tu, but. fsro

Mukhyasya, direct meaning. <iw<\ Tasm&t, from that. m$ft<\ Apakp&yeta,

should be disjoined.

16.
<£ On account of the absence of any connection of that

which directly denoted (by the word Ahina) " the twelve

upasads" should be disjoined from that (context of the

Jyotistoma)."— 16.

COMMENTARY.

The Siddhanta embodied in the sutra is that as a matter of fact

there is no connection between the Jyoti&toma (which is finished in

one day) and the Ahina which directly denoted a sacrifice extending over

many flays. So that the twelve upasads laid down for the Ahina can

have no connection with the context of the Jyotistoma.

Though the real sense remains the same the interpretation of the

sfitra by the Vartika is somewhat different from the above. It- is

as follows :
—

By the word * mukhya? (* Principal ') in the sxitra is meant the Jyotiq-

toma because it is the first to be performed ; and as a matter of fact,

this has no connection whatsoever, with the word ' AMna.' And inasmuch

as the Jyotistoma has no connection with this name, the number (* Twelve
1

)

that is found mentioned in connection with that name could not be taken

as belonging to that sacrifice, merely because of the Context
;
consequently

it must be taken (and used) apart from that. Specially as we find that

the number ' Twelve' is connected with the Ahina, by means of the

Direct Declaration of the genitive (in 'aMnasya'); and as for the word
' Ahina what it literally signified is a number of days, while the Jyotis-

toma is a distinct Sdhna—, being finished in a single day.
m

Nor can the word be rightly made literally applicable to the

Jyotistoma, by being explained as a negative compound. Because any

such literal application is set aside by the meaning known to be conveyed

by the word as a whole. Then again, as a matter of fact, we do not find

the word bearing the marks of a negative compound ; because a negative

compound having the accent of the indeclinable, it is the first word or

the basic word that should have had the udatta (Acute) accent in its
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beginning
;
while, in reality, we find that it has the acute accent at the

middle. For this reason it must be admitted that the word is made up "of

the word
1

ahan '

(= Day^ with that affix ' Jtha' In that case, in accordance

with the Vartika—dyann&digu upadesivadvachanam xvarosiddhyartham,'—

we have the insertion of the particle
£

ina' ; and thereby the letter
f ?

forming the beginning of the affix, it is only right that the acute-accent

should be on that letter.

For these reasons the word ' ahtva* must be taken as the name of

those sacrifices that extend over a number of days.

The Vartika is not satisfied with the above exposition of the Adhi-

karana on the following grounds:—

Firstly, because it is scarcely right for the details of one sacrifice

(the Alvina) to be laid in the Context of another (the Jyotitfoma); secondly,

in case such details were laid down, the continuity of the Context would,

be broken by that interpolation of foreign matter; and then it would

involve a deal of trouble to take up the chain of the Context over again
;

aud thirdly, we find that the
4

twelve upasads' for the Twelve Oa^sacrifice

have already been enjoined in the Context of this latter sacrifice,--and

as all the sacrifices extending over a number of days have their origin in

this Twelve-Day sacrifice, the said injunction in the Context of this

latter would be enough to connect the * twelve upasads
1

with all such

sacrifices. Consequently, the sentence in question must be taken wholly

as containing the injunction of the
i

three upasads alone
; specially as

there are no objections against this. Then, as for the connection of
' Twelve,' that has been enjoined already in another sentence ; and hence

its mention in the sentence in question must be taken as meant to be in

praise of the propriety of the number of upasads at the Jyoti$toma,~

just as in the case of the nivita (' the sense of the sentence being that the

Jyoti§toma has only three upasads, and as for twelve upasads these belong
to such petty sacrifices at the Ahina and the rest, and not to the excellent

Jyoti$toma sacrifice.
5

)

The Vartika puts the Adhikaranain the following form ;

—

If the character of
6 AMna 7

had belonged to the Jyoti$toma, then,
the sentence in question would have been an Injunction

; but inasmuch as
;hat character belongs to the sacrifices extending over a number of days,

for which, again, the ' twelve upasads' have been already laid down else-

where,—the sentence in question cannot but be taken as meant to eulogise
[the Jyotistoma as shown above).

Thus, then, the question of the Adhikam%ia comes to be this; Is
the Jyotktoma, the AMna, for which the sentence, occurring in its
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Context, lays down an accessory detail? Or the * word AMna' applies

to the sacrifices extending over a number of days,—and inasmuch as the

' twelve upasads
1

for it have been laid down elsewhere, their mention in

the sentence in question is meant to serve some other purpose (that of

#• eulogising f.i.) ?

Objection :

—
" If such be the case, then the Adhikaram would not be

a discussion of the conflict and non-conflict of Context (with Direct

Declaration); because it would come to this that, though connected

with the AMna sacrifices the
4

twelve upasads
9

would be mentioned

with a view to eulogise the Jyobixtoma"

Reply .—That does not quite affect the case. Because as a matter of

fact, the Puroapcvksa (B) would favour the Context ; inasmuch as the

Context would take up the number ' twelve' as enjoined (in connection

with the subject : of the Context, the Jyotistoma)
; while the Siddh&nta

(B) does not favour the Context ; as in accordance with this view the

'twelve
1

belongs to the sacrifices extending over many days, which

has nothing to do with the Context ; which latter therefore, in this case,

becoMfljfcontradicted. And that this is still of use, in another way in

the Context has got nothing to do with the main point at issue.

If, however, in accordance with the law arrived at in the next

Adhikaram, we could admit of the Removal (or taking apart, of the

* twelve upasads'), and if while we had the Injunction in one Recensional

text, we could justify, on the ground of its having no other use, the

injunctive character of that contained in another Text—then, in that case,

we could take the Adhikararia as presented in the Bhdsya.

In any case, it becomes fully established that the sentence ' dv&da-

klhinasya? is to be taken apart from the Context, as it evidently pertains

to those sacrifices that extend over many days.

Adhikarana IX.—The Pratipats are to be taken apart from

the context along with the Kulaya, etc.

flrsroi?^' Dwitvavahutvayuktam, that which i§ associated with singleness

aad duality. 3T really, Chodan&t, on account of being directly enjoin-

ed, tot Tasya, of that.

17. That which is associated with singleness and'

duality (should be taken apart from the context because it is

directly enjoined (elsewhere) —17.
10
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COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotiqtoma we find the sentence ' yuvdm hi-

sthal} svakpati iti dvayoryajamanayofypratipadam. kury&t, ete asrgraminda-

vah 'iti bahubhyo yajamAnebhyab' And in reference to this there arises a

doubt as to whether the two Pratipats herein laid down find place in the

Jyotistoma, or they are to he taken apart from it and used in connection

respectively with the Kulaya performed by two yajamdnas, and with the

Dvir&tra performed by more than two yajamanas ?

The siitra hegins the discussion with the putting forward of the

Siddhdnta, in accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing

Adhikararia.

SIDDHANTA.

The passage in question does not lay down the Duality and Plural-

ity of the yajamdna ;
because it is fully taken up with the enjoining of

the Pratipats ; and refers to the Duality, etc., only as conditions for the

use of the one or the other Pratipat
;
specially as the Injunction of many

things would involve a syntactical split. Then again, inasmuch as

they are not enjoined, the Duality and Plurality of the yajam&na cannot

pertain to the Jyotistoma ; while they are found to exist in the Kuldya

and other sacrifices,—those extending over one as well as those extending

over many days,—wherein they are- distinctly enjoined by such sentences

as—" Bajd cha purohitascha ydjaydtdm", " etenaiva dvau yajayet" " M~
naiva trn yajayet" " eko dvau bahavo va hinairyajeran" For these

reasons the Pratipats should be taken apart from the Context.

Pakse^a, as alternatives. **b<wc Arthakritasya, for special reasons,

fft^f Itichet, of this he urged.

18. They might find place in the Jyotistoma as an

alternative for special reasons—if this be urged.—18.

COMMENTARY.

The context belongs to the Jyotistoma and so long as we can in

some way or the other connect the Pratipat mantras with that sacrifice,

there can be no justification for the dissociating them from the context

. in which they are found. As for the mention of two yajamanas that may
be taken as an alternative method. To meet those special cases in which

the single yajamana by himself may be incapable of finishing the

sacrifice.
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n Na/not so. *m : PrakTitefc, of the original sacrifice. ^*&mm Ekasamyogat,

being connected with one only.

19. Reply : Kot so ; because the original (Sacrifice of

the Context) is connected with one only,—19.

The word ' PrakftV here is meant to signify the Sacrifice that forms

the subject of the Context ; and it might ha.ve been meant to indicate

that, being the object of direct Injunction, the singleness of the yajam&na

in the Jyotistoma cannot be superseded
;
though that which is indirect-

ly implied could be rejected, for special purposes. As a matter of fact,

we know that the singleness of the yajam&na is directly enjoined specially

as we find that whether the Jyotistoma is laid down as to be performed

with a view to a certain desirable result, or as a necessary duty, the

yajamana is distinctly mention as one only, as is shown by the use of the

word £

yajeta.' Nor <16 we find any reason for not attaching a significance

to the singular number of that verb ; in fact, we shall show later on, in

Adhy&ya VI, that due significance is really meant to be attached to it.

The leaving off of certain accessories of the Jyotistoma, on account

of the incapacity of the sacrificerto carry them all qut entirely,—that has

been brought forward by the Ptirvapahsi,—is also based upon the

declaration
1

the Sacrifice should be performed in such a way as one person

may be able to perform it and in other cases also we find the word

' one,' which shows that the leaving off allowable is meant to refer to

other accessories (and not to the number of yajamanas) ; as for instance,

leaving off the exact amount of the ' gift,' the sacrifice can be fully accom-

plished by one person. Then again, inasmuch the number ' one' is found

both in the originative injunction (of the Jyotistoma), as well as in

that of its actual performance, we cannot but attach due significance to

that number. Thus then, we conclude that inasmuch as the original

sacrifice of the Jyotistoma has only one yajam&na, it does not fulfil the

conditions of the use of the particular Pratipats in question ;
and hence

these latter must be taken apart from it.

Nor can the Duality of the yajam&na be taken as referring

to the presence of the wife of the yajam&na,—then, as her presence with

her husband is a necessary condition for all sacrifices, such Duality could

not have been laid down as the condition for the use of a certain parti-

cular Pratipat only ; and further, in the case of the word ' bahubhyaTi,'

inasmuch as it is distinctly found to denote the plurality of men, by
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making it include the sacrificed wives, we would be assuming, without

sufficient grounds, an ekasesa compound made up of heterogenous ele-

ments (one male and two females).

In the case of the sentence ' hsaume vasanau, etc/ (met with in

connection with the Agnyadh&na) we have bad to accept the wife as the

second person as there was no other way of taking it
;
specially as the

Ahd&na is nowhere laid down as to be performed by two men, in the way

that we find the Dviyafija (Kulaya) laid down.

Then again inasmuch as the sacrifice would always be performed

by the yajamana accompanied by one or more wives, there would, accord-

ing to you, always be
4

two' or ' three' ' yajamdnas'
; and thus all sacrifices

fulfilling the conditions laid down for the use of the Pratipats in question

these would come to be used on all occasions ; and the Pratipat that is

laid down as the unconditional invariable concomitant of the Jyoti§~

toma would never be used, and would become wholly useless ; or, at best,

it would be taken as an optional alternative to those Pratipats that are

laid down apart from the originative Injunction.

For these reasons, it must he admitted that the Pratipats in question

are to be taken apart from the Context.

Adhiharana. X.—The Jdghni is not to be separated from

its context.

mffr v J&ghnt cha, J&ghnt also. **3*Mid Ekade^atvdat, because it is a part.

20. The Jaghni also (would be taken apart), " because
3

it is a part."—20.

We now proceed to consider the exception to the principle of factors

being taken apart from their context.

In connection with the Darsa PArriamasa, we find the sentence

* Jdghanya patnih safiydjayanti '
; and as this admits of two distinct con-

structions, bearing upon the comparative predominance and subservient

character of the two factors (in the sentence),—there arises a doubt as to

its actual meaning. That is to say, (1) if the sentence be taken as laying

down the Patntsamydjas as purificatory rites for the purification of the

J&ghant (the animal's tail), then, inasmuch as the object of purification

would be the piedominant factor, it could not be removed from its place
;

and consequently, the Patnisamydjas would be taken to where the Tail
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might be, and not vice versa. And inasmuch as the ordinary animal's

Tail would be of no use in a sacrifice, it is not this that forms the object

of purification (by means of the Patntsamydjas
;
consequently the Tail

of the animal that has served its purpose in connection with the Agnt-

somiya would come to be taken ns that to be purified (by the Patnisam-

ydjas [and thus, in this case, there would be a removal of the Tail from

all connection with the Darsa Purnamdsa]. (2) If, on the other hand,

the sentence be taken as laying clown the Tail (with reference to the

Patnisamydjas, then, in that case, inasmuch as the idea of the sentence

being a reference to the subject of the Context does not entirely dis-

appear, the injunction of the Tail comes to belong to the DarZa-

Purrtamdsa [and thus there is, in this case, no removal of the Tail horn

the Context]

On this question, then, we have the following

:

PURVAPAKSA.

"(1) Because the Tail helps the Dar'sa-PtimamAsa indirectly ;— (2)

because that which helps directly in the body of the sacrifice is the more
%

important ;— (3) because the other (i.e. the Patnisamyaja) being enjoined
'

by means of the verbal root (in
1

samydjayet') is more approximate to

the Injunction ;—(4) because, inasmuch as any single part of an animal

(the Tail) could not justify the employment of the whole animal, it would

be necessary to take it out of the animal that has been used elsewhere

and hence in that case the Samydja would come to have the character of

a Pratipatisamshara (the setting aside of that which has been used) ;
—

therefore the sentence in question must be taken as laying down the

purification of the Tail of the animal used in connection with the

Agnisomiya ; and hence it must be taken apart from the Context (of

the Darsa Ptirnamdsa)."

^&Ft Chodana v&, it must be taken as the injunction. 3T s^fenfl Aptirva-

tv&t, because it is something new.

21. It must be taken as the injunction (of the tail)

because' it is something not already enjoined elsewhere.

—

21.

COMMENTARY

The Siddhanta embodied in the sutra, is as follows.

As a matter of fact, the Injunction in question is not taken apart

from the Context ; because if the Tail were referred to as something

to be purified (by means of the Patnisamay&jas), then that would have been
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the cause of the Injunction being taken apart ; as a matter of fact, however,

we find that the Tail is enjoined as an accessory of the Sacrifice, exactly

like the other accessories, in the shape of Butter and the like
;
so that

there is no justification for its being separated from the context

92. (Objection) " But the Tail is a part,"—22.

"It has been argued in the Pttrvapak$a that, inasmuch as the

Tail is a part of the animal,—and as the orginative injunction speaks

of- it as related to something already existing,—it could not be utilized,

etc., etc." And to this argument the Sutra offers the following reply ;

—

n Na, not so. Prakpteh, of the original, ^sn^ffsm A^&stratv&t,

being obtained by non-scriptual means.

23. Not so ; because the original (Darsa-Pftrnam&sa

Jaghani, Tail) is obtained by non-scriptural means.— 23.

COMMENTARY.

Under the circumstances, that alone would have been useless which,

without taking up the original, could not be recognised
; e. g in the case

of the sentence 'uttardrdhat smstahrte
y

'vadyati' in this what is to be

offered is not recognizable without a reference to the original Cake).

The word ' JaghanV however is, like the word 4 Hrdaya ' and the like

denotative of a certain limb of the animal ; and as such, it could be very

easily obtained, without getting hold of the whole animal for the purpose,

or even out of the animal that has been used for another purpose
;
specially

as in the siltra
c

Rtipam vd sesahhutvat ' it is shown that an accessory

could be used by whatever method it may be produced or obtained. Nor

is it impossible for the 'JaghanV to be known apart from the rest of the

body; for we actually find meat-vendors selling the bodies of animals,

limb by limb; and certainly the
l

Jdghan>i (Tail) could be obtained by

purchase, from these vendors. Nor again is it necessary that it should be

obtained from the goat ; as all that is laid clown in the text is only the

particular limb, ' Tail'. In fact, in the Agnishomiya also, it is quite possible

for the * Heart ' etc. to be obtained by purchase ox other ordinary means
;

though it is so, yet in the case of these, as we find their particular ' class

'

and method of obtaining distinctly specified as
£

by killing ' and all the

rest,— we do not have recourse to purchase, or other ordinary means, for

obtaining these. But in the case of theTail we have £o such means specified

in the scriptures.
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The word Prakriti is meant to give an idea of the Darsa-Pilmamasa,

Thus then it becomes established that the J&ghani (Tail) is an

accessory in the 'Patnisainyajas performed along with Darsa-Purnamasa
;

and as such is to be used as an optional alternative for Butter.

Adhiharana XI.—The joining of the slabs should find -

a place among the sansth&s.

^n^* Santardanam, the joining together. *$Sr Prakptau, in the original

sacrifice, sswraa Krayaijavat, like the purchase, ^ft^tto Anarthalop&t, on

account of the non-disappearance of its usefulness, Sy&t, should find a

place.

24. " The Joining Together should find a place in the

original sacrifice, because, like Purchase, its usefulness

does not disappear."—24.

We now proceed to consider the cases of conflict and non-conflict

between Syntactical Connection and Context.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we find two slabs of stone laid

down, to serve as the receptacle upon which the Soma should be pounded
;

and with reference to these stone-slabs, we have the declaration
l

D%rgha-

some-santrdydd-dhHyai,'—that is, 'having separated the two slabs one

should join them together, for the obtaining" of Dhrti.' With reference

to the word ' Dirghasoma ' in this sentence, there arises a doubt, as to (a)

whether it applies to the original sacrifice (the Jyotistoma), as indicated

by the Context, {b) or it applies to such sacrifices as extend over longer

periods of time, and as such not being compatible with the Context, has

to be taken apart. On the point in question we can have also the following

alternative, (a) the word applies to the Jyotistoma itself, (b) or to the

Jyotistoma as performed by a tall CDirgha') yajam&na, (c) or to the

Uktha and other samasthds or' parts (of the Jyotistoma), [d) or to the

Satra and Ahina sacrifices (that extend over many days), (e) or to all

sacrifices excepting the Agnistoma (which is the first samasthd of the

Jyotistoma.

On this question we have the following :
—

Preliminary Pilrvapakw.—" (1) Because the word 'Dirghasoma'

is applicable to the Jyotistoma as compared with such shorter sacrifices

as the the Pasu sacrifice, the Darvi homa and the like,—(2) because
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the purpose served by the joining together,' the strength of the pounding

slab is quite applicable to the Jyotktoma, (3) because the Injunction of

•

not-joining together,' could be taken as an optional alternative (to the

'

ioinin- together '), just like the alternative of vrihi and yam -therefore,

for the sake of the Context, the ' joining together '
should not be taken

apart from it.

The expression
1

like Purchase ' may be explained as an instance

of the non-disaVVearanc« of usefulness brought forward without any

reference to the Injunction of 'not-joining together.'

The objection being-' Inasmuch as the lyotistoma sacrifice takes

very little time to finish, there would not be much use in the said pimng

together of the pounding slabs being done in connection with that sacri-

fice
>_we have the reply-that does not much afect the queslSBn, as tne

joiniw) together will still have its use, ' like the Purchase.' That is to say,

the actual price of the Soma not being very much, and its purchase having

been accomplished by the payment of any one of the prescribed articles

-cloth and the rest-in exchange, one still gives to the owner all

these articles, in keeping with the scriptural text laying down all these

articles as to be given in exchange for the Soma ;
and though the payment

of these latter is not necessary, yet it is not altogether useless, serving the

purpose of ' still further winning the good graces of the owner *
because

it is well-known that the scriptures declare the fact of prosperity resulting

from the purchase of Soma, if effected to the entire sanction of its

original owner. In the Same manner, even though the unjoined slabs

would be quite efficient for the pounding of the Soma for the Jyobfrma,

yet, inasmuch as we are cognizant of the fact that the pounding done on

the' strengthened slabs brings about prosperity, the ' joining together,

done in accordance wilh the sentence under consideration, would not be

entirely useless (even in the Jyotistoma)."

"For these reasons, we conclude that the ' joining together
'
is not

to be taken apart from the Context."

PRELIMINARY SIDD.HAnTA.

ssfrif sTfUTTf Pretax I *U I

Utkarsah, removal. * Va, certainly, a^ura Grahau&t, on account

of the mention. »wi Viifosasya of the speciality.

25. It should "be taken apart ; because of the men-

tion of the speciality.-^.
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COMMENTARY.

On account of the Syntactical Connection of the ' joining together
'

with the ' Dirghasoma * the former must be taken apart from the Context.

Because, an object is known as 'long' (Dirgha) only when it is

compared with another thing of the same kind which is shorter than itself.

Consequently, one Soma-sacrifice could be known as * Long/ only in com-

parison with another Soma sacrifice ; and it could not be spoken of, in

comparison with such sacrifices as the Isti, the Pasu the Darvihoma and

the like (which have no connection with Soma ; because these latter do

not belong to the same class (as the Jyotistoma and the other Soma-

sacrifices), and because they are not spoken of in the Context ; and it is

only when the two relative members of the comparison are mentioned that

they ar#*"differentiated into the ' Long ' and the * Short,'—and in the case

in question we do not find the Isti etc, mentioned, in comparison with

which the Jyotistoma could be spoken of as ' Long.'

Kartrito, pertaining to the performer, ra^ro Viseaasya; the speciality.

Tjfwf^fir^m Tannimittatv&t, being based upon it.

26. " The speciality could be taken as pertaining

to the performer as it is upon him that it is based."—26.

44

So }mg as we could interpret the word 6 Dirghasoma ' in keeping

with the indications of the Context, it is not proper to entirely reject this

Context. And as the matter of fact, we find that it can be taken as

pertaining to the Performer. Nor would that make any difference in the

accent, as regards the compound ; because in any case we have the acute

accent upon the last syllable
;
consequently we must expound the com-

as the Genitive Tatpurusa 'Dirghasya' purusasya Somali.)"

W&m ST^^^W II Rvs n

wTOf Kratuto, pertaining to the sacrifice. ^fifnjwfi: Arthav&danupapateli,

on account of the inexplicability of the Arthavada. *m Sy&t, should be.

27. It must pertain to the sacrifice
;

as, other-

wise, the two words could not have their own significations

[and the Arthavada would not be explicable.]—27.

The epithet * Long ' must pertain to the Sacrifice ;
(and riot to the

Sacrificer ; and the compound must be expounded as a Karmadhdrya

Dirghakchasau somah.)

n
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Answer The chief reason for this is that it is only when the com-

pound is thus explained that we have the direct significations of the

component words ;
otherwise (if the compound he taken as the Genitive

Tatpuruqa) one of the words qualifies something wholly different (namely

the Sacrificer), and that would make the direct primary significations of

the words incompatible.

Thus then, when we come to think of the extremely large quantities

of Soma to be pounded, we come to desire much strength and durability

in the pounding slab; and in that case the injunction contained in the

sentence in question (as explained by us) would he found to serve a visi-

ble purpose (that of making the slab strong by
4

joining together ' the

two slabs). Otherwise there would be no cause for desiring any extra

durability in the slab, and consequently, the Injunction woulAjiot serve

any useful purpose.

So also, the Arthavada contained in the word ' Dhrtyai ' points to

the propriety of our interpretation of the compound.
For these reasons, it must be admitted that the joining together

should be taken apart from the Jyotitfoma itself.

tow Samsthgicha, in the case of the Samsthls. mi'*tz Kartrivat, lifc the
performer. wviimT&SmKj DMraoartMviiesat, the mention of Dhriti being equal.

28. " In the case of (the word ' Dirghasomaj applying
to) the Samsthas also, the mention of ' DMtyai ' would be as
inexplicable as in that of (the epithet 'Dirgha' belonging to)

the Performer."—28.

This SiUra must be taken as urged by the opponent in reply to the
following argument of the Siddhanta: It is possible that the '

joining
together

'
may not find a place in the first Samstha—the Agnistoma—of

the Jyotistoma; but it could pertain to the other samsihfo—the
Uhthya and the rest,—which are ' longer ' than the Agnistoma, and by
connecting with which we keep our interpretation in keeping with the
Context. Consequently, we must take the ' joining together ' as finding a
place in all the three samstMs

; specially as the fact of the samsthds
belonging to the same Context as the Jyotistoma has yet to be refuted
by the Samsthtidhiharana (III—vi—41 et seq.) Or, even if there be
distinct Context of the samsthds,—then too, it woul'd be only in tlw
accessory details that are of use in the Agnistoma, wherein the 'joining
together ' could be precluded, on account of the contradiction involved

s

1

a

ose
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the mixture of the necessary and the unnecessary qualifications. Conse-

quently we must admit that the joining together ' should have a place in

the second and subsequent Samsthds (sections) of the Jyoti$toma.

As against these arguments we have the above stitra, which formu-

lates the following.

FINAL PTDrVAPAKSA.

" Inasmuch as the quantity of soma used in everyone of the

samsthds is the same as in the Agvistomd) the work of the pounding too

in everyone of these would be exactly similar and hence the eulogy
' dhrtyai* (

= for the sako of making it strong and durable) would be

as useless in this interpretation, as in that in which the Performer

(is held to be qualified by epithet ' Dirgha').

That is to say, though the subsequent samsthds take a longer time

in performance (than the first samsthd\ yet in every one of these, the

quantity of soma pounded is only * ten-handful s,' as per injunction dasa

mushpirmimite, which is applied, by implication, to every one of the

samsthds of the Jyotktoma. Thus then the strength and durability

inquired (in the pounding slab) being the same in all cases, the absence

of perceptible use and Arthavdda (in
1

dhrtyai ') remain as inexplicable as

in the former case.

Thus then the inexplicability of " Dhrtyai" being common in the

case of all samsth&s the
4

joining together' should be taken apart from

the latter samsthds also (and hence from the whole Context of the Jyoti^

toma).

FINAL SIDDHANTA.

uwiRv Ukthyadisu, to the Uktbya etc. *nr V&, really, vfim Arthasya,

the meaning. &*wiw<w<; Vidyanianatv&t, being applicable.

29. It should belong to the Ukthya and the rest :

because the significations of the words are quite applicable

to them.—29.

For reasons shown above, the
4

joining together
1

should find a

place*. in the samsthds of the Ukthya and the rest. And as an

increase in the number of offerings would mean a corresponding

increase in the quantity of the substance to be offered, the Arthavdda (con-

tained in the word
4

dhrtyai would be quite explicable in this case. As

for the assertion, that 'the quantity of soma-juice would be increased by

the addition of water ; —it is not admissible ; because inasmuch as the
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sacrifice is laid down as to be performed with the so7na no other substance

could rightly be added to it, without the authority of a direct scriptural

declaration to the effect. Consequently under such circumstances, it

would be the quantity of the soma itself that should have to be increased.

But then this increase cannot be either in the thickness of the bundles or

in the number of joints (because of these two being restricted to 'ten-

handfuls ' and ' three joints ' respectively) ;
consequently, the only way in

which the quantity of soma juice could be lawfully increased would be by

getting hold of such pieces of the plant as have their joints at longer

intervals than is ordinarily the case ; and in this manner we would have

increased the quantity, and yet kept within bounds of the restrictions

as to the measure of soma and also preserved the compatibility of the

Context and the word * Dirghasoma ' because the ' length
5

of the pieces of

the creeper would justify us in calling the soma itself * long.'

sifsftqra Avises&t, equally. Stutih, the eulogy. *raS Vyarthft, mean-

ingless, tfa Itichet, if thus be urged.

30. " The opponent urges that the eulogy would

be equally useless in the case of the Ukthyas also."—30.

COMMENTARY.

For the Jyotistoma ten-handfuls of the soma-sticks are laid down, and

as the Ukthya, etc, are only parts of the Jyotistoma the quantity should

be the same in these also. So that there is no sense in the praise of the

slabs as being conducive to firmness.

^fT^T^TH u \\ II

Sy&t, would be. sif^ero Anityatv&t, not being universally applicable.

31. " There would be some sense in the praise, as

the restriction is not universal."—31.

. - COMMENTARY.

The answer to be above objection is that the limit of ten handfuls

is not meant to apply to all sacrifices so that in the case of any sacrifice

if the number of offerings is a large one, the use pounding of a larger

quantity would be quite justified and it is with a view to such cases that

we,have the word Dhfitye.
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Ahikarna XII.—The -prohibition of the Pravargya

refern to the First Performance.

i^wm Sankhyayuktam, the sentence mentioning the number. a^T: kratob,

to the sacrifice. ^^m\ prakarijat, on account of the context. syat, should be.

32.
k

' The sentence mentioning the number would'

apply to " the whole sacrifice ; because of the Context."—32.

The Pravargya is nientioued without reference to any particular

sacrifice, in the sentence ' yat pravargyam pravrnjanti ; and it is only by

the syntactical connection oC such sentences as ' purastadupasadam

pravargya n-charanti ' that it becomes connected with a sacrifice ; and this

Pravargya betakes itself to the Jyotistoma, in accordance with the Sutra

[U--vi—2; specially as it is only in connection with this latter sacrifice

that the Upasads are laid down; and by the time that these would go

over to the vikrth, on the strength of Inference, the Pravargya would also

go to them. It is for this reason that the Bhdsya has said

—

Jyotistome

pravargyam prahrtya sruyate (though in reality the' Pravargya is not

mentioned in the Context of Jyotistuma).

Or it may be that,—inasmuch as in the Kaiisitaki-Br&hmayia, it is

in the Jyotistoma-Contexl that we find the Pravargya laid down, in a

certain order of sequence,—the Bhasya-st&tement is based upon a re-

ference to this fact.

i In regard to this Pravargya, it is declared
—

' na prathame yajne

pravrnjjyat ' (' one should not perform the pravargya in the first sacrifice ').

And with reference to this last sentence there arises a doubt as to

whether the expression ' First Sacrifice' refers to the Jyotistoma with all

its samsthds and all its various developments, or to only the first perform-

ance of that sacrifice.

And on this, we have the following

pCrvapaksa.

"(1) Because the expression is co-extensive with
1

sacrifice (2)

because the word prathama (' first' ) is distinctly found to be synony-

mous with the * Jyotisfoma, as found in the sentence
6

esha v&va pra-

thawioyajnftnam yajjyotishtomah'
; (3) because the sentence ya etena

ani$tv&,' etc.
1

shows that the Jyotistoma is the sacrifice to be performed

before all other sacrifices, which shows that the word
4

First ' applies to
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that sacrifice
; (4) and because of the indications by the Context (in which

the sentence under consideration occurs; —[the expression ' First Sacri-

fice
' should be taken as referring to the whole of the Jyotiqtoma].

Sfafam naimitthikam, relative. Vft, really, ^^mrrj Kartrisanyog&t,

through the connection of the performer. Lingasya, the indicative power.

nfiRnwia Tannimittatv&t, being determined by that.
V

33. It (the
1

First ') is conditionally relative, thrfhigh

the connection of the Performer ; because the Indicative

Power (of the word) is actually determined by that.—33.

If the word ' Praihama ' {' First') were a name of the Jyotistoma it-

self; then what has been said in the Pilrvapaksa would be quite admis-

sible. As a matter of fact, however it is sound to be expressive of the

Performance.

That is to say, what the word ' Prathama ' actually denotes is that

operation ofthe performer which precedes all his other operations, and not

any particular Action ; and it is only by its connection with the said opera-

tion that it comes to be applied to the Action also ; but this too would

be possible when the Action would be undergoing such an operation as

that pointed out. Specially as when one is found to be going on with the

second and subsequent performances (of the Jyotistoma\ he is not spoken

of as ' performing the first ' ; nor is one, who is not actually performing

a sacrifice, called ' the performer of the first sacrifice.
7

Thus then, the word ' First ' having been shown to be denotative of'

the first operation, if it be, applied by indireet indication, to that which

has that (firstness) us its qualification (the Jyotistoma sacrifice f. i.) then

that would involve a certain degree of remoteness (of the word) from its

objective ; and this remoteness can be admissible only in such cases where

no syntactical connection is found to be possible without it ;

—

e. g. in the

sentence ' eqa vdva prathamo yajiianam, &c.' In the case in question,

however, we do not find the character of ' First ' incapable of being taken

as the ground of the Prohibition (of Pravargya)
;

connsequently, it would

be only after having superseded this previous denotation of the word,

that we could apply it to the sacrifice {Jyotistoma), even in course of its

first performance ; and under the circumstances, the chances of its being

applicable to the other performances (by the same sacrificer) would be

very much remoter indeed !
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Adhikrtrna XII

L

—The grinding of Pusa's share is to

he done at the Vikrti sacrifices.

%m Pausnam, pertaining to Pusan. Pesanani, grinding.

Vikritau, in the ectype. Pratlyeta, should be understood. si^^ Achodan&t,

on account of non-impression. Prakritau, in regard to the archetype.

34. The grinding of Pusa's share is recognised as

pertaining to the ectypes : because it is not enjoined with

regarcl to the archetypes.—34.

[In connection with the Darsa-Piir?wmctsa, we find the sentence

Tasmdt Pu§a prapistabhdgah, adatkohi salt (' Thus then Pusan has his

share ground, because he is without teeth 'J ; and in regard to this there

arises the question as to where this grinding is to be done in the

Vikrti sacrifice or in the Prakrti.] And on this question we have a

conflict between Syntactical Connection and Context; and hence, in

accordance with the
c Law of the joining-together/ III—iii—24 et seq.),

it is clear that the Grinding is to be done in the Vikrti ; and the subject

is yet introduced again, simply with a view to serve as the introduction

to the next Adhikarana.

Adhikarna XIV.—The Grinding of Pusa's share

applies only to the Rice.

PURYAPAKSA.

m T&t, that Sarv&rtham, must pertain to all. mftm Avises&t

on account a non-distinction.

35. " The grinding applies to all -offering materials

equally ; because of non-distinction."—35.

v
** Whatever may be the particular material to be offered to Pusan,

be it Rice, or Cake, or the animal Body,-— it is necessary to grind; it ; as

no distinction has been made in the sentence laying down the Griding,

as to the particular material to which it should apply."
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SIBDHANTA.

W OTTitR 3TT^T5j ^T^STT^^fT^ TOT ^J3I3[ U ^ U

Charau, in^spgard to the grain. y&, really, *raW* Arthoktam, it

serves the useful purpose. s^t$ Purod&se, in the cake. *if^gfp^ Afth-

vipratisedh&t, incongrinty to the use. Pasau in regard to
1

the animal.

n ^rrq Nasy&t, could not apply.

36. But it should apply to the gmin only ; because

in the case of the Cake, it is necessarily * implied 1ft the

useful purpose served by it ; and in the case of the animal

body, it could not apply to it* because of incongruity.—36.

In the ease of the animal body, there would be a deficiency m the

character of the Primary offering. Because the Primary offering has

been recognized as being in the shape uf the Heart, etc, ; and this could

be done only by cutting these limbs out of the body. But when the body

would be ground down, the necessary shapes would be no longer there,

and so the offerings could not be cut out off the masses of those shapes.

Even though it might be possible to make those shapes out of the

pounded mass of flesh, yet in this case the names i

Heart
5

and the rest

would apply to these newly-shaped masses of flesh only secondary,

—

just like the name ' gamyu' to the animal made of clay; and that

causes a deficiency in the offering. Then again, we have the declaration

that * the piece is to be cut out from that region in which it has been

torn from the body'; and when the Heart, etc. have been ground down, it

could not be known by which particular part it had been torn from the

body of the animal.

Thus then we find that it is only in the case of the Grain (or -

Rice), that the grinding does not cause any deficiency in the offering

material, and that it is not necessarily implied by the purposes served by
it

;
consequently we conclude that the grinding laid down should be taken

as applying to the Grain.

37. (Objection).—" In the case of the Grain also."—37.

[In the .ease of the Grain also, we find that the word ' Chant
5

(' cooked
grain') is applicable only when each grain is distinctly visible "and
cooked

;
and if it were to be ground and then cooked, then we would have,

not distinct grains, but a single mass of cooked flour, which would lead to
as great an

1

incongruity ' as the grinding of the Animal Body.}
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38. 0eply).—Not so ; because it is the name of a
peculiar-cooked preparation.—38.

There is no incongruity of purpose in the case of the Grain.
Because the condition of all things is determined by ordinary experience ;
and it is a matter of ordinary experience that it is a certain cooked pre-
paration that is called ' Charu ' (cooked grain).

That is to say, though the word ' Charu ' is used in the sense of the
' cooked rice ' and 1

CAa™-bread,'-yet inasmuch as one and the same word
could -not rightly be accepted as having more than one signification, we
take the*Word ' Charu ' as signifying that element which is common to the
'cooked rice' and the 'bread'; and that element consists in the fact of
the (1) water in which it has been cooked not being thrown away, (2)
in that of its being hot inside, and (3) in that of its being thoroughly well
cooked.

Adhiharana XV.—The Grinding of Pvsa's Share finds

place only in tJiat Charu which is dedicated to Pusan alone.

TOifi^ Ekasmin, pertaining to one deity, w#iHiia Ekasanyog&t, on account of

connection with, one, /

39. (There should be a grinding of the 6haru) only

when there is one (Deity) ; because (the mention of grinding

is) connected with one (Deity) only.—39.

Now then, there arises the question as to whether the Orinding is to

be done also when the offering of that Charu is meant for two Deities

—

Indra and Pu§an,—or only when it is meant for Pusan. alone. And
as the question is subject to the principles arrived at under the ' Ghaturdha-

kararta
7 and the ' Indraptta

1

Adhikarana (HI— i—26 et. seq., and III—ii

—27 et. seq.)»—we (omit the P&rvapaksa and) start off with the—

sidbhanta.

Inasmuch as we find the sentence, under consideration, which lays

down the grinding, speaking of PA?an alone as having his ' share ground,'

the Orinding would apply to that Chary, alone which i$ dedicated to

(m& meant for) Pd§an only.
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40. Also because of the incongruity invoked in the

particular action (when applied to any other Charu.)—40.

.

For the following reason also, the grinding should be done only to

that Gharu which is meant for Pu$an alone :-ln the case of the Oharu

meant for two deities (Pusan and Indra), would yon grind the whole of

it or only half ? If the latter then the cooking of it would he deranged

;

and if the former, the two shares would get hopelessly mixed up. *

That is to say, if only half of the Charu were ground and the other

half left unground, the ground half would become cooked very much

sooner than the other half ;
consequently, if the whole thing would be

removed from the oven as soon as the ground half would be ready cooked,

then the other half would remain uncooked ;
while if we were to wait for-

tius latter to become ready cooked (before removing the vessel from the

oven), then by that time the ground half would become melted off in a

single mass (of flour.) A careful and neat method of cooking makes even

a ' cooked rice ' of the ground grain also ; but this would be absolutely

impossible in the way suggested (by the PHrvaVaTi?a). It might be

suggested that the portion consisting of whole Rice should be put upon

the fire first, and when that should have become half-cooked, then the

ground half would be put in (and then the two portions would be ready

by the same time). But in that case the simultaneity of the cooking

o£ the offering material (meant for the two deities conjointly) would

disappear. Then, lastly, if for the sake of Pusan, Indra's share were

also ground, then the two shares would get hopelessly mixed up
;
and if

the portion of one Deity happened to be ofiered to another, that would

mean a great anomaly in the sacrifice.

But upon the above we have the following arguments for the

pOrvapaksa.

sift sfltfft *m ^rfaftfT^T^ w « % n

apiv&, but. st|<t$ Sadwitiye, where there is a second also,

^qm Sy&t, should be. %4d ifiPwcqm Devat&nimittatw&t, on account of being due

to the character of the deity.

41. " Even in a case where Pusan is coupled with

another Deity (we would have the Grinding) ; as the presence

of that Deity (Pusan) is the only condition (laid down foy

it)."-4l.
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(t We could have the grinding even in those cases where we had

Pfl§an coupled with another Deity. Because if the grinding were laid

down either for that offering which is meant for Pusan alone, or for

that which forms part of the sacrifice to Pusan;— then, in that case,

there could have been no grinding in regard to the Gharu meant for two

Deities, on account of its not being declared to be for that purpose. As

a matter of fact, however, we find that the only condition laid down

for the Grinding is the presence of Ptisan, and not any substance

qualified by that Deity. Then, inasmuch as the character of the Deity

of a sacrifice is pervasive (that is, the Deific character pervades as one

complete whole over both Deities in a Two-Deity sacrifice), though

the sacrifice which has two Deities (Indra and Pusan) could not be

spoken of as * one qualified by Ptisan as its Deity/ yet by this it is not

meant that either Pusan, or his Portion, does not exist in connection

with that sacrifice ; as will be declared in connection with the Manola

(in Adhydya X) that ' though Agni is not its Deity, yet that does not

mean that he does not inhere in it.' Consequently, even if the deific

character does not belong to Pusan (in the case of the Two-Deity

sacrifices), as the only condition (for grinding) is the mere presence of

Pitman, even when the Gharu would be meant for two Deities (Indra and

Pusan),—it is always cognized that half of it is the portion of Pfisan

alone, in accordance with the -conclusion arrived at under Stitra X—iii

—

53 ; and thus when we would come to do the grinding of this portion of

the Gharu, then in accordance with the ' Law of Kansyabhoji (which

makes it incumbent upon the Teacher to eat out of the Kansya vessel,

for the sake of his Pupil who is under a penance which makes it necessary

for him to eat out of such vessel, and for whom it is necessary to eat only

of what has been left by his Teacher), as the condition of even that which,

may be the secondary factor might affect that of the other, the Portion

of the other Deity also would come to be ground, for the sake of the

grinding of Pusa's portion) ; and there would be nothing objectionable

in this. If, however, it be found undesirable to do something (the

grinding of Indra's portion) not directly laid down, and it be concluded

to grind only the Half meant for Pusan,—even then, the proper cooking

of both (the ground and the unground grain) could be done by some

clever stroke of the culinary art. Or we could very legitimately do

away with the necessity of the minor details of the fact of the cooking

of both being simultaneous, or that of both being cooked in the same

vessel ; and thus we should do the grinding (of P&sa's portion even in

the case of the Gharu being meant for both Indra and P&§an),
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" It lias been argued above (under S&tra 39) that ' the Laws of the

Ghaturdhdkarana and that of Indrapita would apply to the case in ques-

tion (and the performance of the grinding would be limited by the

words of the sentence laying it down).' And to this we make the

following reply : As for the compound (in
£

IndrapUa") and the word

formed by a nominal affix {i.e. 'Agneya'), these can never appear in

connection with such words as are incapable of affording the sense

required
;
consequently in the case of the use of such words, we do not

admit the capability of the expressive of one Deity referring to that

which belogns to two Deities. That is to say, in the case of the words
1 Agneya

1

and ' Indrapita,' we find that they are fully capable of referring

to Agni and Indra respectively, and as such cannot in any case refer to

fc^at which belongs to two Deities ; but in the sentence under considera-

tion we find that the word ' Pum y

does not occur in a compound, (and

hence there is no exclusive capability belonging to it) ; hence even though

the compound ' Prapistabhagah' is dependent upon something else, yet

a reference to the Cam meant for two Deities does not deprive the word

' Pusa of any recognized capability ; and hence there can be nothing

objectionable in speaking of the offering meant for Indra and Pu$an as

* one meant for Pu?an."

42. " Also because we perceive an Indicative Force/'

—42.
" The reason (for grinding) that is given is-

1

bemuse Ptisan is with-

out teeth' ; and this clearly indicates that the Grinding depends upon,

and is conditioned by, the Deity. And certainly Pusan does not become

endowed with teeth, when joined by another Deity ; hence the condition

(for grinding) remaining intact in the latter case also, it is necessary to

do the Grinding Specially as it is thus alone that we could reconcile

the following declarations :

1 We should offer the Oharu meant for Soma
and Pusan, half of which has been ground' ;-—

'In the case of two-Deity

offerings, half of the Oharu should be ground and half unground.' And
that this is the right course is also indicated by the fact of the presence

of the Deity being laid down as the sole condition for having recourse to

Grinding."

't^W ^TrT II 2\ II

Vachanat, through the direct injunction. Sarvapegnam, the
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grinding of all. <faf?i Tamprati, with regard to that, sii^^w $h&stravattv&t,

scripturally authorised. wflHraw Arth&bh&v&t, there being no use. Hi,

because, Charau, in regard to the charu. Apesar;am, negation of

grinding. *refei Bhavati, there is.

43.
u
If the sentence were an injunctive one, then we

would have the Grinding of all (offering materials) ; and

with reference to that (the unqualified SomS-Pausna offer-

ing) the Grinding would be scripturally authorised ; and

it would be of the Charu that there would be no Grinding
;

as there would be no use for it"—43.

" (In regard to the sentence ' somapausnan charunnirvapet nemapi§-

tam, etc.
1

) it might be argued that * inasmuch as it is an Injunctive

sentence, the expression nemapistam could not have the desired indi-

cative force ; in fact it would point to the contrary view.' And in view

of this objection, we explain as follows : If this were an Injunctive sen-

tence, then, inasmuch as it would not be right to have an injunction

of many things by a single sentence, the * grinding of half would be

the object enjoined ; and then, this could be enjoined, with reference

either to the
4 Charu/ or to ' Somdpau?n,a' ;

and with reference to which-

soever of these two the injunction would be made, that could not be

qualified by the other —and hence the grinding would come to have an

universal application ; and as such all the offerings would have to be

ground ; and in that case one of the two words (

f Charu
1

or ' Somapau§-

na
9

) would become useless. That is to say, if we were to take the

Injunction as * that which is the Charu should be half-ground,
5

then the

grinding coming to be recognised as applyingto all Charus, the word Somd-

pausna, as referring to only one of the Charus, would become useless. If

on the other hand, the Injunction be interpreted as that ' that which is

3omapau§m should be half-ground,' then too, the Grinding would come

to apply to all offering-materials ; because all that the word c Somdpausw

would indicate would be the character of being meant for the joint Deity

Soma-Pil$an\ and this would be equally applicable to the Cake and

the Animal Body also (just as much as to the Charu)
;
and thus the word

* Charum? would become absolutely useless."

" Specially would such be the case, because with reference to that—i.e.

with reference to the Som&-pau§ija even when unqualified (by ' Charu')

—

the grinding would be scripturally authorised,—as no useful purpose

y70uld be served by the qualification."
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" In fact, in accordance with this view, there would be no grinding

of the Oharu"

" Thus then, inasmuch as the grinding would apply to all materials,

it could not be taken as applying exclusively to the Gharu ; and hence its

mention (in the sentence ' somapau§rian charum, etc.') would be wholly

useless. Consequently it must he admitted that this sentence enjoin-

ing the relationship of the Gharu with the Deity (Soma-Pfisan, the

*
' half-grinding' is merely spoken of by way of reference (and not as an

object of Injunction). And thus this latter word, not forming part of

an Injunction, comes to be taken as having the desired indicative force

(assigned under 'Sutra 42)."

SIDDHANTA.

HHlfcrK3T5 II 22 II

gsfif^ Ekasmin, to one only, 3T Va, really, srfcnfc^ra Arthadharmatvat,

because it pertains to the resultant. Aindragnavat, as in the case of

Indra. Agni. 3^t: Ubhayoh to both. *r Nasy&t, could not pertain.

gftr%c5ra Achoditatwat, because it is not enjoined.

44. It pertains to one only ; because it is meant to

belong to the resultant (Apurva)
;
consequently, it could not

belong to both, just as in the case of the Aindragna, because

it is not so enjoined.—44.

We could have the grinding only when Pd$an alone would be the

Deity, and not when he would be joined by another Deity. Because the

grinding does not belong either to the Deity, or to his portion ; in fact it

is laid down as a detail belonging to the sacrifice of which Pfisan is the

Deity.

That is to say, (before the offering has actually been made) there

is no 'Portion' {Bh&ga) of the Deity, to which the Grinding could belong.

Specially as the material becomes the ' portion' of a Deity, not merely by

being offered to him, but by being accepted by him. And further, the

word ' Bhdga' (Portion) is made up of the root ' bhaj
9

with the affix

' ghan,' in the Accusative sense,—it being etymological]y explained
' bhajyate (

=
' sevyate

1

) yafy sail ' bhagatf (= that which is accepted) ; conse-

quently that which is accepted by one is his ' Bh&ga? (Portion). And as

a matter of fact wfi do not find tha Dftitv antimlW /».rt/*/>rifiW nffarin« •
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specially as the fact of the Deity actually partaking of the offering will be

refuted later on, in Adhdya IX. In fact, even if the Deity were to

accept it,—yet, it could not have the capability of introducing an

accessory, as also will be shown in Adhyaya IX (under the Sutra IX—i—4
et seq). Thus then, it being as impossible for the Grinding to be an

accessory of the ' Portion' as that of the
6

Deity,
5

it must be taken as an

accessory belonging, through the sacrifice, to its resultant Aptirva ;
—

as is shown by the first Adhikaraya of Adhydya IX, as also by the

* Devatadhikarw (Adh. IX).' The author of the Bhasya has also referred

to the same fact of the grinding being an accessory of the sacrifice, by

denying that of its belonging to the Deity,

%g*TT5R^x^ II «UI
$rnrraf Hetum&tr&m, mere supplementary reason, Adantatvam,

absence of teeth.

45. The absence of teeth is a mere supplementary

reason.—45.

It has been argued by the opponent that " the mention of the reason

* because he is without teeth' shows that the grinding is an accessory of

the Deity." And to this we offer the following reply : —The sentence

* because he is without teeth' is an Arthavdda having a form indicative of

a supplementary or corroborative reason ; and as such it is only meant to

be an eulogy of the particular accessory in question (viz. grinding) ; and

as there would be nothing objectionable in this, it could not show that the

accessory belongs to the Deity."

46. The other is an injunctive sentence.—46.

Inasmuch as the ' half-grinding' has never been found to have been

enjoined elsewhere, the sentence (
' Somdpausriam, etc.

1

) would be an

Injunction (and not merely indicative of the fact of the grinding applying

to the Cham meant for the two deities Soma and Pifaan). And as the

object of the Injunction is a qualified one, there would be no syntactical

split. And as in accordance with the law of the Aru^ddhikararia, the

factors spoken of in the sentence would restrict one another, the

Injunction of the grinding could not pertain to all offering materials. As

a matter of fact, it is only in comparison with an unqualified Injunction

that the qualified Injunction could be said to be less authoritative
; in the

p3.se in question however there is no unqualified Injunction
;
consequently
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cannot be takea as merely indicative (and not

the sentence in question

injunctive).
1

. ,

For these reasons the Grinding must be taken as pertaining to the

Portion of a single Deity.

Thus ends the Third Pada of Adhyaya ILL.



THIRD A.DHYAYA.

Pada Fourth.

Adhikarana I.—The mention of the Nivita is an Arthavada.

sOtras 1-6.

f**Sfa, the Nivita ; is obligatory on the man ; of the word
;

on account of implying the predominance of that.

1. " The Nivita must be regarded as obligatory on

the man ; because the word implies his predominance.

COMMENTARY.

hi connection with the Varsha-Puruamdsa sacrifices, we find the

passage
—

* The Niotta belongs to men ; the Prdchinaoita to the Pitris and

the Upavita to the gods ; when one puts on the Upavita, he wears the sign of

the gods.' The three terms, ' Nivita,' ' PrdcMmMta ' and ' Upavita ' refer

to the three ways of wearing the ' Sacred Thread ' or the
£

Uttariya '
: when

it is placed over the neck, hanging along both sides of it, in the fashion of

a garland, it is ' Nivita ;' when it is placed on the left side of the neck,

resting on the left shoulder and passing below the right arm-pit, hanging

on the right side, it is ' Upavita '

;
and -when it is made to rest on the

right shoulder and passes below the left arm-pit, it is ' Pr&ehhiavtta.' In

connection with the first sentence of the passage quoted—the Nivita

belongs to men '—there arise two questions— (1) is it an injunction

making the Nivita obligatory on men, or is it merely an arthavdda,

purely commendatory —(2) if it is an injunction, does it lay down the

Nivita as pertaining to the Man or to the sacrifice ?

' The Purvapatya embodied in Sutra (1) is that (1) the sentence is

mandatory
}
and (2) that it enjoins the Nivita in reference to the Man

;

and the reason given is that ' the word '—the genitive ' mami§y&v.dm,
r—

clearly implies that the Man is the predominant factor
;
just as we find

in the sentence * dadhna indriyakdmasya juhuydt,' where the word

* inirtydk&masya
9

with the genitive ending indicates the man as the

predominating factor.
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^, descriptive ; « but ; of the thing ;
on account of it.

being already in existence.
#

2 But it may be purely descriptive ;
specially as tne

thing (the NMta) is something that is already known.

COMMENTARY.

An objection is raised against .be^"T^f^Z
.omeliiins already known as the most convenient way of treating

XSl ita mention in the sentence in qnestion tnnet be pnrely nW.p-

T^VtZi be injure or .*« only ii it spoke of BOtaetag

new, not already known,

«*:, injunctive ; 3, hut ; «s*^. something new
;
wn, should he.

3. Ans.—" But it should be regarded as injunctive ;

as what it lays down is something new."

COMMENTARY.

« The answer to the objection is that, though it is generally known

that the Vivtta is the most convenient way, yet it is not known that it

t necessary to wear the uUariya in that fashion
;
and inasmuch as the

sentence provides this element of alligation, which is new, it must be

regarded as mandatory."

«, it ;
wi?, by context ;

wMi, a detail pertaining to the sacrifice ;
wq, should

he.

4. It should, by context, be regarded as a detail per-

taining to the sacrifice.

COMMENTARY.

It may be admitted—says the objector to the Purvapaksa,—that the

sentence in* question is an injunction of the Nivita ;'but we cannot admit

that it is laid down as pertaining to the Man ;
because occurring as it

does in the context of the particular- sacrifice of the I)arsha-Purgam&sa,

whatever the sentence lays down must be taken as pertaining to that

sacrifice.
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5. Specially by reason of what is supplementary to

the sentence.

COMMENTARY.

Another argument in favour of the view that, the Nivita is laid

down as pertaining to the sacrifice consists in the fact that the section in

which the sentence occurs is called the
1

adhvaryava' section—the section

dealing with things relating to the A&hvaryu priest. [This name of the

section being what is * supplementary to the sentence '] ;—and inasmuch

it is only when the man is performing a sacrifice that he is called the

' Adhvaryu,' it follows that what the sentence lays down is in relation to

the sacrifice.

afiwS, in the context of the sacrifice ; that which
;

ctwsrai^ related ;

siftsfiifara, as there is no incongruity.

6. Specially as there would be no incongruity in the

Nivita pertaining to that (sacrifice) which is related (to

the Man),

COMMENTARY.

It is true that the sentence, by itself, points to the Nivita as pertain-

ing to the Man, while its relation to the sacrifice is indicated only by context

(as shown under Sutra 4) and by the name 'aclhvaryava' (as show
#
n

under Sutra 5) ;—but even when we take the Nivita as pertaining to the

Man, the Man with whom we connect it is only one who is engaged in

the sacrifice ; and hence our view does not involve any violation of what

is indicated by the sentence.

m*ft, In that whereof that (Man) is the predominating factor
;

really

wmmsjewwi, because each of the three are mentioned as of equal importance j

t?ror, of the other $ <G$&m being intended to indicate the relationship o£ that.

7. But in reality what is laid down must appertain

to that in which Man is the predominating factor ; because

each of the three is spoken of as of equal importance, so

that the other (third) is intended to indicate the connection

of that.
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COMMENTARY.

The Purvapakqa is finally summed up. The Tsivita must appertain to

only such acts in which Man, and not the Deity, is the predominant factor;

that is, such acts as the attending on guests, and so forth. The reason for-

tius conclusion lies in the fact that all the three methods spoken of in the

passage are of equal importance ; none of them is spoken of as subordinate

to any other ; the meaning clearly is that in connection with acts in which

Deities are the predominant factors,— e.g., sacrifices—the ' upavUb } method

is to he adopted ; in connection with those in which the Pitfis are the

principal party,— e.g., shraddhaa-- the ' Prachtvavita
9

is to be adopted;

and, lastly, in connection with those in which Men aie the predominant

party— e.g. attendance'on guests—the ' Nivtta
1

is to be adopted; this

shows that each of the three methods has a distinct application of its

own ; so that the mention of the ' Nivita ' must be taken as appertaining

to Man. Hence there can be no justification for regarding the NiiApi as

appertaining to the l)avsha-Purriamdsa sacrifices,

srfai^; it is merely commendatory ;
really ; mwjm, as is evident from the

context*

8. The sentence is really only commendatory ; as

is evident from the context. (Su. 8.)

COMMENTARY,

The final conclusion is that the sentence is not injunctive of the

Mivtta as pertaining to an fiction wherein Man is the principal factor ; it is

purely commendatory. In the first place, the term ' of men' distinctly

refers to Man, and not to an action with Man as the principal factor ;

—

secondly, if the sentence were taken as laying down something in connection

with me, such acts as the serving of guests and the like, it would have to he

entirely dissociated from its context, which deals the Varsha-Ptirvamasa. It

is "best, therefore, to take the sentence merely as recommending the Upavtta

method, which, as pertaining to sacrifices in honor of Deities, is described

as superipr to the Nivita method, which pertains only to Men,

fsRrcr, with the injunction ; % also j wrw^ira, because it is syntactically

co-ordinated.

SL Also because it is syntactically co-ordinated with

the injunction.
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COMMENTARY.

Another argument in support of the Siddhdjita is put forward :—The

passage under consideration contains the injunction
—

' when one puts on

the Upavita, he wears the sign of the gods, which lays down the Upavita

method ; and the sentence mentioning the Nivita is capable of being

syntactically co-ordinated with this injunction ; while if this latter were

another injunction, no such co-ordination between the two clauses of the

passage would be possible ; which would give rise to a syntactical split. It

is best, therefore, to take the mention of the Nioita merely as describing a

well known fact ;—and this for the purpose of eulogising the enjoined

' Upavita '; the sense of the whole passnge being—' the Nivita is not fit

for acts pertaining to gods, as it is fit only for Men;—nor is the

Prachinavita fit for such acts, as it is fit only for Pitris ;— the only fit

method for such acts connected with the gods as the Qavsha-Piirrjamdsa

and the like is the Upavita ; hence it is this Upavita method that should

be adopted during the performance of the Darsha-Pitrmmdsa and such

other sacrifices to the Gods.
5

After this there are six Sutras explained in the fantravartika, which,

however, have been omitted in the Bhasya.

Several reasons have been suggested by the commentators for this

omission :—(1) The author of the Bh&nya missed these Sutras
; (2) he

wrote his commentary on them, but this part of his work has been lost ;

(3) he omitted them as being unimportant
; (4) he omitted them because he

thought these not to have been the work of Jaimini. The Sh&stradipikd

makes four adhikaranas out of these six S&tras. These Adhihararias are as

follows :

—

A(Jhikamvall)\—*q%B fe^^T^^^fit II ^ *T

toth the upavita ;
f^S^m, because we find indicatives; ^S:, belonging

to all sacrifices ;
^fl, must.

Sutra 9a. The Upavita must he taken as belonging to all saerifiees
y

because we find indications to that effect.

The foregoing Addikarana having established the fact that the

Upavita has been enjoined in regard to the T)arsha-Piirvamdsa sacrifices,

the question arises as to whether this Upavita has to be adopted only at

these sacrifices or at all sacrifices. The Purvapaksa is that the Upamta

must be regarded as pertaining to all sacrifices ; and the reason given is—

because we find indications to that effect ; that is to say, in connection

with the MrMgnihotva sacrifice, which is a sacrifice to the Pitjis, we

find the passage—' the milking should be got done by the man wearing

the Uttariya in the PrfohinavUa fashion, as if is only for the sake of
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the Oods that the milking is done by men wearing it in the Upavita

fashion';—here it is laid down as a general law that in sacrifices to the gods

the Upavita is adopted ; from which it is clear that this is to be done in

all sacrifices to the gods
;
specially, as it is not possible for this passage

to be taken as referring to the one particular sacrifice of the fyarsha-

Pi\rw™>&sa\ firstly, because the passage does not occur in the section

dealing with the Varsha-Ptirwnidsa, and, secondly, because the plurality

of gods expressed by the word 1

Dfa&bhydh
f

precludes all possibility

of its being related to any single sacrifice. The Sid,<}h&nta is put forth

in the next Stitra.

*r % not so
;
wimm, because of context ; ww, of that same; reference,

Sfitva 9fc. It is not so ; because the context (is of the 1)arsha-Pi1rrja-

masa) ; and (the indicative cited) is a mere reference to the same.

The fact of the matter is that the Upavita being found enjoined in

the context of the 'Qarsha-Ptirwrndsa, it must pertain to this latter alone,

and not to all the sacrifices to the gods
;
then, as regards the passage put

forward by the Pdrvapakpim, that is easily explained as a mere reference

to what has been enjoined in connection with the "Qanha-Ptirvamdsa
;

and, lastly, as for the plural number in ' d&v&bhyali,' in the passage cite|
;

by the P4rvapah§ivi, that also is easily explained as referring to the several

deities to whom the various offerings of the Vcirsha-Piirriamdsa and its

ectypes are made.

Aclhikarava lB-fafWHwi^^F^ I ^ ^
fift:, An injunction

;
^t, verily ; should be

;
srajfanj, because it is some-

thing new.

Stitra (9c).

—

It must be an Injunction, because it lays down something

new.

In regard to the said Upavita, the question arising as to whether the

passage in question is an injunction of it or a mere reference,—the

Purvapah§a is that it is a mere reference to the Upavita that is laid down

as to be constantly worn, in such Smriti passages as—'one should bathe

daily and should always wear the Upavita.' The Siddhanta as put forward

in the Sutra is that the passage must be an injunction of the Upavita
;

as it has not been enjoined in any other passage in relation to sacrifices

;

the Smriti passages referred to lay down only such Upavita-vreazing as

men do for their ordinary purposes. Under the circumstances, if the

passage were taken as a mere reference, it would be a reference to some-

thing that has never been enjoined,

—

i. e., a baseless reference.

Adhihararia 10—^'R^grT^R^I^ II ^ S
Mention of the North

;
*r, also

;
*^m< because it is something $ew

t
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Sittra (9d)—The mention of the North must be an injunction, because

it lays down something new.

In connection with the Mritagnihotra, we read

—

£

Those grasses that

lie to the North should be spread with their tops towards the South '

; in

connection with this arises the question as to the mention of
1

lying to the

North ' being an injunction or a reference,—the Purvapah§a is that the

mention of the North must be regarded as an Injunction, as it lays down

something new, something not already enjoined in another passage. The

Siddh&nta is put forth in the next Sfitro.

What is already (known) ; 9T in fact ; i indicative

S&tra (9e)—In reality, the passage is only indicative of what is

already known.

That the grass should be spread with their top-ends towards the

North is already known from long- established usage and also from such

Smriti texts as * agravanti udagagrani '
; and it is this usage that is indi-

cated in the passage under consideration. It will not be right to argue

that it is more in keeping with the principles of the Shdstra to regard the

said usage and Smriti as based upon the Injunction contained in the

passage ;—because the usage and the Smriti refer to all pointed things—

the meaning being that pointed things should always, at all sacrifices,

have their points turned towards the North ; while the passage we are

dealing with refers only to the single sacrifice of the Mritdgnihotra ; and

hence having a very restricted scope, this latter cannot Torm the basis

of the Smriti text which has a very much wider scope.

Adhikaram ID—foftreg ^^jlc^ U ^ 1
fofa: , An injunction

; 3, verily
;

relating to the holding ;
wgfcwn, because

it is something new.

Stitra (9f)
— Verily it is an Injunction relating to the Holding

%

hecause it is something new.

In connection with the same Mritdgnihotra, we meet with another

passage
—

* the fuel should be held underneath, it is held above in the case

* of sacrifices to the gods'— where the latter part refers to what is done

at the ordinary Agnihotra ; and the question arising as to this latter

clause being an Injunction of the holding above of the fuel or a mere

reference to it,-— the Purvapaksa is that it is a mere Reference ; in answer

to this, the S%a puts forward the SiMMnta— that the clause muBt be

regarded *as enjoining that the fuel should be held above; for the simple

reason that such holding is not found to be laid down anywhere else ; and

hence being something not already known from other sources, it must

be taken as enjoined by the passage under consideration.
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AdUkarana U.-The distribution of the Quarters must he

regarded as mere Reference.

StlTRA. 10.

is analogous j
specially as the connection is for a defimte

purpose. COMMENTARY.

nritl, the Jvotistoma we read-' The gods took the

In connection wnh h ^to ^ ^^
the North In onne on ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ Qr

declaring the ^' „ ^ PurvapaU,a view is that the passage

a

He ta^ H« g that Men sUulitaU A. The Sutva de-

1 1 "tthe ca e of this passage is analogous to that of theVWa passage

fT I n the fot^ng Aflftow; so that all that has been said

dealt with in the fo egom^ .

^^ ^ ^ &

^^^^ — is put

«T Q^ ^uDnort of the Si»«ta : The connection of men with the West

T ,nd to se^e a useful purpose ; that is to say, when a man » wa king

? rirninT f he 1 eeps on walking to the West, he has the sun always

b"h maLs the walking more comfortable than if he walked

tlards a"; other quarter ; and in view of this visible advantage, no

Snc ion i Ued for, for the purpose of men having recourse to the

West hence it follows that the passage in question merely mentions

a well-known fact for purposes of reference.

AdUkarana III. -The passages beginning with ' Tarusi-

'

ditam
' &c. are only descriptive References.

the mention of paruai *ita/ ' pur0a/ ' ghpta, and vidag-

ax. >.m also • as* analogous to the foregoing.

4 5

il
'

The case of the passages mentioning (a), cat at

joint,' (b)
' Ml,' (c) ' hutter

5 and (d) < charred
'

is analo-

'wfa the foregoing.
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COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Tjarsha-Pfatyamasa, we meet with the follow-

ing passages— (a) ' Yat parusi ditara, &c.'
—

' That which is out at the joint

belongs to the gods, that which is cut in the middle belongs to Men, and

that which is cut at the root belongs to the Pitris ' and (d) ' Yovi$ag4hah,

cfcc.—that which is charred belongs to the Nirrits, the uncooked belongs

to the Iludras, the well-cooked belongs to the Gods, hence the thing

should be cooked without charring, in order to be acceptable to the gods '

;

—and in connection with the Jyoti?toma we read— (?>)
1

Yatpiir&am
t

(fee.

—

* That which is full belongs to Men, the half-full to the Gods and the

half-full to the Pitris —and (e) Qhfitam, &c.
—

' Clarified butter belongs

to the Gods, the curd-gruel to the Pitris and the untnelted butter to Men/
With regard to what is mentioned in these passages in connection with

Men, the question arises as to whether these are Injunctions or mere
References. The Purvapaksa is that they are Injunctions ; and the

Siildhdnta that they are mere References ; the case of these passages being

exactly analogous to that of the passage mentioning the NivUa.

Adhikarana IV.—The prohibition of the Telling ofLies

pertains to the Sacrifice.

9^t4, the negative act
;
anj^^, mentioned in connection with the sacrifice

;

^mra, on account of its being related (to another injunction) ;
fa^HTO^: mere

reference to a permanent injunction ;
^tra, should be.

12. " The negative act mentioned in connection with

the sacrifice should be regarded as a mere reference to a

permanent injunction ; because it is related to such a one."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Varsha-Purwmdsa, we read
—

' one should

not tell a lie * ; and in connection with this the question arises as to

whether this prohibition pertains to the sacrifice, the sense being that

one should desist from telling lies during the performance of the ~Qarsha-

PHrnanidsa, or it pertains to the ordinary life of man, the sense being that

in ordinary life one should not tell lies. The P&rvapak$a is that the

prohibition applies to man's ordinary life, even though it occurs in the

context of a particular sacrifice ; because the injunctive affix in * should not

tell
' directly expresses the effort of the man, and hence the connection of

2
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the prohibition with the Man is expressed directly by the Vedic text; while

its connection with the sacrifices depends entirely upon the fact of its

occurring in the context of the particular sacrifice ; and the direct declara-

tion of the Vedic word is certainly more authoritative than the indication

of context. Then, as regards the question as to whether the passage in

question is an Injunction or a Reference, it is clear that it is a mere

Reference to what has already been enjoined to every child during the

Upanayana ceremony, when he is told to Hell the truth and follow his

duty/ throughout his life. The prohibition of telling lies, being directly

related to this permanent injunction of telling the tntth, must be regarded

as a mere reference to this latter.

The Siddh&nta is put forward in the next Sutra.

ftfo: It must be an injunction ;
«tr, in reality ;

<ftwi**Kffl, because the connec-

tion is different.

13. In reality, it must be regarded as an Injunction
;

because tbe connection is different.

COMMENTARY.

In reality, the passage in question must be regarded as an Injunction

by itself, pertaining to the 'Qarsha-P'uvyam&sa ; because tbe connection

of this prohibition is entirely different from that of the 'Injunction during

Upanayana ; it is quite clear that the injunction of * telling the truth'

pertains to the ordinary life of man, while the prohibition of
4

telling lies

'

pertains to the particular sacrifice ; hence the latter cannot be regarded

4&.* >m,e£e. Reference to the former.

_ Aii objection has been raised against the Adhikarana itself
—

" Accord-

ing to both views, it is clear that one should not tell lies in ordinary life,

as well as during the performance of the sacrifices ; what then is tbe

purpose of the A$hikava%ia ? "
'

The answer is supplied by the Bhdfya—H the Pftrvapaksa view

be right, and the prohibition pertain to mans ordinary life and be a
mere Reference to the Injunction during Upanayana, then, by acting

Svgainst the Prohibition, the penalty incurred would be that laid down in

Smritis—the Injunction during Upanayana being based upon Smritis

;

whereas if the Sicjdh&nta is right, and the prohibition pertains to the

sacrifices, the penalty incurred by its transgression would be that laid down
In the Yajarveda, wherein the Varsha-Ptirrtamdsa and its details are laid

down.
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Adhikarana V.—The Yawning 'pertains to the

context of the Sacrifice.

St'TRAS 14-16.

^^^^ferT^^ WWW
wiimn, like the Ahina

;
jwrt:, is a detail pertaining to the Man

;
c^rsra,

because it is recognised to be for his sake.

* The Bliasya reads for jww: But the sense remains the same.

14. " The character in question pertains to the man,

"because it is recognised to be for his sake,—like the Ahina."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the tyarsha-Purnamasa, we read
—

" Yawning, one

should recite the Vakgahratu —thereby one gathers within himself the upper

and downward breaths ;"—in connection with this, the question arises

as to whether the yawning pertains to the Man in his ordinary capacity,

or to the fyarslia-Purnamslsa sacrifice. The PtirvapaMm put forward in

the Sutra is that it pertains to Man in his ordinary capacity ; because the

sentence clearly indicates that it pertains to the Aran
;
specially, as the

latter part of the sentence speaks of an ordinary (physical) advantage

accruing to the Man, in the shape of the collecting of the breaths. There

need be nothing incongruous in the character mentioned in the passage

being removed from the context ; as such removal from the context is not

uncommon ; for instance, in the case of the Ahina sacrifice, the twelve

Upasads are disconnected from their context—as shown under a foregoing

Adhikarana 3.3. 15-16.

The SiddhSnta is put forward in the next Sutva*

^f&S ^FTd 3[3^ H Vk II

wwafiflqw , the peculiar force of the context remaining undisturbed
;

st, in

reality ; of one related to it ;
«*mc:, purification, embellishment

; s^a, like

substances.

15. In reality, the character in question is purificatory

of the Man as connected with the sacrifice ; because the

peculiar force of the context remains undisturbed.

COMMENTARY.

The force of the context is as effective in the present instance as in

any other case ; hence what is indicated by the context cannot be set

aside. What the context clearly indicates is that the yawning mentioned
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pertains to the Man, only during the performance of the sacrifice ;
just as

the ' washing' mentioned in connection with the substance
£

corn ' is held

to pertain only to such corn as is to be employed at the sacrifice, and not to

the ordinary corn.

carc^an^ by reason of special mention $
*rc$^

s
would be disconnected from

the context.

16. It is only "by reason of special mention that there

can be disconnection from the context.

COMMENTARY.

There is always some special reason when anything mentioned is

disconnected from its context. For instance, in the case of the AMna and

the Upasafc, cited by the Pilrvapahsa, there is a passage which distinctly

mentions the number ' twelve ' as related to the AMna
;
so that, if the

twelve Upasads were not disconnected from their context, the said mention

of the number ' twelve' as pertaining to the AMna would be nullified.

In the case in question, however, there is no such justification for the

disconnection of context.

Adhikarana VI.—The prohibition of the threatening

pertains to Man in his ordinary capacity.

SUTRA 17.

in regard to the 'Shamyu % also; «*rf^pro, because it applies to all.

17. The same holds in regard to the ' Shamyu ' also

;

because it applies to all.

COMMENTARY,

In connection with the T)avsha-Purnamasa we meet with a long

passage, wherein Brihaspati imparts advice to Indra, in course of which

he prohibits certain acts,—-such as the threatening of the Brdhmaw and

the like ; the whole of this advice is called (in the passage itself) ' Shamyu.'

In regard to this, the question arises as to whether the prohibition of the

'threatening of the Brahmana
5

applies to the sacrifice,—the meaning

being that during the sacrificial performance the Brahmana should not

be threatened—or it applies to Men in their ordinary capacity—the

sense being that the Brahmana should nerer be threatened. The P&rva-

pqlt$a is that the prohibition of the threatening must pertain only to the
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time during which the Varsha-Ptirnamasa sacrifices are being performed;

for the simple reason that it is found in the section dealing with these

sacrifices. The Sitfdh&nta embodied in the Sutra is that the prohibition

must pertain to all time ; as the passage contains the common name
1

Br&hmana which applies to all Brfihmanas, whenever met with, and

not only to those met with during a sacrificial session. Hence, the

passage in question has to be disconnected from its context.

Adhikarana VII.—[The prohibition of conversing ivith a

ivoman in her courses applies to Man in his

ordinary capacity^]

SOTRAS 18-19.

5*1% prior ;
sro^vira, because of removal

; :, of the woman in her

courses.

18. Inasmuch as tlie woman in her courses is already

removed beforehand [the prohibition must apply to Man
in his ordinary capacity.]

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Varsha-Purriamasa, we read
—

' One should

not converse with a woman in her courses the question arises as to this

prohibition pertaining to the conversation (between the priest and the

wife of the Master) during the sacrificial performance, or to that which

people hold in ordinary life. The Purv&pdksa is that, inasmuch as the

prohibition occurs in the context of the sacrifice, it must pertain to the

conversation during its performance. The Siddhdjjtta embodied in the

Sutra is that the prohibition pertains to ordinary conversation,

and not to that held daring the sacrificial performance ;—because this

latter conversation is not possible under the circumstances, inasmuch

as another text has laid it down that * if the sacrificers wife happen to be

in her courses, she should be removed from the sacrificial house *, and

when the lady has been already removed, no conversation with her would

be possible ; and there can be no sense in prohibiting what is not possible.

Ordinary conversation, however—apart from the sacrificial performance

—

is always possible ; hence the prohibition must pertain to this ordinary

Conversation.
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wrofiftroj because intercourse is prohibited
; also.

19. Also because there is prohibition of intercourse.

COMMENTARY.
rius Sutra supplies a further argument in support of the Sifflhanta.

in the same passage we also find the prohibition of intercourse with the
woman in her courses

; and as no such intercourse is possible during the
sacrificial performance, this prohibition cannot but be taken as pertaining
to something apart from the sacrifice ; and under the circumstances, the
other prohibitions also in regard to the woman should be taken as
pertaining to things outside of the sacrificial performance.

Adhikarana VIII.—The wearing of gold pertains to

Man in his ordinary capacity.

SUTRAS 20-24.

not in context (of any particular sacrifice) ; 3, really ; must
pertain to man (in his ordinary capacity) ; m, from those ; fiSWra, because of
difference.

20. That which does not occur in the contest of any
particular sacrifice, must pertain to Man in his ordinary
capacity

; because it differs from those (that are found in the
context of particular sacrifices).

COMMENTARY.

^

There are several stray passages, not in the section dealing with any
particular sacrifice,- laying down that 'Gold should be worn,' 'clean clothes
should be worn' &c. <fec. The question arising as to this ' wearing of gold

'

pertaining to some sacrificial performance or to Man in his ordinary
capacity,—the Sutra puts forward the Siddhanta view that, inasmuch
as there can be no grounds for connecting the said ' wearing of gold

'

with any particular sacrifice ; we cannot but take it as referring to Manm his ordinary capacity.

The Purvapaksa is put forward in the next Sutra—

srssq^ ^rq: w \\ 11

sMdbT'
3
'

b6CaUSe U h Wi*0Ut 3 substanc
^ t ?'

b*t
5 auxiliary

;
*t*

?
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21. " But because the passage is without the mention
of a substance, it must be taken as auxiliary (to the Agni-

hotra and other sacrifices).?

COMMENTARY.

The passage must be regarded as supplementary to the Agnihotra
and other sacrifices, laying down the

6

wearing of gold ' as an auxiliary

detail in connection with these sacrifices. Because the passage does not

contain the mention of any substance, in the shape of either a Deity or an
offering material, through whose mention an independent sacrificial

offering could be assumed as forming the basis for the particular detail of
* wearing of gold further, the word actually found is ' wearing'; and
inasmuch as this * wearing ' (of gold) can be only purificatory in its

character,—and purifications can only be regarded as auxiliaries,—it

follows that the ' wearing of gold ' mentioned must be auxiliary to the

Agnihotra and other offerings.

22. " [Secondly] because of its connection with the

Veda"
COMMENTARY.

This Sfltra puts forward another reason in support of the P&rva-

pak?a-<~The ' wearing of gold ' is found mentioned in a passage occurring

in the Yajurveda, which is also called the 'Adhmryava Veda 1

; which
clearly shows that the * wearing

5

is something to be done by the Adhvaryu,

the sacrificial priest
;
and, as it is only something related to the sacrificial

performance—and not what pertains to Man in his ordinary activity—that

can be done by the ' sacrificial priest/ it follows that the ' wearing ' is

something auxiliary to the Agnihotra and such other sacrifices as the

Varsha-Purqam&sa and the like, which are performed by the Aflkvaryu,

$«H&tni<j, because there is connection of a substance ; % also.

23. " Also because there is connection of a substance.

"

COMMENTARY.

Another reason is put foward in support of the Pdrvapak§a—The
passage in question mentions the particular substance, Gold, as 'should

be worn;' and this can only mean that 'by the action of wearing the gold

is to be purified and such purification can serve a useful purpose
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only in connection with a sacrificial performance ; it can have no bearing

upon the ordinary activity of Man.

^TT^TS^T <fi«r?T TOTT^ ^HT%-

stpr: n r« ii

wb, should be
; % in reality

;
to, the thing in question

;
*%vm

f
like the

connection (of a particular result) ; with a result
; m, relation ;

m'mj,

hence ; an action 5 3Rwhw: as says the teacher Aitishftyana.

24. But, in reality, the thing in question is related to

a result, like the connection (of another thing, with a

particular result) ; hence it must be regarded as an action

(fulfilling an ordinary human purpose)—as has been taught

by Aitishayana.

COMMENTARY.

This Sutra answers the Purvapahsa arguments and establishes the

final SHdhanta. What is laid down in connection with the gold, i.e.,

wearing— is actually mentioned in the passage itself, as related to a definite

result ; in the shape of the disfiguring of the enemy ;—then, as a
matter of fact, the passage does not occur in the context of any sacrifice,

the wearing cannot be regarded as merely purificatory of the gold ; for there

is no sacrifice at which the gold thus purified could be utilised from
all this it follows that the wearing is only an action in itself accomplishing

some ordinary worldly purpose for the man; just as we find in the

case of the Prdjdpatya observances, which, being mentioned as related to

the particular result of being freed from sins, are regarded as independent
actions by themselves. Hence the conclusion is that the ' wearing of gold

'

is something related to the Man in his ordinary capacity.

Adhikarana IX.—The Jaya, &c, are subsidiary to

Vedie actions.

StTKAS 25-27.
ft

%n, is auxiliary
;
wrt, which is not mentioned in the context (of any parti-

cular action)} *fitara, because there is no specification
; ^m\, 0f all actions.

25. " What is not mentioned in the context of any
particular action must be auxiliary to all actions ; as no
specification is possible."
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COMMENTARY.

Another stray passage &ays— ' If one desires to attain pr0spe
by means of an act, he should offer the Jaya. and other oblations '

y
* now

the question arises—are these oblations to be regarded as auxiliary
to ^

Vedic actions of Agnihojra and the rest ? or to all actions, include
even the ordinary worldly acts of cultivation, &c. ? The Ptirvapakyt ^
that they must be regarded as auxiliary to all actions

; because,
iu t^

first place, they are not mentioned in the context of any particular
action

and, secondly, there is nothing to specify that the oblations are
connected

with Vedia actions only. m

The Siddhdnta is put forward in the next Sutra,

Irir;, the oblations in question j 3, but; ^f^v*, should be restricted
ft

Vedic actions) ;
w^rtWlw?, because of their connection with the Sacrificial Fire

°

26. But the Oblations must be restricted to the
Vedic sacrifices only ;

because they are connected with the
Sacrificial Fire.

COMMENTARY.

Inasmuch as the oblations have been called ' Homa,' £

0fl;eri

into Fire/ it follows that they have to be offered into the Ahavant^
or Consecrated Sacrificial Fire; as all ' Homas ' are laid down as to he
offered into the Ahavaniya Fire. Hence, it follows that the oblations *

6

question can be auxiliaries to only those actions in which we have ^
Consecrated Sacrificial Fire ; and as this Fire is possible only in the^
of the Vedic Sacrifices of the Agnihotra &c, it follows that it is to these

latter only that the said Oblations can be auxiliary. In the case 0f the
ordinary worldly acts of cultivation, &c, on the other hand, there

is ^
possibility of any kind of Consecrated Fire.

0

to:, (they must be) auxiliary (to Vedic actions)
;

«r, also; mmm,
because of

the name.

27, They must "be regarded as auxiliary to Vedic

actions, also because of the name.

COMMENTARY.

Another reason is put forward in support of the Sic^hctnta^^

Oblations in question are found mentioned in the Yajurvefa; and, as
thl

name of this is
' Aftcaryata,' the Oblations must be related to only Bu^
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actions as admit of the employment of the Adhvaryu priest; and, m it is

only Vedic actions that admit of such employment, the Oblations must be

restricted to these latter alone.

Ar
.

—

The Expiatory Sacrifice is to be per-

formed only in the case of the gift of a horse during a Vedic
Sacrifice.

SOTttAS 28-29.

^nj, because of its being sinful; the (Expiatory) sacrifice

;

connection with the ordinary (not Vedic sacrificial, Horse-giving)
, wra, should be;

msra, based upon scriptural sanction
;

n>, specially because ; in connection
with the Vedic (Sacrificial Horse-giving)

;
i, not

;
^t:, sin ; would attach.

28. "The expiatory Sacrifice should be performed
only in connection with the ordinary Horse-gift ; as it is

only this that can be sinful ; as for the "Vedic Horse-gift,
it cannot be regarded as sinful, being, as it is, sanctioned by
scriptural authority."

COMMENTARY.

It is laid down that—-'a man should make as many offerings to
Varuna as there are horses that he receives' [It will be shown in the next
cttfhikarna, that receiving here stands for giving]. And in regard to this,
there arises the question—are these expiatory offerings to Varuna to be
made in connection with the gift of a hone made in ordinary life? or
with that made in the course of the performance of a Vedic Sacrifice? The
Ptirvapaha put forward in the Sutra is that it is the giving of horses in
ordinary life that should be accompanied by the expiatory offering • because
it w only such a gift that has been declared to be sinful, in the passage-
one who m ordinary life makes a gift of horses, is caught by Varuna'—

and it is only a sin that has to be expiated by means of offerings the
gift of horses during a sacrificial performance is one that is laid down in
the. scriptures as to be made

; and hence no sin could ever attach to such
sanctioned gifts

;
winch, therefore, would not stand in need of being expiat-

ed by means of expiatory offerings.
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The Siftdh&nta is put forward in the next Sufera.

vrfm$:, (it is) a mere Arthav&da
;
st, in reality

;
mm, hence ; *iir. related to

sacrifice
;

Sffftfl, should be regarded.

29. Iii reality, however, the passage (speaking of the

sinfulness of the ordinary horse-giving) is a mere Arthavada
;

hence the expiatory offerings must be regarded as related to

(Horse-giving during) sacrifices.

COMMENTARY.

The passage quoted to show the sinfulness of Horse-giving is a

mere Arthauhla ; and it does not really mean that the giving is actually

sinful ; this is clear from the fact that a man making a Horse-gift in

ordinary life is never found to be beset with dropsy, which is what is meant

by * being caught by Varuna ' (in the passage in question). Hence, it

follows that the expiatory offerings appertain to the giving of Horses in

course of sacrifices.

Adhiharana XI.—The Varuna-saerifice, consequent upon

Horse-gift, is to performed by the Donor.

StfTRAS 80—31,

sftrf^, not laid down ; % verily
;
^^m, because the action is totally difierent.

30. " The sacrifice is really not laid down (for the

Donor) ; because the action (mentioned in the passage as

the occasion for the sacrifice) is different (from the act of

Giving the Horse.)

COMMENTARY.

The expiatory offering spoken of in the foregoing Adhikarana is laid

down in the passage—' as many horses a man receives, so many should

the V&ruva offerings be made ;'—now the question arises—are these Varuna

offerings to be made by the Donor or by the Receiver of the horses ? The

Pdrvapaksa put forward in the Sfitra is that the offerings should be made

>y the Receiver and not by the Donor ; as the action which is mentioned
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in the passage as giving rise to an occasion for the offerings is spoken of

"by the word 'receives
1

,
—and certainly the action of Receiving is totally

different from that of Giving. Hence it follows that the offerings should

be made by the Priest, -who receives the gift of the Horses during the sacri-

ficial performance.

The Sid4Mnta is put forward in the next SAtra*

sr, the offering
;

by the force of indicatives
;
*wfaC% belonging to one *

who employs the Priest ;
wa, should,

31. The offering has to be made by the person who
employs the Priest as is clearly shown by the force of

indicatives.

COMMENTARY.

The expiatory offerings hftve to be made by the Master of the Sacri-

fice, who employs the Priest, and is the Donor of the horses ; that this

is the right course, we gather from the force of indicatives ; this * indicative

'

consisting in the inter-relation of words and passages in the context : In

the same context, we have the pas'sage relating the story that * PrajSpati

gave a horse to Varuna,—he was torn,— he preceived the Vftruna offer-

ings',—he offered these,—he thereupon became free from the clutches of

Varuna
'; in the whole of this passage the pronoun 4

he ' clearly refers 'to

Prajapati
;
this passage clearly means that when Prajapati gave a horse

to Varuna, he fell a victim to Varuna and became torn,—whereupon he
made the offerings to Varuna, and was then delivered of the mishap

; and
this is a clear indication of the fact that the man who gives a horse becomes
a victim of Varuna ;—and for deliverance from this, the giver should offer
theVaruya offerings. From this it follows the that the Varuna offerin
is to be made by the Donor of the horse.

Then, as regards the passage on which the discussion was started-
where we have the words

1

as many horses as he receives \-the word
' receives ' has to be taken in the sense of the causal < make to receive

'

i.e., 'give'; in view of the story of PrajApaJi just quoted ; if the word
•receives ' were taken in its literal sense, the direct meaning of the entire
story would have to be altered; than which it is much simpler to alter
the -meaning of the single word 'receives/

8
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Adhikarana XII.—The Somendra-charu is to be
» • • •

offered on the mishap befalling the Drink during the per-

formance of the Vedic Sacrifice,

SOTRAS 32-33,

qR^rrer www
w^&mn, Drinking-misliap

; % also ;
<%n, analogous to that

;
*m, would be.

32.
u The case of the mishap befalling the drinking

of Soma would be analogous to what has been said before

(in the Purvapaksa, regarding the expiatory offering attend-

ing upon the Receiving of the Horse -gift.)"

COMMENTARY.

In regard to the passage

—

i when a man vomits the Soma he has

drunk, he Is called the Soma-vomiter—for him an offering of Cham
should be made to Soma-Tndra'—the question arises as to Whether this

refers to the vomiting of Soma during a sacrificial performance, or the

vomiting of it in ordinary life, apart from any sacrifices. The PArvapaksa

put forward in the Sutra is that this case is analogous with the case dealt

with under Sutras 28-29 ; that is to say, the offering mentioned is to be

made in connection with the ordinary vomitting of Soma, apart from any

sacrificial performance.

The Suldhdnta is put forward in the following Sfltra.

^TT^TT1% ^T%% * ^TT^ II ^ II

^ito, on account of its constituting an offence
; 3, but; pertaining to

vomiting during the performance of a Vedic sacrifice
;
^ira, should

;
mh, serving

a useful purpose
; % specially because

;
§t!%$, as occurring during ordinary life

;

1x0
;
^r:, offence ;

^im, would be.

33. The offering should pertain to the vomiting

during a Vedic sacrifice, as it is only such vomiting that

constitutes an offence
;

specially, as that occurring during

ordinary life, serving as it does a useful purpose, cannot be

regarded as an offence.

COMMENTARY.

It is only vomiting during a sacrificial performance that is regarded

^8 ap. offence ; hence the expiatory offering laid dov?a in connection witfe
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vomiting must pertain to only such vomiting as occurs during a sacrifice.

As regards ordinary vomiting, on the other hand, it is found to serve
a distinctly useful purpose, in the shape of removing excessive foreign

matter from the system, and thereby restoring equilibrium to it ; as such,
this cannot be regarded as an offence; and hence it cannot form the
occasion for an expiatory offering.

Adhikarana XIII.—The offering of the Somendra-
eharu is to be made upon vomiting by the Sacrificer.

SOTRAS 34-36.

S^STTRW^ (I \% II

*ra, the said offering
;
to, should be done in all cases ;

wsfarm, because all

are equally (offensive).

34. " The said offering should be made in all cases

of vomiting (during sacrifice) ; as all are equally offensive/'

COMMENTARY.

In regard to the Som&idra offering dealt with under the foregoing
adhikarana, the question arising as to whether the offering is to be made on
the vomiting of Soma by any one of the persons (Sacrificer and the
Priests) engaged in the Sacrifice, or only on that by the Sacrificer himself,—
the Ptirvapaksa put forward in the Sfitra is that, inasmuch as every
vomiting during the sacrifice is equally offensive, the offering should be
made whenever there is any vomiting, either by the Sacrificer or by any
one of the priests.

The Sifflkdnta is put forward in the next Sutra—

^CTfoft 5TT d^tfldt II II

wPh:, of the sacrificer
; % in reality

;
*&*m, because the performance is for

his sake.

35. In reality, (the offering should be made) on
vomiting hy the Sacrificer

; because it is for his sake (that
the sacrifice is performed).

COMMENTARY,

The offering in question should he made on the vomiting hy the
Sacrificer only; because the performance during which the offensive
yopntmg occurs u for the sake of the Sacrificer ; so that the offering of the
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Somen$ra-charu also should be for his sake, Le.
}
for the correcting of an

offence committed by him.

36. Also because we find passages indicative (of the

same conclusion),

COMMENTARY.

There is another passage which indicates that it is the Saerificey^s

vomiting that forms the occasion for the Sorn&ndva offering :
—

* when Soma

is vomited, calamity befalls the Soma-drinker
9

; this shows that the vomit-

ing brings calamity to the drinker ; and as any mishap relating to tlie

Sacrifice can bring calamity to the sacrificer only, and not to the priests,

—

this clearly indicates that the mishap also must be at his hands only ; all

which goes to show that the Somhidra offering is to be made when the

Soma is vomited by the Sacrificer.

Adhikarana XIV.—Out of the Agneya A^htdkapala

only a two-fold piece should be offered.

SOTRAS 37-41.

s3jr$Frn, offering of the entire ;
jfiro:, the cake

;
^$?wh, because it is for that

purpose*

37, " The whole of the cake should be offered ; as it
m

has been consecrated for that purpose."

COMMENTARY.

In regard to the offering of the Agneya Astdkapola— the cake baked

on eight pans and consecrated to Agui—the question arises as to whether

the whole cake should be offered, or only a portion out of it. The

Pilrvapak§a put forward in the Sutra is that the whole cake should be .

offered ; as it is only for the purpose of being offered that the cake has

been baked and consecrated ; so that there would be no point in keeping

back any part of the cake.

The Si4dhdnta is put forward in the following Sutra

—

fro^nim, because what is laid down is a piece cut out ; 3, but ; remnant

;

W;, should be.
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38. Inasmuch as what is laid down as to be offered is a

piece cut out (of the whole), there should be a remnant.

CMMENTA.RY.

We have sucli injunctions as
—

'one should cut out two pieces out of the

cake/
i

on should offer the two-fold piece ' ;—from which it is clear that

what is to be offered is only a piece or pieces cut out of the entire cake

;

and it follows that the rest of it is to be kept back.

An objection is raised against the Siclfihanta*

mm, merely sanctificatory
;

3T, but
;
wtfrmi, because it is for that purpose.

39. " But the cuttings laid down must be regarded

as purely sanctificatory of the Cake ; as the entire Cake

has been consecrated for the purpose of being offered."

COMMENTARY.

The cuttings out of the cake that have' been mentioned in the

passages quoted must be regarded as purely sanctificatory ; and in this

manner alone we can reconcile such cutting with the well-known fact that

the entire Cake has been consecrated to Agni for the sole purpose of being

offered. Hence, what is to be done is that the entire Cake is to be offered

away by instalments of two pieces each time.

The next SUtra supplies the answer to this objection

—

$ac3T<j, having been done ; but
;
^r:, the act ; once ;

mn, should be

(no repetition of it)
; the substance

;
jn^wm, being subservient (to the act).

40. But, the act (of offering) having been done once,

there should he no repetition of it
;
specially, as the substance

is only subservient (to the act).

COMMENTARY.

Th ere can be no justification for the repeated offering of two-fold pie-

ces, as urged by the Opponent ; for what is laid down is the act of offering ;

and when this will have been done once, by the offering of the first two-
fold piece, there would be no justification for making another offering.

It is true that such repeated offerings may seem to be called for by the

fact that a large p^t of the consecrated substance will remain unspent

;

'.but; as' -a matter of fact, the substance is meant only to subserve the
purposes of the offering, and not the latter of the former

; hence, the
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mere fact of there being a remnant of tlie substance cannot justify a

repetition of the offering.

Another reason is put forward in support of the Siddhdnta—

41. Also because we find the keeping back of remnants

(indicated in the Veda).

COMMENTARY.

Such texts as

—

f

one should cut out the Ida offering from the

remnant/ ' he should make the Svi^tahrit offering out of the remnant '

—

clearly indicate that part of the consecrated Cake lias to be kept back as a

* remnant.'

AdliiJcarana XV.—The tkistakrif offering should be made

out of the Remnants of all substances used

at the sacrifice.

sfcTRAS 42—45.

>p^i«, being unable (to necessitate offerings.
;
vntHm, out of only one sub-

stance ;
Wtot, should be made

;
iw, the remnant

;
3*SJff*m, being merely a

subservient factor.

42. " The offerings should be made out of only one

substance ; as the mere presence of the substance does not

necessitate an offering ; the substance being merely subser-

vient (to the act of offering)."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Ijavsha-Piiryamasa, several such oblations as

the ' Smstaltrit ' and the rest are laid clown as to be offered out of the

* Remnants '
; the question arising as to whether these offerings should be

made out of the remnants of every one of the several substances used

during the performance, or out of that of any one substence only,— the

Purvapahsa propounded in the Sutra is that they are to be made out of the

remnant of a single substance ; as (in accordance with the reasoning put

forward by the Sidcjhdntin, under Sutra. 41} the act of the offering having

been accomplished out of the remnant of a single substance, the mere

presence of a number of other remnants cannot justify the repetition of

4
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the offerings
;
specially, as the substance is subservient to the offering;

and not the offering to the substance.

The next Sfyra supplies another argument in support of the Prlr-

vapak§a,

43. " Also because the embellishment is accomplished

(by means of a single offering)."

COMMENTARY,

The only purpose that the offerings in question serve is to embellish

—enhance the value of—the principal sacrifices; and, as this embellish-

ment will have been duly accomplished by a single offering, there would

be no point in the repeating of the offerings

Tlfe next Sutra puts forward the Siddhanta,

t&v., out of all remnants
;

9t, in reality
;
%iwR3|iira, the cause or occasion being

equally present; swwr, the embellishment
';
*$vrm pertaining to the substance.

44. In reality, the offerings should be made out of all

remnants
;
because the occasion is equally present in all

;

specially as the sanctification pertains to the substance.

COMMENTARY.

The offerings should be made out of the remnants of all the sub-
stances; because the only occasion for the making of any offering is due
to the injunction that

'
offerings should be made out of remnants'; and

this is as applicable in the case of the remnant of fine substance as in the
remnants of the other substances ; so that there can be no justification for
the omitting of the oblations out of the other remnants. Further, the
•offerings' under consideration are meant to be sanctificatory of the
substances

;
so that, if we omitted to make the offering out of the

remnant of any substance, that substance would remain without that
sanctification

;
hence, for the purpose of securing this sanctification for all

the substances, it is necessary to make the offerings out of the remnants
of all. of them.

.

Another reason is put forward in support of the SUdUnta

II 2* II

45. Also because we find indicatives (of the same
conclusion).
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COMMENTARY.

There is a passage which represents the gods as saying that ' the

Sviqtakrit offerings should be made one hy one,' from which it is dear that

repeated offerings have to be made.

The Vdrtika treats these four Sfitoas as part of the foregoing

Aclhikaraya, and not as an independent Adhikorarja by themselves.

Adhikarana XVI.—In ease the Bvistakrit offering is to be

made out of a single Remnant, it is from the

first Remnant that it should be made.

StTRAS 46-47.

m?m, out of only one ; if
;
m\u% just as one desires; srfintara, all being

of equal importance.

46. " In case the oblation is to be offered out of only

one Remnant, it may be offered out of any Remnant one

pleases ; as all remnants are of equal importance."

COMMENTARY.

This A$iiharaw represents what has been called a ' Kritvd-chinta*

e.g., a discussion based npon a supposition ; the view of the Pfirvapak$in

of the foregoing Adhikavaya is taken for granted,—-vis; , that the oblation

is to be made out of a single Remnant, and then the question arises as to

whether the oblation may be made otit of any Remnant at random just as

the sacrificer pleases—or it has to be made out of any particular Remnant,

to the exclusion of the rest. The P4rvapah§a embodied in the Sfitra, is

that it is at the option of the sacrificer from which one of the Remnants

the offering shall be made ; because all the remnants being of equal

importance, there is no ground for preference being given to any one

of them.

The next Stitra puts forward the Siddhdnta.

jwra, out of the first ; ^, in reality ;
m^w^w, because it is the first in

point of time.

47. In reality, the offering should be made out of the

first Reinpant ; as this is the first in point of time.
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COMMENTARY.
When one begins to make the offerings, the Itemnant that presents

itself before him earlier than the rest is the remnant of the first substance
;

and inasmuch as this is the first in point of time,—and there can be no
ground for rejecting it— it follows that the offering should be made out
of this first Remnant.

XVII.—The division of the Cake is for the

purpose of eating.

sOTRAti 48-51.

wsnmtq, there being no mention of eating; sprue?., the term indicating
the gift

;
ifafft, must have the sense of paymen t for service.

48. " Inasmuch as we do not find any mention of
' eating,' the term indicating the gift must be taken in the

sense of payment for service."

COMMENTARY.
- In connection with the quartering of the Cake at the Varska-

P&rnamasa, we read—' this is for the Brahmana priest, this for the Ho&ri,

this for the Adhvaryu, and this for die Agnidhra
'

; in connection with
this arises the question—Is this distribution of the cake-pieces meant
to be given to the priests simply as payment for services rendered, or
for bemg actually eaten by them? The Piirvapakvi embodied in' the
Sutra is that the distribution or giving of the cake-pieces—expressed by
the genitive ending in 'brahmana!?', 'hotuh, &o.'—must be taken to
be in the way of payment for services rendered ; as there is nothing in
the passage to show that the pieces are meant to be actually eaten by the
priests. Simple payment for services rendered being the ordinary
custom,- it is more reasonable to accept that alternative than that there
is to be actual 'eating'; which latter could be accepted only if there
were any word actually expressive of that idea.

The next Sutra supplies another reason in support of the Pilrvn-
paksa,—

rKfU?MN II 2£. ||

49. " Also because this is what is praised,"

COMMENTARY.
A passage that follows says-' this is the sacrificial fee at the Darsha-

Pitrnamdsa '-which praises the distribution of the cake-pieces as forming
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the ''fee,'—which is the same as * payment for services rendered,' This

also shows that the distribution is to be taken in this latter sense.

The following Sutra puts forward the Siclcjhanta.—
^ v

for the purpose of eating ; in reality
; ^ in regard to the substance;

*r*!?3m being equal.

50. In reality, the distribution must be regarded as

the purposes of eating
; because in regard to the substance

(Cake), both (the Sacrificer and the Priests) are equally placed

(so far as proprietary right is concerned).

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the Cake has been given away to the Deities
;

so that the Sacrificer has no more ownership over it than the Priests
;

and what is not owned by him cannot be given by him as fee, in payment

for services rendered Hence the conclusion is that the distribution is

for the purpose of indicating what piece is to be eaten by which priest;

this distribution by the Sacrificer being meant to preclude the possibility

of any quarelling among the priests. Nor is this eating useless ; it

refreshes the priests and enables them to perform their respective duties

more efficiently.

o^rt^TTf 4M*fc^fa: II X% II

sst^ot, because there is distribution j
^R^gft:, the praise of giving.

51. We have the praise of giving, because of the

distribution [which is as good as giving.]

COMMENTARY.

We have the praise of giving, quoted by the Purvapaksin under

Sfltra 50 ; because the distribution, that actually takes place among the

Priests for the purpose of eating, is as good as giving
;

hence, the text

quoted praises it as * gift ' ; and it need not be taken as necessarily imply-

ing that the cake-pieces are given by way of payment for services rendered.

End of Pada IV of Adhy&ya. IIT.
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Fifth Pada.

Adhiharanal.—The 8vistahrit oblation of Bemnants should
• • • • • V

not be offered out of the Clarified Butter, &e.

SftTBAS 1-12.

sww<j, of the clarified butter
;

*r, also
;
^ra%*ira, because of connection with all*

1. " [The Kemnant offerings should be made] out of

the Clarified Butter also ; because the offering laid down is

in connection with all (materials).

"

COMMENTARY.

In connection with, the tyarsha-Ptirnamasa, we have several intervening

sacrifices ; and for these several offerings of remnants—called
£

Scitfakrit^

\Idd
9

* and so forth—are laid down; now the question arises—at

these intervening sacrifices, e.g.,— the Upamshu sacrifice, at which cer-

tain oblations are poured out of the Clarified Butter deposited in the

l)hruva vessel— should there be, or not be, an ' offering of remnants ' out of

the Butter also? This question has arisen in regard to the Butter only,

because the entire quantity of Butter required for the whole T)arsha~

P&mamasa is deposited in the Dhruva vessel, and out of this a portion,

being divided into four parts or quartered, is offered at the Upamshu
sacrifice ; so that, if an

1

offering of remnants ' is to be made, there would

be no butter left for the succeeding offerings ; and yet, an * offering of

remnants ' would appear to be binding. The Purvapak$a is that an
1

offering of remnants' must be made out of the Butter also, as the Butter

stands on exactly the same footing as the other materials ; and the offering

is laid down in connection with all materials.

The next three Sutras put forward other arguments in support of the

Purvapatya*—
ii r n

2. " Also because of the reason [of the offering, being
applicable to all materials]/'
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COMMENTARY.

An Arthavdda passage has supplied a reason for the offerings of

Remnants : It says—' The gods said to Svistakrit—fetch offerings Toi*

us
;
He said—I ask this boon that I may have a share of the offerings—in

the shape of remnants; ' this is the sole ground on which the remnant-

offerings are made ; and this reason holds good just as much in regard

to the Clarified Butter, as to any other material.

in regard to one offering-material
;
*jwwp3to, because we find used

the term ' Samavatta, collective oblation/

3. " Further, because in regard to one offering-mate-

rial, we find used the term £

collective oblation.'
"

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the
4

Cham-offering ' at the PrayarAya sacrifice,

to Svistakrit, we find a passage using the term ' collective oblation this

/ clearly indicates that the oblation is to be made out of all the materials

used at the sacrifice ; which shows that the offering is to be made out of

the Clarified Butter also.

^ ^sJjtt^ ftws^shnr^r II 2 II

wft, in connection with the Clarified Butter
; % further

;
3*Nra, because we

find
;
f^»g*$«kK*s, an Arthavdda passage relating to the Svistakrit.

4. " Lastly, because we find that an Arthavdda pas-

sage relating to the Svistakrit offering of Remnants actually

refers to the Clarified Butter."

COMMENTARY.

We find an Arthavdda passage to the following effect

—

1

with each

offering, the Clarified Batter should be poured back,—but after having

made the Svistakrit offering out of the Clarified Butter, such pouring

should not be done' ;—and -this clearly shows that the Svistakrit offering

is to be made out of the Clarified Butter also.

The Si4dhdwta is put forward in the next Sutra.

s$«r?*ra, on account of there being no remnant
; g, but

; % not so; *mj,

could be ; on account of the whole being given away
;
iftm, absence

of remnant.
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5. But it could not be so ; for the simple reason that

there is no remnant (of the Clarified Butter) ; and this

absence of remnant is due to the whole of it having been

offered away.

COMMENTARY.

The BiclcLhanta is that it is not possible to make any
6

offering of

remnants ' out of the Clarified Butter, for the simple reason that, as a

matter of fact, there can be no 'remnant' of the Butter sanctified for the

sacrifice, the whole of it having been offered away—at the Updmshuydga, in

which all the four quarters of the material have to be poured as oblation.

W^HWST ^?T^ I) £ II

«rw*im, on account of its being common (to others) ; not
;

H3rat% in

the Dhruva vessel ; would be.

6. What is left in the Dhruva vessel cannot be re-

garded (as the Remnant to be offered) ; as the Butter con-

tained in that vessel is meant for several offerings,

COMMENTARY.

It might be urged that even though the Clarified Butter offered at

the Upanshu sacrifice is only that portion of it that has been ' quartered *;

so that even after the offering of the quartered Butter, there would be some

Butter left in the Tjhruvd vessel, out of which the
£

remnant-offering

'

could be made. The answer to this is that what is left in the Vhruvd vessel,

after the * quartered
5

Butter has been offered, cannot be regarded as a
" remnant " in the proper sense of the term ; for a thing can be called a

remnant only when all that had to be done out of it has been finished
;

such is not the case in the case under consideration ; it is true that the

quartered portion of the Butter has been offered away ; but the whole of

the Butter in the vessel was not intended for this offering alone ; so that

wbat remains beliind after the offerings of the * quartered ' Butter has

still got to be utilised in the oblations that come after the Upimshu
sacrifice ;

e.g., the oblation to Visrm. For this reason, there can be no
' remnant 'of the Clarified Butter, out of which the * remnant-offering

could be made to Svistakrit. That this is so is supported by a direct

ie declaration to the effect—
c The Clarified Butter held in the

vessel is for the purpose of the entire sacrifice/
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^?tc^m, on account of its being divided
; % and

;
^|t^

, in the Juhu ;

that
; % and ; $w$ft«im, on account of its being connected with the oblation.

7. Specially because that (Butter) which is in the

Juhu is what has been already apportioned^ and has (as

such) been already formed part of the oblation.

COMMENTARY.

It might be argued that,—" though there is no ' remnant
5

in the
Tjhrucd vessel, yet the

4

offering of remnant ' might be made out of the

Butter that will have remained behind in the Julu\ with which the

oblation has been poured in the answer to this is, that what may
remain behind in the Juhti is only such butter as has already been
apportioned

; and what has been apportioned must be regarded as having
foTined part of the oblation poured in according to the injunction ' one

should pour oblations of the appoitioned butter;' so that, even though
some of this butter may be left behind in the Juhu, it could not be
rightly used for any such other oblation as the ' offering of remnants.'

8. " But it might be as in the case of the Cups."

COMMENTARY.

In answer to the foregoing tititra, the opponent brings forward the

following argument— " In several sacrifices where oblations are poured

by means of Gups, even though the cups along with the contents have been

already consecrated to particular deities, yet out of what is left in those

same cups, people make the Anumsatkara offerings, which are of the

nature of the
1

offering of remnants.' Izi the same manner, even though

the Butter in the Juhu has been already offered, yet the little that

might be left behind, could very well serve as the material for the ' offer-

ing of remnants'/'

The answer to this argument is given in the next Sutra.

% the analogy does not hold ;
^'nfiftraTci, because there would he an infringe-

ment of the Injunction ;
m&ftcm, because it makes it a fit offering material; t,

also.

9. The analogy does not hold good
; (1) because (in

the case of the Cups) there would be an infringement of

5
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Injunctions (if the remnant offering were not made) ; and

(2) also because the consecration only serves to make it a fit

offering material.

COMMENTARY.

Oar answer is, that the case of the Batter in the QhruvA is not

analogous to that of the Soma-juice in the Caps. In the latter case, we

find a distinct Injunction laying down the offering of the left contents of

the caps to other deities ; so that, if no such offering were made, there

would bean infringement of that injunction ;—secondly, the
i

consecra-

tion ' of the contents of the Cups is not the same as the ' apportionment

'

of the contents of the QhruvA ; all that the * consecration ' means is that

the substance has been rendered fit for offering ; and it does not neces-

sarily mean that the entire contents have been poured in as oblation ; hence

the remnants may well be offered to other deities. The case of
4

apportion-

ment' stands upon a different footing; it is distinctly laid down that what

has been apportioned should be poured in as oblation ; so that no remnant

of the material thus apportioned can be offered to other deities.

&mrkm% because what is laid down can pertain only to what has come
into existence ; *fft, refers to what is in existence

;
wr^, the term

4

all/

10. The term
£

all ' pertains to what is there ; as

what is laid down can pertain only to such things as are in

existence.

COMMENTARY.

It is true that the passage laying down the
(

offering of remnants
*

speaks of ' offering out of all remnants,' from which it is clear that the

offering should be made out of the Butter also. But the terms 'all

remnants
'
can stand only for those remnants that are in existence ; in the

* case of the Butter, it has been shown that there is no remnant ; so that

the 'offering of all remnants ' cannot have any connection with the Butter.

11. The indicative text (urged in Sutra 3) refers to

the kind.

COMMENTARY.

Under Sutra 3 the opponent has brought forward the term 'collective

offering
'
as indicative of the fact that the ' offering of remnants ' is to "be
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made out of the Butter also. The answer to this is, that the term

'collective offering ' refers only to the kind
;
i.e., it stands for the offering

of such materials as are of the ' kind ' or nature of ' Remnants and this

can refer only to such
c

remnants' as are actually in existence; and not

to each and every one of the materials.

SR^FT^ II \R II

w?n% the last
;

signifies non-emptying.

12. The last passage (brought forward by the oppo-

nent in Sutra 4) means that (the -vessel) should not be entire-

ly empty.

COMMENTARY.

Under Sutra (4) the opponent has brought forward the passage

' after the Svistakrit offering, there is no pouring back of the Butter into

the Vhruvd vessel*—in support of the view that the Svistakrit offering

is to be made out of the Butter also. The answer to that is now given :

All that the passage indicates is that the vessel should not be entirely

emptied, until the Svistakrit offerings have been made ; as there are

several other purposes to be served by the Butter—apart from any actual

oblations—till the Svistakrit oblation has been poured ; such purposes,

for instance, as the sprinkling of it upon kusha grass, and so forth ; after

this oblation has been poured in, there is no more use for the 'Butter, in

view of which it could be poured back into the vessel ;
hence, there is to be

'no pouring back after the Svistakrit offerings ;— this being the purport

of the passage, there is nothing in it to show that the Svistakrit offerings

are to be made out of the Butter.

Adhiharana II —The ' offering of Remnants ' is not to

be made out of the material of the SahamprastMya Sacrifice.

sOtra 13.

graswremfr, at the S&kamprastfiiya saarifiee ;
ffc8*i3«l, the Svistakrif offering

;
*

also ; similar to the foregoing.

13. At the Sakamprasthiya Sacrifice also the offering

of tlie Svistakrit is as in the foregoing case.
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OOMMlKTARr,

In connection with the Varsha-Pilrrtamdsa, we have the Sdkampras-

ttyya Sacrifice ; and in connection with this also the question arises as to

whether or not there is to be the SvUtahrit-ofte.ving of Remnants at this

sacrifice. The Siddhanta is that this case is exactly analogous to the one

dealt with in the foregoing adhikaraqa
; that is, there is to be no offering

of Remnants.

Adhiharana III.—There is to be no offering of Rem-
nants at the Sautritimani Sacrifice.

StfTRAS 14-15.

*Nr**it^
}
at the Sautr&ma$i sacrifice; % also

; out of the Cups.

14.—At the Sautramani sacrifice also [there should be
no offering of Remnants] out of the Cups.

COMMENTARY.

At the Sautramani sacrifice there are certain cups dedicated to the
Ashvins, to Sarasvari and to Indra. With regard to these also the Svhjharita

is that there can be no ' offering of Remnants *; on the same ground of
the entire contents being offered and there being no Remnants left, as
that urged in Adhik. (.1).

-^m sta^ra^ hum
UN, indicative of the same fact

; % also
; the declaration of remnant.

15. The declaration of remnant also is indicative of
the same fact.

COMMENTARY.

We meet with the declaration—
' something should be kept back

the whole should not be offered '; and this advice to keep back a little
clearly shows that what was intended was that the entire contents of the
Cups should be offered up

;
and this little that is to be kept back has been

declared to be for a purpose entirely different from that of being offered
as ' remnant

';
it is clearly laid down that the little that is kept back is for

the purpose that it may be drunk by the Br&hmana.-or, in some cases for
being poured into a jar with a hundred holes.

!
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Adhiharana IV.—At the Sarvaprista Sacrifice the

Svistahrit offering is to be made only once.

SffTRAS 16—17.

sT5*N»^ 5R^ir^ srf^RH xmT^ n \% u

5p3*#, even though the substance is the same ; inasmuch as the

actions are diverse
;

irm^^, in connection with each act of offering; fa^fc*, should
Mi

he done.

16. " Even though the substance is the same,—inas-

much as the actions are diverse, the (Svistakrit offering)

should be done in connection with each act/'

COMMENTARY.

The Savvapvista Sacrifice consists of a number of oblations to Tndra,

out of a single Cake. Tn connection with this, there arises the question

whether one should offer the Simtakrit oblation of Remnant in connection

with every one of the said oblations, or he should offer only one such

oblation. The Pftrvapakza embodied in the Sutra is that, inasmuch as

each oblation to Indra is a distinct act by itself, the 'offering of Remnant

'

should accompany every one of them ; even though the fact that all the

oblations are offered out of a single Cake might indicate the plausibility of

the other alternative,— it cannot be denied that each oblation stands by

itself, and, as such, should be accompanied by its own 'offering of

remnant/

The SifWi&nta is put forward in the next Svtra.

<hBwhm, inasmuch as there can he no differentiation
; % but ; of the

remnant ; in regard to all ;
siftftg?gm, being the same.

17. Inasmuch as there can be no differentiation of

the Remnant, it is the same for all [hence there can be only

one offering of Remnant].

COMMENTARY.

The oblations having been offered out of a single Cake, it is not

possible to differentiate the ' remnant ' of each oblation separately ; hence

we cannot but regard the single 'remnant' as pertaining to all the

oblations ; and from this it follows that there is to be only one ' offering

of remnant/
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AdhiharanaV—In connection with the Cup dedicated

to Indra-Vdyu, there should be two eatings

of the Remnant.

sOtra 18.

in the ease of the Cup dedicated to Indra-V&yu
; 5, but

;
wrra, on the

strength of direct injunction
;

nfo**, in connection with each act ; to:, eating

;

Sffij, should be.
'

' "

'

18. In the case of the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vayu,
however, there should he eating in connection with each
act (of offering),—on the strength of direct injunction.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, a Cup is dedicated to the hvo
deities Indra and Vayu, and an offering is made to each of these deities
out of that Cup. Now the question arises as to whether there should be
only one Eating of Remnants

' out of the Cup, after both the offering
have been made or there should be two 'Eatings,' one after each
ottering. The Purvapaksa view is that, inasmuch as the 'Eating is
purely sanctificatory of the Soma-juice, there should be only one
eating.

_

The S^anta put forward in the Ultra is that there should betoo eatings ;-a8 is distinctly laid down in the direct injunction-' oneshould eat twice out of the cup dedicated to Indra-Vayu.

Adhiahrana VI.-Eating of the Remnants of Soma.
SOTRAS 19—21.

er^wTr=r * firspr nun
3ft, in the case of Soma : an tWp ;c „

not ; is.

S n0 3n
Junctl0n ' Eating

;

19. " In the case of Soma there is no Eating ; as there
is no injunction to that effect."

COMMENTARY.

At the Jyotktoma sacrifice, Soma-juice is employed • and thequestion arising as to whether or not th.re should be any eating ofKel^
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of this Soma,—the Piirvopaksa put forward in the Sutra is that, inas-

much as there is no text laying down the eating of remnants of. Soma,

there should be no such eating.

The Siddhdnta is put forward in the next Sutra.

wh, should be
; % in fact ;

3Rn3ssNra, because we find texts with other

meanings (to be indicative of such eating.)

20. In fact, there should be (eating of Soma) ; because

we find texts which, though having other meanings, are

indicative of the. said eating.

COMMENTARY.

Though it is true that we have no texts that directly lay down the

eating of Soma, yet there are texts which, though directly conveying other

meanings, <\o indirectly indicate the Eating of Soma; such texts are— 4

the

priests place the Gups of Soma dedicated to the Ashvins to the right of

the altar, after they have been eaten out of, and refilled.

sreTrft, direct injunctions; 3, in fact
;
^iwsra, because they lay down something

liew ;
WEfnj, thereupon

;
*Ap^pi, in strict accordance with direct injunctions

;

*g:, would be.

21. In fact, the texts are direct injunctions,—laying

down something not already laid down elsewhere ; so that

% the eatings, would be in strict accordance with direct in-

junction.
COMMENTARY.

Against Sutra 20 it might be urged that the texts referred to

are only indirectly indicative; and, in thcabsence of direct injunction,

there can be no justification for the eating of Soma. The answer to

this is that, it is true that the texts only indirectly speak of the eating ;

but even so, inasmuch as they lay down something new—something

not already mentioned elsewhere—they are as good as direct injunctions
;

and hence the eating of Soma, on the strength of these texts, cannot but

be regarded as being in strict accordance with Direct Injunctions.
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Adhiharaha VII.— There is Eati?ig by the Priests to whom
the Gups belong,

STDTRA 22.

w^, out of the Cups
;
ot^httj, because of the names ; the application

(of the name) ;
rrfaiwrsra, being due to that fact.

22, Oat of the Cups (there must be eating),—because

of the names (given to the Cups) ; the application (of these

names) being due to that fact (of the eating being done

by the Priests.)
COMMENTARY.

At the Jyotistoma sacrifice there are ten Cups, each of which

has a distinct name— viz. ,* the Hotri's Cup,
5

'the Brahman's Cup' and

so forth. The question arising whether or not out of each of these Cups
the Remnant has to be eaten by the priests,— the Purvapakta is that there

is no such eating. In answer to this, we have the SiddMnta as embodied
in the Sutra :—There must be eating of the Remnant out of these Gups

;

this is evident from the names given to the Cups ; that is, the Cup
is called

4

Hotii's Cup/ simply because theHotri priest drinks the Remnant
out of that Cup

;
the expression ' hotuli chamasalj? 'Hotri's Cup,' means

' that wherein the Hotri sips, chamati '
; so that, unless the priest actually

did sip out of the Cup, it could not be called ' cliamasa? ' Cup '
; so that

the very application of the name is dependent upon actual eating.

^m, for this reason
;

*r, further
;
*mmw, for the non-Brahmana ; the

Soma
;
Jjf^fa, prohibits.

22. (a) It is on account of this fact (of Priests eating
out of the Soma-cups) that the Veda prohibits Soma- drink-
ing for the non-Brahmana.

COMMENTARY.
[This Siltra appears in the Bib. hid. edition of the Blit^a, as a part

of the Bhd$ya, The Subodhini makes it a separate Stitra.]

This Stitra puts forward another argument in support of the BitWtilnta
We have m the Veda the following passage-' If the Brfthmana offers
a sacrifice on behalf of a Ksat triya or a Vaishya, and the latter' should
desire to eat the Soma-remnant, he should be given a mixture of banyan-
shoots and curd, and not Soma '

; this clearly shows that there should be
eating out of the Soma-Cups, by the Priests and also by the Sacrifice
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Adhikarana VIII.—The Udgdtri priests should eat along

with the Subrahmanya Priest.

StTTRAS 28-26.

3f*TT^HSW. sgft'&Tt'TTS II II

^«i<ci^<9^, the Udg&tri's Cup
;
w:, one (priest) only

;
*fff^rcm, by reason of

direct assertion.

23. " Only one priest should eat out of the Udgatju's

cup ;—such being the force of direct assertion."—(a)

COMMENTARY.

At the Jyotistoma there are certain Cups, named after the Priests
;

and we have seen that the remnants of Soma-juice in these Cups have

to be eaten by the priests ; one of these Cups is called ' the Cup of the

Udg&trt priests '
; in connection with this last cup, the question arises—

{a) Ts the remnant in this Cup to be eaten by only one priest, the Udgdtri ?

(b) or by all the priests ? (c) or by only those three priests who are actual

' Soma-singers,'— i.e., the Udgdtri, the Prastotri and the Pratihortfi ? (b) or

by these three ' Soma-singers ' along with the Suhrahmanya priest ?

The first three alternatives constitute the three Pilrvapak§a views.

(a) The first of these, embodied in Stitra (23\ is that the eating should be

done by the Udgdtri priest only,—such being the indication of the name of

the Cup—'the Cup of the U$gdtri' ; and inasmuch as the indication

of the name of the Cup is the sole authority for the eating, there can be

no justification for the eating of the remnant in
f

the Cup of the Udgdtris
'

by any other, except the Udgdtri priest.

The second Ptirvapak§a is put forward in the next SUtra.

s$&TFng ii n

tit, all j
3T, in fact ;

qj&ww
, because all are clearly indicated,

24.
££
In fact, all the Priests (should eat of the Cup),

because there is an indication of all."—(6)

COMMENTARY.

The eating should be done by all the Priests, and not by the Udgdtri

only because the plural number in the name ' Ufydtrimm ehamasa^

the Cup of the Udgdtris,' clearly indicates that many— i.e., all—Should

eat. If the eating were restricted to the Udgdtri priest alone, the plural

number would have to be discredited as a mistake. It is true that, since

the name mentions the Udgdtri only, and, the number of the Uty&tri

0
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priest is one only, there is nothing to justify the eating by the other

priests ;—but the answer to this is, that the only reasonable solution

of the difficulty appears to be to take the plural term
'

JJdgatris
1

as

standing for the * U(]ydtri' and the rest '
; there can be no other justifica-

tion for the plural number, tho actual number of the Vdg&pri priest

being one only.
*

(c) The third PtiLvmyakqa is put forward in the following Sfttra.

T&famfm:, singers of hymns
;
^t, in reality

;
ne^rom, because the indication is of

these ; ^p^J^, specially in view of the direct mention of the plural number.

25. (c) " In fact, the singers of hymns alone (should

eat) ;—inasmuch as the indication is of these alone

;

specially in view of the plural number.'

'

COMMENTARY.

It is clear that the name of the Cup mentions the Udgatri, and it

puts this term in the plural number
; —now the priest, actually called

* U^gdtrh
9

is one only ; but there are three priests who maybe called

' Udgatfi-, ' in the sense that they are all ' singers/ and the term * Udgatri
7

means
4

singer
5

; hence, if the eating is taken as to be done by the three

singing priests—the PrastotH, the Udgdpri, and the Pratihartri— the indi-

cation of the term
6

Udg&tririam ' is correctly observed ; the eating being

done by three priests (whereby the plural number is justified*, and these

being all singers (wlweby • the name 4

TJdgdtrV is justified), in its literal

sense).

The Siddhdnta is- put forward in the next Sutra.

* all
; g, verily

; ^Summ, because of their connection with the particular
Veda

;
mm, for special reasons ; to one part only

;
*na, should be.

26. Verily all (four, should eat) ; because they are
all connected with the.Sama-Veda ; and it is only for a
special reason that the name is restricted to some only (of
the four).

COMMENTARY.

There are four priests connected with the Sama-Veda
; and the third

Pfovapaha restricting the eating to the three actual singers, leaves off the
fourth, the Suhmhmavya priest. For this exception, however, there is
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no justification
; for the term

1

Udgdtrin&m ' does not mean merely singers
;

the term for mere singer could be ' gatri,' not ' Udgdtri '

;
' Udgdtri * clearly

refers to that form of singing which is peculiar to the second, the Udgitha,

section of the Sdma-Veda ; so that the only right course open to us is to

take the term ' Udgdtriwm' in the plural as standing for the priests

connected icith the Sdma-Veda
; and in view of this, the only justifiable

conclusion is that the eating should be done by all the four Sama-Vedi

priests— viz., the Prastotri, Udgdtri, the Pratihartri and the Subrahmaxiya
;

and there is no ground for excluding the Subrahmaqya. It is only in cases

where there are some special reasons that we can exclude the Subrahmavya
priest from the term Uclgatri; for instance, where it is said that 'the

Udgdtri priests sing the hymns/ the name can refer to only those three

priests that actually do the singing,—and not to the Subrahmanya, who does

not do any singing and, as such, cannot be said ' to sing.'

This is the view of the Bhasya. The Vartika accepts the third view

as the right one ;
on the ground that the Suhrahrnanya does not enter the

Room where the eating is done.

Adhihararia IX.—The eating of Soma is to be done by the

Gravastut also.

SOTRAS 27—30.

HN^dl * f^T^WWT^ II RVS 11

araRsgfl:, for the Gr&vastut priest
;
to:, eating; i, not; is; grei^H td

, because

no such eating is laid down.

27. " For the Gravastut priest there is no eating ; as

no such, eating is laid down."

COMMENTARY.

At the Jyoti$toma sacrifice there are four Hofcri priests, of whom the

Gravastut is the fourth. In regard to him, the question arises as to

whether or not he should eat the remnant of Soma-juice. The Ptirvapak$a

is that he is not entitled to eat it ; for the simple reason that there is no

Vedic text mentioning such eating by the Qrdmstut.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the following S4tra.

fTf^re^, in connection with the E&riyojana cup ; 3T, in reality
;

^ra^rora, as

there is mention of all.
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28. Inasmuch as in connection with Hariyojana

cup there is mention of ' air [the eating should be done by

the Gravastut also].

COMMENTARY.

Among the Soma-cups there is one called the * Hariyojana' cup,

by reason of its Being consecrated with the Mantra EavHrasi Hdriyojana,

e£c.'
; and, in regard to this cup, we have the text— 4

other cup-bearers eat

out of their respective caps ; but all eat out of the Hdriyojana cup
'

; and
when all eat, it follows that the Gravastut also eats.

An objection is raised against the Sicldh&nta, in the following Sutra.

it pertains to the cup-bearers ; % in fact
;
sfNnrm, because of proximity.

29. " But, in fact, on account of juxtaposition, the

passage quoted must refer to the cup-bearers."

COMMENTARY.

The ' all
'
of the text must refer to the cup-bearers only ; as it is these

that are the immediate antecedents of 'all
'

; the passage meaning—' out of

the other cups, the Soma is eaten by their respective bearers"; but out of the
Hariyojana cup, all of them eat it \ Thus then, inasmuch as the Cup-
bearers have been mentioned in the clause immediately preceding, the
' all

'
in the following clause must refer to the same Cup-bearers

; and as
the Grdoastut is not a 'cup-bearer,' the passage cannot justify the eating
by the Gravastut"

This objection is answered in the following Siltra.

it refers to all
; 3, in fact

;
fifing such being the sense of the direct

injunction
;
i*ff, for the purpose of eulogising it

;
iimf*-., the mention of the cup-

bearers.

30. As a matter of fact, however, the eating mention-
ed must be taken as referring to all,—such being the sense
of the direct injunction

; and the mention of the cup-bearers
is only by way of eulogising the Hariyojana Cup.

COMMENTARY.

When we find the text distinctly laying down that '

all should eat
out of the Hariyojana Cup,' there can be no justification for restricting the
eating to the Cup-hearers only, and excluding the Gr&mstut. Aa regards
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the preceding clause—where the ' cup-bearers ' are mentioned— this is

meant to serve the purpose of eulogising the Hftriyojana Cup ; the sense

of the phrase being
—

'Oat of the other Cups only their respective bearers

eat the Soma, but the H&riyojana is so good that all the priests partake

out of it.' From all this it appears that the eating of Soma is to be done

by the Ordvastut priest also.

Adhikarana X.

—

The pronouncing of the syllable
p

i

vastit ' entitles one to eat Soma.

S0TBA 81,

gqesraj, by reason of the pronouncing of the syllable * va§at
9

; % also ; TO^J,

one should eat.

31. One is entitled to eat (Soma) also by reason of his

pronouncing the syllable ' vasat.
5

COMMENTARY.

From Adhikarana f 7), it would seem that the eating of Remnants

out of the Cups was due entirely to the names given to the Cups ; and

this would imply that no priest, except those after whom the Cups are

named, are entitled to the eating of Remnants. This notion is set aside

by the present Sfitra ; which shows that, irrespective of the fact of no Cup
being named after a certain person, if that person happens to be one who
has pronounced the syllable 'va$at

9

during the sacrificial performance,

—

that fact alone entitles him to the eating of Remnants. This is clear

from the injunction that ' the first eating is that oE the pronouncer of the

syllable 'va^atS

Other circumstances entitling a priest to the eating of Remnants are

pointed out in the next Adhikarana.

Adhikarana XI—The Pouring of oblations into the

fire arid the extracting of the Soma-juiee also entitle one to

eating.

SCfTRA 32.

32. By reason also of the ' pouring of oblations ' and
' extracting the Soma-juice ' [one becomes entitled to the

eating].
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COMMENTARY.

That these two acts entitle one to the eating of Remnants is clear

from the following text—'Having extracted the Soma-juiee by means
of stones, and having poured oblations into the Sacrificial Fire, they return

to the Room and eat the Remnants.'

Adhikaraiia XII—The pronouricer of the syllable
%

'vasab ' and others eat the Soma out of cups.

sCfTRAS 33—35.

JTr^^siTg, in view of direct injunction ; ^srp?;, in regard to the cups
;
s^?*:,

indefinite
;
3ft, as regards other vessels.

33. " Inasmuch as in regard to the cups there is

direct injunction (of the cup-bearers eating out of them),

[these alone should eat of the cups] ; and inasmuch as there

is no such definite restriction in regard to the other vessels,

[other priests should eat out of these latter],

COMMENTARY.

It has been decided that all those who officiate at the sacrifice—

the cup-bearing Hotri, &c, as also the non-cup-bearing extractor of the

juice and the rest— are to eat the Remnants. Now, the question arises as
to the particular vessel out of which the Remnant is to be eaten. As re-

gards the Cup-bearers, there is no question, each of them eats out of his own
Cup

;
there arises a doubt, however, as regards those who have no cups

of their own
;

e. g., the pronouncer of the ' va§at,
:

the person who pours
the oblations, and he who extracts the Soma-juice

; there is a doubt as to
whether or not these latter should eat out of the Cups. The Purvapak$a
put, forward in the Sutra, is that they cannot eat out of the Cups

; because
in regard to the Cups we have the distinct declaration that

4

out of the
cups the Cup-bearers eat

;

'
in regard to the other vessels, however, there

is no such restriction
;
hence, it follows that the priests in question should

eat out of these other vessels, and not out of the Cups.
The Si<ldMnta is put forward in the following 8<&tra.

>
there should be

; % as a matter of fact ; mwmz , on account of the
grounds being present

;
«F%:

, non-restriction
;
^rt^

, in regard to the Cups •

*f:,
of the eater; wm*, this heiug all that is expressed by the words of the text
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34. As a matter of fact, there must "be [eating out of

the Cups, by the other Priests also]—the grounds for such

eating being •present [in their case also]
;

specially, as in

regard to the Cnps, there is (in reality) no restriction as

regards the persons (to eat out of them),— all that the words

express being [simply that the Cup-bearers shall eat out of

the cups, and not that these alone shall do so].

COMMENTARY.

The grounds upon which the Remnant has to be eaten out of the

Cups are as much present in the case of the Priests in question as in that

of Cup-bearers. Nor is there any restriction necessarily implied in the

text that speaks of the Cup-bearers eating out of the Cups ; as all that

this text says is that the Cup-bearers shall eat out of the Cups ; and not

that these alone shall do so, and none others. Hence, there can be no

justification for disallowing the Priests in question to eat out of the Cups.

in connection with the cups ; further j *R^rra, we find others men-

tioned.

35. Further, "because in connection with the Cups,

we find mentioned others also (apart from the Cup-bearers).

COMMENTARY.

We find Vedic texts distinctly declaring that the Cup is to he

handed over to persons other than the Cup-bearers—" the Cup is handed

over to the Cup-bearing priest, and he passes it to the pronouncer of the
6

w$at' " Now, if this latter person were not to eat out of the Cup,

what would be the point of passing the Cup to him?

Adhiharana XIII*—The Hotri priest is the first to

eat tke Remnanh

SOTRAS 86-39.

tot?T, out of one vessel ; mm, in due order $ the Adhivaryu priest

;

first of all ; should eat.

36. " Out of a single vessel, in due accordance with

£he ixatur^l order, the Adhvaryu should, eat first of all."
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COMMENTABY.

Tn regard to a case wherd* several priests have to eat the Remnant
out of a single vesel, the doubt arises as to which of the j>riests should eat

first. The Purvapak$a view is that the natural order is that the man
who is holding the cup should begin the eating ; and as it is the A$hvaryu

who is holding it, it is he that should eat first of all. %

The Siddh&nta is put forward in the next Sutra—

^m, the Hotri priest ; % in reality
;

wwil;, such being the indication of

the words of the Mantra.

37. In reality, the Hotri priest [should eat first] : such

being the clear indication of the words of the Mantra.

COMMENTARY.

That the Hotri has precedence over others is clearly indicated by

several Mantra texts—(1) * The Hotri ate the substance first
'

; (2 )
1

first of

all the Hotri should protect us/ and so forth.

38. Also because such is the direct injunction.

COMMENTARY.

We have a direct injunction also to the effect that—' the first eating

is that by the 7a,?at-pronouneer which also shows that theHo$p (who is

the ' Vasat '-pronouncer) has precedence over others, in the matter of

gating.

^R^^fa nun
39. Also because of the order of sequence among

the grounds (of eating).

COMMENTARY.
*

Lastly, each priest is entitled to the eating, by virtue of what he
does—e.g., the Hotri pronounces 'Vasat,' the Adhvaryu pours the oblations
and so forth. Now, in actual practice, the pronouncing of the syllable
( Va$at

1

comes first,—after that, comes the pouring of the oblations ; so that
in consideration of this order of sequence in their duties also, it is the
Hotfi who should eat first.
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Adhikarana XI V.—The eating comes after Invitation.

SftTRA 40.

swa, in view of direct injunction
;
sjpTcm^r*^ permitted eating.

40. In view of the direct injunction, there shall be
eating only after invitation.

COMMENTARY.

When several priests eat out of a single vessel, should they do so

uninvited or only after invitation ? The PArvapak§a is that no permission is

necessary. But the Si^dhanta embodied in the Sutra is that permission

should be duly obtained before eating ; because of the direct injunction

—

* no Soma should be drunk, unless one has been invited ' ; and 'invitation
'

implies permission.

Adhikarana XV.—The Permission to eat should be
* .

given in terms of Vedie words.

StTRA 41.

fi^p "smg&s t?^, by means of the words
;

s^^' ^j'stto^h, one should

invite ; such being the indication of the Mantra itself.

41 In view of what is indicated by the words of the

Mantra itself, the invitation (to eat Soma) should be conveyed

by means of the Mantra upahuta wpahvayasva, &c.'

COMMENTARY.

It having been decided that Invitation is necessary, the question

.arises as to the words with which the invitation is to be conveyed—is it to

bo conveyed by means of a Vedic Mantra or by means of words of ordinary

usage? The Pdrvapahga being that ordinary words should be used, the

Siddhanta is that the invitation should be conveyed by means of the

Mantra

—

'upaMta upahvayasva, cfcc.'
—

' you are invited—dost thou invite

or the words of this Mantra themselves clearly show that it is to be

employed in inviting.

[The Vdrtika makes the Sutra a part of the following adhikarana].

7
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Adhikarana XVI.—The Answer should be by means of

V-edic words—and that in accordance with the meaning of the

Mantra,
StlTRA 42.

m , in the case of invitation ; srafa , in accordance with the sense ;
wfitan,

answer.

42. In the case of invitation, the answer should be

(in the form of the words of the Mantra
;
and) in accordance

with the sense of the words.

COMMENTARY.

The Invitation is to be conveyed by means of Vedic words ;
in regard

to the answer also, the Sidclhdnta is that it should be in the form of words in

the Mantra itself ; and that, too, in accordance with the meaning of words.

That is, the Mantra ' upaMfa upahvayasva
9

consists of two words—(1)

6 upahvayasva/ which means ' dost thou invite ? ' and (2) ' upahuta'— '
thou

art invited ;' and it is clear from this that (1; is the answer given to {2) ;

hence, even though the words are mentioned in the order given, in view

of their meaning, the second word should come first, as embodying the

question, and this should be followed by the first word, which embodies

the answer.

Adhikarana XVII.—The Invitation should be extended

to only those Priests that have to eat out of the same Vessel.

SOTRA 43.

m, Invitation ;
wn3TOT% to persons eating of the same vessel

;
*9*w*mi, because

of congregation.

43. The invitation should be extended only to persons

eating out of the same vessel ; as it is only in their case that

there is congregation.

COMMENTARY.

The question arising—should the said invitation be extended

to any and every person or to only those entitled to eat out of the same
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vessel ?—the Siddhfoita is that it should be extended to these latter only ;

because individual invitation becomes necessary only in a case "where many

persons come together being entitled to any single act
;
and, as such coming

together or congregation is possible only where several persons have to eat

out of the same vessel,—it is only in such a case that invitation becomes

necessary.

Adhikarana XVIII.—When the Master of the Sacrifice

himself officiates, he is entitled to eat the RemnaM.

SOTRAS 44-46.

vvsmm, even on the transference of the Yajy&; 1, not
;
m*m:

}
is transferred

;

*rosm, like the appointment.

44. " Even on the transference of the Yajya, there is

no transference of the eating
;

just as (there is no trans-

ference) of the appointment."

COMMENTARY.

At the Jyotibtoma there is an offering to the seasons ; in connection

with which it is laid down that the Master of the Sacrifice should request

the Hotp to make the offerings, or he should himself make them ; in the

latter case, the Ydjyd ieing the Master' own. When the Master makes the

offerings, the Ydjyd is transferred from the Hotfi priest to the Master ;

—

now the question arises whether or not by reason of this transference

of the Ydjyd, the Master becomes entitled to the * Eating of Remnant,'

which ordinarily would have been done by the Hotri. The Pdrvapak$a

is that the transference of the YdjyA does not imply the transference of

the eating ;
because, as a rule, no transference is permissible

as regards the Ydjyd, we have the text actually laying down its

transference under certain circumstances ; but this text cannot be extended

to the transference of anything else ; so that there is no authority for the

transference of the eating. Just as, even though the offering may be made

by the Master, there is no ' appointment ' of him, as there is of the Priests,

The Sidclhdnta is put forward in the following Stitra.

^5:, for the Sacrificer; sr, in reality; *rwmra
;
by reason of the presence of the

cause (or conditions).
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45. In reality, for the Master of the Sacrifice also

[there is Eating] ; as the conditions necessary (for the Eating)

are present (in this case).

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, what entitles the Ilotri to the eating is the

fact of his being the * pronouncer of the Vasat' ; and in the case in question,

when the offering is made by the Master, and he takes tip the Yajyfe, he

also pronounces the * Va$at,' which is laid down as to be pronounced over

the Yajya ; so that the pronouncing of the ' Va§at" which is the sole

condition for ' eating/ being fulfilled by the Master, he naturally becomes

entitled to the Eating also.

sirrara, on account of its having been accomplished long ago
;
mm, of the

appointment ; otto there is non-transference.

46. Of the Appointment there is no transference, in-

asmuch as it has been accomplished long ago.

COMMENTARY.

The Purvapaksin has cited the instance of the ' appointment/ which
is not transferred to the Master. The answer to this is, that the case

of Eating is not analogous to that of Appointment ; the 'appointment* of the

Priest is done at the beginning of the Jyoti§torna sacrifice ; so that there
is no possibility of its being transferred from the Priest to the Master
at the time that the offering to the seasons comes to be made by the
latter

;
such is not the case with the* eating,' which being something yet to

come, can very well be transferred from the one to the other. And when
the text lays down that the ' Master himself should make the offerings/
the duty of doing all that is to he done in connection with the sacrifice
devolves upon the Master ; and this certainly includes the Eating also.

Adhiharana XIX.—The < Fruit-Cup >
is a substitute for

purposes of the sacrificial offering.

SftTRAS 47-51.

'fiwrot ^far%^r *rgf^n:: ^^nra[ www
mm*:, the Fruit-Cup

;
^m*:, occasional, due to a particular cause - Ww:

is a substitute for purposes of the eating
; such being the sense of the

Vedic text.
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i
i

- "
'

47.
4

4

The Fruit-Cap must be regarded as an Occa-

sional'or conditional substitute for the Eating ;—such being

the Vedic text."

* COMMENTARY.

In connection with, the Jyotistoma, it is laid down that " If the

Master of the sacrifice be a Ksattriya or a Vaishya, and he be desirous

of eating the Remnant, the Priests should prepare a mixture of banyan-

shoots and curds, and offer this, not Soma, for his eating." This mixture,

kept in a Cup, is a called ' Phalaohamasa,' ' Fruit-Cup.'—Now, the question

arises—is this new mixture to be prepared simply for the Master's eating ?

or should this be the material to be actually used in the offerings, as a

substitute for Soma? -The P&rv(ip<ik$a is that, inasmuch as the text

quoted distinctly says that this mixture should be offered to the

Master for his eating, there can be no justification for utilising it as a

material for offering.

The Si$4hanta is put forward in the next Siltra.

rtw:, a substitute for purposes of offering ;
st, in reality ;

ww*®, of the

consecration ; *n4*u<{, being intended for the sacrificial material

48. In fact, it must be regarded as a substitute for

the purpose of offering ; because consecration is always

intended for things to be offered.

COMMENTARY.

The * Eating of Remnant ' is laid down only by way of a
6

cansocra-

tiou '—as, without the eating, the Remnant would be wasted. So that,

when the text lays down the eating of the Mixture, this eating can only

be by way of 'consecration
'

; and ' consecration ' is possible and necessary

only for a substance that is meant to be actually offered,—and not for

one that is meant only to be eaten. From all this it follows that the

Mixture is meant for the offering, and only thence, for the eating.

49. Also because an actual oblation (is laid down.)

COMMENTARY.

We have a text that actually lays down an oblation of the Mixture

in question— oat of . the Fruit-Cup the oblation is made with a fresh
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Kusha-sprout ;
* this leaves no doubt that the Mixture is to be used not

entirely for eating only.

wl:, along with the Cups ; further
;
jswrawia

, because it is spoken of as

coeval.

- 50. Further, because it is spoken of as (having its

lifting) coeval with (that of) the Cups (of Soma offered.)

COMMENTARY.

Further, we meet with the text, declaring that ' they lift the Fruit-cup

at the time when they lift the other cups ;
' which clearly shows that the

contents of this cup are for the same purpose as those of the other cups*

f^rf^r^ n ii

51. Also because we find texts indicative (of the same
fact.)

COMMENTARY.

The Vedic text says— 4

they should offer to him this Mixture, and
not Soma

;

9

this shows that the Mixture is a substitute for Soma ;—and it

can be this only, if it is used, instead of Soma, in the offerings also.

Adhikarana XX,—The Followers on of the
1

Ksattriya cups
'

must be Brahmanas.

StiTRAS 52—53.

*5ire%
,
among the followers on ; *™ , with a view to homogeneity.

52. "Among the followers on [there should be Ksattri-
yas]— for the sake of homogeneity."

' COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Rdjasdya, we read -'a hundred Brahmanas
should eat the Soma, and the Brahmanas should follow on upon each cup '

Now, in connection with the cup of Banyan-shoot-Mixture that has been
prepared in view of the Ksattriya sacrifice!-,—out of which the K?attriya
is to eat-the question arises-are the ten followers on in this case "to
he Kqattriyas on Brahmanas ?—The PArvapak$a is that they should be
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K§attriya$ for the sake of homogeneity ;
i.e., just as the followers on of

the Br&hmana cups are Brahmanas, so those of the Ksattriya cup should be

Ksattriyas,

The Siclclhanta is put forward in the next Sutra,—

m®w: they should be Br4h.mao.as ; in reality
;
g^s^a, because the

Vedic text is equally applicable.

53. In fact, they must be Brahmanas, because the

Vedic text is equally applicable (to the Brahmana and the

Ksattriya Cups.)
COMMENTARY.

The Vedic text says
—

' the Brahmanas should follow on upon each

cup '— thus all the
f hundred Brahmauas ' being provided for; now, if

one of the cups had ten Ksattriya followers on, then there would be room

for only 90 Brahmanas, and 10 would be left unprovided for. Further,

for the eating, we have the substitute distinctly laid down as being

Ksattriya ; but there is no such substitute laid down in connection with

the 'following on '

;
hence, there can be no justification for the substitut-

ing of ten K^afctriyas among the 100 followers on.

End of Pada V of Acjhyfiya III.



THIRD ADHYAYA.

Sixth Pada.

Adhikarana 7. Sutras 1—8.—The character of consisting

of leaves and such other things that are laid down apart

from the context of any particular sacrifice should be

taken as pertaining to the archetypal sacrifice.

^
must pertain to all ; ^rarorm as it has no connection with any

particular context.

1. " What is laid down must pertain to all, as it is not

connected with the context of any particular action."

COMMENTARY.

Apart from the context of all sacrifices, we find the sentence—
" He who uses the JuM made of leaves, does not hear anything unpleasant

of himself." In regard to this, the question arises whether this making
of the Juhuis meant for the archetypal sacrifice of the Darsha—Pfirnamasa
or its ectypal sacrifices as well. The Purvapaksha embodied in the Sutra
is, that it should be taken as referring to all sacrifices, and not to the

archetypal sacrifice only ; for the simple reason that the passage in
j question is not found in the context of any particular sacrifice.

The Siddhfinta is put forward in the following Sutra—

smt ii * ii

to the. archetypal sacrifice
; « in reality

; ^mm as thus there would
be no superfluous repetition.

2. What is laid down must pertain to the archetypal
sacrifice, as it is only thus that there will be no superfluous
repetition.

COMMENTARY.

Though it is true 'that the exact relation of what is laid down
cannot be ascertained with the help of the context, yet there is one ground
for taking it as applying to the archetypal sacrifice only :-There is the
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general ]aw to the effect that all that pertains to the archetype is appli-

cable to the ectype also, so that if the passage in question were taken as

applying to the ectypal sacrifices also, then, so far as these sacrifices are

concerned, the paiticular kind of Juhfl would come in two ways, firstly,

through the archetype, and, secondly, through the direct declaration

contained in the passage under discussion; and this would involve a super-

fluous repetition. On the other hand, if we make the declaration applicable

to the archetype only, we avoid this redundancy, and yet secure for the

ectypal sacrifices the same kind of Juhii through the general law referred

to above, in regard to transference of details.

The Vaitika notices another reading of the Sutra—fg^Bc^T?^ for

^fk^c^ISJ. The construction in this case would be— what is laid down

must pertain to the archetype
;
for, if it pertains to the ectypes, there would

be superfluous repetition. The sense of the argument remains the same.

sra^TOm* ii ^ ii

with the exception of that ; g but ; ^ the general law
;

unS, the

applicability being asserted.

3,
44 But the applicability of the Juhu.to the ectypal

sacrifices being asserted in the passage in question, the

general law (relating to the transference of details from the

archetype to the ectype) must be taken as applying to the

other details, except the Juhu.
"

COMMENTARY,

The Purvapaksin answers the above argument of the Siddh&ntin as

follows:— The redundancy can be easily avoided if we take the applicability

of the Julni to the-ectypes as based upon the passage under consideration

;

excluding this particular detail from the operation of the general law

referred to ; so that the details other than the particular kind of Juh.fi would

come into the ectypes from the aichetype by virtue of the general law, and

the Juhu would come in by force of the passage under discussion.

4$Mlftfr 11 * II

4. If it be urged (by the Siddhantin) that such is

actually found to be the case.

COMMENTARY.

The Siddhantin urges against the Purvapaksha the argument that,

" if the force of a disconnected sentence were more authoritative than the

8
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general law, then the whole of the general law might very well be discarded
;

which, however, is not found to be done in practice, as we do find the

Pray&jas of the archetype transferred to the ectype.

The Pfirvapakshin answers this argument in the following Sfttra—

5. " Not so, as the injunction (contained in the dis-

connected sentence in question) serves the purpose of laying

down only one thing."

COMMENTARY.

The acceptance of the force of the disconnected sentence under

discussion will not justify the discarding the whole of the general law ; for

the sentence will bring into the ectype a single thing in the shape of

the particular Juhu
; so that for endless other details the ectype will have

to depend upon the general law of transference of details from the arche-

type to the ectype.

Even so far as the Juhu itself is concerned, it will come into the

ectype only by virtue of the general law ; as all that the disconnected

sentence will do will be to lay down the fact that the Juhfi to be used
should be one made of leaves.

The Siddhanti urges an argument in the following Sutra against the

Purvapaksha

—

6. If it be urged that the coming in also (of the Juhu
may be only by virtue of another disconnected sentence).

COMMENTARY.

For the coming in of the Juhu itself into the ectype, it may not be
necessary to depend upon the general law of transference, as we can find
several disconnected passages, which may be regarded as laying down

e
the use of the Juhu ;.so that the general law will still remain futile.

The Purvapakshin supplies an answer to the above argument in the
following Sul;ra.

7. " Not so, because of the similarity of words."

COMMENTARY.

The other disconnected passage which the Siddh&ntin refers to is
exactly in the same form as the sentence under discussion. That passage
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says, "He whose sruh is of the said kind, etc.," and this apparently refers to

the sruh already known by some other means
;

similarly, the sentence in

question says
—

" He whose Juhii is of leaves, etc.," which also lays down

something in connection with the Juhu already known by some other

means. Thus both these passages are exactly in the same position, in so

far as both lay down something in connection with the sruh or Juhft already

known by other means ; and the only other means by which this could be

known is the general law of transference ; so that the scope of this general

law 3s not curtailed.

The Siddh&ntin puts forward his final answer in the following Sutra—

^Nf?^ih on account of the complete application of what is laid down

in the general law \ 3 in reality
;
gwWSfom, there being no application of the

disconnected passage ; it must pertain to the archetype.

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the general law lays down the complete application

in the ectype of all the details of the archetype
;

hence, there can be no

justification for any details coming into the ectype independently by

itself on the strength of a stray disconnected sentence ; hence the only

reasonable conclusion can be that the fact of the Juhfi. being made of the

leaves is meant primarily to apply to the archetype only ; and if it goes

to the ectype at all, it can do so only by transference from the archetype.

Adhikarana II. (Sutra P).

—

The number seventeen pertain-

ing to the Samidheni verses is applicable to the ectype.

Because in the context itself there is another particular
; g in reality ; ftsftt

to the ectype $ ft^tft that which is other than that particular ;
*m should apply to.

9. Inasmuch as in the context itself there is another

detail mentioned, that which is different from this detail

must pertain to the ectype.

COMMENTARY.

There is another disconnected stray passage speaking of the recitation

of seventeen SSmidhenl verses, In regard to this, doubt arises as to whether
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this number seventeen m to apply to the archetype-—according to the conclu-

sion arrived at in the preceding Adhikarana—or it should apply to the

ectype. The former view embodying the Purvapaksha, the Si44h&nta is put
forward in the present Sfitra. As a matter of fact, we find that so far as

the archetype is concerned, an injunctive passage occurring in the context

of that sacrifice lays down the number of Samidheni verses as fifteen. So
that any other number mentioned in a disconnected passage could not

reasonably be applicable to the archetype, as any such application would-
lead to a confusion between the two numbers ftfteeri and seventeen. Hence,
the conclusion is that the number seventeen must apply to the ectypes

alone; and out of the several ectypes of the Darsha Pilmamasa it is only

at the Mitrabinda and a few others that the number of Samidheni is

to be seventeen.

*

Adhikarana III. (Sutra 10.)—Sueh things, as the milking
vessel and the like, appertain to the archetype.

$fcm% that which i3 due to a particular circumstance; 3 in reality. s«fh
should pertain to the archetype

; precluding the other thing ; ^e>§Stm
because of the mention of the particular circumstance.

COMMENTARY.

In. close proximity to the Darsha Purnamasa section we find the
injunction that, in case the sacrificer is desirous of obtaining cattle, he
should fetch water in the milking vessel. In regard to tins, the question
arises as to whether the milking vessel is to be used at the archetype or at
the ectype. The Purvapaksha is that, inasmuch as at the archetype the
use of the Chamasa Vessel is already laid down, any other vessel if used,
can be used only at the ectypes. In answer to this, the present Sutra puts
forward the Siddhanta that, though it is true that at the archetype the
Chamasa is the vessel to be ordinarily used, yet what the passage in
quest.on lays down is the use of the milking vessel under certain condi-
tions; that is to say, the meaning of the passage clearly is that at the
aonfice where the fetching of the water is laid down as L be ordinarily
tched -

ln t ;e Chamasa vessel, if the sacrificer happens to desire cattle, he

tZ 1 r T TSe

V'
1Stead

-
Fr0m this ifc that themilking vessel is to be used at the achetypal sacrifice.
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Adhikarana IV. (Sutras 11-13.)—The laying of the fire

is not subsidiary to the Pavamdna sacrifice

.

"f^4^TTwi, sraaroc nun
subsidiary to the sacrifice

;
9P**n^ the laying of fire ; mv®?\ by reason

of the context.

11. " Tlie laying of fire must be subsidiary to the sacri-

fice because it occurs in the same context."

COMMENTARY.

Inclose proximity to the injunction of the Pavamfina Sacrifice we
have the passage laying down that the Brahman should lay his fire

in the spring, etc. etc., The question arises as to whether or not this

laying of fire is subsidiary to the Pavamftna. The Pflrvapaksha is that,

inasmuch as it is found in the same context, the laying of fire must be

subsidiary to the Pavamana.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the following Sftnra

—

"jt srr rTT^TJ^T^^:' ii n II

f not ; m in reality ; be subsidiary to them, because they are

meant to be consecratory of the fire.

12. In reality, the laying of fire cannot be subsidiary

to the Pavamana, etc., as these also only serve the purpose

of consecrating the fire.

COMMENTARY.

The laying of fire could be regarded as subsidiary to the Pavamana,

etc., only if the fire to be laid were for the performance of those sacrifices.

As a matter of fact, however, these sacrifices themselves are only meant

to consecrate the fire, and thus in regard to the fires they bear exactly the

same relation as the laying itself ; from which it follows that, the laying

of fire cannot be regarded as subsidiary to the Pavamana sacrifices.

13. Also because we find texts indicative of the same

conclusion.
COMMENTARY.

There is a text, to the effect that the fire that h^is been laid perishes

after one year, he should, therefore, make these offerings, whereby it

does not perish. This passage clearly indicates that the offerings are

meant to subserve the purposes of the fire, *
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Adhikarana V. (Sutra 14-15.)—The laying of fire

appertains to all Sacrifices,

W S5% S^TR^TWT^T: II W II

m it j s*ftf*i must be for the sake of the sacrifice ; m like artchetypal \ w%
other. iRncwR^r: disconnected declarations.

14. The fire- laying must be for the sake of the arche-

type, just like other disconnected assertions.

COMMENTARY.

In regard to the laying of fire itself, the question arises as to its

pertaining to the archetype or to both the archetype and retype. The
Pilrvapaksha, in accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the first

Adhikarana, is that it should pertain to the archetype only, inasmuch an this

laying of fire also happens to be laid down in a stray disconnected passage.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the following Sutra

—

for the sake of all ; in reality ;
sjwhfh the laying of the fire ; mwram

having its own time.

15. In reality, the laying must be regarded as pertain-

ing to all sacrifices, inasmuch as it has its own time.

COMMENTARY.

The only purpose served by the said Laying is that the fire becomes

duly sanctified and thereby fit to receive the oblations; and, inasmuch as

such sanctified fire is necessary for all sacrifices, the laying must appertain

equally to all. That the laying is not meant to be Kubservient to any
particular sacrifice or set of sacrifices, is shown by the fact that the Veda
lays down its own time for the laying, independently of any sacrifices. If

it were meant to be subsidiary to any sacrifice, it would naturally be per-

formed at the time of that particular sacrifice, and this would be in direct

contravention of the clear Veclic injunction that the laying pf the fire

should be done in the spring.

Adhikarana VI. Sutras 16, 17. -The Pavamana mcri-

fiees are to be offered in the unmnetified fire.

"WtiwRl: STff^r: STCT^" HUH
mt\ to the Pavamana sacrifices, wfe: the sanctified fire ; sstfim: from the arche-

type; mim just like the Pray&jas.

16. "The sanctified fire comes into the PavamSna
sacrifices from the archetype, just like the Prayajas,"
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COMMENTAEY.

In regard to the Pavamana sacrifices, the question arising as to

whether these should be offered into the duly sanctified fire or into the

ordinary unsanctified fire, the Purvapaksha put forward in the Sutra is

that, inasmuch as the Pavamslna sacrifices have the Darshan Purnam&sa
for their archetype, they should acquire all the details by transference

from that archetype
; and as the sanctified fire also is one such detail, there

is no reason why that also should not come into the Pavam&na sacrifices.

The Sicldhanta is put forward in the following Sutra—

n not so j in reality
j
mt\ those Pavam4na sacrifices ; ^r^ra serving the

purpose of sanctifying the fire.

17. In reality, this cannot be so ; as the Pavamana
Sacrifices themselves serve the purpose of sanctifying the

lire,

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the Pavam&na sacrifices are only a part of that

whole proceeding which brings about the due sanctification of the fire.

For this reason it is not possible for those sacrifices themselves to stand

in need of the sanctified fire.

Adhiharana VII Sutras 18, 27.—The Updharana and

other preparatory rites should be performed only in connec-

tion with the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma.

gw equally applicable to all 5
^ftfa: what is laid down in connection

with animals *w<mfa5TO as there is no difference in the context.

18. " What is laid down in connection with the

animals should apply equally to all the animals, as all the

three are mentioned in the same context."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotishtoma, there are three animals, the Agnt

somlya, the Savaniya and the Annbandhya ; in close proximity to the

mention of these three animals, several details in connection with the

animals are laid down. In regard to these details, the question arising as

to the particular animal or animals in connection with which these details
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have to be carried out,—the first Ffirvapaksha put forward in the present

Su^ra in that, inasmuch m the all three animals are equally mentioned

in the context of the Jyotishtoma Sacrifice, the said details should he

carried out in connection with all the three.

The next Sutra puts forward the second PurvapaTiwluu

'^«rRig ^ter nun
**nim on account of its position ; n also ; in connection with the first.

19. " On account of its position, the details should be

cairied out in connection with the first or Agni somiya

animal (as also of the Savaniya,)

"

COMMENTARY,

- The second Purvapahsha is that the details should be carried

out in connection with only two out of the three animals ; these two

being the Agni-§omiya and the Savaniya. In reality the present Sutra

puts forward the claims of Agni-somiya animal only, but admits the

claims of the Savaniya also. The claim of the Agni-nomJya is bayed upon

its " position that is, its killing is laid down as to be done on the fourth

day of the sacrifice, and the details in question are also laid down in

connection with the performances oE the same clay. Exactly for the same

reason the details are applicable to the Savaniya animal also, which also

is killed on the same fourth day. As regards the third, the Anubandhya
animal, it comes in only at the end of the whole sacrifice, in fact, after the

final bath ; so that the details in question cannot apply to thin.

The Sidcjhanfca is introduced in the next Sfi$ra~~

% next day
$ 3 in reality ; wn^ according to some Vaidikas ; m such being

the case
;

*nqgfii: mentioned in connection with the preceding day
;

g^rtf for the

purpose of laying down necessary details.

20. According to some Vaidikas, the Savaniya animal
is mentioned in connection with the following day ; and in

this case its mention in connection with the preceding day
is only for the purpose of laying down certain subsidiary

details in connection with it.
*

COMMENTARY,

As a matter of fact, it is found that really the passage that lays down the

Btarasriya animal is that which speaks of it as to be used on the Suty& day,
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which comes after the fourth day, on which latter the Agni-somtya animal

is used. From this it follows that the details in question appertain to the

Agni-somiya animal only. Then, as regards the passage which speaks

of the Savaniya animal in connection with the fourth day, the explanation

is that it is simply for the purpose of prescribing certain details in

connection with it.

'%?fai^r ^sr&f^ftfrT \\\\ w

by that it being drawn back, ^srara: the injunction of time, ifa

if this be urged.

21. If the Pdrvapakshi offers the explanation that

" one passage only lays down the time for the sacrificing of

the animal mentioned in the other passage."

COMMENTARY.

The Purvapakshi meets the above argument with the following

explanation. There are two passages mentioning the Savaniya animal

;

one connecting it with the fourth day and the other with the fifth day.

Now, what happens is that in accordance with the former passage— which

according to the Siddhanti himself lays down certain details for the

Savaniya animal also—the Savaniya animal has to be brought in on the

fourth day for the purpose of those details being carried out in connection

with it ; and in this fashion it would be only reasonable to regard the

Savaniya as belonging to the fourth day, and as such, being on the same

footing as the Agni-somiya. As for the other passage connecting the

Savaniya with the fifth day, this may easily be taken simply as laying

down the time for the sacrificing of the Savaniya, which has already come

in on *the preceding day.

* that cannot be ; ^wta because it is meant to be only partial.

22. Our answer is that this cannot be, as the bring-

ing backward is meant to be only partial.

COMMENTARY.

The explanation offered by the Purvapakshi in the preceding Sutra

is not admissible, for the passage in connection with the fourth day can

justify only a partial utilisation of the Savaniya animal ; that is, only so

far as the particular detail of "Vapaprach&ra—drawing out of the fat—is

0
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concerned ; and it cannot in any case be treated as the passage laying

down the use of the Savaniya animal as a whole. This can only be

regarded as done by the other passage, which connects the Savaniya with

the fifth day, and as such, puts behind the Agni-somiya.

23. If it be urged that " the whole has to be drawn

back, in view of what is laid down as to be done."

COMMENTARY.

The Purvapakshi answers the argument put forth in Sutra 22. We
have a text distinctly laying down that, after having drawn out the fat, the

man should keep seated, covering the fat with the mushti till the Homa.

Now, if the drawing out of the fat of the Savaniya alone were to be done

on the fourth day and the actual Homa or offering on the next day, this

would imply that the man would remain seated for 24 hours
;
and, as this

is not possible, the only right conclusion is that not only the fat-extraction,

but the actual offering also of the Savaniya has to be put back a day

earlier ; so that it would be connected with the same day as the Agni-

somiya.

*T%foforf^ II « II

i Not so
;
^fSf^nft^w there being no transgression of the Veda*

?4. This cannot be ; as there would be no transgres-

sion of the Veda.
COMMENTARY.

All that the text quoted by the Purvapakshi says is that the

fat should be- kept covered with the mushti; and, as this injunction

would be fulfilled by its being covered by a mushti or handful of grass or

leaves, it by no means necessitates the sacrificer himself sitting there all

the time till the offering has been made. Consequently, there can be no

justification for the entire details of the Savaniya to be put back to the

fourth day,

^HTtT *3TO*T rtfHterT^ II RV. 11

*wm on account of the position
; 3 in reality

;
yjm it belongs to the first;

*mK& the sanctification
;
c^rqra being for the sake of that. »

25. Thus, in reality, by reason of its position, the

detail in question must belong to the first <Agnl~somfya)

animal
;

specially as the sanctification is meant for the

sake. of that animal.
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COMMENTARY.

It has been shown under Sfito 17 that the details in question can

belong only to the Savanlya and the Agnisomiya animals, and in no case

to the third, the Anubandhya
;
further, by means of the discussion em-

bodied in Sutras 20 to 24 it has been shown that they cannot belong to

the Savaniya; so the only alternative left is that they should belong to

the Agnisomiya. A further reason in support of this conclusion is that

the sanctification brought about by the details in question is such as can

affect only the Agniisomiya animal.

26, Also because we find texts indicating the same
fact,

COMMENTARY.

The text that the cake-offering is to be made at mid-day clearly

indicates that the details in question belong to the Agnisomiya, because,

as a matter of fact, there is no cake-offering in connection with the Sava-

niya. Hence, inasmuch as the cake-offering is only subsidiary to the

animal-offering, the time mid-day fits in quite rightly.

?fw II II

not injunctive
;
jpr$«! of a particular detail.

27. The text that the Purvapakshi might put forward

cannot be regarded as injunctive of the detail referred to,

COMMENTARY.

This Sfitra anticipates the following argument of the Pfirvapakshi.

" We have a text that speaks of covering the hole in the animal's body

—made for the extracting of the fat—with the cake ;
and, as this hole is

present both in the Agnisomiya and the Savaniya, both of these are

apparently connected with the cake, so that the indicative cited in

the preceding Sfitra does not necessarily indicate the Agnisomiya

only."—The answer to this is that the passage speaking of the covering

of the hole with the cake is not injunctive ; it is merely an ArthavMa,

eulogising the cake ; and hence there being nothing to justify the connect-

ing of the cake with the Savaniya, the said indicative must be taken as

pointing specifically to the Agnisomiya alone.
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Adhikarana VIII. (Sutras 28—29.)—Such details as the

feething of the branch of the Paldsha tree and the like,

appertain to both morning and evening milkings.

%?$t: of the two milkings
;
m^m the time being different ; not

connected
;
Wj, that which is mentioned would be.

28. " On account of the time of the two milkings being

different, that milking which is mentioned could not be

connected (with the details)."
»

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Darshaptlrnam&sa there are two milkings,

the morning milking and the evening milking ; certain details are laid

down in connection with milkings, such as the fetching of a branch of

the Paldsha tree, the removing of thecal? with the help of this stick, and so

forth. In regard to these details, the question arises as to whether this

should be done in connection with the morning milking or with the

evening milking. The Pttrvapaksha put forward in the present S0$ra is

that—they should be done in connection with the evening milking. They
should not be done in connection with the morning milking, because the

passage in which these details are laid down is in closer proximity to the

passage mentioning the" evening milking than to that which mentions
the morning milking

; nor will it be possible for what has been done in

connection with the evening milking to be connected with the morning
one, as there is a great gap between the times of the two.

The SiddMnta is put forward in the next Sutra—

imWWiifl on account of the context being the same ; m in reality
;
iigtm

along with (the details)
; mmm. the injunction of time.

^

29. In reality, (the details are connected with both
milkings), because the context is the same, and the injunction
of time applies to the action along with all its details.

COMMENTARY.

TheSiddh&nta is that the details in question are equally related to
both milkings, because both are mentioned in the same context. It is
true that the time for one is morning and for the other evening

;
yet, as a
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rule, when a certain time is laid down for an action it is laid down for

the action as a whole, along with all its details ; so that when the morning

is laid down as the time for the morning milking, it refers to the milking

along with all its details.

Adhikarana IX (Sutra 30).—The washing and such other

details in connection with the vessels is for the

sake of all the three Savanas.

«pj as in the preceding Adhikarapaj to the details of the other

Savanas
;
sjh*^ the mention of the details in connection with the vessel.

30. In accordance with the foregoing Adhikarana, the

details connected with the vessels pertain to the other Savanas

also.
COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotishtoma, there are three Savanas or

extractions of the Soma juice, in the morning, at mid-day and in the

evening. In connection with the morning extraction, ten vessels are men-

tioned, and their washing and other details are also laid down. The ques-

tion arises as to whether these vessels and their details are related to the

morning-extraction only or to all the three extractions. The Pilrvapaksha

is that they mast be related to the morning—extraction only, as it is in

connection with this that they are actually mentioned. The SiddhfinU put

forward in the present Sutra is that they should he taken as related to all

the three extractions ; because the three juice—extractions and their offer-

ings are only three repetitions of the same action, and they are not three •

distinct actions ; so that whatever is done at one must be, done at the other

two also.

Adhikarana X (Sutra 31).—The triplication of the eord

pertains to all animals.

^RT ^ fafr^Hldt II \% II

vsm the cord j * also
;
ISfqiiw because there are indicatives.

31,—The same holds good with regard to the cord

also, specially as there is a text indicative of the same,
COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Agni-somiya animal, it is laid down that a

cord should be wound round the sacrificial post ; and in connection with
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the cord certain details are laid down, such as it should be of kuaha grass,

it should be triplicated, and so forth. The question arises as to whether

these details appertain to the Agni-somlya animal only or to the Savantya

animal also. The Purvapaksha is that they should pertain to the Agni-somiya

only, as it is in connection with this that they are actually mentioned. The
Siddhanta put forward, however, in the present Sutra is that the cord, along

with its details, should pertain to both animals ; because in connection with

the Savantya animal also we find a passage referring to the cord as

being three-fold, which is clearly indicative of the fact that the triplicat-

ing and other details of the cord are applicable to this animal also,

Adhikarana XI (Sutra 32-84).—The placing, washing and
such other details are applicable to the Amshu and the

Adabhya vessels also.

mm in close proximity
;
ftg^ laid down ; w$$* not, connected

; with the

others ;
srefNmra on account of non-proximity.

32. " That which is laid down in close proximity to

one thing cannot be connected with the other things, simply

because it is not in close proximity to these."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotishtoma, there are certain vessels men-
tioned in the same context, such as the Aindra, the Vfiyava, and so forth,

while there are other vessels, such as the Adabhya and the rest, which are
" not mentioned in the context of any sacrifice. In connection with these
sacrificial vessels, the Jyotishtoma section lays down certain details, such
as washing and the rest. The question now arises, whether these wash-
ing, etc., are to be done only to those particular vessels that happen
to be mentioned in the same context, or to the other vessels also. The
Pftrvapaksha put forward in the present Sutra is that they should be done
only to those particular vessels, for the simple reason that they are men-
tioned in the same context with those vessels, while with the other vessels
they have no sort of connection whatsoever.

The SiddhSnta is put forward in the following Sutra—

tfp? srT '^^Ito afafin^ II ^ ||

^connected ; * in reality
5 being for the sake of that; *m

subsidiary details $ ?rfiRnf>ira being operative towards the same*
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33. Ia reality, they must be connected with the other

vessels also, because thev are of use in connection with those

also; especially as these subsidiary details also only serve

to help in the accomplishing of the ultimate result of the

sacrifice,

COMMENTARY.

The washing, etc., must be clone to the other vessels also. In the

first place, because they are as useful in connection with these other

vessels as with those mentioned in the same context, and, secondly, be-

cause the only useful purpose that these subsidiary details are mentioned to

fulfil is to help in the bringing about of the ultimate result of the sacrifice

as a whole ; and this they can do just as well through otfe set of vessels

as through the other.

MST? II *2 It

34. There can be restriction only by reason of specific

mention,

COMMENTARY.

Such details can be restricted to a particular vessel only, when such

a vessel is specifically mentioned ; for instance, when it is so laid down
that the Maitv&mrma vessel should be filled with milk. In this case, the

filling is done to the cup onLy that special and not to others.

Adhikarana XII (S&tra 35).—The qualifications of

the bricks, such as they should bear figures and the rest,

pertain to the fire,
#

appertains to the fire ; mm*& apart from the context
;
n^j as before,

35. Even though mentioned in another context, they

appertain to the fire, according to the conclusion arrived at

in the preceding Adhikarana*

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the great fire-kindling, certain qualifications of

the bricks are laid down, such as they should not be broken, they should
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have no dark patch, and so forth ; in another context there are certain

other qualifications mentioned, such as they should bear certain figures,

and so forth. Now, the question arises as to whether or not these latter

qualifications also appertain to the fire. The Pftrvapaksha is that, being

mentioned in a totally different context, the qualifications cannot pertain

to the fire. The Siddhanta embodied in the present Sfi»ra in that, even

though mentioned in a separate context, they must be taken as pertaining

to the fire, because of the same grounds on which, in the foregoing Adhi-

karana, the washing, etc. have been taken as applying to the other vessels

also/ That is to say, bricks can be of use at sacrifices only in the making

of the altar, and as the altar is for the fire, the qualifications of the brick,

wherever mentioned, must appertain to the fire only.

Adhikarana XIII.(Sutra 36)—The purchasing, the juice-

extracting and such other deUiils pertain to the Soma only.

that which is due to a particular circumstance ;
vimmn not being

the same 5 wtprfw* having the same details 5 should be.

36. That which is due to a particular circumstance,

not being the same as the original, it cannot have the same

details appertaining to it.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the drinking of Soma at the Jyotishtoma

sacrifice* it is laid down that, if the sacrifice!* happens to be a Kshattriya and

wishes to drink the remanant of the Soma-juice, heJfchouM be given, not

the actual Soma, but a substitute in the shape of tli^frlcoction o£ banyan-

shoots in curd. Now, the question arises, as to whether or not in connec-

tion with this decoction, one should perform all those details that are

prescribed in connection with the Soma itself, such as purchasing it with

a cow> extracting its juice with certain rites, and so forth. The Pftrva-

paksha is that, as a substitute, the decoction should undergo the same

process as the original The SiddMntaput forward in the Sfifcra is that the

decoction is not a permanent substitute, but one to be used only under the

particular circumstance of the sacrificer being a Kshattriya, and as such,

it cannot stand on the same footiiig as the Soma, and hence cannot have

the same details applied to it.
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Adhikarana XIV. (Sutras 37—39.)—The details of the

original substance are applicable to its substitutes also.

jrfaftft: the substitute ;
*r also $ as above.

37. The substitute also should be treated according

to. the principle arrived at in the preceding Adhikarana.

COMMENTARY.

The conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana is that the

details prescribed for the Soma are not applicable to the decoction of

banyan-shoots which is given to the Kshattriya to drink in its place.

A similar question arising in connection with the substitutes that come to

be used in accordance with the general principle that when the prescribed

thing is not available, a similar thing- should be used, the Pfirvapaksbti

says that on the analogy of the foregoing Adhikarana the details prescribed

in connection with the original substance should not be applied to its

substitute ; so that when, in the absence of Vrlhi, one uses the Nivara corn,

he need not do the washing, threshing, pounding, cleaning, etc, which

are done in connection with Vrihi.
#

The SiddhSnfca is put forward in the following Sutra

—

n not} like thei foregoing \
^^mx^, because it serves the same purpose.

38. The case in question is not analogous to that of

the preceding Adhikarana, because in this case the substitute

serves the same /purpose as the original,

COMMENTARY.

. The substitution of Nivara for Vrlhi does not stand on the same foot-

ing as that of the decoction of banyan-shoots for Soma-juice. In the

latter case, the decoction is meant only for the purpose of being drunk.

It has So connection at all with all the more important purposes of offering,

.etc., that are served by the Soma juice. In the case in question, on the

other band, the substituted material fulfils all the functions of the original

;

that is to say, it is used not only at the final disposal, but also in the

making of the cake and the actual offering, etc.; so that it is essential

that it should go through all the processes of puiification, etc., that are

prescribed for the original substance. Another reason for the same
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conclusion is that, though the Vrihi and Nlrara differ in their gross form,

the character of the constituent atoms of both is exactly alike.

Question.—What do you gain by regarding these two substances

as constitutionally the same ?

The answer to this question is supplied by the following Sfitra—

39.—Because it would not be authorised by the Scrip-

tures.

COMMENTARY.

In case the Nivfira were something constitutionally different from

the Vrihi, it could not be fit for use at sacrifices to the same extent that

the Vrihi is,—being, as it is, not actually prescribed.

XV Sutra 40.

—

The details of the original

substance are applicable also to such substitutes as are

directly laid doivn in the Scriptures.

flfranrt serving the purpose of restriction
;
^m'm: the mention of the secondary

.substance.

40. The mention of the secondary substance is for

the purpose of restriction.

COMMENTARY.

It is laid down that 'if one does not obtain Soma, be should use the
Punka.' The question arises,—are the details of purchase, &c, laid down in
connection with Soma, to be applied to the Pu0&, or not ? The Pfirva-
paksha is that, in accordance with Sutra 36, those details are not appli-
cable to the PutiU. The Stffr&ota is that, in accordance with Sutra 38,
they are applicable to the PutiU

; inasmuch as it is a substitute, just as
the Mvdrd is of the Vrihi. The objection being raised that,-" in that
case, there need be no such injunction of PuMd as is contained in the
.passage m question

; just as there is no injunction of the «mW'-we
have the Sutra providing the answer. The purpose served by the
injunction is to restrict the choice to the PutiU only ; the sense being
.that of the several things that maybe substituted for Soma, it is the
PvMH alone that should be used.
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Adhiharana XVI Sutras 41, 46.

—

The Dihsaniya and
the rest appertain to the Agnistoma.

*Nt: the several -forms; g, in reality ; mlfawtt: are of equal importance ;

mmmm% there being no break in the context.

41. " The several forms or modes are of equal import-

ance ; there being no interruption of the context."

COMMENTARY.

The single sacrifice of the Jyotistoma has seven ' forms ' or ' modes/

according as it is finished with, one or the other hymn. For instance,

when it finishes with the
f

yajnayojniya
5

hymn, it is called * Agnistoma

when it is carried a step further and made to end with the ' Ukthya 9

hymn, it is called * Ukthya '
; and so on, there are seven modes. In the

context of this seven-fold Jyotistoma, several such details are laid down
;

as the Dik$a%iya and such other offerings,—The question arises—are

these latter details applicable to the first mode of the Agnistoma only, or

to all the seven modes ? The Pilrvapak§a is that they are applicable to

all the modes, for the simple reason that they are as much related by

context to the Agnistoma as to the other six ; the context of all seven

being the same.

The next Sutra puts forward another argument in support of the

Pilrvapaksa,

mention ; also ;
h^h, indicates them as equal.

42. " There is mention also of these as of equal im-

portance.

COMMENTARY.
«%

We have the Text
—

' At the Agnistoma the Agneya animal is to be

sacrificed,— at the second, Ukthya, the Ainfiragna animal, and at the third,

the Sodasi, the Aindra—-Visnu animal here we find the mode spoken of

as * second, '
' third, ' &c, which clearly indicates that: they are of equal

importance* Further, each of the seven modes is mentioned as connected

with an independent result of its own : e.g., 'one desirous of cattle should

take up the Ukthya
;
desiring power, he should take up the Sodashi, &c,

&c/ ; this also clearly shows that they are of equal importance ; and hence

the details in question must be applicable to all.
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The Si<J4hdnta is put forward in the following SAtra—

foro: are mere modifications j 3 in reality ;
mniftft there being mention

of a particular result j fifavi of the fixed or primary one 5
being analogous *

43, [The other ' modes ' are] in reality only modifi-

cations of the primary mode ; inasmuch as a particular

result being mentioned in connection with each of them,

their case is analogous [to that of other modifications.]

COMMENTARY.

The Ukthya and the other five 'modes* are mere modifications of

the primary mode of the
4

Agnitfoma '

; this is clearly proved by the fact

that in connection with each of them a distinct result is mentioned ; and
as such, their case is anologous to that of other modifications; for

instance, the water is generally fetched in a cup ; but it is added that,

in the event of cattle being the desired result, the water should be fetched

in the milking vessel; where the milking vessel is regarded as a 'modifica-

tion ' of the Cup, Similarly, in the case in question, the Agni$toma having

been laid down as the primary mode, it is added—'if one desires cattle,

one should take up the Ukthtja '
; which clearly shows that the Ukthya is

only a
c

modification ' of the Agni&oma.

vmq merely verbal j 3 in reality
;
sgp: the comprehensive reference.

44. The comprehensive reference merely verbal.

COMMENTARY.

This Sutra answers the Pfirvapaksa argument based upon the
mention of the Ukthya as the « second ', the Sodashi as the '

third, ' and
so on. The answer is that this reference to the whole as forming one
comprehensive whole, or aggregation of all the seven 'modes,' is merely
Verbal; such merely verbal reference cannot justify our regarding all the
seven ' modes ' as of equal importance.

str^nmr ^toc 11 w 11

on account of prohibition j * also ; jh* of the previous details.

45. Also because there is prohibition of previous
details.
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COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Okthya, we read
—

' There should be no offering

of the Butter at the Ukthya, there should be mere rubbing of it on the

Paridhi '

; here we have the prohibition of the offering which is prescribed

in connection with the Agnistoma ; and as no offering is prescribed for the

Ukthya itself, snch prohibition would be meaningless ; but it comes to

serve a useful purpose, only when it is found that the offering might

come in at the Ukthya by virtue of its being a ' modification ' of the

Agnistoma. So that the said prohibition indicates, though indirectly,

that the Ukthya is a 'modification ' of the Agni§toma.

pifaiNl^T sqq^r: II II

j^rfsRfarc; By reason of the peculiar accessory detail j ^ra of one $ men-

tion.

46. The mention of one is due to the peculiar

character of that one.

COMMENTARY.

This Sfltra answers the following objection :
—

" If the details are

applicable to the Agnistoma by the force of the context, what is the use

of specifically mentioning the Agnistoma by name in a subsidiary passage,

where it is said that at the A gniqtoma there should be offering of the

Butter ? The offering would naturally in come by context/'

The answer is that the specific mention of the Agnistoma is due to

the peculiarity attaching to this ' mode '

; this peculiarity consisting in the

fact that no special result is mentioned in connection with it ; which

shows that of all the ' modes' the Agnistoma is the only one which can be

regarded as ' necessary
5

or ' essential/ the others, as leading to particular

results, being more or less optional.

Another reason in support of the Siddhanta is that, the Agnistoma is

inseparable and unavoidable from the Jyotistoma; whenever the Jyoti§toma

is performed, it must go on to the end of the Agnistoma stage,—whether

he will or not proceed to the other modes, being entirely optional, depend-

ing upon his having a particular desire.-

End of Pdda vi .of Adhy&ya III.



THIRD ADHYAYA.

Seventh Pada.

Adhikarana I. Sutra 1—5.— The Vurhi grass and other

things belong to the Darsha-P&rnam&sa as well as

to their subsidiaries.

UTOrra^ On account of the peculiarity of the context ; that which

is not connected ; iren^r belongs to the primary,

1. " On account of the peculiarity of the context, that

which is not connected with anything belongs to the primary

sacrifice."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnam&sa, we find mentioned the

husha grass along with certain qualifications, as also the altar with its

qualifications. The question arises as to whether these belong to the primary

sacrifice of the Darsha-Pfirnam&sa only, or to both the primary and subsi-

diary sacrifices. The P&rvapaksha embodied in the sfltra is that

whenever anything is mentioned in the context, there arises on our

part a desire as to the particular action to which that something—which

is expressly mentioned as connected with any action —should belong;

and when we find that it can belong to the primary sacrifice, the want

of the context is fully satisfied; so that there is nothing to justify the

connecting of that thing with any further action, in the shape of the

subsidiaries.

to all ; in reality > $«n=^ belonging
; ^m; should be ; m with

them j
3Tttr*H<j being connected.

2. In reality, they belong to all, because they are

connected with them.
COMMENTARY.

This sdtra.puts forward the Siddhantl The things in question must
belong to the primary as well as to the subsidiary sacrifice, because we
have injunctions of severallittle details—connected with the primary as

well as the subsidiary sacrifices—as to be done in connection with the grass
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or the altar ; for instance, the placing of the offering material on the altar

is laid down in connection with the primary sacrifice, as also with several

of its subsidiaries ; and certainly what is directly laid down is more

authoritative than what is merely indicated by the requirements of the

context.

*«mj*ftfip u \ n

3 " In that case, the things in question should

belong also to the action mentioned in proximity to them."
- COMMENTARY.

The Purvapakshin raises an objection—If the grass and the altar

belong to the primary and all its subsidiaries, then they should belong

also to the Pindapitriyajna, which is mentioned in close proximity to

those things, even though this yajfia does not form part of the Darsha-

P&rnamasa—which would be absurd.

« nci* ft Mm* > «
f Not so

; *$mn the text mentioning the things ; because \ ?i^7^m is

for the purpose of that.

4. (Answer)—That cannot be ; because the text men-

tioning the things under question are for the purpose of the •

Darsha-Purnamasa (and its subsidiaries.)

COMMENTARY.

The answer to the above objection is that, as a matter of fact, the

texts mentioning the grass and the altar are found in the context of the

Darsha-PftrnamSsa ; hence when in sutra 2 it is said that they belong

to all sacrifices, what is meant is that they belong to the Darsha-Pftrna-

mJsa and its subsidiaries in whose context they are mentioned ; so that

there can be no justification for connecting the things with any sacrifices,

outside the circle of the Darsha-Pfirnam&sa.

5. Also because we find texts indicative of the same

conclusion.
COMMENTARY.

In connection with the pouring of the clarified butter, it is laid

down that it serves the purpose of the primary Darsha- Pfirnamasa itself,

as also of its subsidiary, the Ajyabhaga offering ; and this clearly indicates

that, just as the said pouring is rela&ed to both the primary and the

subsidiaries, so also are the other details, such as the grass, the altar, etc.
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Adhikarana II-StarA 6.-The purificatory rites pertaining

to the master of the sacrifice are connected with the

primary sacrifice.

^ On account of his being connected with the result

,

whaHs laid down in connection with the master ;
*mm must belong

to the primary sacrifice.
_ .

6. What is laid down in connection with the muster

should, in reality, belong to the primary sacrifice, because of

his connection with the result.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, certain purificatory details are

laid down in connection with the master of sacrifice ;
such, for instance,

as the shaving of the head and beard, etc. The question arising, whether

these details pertain to the primary sacrifice only or to both the primary

and subsidiary sacrifices. The Purvapaksha is that, according to the

conclusion of the foregoing Adhikarana, they should pertain to both.

The Siddhfinta put forward in the sutra is that such purificatory details

as are laid down in connection with the master should belong to the

primary sacrifice only ; because it is only with the result of the sacrifice

that the master is chiefly concerned, and the result follows directly from

the primary sacrifice only —the subsidiary sacrifices merely helping to

complete the-.primary.

Adhikarana III. SUtras 7 and 9.—The Saumika altar

- pertains to both primary and subsidiary sacrifices,

7. " On account of connection with the wish to do."

COMMENTARY.

The question being whether the Saumika altar belongs to the primary

sacrifice or to both primary and subsidiary sacrifices. The Purvapaksha

put forward inthe'sfLtra is that it belongs to the primary sacrifice only,

fr£c&ti$e we find the sacrificer declaring,
—

" We shall be able to accomplish

ysoxfc on an altar of this size/ ' which shows that the making of the

&t|ar is in accordance with the sac^ficer's desire for a certain act
;
and, as

$^t|$r g£ fact, the saerificer's desire is always for the primary sacrifice—
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which directly brings about the result—it follows that the altar belongs to

the primary sacrifice only.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the next sutra.

«S* 5 WRgfiNTOfftH^NltMldL II 5 II

as accompanied by those
; 5 but

;
wjft: the mention of the result

;

TOm therefore
; rtfiNM desire for accomplishing all. should be.

8. But the result is mentioned as following from the

primary, accompanied by the subsidiaries ; hence the desire

to perform must pertain to both.

COMMENTARY.

When the Veda speaks of a certain result as following from a certain

sacrifice, it is the sacrifice, along with all its subsidiaries, that is meant

;

so that, when the sacrificer has a desire to perform a sacrifice, this desire

is for performing, not the primary alone, bat the primary, along with all its

prescribed subsidiaries
; whence it foLlows that the Saumika Vedi belongs

to both the primary and subsidiary sacrifices.

Towards the east of the sacrificial house a plot of land is selected for

the Sadas (assembly of persons seeing the performance), the Havirdhana

(the place for the safe keeping of the offering material), etc. This plot of

land, along with the Sadas, etc., is called the Saumika Vedi.

The position of the Sutras of this and the following Adhikarana is

somewhat confused ; the Purvapaksha of Adhikarana 3 appears in Sutra 7,

and its Siddhanta in Sutra 9 ; and of Adhikarana 4 the Purvapaksha occurs

in Sutra 8 and its Siddhanta in Sutra 10.

Adhikamnd IV. (8utras 8 and 10.)—The touching of the

offering material pertains to both the primary

and the subsidiary sacrifices.

9. " So also by direct mention."

COMMENTARY.

There is a text laying down that at the Purnam&si the touching of

the offering material should be done with the Chaturhota Mantra and that

at the Am&v&sya with the PanchahotS, Mantra. There being a doubt as to

this touching pertaining to the primary alone or to both primary and

subsidiary, the Purvapaksha put forward in the Sutra is that, on account

2
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>f the direct mention of the primary sacrifices, Purnamasi and Amav&sya,

;he touching should pertain to these alone.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the following tenth Sutra.

jranfirorcra because what is mentioned is a particular detail ;
for the

sake of all 5
9rf*rer?i^ the declaration.

10. The declaration of the touching is connected with

all the sacrifices, because what is directly mentioned is only

"a particular detail.

COMMENTARY.

In the text quoted, the terms Purnamasi and Am&v&syft do not

stand for the primary Amavasyfr and Purnamasi sacrifices ;
they stand

only for the two particular days of the month ; thus mentioning only a

particular detail, in the shape of time for the action of the Touching laid

down. Thus there is nothing to indicate that the Touching appertains to

the primary sacrifice only. The conclusion, therefore, is that it pertains to

the primary as well as to the subsidiary sacrifices.

Adhikarana V. (Sutras 11 and 12)—The initiation

and the sacrificial fees are connected with the

primary sacrifice.

%^\^W% \\\% w

^m^m\ the initiation and the sacrificial fee
; 3 in reality ;

«wim by reason

of direct assertion ;
uwto belong to the primary.

11. The initiation and sacrificial fees are connected
with the primary, such being the direct assertion.

COMMENTARY. .

In regard to the initiation and sacrificial fees the question being as to

whether they are* connected with the primary or with both the primary

and the subsidiary, the Purvapaksha is that they appertain to both.

The Sidd&hnta, as put forward in the present Sutra, is that they are

related to the primary only ; because we have a direct assertion to the

effect that,—" the initiation belongs to the Soma, and so does the sacrificial

fee."

teWfiw w \\ w

12. - Also, because we find separation.
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COMMENTARY.

In connection with the modification of the Agni-sorniya, sacrifice

we find a text speaking of a certain offering as" constituting initiation
;

which clearly shows that these subsidiary sacrifices have no connection

with the real initiation.

Adhiharana VI. (Sutras 13—14)—The inner altar does

not appertain to the sacrificial post.

"mi f^r u i\ 0

13. " Similarly, the altar belongs to the sacrificial post."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Agnisomiya offerings, with reference to the

hole made for the sacrificial post, we have the declaration that half is the

inner altar and half the outer altar. In regard to this, there arises the

following doubt :—does this sentence actually lay down the half of the

inner altar as the place for the digging of the hole for the post, or does^it

only speak of the altar for the purpose of indicating the size of the

hole?

The P&rvapaksha put forward in the Sfltra is that, like the ini-

tiation of the foregoing Adhikarana, the Altar must be regarded as subs-

serving the purpose of sacrificial post.

The Siddh&nta is put forward in the following Sfttra.

%cttw% Mere spot ; ^ in reality ; ftn^r with what, is mentioned ;
wiw^id on*

account of syntactical connection.

14. The passage refers to the ordinary spot, because

it is only thus that the syntactical connection of what is

asserted can "be maintained.

COMMENTARY.

The passage cannot be taken as laying down the inner part of the

altar as the place for the post ;
because, if this part of the sentence were

taken in this manner, the other part, which speaks of the outer part of the

altar, will have to be taken as meaning something else
;
thereby causing

a syntactical split in the sentence. For these reasons, it is best to take

the sentence only as referring to a spot, somewhere on the ordinary

ground, apart from the sanctified altar ; the meaning simply being that

the hole intended for the post should be of the size of the half of the Vedi.
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Adhikarana VII. Stitras 15— 17.—The Havirdhana.

cart has no connection with the Samidheni.

^ ^ ^ r\ r\ rs ,0 *v
. _, ... .. fl

II \X II

*tt*®to^t§ The words they recite the Samidhen! verses/* ffin frof^r; in

connection with the Havirdhana carts; on account of iln being directly

mentioned, 3Trc§Hfar^ must he subsidiary to the samidheniFu

15. Inasmuch as the words. " They recite the

Samidheni verses, " is mentioned in connection with the

Havirdhana carts, the Havirdhana must he subsidiary to the

Samidheni verses.

COMMENTARY.

In connection witli the Jyotishtoma, wo find the text declaring that

the Samidheni verses should be recited in that IlavirdhAna cart, in which

the Soma juice is extracted. Now the question arises, whether or not the

particular Havirdhana cart mentioned is subsidiary to the Samidheni verses.

The Purvapaksha put forward in the SQtra is that in view of what is

directly asserted in the sentence, the cart must be regarded as subsidiary

to the Samidheni verses.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the following Sfitra.

^tot5t err srererat dam ii H »
^rera^ The spot only $ in reality; directly perceptible ; % because >

useful purpose ; of the Soma.

16. The spot only is indicated
; because it is the Soma

whose purpose is found to be served (by the cart),

COMMENTARY.
What the sentence does is simply to indicate that the place where the

Samidheni verses are to be recited should be the spot where the Southern

cart has heen placed, and not that occupied by the Northern cart. The
reason is that we actually see with our eyes that the cart serves the

purposes of the Soma, which is contained in the- cart; so that being already

subsidiary to the Soma, the cart does not stand in need of any other thing
to which it would be subsidiary.

*WK^H «sr II ^V9 I)

wwi The name
j
i also ; agn points to the same conclusion.

17. The name also points to the same conclusion.
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COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, we find that the Veda actually calls the cart

" the cart of Soma," which shows that the cart is subsidiary to the Soma.

Adhiharana VIII Sutras 18—21.

—

The subsidiaries may be

performed through other persons.

^smm The result mentioned in the Scriptures; belongs to the actual

performer $ cr^s^sm he being the person qualified ; nvtm therefore ; himself

;

vftfit in the performance j ^ra should be.

18. " Inasmuch as the result metioned in the Scrip-

tures belongs to the actual performer, and it is the master

of the sacrifice who is entitled to the result, the entire

performance should be undertaken by himself."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the elaborate sacrifices of the Darshapftrriam&sa

and the Agnistoma, the question arises—(a) should the entire sacrifice be

performed by the master of the Sacrifice himself? (6) or the actual making

of the gift alone is to be done by himself and the rest either by himself or

through other persons? (c) or the making of the gift is to be done by *

himself and the rest through other, persons? The Sutra puts forward the

first Purvapaksha that the whole sacrifice, along with all its details, should

be performed by the master himself ; because the admitted principle is that

the result of an action always accrues to the performer of that action ; and

when the master undertakes an elaborate sacrifice he does so with a,

view to obtain for himself the results described in the Scriptures ; from

which it follows that every little detail of the sacrifice should be performed

by the master himself.

The next s&tra puts forward the Second Purvapaksha.

**TT3" H H It

in the making of the gift ; g but ; m*&m being the principal person
;

iM the performer of the rest ; of the principal person ; flWtf apart from that;

wq: another man ; *w himself ^ or

;

ym should be.
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19. So far as the making of the gift is concerned, in-

asmuch as it is the most important act, it should be done by

the master who is the principal person. As for the rest of

the sacrificial details, they may be performed either by

himself or through other persons.

COMMENTARY.

The actual paying of the sacrificial fee to the officiating priests could

in no case be done by the priests themselves ; so that this has to be done

by the master himself. As for the rest of the details, there is no reason why

they should not be done either by the master himself or through other

persons.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the next Sutra.

sr: Another person ; **r in reality ; ^rra should be
;

*ifaiwr+iHHj because the

buying is prescribed \ fsnrf^m on account of the impossibility j iwhwR as regards

himself.

20. It should be done through others, because the

Scriptures prescribe the buying of the priests, and no

buying is possible of the master himself.

COMMENTARY.
With the exception of actual paying of sacrificial fee, the rest of

the sacrifice must be performed through others, because the Scriptures lay

down that, for the performance of Sacrifices, the services of duly qualified

priests should be bought with proper gifts ; so that, if it were possible for

the master himself to perform all the details, this injunction would be

futile
;
specially as there could be no buying of the man himself by

himself. As regards the results, they will in this case also accrue to the

master
;
as, when he has actually paid for the services of the officiating

priests, what is done by these is as good as done by the master himself.

AdHikarana IX, Sutras 21—24.—The number of priests

whose services have been bought is limited.

m In regard to that ; **i according to the work to be done ; the
number of performers $ should be ; *forr: no restriction

; *ft5*m because there
I& no specification.
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21. " As regards the priests to be employed, their

number being in accordance with the work to be done, there

should be no restriction
;

specially because there is no

specification of any number."
COMMENTARY.

Iii regard to the exact number of priests to be employed, there

arises the question as to whether or not their number is restricted. The

Purvapakba put forward in the present Sutira is that, in the absence of any

text specifically mentioning their number, there can be no restriction.

How many priests would be employed will always depend upon the nature

of the sacrifice to be performed ; and for this reason also, there can be no

hard and fast rule as to the exact number of priests to be employed.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the following Sutra

—

wfai In reality, however ;
5®^m on account of the difference of names $

Jtf?Mr*£to^ in accordance with the names
;
^3: should be.

22. In reality, however, inasmuch as the Veda gives

a different name to each of the priests, the number employed

should be exactly in accordance with those names.

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, we find that each of the officiating priests is

given a distinct name ; such, for instance, as * Adhvaryu \
e

Hotri,'

' Brahman ' and so forth ; and certainly this limits their number also

;

so that the number of priests employed is the same as the number of the

names.

An objection is raised

—

iPEST The same person ;
wi+Hw on account of the diversity of h5s functions.

23. " But one and the same priest, by reason of the

diversity of his functions (may have more than one name)."
COMMENTARY.

It may be possible, says the opponent, that of the names mentioned

in the Vedic texts, two names might be borne by one and the same man,

by virtue of the diverse functions served by him ; for example, the same

man may do the pouring of the oblations and also the saying of the Sama-

hymns ; and he would thus bear the two names of ' Hotri ' and ' Udgatri'

The answer to this objection is given in the next Stitra

—
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n This is not possible ;
at the very first appointment

; * because

24. This is not possible, as it is at the very first

appointment (that the names are given to the priests).

COMMENTARY.

The mere fact of two functions being, by chance, nerved by any priest

does not make him entitled to the two names, as the names are aligned to

the priests at the very outset, each of them, receiving his na.no along with

the appointment ; and there can be no alteration of tins name at any sufaae-

quent time.

Adhikarana X, Sutra 25.-The Chamaxidkmrym are

distinct from the aforesaid priest*.

™wiN: The Chamasadhvaryu priests ; * also ; fc by names
;

be-

cause they are spoken of.

25. The Chamasadhvaryus are distinct, as they are

spoken of by distinct names.

COMMENTARY.

The question arising as to whether or not the Ghamanhlhmryus are

included in the aforesaid priests, the Siddhanja put forward in the present

sutra is that they are not so included ;
they are distinct, inasmuch as

they are found spoken of by means of a distinct name of their own^

They are called
' Chamasadhvaryus' as distinguished from the ' Adhraryu'

and the rest.

Adhikarana XI, Sutra 26.—There are several

Ghamasadhvaryus,

i?«ih> At the appointment ; nyi: because plurality is mentioned.

26. Inasmuch as at the appointment, the plural

number is found used (their number must be several).

COMMENTARY.

--In regard to the Chamasddhvaryu, the question arises—Is, there only

one such priest, just as there is only one Hotfi, only one Adhvaryu, and
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so forth, or they are several ? The Siddhanfca put forward in the Sutra

is that they are several, inasmuch as iu the words used at their appoint-

ment, the plural number is used.

The Tantravdrtika makes this Adhikarana acorrollary to the foregoing

Adhikarana.
i— r—vmmu .i.i

~

Adhikarana XII. Sutra 27.

—

The number of

Ghamasddhvaryu is restricted to Ten,

to* tkw&m. ii w itW The number Ten ;
%#ira because we find texts indicative of that.

27. The number of these priests should be Ten ; as

we find texts indicative of that number.

COMMENTARY.
What is the exact number of the Chamasaclhvaryu priests ? The

Sidclhanfca put forward in the Sutra is, that their number should be Ten.

Th is is indicated by the text which says that * ten Brahmanas move up to

each Chamasa, which makes the number of Brahmanas one hundred' ;—
this passage speaks of ten Chamasas ; from which it follows that the num-
ber of priests connected with the Chamasas—who are called * Chamasa-

clhvaryu'—is Ten.

Adhikarana XIII, Sutras 28—29.

—

The Shamitri is

not distinct from the afore-mentioned priests.

The Shamitri priest ; ^ also
;
s^H^m because of the distinct name.

28. " The Shamitri priest also must be distinct ; be-

cause of the distinct name given to him."

COMMENTARY.

With regard to the Shamitri priest, the question arises as to whether

he also is distinct from the Adhvaryu, etc., or he is included among these.

The Pfirvapaksa put forward in the S ultra is that he must be regarded as

distinct, for the simple reason that, like the ChamasMlwaryUs, he also

is given a distinct name of his own.

The SiddMnta is put forward in the following Sfttra

—

u<hWd By the force of the context ; 3T in reality ; dw*w3jmid there being no

words accompanying his appointment.

8
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29 In reality (he is not distinct), because there are

no words accompanying his appointment, and also because

by the force of context (he is included among the other

priests).
COMMENTARY.

In the case of the other priests, the name is found among the words

accompanying their appointment ; this is not the case with the Sharntn

priest (he who quarters the animal sacrificed) ;
and further he is mentioned

in the context which speaks of the Adhvaryu and his subordinates
;
hence

the conclusion is that the duties of the Shamitri are performed by the

PratipriasthdtrL

Adhikarana XIV. Sutra 30.—The Upagas are

not distinct from others.

sm: The Upagas ; " also j
%?fara because we find texts indicative of this

conclusion.

30. The Upagas also (are not distinct), because we

find tests indicative of this conclusion.

COMMENTARY.

A similar question arising in regard to the Upagds or Subordinate

Singers, the Purvapaksa is that they are distinct ;
bearing as they do a

distinct name of their own. The Siddh&nta put forward in the Sutra is

that they are not distinct ; because of the text that says that '
the Adhvaryu

should not do the Upagana'; which means that the functions of the

Upag&s are fulfilled by the other priests, the Adhvaryu alone being ex-

cepted.

*

Adhikarana XV. SMra 31.—The Soma-Vendor
» *

is distinct.

fistft The Vendor ; 3 really ; w. is distinct ; the action ;
«tW|w«im not

being enjoined^

31.
'

The vendor must be distinct (from the other

priests) ; because the action (of selling) is not enjoined.
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COMMENTARY.

A similar- question arising in regard to the Soma-Vendor, the Sid-

dh&n$a is that he is not included among the duly appointed priests, as

his function is not among those that are enjoined ; and it is only for the

performing of what is directly enjoined that a duly appointed priest is

required. What is enjoined is only the action of purchasing the Soma
;

and it is only in connection with this that the corresponding selling has

to be done. So that none of the appointed priests can be the Soma-

Vendor.

Adhikarana XVI. S&tras 32—35.—The name 6

Ritvik
'

can apply only to the seventeen priests.

Because of the performance of prescribed duties
;

applies to all

;

9#sr*^ the title 'Ritvik because there is no differentiation.

32. " Inasmuch as all the priests perform the pres-

cribed duties, the title of Ritvik is applicable to all
;
spe-

cially as no differentation is made."

COMMENTARY.

The question arising as to whether or not at the Jyoti$toma the

Gfiamasddhvayus are entitled to the name * Ritvik' the Pfirvapaksa put

forward in the present Sfltra is that, inasmuch as all priests—the seven-

teen principal ones, the Adhvaryu, &c, as also the Chamas&dhvayus

—

equally perform the duties prescribed for them, the title of Ritvik, should

apply equally to all
;

specially as we have no texts making any such

differentiation as that * only such and such priests should be called Ritviks.'

The next Sfltra puts forward the SiddhSnta.

5T 3TT MKU^MIdl \\\\[\
*r Not so ; ^ in reality ;

MR^^Hm because of preclusion.

33. In reality, that cannot be ; because of the pre-

clusion (of the title from certain priests).

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, we have a text distinctly declaring that the

number of Ritviks is only seventeen ; from which it follows that it is only

the seventeen principal priests that are entitled to be cailed ' Ritviks

so that the Chamasadhvayus not being among these seventeen, they

cannot be called ' Ritviks \
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q%$ft^[ it \% n

34. If it be argued that by an alternative interpreta-

tion (the title may be applied to the Chamasadhvayus)

—

COMMENTARY.

The opponent argues that the text laying down the appointment of

the 'Rifcviks' says 'the Ritviks should be appointed
5

; and the plural

number in
4

Ritviks
1

can refer to seventeen, as also to twentyseven ; so that,

even though it is true that by one interpretation the title ' Revile
7

can

apply to only seventeen priests, it is equally true that by another interpre-

tation it can apply to the twentyseven priests also— this number being

made up of the seventeen principal priests and the ten Chamasadhvayus.

From this it follows that the title can apply to these latter also.

i That cannot be ;
<3%V?;of all ; smfw^ra are not entitled.

35. Our answer is that that cannot be ; as all (the

twenty-seven) are not entitled (to the name.)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, there is nothing to indicate that all the twenty-

seven priests are entitled to tha name ; as a matter of fact, it is only the

seventeen principal priests that are so entitled.

Adhikarana XVII. Sutra 36—37 —The Brahma
and the other priests mentioned in the text dealing

with initiation and sacrificial fee constitute

the
1

seventeen Ritviks.
'

*

£ra*r*3 sf^fft: ii \i ii

ftif: Restriction; g in reality; afmft: in connection with the Fee:
w^mnj these being directly mentioned by name.

• 36. In reality, there is restriction (to the Brahman and
the rest)

; "because it is these that are mentioned by name, in

connection with the payment of the Fee.

COMMENTARY.

•
.

.
.

I,t being settled that the title of
1

Ritvik ' can apply to the seventeen
priests only-, the next question to be settled is who these seventeen are.
r
£b&- SiddMnfci put forward in the Su tra is that, inasmuch a8 we find
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that, in connection with the paying of the sacrificial Fee, the Veda

distinctly mentions the seventeen principal priests—-the Brahmar ihe

Agnidhra, &c,—it is clear that it is these that constitute the ' s<- Aeen

Ritviks '?

^

3*?3t Having mentioned ;
qsrcnic^ the character of being the Master of

Sacrifice w of these ; $w^ni because their initiation is laid down.

37. Also because the initiation of these priests is

laid down after the fact of their being ' masters of the sacri-

fice ' has been mentioned.

COMMENTARY.

Another reasoning is put forward in support of the Siddhanta—In

connection with Satras it is laid down that ' the Ritviks are the

masters of the sacrifice' ;—and then, when jt comes to initiation, it is the

said seventeen priests that are mentioned by name as to be initiated in the

fashion of the * master.' This also proves that it is these seventeen priests

that form the ' seventeen Ritviks/

Adhikarana XVIII. Sfitra 38.—The ' Seveteenth among

the Priests is the Master of the Sacrifice.

m$m&<: They have the master for their seventeenth ;
^TW^m because

of the similarity of functions.

38, They have the Master for the seventeenth;

because of the similarity of functions.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we have the assertion that there

are
' seventeen Ritviks

'
; those actually named in connection with the

Appointment, however, are only sixteen ; the question then arises as to

how the number seventeen is to be made up. Is the Master to be reckoned

as the 'seventeenth'? or is the seventeenth Ritvik to be brought in from

among the Audience ? The Siddhanta put forward in the Sutra is that the

Master is to form the seventeenth ; and the reason given is that there is

this similarity between him and the sixteen Ritviks that he also, like them,

performs such acts as are laid down in the Veda.
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Adh^aranos XIX and XX. SUtras 39-42 -M, of the

'Seventeen Priests are to perform only such acts as are

specially assigned to him. In some cases, there

are exceptions.

» The priests ; «M: are the performers of all acts
;

mm: the fires

;

also; because they have their own time.

Wni1HP thav
39 The priests are to perform all acts ;

because they

have been engaged (for that purpose) ; the (three) Fires^also

are connected with all sacrifices, having as they have their

own time.
COMMENTARY.

There are two question, dealt with in this duplicate Adhikarana:

(1) are the duties of each Priest such as have been specm ly assigned to

him ? or are all of them to perform all acts ? Are the three sacrificial

Fires (Garhapatya, Ahavantya and Daksinagni) meant for any particular

sacrifice? or for all sacrifices? The Pfirvapaksas are-(l) That all

Priests are to perform all the acts ; because their services having been

engaged in
' connection with the entire sacrifice, there can be no justifica-

tion for restricting their functions ;-<2) the three Fires are meant for all

sacrifices ; for they have their own time, and have not been laid down in

connection with, and as subservient to, any particular sacrifice.

The Siddhdvta of (2) is the same as the Ptirvapah$a ;
the three Fires

are meant.for all sacrifices. In regard to (1>, the SiddhAnta is put forward

in the following Stitra.

TFAmrq Because of connection ; of the acts ;
**m restriction

;
W$

should be ; «ww the said connection ;
***** serving an useful purpose.

40. In regard to actions, there is restriction, on

account of the connection (of particular acts with particular

Priests).

COMMENTARY.

A a matter of fact, we find the acts divided into several sets, each

set being named after a particular priest
;
e.g„ one set of acts is named

*..&jto<vryam t

' another ' Rautra> and bo forth ; from which it follows that

toasts called &$hvaryava ' are to the performed by the A<|hvaryu, those
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called
£

Hautra ' by the Hotri priest, and so on. If this were not so, then

the said naming of the acts could have no meaning
;
while, according

to the Siddhdnta, the naming is found to serve a distinctly useful purpose.

In some cases, however, the acts performed are not in strict accord-

ance with the said naming; one such case is pointed out in the following

Sutra.

a^TWWW^M?r ft^T: II ^ II

mt Of the particular act w^mnmfi* by the force of a distinct name ;
f5^:

there is restriction.

41. Of the act in question there is restriction, by

reason of the particular name assigned to it.

COMMENTARY

In the case of certain acts we find that, though included in the set

named after a certain Priest,—the Hotri or the Adhvaryu, &c,—yet the act

has a different name assigned to it in the Veda e.g., a certain act happens

to be included among acts named ' Hautra,' but it is called by the Veda

itself as ' Yajamana.' In such a case, by reason of the particular name

specially connecting the act with a different performer, this act has to be

performed by the Yajamana, and not by the Hotri Priest.

The Subodhini takes this and the next Sutra as referring to the case

of the Praisa Mantras, which are included in the ' Hautra ' set, but are

prescribed as to be recited by the Maitravaruna priest.

The Siddhanta put forward in the Sutra is that, though it is true

that the action is mentioned along with the actions named after the Hotri

priest, yet, when we take this name along with the direct injunction in

regard to the Maitravaruna doing it, the superior force of the latter sets

aside the indication of the name ; so that the reciting should be done by

the Maitravaruna Priest. But this forms the subject-matter of Adhikarana

(21) ;
hence, we restrict the Sfltra to such acts as have a more specific name

applied to them, following in this the interpretation of the Ny&yamdlavi§tara.

Like the context, etc- ; also indicative texts are found.

42. As in the case of the context, (so here also) we

find texts indicative (of such restriction).

COMMENTARY.

That there is such restriction of functions to particular Priests is also

indicated by certain Vedic passages
;

e.g., a passage declares that
£

one
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should listen to the morning hymn as reciter] by the Hofoi priest
' ; and

this refers to the said recitation being done by the Hot-n priest as a

settled fact ; and the said reciting is also found among the acts named

' Raufra,' from which also it follows that it is done by the Hotri.

The Subodhini makes a separate Adhikarana (20) of Sutra 41 and 42

;

and does not make an independent Adhikarana, in regard to the three

Fires. We have adopted the arrangement of the NytiyamfHwktara.

Adhikarana XXI. Sutras 43—45.—The Praisa Mantras

are to be recited by the Maitravaruna Priest.

(Exception to Adikarana 19).

iftnfre^ Tne siting of he Praisa Mantras ;
%*ww« is to be done by the

Maitrdvaruna ; on account of direct injunction.

43, The reciting of the Praisa Mantras is to be done

by the Maitravaruna priest ; as there is a direct injunction

to that effect.

COMMENTARY,

In connection with the Praisa Mantras it is found that the reciting

of these is found among those actions what are called
4

IlautraJ whereby

the reciting would be done by the Hotri priest ; there is, however, a direct

fnj unction to the effect that
4

the reciting of the Prai?a Mantras is to be

done by the Maitravaruna Priest.' There, thus, being a doubt as to the

priest who should recite the said Mantras, the Pflrvapaksa is that, in

accordance with Adhikarana (19), the reciting should be done by the Hotri

priest.. The Siddh&nta put forward in the present Sfitra is that it is to be

done by the Maitravaruna priest ; for the simple reason that what is

directly enjoined is more authoritative than what is merely indicated by a

name.

This Siddhanta having been arrived at, the further question arises—

Doess this setting aside of the indication by the name ' Hautra ' apply to

all Prai§as, or to only those Prams that are accompanied by * descriptions' ?

As a matter of fact, there are several kinds of
1

Prai§a$
9

or ' Directions
'

;

{a) som$ are pure
c

Praisas ' or
4

Directions/ e.g., ' Recite this before the

burning fire' ; of several such * Directions/ some are pronounced by the

Aftivaryu, and are named after him ' Adhvaryava '
; others are pronounced

Jf

^

e Ho
' ri and hence named after him ' Hautra '

;
(b) there is another

:$P$^ ^Directaon/ which is accompanied by a descriptive declaration

;
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e.g., 'the Hotri supplied fuel to the Fire (this is descriptive) 0 Hotyi

priest, offer the sacrifice'
;

(c) there are again some merely descriptive asser-

tions
—

' they annoint you at a sacrifice' ; these are recited by the Hotfi, and

hence called ' Hautra.' Now, the question is, whether the direct injunction

laying down the reciting of the Praisas as to be done by the Maifcr&varuna

applies to all these several kinds of Praisas, or to only such Praisas as are

accompanied by a description? The Pfirvapaksa is that they are all to be

pronounced by the Maitravaruna ; because that they are to be recited by

the Hotri or the Adhvaryu is justified only by the nam.es
1

Adkvaryava ; while in support of all being pronounced by the Maitravaruna,

we have the direct injunction.

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the SMhdnta put forward in

the following Su(;ra—

S^rjaRwfow^r The title to reciting pertains to the Praisas, accompanied by

descriptive passages; ^ in reality ;
jftrefrercra because of their being mentioned

along with * Praisa"

44. In reality the (Maitravaruna's) title to pronouncing

applies to only those Praisas that are accompanied by

descriptive assertions ; because (in the injunction, the

' description ' is mentioned) along with ' Praisa.'

COMMENTARY.

The injunction is in the form— The Maifcr^varuna pronounces the

Praisas and the descriptions '
;

and, inasmuch as this injunction speaks

of the two together, it follows that it applies to only such Praisas as are

accompanied by descriptions ; so that it is only such mixed Praisas that

have to be pronounced by the Maitravaruna. The pure Praisas or the pure

Descriptions are to he recited by those priests with whom they are related,

by virtue of the names assigned to them.

A further reason is put forward in support of the same conclusion—

nra^ In the morning hymn ; * also ; *m#na because we find the Hotri.

45. Also, "because we find the Hotri mentioned in con-

nection with the Morning Hymn.
COMMENTARY.

The Morning Hymn is of the nature of pure ' description
' ;

and

we find texts connecting this with the Hotri priest, after whom it is

4
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named • which shows that the pure description is not to be pronounced by

the Maitravaruna priest ; from this also it follows that it is only the mixed

« Praisa
'*

and ' Description ' that are to be recited by the Maitravaruna.

Adhikarana XXII. Sutras 46-49.-The Ghamasahoma

is to he performed by the Adhvaryu.

, *m The Ohamasa-offerings ;
the Chamaaftdhvaryus ;^ be-

cause of their name.

46. " The Ohamasa-offeringrt should be made by the

Chamsadhvaryus ;
because of their name."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Chamasa-offerings, the question arises as to

whether they are to be made, like all other offerings, by the Adhvaryn,

or by the Ghamaddhvaryu ? The Pfirvapaksa put forward m the Sutra

is that they should be made by the Ghaviasdfjhvaryu ; because the pecuhar

name given to these latter clearly indicates that they are the persons to

make, the Chamasa-oSerings.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the following Sutra—

31*13': The Adhvayu Priest ; « in reality ;
a^^ra because that is the

more reasonahle course.

47. In reality, the Adhvaryu (should make the offer-

ings) ; because that would be the more reasonable course.
' COMMENTARY.

A? a matter of fact, the term 'adhvaryu' occurs in the name

of both, the ' Adhvaryu ' as well as the ' Chamasadhvaryu ' ; and even in

the case of the latter, the title to priesthood is dependent upon the name

'Afihcaryu,' the 'chamasa' coming in only as special qualification. Hence,

rather than rely upon the indication of a more qualifying factor, it is fat-

more reasonable to rely upon the indication of the self-sufficient, and

hence more authoritative, name ' A4hvaryava,' which is given to all offer-

ings, and by virtue of which all oblations are offered by the Adhvaryu

priest.

*

;"; In connection .with the chamasa; ^ alsoj WR(aN« because we find

/•^ffa^s:$ten$onedr
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48. Also, because we find other priests (than the

Ohamasadhvaryus) mentioned in connection with the cha-

masa.
COMMENTARY.

We find a text saying
—'He makes over the Ohamasa to the

Ohamasadhvaryu ' ; and this clearly indicates that he who makes over

the Ohamasa (after having poured the libation with it), is some one other

than the Ohamas&dhvaryu ; which also shows that the libation in question

is not poured by the Ohamasadhvaryu.

m4) In the event of inability \ $ they; Jmft^ should be regarded (as the

performers).

49. It is only in the event of the Adhvaryu being in-

capable of making the offerings that the Chatnasadhvaryus

should be regarded (as the persons making those offerings).

COMMENTARY.

There may be cases when, at the time of the Ohamasa offerings, the

Adhvaryu may be engaged in some other work, such as the offering of

the Qraha-homa : in this ease, as he would be unable to pour the Ohamasa-

offerings, they could be poured by the Chainas&cjhvaryus.

Adhikarana XXIIL Sutras 50—51.—The Shyena and the

Vdjapeya sacrifices are to be performed by the several

priests.

"^NI^^^t^ ^rfa^r S3;" w x° ii

^m^iid Because it is prescribed in a particular Veda *, s^ra as in the foregoing

adhikarana } fyw* in cases where there is no such restriction as to the act

being mentioned in any particular Veda in accordance with injunctions >

ig; should be.

50. " When an action is laid down in a particular

Veda, its performance is governed by the conclusion of the
0

foregoing adhikarana ;
where, however, there is no such

exclusive connection with any particular Veda, the perfor-

mance may be in accordance with particular inj unctions.'

'
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COMMENTARY.

The Shyena sacrifice is laid down exclusively in the Bamaveda
; and

the Vdjapeya exclusively in the Yajarveda ; the name of the S&maveda
is the ' Au4gdtra ' Veda, the Veda connected with the Udy&tri priest, ie.

t

mentioning acts to be done by the U(]gdtri; and the name of the Yajar-

veda is the ' Atfhvayava' Veda, the Veda connected with the Adhvaryu

priest, i e., speaking of acts to be done by that priest. Now, the question

is—Is the Shyena sacrifice to be performed by the Uc}g&tri priest only,

and the Vajapeya by the Adhvaryu only ? or are they to be performed by

all the priests collectively '? The Mrtajnih^a put forward in the Sutra is

that, by virtue of the names ' Audgdtra ' and * AtPtcaryava? the .sacrifices

must be performed by the single priests ; the Shyena by the Ufjgdtri alone

and the Vajapeya by the Adhvaryu alone ; and it is only when we iind a

sacrifice not exclusively connected with any particular Veda, that we can

admit of the performance of the several details of that sacrifice being

performed by the several priests, in accordance with the injunction* that

lay down certain acts as to be performed by particular priests.

The Siddh&nta is put forward in the next Sfifira,

w^fTO Because it borrows its details (from its Archetype) ; « in roality 5

each man having his own character ;
^m; should be ; vBmwwJm by the

force of the injunctions
; along with; *jf: subsidiaries; warns: indefinite}

3ft in regard to the rest.

51. Inasmuch as the sacrifices in question borrow
their details (from their Archetypes), and they have to be
performed along with their subsidiary details—each act has
to be performed by its own specified performer, by virtue of
the direct injunctions

; in regard to those others (that have
no injunctions bearing on them), there is indefiniteness (and,
hence, they may be performed by the priest whose name is

connected with the name of the particular Veda).

COMMENTARY,

The Shyena and the Vajapeya have the Jyotistoma for their
Archetype

;
hence the details of these sacrifices . are in accordance with

those of the Jyotistoma
:
-in regard to the Jyotistoma, we have definite

^jnnfttions laying down what act is to be done by what Priest. Now
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inasmuch as all these details find a place in the ShySna and the V&japeya

also, it naturally follows that here also those acts are to be done by their

prescribed performers. There may, however, be some details of the Shy§na

or of the Vajapeya which belong to it specifically, and do not come in by

transference from the Archetype
;
and, in connection with details of this

kind, if we do not find any definite injunctions specifying their performer,

there may be a certain indefiniteness ; so that, in such cases, we may accept

the principle enunciated by the Purvapaksin, and conclude that they should

be performed by the priest whose name is connected with the name o£

the particular Veda in which the sacrifice is mentioned. When, however,

we have a direct injunction, the indications of mere name can have no force

as against direct injunction.

End of Pada VII of Adhydya IIT.



THIRD AJJHYAYA.

Eighth Pad a.

Adhikarana I (Sutra 1).—Tkc purchasing of the

Services of Priests is the work of the Master*

**trw! work of the master
;

purchasing ; «*r: the action

;

being for the purpose.

1. The purchasing of the priests, is the work of the

Master, because the action of purchasing is for the purpose

of bringing into existence the officiating priests.

COMMENTARY.

In regard to the engaging of the services of the ofKcialiug [meat* tin?

question arises as to whether it is the duty of the Master or of the priests

themselves. The Pftrvapaksa is that in asmucbas this act of purchasing is

found mentioned in the Yajurveda, which is named the Adhvaryava-veda,

the said action must be performed by the Adhvaryu priest.

The Sidh&nta put forward in the present Sutra is that the purchasing

is to be done by the Master of the sacrifice ; for the very simple reason that

before the purchasing the priests are not priests at alt they become

priests only after their services have been engaged by the master. From
this it follows that the appointing of the priests, the paying of the sacri-

ficial fee, and such other acts must be clone by the Master.

Adhikarana II (Sutra 2).—The giving of the three-year-

old cow is to he done by the Adhvaryu.

TOlftdW WRl II R II

**rm on account of direct injunction ; *?$«ri of others
;
*m; should be.

2. An act of giving can be done by others, when there

is a direct injunction to that effect.

COMMENTARY.

As an exception to the foregoing Adhikarana we have a case of the

i^kii^.of the gift of the three " Varas "—that is of three three-year old
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cows ; this has to be done,—not by the Master, but—by the Adhvaryu,

because we have the direct injunction that this gift is to be made by one

who lays the bricks on the altar ; and as the bricks are laid by the

Adhvaryu, it follows that the said gift is also be made by him, and not by

the Master as other gifts are.

. Adhiharana III (Sutras 3-8).—The shaving of the head and

such other embellishments pertain to the Master.

H^rcrcg g^^ra**? ^rts^ \\\\\

wmv: the embellishments
; 5 in reality ;

wranra* in view of the usefulness

of man ; in accordance with the name of the Veda ;
^rfcm like other acts

;

^n^Stl should he restricted.

3. " In reality the embellishments should be restricted,

like the performance of actions in accordance with the name
of the Veda

;
specially as they tend to make the man useful."

• COMMENTARY.

The shaving of the head and beard, etc., the applying of collyrium

to the eye and so forth are some of the embellishments mentioned in the

Yajurveda. The question arises whether these embellishments are to be

done to the Master or to the Adhvaryu priest. The Pftrvapaksa put

forward in the Sutra is that they are to be done to the Adhvaryu ; because

they are mentionedjn the Yajurveda which is named Adhvaryava after that

priest. Nor can these embellishments as done to the priest be regarded as

useless ; as they tend to^make him more efficient. This conclusion is in due

accordance with the principle that the action mentioned in a certain Veda

is to be done by the priest after whom that Veda is named.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the next Sfttra.

*mrcr: belong to the master
$ 5 in reality ;

<iw*m<-*hj he being the principal

man \ like the principal actions.

4. In reality the embellishments belong to the Master,

he being the principal man, just as the principal act is done

by him*
COMMENTARY,

Of all the seventeen persons engaged in the performance the Master

is the most important ; hence the embellishments must belong to him ; it is

just as the principal act of making gifts is done by him.
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scrfen^ w v, u

5. Also because there is direct assertion.

COMMENTARY.

* f
" the Adhvaryu applies oil to h'm

We have a text saymg w ^ <bac t0

bodr» here if ^^J^jTtad the fcmanepada ending

tLe Adhvaryu s own b dy ^ Paraflmaipada ending;

Ut - "^T
t r done to some person other than the

wliirh sho^vs that the act ib u> w

Adllyu himself ; ami this other person can only he the Master.

Wn* of a subsidiary character , <«. of the action
; ^ mention.

t C al S question are held to be of a subsuhary

character.
commentary.

* * a divided into two classes, primary and subsidiary ;
and it

A? ? mt e of the primary act that is governed by the general

pnncxple that an act *
the subsidiary act, the only

Veda ??r**£ aV hey sh0;W be done by the man who is mostT £
"d done to whom the act serves the most useful pur-

"So trlX elellMn^ in question are concerned they are

T% u bid to be subsidiary acts ; and as such the person to whom

"ra^Xt the Master, for reasons mentioned in Satra 3.

7. Also because the injunction points to him.

COMMENTARY.

The injunction of the sacrifice itself is in the form that a certain

.acvifil is o be* performed for the accomplishing of a certain desirable

T and it is admitted that this desirable result accrues to the Master

;

for this reason also the embellishments should belong to him.

^ on account of inequality ; m^m: not applicable equally to both ;

*^ ^
On account of the inequality of the two persons

the embellishments could not be regarded as equally apph-

e$b\41 to both,
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COMMENTARY.
It might be argued that in view of the fact that for reasons given

in the foregoing Sutras the embellishments belong to the Master ; while

they belong to the Adhvaryu in accordance with the name of the Veda
in which they are mentioned,—it appears to be most reasonable to

connect the embellishments with both the Master and the Adhvaryu.

The answer to this view is set forth in the present Sutra. It is

admitted that the Master is the most important person at the performance

;

so that in no case there can be an equality between the Master and the

A4hvaryu. Hence there can be no justification for regarding the

embellishments as equally applicable to both.

Adhikarana IV (Sutras 9-11)—The penances

pertain to the Master.

?<?: penance j *r also $ 'wif8i3Mi
,

« as it is conducive to the result as in

the ordinary world.

9. The penance also (pertains to the Master)

;

because it helps in the final result, as we find in the ordi-

nary world,
COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyotistoma certain two-day and three-day fasts

are laid down. The question arising as to whether these fasts should be

done by the Master or by the priest, the Purvapaksa is that involving as it

does pain and suffering, the fasting should be done by the priest, who,

as an engaged servant, should bear all the painful parts of the performance."

The Siddhanta put forward in the Sfitra is that, the fasting is to be done

by the Master himself ; because it cleanses him from any sins that may be

accruing to him, and thereby renders him capable of obtaining the final

.result following from the sacrifice. Even though the fasting involves

a certain amount of suffering, as it is conducive to ultimate good, the

Master should willingly undergo it ; as in ordinary experience, people are

ready to undergo temporary suffering for more lasting good
;

e,g, when

& man undergoes a serious operation*

The next Sfitra supplies a further argument in support of the

Sid4hanta

qmte; a supplementary declaration ; n also ;^ points to the same conclu-

sion.

5
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10. There is a supplementary declaration also which

points to the same conclusion.

COMMENTARY.

Anent the fasting in question there is a declaration in the Kalpasutra

to the effect that-
1 when the initiated master becomes lean, he becomes

pure ; when he is empty of food he is pure ' and so forth ;
which indicates

that the fasting is to be done by the Master.

**ra on the strength of direct injunction ;^ to other persons
; m ewM

pertain.
, . .

11. It is only on the strength of direct injunction

that penances could pertain to other persons.

COMMENTARY.

In some cases it "is found to be directly enjoined that the fasting

is to be done by the priests ; and in such cases, there can be no doubt

;

it has to be done by the priests, and not by the Master.

Adhikamna V (Sutra 12.)—The wearing of tile red

turban pertains to all priests.

w*ra because it is an accessory qualification ; * also
;

by the particular

Veda; ***** restriction $ i not ;
«ra would be.

12. Because it is an accessory qualification, there

should be no restriction of it by the particular Veda.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Vajapeya sacrifice laid down in the Yajur

(Acpivaryava) Veda, we find it mentioned that the priests should wear

golden necklaces ;
similarly in connection with the Shyena sacrifice laid

down in the Sama {Au$gdtra) Veda we find it mentioned that the priests

should wear red turbans. In regard to these cases the doubt arises—are

the things mentioned to be worn by all the priests ? or by only one of them ?

The Purvapaksa is that they are to be worn by only one priest ; i.e.

the golden necklaces being mentioned in the A#hvaryava Veda, are

to ,be worn by the Adhmryu only ;' and the Red turban, being mentioned

\^-the Av4g&tra Veda, is to be worn by the Uigatri priest only. -The
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Siddhdnta*p at forward in the Sutra is that there can be no such restriction*

by the names of particular Vedas. Because the wearing of the ornaments

is an accessory qualification,—a mere embellishment ; and as such has

to be repeated with each of the persons concerned ; so that the things

in question are to be worn by all the priests. Further, that the things

are to be worn by the priests,—in the plural—is expressed by the Syntax

of the sentence ; while that they are to be worn by only one priest can

be based only upon the name of the Veda ; and certainly syntactical

connection is more authoritative than mere name.

Adhikarana VI (Sutra 13-14.)

—

4

Desire for Rain
'

pertains to the Master.

?ror similarly ; mm the desire
;

s^ron; because of his connection with

the purpose (of sacrifices).

13. Similarly the desire also (pertains to the Master);

because it is he that is connected with the purpose (of the

performance.)
COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Jyoti§toma it is said that
—

" in case one

desires rain, he should build the sadas on lower ground." The question

arises—whose desire is here meant ? Is it the desire of the sacrificer ?

or of the Adhvaryu priest? The Purvapaksa is that it is of the Adhvaryu

Priest ; because the passage occurs in the Yajurveda, which is named
' A4hvaryava ' after that priest. The Siddhanta put forward in the Sutra

is that the desire is of the sacrificer ; because it is he who is connected

with the- real purpose, or result, of the sacrifice; the result of every

sacrificial performance accrues to the Master.

ww^im on the strength of direct assertion ; to others ; wa can

pertain to.

14. It is only on the strength of a direct assertion

that it could pertain to others.

COMMENTARY.

In some cases it is directly asserted that ' the Udgatri priest should

desire a certain thing ; and in such cases the desire will naturally be

that of the particular priest mentioned ;
and not of the Master.

<
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Mantras beginning with ayurda is to be

clone by the Master.

™ such mantras; .also; as are not directly connected with

any particular action ; „!£^^ ^^^
directly connected with any particular action.

COMMENTARY
'

There are certain mantras laid down as to be recited during per-

formances ; one such mantra being-' on agne A*
;
U« V*

arises-bv whom is this mantra to be recited ? By the Adhvaiy Priest

.

by theMaster. The is that occuring in the

Veda, the mantra should be recited by the Adhvaryu Pnest. The

SmLnta put forward in the Sutra is that-(l) because t e^ra
question is not connected with any of the acts done by ^
(2) because it speaks of a desirable result occunng to the reciter, it

should be recited by the Master.
. A

A further argument is put forward in support of the SvUhanta.-

• Mto during separation ; n also ; *N because we find it indicated

• 16. Also because we find indications (of recitation)

'during separation.
• COMMENTARY.

' ' ' We have the words saying-' being here I addreBS you 0 Agni, who

are those '
; which shows that the reciter is separated-i.e., at a distance-

from the Agni ; as this cannot be the case with the Adhvaryu priest, who

has always to be near the Agni, it clearly indicates that mantra is to

be recited by the Master.

• Adhilarana VIII {Stitra 17).—The Mantra mentioned
'"'

'in two places is to be recited by both persons.

in the -case of mantras mentioned in two places ; gbut; both ;

f»«im»-the two-fold mention ; **ff*ra being for a purpose.

'

17; • In the case of mantras mentioned, in two places,
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both persons (should recite) ; as the two-fold mention of the

mantra must have a purpose.

COMMENTARY.

The mantra
—

' Vdjasya ma prasavena cfee/—occurs in the section

dealing with the duties of the Master, as also in that dealing with those

of the Adhvaryu. In connection with this the doubt arises—Is this to be

recited by the Master? or by the Adhvaryu? The Ptirvapak$a is that

in accordance with the conclusion of the foregoing Adhikarana the reciting

should be done by the Master only. The Siddhanta propounded in the

Siltra is that it should be recited by both ; as otherwise what would

be the use of its being mentioned in the other section, if it were to be

recited by only one person ? When the mantra is mentioned in two places,

this must be with a definite purpose ; and this purpose is that it is meant

to be recited by both persons.

Adhikarana IX (Sutra 18).

—

The mantra should be made

to be recited only by a person who knows it

*n» when it is known ; * verily ; m«% being made to recite ; n not,

^ because ; ^i%F[ ignorant ; laid down ;
srf%i is.

18. It is only a person who knows (the mantra) that

should be made to recite it ; because no ignorant person is

permitted (to be the Master of a sacrifice.)

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the V&japeya sacrifice, the Master is spoken of as

being made, to recite the * klrip^i mantras ;
i.e., the mantras beginning with

Ayuryajnena kalpatdm eta In regard to this the question arises—Ts it only

the person knowing the mantras and their meaning that is to be made to

recite them ? or even an ignorant person may be made to do so. ? The

Purvapaksa being that any person, learned or ignorant, should be made to

recite the mantras ; for the simple reason that we have no such injunction

as that the learned alone should be made to recite. The siddh&nta pro-

pounded in the Sfttra is that the recitation meant is to be done by only

such persons as know the mantras and their meanings For the simple

reason that no person who is ignorant of the Veda is permitted to take part

in a sacrifice. So that before a person undertakes to have a sacrifice per-

formed, and before he can tje entitled to appear thereat as the ' Master/ be
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has to be one who has duly studied the Veda and learnt its meaning. And

when no ignorant person can be the ' Master/ how can he be made to

recite the Mantras, which are laid down as to be recited by the Master ?

Adhiharana X (Sutra 19, 20).—The 'double acts' are to be

done by the Adhvaryu.

vw^^rwrrn because of the section being named after the Master ; the

action ; iwranra performed by the Master
;

*g: should be.

19. " The actions in question should be performed by

the Master ; as they are mentioned in the section named

after him."

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Darsha-Pftrnamasa twelve actions are men-

tioned ; such as (1) the removal of the calf
; (2) thumping of the corn, and

so forth, which are called ' double ' acts, because each of them is meant

to include two actions ; for instance, (I) the ' removal of the calf
5

includes

the removing of the calf by means of the Palasha sticky and also the placing

of the Vessel for holding the milk that has been milked ; and so on with the

rest. Now all these actions are mentioned in the section dealing with the

duties of the Master. And for this reason, the Pflrvapak^a propounded in

the S#tra is that they should be done by the Master, and not by the

priests; such being the clear indication of the name of the section ; which

is called ' Yajam&na* of the Yajam&na or Master,

The Siddh&nta is put forward in the next Sfitra.

spbij : the Adhvaryu priest ; in reality
; 3$: he is for that purpose $

f|

because; as compatible with law ; s*nw^the indication by ' name**

20. In reality the Adhvaryu should perform the acts

mentioned \ because it is for that purpose that he is engaged;

mtox what is indicated by * Name/ this can be accepted (as

^uthoritatr/e) only when it is compatible with law.

V. :
COMMENTARY,

ijg^As a matter of fact the Adhvaryu is engaged only for the purpose of

jj|$£94«4$M* discussion ; and further, the acts themselves
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are actually prescribed in the section dealing with the duties of the Adhvaryu
priest ; in the section dealing with the duties of the Master, they have only

been mentioned in another connection: after having mentioned the acts, it is

said

;

6

he who forms the sacrifice after having duly accomplished these

acts and certainly when the Master gets these' acts done by the Adhvaryu,

he can certainly be said to have
4

accomplished ' them. If we laid stress

upon the name of this section being * Yajamawa and held that the acts

should be done by the Master,—then we would be going directly against

the Law that what is directly laid down is more authoritative than what

is merely indicated by a
1

name.'

Adhikavana XI {Sutra 21).—The mantra belonging to the

Adhvaryu is to be recited by the Hotri at a

particular sacrifice.

fiwfritft there being an congruity ; the mantra > wwWlvd because a parti-

cular relationship is mentioned ; 3ctct the other ; another person ; wift in com-

parison with others ; *ra: because ; ftfo: a peculiar connection ;
^ira would be.

21. There being an incongruity, the mantra (should be

recited by the Hotri priest) ; because of the peculiar relation

(between the Hotri and the Adhvaryu) ; the other mantra

would be recited by another priest ; because his relationship

(to the Hotri) is more intimate than of the other priests.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Agni-somiya animal—which is the Archetype

of all scrificial animals—the Adhvaryu twines the rope round the post

with the mantra ' Pavictrasi &c
?

: and this twining is referred to by the

Hotri, who, in so doing, recites the mantra
c Yuvd Suvas&l} &c.' Both of

these become admissible to the Kun$apayin&mayana, which is the Ectype

of the Agni§omiya offering, and which therefore admits of the details of its

Archetype by virtue of the general law that ' the details of the Ectype

are in accordance with those of the Archetype.' But in connection

with the Kwdap&yinamayana we further find it laid down that 'he

who is the Hotri is also the Adhvaryu
?

; from which it follows that the

duties of the Adhvaryu devolve upon the Hotri ; so that the reciting of the

mantra ' parivirasi etc.
7

as also of ' yuvd suv&sdh etc.* has to be done by
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the Hotri. The question is—is the same man to recite both the mantras?

or he should recite only one? The Purvapaksa is that, in as much as

both duties devolve upon him, the Liotri should clo both. The Si4<Jh&ft(&

put forward in the Sfitra is that, there is a clear incongruity in the same

man being required to recite two mantras at the same time ; hence the

light course is that the Hotii should recite only one of the two mantras
;
i.e.,

he should do the twining of the rope and recite the mantra * parivirmiete";

and the other mantra, '/yuvdsuvasdlietc.
7

should be recited by the MaijnV

varuna priest, who is more closely related to the Hotri than the other

priests,—in that he is seated in close proximity to the Hotri.

Adhikarana XII (Sutra 22).—The uttering of the Directions

is to be done by a yriest other than the one that

carries out those Directions.

the utterance of the directions
; * also wfw<cm as it is the duty of

others.
*

,
22. The utterance of the Directions is to be done by

others ; as it is the duty of others.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnarnasa, there are certain minor
actions, such as the arranging of the vessels and fuels, etc. The question
is—By whom should those acts be done ? The Purvapaksa is that they
should all be done by the Adhvaryu, as they are mentioned in the Adhvar-
yava or Yajurveda. The Siddhanta put forward in the Sutra is that it is
only the Direction for the doing of these acts that has to be pronounced
by the Adhvaryu; the actual doing of the acts is to be done by other
persons. For the fact of the Directions being addressed in the second
person-' thou bring the vessels', etc.-clearly indicates that the acts are
to be done by persons other than the one who pronounces the Direc-
tions

;
and from the following Adhikarana, it follows that the Directions

have to be pronounced by the Adhvaryu ; hence it follows that the acts
are to be done by other priests.
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Adhikarana XIII (Sutra 23-24.)—The Directing

Mantras are to be pronounced by the Adhvaryu.

23. In reality the Adhvaryu should do it, as it is

found mentioned (in the Adhvaryava Veda).

COMMENTARY.

The question being—Who should pronounce the Directions ?—the

Siddh&nta is that it should be don9 by the Adhvaryu ; as it is found
mentioned in the Veda named after him ; i.e. the Adhvayava Veda ; and
there is no more authoritative indication of anything to the contrary.

" But "—says the opponent— " there is a Vedic text which indicates

the Acjhvaryu, as the holder of the Sphya, to be the performer of the act

mentioned in the Direction ; so that, by the conclusion arrived at in the

foregoing Aclhikaraxia, the pronouncing of the Direction must be clone by

some other person,"

In answer to this we have the following Sutia

—

figurative ; *n in reality ; ^siiHiid similarity of functions.

24. The passage is figurative ;—being based upon the

similarity of functions (of the priests).

COMMENTARY.

The passage indicating the Adhvaryu as the * doer ' is figurative
;

i.e. it refers to him as the ' doer/ in this sense that he gets the act done

by others; and the function of getting the act done is similar to doing the

act itself*

Adhikara'tia XIV {Sutras 25-27).—The results mentioned

in the mantras toith which certain acts are done

accrue to the Master.

"sjfe^i *r%*tWr n n ii

^fiyTO^ the result accrues to the priest ; (mention) in the mantras

with which certain acts are done ;
i&s&ttn such being the direct meaning.

25. " The result mentioned in the Karana-Mantras

accrue to the Priest, such being the direct meaning of the

words."
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COMMENTARY.

There are certain mantras recited by Priests during the performance

of certain acts ; these mantras are called ' kararia-manpras,'
6

Instrumental

Mantras.' Some of these mantras speak of certain desirable results as

accruing from the act ; for instance, while doing the ' Fire-laying ' the

Priest recites a mantra containing the words
4 may effulgence be mine.'

Now the question arises—does this ' effulgence ' accrue to the priest

pronouncing the mantra? Or to the Master, to whom the results of the

sacrifice accrue? The Pfirvpaksa propounded in the Sutra is that the

result should accrue to the priest pronouncing the mantra; as such is the

direct raeauing of the words ; these say— may effulgence be mine'; and

this first person singular points directly to the man pronouncing the

words.

The Siddhanta is put forward in the following Sfltra

—

^Tfti: it accrues to the Master ; <9T in reality
;

fl^fcro the whole performance
being for his sake.

26. In reality the result should accrue to the Master

;

the entire performance being for his sake.

COMMENTARY.

As the entire performance is for the sake of the Master, every result

that accrues from the acts constituting that performance should accrue

to him alone.

27. Also because we find texts indicative of the same
conclusion.

COMMENTARY.

There are Vedic texts declaring—' whatever blessings the Priests

prqnounce during the performance they all accrue to the Master.'

Adhikarana XV (S&tra 28).—-Such results mentioned
in the Karana-mantras as are helpful in the

performance accrue to the Priest.

^n.> helpful in the performance ; m result
; accrues to the "priests

;

***ftf to the master
;
v&n&n* serving his purposes.
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28. That result which is helpful in the performance

accrues to the Priests ; as these are of use to the Master.

COMMENTARY.
* There is an Instrumental Mantra, a mantra recited by the Priest

while he is holding the ladle full of butter near his navel ; this mantra

speaks of ' the freedom from heat ' as a desirable result following from

the act. To whom does this result accrue ? The Purvapaksa is that it

accrues to the Master, according to the conclusion of the foregoing

Adhikarana. The Siddh&nta is that it accrues to the Priest; it is the

Priest who is holding the ladle near his navel, so that if this act saves any

one from heat, it must be the Priest.f As for the Siddhanta of the foregoing

Adhikarana, it is not infringed by this conclusion ; as if the Priest is

saved from heat, he becomes all the more efficient ; and hence the entire

performance comes to be better performed. So that even as accruing

to the Priest, the result ultimately serves the purposes of the Master

himself.

Adhikarana XVI (Sutra 29).—Some results mentioned

in the Karana-Mantra accrue to both Master and Priest

II U II

29. Because of direct assertion.

COMMENTARY.

There are some Karana-Mantras which speak of a result as'

accruing to 'us both.' The Pilrvapaksa being that this also accrues

to the Priest, in accordance with the Siddh&nta of the foregoing Adhi-

karana, the Siddhanta as put forward in the Sfitra is that it should accrue

to both, the Master and the Priest ; as the words themselves directly

speak of it as accruing to us both,

* mi mmmm iwwwmmiw^

Adhikarana XVII (Sutra 30).—The sanctification

of the substances helps the Primary

as well as the Subsidiary.

goiKtaTO W^IM^H H^W II \* II

3pu«wrc: the sanctification of substances ;
JWfliRSNid as there is no differ-

ence in the Context ; <F&riw*t pertain to all actions.

30. The sanctification of substances pertains to all

Sacrifices,—there being no difference in the contest
m * «

i
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COMMENTARY*

The sanctification of the things used at sacrifices—such as the grass

&c—is helpful to all sacrifices, the Primary as well as the Subsidiary,

the Archetype as well as the Ectype. This has been already decided

in Adhikarana (1) of Pada VII of Adhyaya III ; and it is repeated here only

as introducing, and giving rise to the question of, the following Adhi-

karana.

. Adhikarana XVIII (Sutra 31).—The distinctive details

of the Archetype do not pertain to the Ectype.

f*fifam on account of direct mention ; in the Ectype j of the

distinction details ; wfcmi: no connection.

31. In asmuchas (in connection with the Archetype)

the particular action is specially mentioned, there can be

no room for such distinctive act in the Ectype*

COMMENTARY.

In connection with Archetype it is laid down that the pit of the

post is spread over with grass ; and there are certain sanctifications laid

down for this grass. The question arises—are these sanctif&ctOry rites

to be performed at the Ectypal sacrifice also? The Siddhftnfca is that

'they are not ; since out oE the large number of the Archetypal details

only those have to be transferred to the Ectype of which there is any

use ; now of the sanctification of the grass there is no use at the Ectype

;

as there is no ' spreading of grass ' mentioned in connection with it, as

it is in connection with the Archetype.

Adhikarana XIX (Sutra 32).—The '

VidhritV and the
' Pavitra

5

should be made of any ordinary

Kusha grass.

fc^ its being contrary
; * verily

; «ftfiferm on account of the definite Vedie
declaration ; wm: undefined -

9 5ft as regards other cases.

_ 32. In asinuch as there is a direct Vedic declaration
(in regard to one particular case), an application of the saoie
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to other cases would be contrary to that declaration. Hence

in regard to these other cases, it mast remain undefined

(or unqualified).

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnamasa, the Vidhriti and Pavitra

are laid down as to be made of Kasha grass. The question arises—-are

these to be made out of the Kusha grass that has been sanctified ? or out of

any ordinary Kusha grass. The Siddhrmta is that they are not to be made

out of the sanctified grass ; as the grasses are laid down as to be sanctified

only for the purpose of being spread over the post-pit ; so that if the

grass sanctified for that purpose were to be used for other purposes, this

would be a contravention of the Veda. Hence the Vidhriti and the

Pavitra should be made out of the ordinary unqualified Kusha grass

that may be lying about the place ; and one such bundle of grass is

already there in the shape of the
(

Paribhojaniya' grass; and the two

things in question should be made of Kusha-blades taken out of this

bundle.

Adhikarana XX (Sutra 38).—The ' Cahe-deposits \

should be made out of the Cake prepared

at the Primary Sacrifice.

^q^re^^resr f^3H?rem!3,
II ^ II

: setting aside ; 5 really ; wJ*K* of a portion ; fetwi-wftmid because

the Injunction pertains to what is already there.

33. The setting aside should be of a part (of the

already baked cake) ; as the injunction points to what is

already in existence.

COMMENTARY,

In connection with the Jyotistoma we find it laid down that a piece

of the Cake is to be deposited in the vessel dedicated to Indra-Vftyu.'

The question arises—Is this deposit to be made out of the Cake that

has been baked for the Archetypal Sacrifice ? or out of some other undefined

Cake ? The Pfirvapaksa is that in accordance with the conclusion of the

preceding Adhikarana, the piece set aside should be taken from some other

Cake. The Siddhanta is that it should be out of the Primary Cake

itself; as that being present, ready baked, the injunction in regard to

the setting aside of a piece must pertain to it
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Adhikarana XXI (Sutra 34-35).

—

The 6

silence
9

enjoined

in connection with Sacrifices for a purpose, is for

the sake of the Primary Sacrifice.

"ft** wWj s#t^" ii \t ii

%ft At the ectype; *raf$: the details; S«r: is for the sake of all ; n?i%m

Just like the details of the Archetype.

34. " The details of the Ectype are for the sake of all

sacrifices
;
just like the details of the Archetype."

COMMENTARY.

Iii connection with the Sacrifices performed with a view to a defined
result, it is said that they should be performed in silence. The question
arises -Is this 'silence' for the sake of the Primary as well as its Subsidiaries ?

or for that of the Primary only ? The Purvapaksa is that in accordance
with Adhikarana I of Pada VI of Adhiyaya III, where it is declared that
the details of the Archetypal Darsha-Purnamasa pertain to all sacrifices,

the particular detail must pertain to the Primary as well as to the Sub-
sidiary sacrifices.

The Siddh&nta is put forward in the following Sutra—

pe
f!

ining t0 the Primary
!

* in reali ty
; *S*> in connection with the

subsidiray ; because it is not prescribed.

35. It must pertain to the Primary ; as it has not
been prescribed in connection with the Subsidiary.

COMMENTARY,

• The said silence should pertain to the Primary Sacrifice only ; as
the passage enjoining the silencejrefeis specifically to the Primary ; and
has no bearing on the Subsidiaries.

Adhikarana XXII (Sutra 36-38).—The Ajya churned
out of the Butter in a leathern vessel pertains

to the Subsidiaries of the Shyena sacrifice.

^^because of the proximity (of the word 'Ajya'); <** it being
rossjhte

; it pertains to its suhsirW;«0 *
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the Primary), it must pertain to the Subsidiaries
;
specially

on account of the proximity (of the word Ajya)

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Shyena sacrifice we read 'the Ajya is that churn-
ed out of the Butter in a leathern vessel' The question arises—does the

peculiar qualification of the Ajya pertain to the Primary Shyena Sacrifice ?

or to its Subsidiaries ? The Purvapaksa being that it pertains to the Primary,

the Siddhanta put forward in the Sutra is that it is to be employed at

the Subsidiaries. Because, as a matter of fact, no kind of Ijya is used at

all at the Primary Shyena sacrifice, which, having the Soma-sacrifice for its

Archetype, does not admit of the use of Ajya ; hence any peculiar qualifica-

tions of the ijya can have no bearing upon that sacrifice. As regards

the Subsidiary sacrifices, being Istis or grain sacrifices, they have the

Varsha-purnamdsa for their Archetype, and as such, by implication,- thev

admit of the use of Ajya; in regard to which the qualification in question

is laid down.

An objection is raised :

—

"STTCRSfa r$f<=T %3 II ^vs ||

37. "The same may be the case with the Fire-laying

also."

COMMENTARY.

The objection is raised that the same may be said in regard to the

Fire-laying also; that is, the said ' Butter in the leathern vessel ' may be
connected with the Fire-laying rites also,— these also, through the Fire,

being regarded as ' Subsidiaries ' of the Shyena.

The next Sutra supplies the answer

—

H IM*<*!M I l<J

&

BttR^T^ II II

i not so ;
wwww not being in the same context

; the said subsi-

diaries ;
'WflfiiWk^H nor pointing to that.

38. That cannot be ; as they do not occur in the

same context
;
specially as the said acts are not laid • down

as subsidiary (to the Shyena).

COMMENTARY.
* •

.'The said- ' butter in the leathern vessel' is not mentioned an the

context of the Fire-laying rites
;
nor are these rites laid down as Subsi-

diary- to the Shyena. .Hence there is nothing to justify our connecting

the said Butter with the Fire-laying rites.
.
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Adhikarana XXIU (Stttro 2>MT),-The Ajya made

of Butter pertains to all the Subsidiaries of the

ohyena,

in regard to that time ; f%S^5 because inference is possible

.

39 " Because their connection with the time (of

extracting Soma-juice) can be inferred [the said qualification

of the Ajya can pertain to only, such subsidiaries of the

Shyena as are connected with that time].

'

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the ciualification of the Ajya that it should bo

churned out of the Butter in a leathern vessel-the question ames-Does

this pertain to all Subsidiaries of the Sl.yena or to only some of them i

The Purvapaksa propounded in the Sutra is that it pertains to only some

subsidiaries of the Shyena ; that is, to only those that are connected w.th

that particular time at which the Soma-juice is extracted ;
this connection

being inferred in the following manner-' The details of the Retype

of the Shyena are connected with the time of Soma-juice extraction,

hecause they are particular details related to the Ectype of the Soma-

sacrifice, like the killing of animals.'

Ihe Siddhanta is put forward in the following Sutra—

^pertains to all; w in reality; there being no grounds for

differentiating. . .

40. The qualification must pertain to all subsidiaries ;

because there is no ground for any differentiation.

COMMENTARY.

We have the direct Vedic declaration to the effect that at the sacri-

fices in question the Ajya used should be churned out of Butter, while

iieie is no Vedic text that would justify any such differentiation as is

aade- in the Purvapaksa ; hence the qualification must be connected with

all the subsidiaries of the Shyena sacrifice.

xiftra in .regard to what is directly laid down by a text ; %T&n mere

inference.

41. As against what is directly asserted by a text mere

Inference (can have no force).
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COMMENTARY.

That the Ajya churned out of Butter in the leathern vessel is to

be used at all the subsidiaries is directly mentioned in the text quoted above.

In the face of this direct declaration, mere reasoning by inference can have

no authority.

- Adhikarana XXIV (Sutra 42-44).—It is only the

Savaniya Cake that should consist of flesh.

itoj flesh
; g in reality

;
wfaiRi^ is a constituent of the Savainya Cakes ;

3ki*uMNm because of a particular injunction.

42. Flesh should form the constituent of only the

Savaniya cakes ; because there is a particular injunction.

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Shakyayana there is a text declaring that the

Savantya cakes are to be made of the flesh of the animals that.tbe Master

kills during the hunting expedition undertaken on a certain day. The

question arises.—Is it only the Savaniya cake that is to consist of flesh ? or

all cakes ? The Purvapaksa is that according to the foregoing Adhikarana,

the flesh should come in in all Cakes, The Siddhanta put forward in the

Sutra is that flesh should form a constituent of the Savaniya cakes only
;

because the text quoted makes special mention of the Savaniya ; hence it

is only these that should contain flesh.

An objection is raised

—

Hfa: indirect or figurative signification ; mfifo when there is no proximity

;

wnwT unreasonable, if this be urged.

43. If it be urged that
—

" It is not right to have re-

course to indirect or figurative signification (of a word),

when there is no proximity (favouring such signification)."

COMMENTARY.

The restriction of the name * Cake ' to the Savaniya can only be

called figurative ; and so long as we find it possible to take a word in its

direct meaning, it is not right to have recourse to an indirect signification;

specially when there is no such ground for it as greater proximity or the

like.

7
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This objection is answered in the following Sfltra—

it could be ; ws^finra on the analogy of the Archetype ; hjvm as in this
case of the Vair&ja.

44. [Our answer is that]—The said indirect or figura-

tive signification should be possible, on the analogy of the
Archetypal sacrifice

; just as we have in the case of tbe
Vairaja.

*

' COMMENTARY
In connection with the Archetypal sacrifice of the Darsha-Parnamasa

we find the word 'Cake' applied figuratively to such substances as the
Vh&nd and the like; so on the basis of this we are fully justified in
applying the same word figuratively to the Savaniya

; specially as we
have another example of such figurative application of names ; for instance,
the name ' Vair&ja ' is applied to the Vairajaprishtba.

Thus ends Pada VIII, of Adkydya III.

End of Adhy.vya III.
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